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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Monograph has trawled a vast sea of
information relevant to drug use, risk and harm in
the Australian community, to capture the essential
wisdom that can guide the national prevention
agenda. The document has been prepared to
provide an evidence base for a comprehensive
national prevention agenda to be implemented
along with synergistic actions across multiple
government departments and sectors of society.
Prevention refers to measures that prevent or delay
the onset of drug use as well as measures that
protect against risk and reduce harm associated with
drug supply and use. The Monograph encompasses
the full spectrum of prevention intervention
measures; evaluated Australian approaches to the
prevention of drug supply, use, and harm;
approaches to prevent or delay the uptake of licit
and illicit drugs by children and young people;
current application of prevention policy and strategy
in Australia; and gaps in prevention knowledge and
effort.
To undertake this task, we have identified the major
patterns of use, risk and harm accruing to drug use
in Australia using the most contemporary data;
overviewed the social and structural determinants of
health and drug use, internationally and in
Australia, with a particular concern for Indigenous
Australians; reviewed the literature on risk and
protective factors relating to drug use and other
psychosocial problems; reviewed the literature
relating to the evidence for a range of prevention
strategies, both in Australia and internationally;
included every drug type identified by the National
Drug Strategy (NDS); where possible, distinguished
between different age groups, from conception to
old age; and considered the implications of these
findings.
Our major conclusion is that an integrative policy
framework, which we refer to as a Protection and
Risk Reduction Approach to Prevention, should be
adopted. This approach integrates knowledge of
developmental processes throughout the life-course,
with knowledge of broader macro-social influences
on behaviour and health outcomes. The Protection
and Risk Reduction Approach emphasises the
importance of reducing the known developmental
risk factors that lead children and young people to
become involved with risky drug use and harm,
while also enhancing protective factors. While there
is evidence that interventions in the early years
make a difference later in life, it is also the case that
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risk factors for harmful drug use arise in childhood,
adolescence and later in life and reductions to drugrelated harm may be limited if prevention
investment were to exclude risks emerging at other
life stages. The framework also acknowledges that
targeted, early intervention strategies focused on
strengthening protective factors will be useful for
children and youth with a high number of
developmental risk factors. The approach also
emphasises brief interventions, treatment and harm
reduction strategies, acknowledging that such
strategies can reduce drug-related harm for drug
users who have a high number of risk factors, while
also improving developmental opportunities for
children. Law enforcement is an essential element of
this approach to prevention not just in controlling
the supply of drugs, but also in influencing
community values about drug use, diverting early
offenders and acting to protect the community from
crime and social disorder.
Central to the thesis of this review is that a
comprehensive Prevention Agenda needs to be
guided by a shared understanding of the nature of
the harms to be prevented and, correspondingly, of
the underlying patterns of risky drug use. The
concept of ‘risk’ has been expanded to include more
distal risk factors, including social and demographic
factors as well as early developmental risk (and
protection) factors. The first substantive part of the
review overviews current information about the
nature and prevalence of the most serious harms
associated with different patterns of use of different
substances.
Other models that have informed the work include
the Public Health Systems model, which illustrates
the levels of increasing breadth and complexity at
which prevention activities can be focused, from
work with individuals to national and international
approaches. This model also conceptualises
determinants of health and drug use on a
continuum from macro to micro: social and
structural determinants are distal influences; risk
and protection factors are more proximal. The
model is both top-down and bottom-up: the macro
clearly influences the micro, but equally clearly the
micro influences the macro. Activity at any one of
the levels can influence not only that level but,
indirectly, all other levels. This approach allows the
mapping of systems, pathways and strategies that
connect among and between risk factors, protective
factors and drug use outcomes.

xiii

To better organise the systems approach to
prevention, we have emphasised the local
community as one of the primary levels for
integrating and coordinating planning within a
Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to
Prevention. An emphasis on the local community
offers prospects for addressing some of the broad
social determinants related to both social
disadvantage and disconnection that underlie aspects
of drug-related harm. A structured approach to local
community organisation also offers a promising
method for the coordinated application of evidencebased prevention strategies aimed at the reduction
of developmental risk factors and enhancement of
protective factors. By emphasising the community
level, the implications of the systems model for a
coordinated approach to prevention across different
jurisdictions become clearer.
The review found that tobacco is the leading cause
of premature death and hospitalisation among all
Australians. However, alcohol causes the deaths and
hospitalisation of slightly more children and young
people than do all the illicit drugs combined, and
many more than does tobacco. There are likely
future health costs associated with current drug use,
including the costs of hepatitis C among injecting
drug users in Australia. There are also known to be
a range of social harms impacting on individual
users of illicit drugs who receive criminal
convictions.
The main features of risky drug use patterns in
Australia follow.
l

l

l

There has been a dramatic reduction in levels of
smoking in Australia in recent decades, but
smoking rates by young people and young
women in particular have been less resistant to
change and are a concern for future levels of
tobacco-caused mortality and morbidity.
Alcohol consumption in Australia has recently
increased slightly overall and more markedly
among young people. Two-thirds of Person
Years of Life Lost through risky alcohol use are
due, at least partly, to the short-term or acute
effects from alcohol intoxication.
Cannabis is the most widely used illicit drug in
Australia, though its use may have declined very
recently. Around 10% of people become regular
heavy users of cannabis and risk long-term
health consequences and dependence. Cannabis
use during adolescence is associated with later
mental health and conduct problems, though
the causal processes remain unclear.
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l

l

l

Injection is the main risk behaviour in relation
to health-related harms from other illicit drug
use. The 2001 National Drug Strategy
Household Survey (NDSHS) indicated that less
than 2% of the adult population reported
injecting illicit drugs at some time in the last 12
months. Injection is associated with the risk of
dependence, opiate overdose and the
transmission of blood-borne viruses (BBV).
Heavy ‘binges’ on amphetamine-type drugs are
associated with reckless and aggressive
behaviour and, when sustained over days, may
precipitate a psychosis.
There are marked temporal and developmental
sequences concerning the ages of first use and
the order of onset of drugs. The mechanisms by
which legal drugs serve as ‘gateways’ in some
sense for illegal drugs are not clear. Early
adolescent use of cannabis significantly
increases the risk of later use of other illicit
drugs, but nonetheless, only around 10% of
cannabis users progress to use other illicit drugs.

It is clear that patterns of drug use and related harms
are not distributed randomly across the population
but that there are defined groups in contemporary
Australia that are over-represented in the statistics.
These groups are usually also those that are overrepresented in statistics on general ill-health. Firstly,
across all drug types, being male and being young
are each independently highly predictive of
involvement in risky drug use and harm. Secondly,
almost any measure of disadvantage will be
similarly associated with increased risk and harm
from drugs, regardless of gender and age. The
association of drug use and measures of social
disadvantage is strongest for the illicit drugs versus
the licit and also for more intensely problematic
patterns of drug use, including dependence. Related
to findings of social disadvantage, there are
indications that social disconnection is increasingly
a modern driver underlying drug-related harm.
Comprehensive reviews of longitudinal and other
studies examining significant influences on the drug
use of young people have identified factors such as
family functioning, school performance, peer
influences, temperament and local drug availability
as predictive of who will use drugs. These variables
have been combined to form overall survey
measures of risk for, and protection against, a
variety of problem behaviours including drug use.
Children with high scores on the risk scale and low
scores on the protection scale are more likely to
drink in a risky fashion, smoke, use illicit drugs,
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experience mental health problems and exhibit
conduct disorder. Evidence suggests that early
initiation and frequent youth drug use is most
clearly predicted by the cumulative number of
elevated risk factors, rather than by any specific risk
factor.
Further analysis of a major Australian data set on
risk, protection and adolescent problem behaviours
was conducted to inform the present project. This
analysis suggests that ‘whole of population’ or
universal strategies are of particular importance in
relation to reducing the more prevalent harms
associated with tobacco and alcohol use. However,
strategies targeted to high-risk children and
adolescents may be necessary to prevent the harms
associated with illicit drug use. As high-risk youth
generally have high levels of drug use, the more
targeted strategies will also benefit the prevention of
harms associated with legal drugs and cannabis. To
maximise their effectiveness, targeted strategies
should be initiated early in the developmental
pathway and aimed to reduce risk factors, enhance
protective factors and to prevent or delay drug use.
Evidence is summarised for the relative effectiveness
of interventions and policies from pre-conception
through to prenatal care, antenatal care, infancy,
pre-primary, primary school, adolescence, young
adulthood, adulthood and old age. The quality of
the research was highly variable; the types of
outcomes examined ranged from known risk factors
for later drug use, to age of onset of use of different
drugs, to intensity of drug use, dependence and
experience of problems relating to drug use. In
some areas, it was possible to state whether or not
wide implementation could be confidently
recommended; in others there were theoretical
reasons to recommend that interventions should be
trialled; and in others there was no relevant
literature upon which to draw.
The evidence for investment in early life-stage
interventions suggests a range of opportunities for
encouraging healthy child development and thereby
preventing children’s drug use and progression to
heavy and harmful use. Prior to birth and also in
childhood, the healthy development of children can
be impaired through parental tobacco, alcohol and
illicit drug use. Further innovation investment will
be required to develop and evaluate health service
reorientation programs that can be more effectively
applied to address these problems.
There is an emerging evidence base for universal
interventions focusing on adolescent use of alcohol
and tobacco. A combination of well-designed and
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executed regulatory approaches, supported by other
components such as school-based interventions,
holds the most promise. There is very strong
evidence and a sound rationale for the enforcement
of laws prohibiting sales of both tobacco and
alcohol to persons under legal purchasing age for
these legal drugs. Similarly, there is evidence for the
effectiveness of measures that control the price of
alcoholic drinks favoured by young people.
Common benefits can be obtained through broadbased preventive interventions addressing a wide
range of health, social and criminal problem
behaviours. Firstly, there are benefits associated
with universal programs to reduce or eliminate the
social and developmental risk factors that predict the
development of problem behaviours. Secondly,
benefits can be obtained through programs that
target individuals and groups with a high number
of developmental risk factors in settings such as
disadvantaged areas, family crisis, police and court
contacts and mental health. Thirdly, benefits are
available through programs for adolescents and
adults who have high rates of drug-related harm.
Examples include broad-based health promotion
interventions delivered by primary care health
professionals such as general practitioners (GPs),
occupational health workers and also communitywide health screening and brief intervention
programs. The potential public health benefits for
the broad application of screening and brief
intervention programs targeting a range of health
risk behaviours has not yet been realised in
Australia.
Universal regulatory interventions for legal drugs
are essential. Regulation of the supply of both
tobacco and alcohol products, supported by a range
of public education measures, is strongly supported
in the research literature. Young people, as well as
heavy drinkers and smokers, are most affected by
price increases. At present there are consistent
taxation policies in place to maintain the high price
of cigarettes in Australia and these should be
sustained. For alcohol there are sound policies in
place, from a public health point of view, in relation
to beer and spirits. The main weakness in current
policy is the absence of an alcohol content-based tax
on wines, resulting in the availability of very cheap
bulk wines favoured by vulnerable groups and
problem drinkers. Taxation policy also encourages
the consumption of wine-based fruit drinks
(‘alcopops’) and premixed spirits that are
particularly marketed to young people.
Restrictions of sales of both alcohol and tobacco to
minors can be effectively enforced. There is
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community support for strict enforcement of these
laws but also evidence, especially in relation to
alcohol, that underage youth access is relatively
easy. Physical availability of alcohol in terms of
numbers of outlets and hours of sale has increased
in Australia over the last decade and Australian and
overseas evidence now clearly identifies late night
trading for hotels and nightclubs as a source of
alcohol-related violence and road trauma. The
development and enforcement of laws to punish
and deter drink-driving in Australia have been
major successes for public health and safety with
uniform laws in place across Australia.
There is strong evidence that public education
campaigns can contribute to reductions in smoking
and risky alcohol use, but usually only if they
support other policy measures such as tax increases
and law enforcement. The community is an
effective way of organising and delivering
prevention targeted at legal drugs, especially
alcohol, but community-based interventions that
target structural policy change at the local level are
more effective than approaches with the less
focused aim of community mobilisation. Thus
community action to restrict trading hours in high
risk communities, to increase enforcement of drinkdriving and liquor laws and to restrict local alcohol
availability are reported to have achieved the most
positive results.
In relation to the prevention of illicit drug use, the
role of law enforcement is central. Laws shape
community values and opinions about drug use. On
the one hand, they express social disapproval that
reinforces social norms against illicit drug use and
on the other hand, they act as a deterrent against
use. The current National Diversion Initiative
demonstrates the importance of the law
enforcement role in the apprehension of early users
and referral to education, treatment or support.
Drug courts are another important way in which
drug users are given the opportunity to deal with
their drug use in an effective and structured way.
Many programs in prison are directed towards the
high rates of illicit drug use among prisoners.
The impact of laws prohibiting the sale, supply and
use of certain drugs is very hard to ascertain from
current scientific evidence. Acknowledging the
difficulties in working in this area, a major
investment in research is recommended to improve
the future evidence base for illicit drugs policy.
Literature evaluating the impact of changing the
precise legal status of cannabis, including some
important Australian studies and reviews, indicate
that moving from criminal to civil penalties for use
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and possession of small quantities is not associated
with significant increases in the prevalence of
cannabis use and may reduce the social costs related
to conviction.
There are important intersections between the aim
of population-level prevention of drug-related harm
and what has traditionally been considered to be
treatment. There is emerging evidence that
investment in various forms of treatment will have
benefits in terms of community level reductions in
crime, road trauma, hospital admissions and other
serious drug-related harms.
These savings can be enhanced by:
l

l

l

expanding brief intervention programs that
target smoking and risky drinking, to a wide
range of primary health care, workplace and
other community-based settings;
ensuring that treatment programs offered
include approaches with the strongest evidence
base and that these are made widely accessible,
perhaps through a greater emphasis on delivery
at the community rather than institutional level;
and
incorporating interventions to support children
in families with drug-using parents in order to
attempt to break inter-generational patterns of
transmission of problem drug use.

There have been few formal evaluations of
Indigenous intervention projects. In part, but not
wholly, this is related to Indigenous concerns about
what constitutes culturally appropriate indicators
and methods for evaluation. The evaluations that
have been undertaken have reached similar
conclusions to those reports and submissions that
address substance misuse among Indigenous
Australians. The first recommendation is the need to
address the underlying social determinants of
Indigenous inequality. This includes the call for
real, but appropriate, economic development for
Indigenous people.
The second recommendation is the need for
Indigenous people to be involved as equal partners
at all stages in the development and implementation
of strategies to address substance misuse. There is
evidence from both Australia and overseas of the
efficacy of Indigenous ownership and control of
interventions to more generally address ill-health.
As important as Indigenous involvement is, it is
insufficient without adequate resourcing—the third
theme to emerge from recommendations to address
substance misuse. There has clearly been an increase
in funds identified by the Commonwealth for
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expenditure on Indigenous affairs over the past
three decades. Whatever the levels of funding,
however, they have failed to meet the well
documented needs or to remedy the social and
economic inequalities that underlie and perpetuate
the high levels of substance misuse among
Indigenous Australians. An important component of
adequate resourcing is the building, within
communities and community organisations, of
capacity to continue to provide adequate and
appropriate services. This includes infrastructural
development, research capabilities, and staff
development and support.
Over the past three decades, government policy on
Indigenous health and substance misuse has
acknowledged a link between substance misuse and
underlying social issues. However, despite this
acknowledgement, substance misuse policy and
service planning has largely been developed in
isolation from policies in other portfolio areas such
as land, employment, education and housing.
Furthermore, substance misuse services have been
implemented inconsistently across different regions
of Australia as attested by the mismatch between
regional funding allocations and population levels.
Concerns over such problems underlie the fourth
theme—that is, the need for a holistic and
coordinated approach that includes Indigenous
community-controlled organisations, all levels of
government, and all sectors.
The Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to
Prevention holds advantages not simply for
reducing the harm to Australian society from drug
use, but also for broader social improvement goals.
Investments in prevention should aim to maximise
the potential for early childhood development,
while also acknowledging that development and
socialisation have ongoing threads in later years.
The benefits that could flow from such investments
range from the maximising of human potential,
through to increasing productivity and
achievement, with ultimate outcomes for improving
both the wealth and wellbeing of the nation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Efforts to monitor drug use trends, to document
drug-related harms, and to develop and test
interventions to prevent drug use and harms have
generated an expanding stream of information
flowing into a broader ocean of literature. For those
seeking to extract wisdom from this broad sea of
text, the contrary currents must be navigated and
carefully designed nets applied.
This Monograph trawls the existing evidence base to
capture the essentials regarding ‘what works’ in the
prevention of substance use problems. It brings
together what is known about the prevention of
drug use, risk and harm in the Australian
community with some particular foci: social
determinants of health; risk and protective factors
through the life span; developmental milestones,
transitions and trajectories; and systems approaches
to drug prevention. The document has been
prepared so that a comprehensive national
prevention agenda can be implemented with
synergistic actions across multiple government
departments and sectors of society.
Over the last two decades, the Australian
community has become increasingly concerned
about drug-related harm and the cost of drug use,
both licit and illicit, which was estimated in 1998–9
to be $34.4 billion.1 Laws and regulations,
community education, school drug education, harm
reduction programs and treatment (particularly,
lately, as it relates to diversion from criminal
justice) have all addressed these concerns, with
varying degrees of effectiveness.

1.1 The National Drug Strategy
(NDS)
Australia has a balanced national drug policy that is
based, in large part, on the recommendations of the
1977 report of the Senate Standing Committee on
Social Welfare (The ‘Baume Report’) that argued,
inter alia, that total elimination of drug abuse was
unlikely.2 In a submission to the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Family and
Community Affairs, the Department of Health and
Ageing stated that the overall aim was ‘to minimise
the harmful effects of drug use in Australian
society’, or harm minimisation. This was defined as
‘encompassing supply reduction strategies to disrupt
production and supply of illicit drugs, demand
reduction strategies to prevent the uptake of harmful
drug use, and harm reduction strategies to reduce
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drug-related harm for individuals and communities’
(p71).2 The current NDS and its forerunners were
created with strong bipartisan political support and
involve cooperation between the Commonwealth
and State/Territory Governments as well as the nongovernment sector. The current Strategy runs until
2003.
In 1997, the Commonwealth Government allocated
$516 million over four years to the National Illicit
Drug Strategy (NIDS) which is a major component
of the current NDS. NIDS provides a balanced and
integrated approach to reducing the supply of and
demand for illicit drugs. Initiatives funded include
diversion programs, treatment, prevention, training,
monitoring and evaluation, research and measures
to intercept more illicit drugs at the border and
within Australia. Prevention initiatives include the
Community Partnerships Initiative and the National
Illicit Drugs Campaign which are reviewed in this
document.
Within the NDS, it has been recognised that there is
a need for a systematic approach to prevention that
spans all elements and is underpinned by a practical
approach that supports implementation of
prevention strategies. This Monograph provides the
evidence base to underpin the Prevention Agenda
proposed for Australia. The goal in setting the
evidence base for the Prevention Agenda is to
establish an integrated map of the systems,
pathways and strategies that act as interconnections
among and between risk factors, protective factors
and outcomes related to the prevention of drugrelated harm. The aim has been to produce a
comprehensive review of international scientific
literature and experience relating to prevention in
the context of drug supply, use and harm.
Prevention in this context refers to measures that
prevent or delay the onset of drug use, as well as
measures that protect against risk and reduce harm
associated with drug supply and use. It is intended
that the Prevention Agenda will adopt strategies
informed by the evidence base on the uptake of
drugs in the first instance, and reduce drug use in
general, as well as seek innovative approaches to
harm minimisation. To ensure social investment is
well targeted, prevention priorities should be
directed particularly at drug use that is associated
with a measurable risk of harm.
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1.2 The scope of the Monograph
The Monograph encompasses:
l

l

l

l

l

the full spectrum of prevention intervention
measures,
evaluated Australian approaches to the
prevention of drug supply, use and harm,
approaches to prevent or delay the uptake of
licit and illicit drugs by children and young
people,

l

l

l

l

l

l

1.3 Patterns of drug use and drugrelated harm

gaps in prevention knowledge and effort.

Central to the thesis of this review is that a
comprehensive Prevention Agenda needs to be
guided by a shared understanding of the nature of
the harms to be prevented and, correspondingly, of
the underlying patterns of risky drug use. As will be
discussed further below, the concept of ‘risk’ needs
to be expanded to include more distal risk factors
for harmful patterns of drug use, including social
and demographic factors as well as early
developmental risk (and protection) factors. The
first substantive part of the review overviews
current information about the nature and prevalence
of the most serious harms associated with different
patterns of use of various substances.

identified the major patterns of use, risk and
harm accruing to drug use in Australia using the
most contemporary data,
overviewed the social and structural
determinants of health and drug use,
internationally and in Australia, with a particular
concern for Indigenous Australians,
reviewed the literature on risk and protective
factors relating to drug use and other
psychosocial problems,
reviewed the literature relating to the evidence
for a range of prevention strategies, both in
Australia and internationally,
included every drug type identified by the NDS,
where possible, distinguished between different
age groups, from conception to old age,
made recommendations for policy and research.

This is an ambitious work. We are not aware of any
other single volume that has brought together such
a diverse range of literature relating to prevention of
not only use, but also risk and harm, from the
perspective of demand, supply and harm reduction.
Inevitably, there are some areas that are covered
more thoroughly than others, that is the nature of
the literature.
Our approach to this task has been inclusive. Both
the National Drug Research Institute and the Centre
for Adolescent Health are fortunate in employing
some of the best expertise in Australia in the areas
of licit and illicit drug use, Indigenous substance
use, and childhood and adolescent health. We have
made extensive use of the thoughts and writings of
our colleagues and experts from other institutions
who, in many cases, have drafted new material for
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The remainder of this chapter introduces some of
the concepts and terminology that were considered
important in the development of this Monograph.
We close with an outline of the legal status of the
substances of concern to this review.

current application of prevention policy and
strategy in Australia,

To undertake this task, we have:
l

this Monograph. We have also sought advice from
other experts who have helped us to select material
and review drafts. We have listed these colleagues
and experts and their areas of contribution in the
acknowledgements.

There are four main categories of drug use patterns
that pose a risk of adverse health, safety, social,
developmental and economic consequences, any
one or all of which may be present. These are
summarised and illustrated in Table 1.1 and are
adapted from a classification system first developed
for the World Health Organization.3 The first
category is the mode of administration of the drug: oral
ingestion (eating or drinking) tends to be least
associated with harmful consequences and also
results in slow absorption into the blood stream and
central nervous system; smoking and inhalation
tend to produce immediate effects, as does
injection. Injection of drugs allows large quantities
of drug to be absorbed within the bloodstream
almost instantly and poses particular risks for
overdose. The second category of risky drug use
involves intoxication, which is associated with an
increased risk of both intentional and unintentional
injuries, but also some acute medical and sometimes
psychiatric conditions. There are many serious
illnesses associated with regular and prolonged use of
some drugs. These have been particularly well
documented for tobacco and alcohol.
Finally, there are problems of dependence. Dependence
is currently defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical
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Manual of Mental Disorders, produced by the
American Psychiatric Association (DSM-IVR)4, as a
‘maladaptive pattern of substance use, leading to
clinically significant impairment or distress’. It is
further stipulated that at least three of the following
signs must have been evident in the previous 12
months: increased drug tolerance, repeated
withdrawal symptoms, drug use to relieve
withdrawal symptoms, high salience of drugseeking behaviour over other activities, a narrow
repertoire of drug use, subjective awareness of a
compulsion to use drugs and rapid reinstatement of
symptoms after a period of abstinence. It should be
noted that this definition is an attempt to
operationalise a clinical concept developed mainly
from the work of Edwards and colleagues in the
1970s and 1980s.5 The original formulation
stressed the importance of: (i) considering drug
dependence as existing on a continuum of severity,
and (ii) comprising both physiological processes
(neuro-adaptation to prolonged exposure of the
central nervous system to drug effects) and learning
processes (e.g. learning to use drugs to relieve
withdrawal distress). Problems of dependence are
direct in terms of a propensity to experience
physical and psychological withdrawal symptoms,
of mild to severe intensity, if drug supply runs out
or runs low. Indirect problems of a social, legal and
economic nature may accrue as a result of impaired
control over drug intake leading to patterns of use
that are in conflict with personal, work and social
commitments.

Each of the patterns of risky drug use shown in
Table 1.1 can be associated with differing degrees of
disruption of functioning in all main areas of life
depending on duration, frequency and intensity of
drug use. Equally, almost none of the potential
harms identified from risky patterns of drug use are
inevitable; rather their risk of occurrence is
increased by differing degrees, although there is
consensus that all tobacco use is harmful.
Furthermore, the degree of risk associated with a
particular pattern or episode of drug use will also
depend on many other contextual factors, which
may include broad social circumstances, diet,
context of use, concurrent activities, the nature of
the drug concerned and any concurrent use of other
drugs.
The prevention of drug-related harm needs to be
able to identify and reduce major patterns of risky
drug use. At present, Australian laws identify many
drugs as so hazardous to health, safety and/or
wellbeing that any use is deemed to be illegal.
Tobacco use is legal for persons over 18 years of age
but there is no medically recognised safe level of
smoking tobacco. Alcohol consumption on the
other hand, while a small risk for some cancers
when consumed in moderation is also, at low daily
doses, associated with reduced risk of heart disease
and some strokes. Different prevention strategies are
required that reflect these different patterns of risk
and harm.

Table 1.1 A classification of patterns of risky drug use and examples of possible associated harms to
health, safety and wellbeing
Category of
harm

Drug administration

Intoxication:
acute effects

Regular use:
chronic effects

Dependence

Developmental

Use in pregnancy,
environmental tobacco
smoke and children

Family conflict,
impaired parenting

Early and regular
use by children,
parental modelling

Child abuse and
neglect

Physical health

Injecting associated
with spread of bloodborne viruses

Acute medical
conditions
e.g. poisoning,
overdose

Cancers, strokes,
liver and heart
disease

Withdrawal
symptoms,
seizures

Personal safety

Smoking poses risk of
respiratory diseases

Intentional and
unintentional injuries
to self and others

Mental health
Social wellbeing

Psychosis, reckless
behaviour
Stigma associated with
injecting drugs and
criminal record

Risk-taking to
protect supply
Cognitive deficits

Legal problems,
Financial problems
unwanted pregnancy
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Mood disorders
Financial, work
and relationship
problems
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Some sub-populations experience particular risks of
harm. Relevant harms for children and young
people include adverse developmental influences.
Ensuring healthy child development introduces
prevention goals that include reducing pre-birth
exposure to toxins (tobacco and alcohol),
preventing child exposure to tobacco smoke and
delaying or preventing initiation of alcohol and
other drug use.

at whole populations at average risk; selective
interventions target groups at increased average risk
and indicated interventions target those individuals
with early emerging problems. The latter model has
been used alongside a broader risk and protection
model outlined below, and the term targetedintervention has been used in this document to refer
to a combination of selective and indicated
interventions.

Indigenous communities and families experience
high levels of drug-related harm and prevention
approaches that have relevance to these populations
have been given particular emphasis throughout the
document.

1.4.3 The Risk and Protection model

1.4

Perspectives on prevention

A number of perspectives on prevention have
informed the present work.

1.4.1 The Public Health Systems model
This model (Figure 1.1, p. 9), which was adapted
by Lenton6 from an earlier model by Holder,7
illustrates the levels of increasing breadth and
complexity at which prevention activities can be
focused, from work with individuals to national and
international approaches. The model conceptualises
determinants of health and drug use on a
continuum from macro to micro: social and
structural determinants are distal influences while
risk and protection factors are more proximal. The
model is both top-down and bottom-up: the macro
clearly influences the micro, but equally clearly the
micro influences the macro. Activity at any one of
the levels can influence not only that level but,
indirectly, all other levels. This approach allows the
mapping of systems, pathways and strategies that
connect among and between risk factors, protective
factors and drug use outcomes.

1.4.2 Universal, selective and indicated
interventions
For several decades it has been common to classify
health interventions into primary, secondary and
tertiary prevention where primary prevention aims
to reduce risks and prevent new cases, secondary
prevention seeks to limit harm in the early stages of
a disorder, and tertiary prevention treats the longterm sequelae and consequences of the disorder. An
alternative conceptualisation of prevention that has
gained much currency is that provided by the US
Institute of Medicine in 1994.8 This categorisation is
based on the level of risk of disorder in various
groups targeted. Universal interventions are directed
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A major focus of this report is on common early
pathways to a variety of psychosocial problems
including crime, mental illness and suicide, and
evidence that such pathways may also be significant
for problematic involvement with both legal and
illegal drugs. The risk and protective factors
associated with antisocial and criminal behaviour
have been described and discussed in the work on
developmental and early intervention approaches to
the prevention of crime in Australia,9 and also in
relation to adolescent substance use.10 The specific
application of these approaches to the primary
prevention of drug use among children and young
people has formed a major part of our work. Risk
and protective factors originate within a variety of
environments, such as the family and education
systems, and are influenced by community and
cultural factors9 and these have been taken into
consideration.
The developmental pathways model holds
potentially important implications for the
prevention of drug-related harm to children and
young people. Strategies emerging from the
developmental pathways model include objectives
relevant to positive youth development, such as
social participation and wellbeing. Inter-sectoral
Australian approaches to the prevention of social
problems, which include programs informed by the
emerging research in developmental health and
wellbeing, may be among the more promising
initiatives for the prevention of drug use and drugrelated risk and harm. The developmental
perspective also emphasises the importance of
individual and contextual factors earlier in the
pathway that contribute to the development of
skills, resources and strategies that individuals bring
to current situations, and frequently mentions the
importance of situational factors, particularly in
adolescence (e.g. peer interactions). In that sense it
incorporates situational and harm reduction
strategies.
The present report attempts a synthesis between the
evidence base emerging from the developmental
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pathways approach and the literature on efforts to
reduce drug-related harm at the population level by
targeting more proximal risk factors, that is, risky
patterns of drug use, high risk drugs and high risk
drug use settings. Thus risk factors in this model
range from the distal (e.g. early developmental and
social) to more proximal (patterns and places of
drug use) factors that can be shown to predispose
towards harmful drug use. Similarly, protective
factors have been identified in the early
developmental and social literature that are
associated with a lowered likelihood of later drugrelated harms for those with a high number of risk
factors. This concept of protection can be expanded
to incorporate more proximal factors such as
reduced drug availability and low risk patterns of
use (including abstinence). Many harm
minimisation strategies can also be defined as
protective factors.
The idea that there are common risk and protective
factors for substance use and other problem
behaviours is also captured, together with the idea
of reciprocal interactions between other problem
behaviours and substance use. Evidence that mental
health and substance use problems often co-occur
and that each can be risk factors for the other is
considered in this report.
This model is summarised in Figure 1.2 (p.10).

1.4.4 The Prevention Paradox and its
application to use of different drugs
The ‘Prevention Paradox’11 demonstrates that to
prevent the most amount of harm, it may be
necessary to focus (through universal interventions)
on the majority who are not as seriously involved in
harmful drug use as are the smaller proportion of
high risk users. To date this issue has been
considered in relation to alcohol but less so in
relation to other drugs, although arguably a case
could be made for tobacco, given that prevention
initiatives discourage non-smokers from
contemplating smoking as well as motivating others
to quit. A new analysis of a large data set is
presented in this Monograph that addresses the
extent to which, in general, universal or targeted
interventions are more appropriate for the risky
patterns of use for each of the major drug categories
considered. This analysis also has relevance to a
social determinants view of problems relating to
drug use since it addresses whether the bulk of
harmful drug use can be located within
disadvantaged and otherwise high risk populations,
or more generally within the wider community.
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1.5 Economic evaluations of alcohol
and drug interventions
An economic evaluation framework is invaluable
when considering the many different strategies of
drug prevention available. In particular, it is
important that policy makers clearly understand
what a program costs in terms of the resources it
consumes and what type of outcomes can be
expected. Surprisingly, these two pieces of
information are more often than not missing and
drug programs are poorly evaluated. Too little
economic evidence has been forthcoming to ensure
that an efficient use of society’s resources is being
made across the drug policy arena. Much evidence
still rests on the individual impact or effectiveness
of programs without specifying the resources
needed to bring this about.
In the methodology literature there is some debate
concerning the type of economic evaluation to use
in drug interventions, in particular the techniques
of cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) and cost-benefit
analysis (CBA). Both are useful supplements if
studies are well designed in the first place. Whereas
CEA measures a given amount of pre-specified
outcome obtained by a program for a given amount
of expenditure, CBA converts the outcome(s)
achieved into a monetary amount and compares this
with the cost. This allows benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
or a return on investment (ROI) to be calculated. In
particular, benefit-cost analysis forces explicit
comparisons between costs and benefits by
measuring both in the same unit. However, only
those programs with the highest positive BCR (at
net present value) can usually be taken up because
of budget constraints. Hence many clinicians prefer
CEA believing these analyses to be more clinically
meaningful and less political in nature than costbenefit studies.
Benefit-cost ratios may prove useful when based on
results that capture the full benefits in monetary
terms. However, cost-benefit studies do have some
limitations in the way intangible benefits are treated
because of the reliance on monetary valuation.
Intangible benefits such as a peace of mind, security
from crime, freedom from dependency etc are hard
to put into monetary terms and so are thus often
overlooked without employing more sophisticated
methodologies such as ‘willingness to pay’ or
contingent valuation.
If a range of outcomes additional to the costs of
drug use are monetised for prevention programs,
stronger benefit to cost ratios may result. Reduction
of risk factors such as academic failure is likely to
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lead to a host of cost reductions in addition to
reductions in drug use problems. These should be
monetised to fully appreciate the full impact of
interventions on cost reductions. For example,
reduction of academic failure is likely to lead to
greater completion of high school, increased
attendance at college and greater job opportunities,
which can be monetised as benefits of early schoolbased prevention efforts.

1.6 The legal status of drugs
The legal status of the substances of interest in the
Monograph has been summarised in the following
table, using categories suggested by McDonald et
al.12 Only the major drugs of concern are included.
A wide range of laws and regulations control or
restrict the availability of licit drugs, notably alcohol

and tobacco. These include licensing restrictions,
advertising controls, the regulation of sale and
supply of alcohol and tobacco to minors and
taxation initiatives that impact on the cost of legal
drugs. Other control strategies include initiatives to
limit the free availability of inhalants, particularly to
minors.
The distinction between ‘licit’ and ‘illicit’ drugs is
not absolute. Some drugs, such as alcohol and
tobacco, can be legally sold to adults but not to
minors; some prescription drugs can be obtained
legally but are also used for non-medical purposes,
or obtained with stolen or bought prescriptions, by
‘doctor shopping’ or on the black market. Some
communities have chosen to limit or proscribe the
supply of alcohol and the use of alcohol, as well as
illicit drugs, is prohibited in prisons.

Table 1.2 Classifications of the legal status of drugs of concern in Australia
Total prohibition

Heroin, methamphetamine, cocaine, phenethylamines, LSD, mushrooms, GHB/GBL,
cannabis in some jurisdictions

Prohibition with
civil penalties for
minor offences

Cannabis in some jurisdictions

Regulation

Restrictions on availability of tobacco and alcohol
Pharmaceutical restrictions (Standards for the Uniform Scheduling of Drugs and
Poisons)
l

l

poisons for therapeutic use (drugs) are included in Schedules 2, 3, 4 and 8 with
progression through these schedules signifying increasingly strict controls
substances that should be available only for medical or scientific research,
including clinical trials, on Schedule 9

Controlled substances
Substances controlled under import and export legislation are those which are of
sufficient public health concern internationally to warrant restrictions to ensure
legitimate use only
l

hallucinogens

l

narcotics

l

barbiturates

l

benzodiazepines

l

tranquillisers

l

amphetamines

Substances controlled for importing but not exporting
l

injections containing substances of human or animal origin

l

androgenic or anabolic steroids

l

l

Free availability

peptide and glycoprotein hormones (for example human growth hormone,
human chorionic gonadotrophin)
erythropoietin (EPO)

OTC drugs sold in non-pharmacy retail outlets
Some inhalants
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Research

Establishing and supporting outreach and peer education

Supporting treatment staff to do prevention

Supporting group action and advocacy

LOCAL

COMMUNITY

STATE/TERRITORY

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

COMMUNITY LEVEL

Organisational culture
Management policy

Local issues
Community history of drug costs and benefits
Cultural factors
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Figure 1.1 A Systems model for the prevention of alcohol and other drug problems (from Lenton6)
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Figure 1.2 A Risk and Protection model for the prevention of drug-related harm
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
2.1 Summary
This chapter outlines the methods used in the review, including criteria for literature inclusion,
and procedures for locating and evaluating literature. Both longitudinal and cross-sectional
studies were included in the consideration of the contribution of specific patterns of drug use to
harm, and in examining determinants of patterns of drug use. Environmental influences that
operate across aggregates of individuals at international and national levels were defined as social
and structural determinants, while risk factors were more narrowly defined according to their
influence in increasing the probability that an individual or group would subsequently become
involved in early or heavy drug use or experience drug-related harm. Protective factors were
defined according to their influence in moderating and mediating the influence of risk factors,
while not influencing drug use directly.
We have reviewed evidence relevant to the effectiveness of intervention programs aiming to
reduce risk factors, enhance protective factors and reduce harmful drug use; to individuals, their
families and the community. The effectiveness of prevention programs was categorised using a
classification system of six mutually exclusive criteria that briefly summarise the status of research
evidence for each strategy. At every stage we have attempted to review materials relevant to the
full life-course and to differentiate age-specific findings and strategies.

2.2 Introduction

2.3 Patterns of use

To yield the wisdom within the vast sea of text, it is
important to trawl the literature on drug use and
harms systematically and carefully evaluate the
catch. In order to achieve the intended destination
of reducing drug-related harm, the prevention
journey should begin by carefully mapping the
harms that result from drug use and the range of
factors that influence involvement in such
behaviour. In the section that follows, the methods
used to determine search, retrieval and appraisal
processes are described.

To reduce harmful drug use requires distinctions of
not just the different types of drugs being used, but
also variations in the frequency and amount of drug
use over time (defined here as patterns of use). The
most recent and accurate statistical evidence
available was sought for estimates of the proportion
of the Australian population using drugs at various
levels of intensity and by various means. National
level data sources were given priority over State and
regional data, though national estimates of
geographic variation in patterns of use are reported.
To this end, reports from national government
departments, statutory authorities and national
research centres around Australia were sought.
Where gaps were found, supplementation was
sought with other evidence identified by in-house
experts, and through searches of Institute* libraries.
This strategy provided the most accurate picture
currently available of the epidemiology of drug use
in Australia.

The term ‘drug’ refers in this report to all categories
described within the National Drug Strategic
Framework. In considering patterns of use and
harms, separate consideration has been given to the
legally available drugs: alcohol, tobacco,
pharmaceuticals, inhalants, and performance and
image enhancing drugs. For the illicit drugs,
separate consideration has been given to cannabis,
heroin, amphetamine-type stimulants,
hallucinogens, phenethylamines (such as MDMA),
cocaine, ketamine and poly-drug use.
In this report the term intervention refers to the core
processes through which interventions are
theoretically conceived to achieve behaviour
change. Programs are vehicles for delivering and
sequencing interventions over time. Strategy is the
broad umbrella term for describing the coherent
organisation of programs within settings.
*

2.4 Harms
To maximise benefits, prevention activities should
be based on a careful appraisal of the harms
resulting from patterns of drug use. Evidence for
harms arising through drug use relies at one level
on associations between patterns of drug use and
harms. A higher level of evidence requires,
however, findings from follow-up and
experimental research to establish that an associated

NDRI and CAH
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harm can be reduced by preventing a specific
pattern of drug use. To identify literature relevant to
harms, in-house searches were conducted for
material relating to frequency or relative risk of
harm, which included searching the Institute
libraries, consultation with in-house and other
experts, and examination of all the citations and
abstracts in peer reviewed journals, reports or other
documents arriving via mailing lists. Gaps were
filled with specific searches (PsycINFO, Medline,
Internet) on harms for particular drugs and for
particular types of harms, settings and outcomes
(e.g. overdose, dependence, crime, and workplace
issues). In addition, the ‘pearling’ technique (that
is, examining the reference lists of reports and then
obtaining the original report) was used to source
information relating to this section of the report.
The data were critically assessed and cross-checked
for accuracy before being reported.
A particular focus in examining drug-related harms
for young people has been evidence for the impact
of drug use on development. To identify
developmental impacts, information from followup studies was sought and reviewed, where
available. Locating these studies utilised the
techniques described above.
The inclusion criteria for follow-up studies
required:
l

l

l

l

measurement of drug use behaviour prior to the
end of adolescence (age 25),
that follow-up measurement included one or
more harms,
an explicit sample selection framework (either a
community or high risk population) with
sampling adequate to permit unbiased
parameter estimation,
that problems with attrition were addressed
(either 80% or more of the initially recruited
sample were retained to follow-up or analyses
for attrition were adequate to ensure results
were representative).

2.5 Social determinants
Having examined evidence for the harms resulting
through particular patterns of drug use, attention
was turned to identifying factors that influence
involvement in harmful drug use. Although it is
self-evident that drug use is influenced by
immediate decisions and circumstances, what is
often neglected is the important role that is played
by a wider set of influences that determine the more
immediate drug use context. In this report,
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environmental influences that operate across
aggregates of individuals at the international and
national level were categorised as social and
structural determinants. Under social determinants
was considered the influence of class, gender,
ethnicity and culture. The interaction of these
influences was considered on structural
determinants defined to include war and conflict,
poverty and employment status as well as other
factors relating to political organisation and macroeconomic factors at the global, national and State
levels. Literature on social determinants was
identified via Institute staff, through noting and
sourcing references to this area from the peerreviewed journals and reports received via mailing
lists, from bulletins posted on Update (an email
information service for drug researchers and service
providers), and from pearling reference lists. The
limitations of this method of research are discussed
within the text. Both Australian and international
evidence was incorporated in this section.

2.6 Risk and protective factors
Knowledge has been accrued over the past three
decades about factors at a community and individual
level that increase the probability of drug use.
Predictors have been identified, through follow-up
and intervention research, as factors that increase
the probability that an individual or group will
subsequently become involved in harmful drug use.
In this report we define risk factors as a special class of
predictors that continue to prospectively predict
drug use after controlling (or adjusting) for the
influence of other known predictors. Risk factors
were sought that have potential to be modified
through interventions. Protective factors were identified
according to evidence that they moderate and
mediate the influence of risk factors, while not
being themselves predictors of drug use. In
accepting this definition it became apparent that
many harm minimisation strategies can be defined
as protective factors. To identify risk and protective
factors, behavioural follow-up studies were
carefully selected and reviewed. Follow-up studies
that met the inclusion criteria described above were
sought and reviewed. Follow-up studies examining
factors in childhood and adolescence that predicted
the emergence of harmful drug use patterns were
specifically sought. In addition to drug use
predictors, influences such as social determinants
that impact on the emergence of risk factors were
also considered.
For risk and protective factors relating to adults, a
number of exploratory literature searches were
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conducted on PsycINFO and Medline. These
searches indicated that, with respect to adults, the
literature does not address ‘risk and protective
factors’ for use, but rather, reports risk and
protective factors relative to particular harms. The
current report is, therefore, one of the first attempts
internationally to extend the study of risk and
protective factors to influences leading to harmful
drug use throughout life, from prior to birth
through to late adulthood.

2.7 Interventions literature
Having investigated factors influencing involvement
in harmful patterns of drug use, our attention
shifted to the evidence for the effectiveness of
interventions, programs and strategies aiming to
reduce risk factors, enhance protective factors and
reduce harmful drug use. The intervention literature
was categorised to examine demand reduction
strategies, beginning with broad based prevention
programs and then examining programs more
specifically targeting life stages and vulnerable
population groups. The report then examines
strategies aimed at supply reduction and harm
reduction, as defined within the National Drug
Strategic Framework.13 Demand reduction programs
were further categorised by the type of strategy
utilised and the impact on different patterns of drug
use. Strategy definitions were amended from
Toumbourou and colleagues,14 who classified
programs according to similarities in the
intervention delivery setting, or jurisdictions
involved in service development and delivery.
Where possible, evidence for specific programs was
also summarised.

2.7.1 Inclusion criteria
An outline was developed that provided general
guidelines for the inclusion of material in the
project. The earliest publication date for included
material was set at 1990. Any review pre-dating
1990 was only included if the material covered was
not available in a more recent article of equal
quality, or the material was of particular historical
significance. Inclusion criteria aimed to obtain
evaluation reports of the best available evidence. For
strategies where randomised trials were reported,
evaluations focused on effectiveness evidence from
these studies.
In considering evidence within a social systems
approach to prevention we become aware of a
paradox: strategies that have the potential for the
largest population impact often have the lowest
potential for controlled evaluation. For example,
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programs attempting to modify international
treaties, or to intervene within international or
national drug supply processes, have profound
potential to impact drug use but limited potential
for controlled evaluation. In these cases, the best
available evidence is typically limited to the analysis
of temporal changes in drug use behaviour under
differing exposure conditions. Reports meeting the
inclusion criteria were retrieved and systematically
examined to rate the standard of evidence and then
this evidence was synthesised to arrive at an
evaluation rating for each strategy by drug
behaviour outcome and, where possible, for specific
programs.
For the adult prevention literature, material from
experts was given primacy due to the likelihood that
this material would represent the best evidence
from each field, and that experts often have access
to material that is not widely disseminated. Reviews
from The Cochrane and Campbell Collaborations,
organisations that apply rigorous scientific standards
to their systematic reviewing process of the
international literature in order to provide an
authoritative and up-to-date evidence base in health
care and criminal justice, were incorporated at the
second inclusion stage.15, 16 This information was
then supplemented with published systematic
reviews other than those from The Cochrane and
Campbell Collaborations. Although such reviews are
often of a higher standard than normal literature
reviews, they differ from Cochrane and Campbell
reviews in that they are usually less stringent in
their application of systematic principles, and are
not regularly updated with new material. Following
this process, reviews of the Australian literature
were then incorporated due to their applicability to
the Australian context. The final inclusion stage
incorporated reviews of international literature that
were most likely to provide evidence that may be
applicable to the Australian setting.
Due to the limited time frame for the project,
review articles were selected over primary studies;
however, where reviews proved insufficient,
primary studies were also included. Primary studies
were selected for review from the resources
available at Institute libraries or because of their
historical importance in demonstrating the
effectiveness of a specific strategy. Key informants at
the Institute were also asked to identify relevant
review articles relating to the prevention of drugrelated harm, with respect to the main areas of
investigation.
The review articles identified by key informants
were then obtained, as were further relevant
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reviews cited in the reference lists. Searches of
Institute libraries’ databases, the NDRI Indigenous
Australian Alcohol and Other Drugs Bibliographic
Database and the NDRI Indigenous Australian
Alcohol and Other Drugs Intervention Projects
Database were also conducted. Information postings
on UPDATE were inspected daily as were all peerreviewed journals and reports received via mailing
lists.
In the second phase of the search strategy, scholarly
electronic databases and online libraries for
published and unpublished literature were
explored. The databases searched included:
PsycINFO, Medline, Embase, Current Contents,
Dissertation Abstracts, SIGLE, Social Work Abstracts,
National Clearinghouse on Alcohol and Drug
Information (IDA), DRUG database, Alcohol and
Alcohol Problems Science Database (ETOH), CINCH
(the Australian Institute of Criminology library),
The Cochrane Library, Campbell Collaboration
(criminal justice version of Cochrane), the
Lindesmith Centre, and general internet searches for
specific reports in pdf and html format using the
GOOGLE search engine.
The initial searches produced over 9000 studies. All
titles and abstracts of articles produced in these
searches were then examined in order to select
potentially relevant reviews as per the areas of
interest designated for investigation. The final
search strategy supplemented material with relevant
literature identified by experts contracted to assist
with the project (see acknowledgements).

2.7.2 Evaluating the quality of evidence of
the interventions literature
As well as general information from the Cochrane
Reviewers Handbook,17 three articles were used to
inform the process of evaluating review quality.18–20
Reviews in the substance abuse area, like those in
epidemiology and the medical sciences, have not
been particularly systematic and tend to ignore
quality guidelines.18 Common failures appear to be
the lack of clarity regarding scope, search criteria
and inclusion criteria, making it difficult to ascertain
the validity of conclusions and recommendations.18
Despite this, review articles may still be of a
reasonable quality even if some of these criteria are
not explicitly stated, although this requires a good
knowledge of the research area under investigation.
Both Oxman18 and Rehm19 suggest that good
reviews demonstrate the following characteristics:
l
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provide a good summary and critical evaluation
of the state of knowledge;

l

l

l

have the capacity to influence prevention,
treatment and care;
can be used to guide decisions for health
policy/public health; and
provide an assessment of gaps in the research
and stimulate future research.

Furthermore, guidelines have been developed to
ascertain the quality of review articles.18, 19 Such
reviews are classified as ‘systematic reviews’, and
incorporate the following criteria.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Problem formulation: a focused and clearly
formulated problem.
Study identification: a clear description of search
methods.
Study selection: criteria for inclusion/exclusion are
reported; bias in selecting studies is avoided.
Study appraisal: validity of studies included is
assessed with stated criteria.
Data synthesis: an appropriate combination of
study findings based on reported criteria.
Interpretation: conclusions that flow from the
evidence and that are linked to the strength of
the evidence.
Recommendations: can in all parts be supported by
the evidence.

These criteria were considered for both assessing
the calibre of the evidence under review, and for
reporting conclusions regarding the effectiveness of
specific interventions. In particular, considerable
attention has been given to ensuring that any
conclusions drawn are linked to the strength of the
evidence and do not exceed the evidence reviewed,
and that values attached to outcomes (such as costs
and risks of harm) are also considered. To ensure
that key reviews were included, a number of experts
were consulted to identify important material and to
review drafts of the interventions sections.
Given the likelihood that few reviews would meet
all of the criteria outlined above, the following core
themes were adapted from Rehm18 and applied to
this project:
l

l

l

the role of experts and the limitations of relying
heavily on expert advice;
the value and availability of systematic reviews;
and
assessing review quality with respect to bias,
comprehensiveness, interpretation of results and
validity.
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In general, reviews were excluded where they relied
on expert views and provided no attempt to
systematically utilise levels of evidence criteria to
appraise empirical research. Reviews were appraised
as of high, moderate or weak quality according to
their fit with the criteria articulated above. A
standardised evaluation checklist guided reviewers’
assessments. Given the size and timeframe of the
project, individual reviews were not evaluated
separately. Rather, the checklist was used by
reviewers to derive a qualitative assessment of the
strength of the evidence for each type of strategy,
and this is reported in the text.
Based on evidence from existing reviews and the
appraisal of primary evidence, conclusions were
reached regarding the effectiveness of strategies for
reducing harmful drug use. To communicate
conclusions regarding the ‘best buys’ for investment

in prevention, the categorisation developed by
Toumbourou et al. was used.14 Six mutually
exclusive categories were developed to briefly
summarise the status of research evidence for each
strategy in addressing different categories of
harmful drug use at different life stages. The
following categories were used to convey
conclusions regarding the implication for future
investment in research and dissemination.
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation, p proportion
of studies with positive effects

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

p

««« Evidence for effective dissemination

Definitions
O

Limited investigation: no relevant effectiveness studies were located and there were no empirical or
theoretical grounds suggesting the intervention might potentially impact the outcome; may also
indicate that the evidence is inconsistent or contradictory.

ý

Evidence was contra-indicative for the use of this strategy to prevent the targeted outcome:
consistent null or negative findings in well-controlled evaluation studies.

O

Warrants further research: applied to strategies that appeared theoretically sound or had some
promising evidence for their implementation or outcome, but the operational specifics of the
delivery format were not clearly resolved or had been investigated only in small scale or
inadequately controlled studies. Policies and programs utilising these strategies might be considered
priority targets for future research funding focusing on innovations to better define service delivery.

«p

Evidence for implementation: published studies reported a sound theoretical rationale, a clearly
specified service delivery format, acceptance within service delivery organisations, target population
recruitment on a scale sufficient to usefully contribute to population health impacts, and adequate
consumer approval measured using indicators such as program retention. p The proportion of
positive demonstrations of impacts on risk factors, protective factors or outcome behaviours is
reported. Although this rating required a clear service delivery format, in some cases not all other
criteria were satisfied and in such cases this was indicated in the summaries. Policies and programs
utilising these strategies might be supported for implementation where there are few costs and
obvious benefits. In other cases wider implementation may await rigorously controlled outcome
evaluation to better establish benefits.

««

Evidence for outcomes: applied where positive outcomes were consistently published in wellcontrolled interventions. Interventions were required to be of sufficient scale to ensure outcomes
within the constraints imposed by large-scale population health frameworks. Policies and programs
utilising these strategies might be carefully monitored for their impacts while being supported for
wide-scale dissemination.

««« Evidence for dissemination: published reports of impacts where programs were delivered on a large
scale, not by research teams, but rather by government auspice bodies or other service delivery
agents. Evidence for dissemination was only sought for strategies demonstrating evidence for
outcomes. Policies and programs utilising these strategies might be accorded some priority for
dissemination in the Australian context. Initial Australian dissemination trials should monitor for
impacts. Where possible, cost-effectiveness has been considered for programs using these strategies.
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It should be noted that these criteria for evidence
for outcome are congruent with definitions
commonly used by the National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC), The Cochrane
Collaboration and other groups (e.g. systematic
review of randomised trials). The category
‘evidence for dissemination’ is an innovation
developed by Professor George Patton to address the
challenge of system change in the health promotion
field.
Each chapter that reviews interventions commences
with a ratings table using these ratings. Where
possible, interventions for individual drug types are
reviewed and rated but the literature does not
always allow this specificity. Other areas
(e.g. broad-based prevention strategies, reviewed in
Chapter 9) do not lend themselves at all to these
ratings and strategies are summarised in terms of
their applicability to drug use and harm.
In some cases, it might be wondered whether the
authors have been sufficiently sceptical of the
evidence base. Where reviews of studies with
sophisticated statistical controls were available, they
have been given priority, but it was also felt
important not to overlook promising Australian
approaches that may not yet have that level of
evidence attached to them. Where there has been
any doubt about a rating, the authors have erred on
the side of inclusivity.
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CHAPTER 3: PATTERNS OF DRUG USE,
RISK AND HARM IN THE EARLY YEARS

3

3.1 Summary
This chapter overviews patterns of drug use and harm in the Australian population from
conception through to adolescence.
National survey data reveals increasing youth alcohol use through the 1990s despite an overall
reduction of drinking in the general population for most of that decade. Most pregnant women
continue to drink alcohol but, based on self-report data, less than 5% drink at levels likely to
harm the foetus. There is a need for better monitoring of alcohol use in pregnancy. Acute harms
such as accidents are disproportionately experienced in the younger end of the population, while
chronic harms are largely experienced in the older population. Exposure to alcohol prior to birth
can have negative developmental implications. Earlier initiation to alcohol use in childhood or
early adolescence leads to more frequent and higher amounts of alcohol consumption in midadolescence and this pattern of use has been associated with the subsequent development of
alcohol-related harms in late adolescence and adulthood. Adolescent alcohol use has also been
linked to subsequent involvement in tobacco use and the onset of some patterns of crime and
delinquency.
Youth tobacco use also resisted the overall declines in the general population during the 1990s,
but is now beginning to decline. In the mid-1990s parents were smokers in around one third of
families, however, information for monitoring maternal smoking is inadequate. Parental smoking
during pregnancy and exposure to environmental tobacco smoke in childhood has been
associated with a range of child health problems. Adolescent tobacco use increases the risk of
tobacco dependence and is also a consistent predictor of subsequent mental health problems.
The non-medical use of pharmaceuticals appears prevalent in school surveys, with 22% of senior
high school students reporting previous use of tranquillisers for non-medical purposes.
Finally, there are marked temporal and developmental sequences concerning the ages of first use
and the order of onset of drugs. It is apparent that early use of tobacco and alcohol is predictive
of later problems with both alcohol and illicit drugs. These associations appear to be maintained
after controlling for a range of risk and protective factors. There is also evidence suggesting that
harm reduction strategies can alleviate the development of alcohol-related harm in adolescents.
Intervention research may be warranted to establish the relative merits of use reduction versus
harm reduction approaches for the prevention of alcohol-related harm in adolescents. Adolescent
use of cannabis significantly increases the risk of later use of other illicit drugs but, nonetheless,
only around 10% of cannabis users progress to use other illicit drugs. Early age and frequent
cannabis use appear to have negative developmental consequences, though there is only limited
evidence of morbidity and of premature death associated with its use.

3.2 Influence of parents drug use
during pregnancy and early
childhood
There are a number of ways in which parents’ drug
use can impact on their children from the moment
of conception, through pregnancy and childhood.
The use of a variety of drugs during pregnancy may
have an adverse effect, depending on dose and
frequency, on physical development in utero and this
may also impact on later emotional development.
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l

l

l

Breast-fed babies of drug-using mothers have
been shown to ingest in the milk small
quantities of the drug used by the mother.
Children of parents with impaired control and/
or other signs of drug dependence are more
likely to suffer from neglect and various forms
of abuse.
Parental patterns of drug use have a powerful
role of influencing children’s drug use as young
adults, through modelling.
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l

Parental smoking presents risks to infants and
children as a consequence of passive smoking.

3.2.1 Exposure to drug use in-utero
The use of drugs by pregnant women and also
women who are planning to become pregnant is an
important issue for prevention policy. Adverse
effects of maternal drug use have been documented
on the unborn child and can affect physical and
psychological development in both the short- and
long-term. Specific effects have been best
documented in relation to the use of legal drugs, in
particular tobacco and alcohol. Evidence exists to
suggest that the use of a number of illegal drugs can
also be damaging though it is harder to separate out
the effects of drug use from a constellation of other
risk factors such as nutrition and poor physical and
mental health of the mother. The nature and extent
of these risks will be briefly summarised.
There is some information about the use of drugs
by pregnant women in the 1998 and 2001 National
Drug Strategy Household Surveys (NDSHS) but
precise quantification of this risk behaviour is
elusive. The 1998 NDSHS found that 75% of
women who were pregnant or breastfeeding
reported consuming alcohol, tobacco or at least one
illicit drug in the previous twelve months. Among
these women, 75% had drunk alcohol, 24% had
smoked cigarettes, 18% cannabis and 8% used other
illicit drugs. These rates were lower than those
reported for women who were neither pregnant or
breastfeeding.21
The 2001 NDSHS included further questions about
alcohol and drug use during pregnancy.22 This
showed that 41.5% of pregnant women and 45.8%
of breast-feeding women had drunk alcohol. Only a
small minority, however, stated that they had not
either reduced their drinking or completely
abstained while pregnant (4.4%) or breast-feeding
(5.8%). There is a need for better monitoring of
alcohol use amongst women who are pregnant.
Tobacco
Maternal smoking during pregnancy and early
childhood is associated with impaired lung growth
and diminished lung function.23 Animal model and
human epidemiological data also clearly point to a
causal relationship between prenatal tobacco
exposure and adverse behavioural and neurocognitive effects on children.24 Potential pathways
for effects include low birth weight and impaired
in-utero brain growth.
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Cigarette smoking is the single most important
factor affecting birth weight in developed
countries.25 Several studies have confirmed this
finding with many of these,25–28 including a
Cochrane review29, confirming the direct doseresponse relationship.26, 30
The effect of prenatal exposure on birth weight is
more attributable to intra-uterine growth
retardation than pre-term delivery.26, 29 Poor intrauterine growth has a lasting effect on the
subsequent growth31 and development of children.32
Low birth weight infants are at increased risk of
emotional and behavioural problems33–35 and the
sequelae of low birth weight also include lowered
cognitive abilities and hyperactivity.34 An increase in
neurological damage has been found among low
birth weight children,36 which has in turn been
associated with increased risk for subnormal IQ and
learning disorders. Low birth weight is also
associated with increased risk for reading and math
disabilities.37 However, it remains unclear whether
modest decrements in birth weight associated with
maternal smoking have neuro-behavioural
consequences among those who are not born
prematurely or of substantially low birth weight.
Children whose mothers smoked during pregnancy
have consistently demonstrated higher rates of
behaviour problems than those not exposed. Olds
notes in his 1997 paper38 that 10 out of 11 human
studies reviewed found increased rates of child
behaviour problems and attention deficit/
hyperactivity disorder-like behaviours, even after
controlling for many potential confounders. These
studies included samples from the newborn period
up through adolescence.
An increased chance of perinatal mortality,
including Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS),
has been noted with prenatal exposure to tobacco
smoke.39, 40 Although the effect of maternal smoking
during pregnancy on offspring behaviour is
relatively well studied, less is known about the
long-term effects such smoking has on child neurocognitive functioning. Several studies have found
reductions in IQ scores in children born to women
who smoked in pregnancy, although these results
are not uniform.41
Alcohol
There is some evidence that even ‘moderate’ alcohol
consumption by mothers during pregnancy can
have adverse effects on the unborn child. The 2001
Australian Alcohol Guidelines42 were based on a
systematic review of the international literature that
concluded that maternal consumption of fewer than
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seven drinks per week, and fewer than three drinks
on any one day, was not associated with significant
risk.
Maternal alcohol dependence and frequent high-risk
alcohol consumption can cause foetal alcohol
syndrome (FAS).
In infancy, FAS is elucidated by:
l

l

l

intrauterine growth retardation, with persistent
postnatal poor growth in weight or height;
a pattern of specific minor physical anomalies
that include a characteristic facial appearance;
and
central nervous system deficits including
microcephaly, delayed development,
hyperactivity, attention deficits, intellectual
delays, learning disabilities and, in some cases,
seizures.43

FAS infants also have a 3.5 times elevated mortality
rate.44
Even in the absence of FAS, infants born to alcohol
dependent mothers show an increased incidence of
intellectual impairments, congenital anomalies and
decreased birth weight.45
Many studies have identified delayed development
in the first two to three years of life for children
exposed to significant prenatal alcohol use46–48 and
some studies have followed up such children for
longer periods. By age 7, lower IQ scores, reading,
spelling, arithmetic, higher rates of retardation,
differences in height, weight, and head
circumference,49 and behaviour problems have been
observed.45 Similar behavioural problems and
impairments in concentration and attention are
being described for adolescents and young adults.49
Research in this area has been hampered by poor
measurement of levels of alcohol and other drug
use. It is also likely that pregnant women do not
always provide reliable self-reports of drug use
when participating in these studies.
Cannabis
There are theoretical reasons for expecting adverse
effects of heavy maternal cannabis use on foetal
growth, but there is limited and inconclusive
evidence that this occurs.50 During pregnancy,
maternal cannabis effects in animals and humans
have been documented on pituitary ovarian
function, prolactin secretion and uterine
contractility.51 However, no relation has been
documented between cannabis use and length of
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gestation or birth weight.52 Birth weight reductions
have been associated with cannabis use in
descriptions of those studying higher risk, lower
income families but the results are conflicting.53
A few studies have suggested a link between
prenatal cannabis exposure and features similar to
foetal alcohol syndrome,54, 55 but the separate effects
of cannabis use and heavy alcohol consumption
have not been determined.52 Several neurobehavioural findings in the newborn period point to
decreased responsiveness, on visual responsiveness
to animate and inanimate stimulation, and a higher
pitched cry.52, 56, 57 Other characteristics of newborns
exposed to heavy maternal cannabis use are tremors
and increased startle in the first seven to 14 days of
life.58 Changes in sleep patterns have also been
reported including a decrease in quiet sleep, and
lower sleep efficiency and maintenance as measured
by sleep EEG, as late as three years of age.59, 60
Frequent maternal cannabis use may be a weak risk
factor for Sudden Infant Death Syndrome but this
finding requires further research.61 One early review
concluded that the smoking of cannabis during
pregnancy was sometimes associated with a
significantly increased risk of placental abruption
and a decrease in birth weight.62
Cocaine
There is a considerable US literature relevant to the
impact of maternal cocaine use on child
development. Infants exposed prenatally to cocaine,
however, are also exposed to a number of other risk
factors63 such as maternal use of other drugs, health
problems including a higher incidence of HIV with
or without AIDS-related illnesses, complicated
deliveries and intrauterine growth retardation.
Postnatally, infants exposed to cocaine continue to
be exposed to ongoing parental substance problems,
they are more often neglected and abused, and they
have parents with more frequent depression and
higher overall stress and anxiety.64 Any one of these
factors may influence the development of early
attentional and arousal regulatory functions, later
language, and potentially overall developmental
competency.65 There are suggestive findings which
point to impairments in more basic neurodevelopmental domains of attention and arousal
regulation, functions that underlie learning and
information processing.65
Animal studies show that cocaine administration
during pregnancy results in major maternal
cardiovascular effects and that some of these effects
are enhanced in pregnancy.66
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Singer et al.67 in their review conclude that current
studies are inconclusive but suggest that prenatal
exposure to cocaine can have significant effects on
the growth and neurological development of the
infant, with the potential for later learning and
behavioral disabilities. Social-environmental
correlates of maternal cocaine use are confounding
factors with known negative effects on child
outcome. Neuspiel68 and Mayes63 caution that over
estimating the risks of intrauterine cocaine exposure
can have negative effects, including unnecessary
termination of pregnancy and labelling of cocaineexposed children to create a self-fulfilling prophecy
of later developmental problems.
Heroin
Infants exposed significantly in utero to opiates
(heroin or methadone) may exhibit withdrawal
symptoms in the first days to weeks after delivery.69
Numerous studies have now replicated the findings
that such exposure reduces birth weight and head
circumference.70–72 Similar findings in animal
models that control for exposure to other drugs
such as alcohol or tobacco and for poor maternal
health support the finding of an opiate effect on
foetal growth.73 Prenatal exposure to opiates also
contributes to as much as an eight-fold incidence of
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS).71, 74
The dramatic neuro-behavioural abnormalities seen
in the newborn period generally diminish over the
first month of life75 for the majority of infants and
are thus assumed to reflect transitory opiate
withdrawal rather than evidence of permanent
neurological dysfunction.71 Past the neonatal period,
a number of studies have documented small and not
usually significant delays in acquisition of
developmental skills.65, 76 However, much more
consistent and significant across studies have been
the findings of persistent problems in poor motor
coordination, high activity level and limited
attention span among opiate-exposed infants in the
first year of life.77, 78 These state and motor
regulatory difficulties make it especially hard for a
parent to provide appropriate care for the infant,
especially for parents with their own state and
attentional problems.71
Follow-up studies through early childhood of
opiate-exposed compared with non-opiate-exposed
children have continued to report few to no
differences in cognitive performance.65 However,
opiate-exposed school aged children show higher
activity levels, are often impulsive with poor selfcontrol, show poor motor coordination, and have
more difficulty with tasks requiring focused
attention. There is also an increased incidence of
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attention deficit disorder among opiate-exposed
school aged children.71
Past the years of early childhood, there are few
studies of the long-term effects of prenatal opiate
exposure, and those available usually lack a nonexposed control group or are not based on
longitudinal designs.71 The data from these studies
suggest that by adolescence, opiate-exposed
children exhibit an increased incidence of behaviour
and conduct problems including impulsivity,
involvement in criminal activities, heavy drug use,
more antisocial behaviour, and increased school
dropout.79–81 It is altogether not clear how much
these problems in conduct and impulse regulation
are attributable to persistent effects of prenatal
opiate exposure, and how much they are the
consequence of cumulative exposure to the discord
and dysfunction often characterising households
with substance use problems.

3.2.2 Breast-feeding and cannabis use
Postnatally, cannabis has been identified in the urine
of breast-fed infants whose mothers continue to use
after delivery.82 However, no acute toxic effects
have been identified with this level of passive
exposure although a few studies suggest possible
developmental effects related to heavy postpartum
exposure via breast milk.50 In one study, cannabis
exposure via breast milk in the first postpartum
month was related to decreased motor development
at one year, and there appeared to be a dose-related
pattern to the level of association between exposure
and motor delay.83 However, longer term studies of
the outcomes of prenatal cannabis exposure are few
in number and there is a paucity of long-term
follow-up studies. The few findings make it difficult
to conclude whether or not prenatal cannabis
exposure has a direct effect on later developmental
functions such as memory.65

3.2.3 Children whose parents have drug
problems
Families, in particular those with drug-using
parents, have received considerable attention from
health providers and researchers in recent years.
Children living with a substance-abusing or
substance-dependent parent suffer physical,
psychological and emotional abuse to a greater
extent and more often than children whose parents
do not abuse substances.84–86 Angus and Hall
reported that in 1994/5, approximately 22% of
emotional abuse cases in NSW were the result of a
parent’s substance misuse.87
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It is widely assumed that parents affected by
substance use provide their children with less than
optimal care.88 Women’s use of alcohol or other
drugs is strongly dissonant with cultural ideals of
motherhood and is highly stigmatised by society.89,
90
There has been only a very limited body of
research that has focused on the study of substance
misusers as parents. These studies suggest that many
such parents provide adequate care of their
children91 and that substance-abusing parents may
have active strategies to protect their children from
the risks of their lifestyles.92 However, they also
suggest that substance-misusing parents provide
poorer quality care than other parents. Several
outcome measures have been used to measure
parenting, ranging from gross indicators of child
maltreatment to more subtle aspects of parent-child
interaction. The mechanisms by which parenting is
challenged or compromised when human mothers
are drug dependent are not fully understood.88 It is
unclear whether parenting is directly impaired by
substance use or undermined by other factors such
as poverty, lack of education or poor mental health.
Evidence of the moderating effects of environment
on the development of children prenatally exposed
to alcohol and other drugs is scant. Hans76 found
that differences between the development of
children prenatally exposed to methadone and
comparison children were only expressed in
children being reared in the most impoverished
circumstances and environments. In a related line of
research on the effects of lead, Bellinger93 has also
demonstrated different patterns of teratologic effects
depending on social class.
One view of moderating effects is that postnatal
interaction and environmental conditions may
enable recovery from a prenatal insult.94 A second
view is that prenatal exposure does not necessarily
lead to behavioural changes but rather causes
vulnerabilities to other risk factors. Hans76 chose to
interpret her data in this way: that prenatallyexposed children were more vulnerable to
conditions of extreme poverty than other children
not exposed in utero.

3.2.4 Effects of passive smoking on
children
Passive smoking, or the inhalation of environmental
tobacco smoke (ETS), is known to have harmful
effects. Smoking by parents increases the risk of a
variety of diseases in their children.95 Exposure to
ETS during early life is associated with many adverse
health outcomes including infant mortality,96
respiratory illnesses such as bronchitis, wheezy
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bronchitis and pneumonia,97–100 middle ear effusion
(glue ear),101 Sudden Infant Death Syndrome,102, 103
reduced ventilatory function98, 104 and shorter
stature.105, 106 Importantly, a number of studies
suggest that the effects of parental smoking on a
child’s health may have long-term consequences.
Middle ear effusion during infancy, for example,
may impact on later linguistic and cognitive
development106, 107 and lower respiratory tract illness
in early childhood may predispose for chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease in later life.98, 108, 109
Further, in addition to the short- and long-term
physiological damage caused to infants and children
by ETS, the chances are increased that offspring
exposed to parents who smoke may themselves take
up smoking in adolescence or adulthood.110–112 Doll
has argued that exposure to ETS increases the risk of
lung cancer later in life, probably exacerbates
chronic obstructive lung disease, and may increase
the risk of ischaemic heart disease.113
It has been estimated that each year, passive
smoking causes 46 500 cases of asthma in
Australian children, and causes lower respiratory
tract illness in 16 300 children.114
The magnitude of the effects of children’s tobacco
exposure on adverse behavioural and neurocognitive effects is not entirely clear, but is
estimated to involve a deficit of four to five IQ
points and an odds ratio of 1.5. These decrements
are of concern in that their negative impact tends to
accumulate over the course of development.

3.3 Patterns of drug use and harm
among adolescents
Data are available from regular national surveys for
secondary school students aged 12 to 17 years up to
1999 and from the NDSHS for 14 to 19 year olds
up to 2001. Table 3.1 summarises the most current
estimates of the prevalence of different patterns of
drug use. The main features are that teenage girls
are more likely to be regular smokers and risky or
high-risk drinkers than are their male counterparts,
though levels of use defined as risky for women are
lower than for men. Slightly more teenage males
report having used cannabis in the past 12 months,
which is by far the most commonly used illicit
drug. Other levels of drug use are similar between
the sexes. Apart from cannabis, the only illicit drugs
used with any frequency by this age group are
amphetamines and ecstasy. ‘Recent use’ for illicit
drugs in the NDSHS is defined as any use in the last
12 months, so the figures do not distinguish
between occasional, experimental use and more
regular, intense patterns.
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Table 3.1 Prevalence of different drug-using patterns in Australians aged between 14 and 19 years:
NDSHS 200122
Substance/behaviour

Males aged
14 to 19
%

Females aged
14 to 19
%

14.1

16.2

Tobacco
Regular smoker
Occasional smoker (weekly or less)

6.1

4.4

Ex-smoker

4.0

4.7

75.9

74.7

Never smoked
Alcohol
Current drinker

72.8

74.7

8.8

14.6

29.4

33.0

At least one illicit drug (including cannabis and misused pharmaceuticals)

28.8

26.6

Cannabis

26.6

22.6

Amphetamines

5.7

6.8

Ecstasy

5.7

4.3

Injecting drugs

0.6

0.6

Heroin

0.4

0.4

Risky/high-risk drinker for long-term harm
Risky/high-risk drinker for short-term harm at least monthly
Illicit drugs used in last 12 months

The large sample size and standard format over time
of the National Secondary School Drug Surveys
(NSSDS) permits detailed breakdowns and some
trend analyses for use of drugs by this age group.
Table 3.2 shows breakdowns for illegal drugs by
age and sex, with a comparison of overall changes
between 1996 and 1999.

Main features are that:
l

l

l

with the exception of inhalants and steroids
(perhaps reported unreliably by younger
children) there are dramatic increases in levels
of illicit drug use from 12 to 17 years of age;
with the exception of tranquilisers, males are
more likely to use these drugs than females; and
cannabis has been tried by about half of all 17
year olds but its use has declined since 1996.

Table 3.2 Prevalence of illegal drugs ever used by 12 to 17 year olds115 (with change in % estimates since
1996)
Substance or behaviour

% ever used
Age 12 years
M

F

M

F

M

F

Cannabis

11.1

7.1

53.1

46.4

-7.9

-6.6

Amphetamines

3.6

1.9

13.0

11.3

+0.6

+1.3

Hallucinogens

2.5

1.8

14.8

9.4

-2.5

-1.4

Ecstasy

3.5

1.0

7.2

4.9

+0.2

+0.5

94.4

96.4

95.8

98.6

-1.6

-0.7

2.6

1.7

6.2

2.4

-0.5

+0.4

Tranquillisers*

15.7

11.4

22.1

22.3

-0.4

-2.1

Inhalants

32.3

33.7

17.2

14.4

+0.6

+0.6

Painkillers/analgesics
Cocaine

% ever used
Age 17 years

Change in % for
all ages 1996 to 1999

Opiates

3.2

1.7

6.6

3.9

-0.2

+0.5

Steroids*

3.8

2.8

2.9

0.9

+1.0

+0.9

*
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The restricted time window of ‘use in last month’ is
likely to give a more realistic sense of more regular
patterns of drug use. These are summarised for the
1999 NSSDS in Table 3.3. These data again confirm
the pattern of dramatic increases in levels of drug
use during the teenage years for all drugs other than
inhalants and analgesics. Putting aside the risks
associated with commonly available painkillers, it is
clear that alcohol, tobacco, cannabis and, to a lesser
extent, amphetamines are the only drugs used with
any significant frequency.
Table 3.3 Prevalence of drug use in last month for
12/13 and 16/17 year olds115
Substance or
behaviour

% used
% used last
last month
month
Age 12/13 Age 16/17

3.4 Longitudinal patterns of use
from adolescence to adulthood
Although there is little information, available data
suggest that inhalant use may peak in early
adolescence and may be more common in youth
populations at risk for subsequent drug abuse. In
one of the few longitudinal studies, inhalant use by
age 16 was found to be a unique predictor of heroin
use by age 32.117
Adolescence is an important period in the
development of drug use. In this section, follow-up
research studies are examined to explore the
relationship between earlier and later patterns of
drug use in adolescence. Appendices A, B and C
summarise the follow-up studies that are examined
in this section.

70

Tobacco

12

33

6

20

Amphetamines

4

11

Hallucinogens

1

3

Evidence from two cohorts demonstrates that
tobacco use in early adolescence predicts later
tobacco dependence and daily smoking,118, 119 after
adjusting for other influences.

Ecstasy

2

4

Painkillers/analgesics

67

75

Alcohol

31

Tobacco
Cannabis

Cocaine

1

1

Tranquillisers*

3

5

Inhalants

16

4

Opiates

1

1

Steroids*

1

1

*

For non-medical purposes i.e. without
prescription

Trend data from the NSSDS, between 1983 and
1996, show significant increases in alcohol use
including frequency and quantity consumed by the
Australian youth population through the 1990s,
after a small decline in the late 1980s. This trend
continued between 1996 and 1999 with an increase
in the proportion of students reporting drinking
alcohol in the week before the survey. Inspection of
trends demonstrated that the prevalence of students
drinking in the previous week at ages 12 to 15
tended to increase through the 1990s, while both
this indicator and drinking large (potentially
harmful) amounts of alcohol also increased for
students aged 16 to 17 years.116 The Australian trend
of increasing youth alcohol use through the late
1990s has also been reported in Canada and the
United States.116
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The relationship between adolescent tobacco use
and the development of alcohol use has been
examined in four separate cohorts. The available
longitudinal evidence is slim but does not support
the view that tobacco use in adolescence leads to
increased alcohol use or alcohol use problems.
Three cohorts have examined the possibility that
frequent and dependent tobacco use at ages 17 to
18 leads to subsequent alcohol use problems at ages
21 to 25. In general, the evidence does not support
this proposed relationship.120, 121 McGee et al.
reported a relationship but this was not adjusted for
other influences.122
Evidence from three of four cohorts suggests that
adolescent tobacco use leads to cannabis use. After
adjusting for other factors, tobacco use at age 15
was shown in two studies to predict cannabis use at
around ages 17 to 18.122, 123 In the Los Angeles
cohort after controlling for the influence on polydrug use, frequent tobacco use at age 17 tended to
lead to frequent cannabis use at age 21.124 However,
in a New York cohort early tobacco use did not lead
to later cannabis use.121
Alcohol
Work from eight cohorts has examined the
influence of alcohol use in childhood and
adolescence on the subsequent development of
harmful alcohol use. Evidence suggests that earlier
initiation to alcohol use is related to more frequent
and higher quantity alcohol consumption in
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adolescence, and these patterns are in turn related to
the development of alcohol-related harms in
adolescence and adulthood. In the New Zealand
Christchurch cohort, after controlling for other
known risk factors, early age alcohol initiation
(prior to age 6) led, at age 15, to more frequent,
higher quantity and more harmful alcohol use.125 In
a Black-American sample with a high number of
risk factors, early age use was also associated with
more alcohol use at age 15, but these analyses were
not adjusted.126 Costello et al. did not find age of
alcohol initiation predicted alcohol dependence at
age 16.118 In two cohorts, patterns of frequent
alcohol use were examined with controls for polydrug use. In the Boston cohort, Guy et al. report that
frequent alcohol use at age 14 (without poly-drug
use) led to problems with alcohol at age 26.127 In
Los Angeles in the 1980s, Newcomb and Bentler
also found that a similar pattern of alcohol use at
age 17 linked to alcohol and cannabis problems at
age 25.124 Both the frequency and amount of
alcohol use in adolescence appears to predict alcohol
problems in early adulthood. In analysis of the NZ
Christchurch cohort the amount of alcohol used at
age 18 predicted age 21 alcohol harms, after
controlling for gender, sociodemographic
differences, exposure to drinking environments,
and prior alcohol use.128 In the same cohort, use at
age 18 predicted dependence at age 21, but adjusted
analyses were not reported.122 In the Seattle cohort,
frequent alcohol use measured from age 14 or 16
predicted alcohol abuse and dependence combined,
and also alcohol dependence, at age 21.129 In the
same cohort, trajectories of binge drinking from 13
to 18 also predicted alcohol abuse and dependence
at age 21.130
Four cohorts have examined whether alcohol use
increases tobacco use. In most cases involvement in
alcohol use has been shown to increase subsequent
involvement in tobacco use, but at this stage the
three cohorts where this effect has been observed120,
121, 131
were not controlled for known confounders.
In the Los Angeles cohort, frequent alcohol use
(without poly-drug use) at age 17 did not predict
tobacco use, after controlling for other factors.124
Evidence is accumulating that early involvement in
alcohol use may predict subsequent cannabis use.
These findings have been demonstrated in
unadjusted analyses in New York,121 in an American
Indian and Black American cohort131 and in the New
Zealand Dunedin cohort.122, 132 In the Los Angeles
cohort, no significant influence for age 14 frequent
alcohol use (adjusted for poly-drug use) was
reported for frequent cannabis use at age 21, after
adjustment for other risk factors.124 In the Victorian
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Adolescent Health Cohort (VAHC) both the
frequency and quantity of alcohol consumed at age
14 predicted frequent cannabis use at age 15, and
for females the amount consumed at age 14
predicted daily use at 16 to 17. These effects applied
after controlling for smoking and other risk
factors.123
Prediction of illicit drug use from prior adolescent
alcohol use has been the focus in three cohorts. The
available evidence suggests that alcohol is not a
direct predictor. Kandel observed that earlier use of
alcohol was associated with a higher likelihood of
subsequent illicit drug use and use of psychoactive
pharmaceuticals in early adulthood.121 A similar
relationship was observed in the Chicago,
Woodlawn cohort.117 However, in the Chicago
study this effect was no longer significant once the
impact of social disadvantage, other drug use and
inadequate education were considered.117 In the Los
Angeles cohort neither the effect of frequent alcohol
use at age 13133 on illicit drug use at 21/22 or the
effect of frequent alcohol use at 17124 on illicit drug
use problems at age 25 were significant after
factoring in poly-drug use and other risk factors.
Cannabis
Evidence from five cohorts suggests that cannabis
use in early adolescence leads to more frequent
cannabis use123 and to problems with cannabis and/
or alcohol.124 Evidence from four cohorts suggests
that cannabis use does not predict harmful alcohol
use. Three cohorts have examined whether cannabis
use leads to tobacco use and again the evidence does
not support a direct link. Evidence from five cohorts
supports the view that cannabis use in early
adolescence leads to illicit drug use. Work in the Los
Angeles cohort suggests the effect may occur
particularly through poly-drug use.124, 133 But in the
Chicago cohort the effect was maintained after
adjusting for other drug use. Although adolescent
cannabis use is predictive of subsequent illicit drug
use, it is not all-determining. Findings from the
Australian Temperament Project revealed that of
those using cannabis at age 13 approximately 10%
reported illicit drug use at age 15.461
Poly-drug use
Findings from a number of follow-up studies
suggest that poly-drug use in adolescence is a major
factor leading to subsequent drug-related harms. In
work using structural equation modelling, the
frequency of different forms of adolescent drug use
has been typically found to be linked through an
underlying association with poly-drug use and
typically this pattern of drug use is stable124, 135, 136
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and predictive of drug-related harm in
adulthood.127, 133, 137 Early involvement in poly-drug
use is a marker of risk for later drug use problems.
At age 13 approximately 9% of the Australian
Temperament Project cohort were engaged in polydrug use and this pattern was predictive of more
serious substance use at age 15.461 Williams et al.
noted that ‘taking any particular drug (by 15)
significantly increases the likelihood of taking
another type of drug’ (p26),461 while use of three
or more different drug types was less common.
Structural equation approaches typically find a latent
factor measuring early adolescent poly-drug use
(ages 13/14) to be an important and unique
predictor of drug use problems and other
adjustment difficulties at age 21/22133, 136, 138 and
25/26.127 Preventing poly-drug use appears to be an
important goal for reducing drug-related harm.

3.5 Longitudinal patterns of harm
from adolescent drug use
3.5.1 Tobacco
Tobacco has acute effects in children and
adolescents that are often overlooked. A relationship
between respiratory symptoms and smoking has
been found in primary school students139 and
smoking-related respiratory problems may become
apparent within weeks of beginning to smoke.140
Adolescent smokers cough more than non-smokers
of the same age.141 They are more likely to develop
respiratory tract infections than non-smokers,142
more likely to experience shortness of breath with
exertion,140 and have more asthma and allergy
symptoms.143
Appendix A summarises follow-up research studies
relevant to the consequences of different forms of
adolescent tobacco behaviour for subsequent
development. Across the 11 cohorts 41 analyses
were reported. The main consequences measured
were effects on later drug use, and health and
mental health. The developmental consequences of
adolescent tobacco use for subsequent patterns of
drug use are summarised above, demonstrating that
adolescent tobacco use increases the risk of tobacco
dependence. A broader review of risk and protective
factors for later adolescent substance use is provided
in Chapter 6. Among these risk and protective
factors are included parental and peer alcohol,
smoking and other drug use.
The available follow-up studies reveal that
adolescent tobacco use increases the risk of
subsequent health problems in early adulthood.
This issue has been addressed in two cohorts and
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both cases refer to the effects of early tobacco use
after controlling for the contribution of poly-drug
use. In a Boston cohort, frequent tobacco use at age
14 predicted respiratory problems by age 26.127 In a
Los Angeles cohort, frequent tobacco use at age 14
was associated with health problems at age 22.133
Results from four out of five cohorts suggest that
youth tobacco use may predict subsequent mental
health problems. In the Los Angeles cohort,
frequent tobacco use at age 14 (that was not
occurring with poly-drug use) predicted emotional
distress and psychosomatic problems at age 22.133 In
the Dunedin cohort, those using tobacco on a daily
basis by age 15 were more likely to have mental
health problems at age 18, after controlling for
other factors.122 In a follow-up of a small (N = 133)
New York cohort, youth tobacco use from 13 to 16
increased the risk of difficult temperament
characteristics (such as negative emotions)
emerging at age 21.144 Analyses with a cohort in
North Carolina have linked frequent tobacco use at
age 16 with the emergence of anti-social personality
disorders and major depression, but not anxiety
disorders, at age 22.138 These analyses adjusted for
prior psychiatric symptoms. The Boston cohort was
the only analysis where age 14 frequent tobacco use
did not predict mental health problems at age 26,
after adjusting for other relationships. This analysis
was based on structural equation modelling and
found that the pathway to age 26 ‘psychiatric
distress’ was better explained by peer and selfreported socialisation at age 14.
The possibility that youth involvement in tobacco
use leads to social problems arises from one cohort.
In analyses with the Los Angeles cohort, Newcomb
and Bentler reported that frequent tobacco use
(without poly-drug use) at age 14 led to social
problems at age 22.133 A further analysis of the same
cohort found that frequent tobacco use combined
with alcohol use at age 18 led to increases in
general deviancy at age 22.145
Relevant prevention targets for adolescent tobacco
use include preventing youth initiation of tobacco
use and encouraging tobacco users to quit.146

3.5.2 Alcohol
The research examining the consequences of
adolescent alcohol use for the development of more
extreme alcohol use behaviours, and also for
tobacco use, illicit drug use and cannabis use are
summarised above. In this section the consequences
of adolescent alcohol for mental health, health and
social problems are explored (see Appendix B).
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The development of mental health problems has
been examined in eight cohorts and the evidence
does not support a direct link with anxiety or
depressive illness. Both the Boston cohort127 and the
Los Angeles study133 have examined the effect of
frequent alcohol use at ages 13 to 14 and found no
significant effect on mental health problems at ages
22 or 26 respectively. The cohort of Black
Americans and Indians131 showed an increased level
of psychiatric diagnoses for those using alcohol at
earlier ages and the Dunedin cohort122 also
manifested a greater level of mental health problems
at age 18 for those drinking at age 15, though in
the Dunedin cohort this effect no longer applied
after considering the effect of family climate, earlier
behaviour problems and smoking. Neither the
Dunedin cohort122 nor a study of children of
alcoholics147 found that alcohol influenced anxiety
disorders. After adjustment for other factors, neither
the Seattle cohort130 nor the Upper New York
counties study138 found any impact on depression.
However, the New York counties study did find an
effect for those reporting ‘heavy’ alcohol use at age
16 to have higher diagnoses of both anxiety
disorders and antisocial personality disorders by age
22 and this applied after considering prior mental
health and substance use status.138
The role of alcohol in the development of criminal
and delinquent behaviour has been examined in
three cohorts and findings suggest that frequent
alcohol use around the ages 15 to 18 may increase
the risk of entry to delinquency and crime. In the
Seattle cohort, binge drinking from 13 to 18 did not
tend to predict entry to crime by age 21, after
controlling for a range of risk factors.130 In the
Christchurch cohort, the quantity and frequency of
alcohol consumed at age 15 did predict entry to
property crime at age 16148 and the emergence of
violent crime,148 after appropriate control for a
range of risk factors. In the Los Angeles cohort, the
frequency of alcohol use at age 17 also tended to
demonstrate unique pathways to general deviance at
age 22.145
In two cohorts, outcomes relevant to education have
been examined and findings are inconclusive. In the
Seattle cohort, binge drinking from 13 to 18
influenced high school retention, after controlling
for other risk factors.130 Frequent alcohol use from
11 to 15 did not influence attitudes to school, after
controlling for other predictors.149
In the Los Angeles cohort,133 a pathway was
observed from more frequent alcohol use without
poly-drug use at age 13 to more social relationships
and romantic attachments at age 22. One study
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conducted in Oslo observed that female alcohol use
at age 13 increased the incidence of subsequent
experiences of sexual victimisation, but the extent to
which this finding was due to other underlying risk
processes was not examined.150
Heale et al. used data from the 1998 NDSHS to
estimate the proportion of alcohol users in Australia
drinking in patterns that are likely to risk harm.151
The analysis revealed for young adults (18 to 24
years) 90% of all alcohol was consumed in highrisk patterns, primarily due to drinking in ways
which placed the drinker at risk of acute harm. The
elevated rate of high-risk drinking in the young
adult age group is due to young people being more
likely to drink a large amount of alcohol in a short
space of time, typically on weekends.152 This is a
reason why young people are more likely to
experience acute harm and less likely to experience
chronic harm. These drinking patterns are reflected
in the types of harm, which typically includes drink
driving and violence.
Findings suggest that prevention targets might
include delaying the age of first alcohol use. Before
this target receives widespread support, further
evidence will be needed in the Australian context.
Currently, many parents appear unconvinced that
earlier age of alcohol use does lead to harms as
parents are the main source for early adolescents to
obtain alcohol.153 Efforts in Australia to teach young
people strategies to minimise harms and avoid risks
associated with alcohol show some evidence for
success. Such strategies, in concert with other public
health initiatives, have been associated with
reductions in alcohol-related road deaths154 and
reductions in levels of youth alcohol use.155
Maintaining prevention targets aimed at minimising
or reducing risky alcohol use would appear
warranted. Intervention research may be warranted
to establish the relative merits of use reduction
versus harm reduction approaches to the prevention
of alcohol-related harm in adolescents.

3.5.3 Cannabis
A number of follow-up research studies have
examined the consequences of adolescent cannabis
use for the development of later drug use
behaviours, and also for mental health and health
and social consequences (see Appendix C).
Two US studies have found conflicting results in
regard to later health problems as a result of
adolescent cannabis use. Within the Boston cohort,
no effect was found between frequent (not poly-
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drug) adolescent cannabis use and health problems
in the early twenties; however, within the Los
Angeles cohort, a significant relationship was found.
Several recent studies have documented a
relationship between adolescent cannabis use and
later mental health problems; however, the
evidence is not consistent across studies. An early
finding of relevance was the small study by Lerner
and Vicary where cannabis use from ages 13 to 19
predicted increasing levels of difficult
temperament.144 In the Brook and colleagues New
York State cohort, heavier cannabis use at age 16
predicted personality disorder at age 22, after
controlling for initial mental health status.138
However, in the same cohort, no effect on anxiety
or depression was noted. In the New Zealand
Dunedin cohort, cannabis use at age 18 increased
the risk of mental disorder at 21 (although from age
15 to 18 mental disorder increased the risk of
cannabis use).122 In the Christchurch cohort,
frequent cannabis use at ages 15 to 16 did predict
later major depression (but not anxiety or suicide
attempts) at ages 17 to 18, after adjusting for a
range of risk factors.156 Adolescent cannabis use has
also been linked with the subsequent development
of psychotic symptoms in the Christchurch
cohort.157, 158 No independent (adjusted) effect was
found between frequent cannabis use in early
adolescence (13 to 14 years) and mental health
symptoms in early adulthood (21 to 25 years)
within either the Los Angeles133 or Boston127
cohorts, when the influence of cannabis use without
poly-drug use was examined.
The available longitudinal research indicates that
adolescent cannabis use is related to various social
problems in late adolescence/early adulthood. For
example, a significant relationship was found
between cannabis use at age 15 to 16 years and
early school drop out, unemployment, violent
offending and property offending at ages 17 to 18
years, within the Christchurch cohort.156, 159 These
results are consistent with a South East US cohort
where earlier age cannabis use was associated with
school drop out by age 18 years.160 Within the Los
Angeles cohort, family problems at age 22 were also
found to be exacerbated by cannabis use in early
adolescence.133 A separate analysis of the
Christchurch cohort found a significant effect
within a shorter time frame between cannabis use at
age 15 and school dropout and police contact by
age 16. However, once these findings were adjusted
to control for other factors including peer
relationships, social disadvantage and childhood
behaviour problems, effects tended to disappear.159
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In their review, Lynskey and Hall noted that early
cannabis use consistently predicted poor school
performance and non-completion of high school.
They argued that this effect was not due directly to
the influence of cannabis on motivation or cognitive
ability but acted through prior risk factors and
affiliation with low achieving peer groups.161
Many of the harmful consequences have been
associated with earlier age use and frequent use in
adolescence. Hence targets for reducing harm
associated with adolescent cannabis use might
include preventing youth initiation to cannabis use,
reducing the number who progress to regular use
and encouraging regular users to use less
frequently.

3.5.4 Cocaine
Although the specific developmental effects of
cocaine use in adolescence have not been widely
studied, a number of US follow-up studies have
examined the developmental implications of
adolescent illicit drug use and in many of these
studies cocaine has been prominent. These studies
reveal that illicit drug use initiated in early
adolescence tends to be very stable162–164 and
predictive of the subsequent emergence of drugrelated harms127 and problems associated with
mental health,133, 138 crime162 and social
relationships.133
In small amounts cocaine causes euphoria and
feelings of energy. Used repeatedly, adverse effects
can include agitation, anxiety, paranoia,
hallucinations, dizziness, nausea and vomiting,
tremors and aggression.165 Prolonged use leads to
tolerance and bingeing which is followed by
periods of intense depression, lethargy, and hunger.
Cocaine smokers may experience lung problems,
while injectors risk BBVs (see injecting, page 30).
Repeated inhaling damages the nasal lining and the
structure separating the nostrils.165
Cocaine can be fatal in large doses although it is
nowhere near as toxic as opioids.166 Cocaine
overdose is associated with cardiovascular incidents
such as cardiac arrest and cerebral vascular
accidents. It was estimated that it was responsible
for four deaths in Australia in 1998, along with 78
Person Years of Life Lost (PYLL) and 59 hospital
episodes.167 In the US, the combination of cocaine
and alcohol has been found to be a factor in
cocaine-related deaths but research is needed to
ascertain whether this is a factor in Australian
cocaine-related deaths.168
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Both smokers and injectors are more likely to
develop dependence than those who sniff or snort
the drug. Dependence on cocaine is associated with
significantly higher levels of physical and mental
harm, higher levels of criminality and
unemployment, along with lower levels of general
social functioning.169
In the United States, where cocaine use is far more
common than in Australia, it has been found that
cocaine use is associated with high rates of anxiety
disorders and affective disorders.166 In a Sydney
study, 31% of surveyed non-injecting cocaine users
reported experiencing psychological problems
including depression, anxiety and paranoia as a
result of their cocaine use.170 As with amphetaminetype stimulants (ATS), prolonged bingeing on
cocaine can result in a transient but severe paranoid
psychosis.166
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CHAPTER 4: PATTERNS OF DRUG USE,
RISK AND HARM IN THE GENERAL
POPULATION AND SUB-POPULATIONS
4.1 Summary
Alcohol and other drug use substantially contribute to death, injury, illness, crime, mental health
and social problems both to drug users and the wider community. A broad range of preventable
harm and patterns of drug use need to be considered in determining priorities for prevention
policy. Understanding the underlying patterns of risky drug use is also a pre-requisite for
designing effective interventions.
Drug use is associated with high legal and social costs to communities and families. There are
major economic costs caused by the lost productivity resulting from drug-related deaths. The
most significant drug in regard to road trauma is alcohol. Crime is strongly associated with
alcohol and drug use, particularly alcohol with violence and heroin with property crime.
Tobacco and alcohol use contribute the great bulk of preventable health problems associated with
drug use. Although regular tobacco use continues to decline, it is responsible for the highest
levels of mortality and morbidity of any drug, primarily due to cancers affecting older people.
Alcohol represents the second largest contribution to drug-related harm. Unlike tobacco, a
dependent pattern of use does not contribute the most harms at a population level: the shortterm effects generate the most years of life lost (e.g. from injury and poisoning) while the longterm effects of regular heavy use result in the more premature deaths among mostly older people.
The main causes of alcohol-related deaths are cancer, alcoholic liver cirrhosis and road trauma.
While tobacco use continues to decline, risky alcohol use remains common (particularly among
young adults) and overall consumption of alcohol has increased in recent years. Most alcohol
consumed in Australia is not drunk within Australian Alcohol Guidelines for low-risk use.
Despite illicit drug use being under-estimated by population-based surveys, as many as 38% of
Australians over the age of 15 admitted they had tried an illicit drug in 2001. Cannabis continues
to be the most commonly used illicit drug in Australia, followed by amphetamine type stimulants
(ATS), the use of which has been increasing recently. Lifetime use of drugs believed to be
‘ecstasy’ was reported by 6% of adults. Heroin has recently decreased in availability and was
reported to be used by only 1.6% of the adult population in 2001.
The major health problems caused by the use of illicit drugs are connected with injection, either
through an opiate overdose or the transmission of blood-borne viruses. Injecting drugs is also
associated with the development of dependence. A marked drop in heroin overdose has occurred
since 2000, though this follows a 55-fold increase between 1964 and 1997. Major risks for
opiate overdose are injecting after a period of abstinence and use in association with other CNS
depressant drugs, especially benzodiazepines and alcohol. While a rate of HIV infection of 2%
among injecting drug users (IDUs) is among the lowest of any country, hepatitis C is a major
concern and is present in two-thirds of Australians who have injected for sixyears or longer.
Many sufferers go on to develop liver cirrhosis with often fatal consequences.
A handful of ecstasy-related deaths have been reported, most commonly from hyperthermia.
There is little evidence that steroids are a significant public health concern.
Rates of substance use are strikingly higher in persons diagnosed with mental health disorders.
There is growing evidence that heavy and dependent alcohol use can cause, as well as be in
response to, mental problems. Most authoritative reviews conclude that cannabis can only
exacerbate symptoms and precipitate psychotic episodes in vulnerable individuals. Approximately
10% of people who experiment with cannabis develop dependence. Such a pattern of use
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increases the risk of lung diseases. The social and economic costs of a criminal conviction for use
may be the most significant harm for many cannabis users. The use of ATS, especially in a binge
pattern, is associated with psychotic episodes as well as violent and risk-taking behaviours.
Illicit drug use, like alcohol and tobacco use, is more prevalent among younger people and
among males, Indigenous Australians and persons living in the north of Australia. Rates of
injecting drug use and notifications for hepatitis C have increased significantly in recent years and
are a growing cause for concern. Smoking and episodic risky alcohol use are still the main risk
behaviours for preventable drug-related harm. Inhalant use (including petrol sniffing) is also
cause for concern, especially among young Indigenous people in some remote locations. Few
Indigenous people have escaped the effects of alcohol on family and community life. Higher rates
of mental health problems among Indigenous Australians are associated with the same underlying
social determinants as substance use but are also exacerbated by the misuse of alcohol.
Culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) Australians generally have lower rates of drug use.
There are some special concerns with alcohol use among the elderly due to their lower tolerance
and the likelihood of interactions with commonly prescribed drugs. However, rates of risky use
are also very low in this age group. Light use of alcohol among the middle-aged and elderly is
associated with reduced rates of heart disease.
Prisoners and police detainees have higher rates of illicit drug use than are found in the general
community. Injecting is common in prisons, as is needle sharing, which brings with it
considerable risks for the transmission of blood-borne viruses.
Drug use—both licit and illicit—impacts on the community through its associations with crime
and violence, sexual assault, domestic violence, concerns about public safety and amenity;
impacts on families, the workforce and road trauma; and also impacts on health through
premature death, injury and illness.

4.2 Patterns of drug use, risk and
harm in the Australian population
Any discussion of priorities for prevention of drugrelated harms must first specify the nature and
prevalence of both the harms to be prevented and
the significant patterns of related risky drug use. In
this chapter, the harms associated with drug use in
Australia are examined for a range of different drug
types and for different population age groups.
Specific attention is paid to settings where harms
may be particularly prevalent and to populations
vulnerable to harm.

related deaths in recent years,172 the health costs
associated with alcohol and tobacco consumption
still greatly exceed those from illicit drugs.
Table 4.1 provides an overview of key indices of
health and economic costs, by drug type and broad
age groups, using most recent available data.
The key points revealed by this summary table are
listed.
l

A classification of the many categories of drugrelated harm has been presented in Table 1.1 of the
first chapter.
It is easier to quantify the health, safety and
economic costs of drug use than the social and legal
costs. Each year in Australia, alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs contribute to almost one in five of all
deaths, to more than 185 000 hospital admissions;
and cost billions of dollars in health care, law
enforcement and lost productivity.1, 167, 171 Less easy
to quantify, but still important, are the social costs
experienced by some drug users, their partners,
families and communities. While there has been a
substantial rise in the use of heroin and in heroin-
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Tobacco is by far the leading cause of premature
death and hospitalisation among Australians.
Most (77.8%) of tobacco-caused deaths involve
persons over 64 years of age. However,
tobacco-caused deaths involving children and
adults up to 64 years of age are still greater in
total than all deaths caused by alcohol and illicit
drugs combined for all age groups. The
economic costs of tobacco reflect this fact.
Alcohol causes the deaths and hospitalisation of
slightly more children and young people than
do all the illicit drugs combined and many more
than tobacco. These deaths are almost invariably
caused by either intentional or unintentional
injuries. While alcohol is also responsible for
the deaths of many more adults and elderly
people than are the illicit drugs, there are more
deaths believed to be saved among older people
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as a result of, mainly, low-risk alcohol
consumption, principally among older women.
There will also be significant future health costs
associated with current drug use that are hard to
estimate. The high prevalence of hepatitis C among
injecting drug users in Australia means there will be
substantial mortality, morbidity and associated
economic costs as a result of higher incidence of
liver disease in this group, in future years. There is
also a range of social harms impacting on individual
users of illicit drugs who receive criminal
convictions.173
The major source of data on population prevalence
of drug use in Australia is the NDSHS. This is a
periodic self-report questionnaire, distributed to a
large stratified population sample surveyed in their
homes. There have been seven household surveys,
the most recent in 2001, which had a large sample
size (26 744) permitting reporting of state level
rates of use. There are limitations to the validity of
such drug consumption self-report data. In relation

to alcohol, self-reported levels of consumption in
the 1998 NDSHS only accounted for 46.5% of the
total volume of alcohol actually consumed in
Australia as estimated from sales, production,
import and export data.151 Users of illicit substances
may under-report their use for a number of reasons,
including the illegality of illicit drug use, and it is
those groups with the highest rates of usage that are
the most likely to under-report their levels of use.174
Additionally, the NDSHS does not include the
homeless, those in prison, or highly mobile people
who may have higher rates of drug use, and it
therefore under-samples the highest risk groups.175
Finally, the response rate to the 2001 NDSHS was
only 51%, a drop of 5% compared with 1998. This
is a very low rate and flags a concern about nonresponse bias—it is known that persons not
contacted readily in such surveys tend to be higher
users.176 It is necessary, therefore, to treat survey
data as but one indication of patterns of substance
use and harm.

Table 4.1 Estimated drug-caused deaths (1998)1, Person Years of Life Lost (1998), hospital separations
(1997/98) and economic costs (1998/99) for tobacco, alcohol and illicit drugs
Drug

Deaths1,2

Person Years of
Life Lost2

Hospital
separations2

Costs3
($billions)

Tobacco
014 yrs

99

2 998

1534 yrs

80

2 096

7 187

3564 yrs

4 042

68 091

59 389

14 799

111 393

74 379

19 019

184 579

142 525

65+ yrs
Total

1 570

21.06

Alcohol
014 yrs

21

637

1 034

1534 yrs

814

21 941

25 207

3564 yrs

1 230

25 309

23 594

65+ yrs

1 046

9 636

6 022

3 111

57 523

55 857

Total

7.56

Illicit drugs
014 yrs

9

261

44

1534 yrs

649

17 296

10 876

3564 yrs

332

7 536

3 057

33

282

494

1 023

25 375

14 471

65+ yrs
Total
1

Estimates are for only lives lost and do not include lives saved

2

Source: Ridolfo and Stevenson (2001)167

3

Source: Collins and Lapsley (2002)1
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Table 4.2 shows NDSHS rates of alcohol and drug
use for the population 14 years and over.22 This
table shows that a great majority of the population
has used alcohol, and about half have used tobacco
at least once. Two-fifths have used an illicit drug at
least once, predominantly cannabis. Lifetime
prevalence rates of other illicit drugs are all less than
10%. It is important to note, however, that any
lifetime use of a drug is not inevitably risky drug
use and more frequent use is not reported for illicit
drugs other than for injecting drugs, rates of which
remain at very low levels. Table 4.2 shows that in
2001, a third of Australians aged 15 or over
reported drinking regularly at risky levels for shortterm harm and that slightly less than 20% of the
population smoked on a daily basis.
For most drug types other than alcohol, levels of use
in the last 12 months were significantly lower in
2001 than in 1998. This trend may in part be a
consequence of the lower response rate to the
survey in 2001. Geographically, the 2001 NDSHS
illustrates a marked north-south divide in terms of
levels of drug use. The NT has the highest rates of
smoking, risky alcohol use and ‘recent’ illicit drug
use, followed (by some distance) by WA and
Queensland.

The association of mental health and drug use
problems is a substantial concern. However, it can
be difficult to isolate in every case to what degree
drug use causes mental health problems, and to
what degree mental health problems give rise to
drug use, often in the context of self-medication.
There is no doubt, however, that some patterns of
alcohol and other drug use can exacerbate preexisting mental health problems or even precipitate
these for the first time. Examples of this include
usually temporary psychoses induced by a heavy
‘binge’ of stimulant drugs, the association of suicide
and para-suicide with both cannabis use and alcohol
intoxication,177 the worsening of anxiety and
depression during withdrawal from alcohol and
opiate drugs, and the increased prevalence and
intensity of phobic anxiety states among heavy and
dependent drinkers.178 Collectively, substance use
and mental health problems represent the largest
contributors to the burden of disease among
younger Australians. In those aged 15–24, 90% of
the leading causes of disease and injury in men, and
80% of the leading causes in women, are substance
use disorders or mental health disorders.179 Comorbidity is associated with a worse treatment
outcome, a longer duration of mental illness, and a
high rate of service seeking.179

Table 4.2 Prevalence of drug use in lifetime and last 12 months for all persons: NDSHS 200122 (with %
change estimates since 1998, where available)
Substance or behaviour

% Lifetime use

% Change
(19982001)

% Use last
12 months

% Change
(19982001)

90.4

(+0.8)

82.4

(-0.8)

Alcohol (1+ drinks)
Alcohol: risky in long-term

9.9

Alcohol: risky in short-term

39.4

Tobacco

49.4

(-0.6)

23.2

(-1.7)

Any illicit drug

37.7

(-8.3)

16.9

(-5.0)

Cannabis

33.1

(-6.0)

12.9

(-5.1)

Amphetamines*

8.9

(+0.1)

3.4

(-0.3)

Hallucinogens

7.6

(-2.3)

1.1

Ecstasy/designer drugs

6.1

(+1.3)

2.9

Painkillers/analgesics*

6.0

(-5.5)

3.1

Cocaine

4.4

(+0.1)

1.3

Tranquillisers/sleeping pills*

3.2

(-3.0)

1.1

Inhalants

2.6

(-1.3)

0.4

Injected drugs

1.8

(-0.3)

0.6

(-0.1)

Heroin

1.6

(-0.6)

0.2

(-0.5)

Barbiturates

0.9

(-0.7)

0.2

Steroids

0.3

(-0.5)

0.2

Methadone**

0.3

(-0.2)

0.1

*

For non-medical purposes

**

Non-maintenance
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Other forms of harm include harms to self and
others incurred when individuals are intoxicated
with alcohol and/or other drugs: the NDSHS, for
example, reports that between 1998 and 2001 the
proportion of the population undertaking a range of
activities while under the influence of alcohol and/
or other drugs generally decreased.22 In 2001,
12.8% of the sample (18% males and 7.7% of
females) reported driving a car while under the
influence of alcohol. Other activities performed
while under the influence of alcohol included
verbal abuse (6.3%), going swimming (5.2%),
going to work (4.3%) and creating a public
nuisance (2.9%). Activities performed whilst under
the influence of other drugs included driving
(3.9%), going swimming (2.4%) and going to
work (2.3%). In all cases, males were more likely to
report these activities than females.22
Approximately 6% of all Australians (6.6% of men
and 4.7% of women) sustained a non-self inflicted
injury as a result of an alcohol- or other drugrelated incident in the previous year. The most
prevalent, most serious injury was bruising or
minor abrasions (40.7% of all those injured).
Almost 3% suffered injuries sufficiently serious to
require hospital admissions. The youngest age
groups (14 to 39 years) were the most likely to
sustain bruising or abrasions while the oldest group
(60+) were the most likely to require
hospitalisation (6.1%).22

4.3 Adult patterns of drug use, risk
and harm
The following section discusses particular patterns
of risky use of different drugs, and issues regarding
the supply and availability of drugs.

4.3.1 Tobacco
Tobacco smoking is the single largest preventable
cause of disease and death in Australia.167 It has been
estimated to cause 15% of all deaths, typically
through chronic health conditions resulting from
long-term smoking across the life course.
The prevalence of regular tobacco use in Australia is
broadly similar to that found in the USA, UK,
Canada and New Zealand, in which countries about
one-fifth to one-quarter of adults smoke tobacco.180
Smoking is more common among people with low
education, with low occupational status and who
live in rural Australia.181 Cigarettes are the dominant
form of tobacco used and, in 2001, NDSHS smokers
reported smoking approximately 16 per day on
average.22
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Trends: there has been a dramatic reduction in
smoking over the past 50 years. The 2001 NDSHS
and reports of Customs between 1995 and 2002
confirm that this trend continues, notwithstanding
evidence of an increasing black market in
cigarettes.182
Harms: the acute harms of smoking are largely
restricted to novice users who generally experience
nausea, dizziness, and other symptoms. Tolerance to
these effects develops quickly.183 However, some
acute harms, such as the reduced ability of the
blood to carry oxygen, which results in diminished
exercise performance, are maintained.183
The chronic harms include 32 diseases and
conditions related to active smoking.183 The main
causes of tobacco-related deaths in 1998 were
cancer (40%), chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (20%) and ischaemic heart disease (21%).184
Cessation of smoking, however, causes a rapid
decline in the risk of both mortality and
morbidity,183 which demonstrates the importance of
policies and interventions aimed at encouraging
smoking cessation. For those stopping at the ages of
60, 50, 40, and 30, the cumulative risk of lung
cancer by age 75 is 10%, 6%, 3%, and 2%,
respectively.185 Collectively, these findings have
significant implications for smoking policy. Over a
relatively short period, the excess mortality could be
substantially reduced by current younger smokers
giving up the habit.185
In relation to impact on non-smokers, passive
smoking has been estimated to account for 12 new
cases of lung cancer each year and 77 deaths from
coronary heart disease.114 Australian Institute of
Health and Welfare estimates were that 128 deaths
were attributable to environmental smoking in
1998.184

4.3.2 Alcohol
The physical availability of alcohol has increased
markedly in Australia over the past two decades, as
it has in most economically developed countries.186
Licensing laws have been continuously revised to
simplify and streamline procedures for acquiring
liquor licences, trading hours in all jurisdictions
have been extended, and laws regarding service to
intoxicated and underage drinkers are enforced
intermittently at best.187 There have been several
significant developments in the alcohol market over
the past 30 years.188 One has been the rise in the
popularity of Australian wine, both domestically
and internationally. This has been encouraged by a
favourable taxation regime for wine in comparison
with beer and spirits. This situation encourages both
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the widespread distribution and consumption of
cheap packaged wine (cask wine is an Australian
invention) and the production of wine-based fruit
drinks (‘alcopops’). Another important
development has been the rise in popularity of lowand mid-strength beers, apparently encouraged
both by tax breaks for lower strength beers and
aggressive enforcement of drink-driving laws across
Australia in the 1990s. Beer with a strength of less
than 3.8% was estimated by the Australian
Associated Brewers to comprise 40% of the total
Australian beer market in 1999.189 Since 1 July
2000, a new alcohol tax system has been in
operation that, on the one hand, reduced taxes on
premixed spirits to a rate slightly higher than full
strength beer and, on the other, increased taxes on
alcoholic sodas and lemonades with a wine base to
the same level as pre-mixed spirits. The result
appears to have been a dramatic switch in market
share from full strength beer to pre-mixed spirits,
though the net level of alcohol consumption has
remained static.190
Estimates from the 1998 NDSHS of how much
alcohol was drunk in Australia at risky levels for
health by persons aged 15 and over, found that 39%
of all alcohol was consumed at levels that posed
health risks in the long-term; 51% was consumed at
levels posing short-term health risks. Two-thirds of
the alcohol consumed in Australia in 1998 posed a
risk of chronic and/or acute health consequences.
For young adults, this figure was 90% of all the
alcohols consumed by that age group—primarily by
drinking in ways that place the drinker at risk of
acute harm. These estimates are conservative since
average consumption reported in that survey was
less than half that estimated from official statistics of
1998 alcohol sales.191 These data should be
considered in the context of the clear national and
international trend for increased risky alcohol use
by adolescents and young adults.
Trends: in the late 1980s and early 1990s, per capita
alcohol consumption fell in Australia, as in most
economically developed countries, then levelled off
until the late 1990s when it has increased slightly.192
Harms: alcohol is responsible for the majority of
drug-related deaths and substance-related hospital
episodes in young people.193 Acute harm (as a result
of road trauma, violence, accidents, acute
intoxication) is disproportionately experienced in
the younger end of the population. Chronic harm,
on the other hand, is largely experienced in an older
population.194 While there are slightly more deaths
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caused by the long-term toxic effects of alcohol than
from heavy episodic drinking, two-thirds of
alcohol-caused person years of life lost are due to
either the acute effects or conditions caused by a
combination of acute and chronic effects of
alcohol.195 Combining estimates of deaths from
ethanol toxicity, alcoholic beverage poisoning,
other ethanol/methanol poisoning and aspiration
yields a total of 96 deaths for Australia in 1997 that
could be broadly described as alcoholic overdose.195
It should be noted that a significant number of
opiate overdose deaths involve concurrent heavy
alcohol use and so this figure is likely to be an
underestimate.166
Data from the National Survey of Mental Health and
Well-being (NSMHWB) indicate that 8.2% of the
population aged 18–50 have an alcohol use disorder
as defined by DSM-IV criteria.196 The estimates of
economic costs of alcohol misuse in Table 4.1 do
not include those associated with mental health
problems and there is mounting evidence that
alcohol is implicated in the highly prevalent
depressive and anxiety-related disorders.
Longitudinal research on the relationship between
alcohol dependence and major depression shows
that alcohol dependence increases the risk of having
major depression one year later, and equally, the
presence of major depression elevates the risk of
having an alcohol dependence disorder one year
later.197 A variety of studies report that the lifetime
prevalence of major depressive disorder in people
seeking treatment for alcohol dependence is around
40%. The co-occurrence of major depression and
alcohol use disorders elevates the risks of both
violence and suicidal behaviour.197 Alcohol
dependence is a major risk factor for suicide.198
Low risk alcohol consumption is believed to have a
positive effect on health by way of reducing the risk
of ischaemic heart disease among older people.184
Because heart disease is the most common cause of
death, any assumption of such benefits frequently
results in a net positive effect of alcohol on
mortality.199 There is a growing consensus against
publishing such net figures for the outcomes of all
types of drinking patterns combined. It is important
to separately identify the deaths associated with
risky/high-risk drinking on the one hand (3 294),
and the lives saved in association with low-risk
drinking on the other (6 605).199 A net figure
completely misrepresents this situation but has been
the basis of most epidemiological and economic
cost estimates of alcohol-related harm in Australia.
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4.3.3 Pharmaceuticals
The non-medical use of pharmaceuticals has been
identified as one of the major drug problems in
Australia.200 The Australian Illicit Drug Report
(AIDR) states that prescribed drugs, including
opiates such as morphine and methadone;
benzodiazepines, particularly diazepam and
temazepam; and amphetamines prescribed for
Attention Deficit Disorder, such as dexamphetamine
and methylphenidate (Ritalin), are obtained illegally
by feigning symptoms, ‘doctor shopping’, using
stolen and forged prescriptions and theft from
pharmaceutical and surgical establishments.168
Another level of pharmaceutical use relates to
misuse or overuse of over-the-counter (OTC)
drugs. This includes the purchase of preparations
containing pseudoephedrine for the illicit
manufacture of amphetamines, which is discussed
further in chapter 12.
The 2001 Illicit Drug Reporting System found that
the non-medical use of methadone, morphine,
benzodiazepines and anti-depressants was common
in a national sample of 951 injecting drug users.
Diazepam was most commonly used, by up to 86%
of respondents in the previous sixmonths.201 High
rates of benzodiazepine use are also found among
police detainees. In 2001, the Drug Use Monitoring
in Australia study (DUMA) found that 21% of men
and 33% of women in police lockups tested positive
to benzodiazepines.202
Trends: the 2001 NDSHS survey indicates a reduction
in the use of benzodiazepines without prescription
since 1998.
Harms: benzodiazepines (e.g. Serepax [oxazepam],
Valium [diazepam], Euhypnos [temazepam] and
Rohypnol[flunitrazepam]) are frequently prescribed
in the treatment of a range of anxiety conditions
and for insomnia and are often associated with
dependence and related problems. Benzodiazepine
dependence produces a pronounced and distressing
withdrawal syndrome.203 It has been estimated that
44% of long-term benzodiazepine users become
dependent.204
Flunitrazepam has recently been placed on
Schedule 8 of the National Drugs and Poisons
Schedule because it has a higher abuse potential
than other benzodiazepines, particularly in relation
to the risk of death in heroin users.205 Other harms
found to be associated with flunitrazepam include
violent behaviour, prolonged sedation and shortterm memory loss.205 This drug is also associated
with drug-assisted sexual assault.

*

Heroin users frequently use benzodiazepines, either
as a supplement to opiates or as an alternative in
times of scarcity. The combination of heroin and
benzodiazepine use, particularly when alcohol is
also being consumed, is a key factor in heroin
overdose.

4.3.4 Performance and image enhancing
drugs
While there are many types of performance
enhancing drugs, the anabolic/androgenic steroids
are most commonly used. Steroids are taken for two
primary reasons: improving physical appearance
through increased muscle mass and decreased body
fat, and for improved athletic performance in some
sports. They exert both effects by increasing muscle
mass and strength.206 Steroids have no effect on the
aerobic capacity of athletes and are considered of
little use in endurance-based sports.207 The 2001
NDSHS reported use in the last 12 months by only
0.2% of the population and lifetime use by 0.3%,22
but steroids are readily available in some gyms200
and via mail order from overseas internet sites.165
Use is largely confined to those involved in
bodybuilding, some athletes and those in the
security industry.* 165 The gay population also
reports a comparatively high rate of steroid use, at
around 4% using in the past sixmonths.208
Trends: non-steroid performance enhancing drugs
have become more common recently among elite
athletes, for example, human growth and thyroid
hormones, human chorionic gonadotrophin and
levodopa.209
Harms: there is little recorded evidence that steroids
are a significant public health concern in Australia.
No deaths and only two hospital episodes in 1998
are attributed to anabolic steroids.184 However, the
long-term effects of the drugs are not well known
and their short-term effects on personal appearance
can for some be highly undesirable. Overall
reported levels of side effects and harms are
considered low, especially given the high doses of
steroids typically consumed.207 In males, harms
include gynecomastia (development of breast
tissue), testicular atrophy and temporary
infertility.207 In females, harms include decreased
breast size, menstrual irregularities and growth of
facial hair207, and clitoral hypertrophy. There are
case reports of premature halting of growth in
younger female steroid users, although these effects
have not been systematically studied.209 Harms for
both genders include skin rashes, acne, deepening
of the voice, increased water retention, jaundice and
changes in libido. Chronic harms have been known

A discussion of the role of steroids in elite sport is beyond the scope of this document
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to include liver disease, cardiovascular disease and
sterility.207 However, in the majority of users, health
problems are minimal and they are not likely to be
long-term, although the patterns of harm in longterm chronic users on heavy dose regimes remains
unknown.207, 209 Nearly all steroid users inject210 but
rarely share needles207, 211 so there is little bloodborne virus (BBV) risk.207 There is little evidence to
demonstrate increased risk of mental health
disorders.207, 210, 212

4.3.5 Cannabis
Around 33% of Australians have consumed cannabis
at some point in their lifetime and approximately
13% of Australians have consumed cannabis in the
past year.22 Cannabis is readily available in all parts
of Australia,165, 213 being increasingly produced
hydroponically.165
Gender and age are strong correlates of levels of
usage. Men are more likely to have tried cannabis
and more likely to be frequent users. In the
NSMHWB: while 10.3% of men used cannabis
more than five times in the past 12 months, only
4.3% of women had used at this rate.214 Increased
levels of education are associated with likelihood of
having ever used cannabis, whereas lower levels of
education are associated with more frequent use.166
Australian data indicates that only around 10% of
people who ever use cannabis become daily users,
with another 20 to 30% becoming weekly users.166
Trends: lifetime usage rates have risen substantially
over the past twenty years but have dropped in
recent years. The estimated prevalence of lifetime
cannabis use for those over the age of 14 was 12%
in 1973, compared to almost 40% in 1998.215 A
reduction in rates of cannabis use is evident for
secondary school children between 1996 and 1999
as shown in the previous chapter.
Harms: while cannabis is not a harmless drug, the
health risks associated with cannabis appear to be
smaller than for most other drugs, legal or illegal.
Despite its wide use, there were only 652 hospital
separations and no deaths attributed to cannabis in
1998.167
The acute harms are: anxiety, dysphoria, panic, and
paranoia although these rarely lead to helpseeking.166 Chronic harms include the damage done
to lungs through smoking, though the full extent of
this remains to be determined.216, 217 A confounding
factor is that most cannabis smokers also smoke
tobacco.166 There is considerable anecdotal evidence
from both cannabis users and clinicians that
prolonged use can have a negative impact on
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attention, memory, and concentration. Carefully
controlled studies indicate significant though
modest impairments of cognitive functioning.218
Most authoritative reviews conclude that cannabis
does not cause psychosis in its own right166 but use
can exacerbate symptoms of schizophrenia and
psychosis in those already suffering these
conditions, and may precipitate the onset of
schizophrenic episodes in those already vulnerable
to such an episode due to personal or family
histories of schizophrenia.219 New evidence that
adolescents using cannabis may be especially
vulnerable to such effects (see Chapter 3) warrants
careful scrutiny.

4.3.6 Amphetamine type stimulants (ATS)
ATS are the second most commonly used illicit
drugs after cannabis,184 with most of this use being
methamphetamine.168 ATS are produced and readily
available in Australia.165,213 The ATS classification
used in this report includes amphetamine,
dexamphetamine, and meth(yl)amphetamine. It
excludes phenethylamines, such as MDMA, which
are described in a later section. The most current
illicit ATS used in Australia is methamphetamine,
which has a longer duration of action than
amphetamine.220 In the 2001 DUMA data collection,
385 of 412 positive amphetamine screens were
confirmed with meth(yl)amphetamine only or in
combination with amphetamines.202 Regular ATS
users are more likely to inject than occasional
users.166
Trends: amphetamine use has been widespread in
Australia since the mid-1980s. In the NDSHS, use in
the last 12 months increased among men from
2.8% in 1995 to 5% in 1998, but fell slightly to
4.2% in 2001. Increases in amphetamine use from
2000 onward have been notable in the DUMA
survey.202, 221 The AIDR noted that the heroin
‘drought’ had led to a nation-wide increase in the
use of other drugs including ATS.168 The annual
multi-centre Illicit Drug Reporting System (IDRS),
in 2001, noted that the prevalence and frequency of
methamphetamine use increased between 2000 and
2001 with increased use of ‘base’ and ‘ice’, which
are potent forms of the drug.168
Harms: ATS users generally suffer a high level of
morbidity and a low level of mortality. Harms from
ATS use are mostly related to mental rather than to
physical health. In 1997/98 there were three to
sixdeaths and 409 hospital admissions related to
amphetamines dependence or abuse.167 Physical
health problems include poor appetite, fatigue,
tremors, sleep disturbances, cardiac arrhythmias,
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headaches, joint pains and weight loss.213 Overdose
on ATS can occur, associated with circulatory
collapse, cerebral haemorrhage and myocardial
infarction.220
Mental health effects include acute effects such as
anxiety or aggression, with typical after-effects of
fatigue and depressed mood.220 Regular use can
induce personality changes, with users typically
becoming irritable, suspicious, dysphoric, anxious,
and at times aggressive.220
Heavy users typically use less regularly than opiate
users and ‘binge’ over a period of a few days and
nights, often followed by the use of
benzodiazepines or other sedatives to come
down.166 Such bingeing can induce a temporary
psychosis identical in symptoms to an episode of
paranoid schizophrenia and this psychosis can be
reliably induced in people with no history of, or
predisposition towards, mental illness.166 ATS use
can also severely exacerbate psychotic symptoms in
those already experiencing a psychotic mental
illness of some form.220
The existence of an amphetamine dependence
syndrome, comparable to that of alcohol and
tobacco, has recently been documented.213

4.3.7 LSD, GHB and ketamine
(hallucinogens)
The availability and use of LSD are stable and low in
most jurisdictions. It is usually used infrequently
and alongside other recreational drugs. Typically,
hallucinogen users are young, unemployed males
born in Australia or the UK.166
GHB (gamma hydroxybutyrate) is a relatively scarce
drug that is not investigated separately in the
NDSHS. There has been a significant increase in the
number of Customs seizures of GHB at the border,
from three seizures in 2000/01 to 18 in 2001/
02,165 suggesting a trend of increased popularity of
the drug.
Ketamine use is relatively rare and is not
investigated in the NDSHS. One study of ketamine
users found that users tended to be older, male,
poly-drug users; many of whom were gay. The
group was well educated and relatively well-off
financially. Use was predominantly in nightclubs
and dance parties.168
Trends: in the NDSHS, lifetime prevalence of
hallucinogens increased from 7% in 1995 to almost
10% in 1998, and then decreased to 8% in 2001.
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Harms: one Australian death was attributable to
hallucinogens in 1998, along with 234 hospital
episodes.167 Deaths are very rare and are typically a
result of bizarre behaviour rather than overdose.166
The harms associated with hallucinogen use appear
to be mainly of an acute psychological nature, such
as depression or a psychotic episode.166 There is
little evidence of dependent use or even a pattern of
frequent use.166 The oft-mentioned ‘flashback’
syndrome, where users experience elements of the
hallucinogen experience at a later date, sometimes
years afterwards, is typically associated with fairly
heavy LSD use.166
A small study of Australian GHB users found other
drugs were used 95% of the time, which probably
increased negative effects.222 Users reported
dizziness, blurred vision, hot and cold flushes and
vomiting. Half of the sample reported losing
consciousness after GHB, and almost half had
experienced blackouts or memory lapses. One in
twelve users reported having a fit or seizure after
using GHB.222 The Australian Bureau of Criminal
Intelligence (ABCI) reports that while there have
been media reports of GHB deaths, the real rate of
such deaths is unknown.165

4.3.8 Phenethylamines (MDMA, ecstasy)
MDMA (Methylenedioxymethamphetamine) and
related drugs are defined in different surveys as
MDMA, ecstasy, ‘designer’ or ‘party’ drugs. The
broader term phenethylamines is used by the
Australian Standard Classification of Drugs of
Concern168 and is used in this report except where
specific research is reported, when the terminology
is that used by the authors.
Drugs described as ‘ecstasy’ are easy to obtain in
Australia223 but most do not contain any MDMA and
are more likely to be methamphetamine combined
with a synthetic hallucinogen.165 Those containing
ecstasy or a related substance (e.g. MDA or MDEA)
had an average purity of 33%, with a range of 3% to
93%.223
Phenethylamines users have recently been profiled
as being ‘young, relatively well educated, likely to
be employed or engaged in studies, and to have
little contact with social authorities such as the
police or treatment agencies’(p1).223
Phenethylamines users are less likely to be
unemployed than users of other illicit drugs.166
Trends: the use of phenethylamines has been steadily
increasing in popularity since the late 1980s, with
users becoming younger and using more frequently
and heavily.166
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Harms: acute symptoms of use include increased
heart rate and body temperature, increased reflexes,
muscular cramps, tremor, dry mouth, loss of
appetite, vomiting and sleeplessness.220 Many
studies have documented reduced mood and
feelings of anxiety in the few days following MDMA
use.224 Other common side effects over the next few
days include insomnia, drowsiness, depression and
difficulty concentrating.225
Between 1995 and 1997, there were at least 12
deaths in Australia associated with ecstasy use, of
which six involved PMA
(paramethoxyamphetamine, an amphetamine
analogue with a high degree of toxicity).226 Deaths
have variously involved persons with pre-existing
cardiac conditions,220 hyperthermia, and ingestion
of excessive amounts of water.166 Such deaths have
typically occurred at dance venues. Hyperthermic
syndrome can be successfully treated in the majority
of cases, if medical intervention is available.220
Concern exists that MDMA may cause later cognitive
deficits though there is no definitive evidence.227
Investigating psychiatric problems associated with
ecstasy has proven difficult due to high rates of
poly-drug use among those presenting with
psychiatric symptoms.220 There are reports that that
ecstasy use has been associated with paranoid
psychosis, flash-backs, suicidal ideation,
depersonalisation, anxiety states, panic attacks, and
depression. However, reviews of these particular
case histories also indicates previous psychiatric
histories and high rates of psychiatric morbidity
among first degree relatives.220 Heavy use may be
associated with heightened anxiety and
aggressiveness.225

4.3.9 Cocaine
Cocaine appears to be far less common in Australia
than it is in many other western nations, being
restricted mainly to injecting drug users in Sydney.
The use of crack cocaine is extremely rare in
Australia.165
Cocaine use may be associated with a broader
socioeconomic range of users than most illicit
drugs.200 There is some traditional association
between its use and young, well-paid
professionals,200 but there are no representative
Australian data to support this supposition. NDSHS
data indicates a higher rate of cocaine use among
unemployed people.166
Trends: injection use of cocaine has risen over time in
Sydney, from the first IDRS survey in 1996 where
no users nominated cocaine as their drug of choice,
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to 39% in 2001. Cocaine may be supplanting ATS as
the stimulant of choice among many stimulant
users.166 Cocaine availability and purity in NSW has
been increasing steadily since 1996.228 Slight
increases in cocaine availability were noted in 2001
in Victoria, ACT, SA, Queensland and WA.201 As
with ATS, the strong increase in cocaine use by
Sydney’s injectors has been associated with the
corresponding decrease in availability of heroin
over this time as a result of the well-publicised
‘heroin drought’.228
There were no sizeable detections of cocaine among
police detainees in the 1999 and 2000 DUMA data.
Cocaine began to be detected in Sydney in early
2001 and increases were sustained throughout the
year. No such trends were observed in the nonSydney sites. These trends reflect the localised and
rapidly changing nature of illicit drug markets,
which has relevance for prevention initiatives.202
Harms: there are no Australian data on the prevalence
of harms associated with cocaine use. Harms
associated with injection are discussed generically
below.

4.3.10 Heroin
Estimates based on the 2001 NDSHS were that
37 700 people had used heroin in the previous
year, while 252 600 had ever used heroin.22
However, estimates of the number of dependent
heroin users from diverse indicators such as
overdose prevalence, arrests, methadone
prescriptions, ambulance call outs and needle
exchange usage suggest there were 100 000 in
1998.229 These discrepant results reflect the inability
of surveys to accurately estimate prevalence of illicit
drug use.
Heroin users are typically older than other illicit
drug users, male and unemployed.166 They are also
typically from a disadvantaged background, have a
history of problems at school and at home, and are
often impulsive.229 Heroin is usually injected in
Australia. Non-injecting use of heroin is more
common in Australia’s Indochinese population than
in other sociocultural groups.166
Trends: heroin use increased substantially through
the 1990s; during this period there was evidence
that new cohorts of users were both younger on
initiation to heroin and more likely to be female
than older cohorts.166 Use has fallen since December
2000, however, when the current ‘drought’
commenced.168 The latest AIDR reports that
although heroin remained scarce in the second half
of 2001, there is evidence that heroin was
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becoming more available in major Australian capital
cities in the first half of 2002, though not to predrought levels.165

in some populations of adolescents and are then
rapidly replaced by other substances, legal and
illegal, in later teenage years.

Harms: the main physical and mental health
problems associated with heroin use are fatal and
non-fatal overdose, dependence and the high risk of
contracting BBVs, because almost all heroin is
injected.229 It has been estimated that between 0.5
and 1% of the heroin-using population dies each
year from a drug overdose and that dependent
heroin users have approximately a one-third chance
of dying from their heroin use.229

Lifetime rates of inhalant use in the adult population
decreased in the NDSHS from 3.9% in 1998 to 2.6%
in 2001 with a concomitant decrease in recent use.

The total number of non-fatal overdoses per annum
has been estimated at 12 000 to 21 000,230 with
some studies indicating that the lifetime prevalence
of non-fatal overdose in heroin users is 67%.166
Heroin deaths increased from 10 per year in the late
1960s to more than 500 per year from 1995
onward but have declined since. The number of
opioid-related deaths among 15 to 44 year olds in
Australia decreased from 958 in 1999 to 725 in
2000.231
Death from heroin overdose usually results from
respiratory failure, which is a consequence of its
central nervous system depressant effects.230 Risk
factors include concomitant use of benzodiazepines,
alcohol, and other central nervous system
depressants;166 loss of tolerance from periods of
reduced use, such as time in prison or in treatment;
and fluctuations in heroin purity. There is no
evidence of toxicity resulting from contaminants of
heroin in Australia.230
Studies, worldwide, have shown repeatedly that
heroin users have high rates of psychological
problems with the most common being depression,
anxiety and antisocial personality disorder.166 A
study of Australian methadone patients found very
high rates of psychiatric disorder but in over 70% of
cases with psychiatric dysfunction, the onset of
psychiatric symptoms was reported to predate the
use of heroin.232

4.3.11 Inhalants
The broad category of inhalants includes drugs of
differing harm potentials. Volatile solvents include a
wide range of different products, including types of
paints, glues and petrol. These drugs have serious
harm potential in both the short- and long- term.233
Other inhalants (that are not volatile solvents)
include nitrous oxide (once known as laughing
gas), various types of asthma medication, household
gases such as butane and bottled domestic gas, and
nitrites. Levels of use appear to be significant only
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4.3.12 Poly-drug use
Poly-drug use is a common pattern, not just among
users of illicit drugs, but also among users of legal
drugs and pharmaceuticals. In this respect, cannabis
use more closely resembles licit than illicit drug use.
NDSHS 1998 data show that there is a strong
association between tobacco and alcohol use: 90%
of recent smokers had recently consumed alcohol
and one in three recent drinkers reported recent
tobacco use.184 There is also an association between
tobacco, alcohol and cannabis use. In 1998, one in
five recent drinkers reported recent cannabis use,
which is a higher rate of consumption than the
general population, and 40% of recent smokers had
recently used cannabis. Almost all recent cannabis
users had recently used alcohol, and 57% of
cannabis users had recently smoked.184 Among
people who had recently used pain-killers/
analgesics for non medical purposes, 87% had
recently used alcohol, 41% cannabis and 39%
tobacco.184
Users of illicit drugs other than cannabis commonly
use tobacco, alcohol and cannabis, as well as
combinations of ATS, hallucinogens,
phenethylamines, cocaine, heroin and
benzodiazepines.166 This is particularly true of
injecting drug users.223
Harms: poly-drug use has been shown to be a
significant factor in heroin-related deaths. Alcohol
was detected at autopsy in 46% of fatal overdoses in
the New South Wales study, and benzodiazepines in
27%.234 In a Victorian study,235 alcohol was detected
in 37% of cases and benzodiazepines were present
in 44% of cases.
Mixing cannabis and alcohol is believed to greatly
increase the acute risks associated with intoxication.
In Victorian research examining autopsies for fatally
injured drivers, alcohol was present for 27% and
cannabis was the next most frequently detected
substance at 15%.236 The risk of asphyxiation is
increased through the mixture of alcohol and
benzodiazepines. Darke et al. observed that, despite
clear differences in the psychoactive properties of
amphetamine and heroin, there was a tendency for
injecting drug users to move intermittently between
using them.237
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In DUMA in 1999, one in three police detainees
tested positive to multiple drug use (use of two or
more drugs from amphetamines, benzodiazepines,
cannabis, cocaine and opiates) and 13% tested
positive to multiple drug use not including
cannabis. Predictors of multiple drug use were:
being on government benefits, raising money from
illegal activities, and having been arrested in the
previous 12 months.238

4.3.13 Injecting drug use
Injection of drugs is a major risk factor for serious
adverse health effects. The 1998 NDSHS estimates
indicated a national population of around 300 000
people who have ever injected illicit drugs and
110 000 people who had done so in the previous
12 months.175 Again, these self-report figures are
likely to underestimate true prevalence. There are
two national monitoring systems that detail
injecting behaviour. The Australian Needle and
Syringe Program (NSP) Survey is an annual study
that has been surveying NSP participants in every
jurisdiction since 1995. Its focus is the prevalence
of hepatitis C and HIV/AIDS, using tested blood
samples and patterns of injecting behaviour.239 The
Illicit Drug Reporting System consists of three
components: interviews with injectors, interviews
with key informants who have regular contact with
injectors, and examination of extant data sources
related to illicit drug use.201 These two surveys
identify high rates of unemployment, incarceration
and low education levels. Most injectors are male
and the average age of first injection was 18.
In the 2001 IDRS it was noted that in response to
the shortage of heroin throughout 2001, some
injectors had switched to injecting stimulants—ATS
in most jurisdictions, and cocaine in NSW.201 NSW
was the only jurisdiction where a substantial
proportion had last injected cocaine. An increase in
the reporting of cocaine use by injectors in Sydney
was first noted in 1998.240 It was initially thought
that this rise was largely associated with the practice
of speedballing, or mixing cocaine and heroin,240
but more recent data has demonstrated that cocaineonly injecting is also becoming more common.201
Extensive poly-drug use is the norm amongst
injectors. The 1998 NDSHS data were used to show
that 26% of those injecting in the past 12 months
injected both ATS and heroin, and 18% reported
injecting other combinations.175 Between a third and
a half of injectors in all jurisdictions reported the
use of illicitly obtained benzodiazepines in the
preceding sixmonths. Many of those who obtained
benzodiazepines illicitly also obtained them on
prescription.201
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It is very rare for people to switch back to other
means of administration after they have begun
injecting and this usually occurs only in the context
of vascular damage.166 In a study of more than 300
ATS users in Sydney, Ross et al. noted that while
78% of users first used the drug by non-injecting
means, only one-third continued to use this method
with the remainder making a transition to
injecting.241 In a Perth study, opiate users
considered smoking of heroin a waste of money
because there was a perception that more of the
product was required.242
Trends: the NDSHS shows widespread injecting of
ATS as well as heroin and it has been demonstrated
that between 1980 and 1995 the predominant drug
of first choice was amphetamine; after 1995, heroin
became cheaper and more widely available.175 In the
2001 IDRS, ATS were most frequently (38%)
nominated as the last drug injected, followed by
heroin (35%), morphine (12%), cocaine (7%) and
methadone (5%).
The rate of injecting drug use has greatly increased
since the 1988 NDSHS survey.175 Other multiple
indicators point to an increase in the use of illicit
drugs, particularly those that are traditionally
injected. Encouragingly, however, data from
Australian needle and syringe programs show that
needle sharing has declined from 31% in 1995 to
16% in 2000.243 However, 49% of injectors report
sharing equipment such as spoons, filters, and
tourniquets, which can also result in viral
transmission.184
Harms: injecting is associated with a very high risk of
BBV infections, increased risk of overdose among
heroin users, and dependence. Injecting can cause
harms to the community as well as to individual
drug users if use results in improperly discarded
syringes.244
Health complications associated with injecting illicit
drugs can result from contaminants in the drugs,
use of non-sterile injecting equipment, blood-toblood contact with contaminated blood from
another drug user, and failure to inject in a sterile
site or an appropriate body location.245 Noncommunicable and communicable infections are
associated with injecting—the major noncommunicable infections are: thrombophlebitis
(inflammation of the vein); bacteraemia (blood
poisoning) and septicaemia; and endocarditis
(inflammation of the endocardium, which lines the
heart).245 Injection of temazepam from capsules
causes significant harms to the circulatory system,
including abscesses, blocked veins, and tissue
damage due to lack of circulation.246 Temazepam gel
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caps have recently been moved to Schedule 8 of the
National Drugs and Poisons Schedule in order to
reduce their use by injectors.247
The prevalence patterns of BBVs among injectors
vary greatly. HIV prevalence among those
presenting at needle and syringe exchanges is low
by world standards, at less than 2%.243 In 1999,
only nine of the 196 new AIDS diagnoses were
solely attributable to injecting drug use. The
percentage of AIDS diagnoses attributable solely to
injecting has remained relatively constant at around
9 to 12% since 1992; 9% of AIDS deaths in 1999
were believed to be in cases where AIDS was
obtained through injecting drug use.184

are large and will probably exceed those of HIV/
AIDS in the coming decades.
The social costs of hepatitis C infection among IDUs
are difficult to quantify. Chronic hepatitis C
infection frequently results in overwhelming
fatigue, malaise, abdominal pain and headaches that
can result in significant life disruption.252
Discrimination against those with hepatitis C occurs
within the general community, amongst the
medical profession, and sometimes within families
themselves.253

4.4 Patterns of drug use, risk and
harm among older Australians

Hepatitis B was first identified as a virus in 1965,
long before HIV/AIDS and hepatitis C. In Australia,
there are 150 000 to 180 000 hepatitis B infected
individuals with an estimated 1200 deaths per
annum.248 Hepatitis B is efficiently transmitted by
blood, vertical transmission and by sexual contact,
and people who inject drugs are at high risk of
infection. The prevalence of hepatitis B among
injectors, in a 1994 national study, was 18.9%
positive (anti-hepatitis B core EIA positive) and was
positively associated with duration of injecting.249

Table 4.3 summarises data from the 2001 National
Drug Strategy Household Survey regarding the
prevalence of drug use in those older than 60.22
Rates of use of both licit and illicit drugs are
substantially lower for the elderly. However, the
cumulative effects of lifetime tobacco and alcohol
use, and acute problems associated with loss of
tolerance and interactions of alcohol with prescribed
drugs, reduce some benefits accrued due to reduced
prevalence.

Of the three BBVs, hepatitis C is by far the most
prevalent amongst those who inject drugs. To the
end of 2000, over 160 000 Australians had been
exposed to hepatitis C of which 80% are estimated
to be related to injecting drug use. Mathematical
modelling has indicated 16 000 new infections in
2001.250 Just over 50% of people presenting at
needle and syringe programs in 2000 had hepatitis
C.243 Clients of Australian needle and syringe
programs who had injected for six years had a
prevalence rate of 65%; for three to five years, 30%;
and less than three years, 20%. This demonstrates
that the length of time spent injecting is a critical
risk factor.

Harms: patterns of harm reflect these drug use
patterns. Smoking is by far the leading cause of
drug-related deaths in the elderly, with almost
15 000 deaths per annum (see Table 4.1)254
compared with just over 1000 alcohol-related
deaths. There were a total of only 33 deaths
estimated to be related to the use of illicit drugs in
1998, mostly from the consequences of hepatitis C
acquired earlier in life. A pattern of light drinking
protects against heart disease and is thought to
prevent over 5000 premature deaths per year in the
elderly. The optimal level of intake has been
estimated to be between one and two drinks per day
for men and one or fewer drinks per day for
women.255

Hepatitis C is a major public health concern due to
the possible sequelae of serious health consequences
such as cirrhosis of the liver and hepatocellular
carcinoma, which can result from chronic infection.
It is estimated that of one hundred individuals
diagnosed as hepatitis C antibody positive,
approximately 50% will progress to chronic
infection over a 15 year period. For those who
progress to chronic infection, 50% will develop
cirrhosis over a 25 year period and of these, 25%
will develop liver failure and 10% liver cancer; both
conditions usually fatal within two years.251
Infection carries with it a high probability of longterm carriage and infectiousness and treatment
options are restricted. The potential health care costs

The elderly are more vulnerable to harms from
alcohol due to lower tolerance, increased sensitivity
and increased likelihood of interaction with other
medications;256 even relatively small amounts of
alcohol can cause problems. It is possible, in an
elderly population, for consumption to remain
steady while one’s ability to tolerate that level of
consumption decreases, leading to alcohol-related
problems without any increase in consumption.256
This results in a significant number of alcoholrelated fall injuries.256 Elderly persons admitted to
general hospital wards drink more than their
counterparts in the community. One study found as
many as 21% of inpatients aged 65 to 74, 10% of
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Table 4.3 Prevalence of different drug-using patterns in Australians over the age of 60: NDSHS 200122
Substance/behaviour

Males over 60
%

Females over 60
%

Tobacco
Regular smoker

10.2

7.8

Occasional smoker (weekly or less)

1.3

0.5

Ex-smoker

53.0

26.6

Never smoked

35.5

65.2

Current drinker

79.9

67.0

Risky/high-risk drinker for long-term harm

8.0

4.4

Risky/high-risk drinker for short-term harm (at least monthly)

7.6

2.6

Lifetime cannabis use

3.5

1.6

Cannabis use in past 12m

0.7

0.3

Lifetime illicit use (including cannabis and misused pharmaceuticals)

9.2

7.7

Alcohol

Illicit drugs

those aged 75 to 84, and 5% of those above 84,
drank at hazardous or harmful levels.257 For
emergency ward patients over 65, 19% of males
and 6% of females drank at these levels.257
Elderly people experience a high rate of social and
emotional problems associated with bereavement
and social isolation. Some elderly people, especially
women, develop harmful drinking patterns in
response to these adverse circumstances later in
life.256, 258, 259 Such late onset drinkers respond better
to treatment and experience less harms than do
elderly people with more entrenched drinking
patterns.258
The majority of alcohol-related harms in the elderly
appear to be in those with an established drinking
history260 as, to some degree, alcohol damage is
cumulative.259 Some of the harmful effects of
alcohol that tend to be associated with early-onset
drinking include cognitive deficits and various
psychiatric disorders. There are high frequencies of
detectable cognitive dysfunction in elderly current
and ex-problem drinkers,256 and alcohol use
increases the risk of cognitive deficits.261
Differentiating alcohol-related dysfunction from
other types of dementing problems is quite
difficult.256, 261 Cerebellar/cortical atrophy is often
detectable in elderly problem drinkers.256 A history
of heavy drinking in elderly men is associated with
a five-fold increase in risk of psychiatric disorder.262
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The interaction of prescribed drugs with alcohol is a
significant issue for the elderly since many
commonly prescribed medications in elderly
populations interact adversely with alcohol.256 Older
Australians living in the community are more likely
than younger Australians to be heavy users of
prescribed psychotropic drugs, mainly
benzodiazepines, for the treatment of sleeping
problems, anxiety and depression.263 Continual
benzodiazepine use over one decade was found to
occur in 16.6% of a sample of Australians aged 75
and over.264 The use of benzodiazepines has been
associated with increased risk of hip fracture,265, 266
and increased risk of motor vehicle crash
involvement.267 WHO recommend prescribing
benzodiazepines cautiously to older populations,
and to choose shorter duration benzodiazepines
because they are less likely to accumulate in the
blood, which increases the risk of harmful side
effects.203 There is a significant literature on
complications associated with various types of
prescription medications. Australian studies have
typically reported that around 15 to 20% of all
emergency department admissions for the elderly
are drug-related.268
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4.5 Patterns of drug use risk and
harm among Indigenous Australians
For every drug type considered, Indigenous people
have higher rates of risky use than do nonIndigenous people, with correspondingly higher
rates of drug-related harm.

4.5.1 Patterns of substance use
In 1994, the National Drug Strategy (NDS)
conducted a national survey among 2993
Indigenous people in urban areas—population
clusters of U1000 people, in which about 67% of
Indigenous people reside—referred to as the
NDSHS-Urban Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples Supplement (UATSIPS).269 In the survey
report, the results were compared to those of the
general population in the 1993 NDSHS. No national
survey has been undertaken since and these data still
provide the best base-line estimates of the
prevalence of substance use among Indigenous
people.
Tobacco
The 1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS reported that similar
proportions of the Indigenous and non-Indigenous
populations had ever smoked; however, the
percentage of Indigenous people who had smoked
in the previous 12 months (54%) was 1.9 times
greater than that among non-Indigenous people
(29%).269 Indigenous people also reported taking up
smoking at an earlier age than did non-Indigenous
people. Numbers of cigarettes smoked were lower
among regular smokers in the Indigenous
population.
Local and regional reports on the prevalence of
tobacco smoking from various communities in
NSW,270–273 NT274, 275 and of school-aged children in
NSW276, 277 and WA278, 279 show some variation by
both region and gender but overall they confirm
that prevalence of smoking among Indigenous
people is about twice that among non-Indigenous
people.
Alcohol
The 1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS confirmed the results of
many other smaller studies showing that fewer
Indigenous people are current drinkers; those who
do drink do so less frequently, but more do so at
high risk levels.269 Three times more Indigenous
people stated they were ex-drinkers compared with
non-Indigenous people. A pattern of episodic
drinking associated with acute consequences was
common, with 70% of male drinkers typically
exceeding six standard drinks and 67% of females
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drinkers typically exceeding four standard drinks,
compared to 24% of males and 11% of females in
the non-Indigenous population.269 Those who were
more socioeconomically disadvantaged were more
likely to engage in episodic risky drinking (and to
smoke cigarettes) than other members of the
Indigenous population.280
Studies of alcohol consumption among Indigenous
people have also been conducted at local,272, 281, 282
regional,283 or Territory levels.275 The results show
considerable variation. Some of this is likely to be a
methodological artefact but as with smoking, the
studies suggest geographic variation that is hidden
in the aggregate 1994 Survey results. This is also
suggested by a study of regional variation in per
capita alcohol consumption in the NT.284
Illicit and injecting drug use
In the 1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS, 54% of Indigenous
people reported ever having used at least one illicit
drug, and 29% that they had used an illicit drug in
the previous 12 months (compared to estimated
percentages of 42% and 18% respectively among
non-Indigenous people). Forty-eight percent
reported ever using cannabis and 22% had used it in
the previous 12 months (compared to 36% and
13% of non-Indigenous people). For many,
cannabis was the only illicit drug used. Of the other
illicit drugs in the previous 12 months, much lower
(and therefore less reliable) rates were reported
being 2% for hallucinogens, 1.7% amphetamines,
0.6% ‘designer drugs’, and 0.4% heroin.269
The 1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS also found that more
Indigenous people than non-Indigenous people had
either ever injected (3% compared to 2%) or
currently injected (2% compared to 0.5%) illicit
drugs.269 Taking this as a baseline estimate, Gray et
al. estimated likely changes between 1994 and 2001
in WA.285 They examined changes in hospital
admissions for all conditions caused by drugs other
than alcohol or tobacco, opioid caused conditions,
psycho-stimulant caused conditions and drug
psychoses, hepatitis C notifications and drug
offences. On the basis of increases ranging from
73% to 370%, they conservatively estimated that the
prevalence of injecting drug use had increased by
between 50% and 100%, the percentage of
Indigenous people who had ever injected was
probably between 4.5% and 6% and that the
percentage of current injectors was between 3% and
4%.
Studies among non-random samples of Indigenous
people who inject drugs have raised concerns about
the young age at which injecting commences, and
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about the safety of injecting practices. The median
age at which people reported first injecting was 15
in Western Australia, 16 in Brisbane, and 17 in the
Lower Murray.285–287 In the Lower Murray, 48%
reported ever sharing needles and 28% that they
had done so in the previous 12 months.287 Among
those in the Brisbane study, overall 39% reported
having shared a needle in the previous month, but
among those aged less than 20 years 63% had done
so.286 In the Western Australian study 43%
acknowledged ‘normally’ sharing needles.285
Use of inhalants
In the 1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS, 7% of Indigenous
respondents reported ever having inhaled
solvents—either petrol (4%) and/or other inhalants
(5%) such as glue. This was about 1.75 times the
percentage reported among non-Indigenous people.
The percentages reporting inhalant use in the 12
months prior to interview were similarly very low
in both populations (0.8% compared to 0.7%).269
Rates of use, mostly occasional, are much higher
among young people.276, 278
The sniffing of petrol, as opposed to other volatile
substances, is largely concentrated in small
communities in Arnhem Land, Central Australia and
the Goldfields region of WA.233, 288 In 1985,
Freeman estimated that 49% of a population of 105
people aged 10 to 14 years at Amata in South
Australian were either occasional or chronic
sniffers.289 Similarly, in a non-random sample of 58
males aged 13 to 32 years (31% of the male
population) in an Arnhem Land community 38%
were current sniffers and 31% were ex-sniffers.290
More recently, it has been reported that in the year
2000 in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Lands in South
Australia, 6.2% of the total population and 12.2% of
those aged between 10 and 34 years were engaged
in petrol sniffing.291
Kava
The use of kava is confined to a small number of
communities in Arnhem Land. In a study of drug
use patterns in the Northern Territory, Watson and
her colleagues found that among a sample of 1764
persons aged U15 years 6.9% drank kava (10.5% of
males and 3.6% of females).275 The percentages
were higher among this Arnhem Land sample, but
would be less among the total NT Indigenous
population and considerably less among the
Indigenous population of Australia as a whole.
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Poly-drug use
As with non-Indigenous populations, there is a
correlation between heavy tobacco smoking and
heavy drinking among Indigenous people.269, 275
Petrol sniffers in Maningrida were also more likely
to be cigarette smokers, heavy drinkers and light
kava users than were non-sniffers.290 In Albany WA,
14% of 105 young people aged eight to 17 years
and 48% of 15 to 17 year olds were ‘frequent polydrug users’.278 High frequencies of poly-drug use
have also been found among non-random samples
of injecting drug users in both WA and SA.285, 287

4.5.2 Harms related to substance misuse
among Indigenous Australians
Indigenous Australians are acutely aware of many of
the health and social consequences of excessive
alcohol and other drug use. In the 1994 NDSHSUATSIPS, 95% of the urban Indigenous population
sampled regarded alcohol as a primary concern,
63% stated that alcohol or alcohol-related violence
was the most pressing social concern, and 66%
claimed it was the cause of most drug-related deaths
in the Indigenous community.269 The report of the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody stated that ‘Alcohol is having a devastating
effect on the Aboriginal people of Australia’ (vol 2,
p299).292 This view was also put strongly in the
report ‘Too Much Sorry Business’293 and has been
made in the context of Cape York Communities, by
Pearson.294
Mortality
Tobacco-related mortality is significantly higher
among Indigenous than among non-Indigenous
Australians. A WA study found the relative risk of
tobacco-caused deaths for males to be more than
double, and three to four times higher for females,
compared with their non-Indigenous
counterparts.254 In the NT it was estimated that 23%
of Indigenous male, and 17% of Indigenous female,
deaths were attributed to smoking.295 A number of
reports implicate alcohol as a major cause of
excessive Indigenous mortality.296–305 Unwin et al.
estimated in WA, for the years 1983 to 1991, the
rate of alcohol-related deaths to be five times higher
among Indigenous males and between four and six
times higher for Indigenous females. The leading
causes of alcohol-related deaths among Indigenous
males tend to be alcoholic liver cirrhosis, alcohol
dependence syndrome and road injuries. Among
Indigenous women, they were alcohol dependence,
cirrhosis and assault. In 1983 to 1991 it was
estimated that alcohol caused 9.6% of Indigenous
deaths in WA.306
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There are no national data available on mortality
rates among Indigenous Australians related either to
illicit drugs or volatile substance abuse.
Morbidity
Various local studies describe the impact of alcohol
on clinic or hospital admissions within Indigenous
communities;307 the excess of health problems
among drinkers within Indigenous communities;281
the association of problems such as recurrent
seizures with levels of alcohol consumption;308
proportions of consultations or hospital admissions
for alcohol-related problems that are about twice as
high among Indigenous than among nonIndigenous patients;309, 310 and higher rates of
alcohol-related hospital admissions.311
At the State or Territory level, Hunt cites NSW
Health Commission data showing Indigenous to
non-Indigenous hospital admission relative risks
(RRs) of 9.3:1 for ‘alcoholism’, 3.0:1 for cirrhosis;
RRs for other conditions known to be associated to
some extent with alcohol consumption ranged from
1.5:1 for road traffic accidents to 16.7:1 for
assault.312
For WA between 1989 and 1991, the Indigenous to
non-Indigenous RRs were 9.3:1 for males and
12.8:1 for females (23:1 in 1994) for alcoholcaused mortality. The main causes of alcohol-related
admissions for males were assault, alcohol
dependence and fall injuries; and for females were
assault, alcohol abuse and alcohol dependence.306
Gray et al. reported significant increases in both
hepatitis C notifications and crude hospital
admission rates for conditions caused by drugs
other than alcohol or tobacco among Indigenous
people in WA between 1994 and 2000.285 In a
larger WA study, Patterson et al. examined the
incidence of first-time hospital admissions for illicit
drug problems between 1980 and 1995. They
found a dramatic increase during those years, from
around half non-Indigenous rates to almost double.
Largest increases were in admissions involving
amphetamines, although increases were also seen
with opiates, hallucinogens, cocaine and
cannabis.313
There are no population-based studies of morbidity
due either to petrol sniffing or kava use. However,
reported health problems associated with petrol
sniffing include burns, weight loss, fitting,
psychomotor impairment and psychosis.233 In the
case of kava, clinical observational studies have
documented problems such as weight loss, scaliness
of the skin and allergic reactions among heavy
users.314, 315
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Violent crime
Indigenous people are frequently victims of alcohol
and other drug-related violence and crime. Almost
half those Indigenous people interviewed for the
1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS reported that they had had
goods stolen or damaged, more than a quarter
reported being physically abused, and more than a
third being verbally abused or threatened by
someone influenced by alcohol.269 In Western
Australia as a whole in the period 1994 to 2000,
crude arrest rate for offences commonly associated
with alcohol (liquor licensing, drink driving,
against the person and good order) were 17.7 times
greater among Indigenous than among nonIndigenous people; offences against the person were
20.2 times greater.316 It has been estimated that
between 60 to 80% of violent crimes by Indigenous
people in remote areas of Western Australia are
alcohol-related.317
Family violence and child abuse
Family violence and sexual assault is common-place
in drinking families and communities. Indigenous
women are almost 40 times more likely than nonIndigenous women to suffer so-called ‘spousal
violence’.318 If they live in the country their risks of
violence are even greater.318 While not all such
violence is alcohol-related, much of it is.319, 320 All
Indigenous submissions to the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Women’s Task Force on
Violence cited alcohol as a major contributing factor
to violence.321
An inquiry in WA, completed in 2002, found that
‘… family violence and child abuse occur in
Aboriginal communities at a rate that is much
higher than that of non-Aboriginal communities’
(p xxiii).322 The authors of the report found that the
causes of family violence and child abuse are
complex but implicated alcohol and other drugs in
the causal network.
Impact on families
Few Indigenous people have escaped the effects of
drugs, particularly alcohol, on family and
community life. Even those who drink moderately
or not at all belong to families in which harmful
drinking has led to neglected children, undernutrition and lack of parental supervision.321, 323 For
many young people reared in heavy drinking
households their nearest adult models are people
who spend much of their lives drinking,
intoxicated, in gaol, or connected to violence and
crime.321, 324 These environments pose serious
challenges for children’s schooling and social
development, and there is some evidence that boys
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may be more severely affected because of the
relative absence of positive male models.325 In fact,
many Indigenous people who have quit drinking
did so because of the impact of their lifestyles on
their children and grandchildren.326
Injecting drug users in Western Australia reported
that their drug use caused strains on their partner
and sexual relationships, conflicts with their parents
and children and breakdown of friendships. They
also acknowledged the anguish that their drug use
and its consequences caused to members of their
families.285
In their review of petrol sniffing interventions,
d’Abbs and MacLean cite various studies that
document the problems that petrol sniffers cause to
their families and communities. These include
parental distress, and intra- and inter-familial
conflict.233
Suicide
Although Indigenous suicide is commonly
associated with incarceration,292, 327 for more than a
decade before the publication of the report of the
Royal Commission of Aboriginal Deaths in Custody
high frequencies of alcohol-related Indigenous
suicides had been documented in various
populations.281, 309, 328 Then as now, Indigenous
suicides are more likely to occur outside police
custody. Recent data from South Australia, Western
Australia and the Northern Territory indicate that
age-specific Indigenous suicide rates are higher than
those of the non-Indigenous population for all age
groups up to that of 40 to 44 years.329
Hunter’s detailed analysis of Indigenous suicide in
the Kimberley region of Western Australia over a
thirty year period demonstrated that more than
three-quarters of all suicides between 1957 – 1989
were heavy drinkers from families in which
drinking was the norm.325 Hunter also showed that
there had been both a dramatic increase in the
number of mainly young men who had taken their
own lives and changing patterns of suicide over
time. Indigenous suicide is sharply concentrated
among young males and much more likely to
involve hanging than any other method used by the
general population.329
As discussed below, the relationship between
suicide, alcohol and/or other drug misuse and
mental health problems is complex. Higher rates of
these problems among Indigenous Australians are
all associated with the same underlying social
determinants. However, the misuse of alcohol can
exacerbate mental health problems and increase the
probability that a person with such problems will
commit suicide.
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Social and emotional wellbeing
In the years 1998 to 1999, the Indigenous to nonIndigenous age standardised hospital separation
ratios for mental and behavioural disorders were 2.0
for males and 1.5 for females. In the case of mental
disorders due to psychoactive substance use, these
ratios were 4.1 for males and 3.5 for females.330 In
1997 to 1999, in Queensland, South Australia,
Western Australia and the Northern Territory, death
rates from mental disorders among Indigenous
people were twice those among non-Indigenous
people; 78% of those deaths were attributed to
psychoactive substance use.330 Such hospitalisations
and deaths are likely to be a small proportion of a
wider prevalence of mental health problems that are
either treated in primary health care settings or not
at all.
Many of the other problems associated with
substance misuse—such as assaults, suicide, family
violence—are, in many cases, indicators of
underlying mental health problems. However, not
all mental health problems among Indigenous
people are directly attributable to substance misuse.
As with non-Indigenous peoples, many people with
mental health problems also have substance misuse
problems that often reinforce and exacerbate each
other.331, 332
Culture and tradition
The relationship of alcohol and other drugs to
Indigenous culture and tradition is complex. Some
perceive a basic incompatibility between Indigenous
culture and the use of substances such as alcohol.326
In a similar vein is the belief that drinking leads to a
‘loss’ of culture.321 Against that view is the evidence
that traditional culture continues within heavy
drinking communities and conversely, that in those
communities where dispossession and threats to
culture from European settlement are less evident,
alcohol and other drugs remain powerfully
attractive.174, 326 We need to look more broadly,
therefore, at the multiplicity of factors that
influence drug use in these communities.
Economic costs
Indigenous communities have much higher rates of
un- and under-employment, poverty, poor housing
and other social infrastructure. In these
circumstances, the diversion of proportions of
income significantly higher than the national
average to alcohol and tobacco—and probably for
other substances as well—has severe consequences
for both users and their kin.269, 321
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4.6 Patterns of drug use risk and
harm among culturally and
linguistically diverse (CALD)
Australians
Almost a quarter—23%—of the Australian
population, a total of 4.4 million people, is born
overseas, 9% from mainly English speaking
countries and 14% from non-English speaking
countries.333 Australian research generally suggests
that young people born overseas and from at least
some non-English speaking backgrounds are less
likely to use illicit drugs.123, 334, 335 However,
generalisations cannot be made to all cultural
groups in all areas. For example, pockets of
problems have been identified and there are highly
visible problems of heroin use in some areas among
South East Asian youth.336, 337
There has been much discussion about the use of
alcohol, cigarettes and other drugs amongst
different immigrant groups, the most
comprehensive of the Australian studies being those
conducted by the Drug and Alcohol Multicultural
Education Centre (DAMEC).338–342 These studies
show that there are differences in the use of alcohol,
tobacco and other drugs amongst some ethnic
groups, but these differences may be due to
confounding variables such as socioeconomic and
marital status.
Table 4.4 compares people from CALD populations
with the general population using 1998 NDSHS
data.
Table 4.4 shows that that in 1998, people with a
CALD background were less likely to consume
alcohol, smoke tobacco, or use any illicit drug than
other Australians.
Some methodological difficulties are found when
addressing the use of alcohol and other drugs in
ethnic communities. It is very difficult to accurately
define differential membership of ethnic groups for
research and statistical purposes. Two standard ways

by which ethnic groups are defined is by country of
birth and by whether they or their families originate
from a country where English is not the first
language. There are problems in that the second and
subsequent generations will be registered in formal,
large scale surveys and in the census by country of
birth.343 This, however, implicitly assumes that
being of Chinese background is a defining
characteristic irrespective of whether people are
born in China or Hong Kong or Australia. Some
studies have shown that alcohol use and mortality,
where at least a proportion of deaths can be
attributed to alcohol, tobacco and other drug use,
can be consistent into the second generation,344–350
but other studies have shown there to be changes
into the second generation.343, 351
An important confounder is socioeconomic
status,352–357 which has a clear demonstrated
relationship with both alcohol and cigarette use.358–
363
Rather than factors to do with the country of
birth, it may be socioeconomic variables that better
explain alcohol, tobacco and other drug use. The
socioeconomic status of immigrants may well
differ, depending on migration policy. For example,
the more recent shift towards business migration
and a reduction in family reunion is reflected in
more affluent immigrants coming to Australia.333 It
has also been shown that socioeconomic variables
change towards those of the Australian born the
longer immigrants are resident in Australia.351
A further potential confounder is religion and also
the extent of religious engagement.364, 365 In
addition to nominated identification with a certain
religion, the extent to which one engages in the
ceremonies of that religion is important.344, 365–367
The two key variables that emerge from the
literature as being important predictors of alcohol
and cigarette use are acculturation and education.
Acculturation increases the likelihood that alcohol
consumption will remain similar to that of one’s
ethnic group.368 Education predicts lower cigarette
smoking for African-Americans as well as

Table 4.4 Drug usage in non-English speaking backgrounds from 1998 NDSHS (p50)184 (general population
figures parenthesised)
Substance

Never used
%

Ever used
%

Used in past year
%

Alcohol

38 (10)

62 (90)

50 (81)

Tobacco/cigarettes

62 (35)

38 (65)

12 (61)

Cannabis

93 (61)

7 (39)

3 (18)

Any illicit drug

84 (54)

16 (46)

8 (22)

87

13

7

Any illicit drug other than cannabis.
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Caucasians, the suggested mechanism being that
education assists access to health messages.369
Ethnicity and drug use does not appear to be a
significant public health concern. Most identified
studies report lower rates of use of various drugs in
most ethnic minorities.184 It is possible that the
differences in the use of alcohol, tobacco, and other
drugs amongst some ethnic groups may be as much
due to different sociodemographic profiles (e.g.
socioeconomic status, marital status) as cultural
factors. If this is the case, then ethnic-specific
prevention programs may be more appropriately
targeted at the broader structural determinants of
health and the general risk factors for drug-related
problems rather than drug use-specific approaches.

4.7 The association of drug use and
mental health problems
Rates of substance use are strikingly higher in
patients diagnosed with a mental illness of some
form.370 There is evidence of two-way causal
relationships such that persons with pre-existing
mental health problems are more likely to use a
range of drugs for purposes of self-medication371
and also that substance use can exacerbate
symptoms of some mental disorders.178, 372 Extended
use of stimulants such as amphetamines and cocaine
can precipitate a psychotic episode in someone with
no previous history of such conditions. It also
appears that heavy cannabis use can precipitate
psychotic symptoms, especially in persons with a
predisposition towards schizophrenia.373 Heavy use
of alcohol has been found to exacerbate pre-existing
anxiety disorders and elevate the occurrence of
agoraphobia and social phobias.178 Retrospective,
prospective and experimental studies all indicate
that alcohol can reduce fear and anxiety in the
short-term but over days and weeks, drinkers’
tendencies to experience these unpleasant emotions
are exacerbated.178 Similarly, there have been
reports of people who have become dependent on
benzodiazepines experiencing panic attacks for the
first time.374 A recent major review conducted for
WHO has found that the strong association between
alcohol dependence and depression significantly
involves alcohol dependence preceding depression,
more often than the reverse.375 A significant health
concern is the dramatically elevated rates of
smoking seen in mentally ill patients, especially
those with a psychotic illness.376
The major source of information on patterns of
occurrence of mental health problems and substance
use in Australia is the National Survey of Mental
Health and Well-being (NSMHWB) conducted in
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1997. This survey was conducted in three stages
involving: a large-scale population survey, a second
study on children aged four to 17 years, and a final
component studying low-prevalence mental health
disorders. The data have been analysed and
presented by a number of different scientists.179, 377
Seventeen percent of Australians will have a mental
disorder (using ICD-10 diagnostic criteria) in any
12 month period according to the NSMHWB data.
Although substance use can be defined as a mental
health disorder, this figure does not include
substance use disorders.377
The NSMHWB presents information on the
prevalence of substance use disorders in people with
co-occurring mental health disorders. These figures
can be seen in Table 4.5 below:
Table 4.5 Co-occurrence of substance use and
mental health disorders179
Disorder
Substance use disorder

Men
%

Women
%

11.0

4.4

7.1

12.1

28.0

14.0

Anxiety disorder
Substance use in anxiety disorder
Affective disorder

4.1

7.4

Substance use in affective disorder 34.0

16.0

Table 4.5 shows that men were more likely than
women to have substance use disorders or cooccurrence of other disorders with substance use
disorders. Women were more likely than men to
have anxiety disorders and affective disorders.
People with psychotic illnesses demonstrate elevated
rates of substance use. Extensive research has been
conducted to identify the Australian prevalence of
substance use in people with a psychotic-spectrum
mental illness,196 and to compare this to an
appropriate age-matched control group. (Table 4.6)
Table 4.6 Prevalence of substance use in people
with a psychotic disorder (Data  NSHHWB)196
Substance use

Psychotic Gen. pop.
%
%

Current tobacco

60.0

23.0

Daily alcohol

21.5

15.0

Weekly cannabis

22.6

6.8

Psycho stimulants in last year

9.2

1.3

Opiates in past year

5.1

0.6
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Table 4.6 shows that rates of every category of
substance use were higher for those with a
psychotic illness than for the general population.
Individuals with antisocial personality disorder are
significantly more likely to have alcohol abuse and
dependency problems and are significantly more
likely to be aggressive whilst intoxicated.378

4.8 Patterns of drug use, risk and
harm among police detainees and
prisoners
The rates of drug use amongst those who are
arrested have been extensively assessed as part of the
DUMA project.202 DUMA compiles self-report
interview data and urinalysis results from detainees
in a range of police lockups across Australia. These
data are used to provide information about the
nature of drug use in those involved in crime.202 It
is a highly sensitive instrument and can provide
rapid information on changes in drug consumption
trends amongst police detainees. DUMA tests for
amphetamines, (including phenethylamines),
benzodiazepines, cannabis, cocaine, methadone and
opiates.221 Urinalysis detection of drug use is
skewed by the fact that different drugs remain
detectable for differing degrees of time following
drug consumption. ATS can be detected up to two
to days after use, as can methadone. Cocaine and
opiates can be detected for two to three days only.
Benzodiazepines vary greatly and can be detected
from two to 14 days after use. Cannabis is especially
persistent and can be detected up to 30 days after
use in some circumstances.221 Alcohol use is not
tested but is part of the self-report questionnaire.
Table 4.7 shows the proportions of DUMA male and
female respondents who tested positive to a range
of drugs, in 2001.
Table 4.7 Rates of positive tests in DUMA 2001202
Drug

Males
%

Females
%

Amphetamines

30

35

Benzodiazepines*

21

33

Cannabis

57

57

Opiates**

17

28

*

Could be legal use

**

Pharmaceutical analysis determines that
82% of those testing positive for opiates are
likely to have used heroin in the 48 hours
prior to being detained
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Data on the prevalence of substance use among
prisoners (rather than detainees) is available from
the Drug Use Careers of Offenders (DUCO) study, a
random sample of 2135 sentenced male inmates in
Queensland, WA, Tasmania and the Northern
Territory, conducted in 2001. The following rates
of drug use were reported (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8 Rates of drug use in sentenced male
offenders in DUCO379
Drug

Ever use %

Regular use %

Any drug

99.3

97.8

Alcohol

96.4

80.7

Tobacco

90.0

82.8

Any illicit drug

82.8

71.9

Cannabis

80.6

62.7

Any illicit other than
cannabis

67.9

55.3

Amphetamines

58.0

42.8

Hallucinogens

52.5

24.1

Heroin

44.5

28.2

Benzodiazepines

41.6

23.6

Cocaine

32.3

17.5

Methadone

20.1

10.5

Inhalants

19.8

4.1

Table 4.8 shows that rates of drug use in this
population are much higher than in the general
population. The rate of use of illicit drugs other
than cannabis is particularly high: over half of this
population were regular users of illicit drugs other
than cannabis.
Harms: it is difficult to study and quantify the rates
of drug use and drug-related harm experienced in
Australian prisons. Obtaining access to inmates,
representative samples and reliable estimates of
behaviours are all intrinsically more difficult within
the prison system.380 Illicit drug use in prison is a
serious concern not only because the drugs used are
illicit, but because of the risk of spreading BBV
diseases. Although drug injecting occurs in prisons,
the most frequently detected drug in prisons is
cannabis.200
Injecting drug use is common in Australian prisons,
as it is worldwide.380, 381 Risk behaviours for BBVs
(such as sharing needles) are also very common. On
a worldwide basis, rates of HIV and hepatitis C are
higher in prisons than in the general population.381
Roughly a third of Australian prison entrants test
positive for hepatitis C.380 Less than 1% of prisoners
test positive for HIV.380 This is reflective of the low
prevalence of HIV in the Australian population and
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in Australian injecting drug users, and the high
prevalence of hepatitis C in injecting drug users.
A review of studies of injecting in Australian prisons
reports that over 50% of all injecting drug users in
each study reported injecting drug use while in
prison.380 About 25% continue to inject while in
prison and about 90% of those who continue to
inject share injecting equipment. Access to clean
injecting equipment is very limited. As many as
66% of those who enter the prison system have
hepatitis C.382
Rates of transmission of hepatitis C within
Australian prisons are not known. Identifying the
location of viral transmission down to a prison is
particularly difficult as the majority of inmates are
on short sentences and are transient, making it very
difficult to identify in later years if any BBV
infections occurred in the prison or in the
community.380

of the majority (58%) was a violent crime and the
MSO of 18% was a property crime. All of the other
crime types were MSOs for fewer than 10% of the
sample.379 These figures, however, reflect the nature
of offences for which people are incarcerated more
than they do the offending patterns of the
population.
The Drug Use Monitoring in Australia (DUMA)
study is a monitoring study of police detainees that
collects data every three months, in police lockups.
Between 1999 and 2001, over 5000 male and
female detainees were interviewed in four police
lockups: two in Sydney, and one each on the Gold
Coast and in Perth. In this sample, two-thirds had a
lifetime prevalence of use of heroin, ATS and/or
cocaine, and around 40% had used at least one of
these drugs in the past month. Their most serious
current offences were property (33%), driving
(27%), breaches (21%), violent (19%), drug and
disorder (11% each).

4.9 Impacts on the broader
community

The nature of the relationships between use of
specific drug types and offending is considered in
more detail below.

4.9.1 Drug use and crime

Alcohol

One of the major impacts of drug use—both legal
and illegal—on the community is crime, both in
terms of economic costs and social costs, which
include loss of amenity in areas where street drug
use and drug-related crime is perceived to be
prevalent.383 The quantification of the extent to
which drug and alcohol use is associated with crime
varies according to the way it is defined. A
parliamentary report noted that if only illicit drugrelated crime and intoxicated crimes were included,
approximately 10 to 12% of crimes were drugrelated.2 A broader definition, which includes
crimes committed by drug users as well as drugrelated crimes committed by non-drug users,
estimates that 70% of all crime is drug-related,2 and
this figure is frequently cited. It does not, of course,
indicate the extent to which drug-related crimes are
caused by drug use.

Australian and international studies have established
that alcohol is significantly associated with crime,
particularly violent crime.384 The causal link in
alcohol consumption and violence is beyond
dispute. Many studies suggest that alcohol is
involved in 40 to 50% of violent crime and a lesser
but substantial proportion of other crimes. Metaanalysis of experimental studies show that alcohol
consumption results in a measurable increase in
aggressive behaviour, which may account, at least in
part, for the relationship between alcohol and
violent crime—but this is not the only mechanism.
The relationship is a complex one and there are
multiple contributory and causal mechanisms,
including the characteristics of the drinker, the
effects of alcohol, the drinking environment, and
the cultural expectations surrounding alcohol and
violence. Alcohol tends to increase the likelihood
that people will respond aggressively or violently,
and increases tendencies towards risk taking.385

Recent Australian data indicate the extent to which
persons in police and correctional custody are drug
users, and the types of crimes that they commit. The
Drug Using Careers of Offenders (DUCO) study, a
2001 study of prisoners in Queensland, WA,
Tasmania and the Northern Territory, found that in
a sample of approximately 2000 male prisoners,
almost three-quarters of the sample were regular
users of illicit drugs, and 55% were regular users of
illicit drugs other than cannabis. Over 80% used
alcohol regularly. The most serious offence (MSO)
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Most alcohol-related violent crimes are committed
by men—particularly young single men—and this
elevated rate is not entirely explained by higher
rates of drinking. Alcohol-related crime is associated
with deviance, power concerns and attitudes, and
expectations that aggression will be more acceptable
if alcohol is involved. Violent crimes are
disproportionately associated with drinking in
licensed premises, and alcohol-related criminal
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behaviour is more likely in social settings where
more than one person is intoxicated.385
The Australian National Alcohol Indicators Project
(NAIP) has reported twice on alcohol-related
violence. The research group found that in 1997,
124 deaths were attributable to alcohol-caused
violence, 4381 years of life were lost prematurely
due to alcohol-caused violence and 26 882 hospital
bed days were attributable to alcohol-caused
violence.195 In a later report it was estimated that in
1998/99, 8661 people were admitted to hospital
from alcohol-caused assaults in Australia. In
addition, 62 534 serious alcohol-related assaults
were reported to the police. Of the hospital
admissions, 74% were male and two-thirds were
aged 15 to 34 years. Non-metropolitan areas had
higher levels of alcohol-related assault than
metropolitan areas. Most jurisdictions showed
relatively steady trends in alcohol-related violence
from 1995/96 to 1998/99. It was concluded that
levels of alcohol-related violence had not declined
in Australia despite community concern, the
proliferation of Alcohol Accords and the
introduction of harm reduction strategies into
legislation.386
It is clear that the community is significantly
impacted upon by alcohol-related crime. The 2001
NDSHS found that 26.5% of the community
reported having experienced alcohol-related verbal
abuse, 4.9% had experienced alcohol-related
physical abuse, and 13.7% were put in fear by a
person under the influence of alcohol.22 Studies of
Sydney street crime have concluded that 77% of
street incidences (which includes offensive
behaviour, assault, offensive language, malicious
damage, domestic violence and noise complaints)
involved alcohol.384 Detailed analysis of NSW police
records demonstrates that a wide range of assaults
and offensive behaviours are alcohol-related and
these are often associated with drinking, in
particular in licensed premises.384
Illicit drugs
The nexus between illicit drug use and crime
inevitably raises the question of which comes
first—illicit drug use or crime. This is critical for
policy in terms of whether crime control or drug
control measures should be pursued when dealing
with illicit drug use amongst the criminal justice
population. The criminological literature suggests
that crime comes first, but the picture is complex
because drug-using criminals are not a
homogeneous group.387 DUMA data shows that
while there are significant correlations between
detainees charged with a violent and/or a property
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offence and use of heroin and/or amphetamines,
and the correlation between heroin and property
offending is highest and consistent across different
locations, the overlap between illicit drug use and
criminal activity is not perfect. Most police detainees
do not test positive to an illicit substance. However,
there is support for an escalation model: drugrelated offenders start committing crimes before
they start using illicit drugs but use of such drugs
becomes part of the lifestyle and can lead to
dependency that increases the need to commit
crimes to support their drug use.387
There are high rates of crime amongst injecting
drug users. The IDRS found that more than half of a
sample of almost 1000 injectors had engaged in at
least one criminal activity in the previous month;
most commonly drug dealing (39%) and property
crime (20%). Almost half (44%) had been arrested
in the previous year, usually for the same offence
types.201
The strongest link between illicit drugs and specific
crime categories is in regard to heroin and property
offending.193 Injecting drug use, in general, is an
expensive practice and heroin use is particularly
expensive. Heroin-using property offenders commit
more crime than non-using property offenders, and
those who spend the proceeds on obtaining drugs
typically commit further crimes.175 The price of
heroin makes it very difficult to sustain a pattern of
dependent use from a full-time income229 let alone
from unemployment benefits, which is relevant
given that there is a very high rate of
unemployment among heroin users.201 A 1998
Australian review229 reported that in a sample of
202 heroin users, 70% were involved in acquisitive
property crime and that illicit income accounted for
82% of income in the week before the study. The
authors estimated the total cost of heroin-related
crime as between $535 million and $1.6 billion per
year.229 However, more than half of heroin users
had committed crimes, most typically property
crimes, before commencing use of heroin.229
Similarly, in the DUCO study it was found that, on
average, offending commenced before the first
illicit drug purchase.379
A survey of incarcerated property offenders388 also
found a strong link between opiate use and property
offending; and in DUMA it was found that 93% of
property offenders had tried illicit drugs, 85% had
used them in the past six months, 53% stated that
they were addicted to illicit drugs, 41% blamed
illicit use for their offending, and 26% stated that
they were ‘hanging out’ for illicit drugs at the time
of their offence.2 However, recent analysis of
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DUMA data reveals that although it is common
belief that most crime, particularly property crime,
can be accounted for by ‘drug dependent’ persons,
property offenders were more likely than others to
report that they were dependent on drugs; more
than half of them did not report being dependent.389
In terms of violent crime, concern is often
expressed about the association between
aggression/violence and use of ATS.220 A specific
extension to DUMA interviewed detainees at the
East Perth site who had used amphetamines in the
past year. These detainees reported strong
associations between criminal behaviour, being
aggressive and/or using physical force whilst
intoxicated or withdrawing from amphetamines,
but it is not clear whether there were causal links
between these activities.221 As noted above, the
2002 IDRS found that methamphetamine users
reported aggression among other side effects of
use.201
While it has often been alleged that steroid users are
prone to violence there is only weak indirect
evidence to support this claim. While it appears to
be true that steroid users experience higher levels of
aggression than normal, there is no evidence that
steroid use is actually associated with increased risk
or rates of violence.207, 210, 212 Petrol sniffing is also
associated with violence and anecdotal reports
frequently note very aggressive behaviour whilst
intoxicated.233
The use of illicit drugs is associated with the cost of
legal sanctions to users, their families and their
communities. Most of the research in this area
relates to the legal and social costs of cannabis
convictions.173
Almost 80% of arrests related to illicit drugs are
related to consumption rather than sale or
provision.184 The majority of criminal justice
resources allocated to drug use are utilised by minor
first-time cannabis offenders, who, apart from their
cannabis use, are in all respects a non-criminal
section of the community. An Australian review
found that the recording of a criminal conviction
for experimentation with cannabis use, or even the
cultivation of small amounts of the drug, was a cost
far out of proportion to the seriousness of the
offence.390 Other research suggests that many of the
significant and demonstrably real harms associated
with cannabis use are the direct consequences of
involvement with the legal system.391 A cannabis
conviction can lead to negative employment
consequences, further problems with the law,
negative relationship consequences, and
accommodation consequences.173
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4.9.2 Sexual assault
There is a significant link between sexual assault and
alcohol,392 although, again, untangling causality is
difficult. Sexual assault and alcohol consumption, by
both victim and perpetrator, co-occur at a high
frequency—typically, either both victim and
perpetrator were drinking, or neither was drinking.
Approximately half of sexual assaults are committed
by men who had been drinking, and approximately
half of victims report that they were drinking at the
time—drinking alcohol lowers an individual’s
capacity to resist sexual assault.392
A number of risk factors for sexual assault have been
established:
l

l

l

l

general, heavy alcohol consumption,
expectancies that alcohol increases aggression
and reduces sexual inhibitions,
agreement with stereotypes that women who
drink are available, promiscuous or appropriate
targets,
belief that alcohol is an excuse for socially
unacceptable behaviour.392

Alcohol also enhances aggressiveness and increases
the chance that a perpetrator will misperceive a
woman’s behaviour as indicating consent or
acceptance of sexual advances. At the proximal level,
alcohol reduces the ability to evaluate risk, and
motor impairments reduce the ability to resist
effectively.392
The use of intoxicating drugs in sexual assault (socalled ‘date rape’) has occasioned some recent
community concern. The Australian Federal Police
reported more than 70 cases of drug-facilitated
sexual assaults, which usually involved Rohypnol
(the best-known brand of flunitrazepam), or similar
substances. Rohypnol now contains a blue dye to
make drink spiking more difficult; however,
flunitrazepam remains available under the brand
name Hypnodorm (which does not contain dye).
Flunitrazepam was placed on Schedule 8 of the
Drugs and Poisons Schedule in 1998, partly due to
concerns about its use in rape cases. GHB has been
reported internationally as used in cases of rape and
sexual assault. It dissolves easily in water, is not
visible in solution although it does have a salty taste,
and rapidly produces stupefaction. There is a very
small difference between the recreational dose and
the dose required to stupefy.165 There are some
reports about ketamine being used in the same way
as GHB.165
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This area is a distinct gap in the literature. It is not
possible to make any sort of definitive comments
upon which drugs are used, the frequency of such
sexual assaults, or any other comment about the use
of intoxicant drugs in rape.
Domestic violence
In the Women’s Safety Survey conducted in 1996,
6.2% of Australian women reported that they had
experienced physical or sexual violence from a male
perpetrator and 23% of married women or women
in de facto relationships reported violence
(undefined) from their partner at some stage during
the relationship.393 Being a victim of violence has
significant flow-on effects other than the physical
harm suffered. Women who have experienced
domestic violence experience a range of problems at
a higher rate than the general population; including
anxiety, depression, sexual and gynaecological
problems.394
Substance abuse, especially alcohol abuse, is
strongly associated with domestic violence. It has
been estimated that between 25% and 50% of men
who were physically abusive to their partners had
substance abuse problems.395 If other preconditions
for domestic violence are met, and in men who are
already predisposed towards domestic violence,
alcohol intoxication increases the risk of violence.395
Alcohol consumption also plays a role in increased
risk of victimisation. Intoxication increases: the risk
of being a victim of domestic violence, the risk that
the partner will be drinking at the time of violence,
and the chances of physical injury.395 A recent
parliamentary committee, however, asserted that
there were multiple causes of domestic violence and
that attributing causality or responsibility solely to
alcohol consumption was inappropriate and
inaccurate.2

4.9.3 Public safety and amenity
There is no doubt that many in the Australian
community believe that problems associated with
substance use and abuse are associated with
significant harms to the social fabric. Loss of
amenity, noise, litter, vandalism, aggression, petty
crime, violence and road safety issues have all been
found to be concerns to the community that are
associated with alcohol use.396 These harms are
particularly relevant at the community level because
they are personally experienced.
In terms of illicit drug use, the Capital Cities Lord
Mayors made a statement on illicit drugs.
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Users of the ‘hard’ drugs tend to gravitate to the major cities,
both because of the ready availability of the drugs in cities and
because of the attraction, to them, of the drug ‘culture’ in
which they find comfort. The Councils of major cities inevitably
face special problems in dealing with the situation in which
drug users find themselves. They face resentment that builds in
the community from awareness of the drug problem and its
negative impact through crime. They must also deal with
disturbance of the normal trading environment for businesses
which arises when illicit drugs are used and traded openly and
their impact on normal amenities in the streets for residents
and visitors. There is also resentment at the substantial costs
borne by the community as a result of the drug problem.
(p61).383
A common theme, noted in this statement, is loss of
amenity. There is a perception that the community
has lost access in part to its public places, because of
perceived threat or perceived presence of substance
use or some of its undesirable sequelae such as
discarded syringes, high crime rates, public
drunkenness/intoxication or public violence.383
Highly visible drug use and high perceived
availability of drugs in a community have been
shown to increase the risk that youth will
subsequently engage in harmful drug use.10 The
visibility of a local drug use scene, particularly
injecting, is also often associated with the level of
concern experienced at the local community level.
For example, visibly intoxicated people loitering in
order to obtain drugs and the discarding of drug use
paraphernalia has been associated with elevated
levels of community concern in a given area.397
Equally, street dealing has been documented to have
an adverse impact on local communities and nearby
small businesses.398

4.9.4 Impacts on families
Families often feel powerless to deal with the drug
use and related problems of other family members.
They find drug use difficult and painful to accept,
and many deny it until the evidence is too obvious
to ignore at which point, not knowing what to do,
they panic.399
Much of the literature on young people’s drug use
focuses on the family transmission of drug use, and
children in families with dysfunctional drug use. An
alternative view, however, is that parents, and other
family members, are the victims of stress associated
with family members using drugs in ways that are
disturbing to the rest of the family.400 In one of the
few studies to examine this perspective, 50 close
relatives of identified problem drug users were
interviewed and 35 individual problematic
behaviours posed by the drug users identified.
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These ranged from physical violence and verbal
aggression, to stealing, lying, being manipulative
and/or behaving in an embarrassing way in front of
others.401 A further study, in which 270 affected
family members were interviewed,402 found that
family members generally adopt one of three broad
mechanisms to cope with such behaviours in a
significant other: tolerating, engaging and
withdrawing. The authors speculate that these
coping positions may represent universal ways of
responding to dysfunctional drug use and associated
problematic behaviours, but that particular coping
positions may be more naturally adopted according
to the nature of the relationship between the drug
user and their significant other. (See also section
8.2.2. ‘Assisting parents concerned by youth illicit
drug abuse’).
There are a number of agencies assisting families to
deal with dependence or overdose deaths in their
families, and representing their views. A concern is
that low numbers of parents access support services
or education groups. The failure to attract parents in
need may be due to a difficulty in anticipating the
barriers that parents might experience in accessing
services.403 Most of the Australian programs
designed to support parents and other family
members affected by the drug use of a family
member do not appear to have been formally
evaluated.

4.9.5 Impacts on the workplace
The precise contribution of licit and illicit drugs to
work-related problems (either productivity or
safety) is largely unknown.404, 405 Equally, the
contribution of the after-effects of alcohol use and
prescription drug use is poorly defined.404, 405
Absenteeism, productivity, accidents and injuries,
job satisfaction, employee turnover, the social
climate of the workplace and the image of the
company have been identified as critical factors that
may be influenced by the level and pattern of
employee alcohol and other drug use.405, 406 There is
a considerable amount of literature on alcohol and
other drug use, and work but systematic reviews of
the area consistently conclude that the empirical
evidence is poor and does not well inform decision
making as to beneficial responses.405, 406 Overall, the
scientific literature regarding the prevalence and
nature of alcohol and other drug-related harm in
the workplace is equivocal and fragmentary.
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The drug making the most significant contribution
to drug-related harms in the workforce is
undoubtedly alcohol.404, 405 The contribution of
illicit drug use to workplace-related harms is often
overstated.404, 405 Alcohol intoxication is inherently
more disabling than intoxication with most illicit
drugs.404, 405 There is also a higher baseline
prevalence of alcohol use.
Patterns of use and harm in the workforce will
reflect those of the community where the workforce
is located.407 English et al. give an aetiological
fraction of zero for illicit drugs and 0.07 for alcohol
and occupational injury in Australia.408 The impact
of illicit drugs on workplace safety and productivity
would appear to be small and insignificant based on
available evidence.405
There are consistent associations demonstrated
between alcohol and drug use and higher rates of
absenteeism; however, the evidence base is not
strong enough to demonstrate causation.405

4.9.6 Impacts on road trauma
Alcohol
The most significant drug in regard to road trauma
is alcohol. Driving whilst under the influence of
alcohol was responsible for 418 road deaths and
7789 hospitalisations in 1997.409 The cost of a road
fatality was estimated at $750 000, and the cost of
an episode of hospitalisation $132 000. This
equates to a total cost of around $1.3 billion in
1997.
It has been estimated that between 1990 and 1997,
31% of all driver and pedestrian deaths were
alcohol-related. These statistics do not include
passengers injured by drunk drivers.409 The majority
of alcohol-related road deaths occur between 10
p.m. and 2 a.m. on Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays.409
Nationally, there was a downward trend in alcoholrelated road deaths between 1990 and 1996. The
majority of these declines occurred in the first few
years and were broadly mirrored by declines in per
capita alcohol consumption at a national level.409
There was no such decline evident for non-alcoholrelated road injuries.
Young people are greatly over-represented in
alcohol-related traffic morbidity and mortality. Of
all alcohol-related serious road injuries, 52% occur
in people aged 15 to 25 years.409 The average age of
a person killed on the road in an alcohol-related
crash is 27.5 years.
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Cannabis
Cannabis reduces driving ability under controlled
conditions; in simulators it reduces motor skills,
reaction time and coordination. However, cannabis
consumption alone also decreases driving speed and
risk taking behaviour.215, 216, 410 There is substantial
epidemiological evidence that cannabis use is not
associated with an increased risk of fatality, and it
has been speculated that this is due to a more
cautious driving style in those affected.166
It has been hypothesised that the lack of any
apparent evidence that cannabis smokers are more
likely to be in road crashes is related to their
increased levels of caution. A study by Robbe
measured real world driving performance on a
variety of tasks, and reached the conclusion that
cannabis smokers exercise greater caution than
normal and are able to compensate for its adverse
effects when driving.411 It has been noted that while
alcohol-affected drivers over-estimate their ability
and do not attempt to compensate, cannabisaffected drivers under-estimate their ability and do
attempt to compensate by driving more slowly,
paying more attention, and being more cautious.412
Other reports have also found that low doses of
cannabis produce a lesser degree of relative
impairment in driving skills under controlled
environments than does a blood alcohol level (BAC)
of 0.04, which is legal. A high dose of cannabis
produces a decline in skills and road-tracking ability
that is less than that seen with a BAC of <0.08.412
While the overall impact of cannabis use in isolation
on driving safety appears to be very small, there are
some circumstances where it is likely that cannabis
consumption increases risk. This includes crisis
situations where the driver would be under
considerable stress, prolonged monotonous driving
and operation of heavy machinery.412
The majority of scientific reviews in this area
conclude that cannabis use alone does not appear to
contribute to motor vehicle accidents;166 however,
cannabis use in conjunction with alcohol use is
highly dangerous.
Drug combinations
A significant contribution to research on the role of
cannabis in traffic accidents has been made by
techniques utilising culpability analysis—the
retrospective examination of fatal road crashes to
ascertain the fault attributable to each of the drivers
involved. A major study413 provided a great deal of
useful information. Taken in conjunction with
autopsy data on the presence of drugs in the
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bloodstream, these methods can be used to examine
the effects of drug use in fatal road crashes. These
studies demonstrated that alcohol is by far the
strongest contributor to road crashes, even after
taking into account the prevalence of alcohol use
versus the prevalence of other drug use. The group
of drivers having both cannabis and alcohol in their
bloodstreams was also significantly more likely to
be in a crash. Overall, the drugs or drug
combinations found to be significantly associated
with crash culpability were alcohol, alcohol and
cannabinoids (cannabis), and alcohol and
benzodiazepines. Benzodiazepines taken alone also
approached significance. No other drugs or drug
combinations were found to be associated with
significant culpability, including cannabinoids only,
no drugs or alcohol, stimulants only, stimulants and
cannabinoids, benzodiazepines and cannabinoids, or
any other combination of drug type.215, 413
Drug driving by police detainees414
A specific analysis of DUMA data from 1999 to
2000 looked at the extent of drug use among traffic
detainees, who were defined as any detainee who
was being charged with a driving-related traffic
charge. Generally, it was found that their drug use
patterns were similar to those of other DUMA
respondents, but that 55% tested positive to
cannabis and 37% to multiple drug use. Compared
to traffic detainees who tested negative to all drug
classes, drug positive detainees were younger, with
less education, and more likely to have been
arrested in the previous year particularly for trafficrelated offences. The report noted that these
detainees were not representative of the driving
public, and concluded that roadside screening,
random testing and compulsory blood testing were
all needed as strategies to control drug driving.
‘Dance drugs’ and driving
A major review conducted on English and European
literature in an attempt to assess the use of so-called
‘dance drugs’ (as defined by the authors to include
amphetamines, cannabis, LSD and ecstasy)
concluded that there was little evidence to indicate
that this was a significant problem at present. No
Australian literature addressing this question was
found.244
Stimulants and truck driving
Between 25 and 50% of truck drivers are believed to
use stimulants of various kinds to stay awake412 and
one Australian study found that 21% of a sample of
dead truck drivers had stimulants (licit and illicit) in
their bloodstream.412 There have been concerns
raised in the past that persistent stimulant use can
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exacerbate fatigue, with the driver rapidly becoming
fatigued once the stimulants have worn off. As it is
fatigue that is believed to be a major causal factor in
truck driving fatalities, this remains an issue of
some concern.412 Generally, culpability analysis
reveals that truck drivers are less likely to be at fault
in a fatal accident than car or motorbike drivers and
so, overall, this population appears to demonstrate a
good road safety record.412
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PART 3

SOCIAL DETERMINANTS,
RISK AND PROTECTION
FA C TO R S
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CHAPTER 5: SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF
HEALTH AND
DRUG USE
5.1 Summary
The link between poor health and disadvantage is now beyond dispute. While the precise means
by which deprivation causes ill-health is still debated, few disagree about the importance of this
relationship. Similarly, there is a clear relationship between alcohol and other drug use and social
factors, such as unemployment, low income and insecure housing. A variety of evidence has
associated drug-related harm and poor health with low social cohesion. There is a complex
relationship between these broad social determinants and individual risk and protective factors,
which means that some individuals do better than others on all health indicators, including drug
misuse, despite their material deprivation. Furthermore, these relationships are more pronounced
for some drug types where they have more adverse outcomes than others. In fact, there is
evidence that income is positively related to tobacco use among young people, and to volume of
alcohol use among the general population. Overall, the evidence base for the social determinants
of drug use is such that researchers and policy makers need to plan and implement a wide range
of interventions that acknowledge some of the social origins of poor health and risky healthy
behaviours at all levels—from the macro-social to the individual.

5.2 Introduction
Explorations of the links between social conditions
and health have a long history dating to at least
medieval times in Europe, expanding under the
rubric of ‘social medicine’ in the 17th and 18th
centuries and including ground-breaking work by
people such as Percival, Snow and Engels in the
19th century, which illustrated the impact of
specific features of urbanisation and
industrialisation on the health of the poor, in
particular.415
More recent work in this tradition has arisen since
the publication of the Black Report in 1980: a UK
Government sponsored review of the
socioeconomic determinants of health that
demonstrated clear differences in the health profiles
of occupational groups with those in higher
occupational categories experiencing better health.
Since then, researchers have attempted to explore
the connections between social factors and health,
and policy makers have struggled to conceptualise
how these findings could be translated into health
policy.416–419
One recent very comprehensive example in this
tradition is a UK study that explored the impact of
social factors such as income distribution, below
average household income, education,
employment, housing, homelessness, public safety,
transport, ethnicity and sex, on health indicators
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such as mortality, years of life lost and morbidity.
This study concluded that a diverse range of
measures and determinants of health were
associated with inequalities by socioeconomic
group, ethnicity and gender.420
While there is general agreement about the impact
of socioeconomic variables on health, the
mechanisms by which this occurs and the strength
of these relationships is disputed.421, 422 For instance,
studies of the association between individual
income and health show a consistent relationship
between income level and morbidity and mortality,
with those on the lowest income experiencing the
highest mortality rates and lowest health status.
These relationships have been confirmed for the
United States, Britain, many European countries and
Australia among males and females at all life
stages.423 Those claiming that this individual income
inequality translates to poorer health for the whole
population, however, have been challenged by
recent discussions of the relationship between
income inequality and population health, with one
reviewer claiming that new data on income
inequality for 16 Western, industrialised countries
show that ‘…the association between income
inequality and life expectancy has disappeared’
(p1).424 This has renewed debate about the nature
of the relationship between inequality and health.421,
422, 425
In particular, it has focused attention on the
way in which the contextual effects of inequality—
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such as low social status, for instance—rather than
income inequality, per se, may influence health
outcomes.421, 425

5.3 The social determinants of
health
There are various models of the social origins of
health, but most postulate interconnected levels of
social determinants of health from the most broadly
social to individual pathophysiologic/biologic
pathways, including: macro-social factors (political
economy, the cumulative effects of historical
factors, social institutions, culture); distal social
connections (neighbourhood and community);
proximal social connections (family and friends);
individual characteristics (socioeconomic,
psychosocial and behavioural); genetic
characteristics (human biology and genetics); and
pathobiology (pathological biomarkers).415, 418, 420,
426–428

One of the challenges in these models is
determining the way in which broad social
categories such as class, for example, impact on
health. The most common means of measuring the
effects of class on health and other outcomes is to
convert class to an index of socioeconomic status
(SES). SES is used in most empirical research by
combining assessments of income, education and
occupation levels; then sorting the outcomes into
low, medium and high categories, often with
reference to geographical areas of residence. SES
tends to cluster in communities to create an
environmental risk; as an individual risk factor,
however, it can be influenced by government
policies through, for example, employment and
welfare programs.419 Although SES can be used to
indicate levels of economic inequality, it is generally
a more narrowly defined concept than class, but it is
not uncommon for the two terms to be used
interchangeably in the research literature.
Much of the research on the social determinants of
health and illness has focused on the effects of
socioeconomic gradients on health. The term
‘gradient’ in this context refers to an increase or
decrease in an outcome variable that relates to
wellbeing and is linked to an SES measure such as
income, education or occupation.429 Those
supporting the argument for an unambiguous
relationship between material factors and health
point to the international evidence base that
suggests that it is not the total wealth of a country,
but inequalities in the distribution of wealth within
it, that determine health status.429, 430 Here the
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concepts of material or absolute deprivation and
relative deprivation can be differentiated. For
instance, countries with low levels of economic
development may suffer from absolute deprivation,
while relative deprivation exists within and between
different classes or ethnic groups within developed
countries. Thus it is argued, it is not the wealthiest
developed countries that invariably have the best
health outcomes but rather those countries that have
more egalitarian social structures.431 The effects of
absolute and relative deprivation can be observed in
the socioeconomic gradient in health. Societies with
inequitable income distributions tend to have steep
socioeconomic gradients in health, whereas
societies with more equitable income distributions
tend to have shallower gradients.430 Thus, for
example, a middle class person in a society with a
steep socioeconomic gradient may have worse
health than someone of lower SES in a country with
a shallow gradient. This phenomenon has been
observed across all SES levels and research from the
United States has demonstrated that this variability
cannot be solely explained by differential access to
health care, for example.430
However, the relationship between equality and
health may not be as straightforward as previously
thought. A recent study of occupational class
mortality in European nations found no correlation
between greater equality in income and equality in
health.432 Similar findings that refute the association
between income inequality and population health
have been reported for Denmark, the United States
and Japan (cited in 424). This evidence has led to
renewed interest in the way in which the broad
social environment, rather than simply income,
influences health outcomes.421
The social environment can influence health and
wellbeing through structures such as social supports
and levels of social cohesion. The concept of social
capital has increasingly been identified as a
mechanism by which to explain relationships
between social factors and health outcomes.433 Social
capital has been defined by Kawachi as ‘those
features of social organisation—such as the extent
of interpersonal trust between citizens, norms of
reciprocity and density of civic associations—that
facilitate cooperation for mutual benefit’
(p1187).434 The influence of social capital is
potentially broad, impacting on government
functioning and democracy, prevention of
delinquency and crime, promotion of successful
youth development and the ability to decrease
socioeconomic health disparities. Social capital, so
defined, has also been found to influence individual
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health, even after controlling for variables such as
income, education level and risk behaviours such as
smoking.419
The effects of gender and ethnicity are not separate
from class but form part of the web of social
relations that create or deny access to wealth and the
availability of life chances. With respect to gender,
for example, in addition to sexually specific diseases
such as breast, cervical and prostate cancer, many
diseases occur in different patterns in women and
men. Although female life expectancy in the
developed world is greater than that of males and
the causes of death are similar, more women than
men report illness and seek treatment. Men
experience higher rates of life threatening
conditions and risk factors such as alcohol abuse and
dangerous driving, while women have higher
prevalence of painful non-lethal conditions such as
migraines and arthritis. Women reportedly suffer
more psychological distress but men commit suicide
at greater rates.435
Factors that interact with gender and impact on
health include differences in exposure to risk factors
such as smoking; the nature of gender-linked work;
lower exercise rates among women than men;
higher participation rates by men in risky activities
such as dangerous driving and contact sports;
higher levels of physical aggression in men but
higher rates of victimisation in sexual and domestic
assault in women. Many of these differences interact
with other social variables such as class and
ethnicity.435
Ethnicity may also impact upon health if a particular
group has a history of both relative poverty and
informal and formal social exclusion.436 Social
exclusion may include: exclusion from civil society
by law or regulation (such as the detention of
asylum seekers in Australia); limited or no access to
social goods for groups with particular needs (e.g.
bilingual education for Indigenous children);
exclusion from social production because of being
labelled deviant or in need of control (e.g. injecting
drug users); and economic exclusion from normal
social consumption (e.g. restricted visas for certain
classes of immigrants). Gay and lesbian people—
particularly the young—may feel isolated by their
sexuality, so much so that they are a risk group for
suicide.437 Social exclusion thus adds to the burden
of other social determinants that may be
experienced by ethnically diverse populations, such
as the disproportionate concentration of some
groups (such as Indigenous peoples) in low SES
categories.
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It is not simply broad social categories such as class,
gender and ethnicity that have an impact on health.
Religious affiliation and observation also appear to
influence health outcomes. Membership of
particular religious groups (such as the Mormons
and Seventh Day Adventists) and frequent religious
attendance appear to confer health advantages, with
the more devout enjoying lower mortality rates for
a number of major causes of death.428
The links between these social determinants of
health and the pathways in ill-health at the
individual level are complex. For example, high
stress levels can impede immune system
functioning while impoverished social networks,
low-self esteem, high rates of depression, anxiety,
insecurity and a poor sense of control all impact on
quality of life.431 Some societal level factors such as
lack of access to education can affect life chances.430
In turn, the stress associated with such inequality
can impact on emotional wellbeing at the individual
level.438 Negative emotional states impact on
psychological health manifesting in problems such
as depression, anxiety, anger and hopelessness, and
on physical problems such as coronary heart disease
and possibly cancer, although the causal factors for
these associations are complex.438
Social epidemiology has primarily studied SES and
the characteristics of individuals (psychological and
behavioural) associated with risk, protection,
vulnerability and resilience.415, 439 Despite the social
determinants of health that confer poor health
outcomes on categories of people, some individuals
in those categories maintain good health and
wellbeing. Researchers are exploring how at each
level, social factors, significant life events and
transitions can either ‘increase vulnerability and the
probability of an adverse outcome (risk factors) or
reduce the risk or promote resilience and increase
the probability of positive developmental outcomes
(protective factors)’ (p217).439
The relationship between macro-social factors and
risk and protective factors is complex. The outcomes
of broad social determinants may also feed back
and, in turn, influence those broader social
determinants. For example, risk and protective
factors have been demonstrated to undermine
attainment of individual capacities for cognitive and
physical performance, and to undermine the
effectiveness of education and economic access.
From this perspective, risk and protective factors
may also be important predictors of subsequent
variation in class mobility at the individual level.
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5.3.1 Australian research
Australian research on the social determinants of
health is growing.440–443 Research by Turrell and
Mathers shows that Australians at the lower end of
the socioeconomic hierarchy suffer more ill-health,
and that health differences by SES are apparent at all
ages. Morbidity and early mortality are more
concentrated in people with lower SES, and
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data show that
the morbidity gap is widening for certain conditions
(coronary heart disease, lung cancer and motor
vehicle accidents in men aged 25 to 64). On the
other hand in women, colorectal cancer, breast
cancer and melanoma are associated with higher
SES.444
A 1992 Brisbane study examined the Person Years
Of Life lost by SES and found that Australians in the
lowest SES lost 50% more years of life than people
in the highest SES group.443 People from
disadvantaged groups are more likely to go to
hospital and seek medical consultations because
their health is worse than that of more advantaged
groups, but they are less likely to take advantage of
preventive care and screening services.444 In
addition, Kawachi, Kennedy and Wilkinson found
that as unemployment tends to cluster
geographically, this leads to impoverished
neighbourhoods with commensurate problems
including lack of role models, difficulty finding
work through contacts, high crime and delinquency
rates, as well as restricted access to good housing,
prejudice from others and non-conformist attitudes;
resulting overall in marginalised sub-cultures.445
Single parent females are also increasingly
concentrated in poorer neighbourhoods, and
adolescent employment rates in low SES
communities are 80% of those in high SES
communities.419
Less is known in Australia of the way in which
gender and ethnicity impact upon health, although
there is a clear gendering of life expectancy with
women living almost six years longer than men.
The fact that the gap between Australian male and
female life expectancy has narrowed in the past two
decades indicates the social rather than
constitutional nature of these changes.428, 435
As indicated above, ethnicity can affect health if
relative deprivation is implicated. This means that
Australian ethnic and minority groups with histories
of long-term social exclusion and material
marginalisation are more likely to suffer the worst
health. The most extreme example, of course, is that
of Indigenous people whose health is universally
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regarded as dismal. The starkest indicator of this is
the much lower life expectancy —between 15 and
20 years—among Indigenous people. Much
research and countless government inquiries have
linked poor Indigenous health to the colonial past,
which has left a legacy of disadvantage and related
ill-health.325, 446, 447 Apart from the injustices
entailed, it is necessary to understand the history of
colonialism that has shaped the government policies
and institutions that confront Indigenous people,
and is at the root of the social inequalities faced by
them today. This inequality is reflected in a number
of key social indicators. Fewer Indigenous people
have post-secondary qualifications, are employed,
or occupy professional, managerial or
administrative occupations, than the general
population. Median individual income among
Indigenous people, aged 15 years and over, was
74.1% of that among their non-Indigenous
counterparts; and among Indigenous families,
median income was 68.2% of that of nonIndigenous families.448 While there is considerable
evidence of the absolute material deprivation
suffered by Indigenous people, much less research
has explored the impact of material inequality on
psychosocial factors.
The social and economic circumstance of migrants
is more complex, depending upon their country of
origin, English language competence, and
recognition of qualifications and skills in Australia,
among other factors. The SES of immigrants may
well differ, also, with migration policy. For
example, the more recent shift towards business
migration and a reduction in family reunion
migration is reflected in more affluent immigrants
coming to Australia.333 In general, migrants in
Australia have lower levels of morbidity and
mortality than the general population, largely due
to the screening processes of the post-war
immigration program. The longer their residence in
Australia, both socioeconomic variables and health
status tend to converge towards those of the
Australian born.351, 449

5.3.2 Social determinants and causation
The evidence from both overseas and Australia is
unequivocal in identifying social factors as
determinants of health status. Where debate exists,
it is about the relative importance of particular
social factors and about the links in the causal chain
from the macro-social to the individual. As
Wilkinson points out with respect to the first issue,
it is not simply that exposure to poor material
environments leads to ill-health but also that relative
income, which dictates one’s social position, is also
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influential.450 It is factors such as low social status,
poorly developed social networks and lack of
control over one’s work environment that may be
more potent contributors to chronic stress and
hence ill health, than simply lack of material
goods.421 These different emphases on absolute
versus relative deprivation have been identified as
‘materialist’ and ‘psychosocial’ perspectives in the
literature (p54).415, 438
Others have developed this argument and claim that
the focus on material deprivation has neglected the
way in which cultural influences mediate health
outcomes through psychosocial factors.438 Eckersley,
for instance, writes about the way in which
socioeconomic factors are amplified or moderated
by cultural determinants, in much the same way as
psychosocial pathways are posited for the social
determinants of health. Culture mediates the way
individuals encounter and make sense of the world,
and their experiences of inequality are also
cultured.438 This conflating of culture with social
categories such as ethnicity or class has been
attributed to the dominance of epidemiology, with
its origins in medicine, in the social determinants of
health debate. Anthropology, on the other hand, is
more likely to define culture as the system by which
people make meaning of their lives.451
As Eckersley points out,438 the importance of culture
to health appears in some of the classic
epidemiological studies, ranging from the analysis
of the association between exposure to Western
influences and increased coronary heart disease in
Japan, to explaining low mortality rates in Roseta,
Pennsylvania as a consequence of social cohesion
and egalitarianism. However, this work has been
overshadowed, Eckersley and others claim, by the
contemporary focus on socioeconomic inequalities.
What is the impact of modern Western culture on
health? Eckersley suggests that the relationship
between culture and wellbeing is interactive and
inter-related. Four facets to Western culture that
have positive and negative effects on wellbeing are:
consumerism, individualism, economism (in which
society is viewed primarily as an economic system
with choices based on economic considerations),
and postmodernism (characterised by the loss of
over-arching truths in favour of relativism,
ambiguity and fragmentation).438 Harm to health
and wellbeing may occur through the promotion of
anti-social values, moral ambivalence and the
contradictions and tensions between cultural ideals
and social realities. In this way, ‘cultural influences
can interact with structural conditions to modify
their social effects’ (p61).438
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Eckersley applies this analysis to the health and
wellbeing of young people and contrasts
epidemiological emphasis on socioeconomic
inequality to postmodern sociological literature and
its focus on the cultural qualities of contemporary
life. It is the structural changes to family, work and
education, he suggests, that has had more impact on
young people.438 He cites research that indicates that
among young people there is a general pessimism
which suggests that they may be more influenced
by individualisation and insecurity related to the
unpredictable nature of modern life. Young people
from privileged social backgrounds are concerned
about failure and their uncertain futures, while
those from disadvantaged backgrounds may regard
the risks they face as ‘personal and individual, rather
than structural and collective’ (p66).438
With regard to the second area of debate about
causation, rather than simply describing associations
between social factors and health—such as the
strong gradient of health by income, for example—
calls have been made for researchers to isolate causal
mechanisms by which these associations occur, such
as ‘the causal contribution of income on health as
opposed to income being a proxy/correlate for
numerous other variables’ (p28).416 However,
rather than enter into these increasingly arcane
debates about causation, Najman428 suggests:
…we might usefully think of causes that are closer to (and
more distant from) a health outcome. Rather than
conceptualising the causes of disease in binary terms (something
is or is not a cause), we can more usefully think of causal
pathways with some causes distant from the outcome, e.g.
poverty, others at an intermediate point, e.g. cigarette smoking,
and others more proximate, e.g. cellular abnormalities (p75).
The point here is the emphasis on the many levels at
which the social determinants of disease occur.
Overstatement of the degree of methodological
rigour required for any analysis of the relationship
between social factors and health, at any level,
should not inhibit attempts to demonstrate
relationships between social determinants and
health status.

5.3.3 Social determinants of drug use and
harm
While the evidence for the social determinants of
health in general is now extensive, and models of
the social origins well developed, less research has
been devoted to the way in which social
determinants impact upon drug use. However,
there is a considerable body of work that
demonstrates an association between social
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determinants such as unemployment, homelessness
and poverty, and health-damaging behaviours,
including drug misuse.363, 436, 452 Indeed, according
to Jarvis and Wardle, the link between deprivation
and health behaviour is strongest for alcohol and
other licit and illicit drug use.363 Similar links have
been found between social determinants including
unemployment, poverty, family disadvantage and
community and cultural factors, and crime.9 The
relationship between drug use and crime will be
discussed in a later section.

embedded in a complex network of social
determinants and risk and protective factors.457
These behaviours are also mediated by cultural
influences.438, 451, 458 An important question is
whether or not broad social determinants such as
class, gender and ethnicity maintain any
determining influence on drug use after controlling
for more proximal risk and protective factors.
Available evidence supports the view that much of
the influence of these variables is mediated by risk
and protective factors.459

The relationship between deprivation and health
behaviour has been consistently demonstrated for
cigarette smoking, which is more frequent among
lower SES groups, people living in rented dwellings,
those without private transport, the unemployed
and those living in crowded accommodation. There
is also a gradient by education level and by marital
status, with those who are divorced, separated or
lone parents more likely to be smokers. The
strength of this relationship led Jarvis and Wardle to
propose a general law in Western, developed
countries that, ‘any marker of disadvantage that can
be envisaged and measured, whether personal,
material, or cultural, is likely to have an
independent relationship with cigarette smoking’
(p242).363

Drug use in Australia is not an isolated phenomenon
but one of a range of risk behaviours with common
social determinants, common risk and protective
factors, and common outcomes. Class, gender and
ethnicity are the major determinants of inequality in
health outcomes but other influences are found in
the sociocultural and physical environments.
Developmental research has examined the direct
influence of gender, ethnicity and class on youth
drug use and also the potential for these factors to
mediate and moderate the effects of other
determinants of youth drug use.419

Disadvantage is not the only dimension in research
on social variables that is associated with alcohol
and other drug use. There is also a literature
indicating that for some population groups,
consumption is powerfully influenced by the
amount of disposable income. An Australian study
of schoolchildren, for example, found that personal
income was a strong predictor of the number of
cigarette packs smoked in a week.453 Being
employed was also found to be a strong predictor of
the volume of alcohol consumed by respondents to
a large Western Australian survey.454 There is
evidence from international and Australian data that
economic downturns are associated with a
significant reduction in per capita consumption of
alcohol, as well as in the prevalence of serious
alcohol-related harms—the recession in Australia in
the early 1990s was associated with reduced alcohol
consumption, reduced alcohol-caused deaths455 and
alcohol-related road crashes.409, 456
There is little research that elucidates the precise
mechanisms by which social factors such as income,
employment and education influence excessive
alcohol and other drug use. Rather, healthdamaging behaviours related to poor diet,
inadequate exercise, cigarette smoking, excessive
drinking and illicit drug use, appear to be
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Levels of risk and protective factors tend to differ
considerably by class, gender and ethnicity.
However, the determinant relationship between risk
and protective factors and youth drug use, in
particular, tends to be more similar than different
across class, gender and ethnicity. Although there is
some evidence that authoritarian parenting may
have less adverse influences in some cultures, other
risk factors tend to operate in similar ways.419 It is
possible that gender, for example, may influence
the impact of some risk factors. Bond and colleagues
have speculated that females may experience greater
depressive symptoms in response to similar levels of
peer and family conflict.460
Class or SES does not generally appear a strong
predictor of youth drug use in Australian follow-up
research.123, 461 However, there is evidence for a
possible threshold effect such that conditions
associated with extreme poverty may result in very
severe drug use trajectories.10 In a graphic example
using the New Zealand Dunedin birth cohort,
Fergusson, Lynskey and Horwood demonstrated
that when the focus narrowed on the 2.7% of youth
experiencing the most severe behaviour problems
early childhood development was characterised by
in-utero insult (maternal smoking and drinking),
birth complications, problems in infant care (low
breast feeding, low infant care and poor parenting)
and social instability through childhood (family
breakdown and parental changes).125 The family
backgrounds of these children were characterised by
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high levels of social disadvantage (teenage parents,
low education, sole parents) and social
disconnection (low rates of church attendance, and
parent mobility).
Fergusson and his colleagues also found that
increasing exposure to unemployment was
associated with increasing risk of psychiatric
disorders (which included nicotine and other
substance dependence), independently of preexisting family and personal factors.462 Conversely,
there is some evidence that being employed can
impact negatively on substance use. For example,
Spooner cites research showing that employed
young people have higher levels of alcohol
consumption.419
Developmental research prior to the 1990s tended
to find males had higher rates of adjustment
problems and were more likely to become involved
in harmful drug use.10 Through the 1990s
Australian data suggested rates of involvement in
drug use for girls had tended to equalise with those
for boys.153 Although these changes have been
moderately large, the factors influencing the trends
are poorly understood. One possible explanation
may involve a tendency for families to use
increasingly similar child rearing practices for boys
and girls. The trends do suggest the potential
importance of cultural influences in the
determination of youth drug use behaviours.419
The literature on risk and protective factors with
regard to drug use and young people has been
reviewed in this document. One Australian study
reported that for adults being married, or in a de
facto relationship, appeared to exert a protective
effect on both volume and pattern of alcohol
consumption.454 This finding concurs with a body
of literature around treatment outcomes that
consistently reports that persons with family
supports and stable relationships have better
outcomes for treatment.5 However, a review of
social and demographic factors in the adult
population could not be located and it is
recommended that this should be a future research
priority.
With respect to ethnicity and drug use the evidence
is not clear-cut. Australian research generally
suggests that adults and young people born overseas
and from some non-English speaking backgrounds
are less likely to use drugs.123, 334, 335 However,
generalisations cannot be made to all cultural
groups in all areas. For example, pockets of
problems have been identified, such as heroin use
among South East Asian youth in south-western
Sydney336 and in Melbourne.337
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The Victorian Department of Human Services has
recently published a study of the involvement of
ethnic communities in Victoria with illicit drugs.463
A major finding was that SES—manifest in high
youth unemployment and low levels of literacy—
more than ethnicity per se, was the major contributor
to high risk behaviour and drug use in culturally
and linguistically diverse communities. Family
factors were identified as important mediators.
These factors included lack of discipline for young
people, unrealistic pressures on children to succeed,
lack of communication in families, lack of effective
parenting skills and supervision, and generational/
cultural conflict.
Higher rates of drug use among some immigrant
communities may stem from family isolation,337
family disruption associated with traumatic refugee
experience,464 and/or loss of parental control over
adolescents due to differential acculturation and role
reversal.465 On the other hand, having rules and
good parental supervision have been found to be
protective against substance use among adolescents
from some ethnic communities.336
The adverse health and social impacts of drug use,
particularly alcohol, among Indigenous Australians
has been attributed by most researchers to a broad
range of social determinants. A comprehensive
review of the relationship between excessive levels
of alcohol misuse, related harm and structural
factors is provided by Saggers and Gray.174 Based on
their own research and a detailed review of the
literature, they describe the similar patterns of
alcohol misuse and related harm among Indigenous
peoples in Australia, New Zealand and Canada. They
show that there is no evidence for the biological
determination of these common patterns, and that
social patterns of misuse are not explicable in terms
of individual pathology. They also show that a
range of cultural factors play a role in observed
patterns of alcohol misuse. Some cultural factors
mediate the impact of broader political and
economic factors and others, such as the
development of destructive drinking patterns, feed
into a continuing cycle of poverty and disadvantage.
However, the diversity among these Indigenous
peoples precludes explanations based solely on
cultural factors. The common patterns of alcohol
misuse are related to the common experience
among these Indigenous peoples of colonialism,
dispossession and economic exclusion and their
continuing consequences.
A concrete example of the determining role of
colonialism and dispossession in Indigenous alcohol
misuse is provided by Hunter.325 He describes
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patterns of ill-health and alcohol consumption, and
related harm, among Indigenous people in the
Kimberley region of Western Australia. He links
these to the colonial history of the region and to the
forced exclusion of Indigenous people from their
traditional lands following the Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission decision granting equal
wages to Indigenous workers in the pastoral
industry, which came into effect in 1968.
Although it is not generally their main focus, a
number of studies link substance misuse among
Indigenous Australians to these social indicators. A
joint publication by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics and the Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare (ABS & AIHW) summarised the results of
the two most comprehensive national surveys of
Indigenous people that both linked cigarette
smoking to such social indicators.269, 280, 466, 467
An extensive analysis of NATSIS [National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Survey] data revealed that both Indigenous
males and Indigenous females aged 15 and over who had
completed at least year 12 at school were less likely than those
who left school earlier to report that they smoked. Indigenous
people in forms of employment other than Community
Development Employment Projects (CDEP) (a work for social
security entitlements program) were less likely to report that
they smoked than those in CDEP scheme employment, the
unemployed and people not in the labour force (Cunningham
1997). Similarly, in the NHS [National Household Survey],
Indigenous adults aged 18 years and over from non-remote
areas were less likely to report smoking if they were employed
(49%) than if they were unemployed (63%) or not in the
labour force (55%) (p53).280
As summarised by Ivers, two smaller studies have
linked—or partially linked—tobacco smoking
among Indigenous Australians to workforce and
employment factors.468 The first, a study of 306
Indigenous and 553 non-Indigenous people in two
Victorian towns, found that 66.9% of Indigenous
males and 24.0% of non-Indigenous males were
current cigarette smokers.273 When the analysis was
confined to those not receiving a pension, benefit or
allowance, the proportion of Indigenous males who
were current smokers was reduced to 39%.
However, a similar relationship was not found
among Indigenous females. In the second study,
Hogg reported that among a sample of 273
Indigenous people in New South Wales, the
prevalence of tobacco smoking was 54% among
those who were unemployed but only 27% among
those who were employed.469
The ABS and AIHW publication also linked alcohol
misuse among Indigenous people to education,
employment and income.
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An analysis of Indigenous drinkers aged 18 years and over in
the NHS showed that those in the high risk category were less
likely than low risk drinkers to have a higher educational degree
and more likely to have left school before the age of 15, to be
unemployed or not in the labour force, to earn the majority of
their income through government pensions, to earn less than
$10,000 per annum … Although the numbers of people in
each category are small, the patterns are consistent in suggesting
that high risk drinking among Indigenous people is more
common among the socioeconomically disadvantaged (p55).280
In a study in Albany, Western Australia, Gray et al.
found that among 105 Indigenous people, aged
eight to 17 years, 15% were ‘poly-drug users’
(occasional users of some combination of tobacco,
alcohol and cannabis) and 14% were ‘frequent
poly-drug users’ (frequent users of some
combination of tobacco, alcohol and cannabis and
occasional users of volatile substances or other
drugs). Among those aged 15 to 17 years, the
proportion of frequent poly-drug users was 48%.278
Logistic regression analysis showed that among
children aged eight to 14 years, those who were
disaffected from school were 23 times more likely
to be poly-drug users; and that among those aged
15 to 17 years, those who were unemployed were
13.5 times more likely to be ‘frequent poly-drug
users’ than those who were employed, in training,
or still at school.279
These socioeconomic factors are indicators of a
complex network of structural determinants of
substance misuse among Indigenous Australians that
also includes institutionalised racism and the
cultural and psychological impacts of colonialism
and dispossession. Interventions that focus on
economic inequalities alone will not prevent the
misuse of alcohol and other drugs among
Indigenous Australians. However, without greater
focus on remedying these up-stream social
determinants, the effects of other interventions will
be critically circumscribed.

5.3.4 Social determinants, drug use and
intervention
Interventions for drug misuse are based on a wide
range of factors, some of which have little to do
with the evidence base for health-damaging
behaviours. Given what is now known of the
relationship between social determinants and health
status, including drug use behaviour, researchers
and policy makers need to demonstrate that the
recommendations they make for interventions can
be linked to this research base.
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Attempts have been made to model the way
interventions may be targeted at each level at which
the social determinants of drug use impact.6, 7 For
example, Lenton has adapted Holder’s ‘alcohol
prevention conceptual model’, which conceptualises
prevention activities as being targeted at a number
of the levels, from the macro-social (global, state
and nation) to the individual. Lenton added to this
the ‘conditional matrix’ of Strauss and Corbin,470
which can be represented as a series of concentric
circles where each level corresponds to a different
aspect of the environment. The resulting model for
the prevention of alcohol and other drug problems
contains levels that allow for differential prevention
activities, mechanisms of action and context (Figure
1.1). Importantly, influences flow both down the
model, from distal to proximal levels, and are fed
back up the model from the proximal to the distal.6
The Public Health Systems model outlined in
Chapter 1 illustrates how there are a number of
political and economic mechanisms of action
operating at global, national and state levels that can
impact on drug availability, use and harm. These
include: treaties, conventions, enforcement and
policy coordination at the international level; the
enforcement of policies, laws and regulations, taxes
and excise on substances, and health and welfare
spending at the national level; and, in addition to
these other factors, licensing and education policy at
the State level. There are also a number of
prevention options available for intervening at these
levels.6 For instance, the Health Inequalities
Research Collaboration was established by the
Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing
to create new knowledge leading to the reduction of
health inequalities through research on policies and
interventions.440
In terms of interventions that take account of
developmental research on children and young
people, there appears to be some consensus about
the importance of developmental pathways in
leading to problematic behaviour, investing in
child-centred institutions and policies, and
identification and manipulation of multiple risk and
protective factors at different social levels and
transition points (p72).457 Specifically, Cashmore
suggests it is necessary to:
•

intervene early in life and early in the
developmental pathway,

•

aim at reducing the accumulation of risk at
multiple levels (child, family, community,
society),
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•

use a coordinated approach that takes into
account common risk and protective factors,

•

make any interventions acceptable and
accessible to the participants, including the
children and the young people themselves,

•

target transitions and prepare and support
children and their families through transitions;
and evaluate preventive interventions to learn
what makes a difference and why (pp219 –
220).439

With respect to drug use, to take just one of the
above it seems clear that a number of risk and
protection factors are common to a range of adverse
developmental outcomes and social problems that
are frequently dealt with as separate domains,
including school failure, teenage pregnancy,
domestic violence and substance misuse (p221).439
One model pioneered in the US,10 and trialled in
both the UK and Australia,459 focuses on community
organisation or mobilisation and:
… involves the systematic identification and measurement of
risk and protective factors in a selected community (utilising
mainly official data and a standard questionnaire completed
by adolescents), and the selection, implementation and
evaluation of appropriate evidence-based interventions by a
community prevention board.
The extent to which risk and protection factors that
are inherently complex can be identified and
measured is still problematic.457

5.4 Conclusion
There is now incontrovertible evidence linking poor
health to disadvantage. Although debate will
continue about the precise means by which
deprivation causes ill-health, few disagree about the
importance of this relationship. Similarly, there is a
clear relationship between alcohol and other drug
use and social factors, such as unemployment, low
income and insecure housing, although much of
the influence of these variables is mediated by risk
and protective factors. A variety of evidence has
associated drug-related harm and poor health with
low social cohesion. There is a complex relationship
between these broad social determinants and
individual risk and protective factors, which means
that some do better than others on all health
indicators including drug misuse, despite their
material deprivation. With respect to tobacco and
alcohol, there is also a literature identifying some
positive associations with income and employment.
The issue of the extent to which alcohol and drug-
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related problems are located within the
disadvantaged sectors of Australian society will be
discussed in the next chapter. In general, the
evidence base for the social determinants of drug
use is such that: researchers and policy makers need
to plan and implement a wide range of
interventions that acknowledge the social origins of
poor health, and how poverty and associated
disadvantage maintain this poor health and risky
behaviours at all levels—from the macro-social to
the individual.
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CHAPTER 6: RISK AND PROTECTIVE
FACTORS PREDICTING HARMFUL DRUG
USE
6.1 Summary
This chapter examines current evidence for the developmental influences that lead to subsequent
patterns of drug use that have a high likelihood of harm. Follow-up research studies provide
information relevant to the antecedent factors that lead to drug use. Risk factors were defined on
the basis of their tendency to independently predict involvement in early and heavy youth drug
use. Protective factors were defined as influences that modify the effects of risk factors while not
directly predicting drug use. Based on these definitions, effective harm minimisation strategies
were defined as protective factors. The research summarised in this chapter highlights some of
the major risk and protective factors influencing drug use over the course of development.
Inherited vulnerability (for males), maternal smoking and alcohol use, extreme social
disadvantage, family breakdown and child abuse and neglect were amongst the earliest risk
factors that increase the likelihood that children develop behavioural and adjustment problems
and subsequently become involved in harmful drug use. From the age of school entry, early
school failure, childhood conduct disorder, aggression and favourable parental attitudes to drug
use all appear to be risk factors for drug use problems. From adolescence, low involvement in
activities with adults, the perceived and actual level of community drug use, availability of drugs
in the community, parent-adolescent conflict, parental alcohol and drug problems, poor family
management, school failure, deviant peer associations, delinquency and favourable attitudes to
drugs were all identified as risk factors for harmful drug use. Community disadvantage and
disorganisation, positive media portrayals of drug use, adult unemployment and mental health
were further factors strongly associated with harmful drug use. The evidence was unclear as to
the role of childhood Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, intelligence, anxiety and
depressive symptoms in the prediction of harmful drug use.
Early age protective factors included being born outside Australia, having an easy temperament,
social and emotional competence, and shy and cautious temperament. Protective factors in
adolescence included family attachment, parental harmony and religious involvement; and in
adulthood, well managed drinking environments, and marriage.
Little is known of the risk and protective factors influencing the subsequent course and
development of drug use in later life. The research at this stage is limited regarding the factors
influencing Indigenous youth involvement in drug use.

6.2 Introduction
Earlier sections of this report identified patterns of
drug use that exact high levels of economic and
social harm. Regular tobacco use, alcohol abuse and
alcohol dependence, frequent adolescent cannabis
use, illicit drug use and poly-drug use have each
been documented to lead to harm. In this section,
we examine current knowledge of the predictors of
these harmful patterns of drug use, drawing both
on longitudinal research and intervention studies to
arrive at judgements regarding the major influences
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leading to drug-related harm. The main strategy in
this chapter is to update previous literature reviews
by examining a selection of well-conducted studies
published over the past decade. Earlier literature is
included where it is relevant to historical trends in
risk processes.
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6.3 Prevention science: a
developmental pathways approach
to prevention
There is a growing emphasis in Australian
prevention programs upon a ‘developmental
pathways’ approach. This approach, emphasised in
Australian mental health471 and crime prevention
strategies,472aims to direct evidence-based
investment to modify the early developmental
pathways that lead to later problems. The approach
has emerged through the synthesis of a range of
scientific endeavour but draws in important ways
on life-course development research, community
epidemiology and preventive intervention trials.473,
474
In common with the broad area known as
prevention science, the developmental pathways
approach seeks to prevent health and social
problems by identifying and then reducing the
influence of factors that lead individuals and groups
to subsequently develop health or social problems.
The approach is based on techniques developed to
prevent health problems within the fields of public
health and epidemiology.8 Although an ultimate
understanding of underlying causal processes is
sought, in general this approach aims initially to
understand the probabilistic relationship between
early indicators and subsequent problems.

6.3.1 From drug use predictors to risk and
protective factors
Drug use predictors are characteristics measured
before the emergence of drug use behaviour and are
statistically associated with an increased probability
of subsequent emergence of the predicted
behaviour. Predictors are typically identified using
findings from follow-up (or longitudinal) research
studies; however, in cases such as genetic research,
alternative methodologies may be relevant.
By increasing understanding of the major factors
that can be reduced in order to prevent health
problems, the identification of risk factors has proven
useful in public health. The terms predictor and risk
factor are often used interchangeably. However, in
the current document risk factors will be
distinguished as a specific class of predictors that
represent theoretically independent domains.
Independence in this context relies upon, firstly, the
ability to empirically distinguish the predictor as a
unique measurement domain, and secondly,
evidence that the risk factor predicts the target
behaviour after adjustment for other known
influences. Risk factors can also be further
distinguished by their potential to be modified
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through intervention. This emphasis on malleability
distinguishes risk factors that have been emphasised
in the current document as potential prevention
targets.
Protective factors have tended to be loosely defined and
are often empirically measured, as the opposite end
of a risk factor. For the present purposes, protective
factors were defined as a special class of predictors
that act to moderate and mediate the effect of risk
factors.10 To avoid confusion, it has been further
specified that protective factors do not
independently predict drug use behaviour, but are
important due to their capacity to reduce the
influence of risk factors. Where a purported
protective factor has been shown to independently
predict drug use behaviour (i.e. prediction is
maintained after adjustment for other known risk
factors), the interpretation used in the current
document leads to it being reclassified as a risk
factor. By avoiding ambiguity, the ground is cleared
to make an accurate assessment of the factors that
directly and indirectly influence the development of
drug use.
Risk and protective factors are defined in
relationship to the outcome being predicted, the
developmental age, and the stage in the
development of the behaviour being predicted. The
timing of developmental events has important
consequences and hence the age at which particular
experiences and events occur is an important
determinant of their developmental impact. For
example, initiating alcohol use at the legal drinking
age appears to have very different developmental
implications than alcohol use initiated in childhood
or early adolescence.
Harm minimisation has been an important framework
guiding Australian drug abuse prevention efforts
since the mid-1980s. Harm minimisation strategies
include efforts to ‘minimise the risk of harm from’
(p123) drug use.475 Accepting that harm
minimisation strategies do not necessarily influence
drug use but rather reduce the risk of harm from
drug use, it then becomes clear that many harm
minimisation strategies can be defined as protective
factors.

6.3.2 Risk processes
The current state of the science of prevention
suggests that risk factors influence the course of
development through their cumulative impact
across time. This means that there is no single risk
factor that lies at the heart of developmental
problems. Rather, these problems can be regarded
as having complex causes, or multi determination.
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The more risk factors that persist over longer
periods of time, the greater the subsequent
developmental impact.476, 477
From one view, the cumulative effect of risk factors
operates somewhat like a snowball. According to
this view, risk factor exposure early in life can
impair the subsequent course of development and
lead to a snowball effect, with subsequent risk
factors tending to adhere and accumulate as a
consequence of the earlier problems.478 So, for
example, mothers’ tobacco smoking may impede
foetal development resulting in cognitive deficits
that then lead to poor school adjustment. Poor
school adjustment and school behaviour problems
may lead on to social aggregation with other poor
school achieving youth. From this perspective, the
solution is to check the avalanche of risk by
intervening at the top of the mountain, the earliest
point in the course of development.
From a slightly different perspective, the cumulative
effect of risk is more analogous to a snowstorm.
According to this view, a child can withstand
extreme weather for a brief period but over time the
chances of illness through exposure increase. For
example, a healthy child may withstand drug use in
the peer group and community for a period but,
over time, if this behaviour is common the chances
of the child becoming involved in drug use
increase. Both parents who are unavailable and bad
experiences with teachers may increase the chances
of the child becoming interested in drug use. The
protective benefits of positive relationships with
adults, observed even for children with damaged
developmental pathways, are again suggestive of the
potential to protect health in bad environments by
reducing further risk exposure and providing
protection (analogous to providing shelter in a
stormy environment). From this perspective,
solutions lie in improving social environments
through the course of development,479
strengthening the child’s capacity to survive risky
environments and enhancing protective factors to
reduce the impact of risk.
In attempting to explore the development of
behaviour, an understanding of the sequencing of
risk processes across the life span becomes
important. At one point in development, a risk
factor (such as early age alcohol use) can be studied
as a predictor of subsequent behaviour (e.g.
cannabis use). However, at an earlier stage in
development the same factor may be seen as an
outcome to be predicted by prior risk factors (e.g.
childhood behaviour problems). In what follows
we have attempted to organise the developmental
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research by working forwards through the life
stages. Beginning with early influences, we have
attempted to identify the chain of development
(pathways) leading to subsequent harmful drug use.
Identifying the independence of risk and protective
factors requires that their positive prediction of drug
use be maintained after adjusting for other
influences operating at that age. Clearly until the
influence of all alternative risk factors has been
comprehensively examined, accepting that risk
factors are independent remains tentative and open
to revision as further evidence accumulates. In the
current report if a risk factor maintained its effect
after adjusting for a range of similar risk factors
operating at the same stage of life and within the
same domain (e.g. family, peer group) it was
regarded to be independently predictive of drug
use.

6.4 Quality of evidence
The major sources of evidence for identifying
developmental influences on drug use have been
longitudinal, self-completed, follow-up surveys.
Depending on the stage of development, the
respondents have either been children, adolescents
or adults. In some cases, such as in research
investigating early life influences, observations
made by parents or professionals supplement child
self-reports and are linked to reports collected later
in life. This mixing of different sources of
observation is one of the strengths of the existing
knowledge base in developmental ‘life-course’
research. The capacity of follow-up research to
classify behaviour based on multiple observations
across time represents a further strength.
A major problem in follow-up research is attrition
of participants with higher levels of risk. The studies
selected for inclusion in the current review satisfied
criteria suggesting the initial study participants were
representative of the population they were selected
from and the effect of selective attrition (loss to
follow-up) on observed relationships between early
and late events had been appropriately considered.
Although the issue has received insufficient
attention, it is generally agreed that self-reports of
children and youth are reliable and valid so long as
responses are perceived to be confidential and
questions are clearly worded and appropriate to the
stage of cognitive development. There has been
considerable previous work attempting to synthesise
research into early childhood and adolescence.
Although there are some studies examining early
adulthood, there has been little follow-up research
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examining developmental processes later in
adulthood. We have not been able to find follow-up
studies examining Australian Indigenous and illicit
drug-using populations. In these cases, the
discussion centres on associations rather than risk
factors and the conclusions rest on weaker evidence
and hence are more speculative.

alcohol consumption and a tendency for alcoholrelated problems at age 15.125, 480 Children born into
families with a larger number of children tended to
drink alcohol more frequently,125 and experience
more alcohol related problems by age 15.480 Each of
these findings was maintained after adjusting for
other known risk factors in childhood and
adolescence.

6.5 Prior to birth

For the small minority (2.7%) in the Christchurch
cohort evidencing poly-drug use, concurrent with
the most severe behaviour problems at age 15, early
family backgrounds were characterised at birth and
infancy by high levels of social disadvantage and
social disconnection. These children were more
likely to be born to teenage and or sole parents who
had low education and low incomes, and these
parents tended to be socially disconnected (low
rates of church attendance and/or parent
mobility).481

A range of factors established prior to a child’s birth
have been shown to influence the likelihood of that
child eventually becoming involved in drug use and
of progressing to potentially harmful drug use.

6.5.1 Social disadvantage
Summary: Being born or raised in a family
experiencing extreme economic deprivation is a risk
factor for harm associated with drug use (1
longitudinal study).
The effect of social disadvantage on the
development of drug-related harm is complex.
Work in the well conducted New Zealand
Christchurch cohort has associated severe social
disadvantage with risks to healthy child
development at a very early age; leading to a
cumulative snowball of deficits that culminate in
serious social and behaviour problems throughout
life. However, there is also evidence from studies in
the United States that children from higher
socioeconomic status (SES) may sometimes have
sufficient affluence and freedom to seek out, and
engage in, new and novel drug use experiences. The
tendency of the lifestyles of the wealthy and
influential to lead social aspirations can result in the
phenomena observed in Australia and other nations,
where new patterns of drug use may be introduced
and made fashionable through the involvement of
people from higher SES. Lower SES is associated
with less money and influence and hence, all things
being equal, drug use is more likely to lead to
undesirable social consequences for those with
lower SES. This means that as drug use epidemics
move into more disadvantaged groups, an
increasing level of social costs may be observed.
Problems associated with drug use can also explain
downward mobility through the impact of drug use
in lowering educational achievement and increasing
exposure to unemployment and incarceration.
The Christchurch Health and Development study in
New Zealand has documented some of the earliest
predictors of drug use problems. In that study, low
family SES from birth predicted more frequent
cannabis use at 15 to 16,156 higher amounts of
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However, evidence from other cohorts suggests that
in some groups it is not low SES, but high SES, that
predicts entry to drug use. In a cohort of US
students interviewed in the early 1970s, higher
levels of father’s education at age 16 was an
unadjusted predictor of more frequent involvement
in illicit drug use at ages 24 to 25 for males.162 In a
separate US cohort, females from higher SES
backgrounds were more likely to engage in late
emerging poly-drug use at age 16, in the mid
1980s.135 In the follow-up of the Australian
Temperament Project (a birth cohort of around
2400 followed from 1983, in Victoria) entry to age
15 poly-drug use, or illicit drug use, appeared to be
occurring across the range of social backgrounds in
the late 1990s.461 In this study, SES appeared to have
no direct or interactive effect on age 15 poly-drug
use or illicit drug use. There are other Australian
studies that show a similar trend, revealing that at a
very broad level, drug and alcohol disorders are not
associated with the level of education.377
The finding that harmful drug use is inconsistently
explained by SES also arises in some other areas of
child health research. A large follow-up study
investigating the development of children in Canada
noted that poor child outcomes were less well
predicted by SES than by parenting. In that study,
poor parenting was related to the SES gradient but
also varied considerably across different levels of
SES. At least 25% of children in the highest SES
group showed developmental difficulties.482
The findings from the Christchurch cohort are in
concert with an earlier review of findings from
research conducted in the 1970s and 1980s that
concluded that severe economic deprivation was a
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risk factor for youth drug abuse.10 These findings fit
with a substantial worldwide literature showing that
for nearly all health conditions, the level of harm
caused by that condition takes the form of a
gradient, whereby the lowest SES groups experience
the most harm and the level of harm reduces as SES
increases.430 SES does not necessarily predict
involvement in potentially harmful patterns of drug
use, but it may increase the risk of experiencing
such harm.

6.5.2 Family breakdown
Summary: Being born or raised in a sole parent
household is a risk factor for more frequent drug
use in adolescence (two longitudinal studies).
The last three decades have seen increasing rates of
family breakdown in Australia and other countries.
Families experiencing breakdown tend to suffer
high levels of social disadvantage.
In well-controlled cross-sectional research in
Western Australia, sole parent status appeared to
increase the risk of youth maladjustment,
independent of levels of family conflict.483 It is
possible that sole parent households are at greater
risk not because of the number of parents but
because of the additional emotional distress and
financial pressure under which those households are
often placed, due to dual working and parenting
roles and financial pressures.478
In the New Zealand Christchurch cohort, early
family breakdown was associated with heavier
alcohol use at age 14484 years and poly-drug use at
age 15 years.481 Family divorce and separation
predicted more frequent cannabis use by age 15
years in the Victorian Adolescent Health Cohort
(VAHC), a representative cohort of around 2000
youth followed from age 14 to 21 years with low
sample attrition.123
The influence of family breakdown on drug use
appears to be independent of child behaviour
problems, raising the possibility that a major
component of the influence lies in the family
management of adolescents. In the analysis of the
VAHC, the influence of family breakdown on
frequent mid-adolescent cannabis use was
maintained after adjusting for markers of child
adjustment problems, including age 14 involvement
in antisocial behaviour, peer cannabis use, and
earlier drug use (age 14 daily cigarette smoking and
heavier alcohol use). The influence of family
breakdown on age 14 alcohol use in the New
Zealand cohort was also maintained after adjusting
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for age 8 conduct problems and earlier age of first
alcohol use.484
A recent evaluation of a parent education
intervention documented success in reducing early
adolescent poly-drug use. The success of the
intervention was associated with the targeting of
parenting groups that included a high proportion of
sole parents.485

6.5.3 Birth outside Australia
Summary: Being born outside Australia is a
protective factor, reducing frequent drug use in
adolescence (1 longitudinal study).
A range of evidence suggests that being born
outside Australia is associated with lower levels of
adolescent drug use166, 334, 335 and lower rates of
substance use disorders.377 There is evidence from
one Australian study that the effect of nonAustralian birth may not be direct but rather a
protective (or mediating effect) resulting in less
family breakdown, less involvement with drug
using peers and lower rates of early age drug use. In
the VAHC, fewer of the children born outside
Australia were found to engage in frequent cannabis
use by around age 15. This effect of non-Australian
birth was no longer significant after adjusting for
the influence of peer cannabis use, daily cigarette
smoking, high dose alcohol use, frequent alcohol
use, antisocial behaviour and divorced or separated
parents.123

6.5.4 Genetic influences
Amongst the earliest influences on youth substance
use are genetic factors that interact with
environmental influences to shape individual
differences in drug use behaviours. Although
knowledge is advancing regarding the role of
genetic influences on drug use behaviour, there is
still a great deal that is unknown. Available research
suggests that it is unlikely that a single gene will be
found to explain drug use behaviours.465, 486 It is
more likely that a combination of genetic factors
influence behaviour through their interaction with
environmental factors. Childhood predictors of drug
use considered likely to have some genetic
component include behavioural problems and
temperament. All things being equal, it is likely that
more serious drug use disorders may have a higher
genetic determination.477
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6.5.5 Sex and gender
Summary: Being male is not a risk factor for
adolescent drug use. The historical tendency for
males to engage in more adolescent drug use
appears to have been cultural (time-series analyses).
Summary: Males can inherit a paternal gene that is a
risk factor for childhood externalising behaviour
problems and alcohol abuse (and perhaps other
drug abuse) (two longitudinal studies).
In many Australian studies, males are found to be
more commonly involved in illicit drug use.166
Although in the NDSHS lifetime use of injecting
drugs was more common for males, for usage in the
past 12 months there was no gender effect.175 These
trends are in line with evidence that in the late
1990s an increasing proportion of injecting drug
users were female.
Internationally, there has been an increasing trend
for females to take up alcohol use487 and to escalate
in greater proportions to dependent use.488 In recent
Australian cohorts, females have been demonstrated
to engage in higher levels of potentially harmful
poly-drug use relative to males. This was observed
in the Victorian Australian Temperament Project
(ATP) cohort for age 15 to 16 years poly-drug use
in the 1990s.461 In the late 1980s, a similar trend
was observed in Brook’s US cohort for late
emerging poly-drug use at age 16 years, for females
from higher SES backgrounds.135
Findings from a number of studies report that males
have a higher tendency for alcohol abuse and
dependence. In a cohort of 449 in the Midwest of
the US, the co-occurring pattern of alcohol and
tobacco dependence symptoms was followed
through five waves of data collection over seven
years, from age 18 to 25 years. The study had little
attrition, enabling the course of alcohol and tobacco
dependence to be followed over time. Through this
period, three trajectories of alcohol-dependence
were identified. Chronic trajectories applied to 6%
of the sample and involved stable, high levels of
dependence across all years. Adolescent limited
trajectories applied to 17% of the sample. Neither of
these trajectories was associated with higher rates of
tobacco dependence. However, in a further 7% of
the sample, high levels of alcohol dependence comorbid with tobacco dependence were noted. Being
male was an unadjusted predictor of the more
common forms of chronic and adolescent-limited,
but not the co-morbid form of, alcohol
dependence. In this study, the behavioural
expression of alcohol dependence was indirectly
predicted by family history but this effect was
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mediated by favourable attitudes to alcohol use and
individual characteristics of personality disorder and
school maladjustment.120
In the New Zealand Christchurch cohort, males had
a greater risk for age 15 alcohol problems125 and age
16 alcohol abuse.484 In a Finland cohort, males were
also more likely to develop alcohol abuse by age 26
years.489
In the New Zealand Christchurch cohort, the
finding that males were more likely to develop
alcohol problems at age 15 years was maintained
after adjusting for age at first alcohol use, lower
family SES, parental alcohol/drug problems and
parental perceived attitudes to alcohol use.125 The
finding that males tended to develop alcohol abuse
at age 16 was maintained after adjusting for age 14
alcohol use and peer drug use.484
In work by McGue and colleagues in Minnesota,490
twin data have been examined and associations
identified between parent and youth alcohol use,
were found to have a larger genetic component for
boys compared to girls. In this study, the
behavioural expression of early alcohol use was
argued to occur through a greater tendency toward
childhood externalising behaviour problems for
boys.
The VAHC noted males tended to engage in more
frequent cannabis use by age 15 years. However,
this effect was no longer significant after adjusting
for the influence of earlier drug use, antisocial
behaviour and the impact of parental divorce and
separation.123
Some studies have examined the possibility of
different risk processes for females relative to males.
There is some evidence that internalising disorders,
such as anxiety and depression, may be more
important predictors for female alcohol problems.
In Finland, high social anxiety in females at age 8
years predicted higher rates of alcohol abuse at age
26, while anxiety in boys was associated with lower
alcohol abuse.489 In an adult cohort in the eastern
US, depression was found to predict female but not
male progression to alcohol abuse and dependence
two years later.491

6.5.6 Parent and family drug use
behaviours
Summary: Maternal smoking and alcohol use prior
to birth, and environmental tobacco smoke are risk
factors for impaired child development; this
impairment initiates a pathway of poor child
adjustment, leading to harmful drug use (see
Chapter 3).
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Summary: Drug use of parents and other family
members from late childhood is a risk factor for
early age initiation of the same drug, through
modelling (three longitudinal studies).
As documented in Chapter 3, maternal smoking,
alcohol and drug use prior to birth have important
developmental consequences for children,
extending to an increased risk for harmful drug use.
For the small minority in the Christchurch cohort
with severe behaviour problems and poly-drug use
at age 15, high rates of maternal smoking and
drinking were observed prior to birth.481
In Minnesota, US, McGue et al. found that fathers’
and mothers’ own reports of earlier age of alcohol
use predicted an earlier age of alcohol use for their
early adolescent offspring.490 Analysis of twin data
in this study suggested that family environment
influences on early age alcohol use were more
important for girls, while genetic factors were more
influential for boys.
In the Australian Temperament Project (ATP),
mothers’ drinking habits when children were aged
13 to 14 years predicted higher poly-drug use by
age 15 to 16 years after adjusting for a range of
factors including peer relations, child behaviour
problems, gender and class.461
Findings from the New Zealand Christchurch cohort
suggest that parent behaviours may influence the
development of adolescent high quantity alcohol
use independently of the influence of early
childhood behaviour problems, parent attitudes to
alcohol, gender or social class. However, other
factors such as age of first alcohol use and parental
approval may be more influential in determining
how frequently alcohol is used.
In the Christchurch cohort, parents’ alcohol
consumption at participant age 11 years was not
associated with alcohol problems at age 15 years.125
However, parents’ alcohol consumption did
continue to predict higher amounts of alcohol
consumption at age 15 after adjusting for age 8
conduct problems, parental history of alcohol and
drug problems (prior to 15 years), male gender,
low family SES, family size and parental attitudes to
alcohol consumption.480 The effect of parents’
alcohol consumption at age 11 on frequent alcohol
use at age 15 was no longer significant after
adjusting for age at first alcohol use, family size, age
14 parental approval of adolescent alcohol use and
parental attitudes favourable to alcohol use.125

Previous reviews have also noted that the risk of
early initiation of use of a drug may be influenced
by the number of members of a household,
including siblings, who use that drug.10

6.6 Infancy and pre-school
Through the period from birth until entry to school,
evidence suggests that parents remain a central
influence on child development. Research suggests
that adequate nutrition, security and early learning
opportunities are important for healthy child
development through this period. A number of
studies have demonstrated that experience through
this period influences the later emergence of
harmful drug use.

6.6.1 Parental neglect and abuse
Summary: Child neglect and abuse is a risk factor
for impaired child development and this
impairment initiates a pathway of poor child
adjustment leading to harmful drug use (one
longitudinal study).
Inadequate parental provision of infant care has
been shown to influence the subsequent
development of drug use in children. For the small
minority in the Christchurch cohort who evidenced
poly-drug use concurrent with the most severe
behaviour problems at age 15 years, early
environments from birth were characterised by inutero insult (maternal smoking and drinking), birth
complications, problems in infant care (low breast
feeding, low infant care, poor parenting), and social
instability through childhood (family breakdown
and parental changes).481
A further analysis of the Christchurch cohort noted
that sexual abuse in childhood or adolescence
predicted higher rates of illicit drug use from 15 to
21 years,492 and cannabis and alcohol abuse and
dependence at age 16 to 18 years.156 These effects
were robust and persisted after adjusting for other
influences such as deviant peer relations, behaviour
problems and earlier involvement in drug use.

6.6.2 Temperament and early behaviour
Summary: Easy temperament in early childhood is a
protective factor for positive child adjustment and
reduces the influence of other risk factors, leading
to lower rates of involvement in harmful drug use
(one longitudinal study).
Findings from the ATP cohort associated a number
of early age temperament indicators with poly-drug
use at ages 15 to 16 years.461 As infants at four to
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eight months, these children were reported by their
parents to be less regular in their eating and
sleeping habits. From ages one to two, the children
showed less tendency to persist to complete tasks
such as eating or playing, and at age two to three
they were perceived as less cooperative and more
active or restless. From ages three to four, and in
subsequent years, the children tended to be less shy
and more outgoing toward strangers. Generally,
these effects were small and were no longer
significant after controlling for other influences
later in life. Hence, once the effects of delinquency
and early drug use on poly-drug use were
considered, the effect of early temperament
disappeared.461 This demonstrates that temperament
was not a direct risk factor but mediated the
influence of other adjustment pathways.
Temperament is considered to interact with
‘transactional’ influences that modify the care the
child receives and the impact of that care on later
development.493 Children with extremes of
temperament may be more difficult to manage and
have a higher likelihood of developing adjustment
problems.493 Temperament is considered to have a
genetic component but appears to be heavily shaped
by environmental experiences.
Easy temperament has previously been considered
to be a protective factor that underlies the resilience
of some children who maintain positive adjustment
despite high levels of adversity in childhood.10, 494,
495
The findings from the ATP are also congruent
with this position in that temperament did not
directly predict poly-drug use but it did mediate
other risk factors.

6.7 Primary school (ages 5 to 11)
From the years following entry to primary school,
parents continue to exert an important influence on
child development. However, other factors,
including relationships with teachers, adjustment to
school and experiences with peers, begin to play an
increasingly important role in the child’s
development.

6.7.1 School
Summary: Early school failure is a risk factor for
alcohol abuse (one longitudinal study).
There is some evidence that early failure in primary
school may be a risk factor for the later emergence
of drug use problems. In a cohort in Finland, low
school achievement at age 8 years predicted alcohol
abuse at age 26 years, after adjusting for a range of
other factors including age 14 aggression, social
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anxiety, inattention, pro-sociality, conduct
problems, parental drinking and social
background.489 This finding was independent of
gender and social class. A review of research
completed in the 1970s and 1980s reached a similar
conclusion.10

6.7.2 Child behaviour
Evidence demonstrates that childhood behaviour
problems through the primary school age period are
important risk factors for the development of drug
use problems. Current evidence suggests that
conduct disorder in childhood may be more
important than Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) in predicting later drug use
problems.
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Summary: The role of ADHD in predicting youth
drug use is unclear.
Analyses in the New Zealand Christchurch cohort
and in the ATP cohort suggest that higher
symptoms of ADHD in childhood or early
adolescence are a predictor for the subsequent
emergence of potentially harmful drug use.
However, in the Christchurch cohort, these effects
appeared to be mediated by conduct problems in
childhood. In some US cohorts, ADHD was not
found to predict youth drug use.
Analysis of the New Zealand Christchurch cohort
demonstrated that those with ADHD at age 8 years
tended to use higher amounts of alcohol and
experience more alcohol related problems, higher
rates of daily tobacco use and more illicit drug use
at age 15 years. However, these effects were
mediated by conduct disorder such that the effect of
ADHD was no longer significant after controlling
for age 8 conduct problems.480 In their Western
North Carolina cohort, Costello et al. noted no
association between ADHD at age 11 and alcohol
abuse at age 16 years.118
In the ATP cohort, youth who reported symptoms
of ADHD at ages 13 to 14 years had an increased
likelihood of age 15 poly-drug use after adjusting
for other factors including externalising behaviour
problems, peer relations, SES and gender.461
Once substance use behaviours are established in
adolescence, these behaviours may be very stable
and may mask the influence of earlier risk factors.
For example, Brook et al. found no effect for either
ADHD or conduct disorder at age 16 on heavy
tobacco use at age 22 years, after adjusting for the
influence of prior patterns of drug use.138
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Conduct disorder
Summary: Conduct disorder in childhood is a risk
factor for higher levels of alcohol consumption in
adolescence (one longitudinal study). The influence
of conduct disorder on alcohol abuse may be
mediated by family vulnerability (two longitudinal
studies) to alcohol problems or by earlier age
alcohol use (one longitudinal study).
In the Christchurch cohort, age 8 conduct problems
predicted higher frequency and amount of alcohol
consumption at age 14, after controlling for earlier
age of alcohol use and changes of parents.484 In the
same cohort, age 8 conduct disorder predicted the
amount of alcohol consumed, alcohol-related
problems and illicit drug use at age 15 years. The
influence on the amount of alcohol consumption
was maintained after adjusting for family SES, male
gender, family size and parental attitudes favourable
to alcohol use.480 However, the effect on alcoholrelated problems was no longer significant after
controlling for additional factors including age at
first alcohol use and parental alcohol/drug
problems.125 These various findings suggest that the
tendency for children with conduct problems to
develop alcohol problems may be mediated not by
class or gender but by starting alcohol use at an
earlier age and through family vulnerability to
alcohol problems.
In a separate analysis in the Dunedin cohort (also
from New Zealand), conduct problems at age 11
years predicted poly-drug use and the use of
cannabis and/or glue for boys (but not girls) at age
15 years.496 These effects were very unstable and
neither relationship was significant in an adjusted
model that included age 11 depressive symptoms.
In a sample of Minnesota twins, McGue et al.
demonstrated that for adolescent boys (around age
14 years) an earlier age of alcohol initiation was
associated with inherited vulnerability to childhood
externalising behaviour problems at age 11 years
(conduct disorder and oppositional defiant
behaviour problems).490
Aggression
Summary: Aggression in childhood is a risk factor
for early adolescent poly-drug use (two longitudinal
studies) and adult alcohol abuse (one longitudinal
study).
Childhood aggression appears to be an important
risk factor for the later emergence of harmful drug
use. In Finland, children rated by peers and teachers
to be more aggressive at age 8 years tended to have
higher alcohol abuse at age 26 years, after adjusting
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for a range of other individual level predictors.489
Analysing the ATP cohort, Williams and Sanson et al.
also noted that children rated by teachers as more
aggressive at ages five to six years, or at ages 11 to
12 years, were more likely to progress to poly-drug
use by age 15 to 16 years.461
Brook et al., analysing a cohort from upper New
York State, found that the tendency for youth to
remain abstinent from alcohol use between ages 16
and 22 years tended to be moderated by a variety of
protective factors, including low anger at age 8
years.163 In the same cohort, Brook et al. found that
aggression at age 8 predicted more frequent polydrug use at age 14, after adjusting for SES.135
Depressive symptoms
Summary: The role of childhood depressive
symptoms in predicting youth drug use is unclear.
Although it cannot be described as a risk factor,
there is some limited evidence that depressive
symptoms in primary school age children may
predict the emergence of adolescent poly-drug use.
In an analysis of the New Zealand Dunedin cohort,
depressive symptoms at age 11 predicted poly-drug
use and the use of cannabis and/or glue for boys
(but not for girls) at age 15 years.496 Only the effect
predicting poly-drug use remained significant in an
adjusted model that included age 11 conduct
problems.

6.7.3 Intelligence
Summary: The role of childhood intelligence in
predicting youth drug use is unclear.
In previous reviews, child intelligence has been
considered as a protective factor predicting positive
outcomes for children growing up in difficult
circumstances.494, 495 Available evidence suggests that
intelligence in children, in some contexts, may
predict involvement in drug use.10 Perhaps this is
more likely to occur at the beginning of a social
trend toward a new form of drug use. However,
intelligence is not a consistent predictor of drug use.
For example, in the New Zealand Christchurch
cohort, intelligence at age 8 was unrelated to the
frequency of cannabis use at age 15 to 16 years.156

6.7.4 Child social and emotional
competence
Summary: Social and emotional competence in
childhood is a protective factor, reducing the
influence of risk factors for alcohol abuse (one
longitudinal study) and illicit drug use (one
longitudinal study).
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Social and emotional competence in primary
school-aged children appears to mediate the
influence of later risk factors, such as behaviour
problems and school adjustment, while not itself
directly predicting drug use. Children in Finland
rated by peers and teachers to be more pro-social at
age 8 were less likely to be involved in alcohol
abuse at age 26 years.489 However, this effect was no
longer significant after adjusting for the influence of
age 14 social anxiety, conduct problems and school
achievement.
Brook et al., analysing a cohort from upper New
York State found that children at age 8 years who
were low on emotional control had higher rates of
illicit drug use at age 22 years.163 This effect was no
longer significant after adjusting for measures of
personality and drug use through early adolescence
(at ages 14 and 16 years).

6.7.5 Temperament and personality
Summary: Shy and cautious temperament in
childhood is a protective factor, reducing the
influence of risk factors for early adolescent polydrug use (one longitudinal study) and illicit drug
use in early adulthood (one longitudinal study).
In the social context of a high community
prevalence of harmful drug use, the primary schoolaged child’s tendency to interact with strangers and
to socialise with other children emerges as an
important predictor of potentially harmful drug use.
In an analysis of the ATP cohort, children who at
age seven to eight years were more inflexible and
who were less shy and cautious in approaching
strangers had higher rates of poly-drug use by age
15 to 16 years.461 In the same cohort, children who
were more sociable at age nine to 10 years were
also more likely to progress to poly-drug use in the
mid-adolescent periods. Each of these effects was no
longer significant after adjusting for later
temperament and behaviour characteristics.
Brook et al., analysing a cohort from upper New
York State, found that children who showed fearless
personality characteristics at age 8 years were more
likely to engage in illicit drug use at age 22 years.163
However, these effects were no longer significant
after adjusting for measures of personality and drug
use at ages 14 and 16 years.
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6.8 Secondary school (ages 12 to 17)
During the secondary school age period, the young
person develops an increasing independence from
the family and this entails identity choices that
include attitudes and behaviours relevant to drug
use. Relationships with parents, adults in the
community, and in the peer group have all been
shown to influence the subsequent development of
drug use. Behaviour and attitudes through this
period are, however, also influenced by the
attitudes, behaviours and relationships developed at
earlier life-stages.

6.8.1 Community influences
It is possible to overlook the influence of
communities on youth drug use by limiting
consideration to individual-level longitudinal
research. In this section, other sources of data are
considered, hence some conclusions are necessarily
more speculative.
Community opportunities for access to positive
social activities
Summary: Low involvement in activities with
adults in adolescence is a risk factor for early
adolescent poly-drug use (one longitudinal study).
During the secondary school age period,
relationships with adults in the community emerge
as more salient predictors of the subsequent
development of drug use. In the ATP cohort,
children who were less involved in sport and
community activities involving adults, at age 13 to
14 years, were more likely to engage in poly-drug
use at age 15 to 16 years.461 These effects were
maintained after adjusting for other risk factors such
as peer relationships, behaviour problems, gender
and SES.
Recent reviews have considered whether youth
access to recreation influences youth drug use.419 It
does not appear that access to services influences
youth drug use directly. For example, there is little
evidence that living in a rural location directly
influences youth involvement in drug use. In the
VAHC, youth at age 14 years living in rural versus
urban locations demonstrated no differences in their
tendency to progress to either frequent cannabis use
at age 15 years or to daily use at 16 to 17 years.123
Other surveys have also found no difference in the
likelihood of alcohol and drug disorders between
rural and urban areas.377
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Perceived and actual levels of drug use in the
community
Summary: The perceived and actual level of
community drug use in adolescence is a risk factor
for adolescent use of that drug (previous review,
one intervention study).
In previous reviews, young people’s perception
about adult drug use497 and the actual community
prevalence of drug use have each been found to be
important through the adolescent period in
predicting the subsequent emergence of youth drug
use.10 Evaluation of drug education programs has
demonstrated that programs that reduce youth
estimates of adult drug use are more effective at
reducing subsequent youth initiation of drug use.498
Community disadvantage and disorganisation
Summary: Community disadvantage and
disorganisation in adolescence has been associated
with adolescent drug use (previous review,
associational evidence).
In previous reviews, community disadvantage and
disorganisation has been associated with adolescent
youth drug use.10 Vinson has noted the tendency
over the last decade for unemployment and family
disadvantage to increasingly cluster geographically
due to low cost accommodation.499 The implication
is that certain neighbourhoods have experienced
increasing rates of clustering of economically
deprived households. Very high rates of youth drug
use problems and other related behaviours have
been associated with geographic localities
characterised by low SES, low income and poor
quality housing.500–502
Availability of drugs in the community
Summary: The availability of drugs within the
community in adolescence is a risk factor for
adolescent use of that drug (previous review, four
intervention studies).
The availability of drugs at a community level has
been noted to predict the subsequent involvement
of youth in drug use.10 Community intervention
research has demonstrated that enforcing laws that
prevent minors accessing tobacco reduces youth
tobacco use.503–505 Introducing laws to prevent sales
of alcohol to minors has also been associated with a
community mobilisation intervention that
demonstrated some reduction in frequent youth
alcohol use.506
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Media portrayal of drug use
Summary: Positive media portrayal of drug use in
adolescence is associated with adolescent use of that
drug (one intervention study).
Intervention studies have demonstrated that
increasing exposure to anti-smoking messages,
combined with a school smoking prevention
program, was associated with reductions in
adolescent smoking.507

6.8.2 Family influences
During adolescence, family relationships become
more complex. The family appears to maintain an
important influence on drug use.
Family attachment
Summary: Attachment to the family in adolescence
is a protective factor, reducing risk factors for early
adolescent poly-drug use (two longitudinal
studies).
Attachment to the family through adolescence tends
to be a consistent predictor of youth drug use but its
effect is often mediated by other influences,
particularly peer relationships. In the upper New
York State cohort, Brook et al. found that low
attachment to parents at ages 14 and 16 years
predicted more frequent poly-drug use at age 22
years, after adjusting for other influences.136 In the
ATP, parent reports of less warmth and
communication was an unadjusted predictor of
illicit drug use by age 15 to 16 years;461 after
adjusting for the influence of peer relationships, the
effect was no longer significant. In the New Zealand
Christchurch cohort, Fergusson et al. also found that
low parental attachment at age 15 was an
unadjusted predictor of frequent cannabis use at age
15 to 16.156
Parental harmony and parent-adolescent conflict
Summary: Low parental conflict (parental
harmony) from late childhood and in adolescence is
a protective factor, reducing alcohol problems (one
longitudinal study).
Summary: Parent-adolescent conflict is a risk factor
for early age drug use (one longitudinal study, one
intervention).
In the Christchurch cohort, parental conflict prior to
age 14 years did not influence the frequency of
alcohol use at age 15, but did relate to increased
problems with alcohol at that age. The effect on
alcohol-related problems was not a direct risk factor
but appeared to mediate other influences such as the
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child’s age of first drug use. The effect was no
longer significant after adjusting for the child’s age
at first alcohol use, male gender, low family SES,
parental alcohol/drug problems and favourable
parental attitudes to alcohol use.125 In the same
cohort, parent conflict in childhood was an
unadjusted predictor of frequent cannabis use at age
15 to 16 years.156 From these findings, it can be
inferred that parental conflict was not a direct
predictor of adolescent alcohol use but may have
influenced other family factors. We infer from this
finding that parental harmony in adolescence may
work as a protective factor, mediating the influence
of other risk factors such as early age alcohol use.
Through the secondary school period, increasing
levels of parent-adolescent conflict can emerge. In a
small US cohort, Brody and Forehand demonstrated
that mother-adolescent conflict predicted early
initiation of adolescent alcohol use.508 This finding
was adjusted for other influences including family
breakdown and parental conflict. An Australian
study demonstrated that reductions in earlyadolescent poly-drug use were achieved through a
parent education intervention that reduced levels of
parent-adolescent conflict.485
Parental attitudes to drug use
Summary: Favourable parental attitudes to drug use
from late childhood is a risk factor for early age
initiation of the same drug (one longitudinal
study).
Analyses of the Christchurch cohort revealed that
favourable parental attitudes to alcohol
consumption at age 11 years continued to predict
both the amount of alcohol consumed and the
problems experienced with alcohol at age 15 after
adjusting for a range of other risk factors.480 In the
same cohort, parental attitudes toward alcohol use at
age 14 also predicted more frequent alcohol use and
alcohol problems at age 15 after adjustment for
other risk factors.125 Parental approval of adolescent
alcohol use at age 14 was not associated with
alcohol problems at age 15, but did predict frequent
alcohol use at age 15.125
Alcohol and drug problems in the family
Summary: Parental alcohol and drug problems early
in their offspring’s adolescence is a risk factor for
earlier age alcohol use and higher levels of alcohol
use later in adolescence (two longitudinal studies).
There is some evidence to suggest that parental
problems with alcohol use may be a risk factor for
youth alcohol use problems. In the New Zealand
Christchurch cohort, this effect was maintained after
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adjusting for other influences such as parent
attitudes and child behaviour problems. Earlier
work summarised in the current document suggests
this effect may be partly based on genetic
predisposition in males.
In a cohort in Western North Carolina in the US,
family history of alcohol problems was found to
predict an earlier age of initiation to alcohol use for
males but not for females. However, this analysis
did not adjust for other known influences.118
In an analysis of the New Zealand Christchurch
cohort, parental alcohol and drug problems at age
14 years did not predict the frequency of alcohol
use at age 15, but did predict alcohol-related
problems at this age.125 This relationship was
maintained after adjusting for age at first alcohol
use, family size (at birth), parental approval of
adolescent alcohol use (age 14 years) and parental
attitudes favourable to alcohol use (age14). In the
same cohort, parental history of alcohol and drug
problems prior to age 15 predicted the amount of
alcohol consumption at age 15. This effect applied
after adjusting for age 8 conduct problems, parental
alcohol consumption, male gender, low family SES,
family size and favourable parental attitudes to
alcohol consumption.480 As analyses were not
separated by gender it is unknown whether similar
predictors applied for both males and females in this
cohort.
In previous reviews, parental criminality or
antisocial behaviour has also been linked to the
subsequent emergence of drug use problems in
offspring.509
Parental communication and monitoring
Summary: Parental communication in early
adolescence is a protective factor, reducing the
influence of risk factors for harmful youth drug use
(three intervention studies).
Parental supervision of children (being aware and in
charge of what children are doing) is one of the
most important predictors of the subsequent
involvement of children in delinquent behaviour.
This has been demonstrated, for example, in
follow-up studies where home visitor impressions
were used to measure supervision.510 In
adolescence, the term monitoring is used to
describe the change in parenting toward
communication and negotiation strategies to remain
aware of, and have some influence over, what the
adolescent does.
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Evidence from three intervention studies suggests
that parental communication practices may have
protective effects in reducing subsequent risks for
adolescent involvement in harmful drug use. Perry
and colleagues506 found that an intervention
designed to improve parent communication
regarding alcohol resulted in increased
communication, based on child reports. The
intervention was subsequently successful in
reducing early age alcohol use.
In work by Spoth and colleagues, a parenting
training program designed to assist parents to
improve their parenting skills was associated with
increased adolescent ratings of positive family
attachment. The intervention was successful at
reducing early adolescent alcohol use.511
In an Australian parent education intervention,
parents were exposed to a curriculum designed to
enhance skills for communicating with adolescents
and resolving conflict. In families exposed to the
intervention adolescents’ and parents’ ratings
showed lower parent-adolescent conflict and
adolescents rated parents to be higher in care. These
adolescents showed a reduction in poly-drug use.485
Research demonstrating that poor parental
communication directly predicts youth drug use
could not be found. However, in many studies,
effective family communication has been modelled
as a protective factor reducing youth drug use.512, 513
Family rules and discipline
Summary: Parental rules permitting drug use in
childhood or early adolescence is a risk factor for
early age drug use (one longitudinal study).
In an analysis with the New Zealand Christchurch
cohort, parental approval of adolescent alcohol use
at age 14 years predicted a higher frequency of
alcohol use at age 15.125 This relationship was
maintained after adjusting for age at first alcohol
use, parental alcohol and drug problems at age 14,
family size (at birth) and parental attitudes
favourable to alcohol use (age14 years).
Work examining parenting has suggested that two
important dimensions influencing child outcomes
are: nurturance/warmth and demands for
responsible behaviour. Families high in nurturance
and demands are defined as authoritative and these
qualities tend to predict better developmental
outcomes for children. Rules for responsible
behaviour are typically included in measures of
family demands.

In a sample of US students interviewed in the early
1970s, maternal use of a permissive parenting style
(high nurturance but low demands) was an
unadjusted predictor of more frequent involvement
in illicit drug use at ages 24 to 25 years, for
males.1149 In the same cohort, mothers’ use of an
authoritarian parenting style (low nurturance but
high demands) predicted more frequent
involvement in illicit drug use at ages 24 to 25
years, for females. This effect was maintained after
adjusting for other influences including adolescent
drug use.

6.8.3 School
Completing secondary school
Summary: Not completing secondary school is a
risk factor for early adult drug problems. However,
it is unclear whether this relationship is explained
by earlier developmental influences.
Young people who leave school in the early
secondary school years tend to have a greater
likelihood of engaging in drug use. Retention in
school is itself predicted by earlier childhood
development, including school adjustment and
behaviour problems. Academic achievement and
feelings toward school are closely related factors
that have been found to predict involvement in
illicit drug use but may be unrelated to alcohol use.
Several studies have associated lower levels of
education with higher levels of harmful drug use.
For example, lower levels of education have been
associated with more frequent cannabis use (within
cannabis users).166 Persons of lower educational
attainment are more likely to develop drug use
problems.514
It is unclear whether the relationship between
school failure and harmful drug use relates to earlier
developmental influences. School failure has been
associated with an earlier age of onset of drug
use. 516 In unadjusted analyses in the ATP cohort,
youth who reported low school bonding or fewer
opportunities for involvement at school, at age 13
to 14 years, had an increased likelihood of illicit
drug use at ages 15 to 16.461

6.8.4 Peer relationships
Summary: Relationships with peers who are
involved in drug use in late childhood or
adolescence is a risk factor for alcohol abuse and
illicit drug use (three longitudinal studies).
Association with peers who engage in drug use
appears to be an important risk factor through the
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early secondary school period, influencing
subsequent involvement in harmful drug use. In the
Christchurch New Zealand cohort, peer drug use at
age 15 years predicted alcohol abuse at age 16. This
effect was maintained after adjusting for male
gender and age 14 alcohol use.484
In analysis of the VAHC, both perceived peer
cannabis use and classroom prevalence of cannabis
use at age 14 years predicted more frequent
cannabis use by age 15 and, for males, daily
cannabis use at age 16 to 17 years. These effects
were significant after adjusting for a range of factors
related to earlier drug use, antisocial behaviour and
parental divorce and separation.123
In an analysis of the ATP, children who were more
popular with peers at 11 to 12 years, or more
involved with peers at ages 13 to 14 years, had
higher rates of poly-drug use by age 15 to 16 years.
These effects were maintained after adjusting for
other factors. In the same cohort, mixing with
deviant peers in early adolescence was also
associated with illicit drug use in midadolescence.461
Externalising behaviour problems—delinquency
and conduct problems
Summary: Delinquency in adolescence is a risk
factor for alcohol abuse and illicit drug use (six
longitudinal studies).
The influence of child behaviour problems, such as
ADHD and conduct disorder, on youth drug use
was described above. Problems involving
delinquent or criminal behaviour and/or conduct
and oppositional defiant behaviours are sometimes
grouped together and discussed as externalising
behaviour problems.
Longitudinal studies suggest that externalising
behaviours in adolescence have a high level of
stability from childhood. However, externalising
behaviour problems do emerge in some adolescents
with no prior childhood history. A number of
studies suggest that externalising behaviour
problems in early adolescence represent important
risk factors for the development of drug problems.
In Finland, age 14 conduct problems in boys
predicted alcohol abuse at age 26 years, after
adjustment for a range of other risk factors
including age 14 aggression, social anxiety,
inattention, pro-sociality, low school achievement,
parental drinking and social background.489 In a
cohort in the US that included children with
alcoholic parents, externalising symptoms at age 13
years predicted alcohol abuse at age 20.147
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Steele et al., examining a cohort in the south east of
the US, noted that externalising behaviours in earlyadolescence (age 13 to 14 years) predicted more
frequent alcohol use at age 20 for males and
females, and for males, more frequent cannabis and
illicit drug use at age 20 years.517 In the New
Zealand Dunedin cohort, McGee et al. found that
externalising behaviour problems at age 15
predicted higher levels of cannabis use at age 18
years.122 In the ATP cohort, youth who reported
more involvement in delinquency at ages 13 to 14
had a greatly increased likelihood of age 15 to 16
poly-drug use after adjusting for other factors. In
the same cohort, delinquency and conduct
problems at age 13 to 14 also predicted illicit drug
use at age 15 to 16 years.461 Brook et al., analysing a
cohort from upper New York State, found that the
tendency for youth to remain abstinent from
alcohol use between age 16 and 22 years tended to
be moderated by protective factors that included
low delinquency at ages 14 to 16.163
Once drug use is established in adolescence it has
considerable stability. Brook et al., analysing the
same cohort from upper New York State, found that
conduct disorder at age 16 did not predict either
heavy tobacco, alcohol, cannabis or illicit drug use
at age 22 after adjusting for prior drug use.138
Internalising behaviour problems—anxiety and
depression
Summary: The influence of anxiety and depression
in adolescence on subsequent harmful drug use is
unclear.
In a cohort in the US that included children with
alcoholic parents, internalising symptoms at age 13
years were not related to alcohol abuse at age 20.147
There is some evidence that anxiety in early
adolescence may predict subsequent drug use in
females; however, anxiety in boys may result in less
drug use. In Finland, for age 14 adolescents the
effect of social anxiety on alcohol abuse at age 26
tended to increase involvement for girls but reduced
the risk for boys.489 In a separate cohort in the south
east of the US, internalising behaviours in early
adolescence (age 13 to 14 years) also predicted a
lower frequency of cannabis and illicit drug use, for
males.517 However, in this cohort, internalising
behaviours in early-adolescence were unrelated to
more frequent alcohol use at age 20 years. In the
New Zealand Christchurch cohort, anxiety disorder
at age 14 to 16 was an unadjusted predictor of
frequent cannabis use at age 15 to 16 years.156
Depression in early adolescence has been an
unstable predictor of drug use. In a sample of US
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students interviewed in the early 1970s, males who
were lower on measures of depression at age 16 years
were more likely to engage in frequent illicit drug
use at ages 24 to 25.162 This effect was maintained
after adjustment for other factors including
adolescent drug use.
In the ATP, children who had more depressive
symptoms at 11 to 12 years were more likely to
progress to poly-drug use at age 15 to 16 after
adjusting for other risk factors. In the same cohort,
depressive symptoms at age 13 showed an
unadjusted association with more illicit drug use at
age 15.461
In the VAHC, symptoms for depression and anxiety
at age 14 years tended to predict a higher frequency
of cannabis use at age 15, and more involvement in
daily cannabis use at age 16 to 17. However, these
effects were no longer significant after adjusting for
other factors such as peer cannabis use, daily
cigarette smoking, high dose alcohol use, frequent
alcohol use, antisocial behaviour, and divorced or
separated parents.123 Simons et al. have argued that
adolescent depression may exacerbate vulnerability
to peer influence and this may have been one of the
reasons that depressive symptoms were no longer
significant in the VAHC once the influence of peer
cannabis use was considered.518
Brook et al. found that neither anxiety nor
depression at age 16 years predicted heavy alcohol
use, or heavy cannabis use at age 22, after adjusting
for prior drug use. In the same study, depression at
age 16 was also unrelated to heavy illicit drug use at
age 22.138
It is possible that depression predicts some forms of
alcohol dependence but not others. In a cohort in
the Midwest of the US, depressive symptoms at age
18 years were found to predict the less common
forms of chronic alcohol dependence and alcohol
dependence that was co-morbid with tobacco
dependence, through ages 18 to 25 years. However,
depressive symptoms did not predict adolescent
limited forms of alcohol dependence.120

6.8.5 Sensation seeking and adventurous
personality traits
Summary: Sensation seeking and adventurous
personality in adolescence are risk factors for polydrug use (three longitudinal studies, previous
review).
Adventurousness and a lack of fear in early
adolescence appear to be risk factors for subsequent
involvement in drug use. In the New Zealand
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Christchurch cohort, it was found that the tendency
to novelty seeking at age 16 years predicted higher
rates of cannabis and alcohol abuse and dependence,
and also illicit drug use, at age 16 to 18. These
effects were maintained after adjusting for other
influences such as earlier drug use, deviant peer
relationships and disadvantaged family
background.156 In a previous review of research
completed prior to the 1990s, sensation seeking was
identified as a risk factor for youth drug abuse.10
Brook et al. found that the tendency for youth illicit
drug use to remain stable between age 16 and 22
was reduced (moderated) by protective factors that
included fearfulness at age 16.163
In the ATP, children who were reported by their
parents to be less anxious and fearful at 11 to 12
years, or less shy and withdrawn at age 13 to 14,
had higher rates of poly-drug use by age 15 to 16.
These effects were maintained after adjusting for a
range of other predictors including peer relations,
behaviour problems, SES and gender.461 Negative
moods and emotions in early adolescence have also
been shown to predict subsequent involvement in
poly-drug use in the ATP.461

6.8.6 Attitudes to drug use
Summary: Favourable attitude to drug use in
adolescence is a risk factor for use of that drug (two
longitudinal studies).
Attitudes towards drug use behaviour in early
adolescence are associated with an increased
involvement in subsequent drug use. In the upper
New York State cohort, Brook et al. found that the
tendency for youth illicit drug use to remain stable
between age 16 and 22 years was reduced
(moderated) by protective factors that included
intolerance of unconventional behaviour at age
14.163 In the same cohort, tolerance of
unconventional behaviour at age 14 predicted more
frequent poly-drug use at age 22, after adjusting for
other factors.136 In the Christchurch cohort,
favourable attitudes to drug use at age 14 predicted
higher rates of illicit drug use from 15 to 21 after
adjusting for a range of factors, including early age
drug use, childhood sexual abuse and delinquent
behaviour.492
The family appears to be an important context for
the development of attitudes and behaviours
through adolescence. Kandel and Andrews noted
parents’ values to be of particular influence in
shaping fundamental adolescent beliefs relevant to
education, work and social relationships.519
Attitudes to health behaviours may be particularly
malleable in late childhood and early adolescence,
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when decisions relevant to involvement in
behaviours such as drug use are being made.520
Catalano and Hawkins summarised evidence
suggesting that adolescent identification and
modelling of parent attitudes and behaviours are
typically mediated by family attachment479 although
not all studies concur.519

6.8.7 Religion
Summary: Religious involvement in adolescence is
a protective factor, reducing the influence of risk
factors for harmful drug use (previous reviews).
Religiosity appears to be protective against
developing drug and alcohol problems.10, 521 The
Christchurch cohort found those with severe
behaviour problems at age 15 years were
characterised by disadvantaged early family
backgrounds and parental characteristics that
included low church attendance.481

6.9 Adulthood (ages 18 to 64)
In the years following the completion of secondary
school substance use tends to escalate. As was noted
earlier, young adults have higher rates of drug and
alcohol use relative to other sections of the
population. Longitudinal studies suggest that for
many individuals early adulthood will be a period
where potentially harmful involvement in alcohol
and other drug use will peak. Involvement in drug
use through this period is strongly predicted by
behaviours developed in the secondary school age
period. However, there are some factors that have
been observed to influence young adult drug use,
including peer and spouse relationships and patterns
of behaviour in educational, employment and social
settings.
For those populations that are involved in drug use,
there are more particular public health risks that are
posed through early adulthood. These include risks
of disease transmission through needle sharing and
risks associated with crime and violence. Knowledge
of special populations, such as injecting drug users
and Indigenous populations, is not available
through longitudinal research, hence the available
sources of information should not be ignored.
There has been less research examining factors that
influence stability and change in patterns of drug
use through adulthood. It is known that during
adulthood many individuals decrease their
involvement in harmful drug use. Factors associated
with increasing family responsibilities, experience
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with the consequences of earlier drug use and
decreasing vitality are all thought to be implicated
but there has been little research.

6.9.1 Drug use behaviour
Summary: Frequent drug use in late adolescence is
a risk factor for drug-related harm in adulthood
(Chapter 3).
Available evidence summarised in earlier sections of
this report demonstrates that drug use behaviour in
adulthood is strongly predicted by drug use
behaviours developed in adolescence. In the period
from around age 18 years, heroin use may start to
emerge in some populations (although the age of
initiation has lowered through the 1990s); a
lengthy history of drug use with alcohol
intoxication at age 12 to13 are typical in heroin
users.166
Risk periods for initiation of cannabis (marijuana)
use are mainly over by age 20 years and initiation
after age 29 is very rare. For adults in their late 20s,
‘higher proportions of users stop using marijuana
than start using it’.522 Late onset of smoking is quite
rare. Smoking is a behaviour typically initiated in
adolescence.523

6.9.2 Community
Summary: A well-managed environment for
alcohol use in adulthood is a protective factor,
reducing the risk of harms associated with alcohol
use (descriptive associational studies, Chapter 14).
Evidence from a number of studies suggests that
well-managed environments for the sale and
consumption of alcohol provide an important
community contribution to reducing harms
associated with alcohol use.
Drinking settings appear to influence violence.385
Alcohol-related violence is highly associated with a
small number of venue types, with the majority of
venues in most studies reporting zero incidences of
violence. A number of factors in drinking settings
have been shown to increase the likelihood of
violence. For example, either overly relaxed or
overly aggressive staff conduct is associated with an
increased risk of violence.385 Large numbers of
patrons binge drinking at the same time increases
the likelihood of problems as do frustrating or
irritating patrons, poor ventilation, smoky air,
inadequate seating and/or inconvenient bar access.
More ‘permissive’ environments (e.g. allowing
aggressive behaviour, swearing, rowdiness, etc) are
associated with higher likelihood of violence.524
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Crowding and congestion in licensed venues is also
associated with increased aggression,385 as is pool
playing, patrons milling about and patrons being
bored.385 One of the strongest predictors of risk for
individual drinking venues is the presence of bar
staff who continue to serve obviously intoxicated
patrons.525 Another significant risk factor is closing
time of hotels and pubs. This is believed to be
associated with a gathering in the street of a large
number of intoxicated people from a variety of
different venues.525
Clean, well-presented drinking environments are
associated with fewer problems.524 Positive social
atmospheres where boredom is low, and where
venues serve full meals are associated with a lower
risk of aggression.524
Alcohol-related crime is also more likely in areas of
a community with a high concentration of licensed
premises in the one area, and with the often
corresponding effect of large numbers of drinkers
leaving the venues at around the same time.385
Licensed premises are an especially high-risk
scenario for drink driving.385

6.9.3 Marriage and partners
Summary: Marriage in early adulthood is a
protective factor, reducing the risk of harms
associated with alcohol use (two longitudinal
studies).
In general, in US studies conducted in the 1980s,
living with a spouse in the years following
secondary school appeared to reduce subsequent
involvement in illicit drug use. In a sample of US
students interviewed in the early 1970s, males and
females who were married by age 24 years were
less likely to be involved in frequent illicit drug use
at ages 24 to 25.162 This finding was maintained
after adjustment for a range of other influences
including adolescent drug use. In a separate followup of a national US sample of students, initiated in
1975, involvement in illicit drug use in the years
following secondary school was also lower for
students living with a spouse.164
Australian national mental health survey data reveal
at a very broad level that substance use disorders are
associated with marital status and living
arrangements. Substance use disorders were present
in 13.1% of people who had never been married, in
contrast to 4.5% of married people.377 Married
people had lesser rates of disorder than those
separated or divorced, who in turn had lesser rates
than never married people.377
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6.9.4 Employment
Summary: Unemployment in early adulthood is
associated with harmful alcohol use but it is unclear
whether its influence is maintained after adjusting
for earlier risk factors.
Unemployed people are significantly more likely to
have used hallucinogens, and to have used them in
the last 12 months, than people in the workforce.166
The prevalence of injecting drug use, cocaine use
and use of LSD is also highest for those who are
unemployed.166
In a sample of US students interviewed in the early
1970s, males who were unemployed prior to age
24 years were more likely to be involved in
frequent illicit drug use at ages 24 to 25.162 This
finding was no longer significant after adjusting for
other influences including adolescent drug use.

6.9.5 Mental health
Summary: Having a mental health problem in
adulthood is associated with harmful drug use. It is
unclear whether mental health problems determine
drug use.
As was discussed in the earlier sections of this report
dealing with drug-related harms, drug use in
adolescence appears to predict a variety of mental
health problems. Evidence presented in earlier
sections of the present chapter suggested that some
mental health disorders in childhood and
adolescence predict subsequent drug use. It is less
clear whether mental health problems in young
adulthood continue to predict drug use, after
controlling for earlier drug use and mental health
symptoms.
In a cohort in Erie County in New York, aged 19
and older, depression was found to have a
differential effect by sex in predicting alcohol abuse
and dependence two years later. For males there was
no effect, while for females the effect was
significant after adjusting for prior alcohol
problems, race and social class.491
In a cohort in the Midwest of the US, depressive
symptoms at age 18 were found to predict, between
ages 18 to 25, both the less common forms of
chronic alcohol dependence and alcohol
dependence that was co-morbid with tobacco
dependence. However, depressive symptoms did
not predict adolescent-limited forms of alcohol
dependence.120
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6.10 Retirement and old age (ages
65+)

local neighbourhoods) tend to vary markedly in the
rates of a range of problems, including tobacco use.

During the period of retirement and old age, lateonset drinking problems emerge in some
populations. In a recent review, it was argued that
in many cases drinking problems emerging in the
elderly are a continuation of high levels of nonproblematic social drinking earlier in life.256
Previous drinking levels may become associated
with problems due to the impact of cognitive or
functional impairments emerging due to alcohol
and/or aging, or through greater vulnerability to
the effects of alcohol with age.

One important reason for this clustering appears to
be a range of social and individual risk factors that
predispose to adolescent health and social problems.
Previous reviews10 have suggested that an
individual’s sense of positive connection or
attachment to family, school and community
protects against a range of risk behaviours, as well
as promoting positive educational and social
outcomes. Similarly, the existence of a clear set of
values, for example a belief in social order, appears
protective against a range of risky behaviours,
including tobacco use.

6.10.1 Social isolation and loss of
partners
Based on clinical impressions, losing a spouse,
loneliness and reduced social support have been
associated with late-onset drinking problems in the
elderly.256, 260

6.10.2 Retirement
Other psychological stresses associated with aging
that have been anecdotally linked with late-onset
drinking problems in the elderly include a loss of
economic status, unrealistic expectations of
retirement and a sense of loss of role.258

6.10.3 Negative life events
In their 1989 review, Schonfeld and Dupree
reported that loneliness and boredom were the most
frequently self-reported experiences of late onset
alcohol abusers.258

6.10.4 Health
Increasing age is a significant risk factor for an
adverse reaction to medicinal drugs.268

6.11 The cumulative influence of
elevated risk factors and depressed
protective factors
In recent years, the risk focused approach to the
prevention of adolescent health problems has
emerged from the public health arena. This grew
from recognition that a range of adolescent health
and social problems clustered in particular
individuals and particular social settings. Thus, a
young tobacco user is more likely to be a heavy
drinker, use cannabis, engage in risky sexual
activity, have higher rates of antisocial behaviour
and, if female, experience symptoms of depression.
So too, different social settings (e.g. schools and
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Earlier work completed in Victoria526 has, for
example, shown that such a framework can be
successfully applied in the Australian context to
assess risk and protective factors among adolescents.
The relationship between tobacco and alcohol use
during the last 30 days and the presence of each of
the risk and protective factors was determined from
survey data of approximately 9000 Victorian
secondary school students and is presented in Table
6.1 to illustrate the range of factors linked to both
tobacco and alcohol use. The risk and protective
factors listed in this table were included in the
Victorian survey following US literature reviews
implicating these factors as predictors of youth
substance abuse.10, 479 Many adolescent health
problems share important risk factors. For example,
academic failure and school dropout are associated
with antisocial behaviour, higher rates of substance
abuse, tobacco use and emotional problems.
Similarly, factors such as family attachment and
family conflict are linked to a broad range of
adolescent health problems beyond tobacco use.
This observation from both cross-sectional and
longitudinal studies lies behind a growing push to
target risk and protective factors, with multiple
outcomes, rather than restrict focus solely to those
that are ‘issue specific’.
The interested reader is referred to further reviews
on the determinants of drug abuse in adolescence,10
and integrative theories of resilience such as the
Social Development Model.479
Table 6.1 makes clear that risk and protective factors
identified in overseas research predict alcohol and
tobacco use in similar ways within Australian youth
populations. The present overview makes clear that
there are various risk and protective factors
influencing entry to drug use and progression to
harmful drug use. The conclusions reached in the
current review are similar to those reached from
earlier review work examining evidence
accumulated to the early 1990s.10, 124, 494, 527, 528
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Table 6.1 The prevalence and relative risks associated with individual risk and protective factors and the use of tobacco
and alcohol in the last 30 days
Smoking in the last 30 days
Prev (%)
RR
95%CI

Alcohol in the last 30 days
Prev (%)
RR
95%CI

Family risk factors
Parental attitudes favourable to drug use

48

2.92

(2.72 - 3.14)

78

2.15

(2.06 - 2.23)

Poor family management

37

2.07

(1.93 - 2.24)

64

1.64

(1.57 - 1.72)

Poor discipline

50

2.72

(2.54 - 2.93)

75

1.84

(1.76 - 1.91)

Family conflict

37

1.85

(1.71 - 1.99)

60

1.42

(1.35 - 1.48)

Family history of antisocial behaviour

52

3.35

(3.12 - 3.60)

74

1.92

(1.84 - 2.00)

Parental attitudes favourable to
antisocial behaviour

38

1.91

(1.77 - 2.06)

63

1.51

(1.44 - 1.58)

Family protective factors
Attachment

13

0.49

(0.44 - 0.56)

32

0.65

(0.61 - 0.70)

Opportunities for pro-social involvement

13

0.48

(0.43 - 0.54)

34

0.67

(0.63 - 0.72)

Rewards for pro-social involvement

12

0.46

(0.41 - 0.52)

33

0.65

(0.61 - 0.70)

Academic failure

36

1.99

(1.85 - 2.14)

57

1.36

(1.30 - 1.42)

Low commitment to school

39

2.43

(2.25 - 2.62)

61

1.59

(1.52 - 1.66)

Opportunities for pro-social involvement

14

0.53

(0.47 - 0.58)

36

0.70

(0.66 - 0.74)

Rewards for pro-social involvement

15

0.55

(0.49 - 0.61)

34

0.67

(0.63 - 0.72)

Early initiation of problem behaviour

54

5.46

(5.01 - 5.94)

78

2.42

(2.32 - 2.53)

Favourable attitudes to drug use

52

4.27

(3.96 - 4.62)

77

2.25

(2.15 - 2.34)

Perceived risks of drug use

41

2.40

(2.22 - 2.58)

63

1.57

(1.50 - 1.64)

Friends use of drugs

58

6.32

(5.79 - 6.90)

81

2.49

(2.39 - 2.60)

Sensation seeking

46

3.17

(2.94 - 3.42)

72

2.03

(1.94 - 2.12)

Rewards for antisocial behaviour

29

1.38

(1.28 - 1.49)

54

1.27

(1.22 - 1.33)

Gang involvement

44

2.18

(2.02 - 2.35)

62

1.39

(1.32 - 1.46)

Rebelliousness

38

2.16

(2.00 - 2.33)

63

1.59

(1.52 - 1.66)

Antisocial behaviour

47

3.12

(2.90 - 3.36)

69

1.82

(1.75 - 1.90)

School risk factors

School protective factors

Individual/peer risk factors

Interaction with antisocial peers

49

3.35

(3.11 - 3.60)

70

1.82

(1.74 - 1.89)

Favourable attitudes to antisocial behaviour

39

2.43

(2.25 - 2.62)

63

1.66

(1.59 - 1.73)

Individual/peer protective factors
Religiosity

17

0.65

(0.58 - 0.72)

37

0.75

(0.70 - 0.80)

Social skills

3

0.09

(0.07 - 0.12)

13

0.24

(0.21 - 0.26)

13

0.42

(0.38 - 0.47)

31

0.59

(0.56 - 0.63)

Laws and norms favourable to drug use

48

4.18

(3.85 - 4.53)

76

2.32

(2.22 - 2.42)

Perceived availability of drugs

52

4.12

(3.82 - 4.45)

76

2.14

(2.05 - 2.23)

Low neighbourhood attachment

31

1.45

(1.34 - 1.57)

53

1.20

(1.14 - 1.26)

Community disorganisation

33

1.72

(1.60 - 1.86)

57

1.37

(1.31 - 1.43)

Personal transitions and mobility

26

1.18

(1.09 - 1.29)

46

0.98

(0.93 - 1.03)

Community transitions and mobility

25

1.04

(0.96 - 1.13)

48

1.03

(0.98 - 1.08)

Opportunities for pro-social involvement

24

0.95

(0.88 - 1.03)

48

1.03

(0.98 - 1.08)

Rewards for pro-social involvement

17

0.68

(0.61 - 0.76)

40

0.84

(0.79 - 0.89)

Belief in natural order
Community risk factors

Community protective factors

Prevalence of the outcome behaviour (smoking or alcohol use) amongst those high on the listed risk or protective factor.
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6.12 Where should we target
prevention efforts? Risk, protection
and the prevention paradox
The ‘Prevention Paradox’ was a term coined by the
epidemiologist Geoffrey Rose to describe how often
it is the lower risk individuals who collectively
contribute the bulk of preventable illness in the
community due to their greater numbers.529 The
classic example is that the numerous individuals
with moderately elevated blood pressure collectively
experience more heart attacks than do the smaller
number of people with highly elevated blood
pressure. Kreitman11 first drew attention to what
appears to be a similar phenomenon in relation to
alcohol. People who on average consume moderate
amounts collectively experience more harmful
consequences from drinking than do those classified
as heavy drinkers. It was subsequently demonstrated
that this ‘paradox’ vanishes when a measure of
‘binge drinking’ is used instead of average daily
consumption.530, 531 Most of the harmful outcomes
measured by Kreitman were those that would be
expected to be related to binge drinking, for
example, taking time off work, being injured, being
in a fight.

score and High risk as one standard deviation or
more above the mean.
Potentially harmful drug use was defined for the
analysis as follows:
l

drinking five or more drinks on one day, at least
weekly;

l

smoking cigarettes at least weekly;

l

smoking cannabis at least weekly; and

l

using any other illicit drug at least weekly.

Figures 6.1 to 6.4 report the percentages of students
falling into each risk group for each drug type
examined.
The extent to which the prevention paradox applied
to adolescent risk and protection factors varied as a
function of age and drug type. In relation to the
legal drugs alcohol and tobacco, the paradox holds
for the older children. That is, for year 11 children
(and year 9 for smoking) the majority of those who
drink more than four drinks at least weekly (who
smoke a cigarette at least weekly) are Average or
Low risk on the modified Catalano et al. scale
(Figures 6.1 and 6.2).

In the summary above, the key concept of risk has
been applied more broadly to a range of social,
familial, contextual and developmental variables
found to be predictive of adolescent drug use. Does
the prevention paradox apply to these data? In other
words, are the high risk individuals responsible
collectively for most of the risky drug use or is it the
bulk of the population who are at low or average
risk who collectively generate the bulk of risky
behaviour? This is a central question for policy in
the area of drug prevention as it speaks to whether
strategies should be targeted mainly at high-risk
individuals or the population as a whole.

For at least weekly use of cannabis and of other
illicit drugs, it is the High risk students who
comprise the majority, at all school years (Figures
6.3 and 6.4).

To address this question, a data re-analysis was
conducted (specially for this project) of a major
Victorian survey of around 9000 secondary school
children, across school years seven , nine and 11.526
Risk and protection factors were measured using a
specially adapted version of the scale developed in
the US to measure risk and protective factors,
identified in the review by Hawkins and
colleagues.10 This scale allows a single summary
measure to be derived indicating degree of risk and
absence of protective factors. Scores on this scale
were categorised into three groups: Low risk,
Average risk and High risk. These categories were
defined on the basis of the obtained frequency
distribution of scores. Thus, Low risk was defined as
one standard deviation or more below the mean

In summary, while adolescents with a high number
of developmental risk factors and low protective
factors are more likely to use all types of drugs in a
potentially harmful manner, it is the bulk of
children at low or average developmental risk who
engage in smoking and drinking regularly by year
11. That is, the prevention paradox holds for the
legal drugs. This is not the case for the illicit drugs
though future analyses are likely to find that by late
teens the prevention paradox also applies to weekly
cannabis use. These findings suggest that prevention
strategies for legal drugs need to be universal in
their application and relevance to young people. An
investment in targeted programs for high risk
adolescents is also warranted, especially with a view
to the prevention of later use of illicit drugs.
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Across all drug types, the younger the student the
more likely it is that potentially harmful drug use is
associated with higher risk individuals (though
numbers are fortunately very small for illicit drug
use in school year 7). It is recommended that this
issue be explored further in older age groups. The
trend for cannabis, for example, indicates that the
prevention paradox might apply to weekly use by
the late teenage years.
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Figure 6.1 Proportion of weekly smokers in years 7, 9 and 11 by levels of risk
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Figure 6.2 Proportion of binge drinkers in years 7, 9 and 11 by levels of risk
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Figure 6.3 Proportion of weekly cannabis users in years 7, 9 and 11 by levels of risk
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Figure 6.4 Proportion of weekly users of other illicit drugs in years 7, 9 and 11 by levels of risk
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PART 4

THE EVIDENCE BASE FOR
PREVENTION I: FROM
E A R LY C H I L D H O O D T O
ADOLESCENCE
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CHAPTER 7: CHILDHOOD INTERVENTIONS
7.1 Summary
In this chapter, interventions aimed at improving developmental outcomes for children and their
families are reported. Of the interventions beginning prior to birth, there is some evidence that
family home visitation is a feasible implementation strategy with disadvantaged families and can
improve developmental outcomes for children. There are a number of strategies developed for
delivery from the pre-school age period that now have reasonable evidence for their
effectiveness. There is also evidence that parent education programs, delivered through this
period, can reduce child behaviour problems. School preparation programs appear to hold
benefits in enhancing learning potential. These programs are being delivered from as early as six
weeks after birth. Some of the strongest evidence for effectiveness in reducing harmful drug use
comes from interventions delivered in the primary school years. Family intervention, parent
education and school organisation and behaviour management programs all have reasonable
evidence for their effectiveness in preventing the transition to harmful drug use. Much of the
research has been completed in North America and many of the effective programs have not yet
been implemented in Australia.
Intervention

Strength
of evidence

Nature of evidence

Comments

Prior to Birth
Preventing and
delaying pregnancy
in young and
vulnerable mothers

O 0/0

Little follow-up to the next
generation

Few studies have examined
drug use

Health service
reorientation (antenatal)

O 2/3

Studies observing
professional behaviour

Universal approaches have not
been studied

Family home visiting
(antenatal)

««

Small samples

Effects for selected population
groups only

Health service reorientation O 2/3

Small observational studies

Universal approaches have
not been studied

Family home visiting

««

Small samples

Effects for selected population
groups only

Parent education

««

Small studies, limited follow-up

Effects deteriorate with time

School preparation programs ««

Small studies, limited follow-up

Increasing emphasis on brain
development in the first years

Infancy and Early Childhood (0 to 4)

Primary School Age (5 to 11)
Family intervention

««

Some strong designs, mostly
small studies

Some adolescent outcomes

Parent education

««

Some strong designs, mostly
small studies

Mostly short-term effects

School-based drug
education

« 7/12

Need process studies

Social influences critical

School organisation and
behaviour management

««

Some strong designs

Adolescent follow-ups are
being reported

Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research
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«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination
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7.2

Prior to birth

Prior to birth interventions have been developed to
address a number of intervention targets. Major
intervention targets for these programs include:
preventing teenage pregnancy, childbirth
preparation and reducing foetal exposure to harmful
drug use. Although a number of relevant programs
have been implemented, and in some cases
evaluations have been conducted, there have been
few studies that enable assessment of the long-term
impacts on reduction of harmful drug use.

7.2.1 Preventing and delaying pregnancy
in young and vulnerable mothers
Definition: The use of a broad range of programs
designed to prevent pregnancy amongst teenagers
and vulnerable mothers. Strategies include: delaying
the initiation of sexual activity, encouraging the use
of contraception, reducing risky sexual behaviour
and providing access to pregnancy termination.
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 0/0
Due, in part, to the ready availability of pregnancy
termination services, Australia does not currently
have high rates of childbirth amongst teenagers.
There are regions of high disadvantage, however,
that are exceptions to this general rule. A recent
review of overseas literature relevant to the
prevention of sexual risk taking concluded that
preventive strategies, such as school-based sex
education and community mobilisation, have been
successful in delaying pregnancy amongst young
people with a high number of risk factors.14
Although there exists evidence for the successful
implementation of these strategies, their outcome in
preventing pre-birth exposure to drug use and drug
use problems in future generations is unclear. There
is evidence that in some cases, these programs may
reduce harmful drug use in vulnerable young
women.14 Further research in this area would appear
warranted.

7.2.2 Health service reorientation
Definition: Reorientation of existing health services
aimed at enhancing conditions for maternal and
child health.
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O

2/4

Common themes for interventions to prevent
adverse impacts on children of parental drug use
include: facilitation to encourage child bonding
during pregnancy; early identification of foetus or
infant at risk or manifesting the effects of drug
exposure, including early intervention to encourage
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maternal abstinence; and education and training of
family members, the community and the wider
society.532 Chabon et al. describe multiple assessment
techniques, including review of medical and social
history, observation, interviews with case workers
and others, and mother-completed questionnaires.
Assessment is argued to be useful for identifying
drug-exposed children, informing treatment plans
and evaluating treatment.532
Universal programs to discourage harmful
maternal drug use
Several child health services are provided in
Australia, with the aim of supporting expectant
mothers and identifying conditions that might
undermine healthy child development. The
effectiveness of these efforts in reducing harmful
maternal drug use is unknown.
Health service screening and assessment
Two studies have provided preliminary evidence
addressing the feasibility of implementing screening
and assessment interventions for pregnant women.
In overview, results show some level of acceptance
for these services but designs have generally not
enabled behavioural outcomes to be clearly
established.
Ettlinger used an alcohol screening process
implemented by a maternal child health nurse and
other health professionals.533 If mothers scored over
the risk threshold, the nurse followed up with
continued encouragement to not drink, brief
intervention, or suggested community treatment
resources. The health message was complemented
with an educational pamphlet and a wallet-sized
durable card listing a range of community
resources. This program was evaluated with delivery
to pregnant women (n = 149) enrolled in a
supplemental nutrition program in a rural area of
Vermont in the US. Of the mothers who were
assessed, 5% self-reported alcohol problems. Nurses
reported an increase in mothers coming forward
and wanting to talk about alcohol risks. The authors
concluded that training nurses about alcohol risk in
pregnancy and giving them referral information was
helpful in attempting to address these problems.
Chang et al. reported a randomised trial of a brief
intervention for alcohol use in pregnancy.31 A
selected sample of women enrolled in prenatal care
in Boston were the focus (n = 250). All drank
alcohol in the six months prior to assessment, 43%
drank while pregnant and 40% satisfied DSM criteria
for lifetime alcohol diagnoses. Of those invited to
participate, 24% refused and these were more likely
to be from minority populations. The intervention
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involved a comprehensive assessment of alcohol
use, or the same assessment plus a brief 45 minutes
intervention by a health professional. The results
showed that both groups reduced alcohol use after
assessment (17% increased alcohol use), though
there was no significant difference between groups
in the size of the reduction. Of the 143 who were
abstinent before the assessment, the brief
intervention group maintained higher abstinence
rates (86%) post the intervention than the
assessment only group (72%) (p=.04). Drinking
alcohol while pregnant was a strong predictor of
postnatal drinking.

7.2.3 Family home visiting (antenatal)
Definition: Family home visiting involves a
professional such as a nurse developing a
relationship with a family over a period of time in
the context of offering support, information, advice
on infant health and development, and maternal
health, and advocacy for service access. Relevant
program targets in the antenatal period include
reducing pre-birth exposure to harmful drug use,
the family’s harmful drug use, and reduction of
early risk factors for the child’s later involvement in
drug abuse.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Olds et al. evaluated a program involving regular
home visiting by a nurse from late pregnancy until
the child’s second birthday for low income,
unmarried and adolescent women having their first
babies.534 The program focused upon supporting the
mother, promoting positive attachment with the
child and teaching parenting skills. Follow-up
associated the program with reduced rates of
smoking and alcohol use for the mothers during
pregnancy, leading to reductions in cigarette and
alcohol-related cognitive impairment in the children
as pre-schoolers. The children have been followed
up to age 15 years, documenting reductions in their
early initiation of smoking and alcohol use.535, 536
Conclusions—interventions prior to birth
There is some evidence that interventions prior to
birth can be implemented and have some potential
to improve maternal and child health. Although
maternal alcohol use is relatively common in
Australia, there has been little research investigating
universal strategies to reduce alcohol use in
pregnancy. Future investment in health service
reorientation should focus on innovation to extend
the range of service delivery models under
investigation. Existing evidence supports the view
that early home visitation strategies can be
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implemented with at-risk families and when well
implemented, this strategy can result in a variety of
relevant early intervention outcomes.
There appears to be a role for drug treatment
services to cooperate with other sections of
government to ensure that quality home visitation
services are targeted to all mothers experiencing
drug use problems. The last 10 years have seen a
large increase in the use of methadone treatment,
with the consequence that an increasing number of
children are being raised by parents who are
undergoing this form of treatment. Investment is
warranted to ensure positive child development
within these potentially vulnerable families.
Many of the program strategies for the early years
may have application for Indigenous populations.
These applications are likely to be more successful
where strategies are tailored to local communities
by encouraging coalitions to take responsibility for
implementation and management.

7.3 Infancy and early childhood
(ages 0 to 4)
Major prevention strategies from birth through the
pre-school years have included health service
reorientation, family interventions, parent education
and school preparation programs. There have been
some longer-term follow-up evaluations in small
samples, linking these programs with reductions in
adolescent behaviours associated with harmful drug
use. The evidence does demonstrate that exposure
to these programs has resulted in improvements in
childhood risk factors that have been linked to the
development of harmful youth drug use.

7.3.1 Health service reorientation
Definition: Reorientation of existing health services
aimed at enhancing conditions for healthy infant
development.
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 2/3
Better designing services to address the needs of
infants and children may be an important strategy
for encouraging healthy child development.
Universal programs supporting infant and
maternal health
In all States and in most local governments, services
are run to support mothers and encourage the
healthy development of the infant. In a number of
cases, service models have been developed to reduce
the impact of maternal smoking and to assist
families with problems associated with alcohol and
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drug use. We have been unable to locate research
evaluating the impact of these strategies on either
maternal drug use or child development.
Paediatrician training
In view of the significant health effects posed to
children by exposure to drug use (specifically
environmental tobacco smoke—ETS), public health
policies are needed to protect this vulnerable
population.537 The evidence of effectiveness of
interventions that have been tested in controlled
circumstances does not provide much optimism;538
within the confines of the paediatric care
environment, a recent systematic review of the
literature indicates that there was no evidence that
paediatricians are effective in reducing parental
smoking. However, the evidence was much
stronger for the capacity of paediatricians to increase
knowledge about ETS. One interpretation of these
results is that paediatricians may have insufficient
continuity of care for this task. A systematic review
is currently being conducted that will hopefully
shed light on the evidence for interventions across
all methods and sectors to reduce the exposure of
children to tobacco smoke by carers and families.539
Specialist programs for mothers experiencing
problems related to drug use
Copeland and Hall found that women with
dependent children were more likely to be retained
in treatment where services provided specialist
support for childcare and parenting.540
There is a range of drug treatment programs,
including specialist support facilities for mothers
experiencing problems with drug use. There is
some evidence that these programs may be more
successful at encouraging mothers to remain
abstinent from drug use.541
Conclusions— health service reorientation
There appear to be opportunities for improving
early child development through the reorientation
of existing services, although strategies remain
poorly developed. Currently there are many parents
in drug treatment programs receiving no formal
assistance for parenting and child development. By
strategically coordinating and targeting service
expansion across the early years, it should be
possible to achieve advances in healthy child
development.
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7.3.2 Family home visiting
Definition: (see 7.2.3) Relevant program targets in the
postnatal period include reducing infant exposure to
harmful drug use, the family’s harmful drug use,
and reduction of early risk factors for the child’s
later involvement in drug use/abuse.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Strategies for reducing family-level risk factors for
drug abuse through the early years of life were
recently reviewed for the NHMRC by Mitchell et
al.478 That review concluded that the most well
researched type of intervention targeting the
antenatal and infancy period was professional home
visiting, with savings and returns to government of
around $5 for every $1 spent on the program over
the first 15 years of the child’s life. Intensive home
visitation has been shown to be most cost-effective
when provided as a selective intervention to women
at increased risk, by virtue of factors such as young
age, poverty, lack of partner support, and drug
abuse. There is evidence that this strategy may not
demonstrate benefits where it is applied more
universally to include low-risk mothers.
An Australian study found some benefits for parents
experiencing drug-related problems through a
professional home visiting program.542 Trends were
documented amongst the parents for reductions in
drug use and increased compliance with
appointments. Interactions with their children
showed some trends toward increased
developmental stimulation opportunities at home
and increased emotional responsiveness. Amongst
the children, small increases in cognitive scores
were observed at six months but these were not
maintained at one year or 18 months. It may be that
intervention needs to be maintained in the years
following the child’s birth in order to sustain the
initial advantages gained through intervention.
Conclusions—family home visiting
Investment (in partnership with other sections of
government responsible for infant, child and
maternal health) should monitor the impact and
cost of existing home visiting services in order to
determine a framework for service expansion.
Family home visiting has shown promise in both
overseas and Australian trials/studies and existing
evidence supports its cost-effectiveness.
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7.3.3 Parent education
Definition: One or more parents receiving information
and/or a course of instruction aimed at encouraging
healthy child development. Delivery strategies
include targeted, universal and combined
interventions.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
The period immediately following birth is
considered a critical time for the development of a
strong bond between the mother and newborn
infant. In some cases, postnatal depression or other
factors can make early mother-child interaction
difficult and, in this way, undermine the
development of a positive relationship. The HUGS
program was developed in Victoria as a group
intervention to assist mothers to understand and
respond appropriately to their infants’ needs.
Trained facilitators lead groups of parents through a
sequenced curriculum consisting of six content
areas. Each content area is covered in one to three
sessions, of between one and 1.5 hours, at a set
time each week. Meager and Milgrom reported a
small trial of the program that demonstrated
reduced levels of maternal depression at program
completion, for mothers exposed to the program
relative to controls.543
Step By Step Childcare is a prevention program
designed to assist parents with intellectual disability,
to enhance the healthy development of their
children from birth to three years old. Parents
receive individualised instruction in basic care tasks
until they demonstrate performance of the task to a
set criterion. Controlled evaluations have
demonstrated that exposure to the program
enhances parenting skills and also leads to
improvements in child development outcomes. For
example, Feldman et al. demonstrated that in
families where parents received the parent-child
interaction components, significant improvements
in the child’s language development were
evident.544
Parent management training, based on cognitive
social learning theory, is one of the most widely
used parent education techniques. Parenting
programs based on this theoretical approach aim to:
reduce early child behaviour problems, improve
parenting practices, and effect changes in the
environment that will maintain and reinforce
positive child development. These targets represent
important risk factors for later adolescent drug
abuse, delinquency and mental health problems.
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Findings of a meta-analysis study generally support
the efficacy of parent education programs as a
strategy for reducing child behaviour problems. In
this review, it was noted that compliance can be
lower in families that have a high number of risk
factors.545
Mitchell et al. report that these programs tend to
have large effect sizes (0.86), with improvements
observed for around two-thirds of participants.478
Interventions are successful in enrolling around
two-thirds of those eligible. Typically, these
programs are timed to prevent problem behaviours
between the age of two to eight years; and to reduce
problem behaviours, such as non-compliance and
conduct disorder, early before they become resistant
to treatment.478 Patterson suggests that families
where young children already have established
clinical problems typically require around 20 hours
of direct contact program time.546
Intervention strategies to specifically address parent
and family issues, such as marital distress, family
violence, lack of a supportive partner, maternal
depression, parent substance abuse and life stressors
have been shown to improve the effectiveness of
child outcomes. Programs such as Triple P Positive
Parenting Program and some of Webster-Stratton’s
programs include specific program content to
address these risk factors when necessary.547–549
Triple P Positive Parenting Program
The Triple P Positive Parenting Program is the most
commonly implemented parenting program in
Australia. Triple P is a multi-level program derived
from more than 15 years of research and has been
implemented and researched with a variety of
different family populations. There are five levels of
the program, provided to accommodate the
differing severity in disrupted family functioning or
child behaviour problems. At Level 1, universal
media-based information campaigns are provided
and at Level 5, individually tailored programs are
provided to address more severe dysfunction.
The program is well supported through training
events and a wide range of professionally developed
materials. Recent research has included an outcome
comparison of the Level 5 Triple-P, the Level 4
Standard, Self-directed Triple P and a waiting list
control group for families with children between 36
and 48 months of age, with a behaviour problem
(parent-reported) and at least one risk factor such as
maternal depression, relationship conflict, etc. The
results are presented post-intervention and at one
year follow-up.550 All three intervention programs
provided better outcomes (child behaviour and
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parenting behaviours) than the waitlist comparison
group and the Level 5 program was better than both
the Level 4 programs, with the ‘Standard’ program
better than the ‘Self-directed’ program results. At
one year follow-up, however, there were no
significant differences between the results of the
three types of interventions.
Although there is already an impressive amount of
Triple P research evidence and on-going research,
further longer-term follow-up research would be
helpful in terms of understanding the maintenance
of outcomes. Also, the publication of the results of
the comparison design evaluation of the Level 4
group Triple P program is awaited to inform policy
and services as this is currently being widely
implemented across Australia. The evaluations to
date have generally been small efficacy trials under
the control of researchers. Future research
investigating program effectiveness in a range of
service delivery and family contexts would be
valuable in guiding future investment in this
program.
Webster-Stratton’s parenting curriculum
A series of parenting programs developed by Carol
Webster-Stratton have been developed for use in
universal applications and evaluated for their
impacts in targeted populations with high levels of
behaviour problems. There are different versions of
the program for delivery in pre-school populations
and for the early school-age period. Central
components involve facilitated groups of parents
and use of videotape examples to stimulate
discussion and to convey parenting program
components. The program has been evaluated in six
randomised trials as an indicated or treatment
intervention for behaviour problems in children
aged three to eight years.551 The results have been
replicated by other researchers and in applied
service efficacy evaluations. The program was also
used and evaluated as a selective prevention
program with other population groups such as
‘Head Start’ mothers, Hispanic mothers, and
American-African mothers, in day-care centres.552 In
each of the evaluations, increases in positive
parenting practices for participants have been
associated with reductions in child behaviour
problems.

the child in a clinic setting. The program
incorporates coaching: where the therapist
communicates via an earpiece providing guidance as
the mother plays with the child alone and the
therapist observes the parent-child interaction
through a one-way mirror. Other components
include: modelling, role-playing and homework for
eight to 10 sessions. Small randomised trials have
demonstrated positive improvements following
exposure to the program, in parenting practices and
child behaviour.553 In one small longer-term study,
26 families where parents had completed the
program were followed up. In these families,
children had been assessed prior to entry to the
program to have serious behaviour problems that
tend to be stable predictors of longer-term
developmental difficulties. When followed up in
adolescence 14 years after program completion, and
compared to community subjects of similar age and
demographic characteristics, the children whose
families completed the program appeared essentially
normal. There were no differences on measures of
drug use, internalising and externalising
behaviours, social competence, emotional
adjustment, relationship with parents and academic
progress.554
Parent-child interaction therapy
The parent-child interaction treatment program was
developed for children with conduct problems,
aged two to six years, and their families.555 This is a
group program that combines play therapy (using
modelling, role playing, and coaching using
microphones) with behaviour management training
in a clinic playroom setting to assist parents build a
warm and responsive relationship with their
children and to manage their child’s behaviour
more effectively.
Small experimental trials have evaluated the
program, finding significant improvements in child
behaviour problems and in the interactions between
the parent and the child, maintained to one to two
years following treatment.556 Other studies have
shown improved school behaviours.557, 558 One
study showed that the parenting component had a
larger outcome effect compared with the play
component.559

Helping the Non-Compliant Child

Conclusions— pre-school parent education
programs

Helping the Non-Compliant Child is an indicated
and treatment intervention developed specifically
for parents with non-compliant children aged three
to eight years. The program is relatively intensive. A
therapist works individually with the parents and

There is now a substantial literature to document
the value of early childhood parent education
programs. Reviewers suggest that these programs
may be amongst the more cost-effective of the
currently evaluated early intervention approaches
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designed to tackle child behaviour difficulties.545, 560–
563
There are very little data on the effectiveness and
appropriateness of the programs with different
cultural groups, or with Indigenous families.
There are few studies that provide longitudinal
outcomes greater than one to two years. From the
data that have been collected, it appears that there
can be reasonable maintenance of outcomes,
particularly where parent-related difficulties or
social adversity does not complicate the child’s
problems. There has been some longer-term
follow-up work by Forehand and Long and their
colleagues, where very small samples have been reexamined in adolescence and found not to have
higher rates of drug use relative to matched
community controls.554 Further research is needed,
however, to establish whether these positive
indications are more generally maintained across the
various program and family contexts over time.
Research is also required to establish whether
positive changes observed in small efficacy trials can
be translated to wider scale benefits through success
in larger applications in real world delivery contexts
(effectiveness).
The extent to which the benefits of parent education
in childhood need to be supplemented through
other strategies, such as school intervention, is not
well understood. Webster-Stratton and others have
noted deterioration of the positive effects of parent
management programs over time.552 Such
observations suggest that the programs may need
broadening to actively address other risk factors and
to extend application through the pre-school and
early school years, if their potential to reduce drug
use and conduct problems is to be realised in later
years. The feasibility and benefit of this type of
coordinated approach is currently being investigated
in the ‘Fast Track’ evaluation reported below.

7.3.4 School preparation programs
Definition: Programs aimed at better preparing
children for the transition to primary school.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
An important developmental pathway for
adjustment difficulties begins with the transition to
primary school. Better preparing children for
primary school is a practical strategy for improving
the transition for vulnerable families.
The Carolina Abercedarian Project was a North
American program that addressed risk factors for
later difficulties by providing support to
disadvantaged parents, plus early childhood
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education in the form of combined home visiting
and pre-school centre-based intervention.564 The
program was initiated for children as early as six
weeks of age and was specifically designed to
enhance cognitive, social, perceptual, language and
motor development. Evaluation at the end of the
pre-school program found that participating
children had significantly higher IQ scores than
controls, and at age 15 years follow-up they showed
higher scores on reading and mathematics.
Additionally, participating mothers became better
educated and were more likely to find employment
than the non-intervention group.564
In Sweden, research evaluated a day-care program
for children from the first year of life.565 One
hundred and twenty-eight children born in 1975
were followed from their first year of life.
Participation in day-care (either a high quality daycare centre or a licensed family day-care home) was
found to have positive effects on children’s
cognitive and socio-emotional development at
follow-up when they were aged eight and 13 years.
Teacher ratings showed that participating children
outscored controls on several measures of socioemotional functioning, such as confidence, ability
to concentrate, creativity and social competence.
These positive findings were sustained even after
controlling for home background, child’s gender
and intelligence. School performance was highest
amongst children who attended the program before
age one year and the researchers attributed this to
the importance of this very early period for brain
development.
The Perry Pre-school project offered four half-days
of structured pre-school experience combined with
weekly home visits over one or two years for
disadvantaged three and four year olds. In a small
randomised design evaluation (123 AfricanAmerican children with low IQ scores at age three
years and living in families of low socioeconomic
status—58 in the program group and 65 in the
control group), participants in the program were
shown to have significantly improved outcomes in
the follow-up studies at ages three to 12, 14, 15, 19
and 27 years.
Evaluation found several long-term program effects
to age 27 years, such as a lower incidence of drug
use and teenage pregnancy, lower risk of high
school drop out, increased likelihood of
employment, and reduced reliance on welfare
compared to non-intervention controls. Women
suffered substantially less from mental health
problems compared to those who did not
participate in the Ypsilanti/High Scope program and
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males from the program had considerably fewer
arrests than those who were not exposed to the
program.566
The Child Health and Education Study, a large
longitudinal study from the United Kingdom,
measured children’s academic achievement and
cognitive development based on whether they
attended half-day pre-school, child care and/or play
groups.567 Improved cognitive development and
academic achievement in three and four year olds
was found in those children who attended any form
of organised group pre-school program compared
to those who did not. Findings were independent of
the child’s socioeconomic status and the type of
pre-school setting attended. Parental involvement
was suggested as the strongest factor in determining
positive child development outcomes, such as better
vocabulary at ages five and 10 years, better reading
and mathematics at age 10 and better interpersonal
communication skills.
As a broad-based American early intervention
program, Head Start (from age three to school age)
and Early Head Start (from pregnancy to age three
years) focus on improving early childhood
opportunities for disadvantaged families. Evidence
from evaluation of Head Start programs supports
the conclusion that parental involvement is a
characteristic of ‘good’ pre-school programs,
leading to improved outcomes for children.568
Sustained gains in school and school attainment
were suggested for white children. It was
hypothesised that external factors, including
influences from the school system, were responsible
for reducing the effect of initial gains from the preschool program, particularly among AfricanAmerican children, as they became older.
Early Head Start offers centre-based, home-based
and mixed approach options for families to provide
child development services and build family and
community partnerships. Evidence from evaluation
of Early Head Start programs shows that although
overall effects are modest, and show variation across
different populations, there are positive impacts on
cognitive, language and social-emotional
development and parenting behaviours.569
Conclusions—school preparation programs
Although many evaluations appear to have been
rigorous, many are based on very small samples.
The studies completed to date do not answer
whether any valid pre-school experience would
have similar outcomes. A Pre-school Curriculum
Comparison Study found few differences between
the Perry Pre-school Program and another pre-
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school curriculum although both of these, using a
child-centred and teacher-initiated approach with
opportunities for mastery experiences and child
problem-solving practice, had significantly better
outcomes than a standard pre-school program.570
There have been a series of cost benefit analyses of
the 27 year Perry Pre-school Program study. The
estimates of government savings vary from $6 for
every $1 invested in the program for a one year
program, $3 for a two year program,571–573 and
more recent estimates of $2 savings for every dollar
invested in the program.574, 575

7.4

Primary school (ages 5 to 11)

From the entry to primary school, children are
increasingly exposed to a broader range of
influences. The role of teachers and experiences
with other children increasingly shape
development.

7.4.1 Family intervention
Definition: One or more parents, children and other
family members receiving information, a course of
instruction and/or therapeutic assistance, together,
during the primary school age period; aimed at
encouraging healthy family development. Services
may be targeted to families in settings such as
primary schools and family service centres.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Although we have presented family programs
targeting the primary and high school years
separately, it is important to note that many of the
programs in Australia actually bridge the transition
from primary to high school ages. Furthermore,
several programs that were originally developed for
older or younger age groups have been adapted for
wider implementation throughout schools. In other
cases, programs were initially developed to target
families with drug use problems and have since
been adapted to target a broader section of the
population.
Targeted approaches in primary school age
The Families and Schools Together (FAST) program
targets families where students are identified by
teachers to have behaviour, learning, or attendance
problems in late primary school. Families are
actively recruited through home visits. The initial
program is professionally led and involves eight
weekly two hour meetings involving a number of
families.576 The meetings require considerable
preparation and involve a variety of activities,
including meals, contests and prizes. For a
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component of each meeting, parents and children
are separated into different activities. The last
meeting is conducted as a graduation. Family
networks are encouraged to maintain mutual
support through a further two years of monthly
family meetings run by graduating parents. The
major intervention elements aim to build social
support (social capital) for families within the
school context, improve parent confidence and
empower parents, improve family relationships and
increase child competence.465 To date, evaluations
have been limited to examinations of process but
outcome evaluations are in process.577 The program
has been successfully trialled in Victoria, beginning
in 1997.
DeWitt et al. assessed an in-school program
(Opening Doors) aimed at preventing or reducing
drug use and other deviant behaviour in 167 highrisk youth during their transition from primary to
secondary school.578 A student and parent program
ran concurrently. All students in experimental and
control schools completed a screening test on
demographic and behavioural variables and highrisk students were selected. There was only room
for 108 of the 170 identified high-risk students in
the experimental group. High-risk participants in
experimental and control groups completed a pretest followed by a post-test one month after
completion and a six month follow-up test.
Although this was short-term follow-up, program
participants compared with the control group
reported less frequent: drinking, cannabis use, nonprescribed tranquilliser use, self-reported theft; and
improved attitudes toward school. They also
reported less supportive attitudes toward alcohol,
tobacco and cannabis use and less risky drinking
behaviour. There were no program effects on
personal/social competence measures. The authors
list possible reasons for success, including high
retention rates during the 12 month study period,
recruitment of community health care professionals
to work with teachers, a comprehensive approach
with a focus on promoting warm parent-child
relations, peer and teacher relationships, support
from whole school and emphasis on building life
skills. There were, however, several limitations to
this study, including non-random assignment of
schools to test conditions; self-selection bias to enter
program; failure of 42% of year 9s to participate in
the screening, possibly because of need for parental
consent; and evidence only available by self-report.
This approach is, therefore, promising but requires
a more rigorous evaluation.
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Universal primary school approaches
In the last 10 years there has been steady growth of
the knowledge base on involving families in child
and adolescent health promotion. Several programs
incorporate family involvement as a component of
prevention programs run in schools or in
community settings such as youth groups. Perry and
colleagues involved in Project Northland in
Minnesota579 and the Midwest Prevention Program
team associated with Mary Ann Pentz580 have each
evaluated school-based health education programs
that include components aimed at involving
families. Each of these evaluations has demonstrated
that the incorporation of parent activities into
school health education curricula can be a practical
prevention option.
In general, evaluations have not been successful in
untangling the specific contribution of family
involvement to these prevention initiatives.
Evaluation of Project Northland did demonstrate
that, by year 8 of school, intervention students
exposed to the program from grade 6 showed a
small significant tendency to perceive better family
communication relating to alcohol use.579
Perry and colleagues evaluated the impact of the
Slick Tracy Home Team program, a set of activity
books completed as homework tasks requiring
parental assistance, over the course of four
consecutive weeks in sixth grade (about age 11
years).506 The authors noted that the strategy of
‘seeding’ their program into school homework was
successful in obtaining high rates of parental
participation from a range of cultural backgrounds.
At the end of sixth grade, families exposed to the
intervention demonstrated increased
communication regarding alcohol use, and children
demonstrated lower initiation of smoking and
regular alcohol use.
A smaller number of programs have evaluated
universal (whole population) family intervention
strategies. These programs used a range of strategies
to encourage healthy family communication. The
more intensive programs of this type provided
professionally-led, sequenced groups for parents
and children. Typically, programs either targeted all
parents or selected samples in primary schools
The Iowa Strengthening Family Program (ISFP)
developed out of Karol Kumpfer’s successful
experience running the Strengthening Americas’
Families Program with high-risk families in drug
treatment and disadvantaged community settings.511
The ISFP targets all families within late primary
school (sixth grade). The sessions are structured
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such that children and parents are in separate groups
for the first hour and combine to one group to
practice skills for the second hour. Young people’s
sessions in the ISFP focus on strengthening positive
goals, dealing with stress and building social skills.
Parent sessions focus on communication,
monitoring and conflict resolution. A comparative
evaluation suggested initially that the program was
about as successful in discouraging alcohol use as a
less intensive strategy of providing assistance to
parents alone.581 However, four year follow-up has
suggested that benefits extend to reductions in
youth hostile and aggressive behaviour,582 and
returns of just over $9 for every $1 invested in the
program have been estimated.583 The future
evaluation evidence for this program should be
monitored to further establish its potential for
preventing harmful youth drug use.
Targeted approaches in drug treatment settings
To break the inter-generational cycle of illicit drug
abuse, interventions need to work effectively and
early to ensure the healthy development of children
in vulnerable families and, in this context, parents
experiencing illicit drug use problems represent an
important target. Program strategies have been
evaluated, suggesting the practical potential of
working with parents in drug treatment. Typically,
programs are intensive and incorporate case
management and home-based or group skills
training for both parents and children.
Approaches that have been designed to assist
parenting in drug treatment populations include the
Focus on Families and the Strengthening Americas’
Families Program. The Focus on Families program
demonstrated reduced parental drug use and
improved family management.584 The Strengthening
Americas’ Families Program demonstrated increased
children’s protective factors, reduced substance use
in both adolescents and parents and improved
parenting behaviours.585
In the case of the Focus on Families intervention,
methadone treatment was supplemented with 33
sessions of family training (each 1 to 2 hours)
combined with nine months of home-based case
management. In their evaluation, Catalano et al.
randomly assigned 144 parents and their 178
children (age range three to 14 years) to
intervention and control conditions, repeating
assessments at baseline, six months and 12 months
after the intervention.584 Of the families assigned to
the intervention, 74% were actively engaged. At the
12 month follow-up, parents exposed to the
intervention showed less drug use (with cocaine
and heroin usage reduced by two-thirds) and
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increased problem-solving skills for avoiding drug
use. The intervention reduced the exposure of the
children to a range of family-level risk factors.
Household rules were clearer, domestic conflict
reduced and the children were in less contact with
deviant peers. There was, however, little change
noted in children’s attitudes and the initiation of
substance use was not different relative to controls.
The lack of measurable impacts in childhood may
have been because many were too young for
attitude and behaviour change to manifest.
Conclusions—family intervention in families
with primary school aged children
There is early evidence that moderately intensive
family intervention, using strategies such as Focus
on Families and Strengthening America’s Families,
can enhance treatment outcomes for parents in drug
treatment and reduce risk factors for children. Longterm evaluation research will be required to build
appropriate skills and ensure program effects can be
replicated in the Australian context.
Although universal family intervention in primary
school is a promising prevention strategy, it is more
expensive than universal parent education and holds
some risks if children with behaviour difficulties are
encouraged to affiliate. Evaluation is required to
establish whether these programs can achieve better
outcomes than those obtained through parent
education alone. Evaluation of programs, such as
the Iowa Strengthening Families Program (ISFP),
suggest that family intervention programs in late
primary school may be a particularly useful strategy
for reducing risk factors for youth alcohol use.

7.4.2 Parent education
Definition: One or more parents receive information
and/or a course of instruction aimed at encouraging
the healthy development of primary school aged
children.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Information relevant to the delivery of parent
education programs for primary school aged
children is summarised above. In overview, these
programs have shown positive results reducing
child behaviour problems and enhancing parent
functioning.
The programs aim to provide training and
information to all parents in a school context. Spoth
et al. evaluated the delivery of the parent training
program known as Preparing for the Drug Free
Years (PDFY) in middle schools in the US State of
Iowa.511 PDFY is a five session, professionally-led
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program aimed at enhancing positive parent-child
interactions, parent-child bonding and effective
child management. Parents are encouraged to
provide their children with opportunities for
positive family involvement, teach their children
skills for such involvement, and reward them for
this involvement while providing appropriate
consequences for rule violating behaviour. Of the
eligible parents, 57% were willing to be involved in
this parent training evaluation study. For those
assigned to intervention, the program was
demonstrated to be effective in increasing young
people’s intention to abstain from alcohol and in
enhancing family bonding. Follow-up revealed that
benefits in the form of reduced youth alcohol use
were maintained two years after the intervention.
Recent estimates suggest a return of just over $5 for
every $1 invested in the program.583 The program
has not yet been trialled in Australia.
Conclusions—parent education for families with
primary school aged children
In an earlier section, a range of research was
summarised supporting the view that parent
education programs appear to show promise in
small trials as strategies for addressing behaviour
problems in early and late childhood. In this
section, evidence was summarised supporting the
view that parent education continues to provide a
useful source of support for families through to the
late primary school age period. From this period,
follow-up studies have been conducted into
adolescence, raising the possibility of evaluating
impacts through to adolescent drug use.
The PDFY curriculum appears to be effective at
addressing youth alcohol use and has been widely
disseminated in the US. The relevance of this
program in the Australian context remains unclear
as the program has not been evaluated for delivery
in Australia. In Australia, the more generic Triple P
program has been widely disseminated and shows
considerable promise. It is unclear whether parent
education programs need to focus specifically on
drug use through the primary school period; hence,
a comparative trial examining drug use outcomes
following exposure to a program such as Triple P
versus the PDFY curriculum may be useful.

7.4.3 School-based drug education
Definition: Delivery of a structured social health, drug
education curriculum within the primary school
usually by classroom teachers, but in some cases by
visiting outside professionals.
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Summary: Evidence for implementation ......... « 7/12
There is some agreement that the optimal time for
introducing school-based drug education programs
is in the late primary school or early high school
years, when experimentation begins. Research
relevant to these programs is summarised below in
the section on high school aged youth. In this
section, we consider the effectiveness of primary
school drug education and discuss evidence for
appropriate intervention activities.
Lloyd and colleagues have conducted a review of
the effectiveness of primary school drug education
targeted at children below 11 years of age, with the
objective of preventing illicit drug use.586 There
were few studies pertinent because of the length of
time required for follow-up, but some promising
studies included the Australian Illawarra Drug
Education Program,587, 588 Project Charlie in the
UK,589 and a new Hampshire Study.590 Toumbourou
and colleagues also summarise evidence for a range
of programs delivered in grades 5 and 6.14
There is some evidence to suggest that drug
education programs may be less effective where
they are initiated too early. Results from a 15 year
school-based matched-pair randomised trial of the
impact of a theory-based, social influences
intervention on smoking prevalence among youth
were published recently.591 The Hutchinson
Smoking Prevention Project (HSPP) was conducted
in forty Washington school districts, between 1984
and 1999. Each district was randomly assigned to
either the intervention or control condition. District
pairs were matched on prevalence of high school
tobacco use, school district size and location.
Participants were children enrolled in two
consecutive third grades (n = 8388) and follow-up
continued until two years after completion of high
school, with only 6% lost to follow-up. No
differences were found in the prevalence of daily
smoking between students in the intervention and
control communities at year 12 or two years after
high school.
The HSPP has generated ongoing correspondence
on the effectiveness of school-based social
influences approaches to long-term deterrence of
smoking among youth. The HSPP was elegantly
designed and included measures of implementation
fidelity; hence, its longer-term failure highlighted
the difficulties in maintaining behaviour change
through drug education. Although the HSPP
findings introduce an important caution, it is a
single study, initiated at an early-age and conducted
in small schools in primarily rural settings with
primarily white youth.592
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Based on evidence over the past decade, it might be
cautiously argued that drug education curricula
initiated in early high school (year 7 in most
Australian States), and reinforced with additional
program elements, provides a sound delivery
strategy. One study found programs were more
effective when delivered in year 7 rather than grade
6.593 Shope and colleagues found no benefit for
grade 10 health education impact from earlier sixth
grade exposure to health education.594
Attempting to translate the US research on early age
drug education is difficult, as grade 6 in the US
often represents the beginning of middle school
rather than the end of primary school. Programs
that start in grade 6 in the US face fewer difficulties
in achieving an integrated sequence of follow-up
activities in subsequent years. The finding that drug
education initiated in grade 6, or earlier, is more
effective when it is supported by ongoing drug
education activities in subsequent years is a
common theme in many studies. Several programs
that supplemented activities initiated in grades four
to six with further drug education activities in later
years have reported reductions in drug use.595, 596
Many programs that provided drug education only
in either fifth or sixth grade found either no
behaviour change,594 behaviour change limited to
only some sub-populations or behavioural
targets,597, 598 or initial change that was not
sustained.599, 600
The available evaluation work reveals an expanding
knowledge relevant to the elements of primary
school drug education that appear effective in
encouraging behaviour change. Effective programs
have tended to address social influences and the
development of positive peer relationships.587, 588
The successful Illawarra Drug Education Program
(IDEP) in New South Wales587, 588 targeted the
developmentally appropriate drugs, with alcohol
and tobacco, in particular, seen as ‘gateway’ drugs.
The IDEP was designed to reduce uptake and assist
students in decision making and resisting peer
pressure in relation to drug use. The program was
conducted over several weeks with grade 6 students;
it included group work in which students designed
art works and short dramatic sketches that
demonstrated ways of coping with peer or media
pressure to use drugs. Parents were invited to attend
three drug education nights during this time, and
during the final session, students presented the
short plays they had worked on in class. In addition
to this first phase of the program, a booster session
occurred in year 7, when students showed videos of
their plays and discussed the program with other
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students and then returned to their primary schools
to induct the new grade 6 students into the
program.
Students who received the intervention reported
greater ability to resist peer pressure than control
subjects, and were more able to use drugs at a
responsible and minimal level if they did engage in
drug use. Despite positive program effects, year 9
appeared to be a critical time when greater
experimentation with drugs occurred. The authors
argued that this provided a strong case for booster
sessions into the early years of secondary school.
The authors concluded that life skills approaches
presented to primary school children can impact on
future smoking, alcohol consumption and illegal
drug use.
A British study, Project Charlie, adopted a broadbased life skills approach to preventing drug use.589
The program’s content focused on peer selection,
decision making and problem solving and selfesteem enhancement, as well as providing
information related to drug use. Although the
evaluation sample sizes were small, results showed
that students who received the intervention were
significantly less likely to have used tobacco and
illicit drugs than controls at four year follow-up.
In some cases, process measurement has identified
program elements that do not appear helpful in
changing behaviour. In one US study, fifth and sixth
grade students (average age 10 years) in twenty
schools in North Carolina were randomly assigned
to either an intervention or a waiting list control
condition. The intervention was the Drug Abuse
Resistance Education (DARE) program. DARE is
taught by uniformed police officers who are
employed in the US by local counties. DARE uses
discussion, role playing, behavioural modelling and
extended practice to reinforce the curriculum. The
17 session program runs over four months and
covers knowledge and attitudes (specifically the
negative consequences of drug use), affective
education (self-esteem and decision making skills)
and alternatives to drug use (e.g. exercise and stress
management). Over 1000 students were surveyed
prior to the intervention and 91% also completed
measures repeated at the end of the intervention.
Relative to the control students, the DARE
participants increased their awareness of the costs of
using alcohol and cigarettes and of the media
promotion of these substances. The program was
also effective at improving assertiveness skills and at
encouraging more negative attitudes towards drugs.
Peers were also perceived to have more negative
attitudes towards drugs. The problem for the DARE
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program was that none of these changes were
related to either students’ intentions to use drugs or
to their actual drug use.594
Why was DARE ineffective? It is possible that at age
10 years, drug use is less guided by attitudes and
more by opportunity and social context factors. It is
also likely that by the late primary years, a small but
important high-risk minority of students feel
alienated from school and may be attracted to ‘bad’
behaviours. Findings from the evaluation of DARE
and similar programs have led researchers to the
view that primary school drug education programs
that focus on knowledge, attitudes and values alone
may be of limited value. Although well intended,
the DARE program failed to address important social
influence factors including the family and older
peer drug use. Despite many similar findings, the
police involved with DARE have few opportunities
to engage with research and appear reluctant to
abandon what appears, from their immediate
impressions, to be a positive program.
A program that has had some historical similarities
to DARE is the Life Education program that has been
widely used in Australian primary schools.
Hawthorne reported a survey of drug education
activities in Australian primary schools in 1992 that
showed 43% were involved with the Life Education
program. Relative to schools that were not involved,
these schools were three times as likely to use
ineffective ‘knowledge/attitudes/values
clarification’ models of drug education. In an earlier
survey of students Hawthorne had found
associations between prior exposure to Life
Education and higher rates of youth substance
use.601 In recent years, the Life Education program
has made a considerable effort to address these
problems, including developing and trialling a
secondary school curriculum.
Controversy has surrounded the question of when
to discuss specific drugs with children. Some
programs have attempted to target programs to
higher-risk children and this strategy has
demonstrated some success.578 However, more
generally, it appears unnecessary to specifically
target drug education activities. A number of
evaluations have revealed that effective drug
education activities delivered to all students may
provide either similar593 or enhanced impacts602, 603
for students with higher risk factors for harmful
drug use.
Conclusion—school-based drug education in
primary schools
The available evidence supports the view that
primary school-based drug education has the
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potential for short-term impacts on developmental
risk factors and drug use behaviour, but longerterm behaviour change is not yet assured. The
available evidence suggests that the curriculum
should focus more on building relationships and
social-emotional skills than on drug use. Future
investment could examine process factors more
carefully (including relationships, skills and
intentions) as a preliminary to long-term follow-up.

7.4.4 School organisation and behaviour
management
Definition: Programs run in primary schools to
encourage positive interpersonal relationships at
school, ensure effective discipline, and to maximise
learning.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Interactions with other students and with teachers
during the primary school years play a formative
role in the selection and development of peer
relationships, relationships with adults, bonding to
school and the development of identity and social
competence. A number of programs have
demonstrated that by altering the early primary
school environment, long-term improvements in
youth development are achievable. A critical lesson
emerging through this work is that encouraging
children who are not experiencing adjustment
difficulties to better assist children who are
experiencing difficulties can have profound impacts
in healing childhood trajectories damaged through
earlier developmental phases. Many of the impacts
from intervention through this age period have
been shown to be moderated by class and
disadvantage, such that the most disadvantaged
children experience some of the greatest benefits.
Improving primary school social environments
An important element of the school environment
relates to classroom instructional practices. Efforts to
modify classroom practices have been evaluated in
the Seattle Social Development Project (SSDP). The
SSDP aimed to modify practices in grade 1 and
grade 7 classrooms in order to impact risk processes
for later youth antisocial behaviour. The evaluation
of the SSDP utilised a true experimental design. The
intervention focussed on training teachers to
employ more effective classroom management and
instruction program components, in combination
with a social competence curriculum, and parent
training.
After one year of exposure to the SSDP, grade 7
experimental students showed significant increases
in bonding to school, relative to controls. This effect
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held for low-achieving students, as well. In
addition, low-achieving experimental students,
relative to low-achieving controls, had significantly
smaller increases in school suspensions and
expulsions. Evaluation evidence suggested that
delivery of the program in early primary school was
associated with the greatest long-term benefits.
Long-term follow-up of the SSDP cohort has been
maintained to age 25 years with 94% sample
retention. Evidence has associated exposure to the
program with long-term improvements in school
bonding;604 reductions in school failure, drug abuse
and delinquency;605 and reductions in sexual risk
taking behaviour.606 The program appears to offer
differential improvements for the most vulnerable
students from low SES backgrounds.604 Considerable
work has been completed to test the process of
developmental change, linking exposure to the SSDP
to improved adolescent health outcomes. The
evidence supports the view that improvements in
academic achievement and, in particular, school
bonding have mediated many outcomes. In this
study, improvements in school bonding in primary
school led to better school bonding in secondary
school. The SSDP was successfully replicated in
Washington State in the late 1990s and it is
understood that similar outcomes are being
documented.
Another successful attempt to reduce antisocial
behaviour in the primary school setting was the
Linking the Interests of Families and Teachers
(LIFT) program. The LIFT program was targeted to
all grade 1 and grade 5 students. The program was
composed of four elements: classroom social skills
instruction for one hour twice a week for 10 weeks;
playground behaviour monitoring (in the middle of
the classroom instruction sessions, to reinforce
social skills); six sessions of parent education (to
assist parents to develop their child’s social skills);
and parent communication (including a weekly
newsletter and a classroom phone answering
machine for parents to leave a brief message for the
teacher and to receive a daily message about
classroom activities and homework). The
playground behaviour monitoring was based on a
variant of the ‘Good Behaviour Game’. Students
received individual rewards for positive social
behaviours, but an additional reward was withheld
from the group if negative behaviours were not
reduced. This latter component was designed to
increase the sense of responsibility in the group, for
assisting children to improve their behaviour
problems.
Evaluation was based on a randomised clinical trial
involving 671 students and their families. Of the
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full-time students enrolled in the selected grades,
85% of parents agreed to participate. Retention to
the three year follow-up was 97%. Program fidelity
was high and family satisfaction with the program
was also high, particularly in grade 1. Immediate
program impacts were: reduced physical aggression
toward other students in the school ground,
reductions in negative parent-child interactions, and
improved teacher evaluations of social interaction
between the children. Effects on behaviour were
particularly pronounced for the children who were
most aggressive at baseline. For the fifth graders,
the three year outcomes were: lower rates of
delinquent peer involvement, lower arrests and less
initiation of alcohol and marijuana use. For the first
grade students, there were large reductions (effect
size 1.5) in the growth of inattentive, impulsive and
hyperactive behaviour problems. Effects were
equally large for the students who were most
aggressive at baseline. The authors proposed that the
intervention success with the more at-risk students
arose through removal of the aversive interpersonal
peer relationships that they were particularly
vulnerable to.607
Kellam and colleagues provided an early
demonstration of the importance of children’s
schoolyard relationships as a determinant of
developmental outcomes. A study targeting
aggressive/disruptive behaviour and reading
achievement in junior primary school children was
conducted to test if early intervention on
antecedents associated with later tobacco use could
impact on the uptake of smoking.608 Five urban
areas over a range of socioeconomic levels were
defined and three or four schools, where the
students were of similar socioeconomic and ethnic
mix, were selected from within each area. Two
different interventions were tested: firstly, the
classroom game targeting aggressive/disruptive
behaviour (the Good Behaviour Game); and
secondly, an enriched curriculum aimed at
increasing reading achievement. The Good
Behaviour Game used some similar intervention
strategies to those subsequently adopted in the LIFT
intervention. Students were rewarded, as a group,
when disruptive behaviour levels were reduced,
increasing the responsibility for children without
behaviour problems to assist those experiencing
such problems.
Within each area, one school was assigned to the
Good Behaviour Game intervention, one to the
reading achievement intervention, and the
remaining one or two schools acted as controls.
Within each intervention school, one first grade
classroom was randomly selected to receive the
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intervention and a second classroom served as an inschool control. Boys in the first intervention group
were significantly less likely to start smoking than
boys in the control group. Although smoking rates
were reduced among boys in the reading
achievement intervention, compared with the
controls they were not significantly lower. No
significant differences in later smoking behaviour
were found for girls for either intervention.
A further example of a successful organisation
program aimed to turn schools into caring
communities of learners.609 Environments were
fostered of supportive social relationships, a sense of
common purpose, and commitment to pro-social
values and responsiveness to children’s sociocultural
needs. The program was implemented in junior and
middle schools from six school districts in the US.
Similar schools from the same districts served as a
comparison group. Data on problem behaviours
over a three year period indicated the program was
associated with significant reductions in student
drug use and delinquency. Effects were strongest in
schools that had the greatest fidelity of
implementation.
The Fast Track program’ —enhancing primary
school education for disadvantaged groups
Fast Track is a multi-component prevention
program that aims to reduce adolescent drug use
problems, delinquency, risky sexual practices,
school failure, mental health disorders, early
conduct problems and harsh and inconsistent
parenting. There is both a universal and a selective
program that identifies families in the kindergarten
year (age 6 years in the United States) and provides
an integrated program of seven previously
researched and evaluated interventions, from grades
1 to 10, addressing a range of risk factors for poor
adolescent outcomes.
Fast Track is being implemented in the United States
as a multi-site implementation and evaluation
project. There are four different areas, all with high
community crime and poverty profiles. The sites
have families with different cultural characteristics
and ethnicity profiles and the program is adapted to
respond locally to these differences. There are 54
participating schools, randomly assigned to
intervention or control.
The universal program provides the Promoting
Alternative Thinking Strategies (PATHS)
intervention for child social competence and healthy
peer relationships (see Greenberg et al. for the
previous PATHS program research).610 This teacherprovided classroom curriculum aims to increase
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emotional regulation and social-cognitive skills that
enable positive friendships and non-aggressive
behaviours.
All children are assessed for their risk factors in the
kindergarten year, at mean age 6.5 years. Across all
sites, the children scoring in the highest 10% for
risk factor scores are invited to participate in the
selective intervention program. The proportion of
children, in different sites, participating in the
selective intervention varies according to the level of
risk in each school. Some schools may only have a
few children and their families in the selective
program, whereas other schools may have a high
proportion.
Both the universal and selective programs are
sequenced across school years to match the child’s
developmental progression. In grade 1 in the
selective program, child and parent groups are
provided for two hours a week on weekends or
evenings; these groups are more frequent during
the first school grade. Groups provide a parenting
program (using elements from other previously
researched parenting programs), child social skill
training groups,611, 612 and academic tutoring.613 The
selective program also includes a home-visiting
component and weekly phone contacts as an
individual support component (using familycentred practice principles to build trusting
relationships and family self-efficacy). The selective
program children also have academic tutoring,
using a phonetics-based program, three times a
week during school hours.
Results of the evaluation of Fast Track have been
published for the end of grade 1, in 1999 and,
more recently, for the end of grade 3, in 2002.614–
616
The end of grade 1 results illustrate the general
direction of the outcomes.
For the universal classroom program at the end of
grade 1 (for 6715 children—excluding the 845
high-risk children from the analysis) in intervention
classrooms, aggressive child behaviours were lower
compared with control classrooms when the
curriculum was implemented with fidelity and high
dosage.614
For the selective program, there were 445 children
in 191 classrooms in the intervention group and
446 children in 210 classrooms in the control
group. At the end of year 1, intervention children
had better emotional and social coping skills, better
reading skills and language levels, and more positive
peer relationships in school. Their parents had
better parenting skills, with more warmth and
involvement with their child; they also were more
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appropriate and consistent in their parenting, with
less harsh discipline and more positive school
involvement. Parents reported high levels of
satisfaction with the components of the program.
The effect sizes were moderate. There was some
lack of clarity about whether the program reduced
child disruptive behaviour as the results with the
various measures used were mixed. Non-biased
observers reported significant reductions in
disruptive behaviour, but overall, the parent- and
teacher-reported results had no significant
reductions.615
The Fast Track program has been implemented in
Western Australia in one school district, with
positive preliminary results.
Classwide Peer Tutoring Program
Academic difficulty in the early school years is a risk
factor for poor adolescent outcomes, including
substance abuse. The Classwide Peer Tutoring
Program was developed in the US (in Kansas) to
improve early academic competence for children
living in low-income areas. It is an instructional
model, based on reciprocal peer tutoring that can be
used at any grade, and has been found to have
lasting outcome benefits on academic competence,
at least three years later. It is designed to be
incorporated flexibly into school curricula.
Students are pre-assessed on Fridays on their next
week’s work. From Monday to Thursday, they work
with an assigned partner for 30 minutes; partners
are assigned into two teams per class. Students take
turns tutoring each other on their spelling, maths
and reading, and work with reading comprehension
questions. Points are awarded for both tutor and
tutee. At the end of each week, students are
individually tested on the week’s work and pretested on the next week’s work.
The program has been evaluated with large
population groups, including a number of
intervention and control outcome studies. These
results show, for example, that students who
participate in the program in grade 1 have better
comprehension (in that grade) than students in
grade 2 who have not participated in the program,
and the students achieve 11% higher results on
national standardised assessments three years later,
in year 4. Students are also 20 to 70% more likely to
stay on task and remain engaged with all lessons.
The program has been used successfully with many
population groups, including schools with many
low-income children.617–621
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Conclusions—primary school organisation and
behaviour management strategies
The existing research includes many well-controlled
studies and suggests that interventions focusing on
improving primary school environments can make
an important contribution to reducing risk factors
for drug use. In cases such as the Seattle Social
Development Project and the LIFT intervention,
cohorts exposed to the interventions have been
followed over sufficient periods to enable exposure
to these interventions to be linked to reductions in
drug use. For other interventions, there are
demonstrations that exposure to the interventions
can reduce risk factors that have been shown to
increase the risks of harmful drug use. Although
interventions to improve primary school social
environments appear to be promising areas for
prevention investment, there has at this stage been
little work published in Australia.

7.5 Conclusionschildhood
intervention
There is increasing evidence that investment in
preventive programs in childhood can contribute to
the reduction of harmful drug use. The evidence for
this claim relies upon demonstrations that these
programs can be delivered to disadvantaged and
vulnerable families, and evidence that such
interventions make a difference in improving social
environments for healthy child development. In
many cases, evaluations have demonstrated positive
improvements over one to two years in child
behaviour problems. In an increasing number of
studies, follow-up has been completed into
adolescence, and these studies have linked the
positive changes achieved through earlier preventive
investment to reductions in harmful drug use and
associated behaviour problems. There are
demonstrations that investment in the years prior to
school entry may be important for ensuring a fuller
realisation of learning potential. Efforts to reform
primary school environments in the LIFT program,
the Good Behaviour Game, and the Seattle Social
Development Project raise the interesting prospect
that outcomes for the most disadvantaged children
are greatly influenced by broader support and
understanding within the school environment.
Although childhood intervention appears to hold
prospects for improving developmental outcomes
for disadvantaged children, there are few Australian
studies investigating these interventions. An
important evaluation objective should include
assessment of the relevance of both universal and
targeted childhood interventions within Indigenous
communities.
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CHAPTER 8: INTERVENTIONS FOR
ADOLESCENTS
8.1

Summary
A growing number of evaluations have examined outcomes of interventions during the
secondary school years. Of the interventions targeting the secondary school age period, school
drug education has been the most commonly evaluated strategy. The evidence suggests that
short-term reduction in both drug use and progression to frequent drug use may be achievable
through this strategy, but the prospects for longer-term behaviour change are still unclear. A
growing number of evaluations have examined the impact of community mobilisation strategies.
There is evidence that programs utilising this strategy can influence a range of youth drug use
behaviours; however, impacts are not always superior to those achieved through the simpler
strategy of drug education. There are promising early indications that parent education strategies,
delivered through the adolescent phase, may prove useful for reducing a range of drug use
behaviours. There were no published studies evaluating drug use outcomes associated with
school organisation and behaviour management strategies in secondary schools. The success of
these programs in primary schools, together with early evidence for their feasibility in secondary
schools, supports the importance of evaluating their application in secondary schools. Health
service reorientation programs are being trialled and evaluated for impacts on youth drug use. In
overview, programs appear more successful where they maintain intervention activities over a
number of years and incorporate more than one intervention strategy. There are many potential
intervention areas where evaluations have not yet been reported. Conversely, there are
interventions such as community drug education and peer education that appear relatively
common in Australia yet are rarely evaluated, despite evidence in some applications that they
have the potential to exacerbate problems. In a small number of studies, outcomes relevant to
illicit drug use have been evaluated. More intensive strategies, including family intervention and
preventive case management, are amongst the more promising strategies for preventing harms
associated with illicit drug use amongst adolescents with a high number of risk factors.
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Intervention
Comments

Tobacco

Parent education

Alcohol

O 4/5

O

3/5

Cannabis Other illicit
O

2/2

Nature of evidence/

O

1/1

Few programs address a single
drug type

4/4

Impacts relevant to illicit drug
use can only be inferred from
impacts on related behaviours

Family intervention

O

O

O

«

School-based drug
education

««

«

«

« 1/1

Effects evident but tend to be
weak and short-term.

School organisation and
behaviour management

O 0/0

O

0/0

O

0/0

O

0/0

Successful in primary school
applications and evidence for
feasibility in secondary schools

Peer intervention and
peer education

O -1, +2/6

O

-1/1

O

0/0

O

0/0

Implemented to reduce drug
related harm but there is little
research

Youth sport and
recreation programs

O 0/1

O

0/0

O

0/0

O

0/0

O

0/0

Mentorship

O

O

O

0/0

Community-based
drug education

O

O

O

0/0

Preventive case
management

O

O

O

Community mobilisation

« 5/13

««

Health service
reorientation

O 1/3

«3/3

Employment and training

O

Social marketing

«

Law, regulation and
policing

««

2/6

O
«

1/3

««

O

-1,+1/2

One evaluation had negative
outcomes

O1/1

Australian application for youth
with a high number of risk
factors is emerging

« 3/3

O

0/0

Cost-effectiveness unclear

O

O

0/0

0/0

O
«

2/2

O

O
O

May require delivery combined
with other strategies

O

Particular potential for wider
implementation relevant to
alcohol

Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination
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8.2 Adolescence (ages 12 to 24)
8.2.1 Background
For the current document, adolescence is defined as
beginning at the age when Australian children start
the transition from primary school into secondary
school and continuing until the establishment of
economic independence. The gradually increasing
independence and mobility through adolescence
introduce a greater range of social influences into
the young person’s life. Social changes, including
technological advances and free market
competition, mean that many adolescents face a
higher educational threshold in order to enter
employment. These changes underlie the current
social trend for adolescents to spend more years in
education and to delay into the late twenties
transition from living with parents to independent
living.622

8.2.2 Parent education
Definition: One or more parents receiving
information and/or a course of instruction aimed at
encouraging healthy family development. Delivery
strategies include targeted, universal and combined
interventions.
Parent education may range in intensity from the
distribution of one-off messages using social
marketing strategies, to self-help books or selfcompleted computer programs623 through to
sequenced curriculum packages that may involve
professional contact over multiple sessions.
Universal parent education approaches
Typically, between 10% and 50% of families can be
encouraged to enrol in formal sequenced parent
training programs when invitations are extended to
all parents within a defined population (universal
interventions). In their work in the rural US, Spoth
et al. reported that parents who participated in parent
education tended to have higher levels of
education,624 however in the Australian evaluation
of Parenting Adolescents a Creative Experience
(PACE), disadvantaged and sole parent families were
also successfully recruited.485
Secondary school parent education groups
An evaluation of the Australian PACE program
targeted parents of early- adolescents.485 Designed as
a universal intervention, facilitated groups, based on
an adult learning model, utilised a curriculum that
included adolescent communication, conflict
resolution and adolescent development.625 One
evaluation investigated the impact of seven week
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PACE groups on a national sample of 3000 parents
and year 8 adolescents. The evaluation included preand post-intervention surveys separated by three
months for 577 families (parents and adolescents),
representing a 60% response for those sampled
from 14 schools targeted for intervention and 14
matched control schools. Although only around
10% of parents were successfully recruited into
PACE groups, pre- and post-intervention findings
demonstrated that benefits extended more broadly
across families in the schools where PACE was
offered. At the 12 week follow-up, parents and
adolescents reported a reduction in family conflict.
Adolescents reported increased maternal care, less
delinquency, and less poly-drug use (the odds of
transition to poly-drug use were halved).
Analysis suggested that intervention effects might
have extended to youth with a high number of risk
factors for drug use problems. The evaluation
demonstrated that the parents recruited into the
intervention were more frequently sole parents; and
their children reported higher rates of family
conflict and poly-drug use. At the post-test, family
conflict and youth poly-drug use had reduced
markedly in these families. Evaluation suggested
that the drug use of respondents was influenced by
their best friend’s drug use. Improvements in
troubled family relationships appeared to affect a
wider group of families, not directly participating in
the PACE groups, through changes in peerfriendship networks and through the program’s
efforts to encourage parents to assist other parents
in their school community.485 The fact that the
intervention and control groups were not randomly
assigned, and the lack of long-term follow-up,
suggest the need for caution in interpreting these
promising early results.
Evidence that peer attachments may be risk factors
for youth drug abuse has led to interventions to
assist parents to better manage their children’s peer
relationships. Cohen and Rice evaluated an
intervention that attempted to facilitate this
adjustment. The intervention failed to produce
changes in adolescent initiation of tobacco or
alcohol use. Parent participation was poor, and,
even among those who participated, attempting to
influence their child’s choice of peer group was not
considered a practical target.626 Interventions for
families with adolescents must be carefully designed
as there are many tensions between issues such as
youth requirements for autonomy and increasing
family cohesion.
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Integrating multi-level parent education within
schools
Several research teams are currently active in
developing multi-level family support programs for
delivery within late primary or early secondary
school. For example, Dishion and Kavanagh report a
program involving the integration of three levels of
support within school (early in US middle school
when children are around 11 years old).627 At the
universal level, all parents are invited to an inschool meeting, and written information and videos
covering key parenting skills (cooperation in the
home, supervision, problem solving and
communication) are distributed. At the next level, a
four hour ‘family check-up’ offers a family
assessment and motivational interviewing to
encourage accurate appraisal of child risk behaviour
and the use of appropriate parenting resources. For
families where problems are evident, more
extended parent training is offered. The program is
demonstrating some evidence for positive impacts,
but longer-term outcomes are unclear.
Work is underway in Queensland schools to
evaluate an adolescent version of the Triple-P
Positive Parenting Program. Toumbourou and
Gregg et al. are currently investigating the impact of
an integrated multi-level secondary school
intervention, Resilient Families, which incorporates
communication training for students, an
information night for parents, sequenced parent
education groups, and brief family therapy. The
project aims to further explore the assumption that
community-based interventions can generate
benefits beyond the minority of participants directly
exposed to the intervention.628
Tobacco
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 4/5
A number of programs have been developed though
the Oregon Social Learning Centre to assist families
managing child behaviour problems. Using social
learning principles within an early-intervention
framework, the aforementioned Tom Dishion and
colleagues evaluated a 12 week parenting skills
program aimed at families in which adolescents had
exhibited behavioural problems in late childhood.
Externalising behaviour problems were measured
using both videotaped interactions and motherreports on the Child Behaviour Check-list. Exposure
to a parent group component reduced youth
initiation to tobacco use one year later. Reduced
parent-adolescent conflict was also associated with
these positive changes. In alternative intervention
conditions involving adolescent groups or
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combining adolescent and parent groups, youth
tobacco use and other problem behaviours
increased. The authors argued the positive benefits
of reduced parent-adolescent conflict were
challenged in these cases by contrary peer influence
pressures. Findings suggested the importance of
strengthening the parental sub-system in family
intervention through the adolescent phase.636
One of the issues to be addressed in parent
education is the problem of engaging parents. In a
recent US project addressing youth tobacco use,
households were screened by phone to identify
families with children in the age range 12 to 14
years. Of the 2400 families identified, 55% of
parents and adolescents participated in a baseline
phone survey and then half the parents were
randomly assigned to participate in a program called
Family Matters. The program involved mailing a
sequence of four booklets to parents, with
discussion with a phone counsellor after each
mailing. Early booklets focused on motivating
parents to make changes, and later booklets
provided instruction on implementing family
changes to improve communication and prevent
youth substance use. Parents and adolescents were
re-interviewed at the completion of the three month
program, and again 12 months later. Relative to the
controls, smoking onset was reduced by 16.4% for
the youth in the families exposed to the
intervention. The program had no impact on the
initiation of alcohol use.629
Parent education approaches have been developed
and evaluated as a component within multi-level
programs aimed at addressing broader community
factors that can undermine healthy youth
development. Such programs typically incorporate
community mobilisation activities as an adjunct to
school-based health education; parental
involvement is integrated in this context.580,593 It is
often difficult to separate out the contribution of
parent education in these programs. Pentz and
colleagues reported a program that combined parent
training in adolescent communication with school
drug education and community mobilisation,
including a parent organisation program for
reviewing school prevention policy and skills.
Available evidence suggested that 73% of parents
participated in one or more of the program
components.630 The program may have had some
impact in reducing escalation (recent use in 30
days) in tobacco and marijuana use, but did not
appear to influence alcohol use. In later analyses,
youth using cigarettes at entry to the study were
shown to reduce their use compared to similar
students in the control communities.631
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Although the Australian evaluation of the PACE
program did not specifically target tobacco use,
there was some evidence that tobacco use was
reduced where family relationships improved
within peer networks.485 The intervention reported
by Cohen and Rice failed to impact tobacco use.626
Available research suggests that parent education
targeting the adolescent phase may be promising as
a strategy for preventing adolescent tobacco use. As
adolescent tobacco use is predicted by family-level
risk factors, and there are some promising findings,
there also exists a strong theoretical ground to
assume that parent education may prove to be an
effective strategy in reducing adolescent tobacco
use. Further research in this area would appear
warranted.

Program, parent involvement was included as one
component within a wider set of community
mobilisation activities and there appeared to be
some evidence for an impact on recent cannabis use
(past 30 days).630 Subsequent analyses suggested the
program also influenced youth who were cannabis
users at the initiation of the program.631 The PACE
evaluation revealed that cannabis use was reduced
where peers had better family relationships.485
Rates of youth cannabis use have been high through
the mid-1990s in Australia and current evidence
suggests that family-level risk factors influence
youth cannabis use. Given promising indications in
the available evaluations, there would appear to be
merit in developing and evaluating parent education
programs for their impact on youth cannabis use.

Alcohol

Other illicit drug use

Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 3/5

Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 1/1

Project Northland provides a further example of a
community mobilisation program that, in this case,
aimed at reducing youth alcohol use by
incorporating parental involvement as one
component within a wider set of school and
community activities. A delayed entry to youth
alcohol use was associated with changes to local
laws and ordinances controlling alcohol sales to
minors, improved family communication relating to
alcohol use, and reductions in the perception that
young people drank alcohol.579 In the evaluation of
the Midwest Prevention Program, there was no
initial impact on recent youth alcohol use (past 30
days);630 however, the program did appear to
reduce progression to higher levels of alcohol use
for youth who were alcohol users at the initiation of
the program.631

There is evidence that parent education may be a
potentially useful strategy to assist families facing a
high number of risk factors for harmful youth drug
use. Evaluations of work conducted through the
Oregon Social Learning Centre suggest that parent
education using behavioural and social learning
principles can be useful in preventing further
escalation of problems related to illicit drug use.

The PACE evaluation reported that getting drunk on
alcohol was reduced where peers had better family
relationships.485 The interventions reported by
Cohen and Rice and Bauman and colleagues failed
to impact the initiation of alcohol use.626, 629
Research is insufficient to enable any conclusion to
be made regarding the overall effectiveness of
parent education for preventing adolescent alcohol
use. As there are promising early indicators, further
research in this area is recommended.
Cannabis
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 2/2
There have been no published evaluations
examining the application of parent training
programs to specifically address adolescent cannabis
use. In the evaluation of the Midwest Prevention
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Targeting programs to parents in juvenile justice
settings
Much of the research examining parent intervention
focuses on efforts to prevent escalation or
persistence in problem behaviours. Intensive
interventions based on behavioural, social learning
principles, and involving 44 hours of behavioural
parent training, have been demonstrated to reduce
offending and incarceration compared with standard
juvenile justice contact.632 It is likely that success in
reducing crime and antisocial behaviour would also
translate to reductions in harmful drug use.
Assisting parents concerned by youth illicit drug
abuse
An Australian study investigated the intervention
opportunity that can arise when parents initially
recognise adolescent drug abuse. Parents in these
situations often experience considerable distress,
which can undermine effective responding. In an
effort to provide a cost-effective method of
assistance, Blyth et al. developed an eight week,
professionally-led, group intervention known as the
Behavioural Exchange Systems Training (BEST)
program.633 High rates of depression among
participating parents at pre-test (87% with high
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symptoms on the General Health Questionnaire)
were observed to drop substantially over the course
of the intervention (down to 24% after eight
weeks).634 A small evaluation incorporating a
waitlist control group revealed differential
improvements for those exposed to the
intervention: in mental health, parental satisfaction,
and assertive parenting behaviours.634 The impact of
these changes on youth substance abuse is not yet
known.
In a recent analysis of parent changes achieved
through participation in the BEST program,
Bamberg et al. noted that further reductions in youth
drug abuse might have been achievable for
approximately one-third of families had additional
family intervention been provided at the end of the
program.635 Future research should investigate the
potential to curb youth substance abuse by adding
behavioural training components as a follow-on
intervention for parents who have completed the
BEST program.
Including early intervention in the context of
universal parent education.
The PACE evaluation revealed that parents were
more likely to participate in the PACE groups if they
were sole parents or their children were poly-drug
users. The program appeared to positively affect
early adolescent poly-drug use.485

8.2.3 Conclusionsparent education
programs in Australia

controlled trial with long-term follow-up would
also appear warranted to ensure that the promising
early indications for the Australian PACE program
can be replicated and sustained to achieve longerterm reductions in youth drug use. Funding for
such an investment might be organised as a
partnership between Australian Government and
State agencies, targeting substance abuse prevention,
crime prevention and mental health promotion.
More intensive parent education has also been
investigated for delivery in settings such as juvenile
justice and youth drug abuse treatment. In these
applications, the approach appears feasible although
further research will be required to establish
whether this strategy can prevent harmful drug use.

8.2.4 Family intervention
Definition: One or more parents, adolescents and
other family members receiving information, a
course of instruction or therapy together, aimed at
encouraging healthy family development.
Family intervention programs have been based on a
variety of theoretical frameworks including family
systems theories and social learning approaches. In
their application in families with one or more
adolescents, parents and offspring participate in the
programs together; the balance of program time
devoted to such components, relative to activities
that provide instruction to adolescents and parents
separately, varies.
Tobacco

As reported in the previous chapter, evaluation
research in the US demonstrated that the Preparing
for the Drug Free Years curriculum appeared
promising as a strategy for delaying the initiation of
alcohol use when delivered to families with late
primary school-age children. In this section,
evidence was presented revealing that a similar
program strategy, using the Australian PACE
program, also showed promise as a method for
reducing early youth drug use when delivered
within secondary schools. The Victorian State
Government is currently investigating the
development and application of a program strategy
related to that adopted in the PACE evaluation
(called ABCD).

Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O

Although the model of sequenced parent groups is
emerging as a useful program approach for parent
education, there are alternative models, such as
phone counselling, that are being trialled with
positive results. Future investment should
encourage further innovation in service delivery
models. Investment in at least one large randomised

The evaluation of the delivery of the Iowa
Strengthening Family Program (ISFP) in late
primary school suggested the program was
successful in reducing alcohol use and related risk
factors.581 The development and evaluation of a
similar strategy in early secondary school may be
considered. However, it should be noted that early
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There is evidence that family factors influence
adolescent tobacco use. In the trial reported by
Dishion,636 family intervention, involving the
parents and the child, was less effective at reducing
tobacco use in high-risk youth than parent
education alone. The components provided
separately to the at-risk adolescents were considered
to exacerbate antisocial peer involvement and
thereby undermined the effective parent education
components.
Alcohol
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
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secondary school is a period when there are high
risks for affiliation with drug using peers, and hence
dangers to be managed in implementing the peer
components entailed in the ISFP.
Cannabis
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
There have been no evaluations of the delivery of
family intervention programs in secondary school to
reduce youth cannabis use. It should be noted that
early secondary school is a period when there are
high risks for affiliation with drug using peers, and
hence dangers to be managed in implementing peer
components of current family intervention
programs. Family therapy models are used in
Australia to assist families facing difficulties with
youth cannabis use, but there has been little
evaluation.
Illicit drug use
Summary: Evidence for implementation ......... « 4/4
A family intervention program with some elements
of preventive casework, the Targeted Adolescent/
Family Multi systems Intervention (TAFMI), used an
individual-focused intervention to assist students
and involve parents. The program was targeted to
late primary/early secondary school students
evidencing poor school performance and drug
misuse or abuse. A therapist held weekly meetings
with the students and their families. Early meetings
focused on setting behaviour and academic
improvement goals with the student. The student
and family were then assisted toward achieving
these objectives using evidence-based strategies.
Behaviour changes for those exposed to the
intervention were compared against a randomly
assigned control group who received usual school
counselling. Differences between the groups were
not observed until the second year, at which time
drug use was lower for the intervention group.637

8.2.5 Encouraging positive family
relationships for youth in drug treatment
and juvenile justice settings
Family interventions targeting multiple risk families
are typically conducted in settings such as drug
treatment, juvenile justice and school welfare.
Family therapy is often approached reluctantly by
government, due to perceptions of undefined
length and expense. However, considerable work
has been done to better quantify the investment
required. Several research teams have presented
evidence supporting the effectiveness of manualised
forms of family therapy in the treatment of youth
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drug abuse.638,639 Santisteban et al. described active
recruitment methods that can be successfully
employed in interventions aiming to attract
disadvantaged families or youth with specific
problems such as drug abuse.640
The Addicts and Families Project was historically
important in its use of a well-controlled evaluation
to demonstrate the effectiveness of family therapy as
a treatment for youth drug abuse.641 The study
demonstrated that, after six months, supplementing
methadone treatment with family therapy reduced
drug use in around two-thirds of cases.
Functional Family Therapy (FFT) has provided
leadership in the movement to disseminate brief
family therapy using a clearly-staged (readily
taught) family counselling program, involving as
little as eight hours of therapist contact. Evaluations
of FFT have demonstrated reductions in juvenile
justice expenditure.642, 643 The program has
demonstrated evidence as a strategy for reducing reoffending amongst voluntary and court-mandated
adolescent offenders, and has also been
demonstrated to prevent offending amongst the
younger siblings of targeted offenders. In their
review, Bry, Catalano et al. found reductions in
recidivism ranged from between 75% for less severe
offenders down to 35% for severe offenders.637 Aos
et al. reported the net economic benefit at around $4
for each $1 invested in FFT.644 Process evaluation
has suggested a critical program component may
involve reframing problem attribution away from
individual blame, to focus on the concept of a
mismatch in family needs.645 If this is accepted, it
suggests that a critical transition in the escalation
from delinquency to serious crime may be linked
with hostility generated in family relationships
through adolescence. Although FFT has been
disseminated widely in the US there has been only
one brief training in Australia.
Although important, the family is only one of the
social systems influencing adolescent development.
Henggeler and colleagues have used randomised
controlled trials to evaluate the impact of their
Multisystemic Treatment (MST) program on serious
juvenile offenders.646–648 MST has a large component
of preventive case management but is based on
family systems principles and extends assistance by
including effective intervention strategies to
enhance individual competence, tackle peer
relationship issues, and to ensure access to work,
education and community resources.
Exposure to MST reduced offending and re-arrests
relative to usual juvenile justice practices.648 MST
appeared more effective than individual counselling
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in reducing antisocial behaviour for serious
adolescent offenders.646 MST begins with assistance
for the young person and their family, to establish
treatment goals and objectives. Clinicians are trained
in the application of evidence-based therapies and
rewarded for achievement of agreed client
outcomes. MST has been effective in engaging
families with multiple and complex problems.649
The net economic benefit has been estimated at
around $5 for each $1 invested in MST.644 MST
training has been disseminated widely in the US and
a project has recently been established in New
Zealand.

8.2.6 Conclusionsfamily intervention
Investment in both brief family therapy and the
Multisystemic Treatment (MST) model appear
warranted for juvenile justice and youth drug abuse
settings. Since programs of this type have a track
record of dissemination in applications in the US,
investment in these programs may be justifiable in
Australia without awaiting long-term follow-up
research. The skills required to engage youth and
families in these interventions do not appear to be
well developed in Australia. For this reason,
investment in overseas trainers may be warranted in
the context of at least one demonstration project
focusing on process evaluation and training, to
ensure the achievement of critical program
components. Juvenile justice programs would be
logical partners in this type of investment.
Investment in at least one randomised controlled
trial, including three to four years of follow-up,
would appear warranted. Investment of this type
would be appropriate for research funding from
agencies such as the National Health and Medical
Research Council, the Criminology Research
Council and relevant State health promotion
foundations. Alcohol and drug sector funds could
seed research support by providing money for
training and dissemination.

8.3 School-based drug education
Definition: Efforts to reduce drug-related harm
through the delivery of a structured social health
education curriculum within the school, usually by
classroom teachers, but in some cases by visiting
outside professionals.
There have been two recent and comprehensive
critical literature reviews on drug education in
schools, conducted in Australia for government
departments.650, 651 These describe the evolution of
approaches to drug education in schools since the
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1930s to the present day. The reviews also present
the factors that have been shown in experimental
trials to maximise the effectiveness of programs in
preventing or delaying the onset of drug use and in
reducing use. Other reviews in recent times present
similar conclusions.586, 652–654 The more successful
approaches to drug education have a grounding in
what is known about the causes of adolescent drug
use, adolescent developmental pathways in relation
to drug use, and the psychological theoretical
frameworks of social learning and problem
behaviour.655 Because this body of evidence has
been well-established over several decades of
research, the authors sensibly caution those
considering developing drug education programs to
base them on what is known rather than what
seems intuitive or ideologically sound. Poorly
conceptualised programs have historically been
ineffective or, at worst, actually harmful, for
example by increasing drug use.650 Factors
associated with effective substance use programs in
schools are as follows.520, 656–659
Programs should:
l

be research-based/theory driven,

l

deliver coherent and consistent messages,

l

present developmentally appropriate, balanced
information,

l

provide resistance skills training,

l

incorporate normative education,

l

l

l

l

educate before behavioural patterns are
established,
relate strategies to objectives,
address values, attitudes and behaviours of the
individual and community,
address the inter-relationship between
individuals, social context and drug use,

l

focus on prevalent and harmful drug use,

l

make judicious use of peer leadership,

l

l

l

l

be delivered within an overall framework of
harm minimisation,
incorporate broader social skills training and be
part of a comprehensive health education
curriculum,
employ interactive teaching approaches,
ensure optimal training and support for
teachers,
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l

l

l

provide adequate initial coverage and continued
follow-up in booster sessions,
be sensitive to cultural characteristics of the
target audience,
incorporate additional family, community,
media and special population components,

l

ensure fidelity of implementation, and

l

be evaluated.

The explanation of these factors and the papers from
which they derive are presented in reviews by
Midford, Lenton and colleagues.650,651 The authors
of both Australian reviews have also summarised the
work of Tobler et al. into a useful table of ‘what
works and what doesn’t’ in cannabis and other drug
prevention programs in terms of content and
delivery features.660 Tobler and colleagues derived
this information from a meta-analysis of 120
school-based adolescent drug prevention
programs.661
Readers should refer to either review for the full
discussion and references of successful drug
education approaches.650,651 The main points are
reiterated here. Successful drug education programs
use the social influence approach, or multiple
component programs, with a large emphasis on the
social influences rather than information-based
approaches alone or those targeting affective
education alone. Affective education approaches
were based on the assumption that youth who used
substances had personal deficiencies; by enhancing
personal development with training in self-esteem,
decision making, values clarification, goal setting
and stress management, the use of drugs would
decrease. These programs did not succeed in
consistently changing behaviour, perhaps because
not all youth using substances suffer from personal
deficiencies. Indeed, some research has suggested
that young people who engage in minor drug
experimentation may be better adjusted than those
who maintain complete abstinence, while frequent/
heavy drug users tend to be poorly adjusted.
The social influence approach was developed from
Bandura’s social modelling theory662 and McGuire’s
social inoculation/resistance training.663 Initial
formulations of this approach were based on the
belief that young people begin to use substances
because of social pressures from a variety of
sources, including mass media, peers, family and
the image they have of themselves. To successfully
resist the adoption of undesirable behaviour, young
people need to be inoculated by prior exposure to
counter arguments and have the opportunity to
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practise the desired coping behaviour. Other
formulations are more complex and consider a
competition for behavioural identification between
different social influences such as peers and
parents.479, 515 Peer subcultures are increasingly
associated with new illicit drug use trends, while
parents may either attempt to limit drug use or
introduce adolescents to their familial patterns of
drug use. In the context of complex and contrary
social influence pressures, it is not surprising that
there has been some variation in outcomes for social
influence programs across different social contexts.
Despite the challenges, variants of the social
influence approach have been shown to have
benefits in reducing antisocial behaviour, affiliation
with deviant peers and school behaviour problems;
and increasing academic performance and
commitment to schooling. Booster sessions added at
critical points of developmental transition, a
complementing parenting component, and
reinforcement of social messages at the broader
community level seem to strengthen the effects of
social influence school-based programs.14

8.3.1 Life skills training
An historically important social influence approach
by Botvin and colleagues is Life Skills Training
(LST).664 This strategy brought an emphasis on the
personal and social skills that underpin lifestyle and
health risk behaviour more generally. In addition to
addressing tobacco advertising and social resistance
skills, the program deals with managing anxiety,
communicating effectively, developing personal
relationships and asserting one’s individual rights.
The program is more elaborate than earlier health
educational packages, with teacher manuals,
ongoing professional development of teachers
during implementation, student guides and a
relaxation audiotape. Various formats have been
evaluated but a common delivery strategy consists
of 15 classes in year 7, with 10 booster sessions in
year 8 and five in year 9.
The LST program has been evaluated in ten separate
studies and seems to have reduced alcohol, cannabis
and tobacco use into early adulthood.665 It was
evaluated in (a sample of close to 6000) year 7
students allocated to three treatment conditions
(two active and one control). Six years later, in
1991, follow-up data were collected from 3597
students (60% of the original sample of 5954).
Significant reductions were found in the prevalence
of smoking (22% versus 33%) and drinking to the
point of being drunk (34% versus 40%). Rates of
weekly poly-drug use were halved in the
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intervention sample (3% versus 6%). Reductions in
the group who received at least 60% of the
intervention program were even more substantial.652
In a recent update study, students were completing
secondary school in grade 12. Self-report data
collected by mail from 447 of these individuals
showed that those who received life skills training
reported less illicit drug use compared to the control
group.666 These findings hold promise that targeting
gateway substances such as alcohol and tobacco can
prevent illicit drug use and that long-term
prevention effects may be possible. The limitations
of this study, however, are the small sample size
and the predominance of white respondents (92%),
along with the possibility that the sample was not
representative of high-risk individuals. Although the
LST approach appears promising, replication efforts
can face difficulties. Gorman has critiqued the
evaluations of LST approaches and noted that while
some evaluation studies produced significant
education effects, most indicated no change due to
the intervention.667 In addition, those reporting
significant change had conducted many
comparisons such that some changes may have
occurred by chance. In some cases, analyses
reported only on efficacy, regrouping intervention
data to focus on successful implementations. Some
studies had small numbers and collapsed variables
into dichotomised scales that may have influenced
significance. The LST programs may require 30
sessions throughout secondary school and this
substantial time commitment may be difficult for
some schools to accommodate.

8.3.2 Peer educators and interactive
programming
Use of peer leaders has been another strategy
reported in the literature that was reviewed by
Midford, Lenton and Handcock.650 Evidence shows
that peer educators can be important when they
model attitudes unfavourable to drug use. Peer
leaders need to be selected carefully and well
supported with management skills from
professional teachers. Peer educators need to be
credible with high-risk young people, have good
communication skills and show responsible
attitudes, but simultaneously be unconventional.
Hence, the ‘good’ students selected by adults may
be inappropriate if peers don’t engage with them,
while in poorly managed programs there is the risk
that ‘cool’ students will encourage favourable
attitudes to drug use. In the meta-analysis by Tobler
and Stratton, peer education produced similar
results to other interactive programs presented by
teachers and other leaders.661 It may, therefore, be
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the interactive programs which engage students in
role-play, discussion and games that are a key factor
in effectiveness.

8.3.3 Normative education
Hansen and Graham ran a study where students
received one of four curricula: information alone,
information plus resistance skills training,
information plus normative beliefs, or, all three
components.498 Students exposed to the programs
where normative beliefs were included significantly
decreased alcohol use after one year compared to
those in the alternative conditions. Students often
over-estimated the proportion of their age group
who used substances, and student surveys on
substance use and feedback encouraged more
realistic assessments. In their conclusions, Hansen
and Graham argued that normative components
may play a critical role in activating students to
utilise peer resistance strategies.498 In the absence of
a normative component, resistance training
appeared relatively ineffective.

8.3.4 Timing and intensity of training
Timing of education is critical according to some
researchers. The consensus is that the optimal time
for introducing youth preventive programs is late
primary school or early secondary school, when
experimentation often begins. This may also help to
capture higher-risk individuals who may leave
school early. Junior programs should be generic as
the most effective programs for reducing cannabis
use at this stage are also effective in reducing
tobacco and alcohol use.650 However, onset of use
can vary in different populations and with different
types of drugs so timing of programs should be
adjusted according to prevalence data for use of a
particular drug. For instance, findings from
cannabis education programs in senior secondary
school suggest that a more differentiated approach
is required with older students.
Based on evidence over the past decade, it might be
cautiously argued that health education curricula
initiated in early secondary school (year 7) and
reinforced with additional programs provide a
sound delivery strategy.593
The intensity of the intervention may also be
important in its success. It appears that most of the
successful programs are intensive and long-term
(including booster sessions). Of the 10 soundly
evaluated effective programs reviewed by White
and Pitts,654 eight had 10 or more sessions devoted
to delivery of the program and booster sessions.
However, intensity did not guarantee effectiveness,
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an example being the DARE program that was
intense in number of sessions but ineffective.

8.3.5 Fidelity of implementation and
dissemination
Hansen and McNeal conducted a study into how
drug education programs are implemented by
teachers when there is not a specific management
program in place.668 This was in response to data, in
1996, that teenage drug problems were rising
despite significant advances in best practice of drug
education. They observed teaching in 12 middle
schools in Forsyth County, US, amounting to 2828
minutes of instruction, equivalent to 232 distinct
class periods of which 146 were reported. They
found that the teachers observed lacked a general
understanding about the concepts underpinning
existing drug prevention approaches. They tended,
more often, to focus on the knowledge aspects of
the program, in particular those about healthrelated consequences of drug use, while paying
minimal attention to resistance skills training, value
clarification and normative education. In addition,
teachers tended to emphasise alcohol, tobacco and
less so cannabis in their lessons. Cocaine was
discussed 20% of the time, despite having low
usage rates among students, and amphetamines and
inhalants discussed rarely. The teachers observed
were very individual in their teaching approaches,
the substances they focused on and the life skills
they included. The authors concluded that if these
findings were typical of schools elsewhere, drug
education would fail to make a long-term impact on
substance use behaviours. They recommended that
there should be a focus on increasing teachers’
conceptual understanding of drug use and
prevention, and of normal patterns of drug use
onset and experimentation. They also recommended
increasing training for building allegiance to
research-based prevention strategies, and for
adoption of the program components that have
been shown to mediate impacts on drug use. It
seems that teachers need support and access to good
materials to work with, and that this support from a
school organisational level would be important.

8.3.6 Targeted versus universal
interventions
Most of the studies evaluating drug education have
emanated from the US, where the focus is on
universal strategies to prevent or delay the onset of
drug use. There have been too few interventions
targeting young people at different stages of their
drug use and from different social and cultural
backgrounds. However, some studies have
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investigated the effectiveness of interventions for
different populations and tailored for different
target groups.654 In contrast to the many studies of
drug use in people of school age, there is little
about progression of drug use into young
adulthood and factors associated with vulnerability
and resistance in this time period.654 Such
knowledge of the ‘where, when and why’ drugs are
being used, and the meaning drug use has to the
user at different stages, will be necessary for
formulation of targeted interventions.

8.3.7 Health education as a component
within broader community mobilisation
Mary Ann Pentz and colleagues examined the effects
of a school drug education program run in the
context of the Midwest Prevention Program, a
comprehensive community mobilisation
program.580, 593 First, a 10 session health education
program focusing on drug use resistance skills was
delivered to grade 6 and 7 students. Evaluation
suggested positive program impacts on mediating
factors (attitudes, knowledge, skills and peer
influence) and on initiation and escalation in use of
tobacco, alcohol and marijuana use after the first
year. A three year follow-up combined the drug
education program with a parent organisation
program for reviewing school prevention policy
and training parents in positive parent-child
communication skills in the context of community
mobilisation elements.593 The program appeared to
be effective at preventing escalation in tobacco and
marijuana use, but not alcohol use. Effects were
most prominent when delivery occurred in year 7.
Research reported by Perry and colleagues provides
further insight into the effectiveness of health
education delivered within the context of wider
community mobilisation efforts. It would appear
from the Project Northland research that the
common observation that educational impacts decay
over time also applies to interventions run in the
context of wider community mobilisation.669 A
cohort exposed to a social influence health
education curriculum from year 6 through to year 9
demonstrated lower rates of recent alcohol use and
alcohol misuse. These effects tended to decline in
the years following the intervention such that there
were few significant effects by year 12.
Tobacco
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Drug education addressing a single drug may be
difficult to implement given the competitive
pressures within schools for a range of material to
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be integrated into the curriculum. There is an
argument, therefore, that programs should be
generic; the most effective programs for reducing
tobacco use at this stage may be effective in
reducing cannabis and alcohol use.650
An early popular example of the application of a
social learning approach to tobacco health education
was the Minnesota smoking prevention program.670
The program was delivered by teachers and
incorporated a structured series of lessons and
development of a teaching strategy that allowed
pupil-led discussion. The program content
addressed cigarette advertising, the physical effects
of smoking and refusal strategies. US findings were
positive in bringing short-term reductions in
smoking but translation of the program to other
settings has not always met with a similar degree of
success.671 An Australian adaptation of this program,
with both teacher and peer-led components, was
implemented to over 2000 year 7 students in
Western Australia, in 1981. At seven year followup, no persisting effect of the program was found
in males but in females there was a 50% lower rate
of tobacco use in those who had been non-smokers
at the outset of the program. This study was marred
by a low response rate at follow-up (55%) but
adjusting for differential attrition of smokers did
suggest an ongoing effect in females.
Two notable European studies have also produced
longer-term follow-up findings on the use of
interventions based on social learning theory. The
Oslo Youth Study was based on the Know Your
Body risk factor assessment program. The initial
study took place with 827 students in six Oslo
schools. The program was in part peer-led and
focused on developing social resistance skills,
making a public commitment to being a nonsmoker, and on broad discussions of the social,
political and health aspects of smoking. The
program had a significant effect on smoking in
males at 12 year follow-up but not in females. It is
noteworthy that daily smoking rates in the
comparison populations at follow-up were very
high (close to 50%). In general, the size of all the
short-term health effects in this program
diminished over time.599
The North Karelia Youth Project focused on social
resistance skills in 10 classroom sessions, with
assistance from peer leaders. Effects on smoking
rates were clearest at follow-up at two years, where
23% of participants were smokers compared with
38% in controls. At eight year follow-up, rates were
37% and 47% respectively.672
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There have now been a number of systematic
reviews conducted on school-based programs
designed to prevent smoking in young people. The
findings from several of these reviews were
summarised, in 1999.673 A synopsis of the results
presented in that review is given below.
One review was restricted to randomised controlled
trials (RCTs) that targeted individuals up to 18 years
of age; the findings are based on a qualitative
synthesis of this literature.674 Over 60 primary
studies were identified but only 11 were considered
to be of high quality. The 11 studies all contained
comprehensive programs that provided information
on smoking and its consequences, and had
components on decision making skills with
resistance/refusal skills training. Results from these
high quality studies found smoking prevalence was
8 to 15% lower in the intervention groups
compared with controls at 12 months follow-up.
Similar trends were also found in the lower quality
studies.
Twenty-seven studies targeting tobacco and other
substances were included in a second qualitative
review.653 The programs were grouped into four
types according to content: information/
knowledge, affective (decision making, selfesteem), social influences/skills development, and
comprehensive (including information, decision
making and resistance skills training). The
proportions of positive, negative and neutral
outcomes were reported for each program type. The
social influence programs had 51% positive
outcomes, 11% negative and 38% neutral. The
comprehensive programs had no negative outcomes
and equal proportions of positive and neutral
outcomes.
There were five quantitative reviews that presented
the findings as pooled effect sizes with change in
success rates that could be attributed to the
interventions. Bruvold performed a meta-analysis of
the California School-based Risk Reduction program
using eight studies that had a control or comparison
group.675 The program was targeted at nine to 14
year olds and, of the studies used in the analysis, six
used a rational, didactic approach while the other
two studies included life skills training. Results
showed the life skills programs were more
successful in reducing smoking behaviour post-test
than the rational programs.
In another quantitative study by Bruvold, 84 schoolbased studies (94 programs) were categorised into
four types: rational or information giving;
developmental, focusing on increasing self-esteem
and developing decision making skills; social
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norms, with presentation of alternative behaviours;
and social reinforcement, teaching recognition of
social pressures and developing resistance skills.676
Results were presented for post-test and first and
second follow-ups; however, no definitions were
provided for what first and second follow-up
represented. The results found the social
reinforcement and social norms programs produced
positive results at each point, the effectiveness of the
developmental programs was mixed, and the
rational programs were not effective.
In the Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE)
programs developed in the United States, specially
trained law enforcement officers teach drug
prevention curricula in schools. A meta-analysis of
eight DARE programs that had either a control or
comparison group found there was a small but
significant effect on tobacco use postintervention.677 However, in the two studies that
continued to follow participants the effect was not
maintained at one and two year follow-ups.
Rooney and Murray performed a meta-analysis of
90 studies of social reinforcement programs
targeting smoking prevention, in 11 to 18 year
olds, that included control or comparison groups.678
Results showed smoking levels could be reduced by
approximately 5%. These results were sustainable
for up to one year when information on the shortterm consequences of smoking was delivered in
conjunction with information on the social
influences that encourage smoking and training on
how to resist the pressures to smoke.
Another meta-analysis was conducted of 90 drug
prevention studies (120 programs) targeting 11 to
18 year olds, which all included a control or
comparison group.661 Forty-three of the programs
specifically targeted tobacco use and were
categorised by content, depending on whether they
contained an active component or were nonparticipatory presentations. When all the studies
were included, participatory programs produced
significantly better results than non-participatory
programs; however, when analyses were restricted
to the better quality studies, although a higher effect
size was produced by participatory studies it was not
significantly greater than that for non-participatory
studies.
A recent meta-analysis of 207 international schoolbased drug prevention programs, including more
than half with social influence elements, provided
strong support for the efficacy of social influence
programming at one year follow-up.679
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A recent study on the cost-effectiveness of a schoolbased tobacco use prevention program, using social
influences curricula, found the intervention to be
highly cost-effective.680 However, there are reasons
to believe that the integrity and effectiveness of
programs may be diminished when attempts are
made to translate successful experimental programs
into more naturalistic and real world settings.681 No
examples of broad scale successful adaptation
outside of experimental trials were identified.
Murray et al. described one attempt to use legislative
and financial incentives to schools to encourage
dissemination of programs of known effectiveness
in prevention of tobacco use. Over a five year
period, no discernible effect was evident.682
Findings from the evaluations and major reviews
summarised above demonstrate small but consistent
effects for delaying the initiation of smoking, over a
one to two year time frame, following wellconducted school drug education. Available
evidence suggests that over longer time frames,
effects diminish. Despite this general tendency,
there is some evidence of reductions in smoking
maintained to eight years following the North
Karelia program, better outcomes for females seven
years after the Western Australian implementation
of the Minnesota program, and better outcomes for
males 12 years after the Oslo Youth program.
Alcohol
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
As is the case for tobacco use, there is good
evidence that school-based health education
programs targeting alcohol use and utilising social
learning principles can be successfully implemented
with booster sessions in subsequent years. More
recent programs have successfully incorporated
approaches that include peer leadership, small
group discussion, student-led participation,
homework tasks and role-plays. Caplan and
colleagues noted positive consumer feedback from
students regarding their social competence
curriculum.683
Maggs and Schulenberg used hierarchical modelling
to examine the success of the school-based Alcohol
Misuse Prevention Study (AMPS) in altering
normative trajectories of alcohol use, misuse,
reasons to drink and reasons not to drink across
early to middle adolescence.684 The AMPS
(University of Michigan) involved seven lessons in
grade 7 and 8 using role-play to teach specific
rather than global strategies to resist pressures to use
particular drugs. A randomised pre- and postexperimental control design was used. Longitudinal
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data from 971 students, collected across five
occasions between 6th and 10th grade, provided
4178 person-time cases. These data were used to
evaluate the effects of the program on drinking
behaviour, reasons not to drink and reasons to
drink. Results indicated that AMPS may alter a
young person’s trajectory of drug use, but prior
drinking experience modified this effect. Among
students who engaged in prior unsupervised
drinking, exposure to AMPS was associated with a
reduced rate of increase in alcohol misuse and a
reduced rate of decrease in reasons not to drink
across adolescence. This implied an early
intervention effect for this program. The authors
suggested that a goal for prevention research may
be, therefore, not to determine whether a particular
program worked but rather for whom the program
worked and why. It appeared that reasons to drink
increase across adolescence and AMPS seemed to
slow down this tendency.
White and Pitts reviewed Project ALERT because it
compared the effectiveness of the program on
young people who were non-users at the time of
the intervention with young people who had
already experimented with drugs.654, 685 In the shortterm, non-users showed more program gains than
users. Another study examined the effectiveness of
an intervention for young people at different levels
of risk, where risk factors included prior use of
substances, and found the program was equally
effective for all groups.593
In the study by Hansen and Graham, students
exposed to the programs where normative beliefs
were included significantly decreased alcohol use
after one year compared to those in the alternative
conditions.498 Other reasonably well controlled US
studies have also reported small one year impacts in
reducing regular alcohol use.686
A recent Australian study, the School Health and
Alcohol Harm Reduction Project (SHAHRP), has
demonstrated main group effects in consumption,
harmful/hazardous consumption, and harm
associated with young people’s own use of
alcohol.687 This study had a goal of harm
minimisation and was an evidence-based classroom
program (13 lessons) conducted over two years.155
Over the period of the study (from baseline to final
follow-up 32 months later), students who
participated in the SHAHRP program had a 10%
greater alcohol-related knowledge, consumed 20%
less alcohol, were 19.5% less likely to drink to
harmful or hazardous levels, experienced 33% less
harm associated with their own use of alcohol, and
10% less harm associated with other people’s use of
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alcohol, than students who participated in other
alcohol education.687 These behavioural effects were
maintained and/or increased up to one year after
the final phase of the program.687 The key focus of
this program was on the development of utility
knowledge and harm reduction skills and strategies.
In addition, young people were involved in the
development and testing of the program.155 The
SHAHRP classroom-based approach is a relatively
cost-effective way of impacting on young people’s
alcohol-related behaviours.687
In summary, compared to the evidence for tobacco
use, the short-term impact of secondary school drug
education has been less consistently demonstrated
for youth alcohol use and there is less evidence for
longer-term impacts. The SHAHRP evaluation
shows promising early impacts; for AMPS there are
effects for selected groups over three years, and for
LST there are longer-term effects in reducing
regular alcohol use and poly-drug use. When
programs run in the context of community
mobilisation are included results are less promising.
The Midwest Prevention Program was not effective
at three year follow-up in reducing regular alcohol
use.593 Project Northland showed small effects on
use and misuse in mid-secondary school, but these
were not maintained through to the end of
secondary school.
Cannabis
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
There appears to be little evidence for the
application of specific programs addressing cannabis
use alone. However, available evidence does suggest
that reductions in cannabis use have been achieved
through more generic drug education approaches.
Midford, Lenton and Hancock examined a subset of
drug education programs that had an impact on
cannabis use behaviour and found that those
programs that were successful in reducing cannabis
use were similarly effective at changing tobacco
smoking and drinking. In summary, the most
effective education programs for cannabis were
found to contain certain essential information about
both long-term and short-term consequences of
drug use; were small in scale or managed in a way
that allowed ownership amongst those involved;
had high fidelity of implementation; and were
interactively presented. In addition, normative
education in the form of feedback from school
surveys of peer drug use was helpful because
students often overestimated drug use by peers.
Additional program components included analysis
of the media and other social influences promoting
positive attitudes to drugs. Interpersonal skills of
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drug refusal, and intrapersonal skills such as
decision making, stress reduction and goal setting,
were also important components. The other
elements, noted above, of booster sessions and
inclusion of a family and community component
were shown to further increase effectiveness of
programs. By contrast, programs that have been
largely knowledge-based, delivered by experts, less
interactive, and that failed to include family and
community components have been less successful.
The less successful DARE program, using police
officers to deliver education and some life skills to
middle school students, is usually used to illustrate
this.688
Although there has not been extensive research in
the studies where cannabis use has been measured,
findings have generally suggested that positive
impacts may be achievable through drug education.
Small reductions in regular cannabis use have been
demonstrated three years following the Midwest
Prevention Program, and at six and 12 years
following the LST program.
Other illicit drug use
Summary: Evidence for implementation ......... « 1/1
Follow-up data from the 6.5 year long large-scale,
randomised prevention trial of the LST prevention
program, delivered during junior secondary school,
was reported in 2000.666 In this latest study,
students were completing secondary school in grade
12. Self-report data collected by mail from 447
individuals showed that those who received life
skills training reported less illicit drug use compared
to the control group.

8.3.8 Conclusionsschool drug education
There is good evidence that drug education
programs produce changes in knowledge about
drug use and the consequences of drug use for
young people who attend school. Although
interventions based purely on providing
information appear insufficient to change either
intention to use drugs or actual drug use, provision
of information may be a necessary condition for
effective prevention. Drug education programs
based on social learning principles have consistently
shown short-term effects on both intentions and
behaviours. In general, the effects of these
interventions diminish and even disappear by late
secondary school unless supplemented by additional
program input or supplementary strategies.
Successful supplementary strategies have included
social marketing, community mobilisation, and
parental involvement.
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Existing evidence suggests that drug education can
represent a relatively low-cost method for reducing
initiation and escalation of tobacco, alcohol,
cannabis and other drug use. Program
implementation costs for each class cohort typically
include teacher time for around eight to 15
classroom periods in early secondary school, with
an additional investment of eight to 15 classroom
periods later in secondary school. When properly
implemented, this investment can reduce regular
tobacco use by 5% to 10%.
The systematic review by White and Pitts showed
that effect sizes for most programs that were
effective were small, with 3.7% of young people
who would have used drugs delaying onset of use
or persuaded to never use.654 Evaluations must be
continued in the long-term to see if this delay in
regular use or progression to further use continues.
To shed some perspective, the authors note that
pharmaceutical trials are stopped once effect sizes
smaller than this are reached, on the basis that
effectiveness is too high to ethically allow the nontreatment arm not to have access to treatment
(example, aspirin trials in myocardial infarction). It
is also true that effect sizes measured may
underestimate the potential gains, as authors seldom
report on fidelity of implementation or on numbers
of participants who received the entire program as
opposed to parts.
In a study of the ALERT and LST drug education
programs in the US, the RAND Institute found that
these programs reduced drug consumption
(cocaine) by around 35% (25% of that came from
reduced initiation of use and 10% from reduced
consumption). The cost per participant was
estimated at around US$67 or 1.5% of national drug
control spending. This report found that for every
dollar of resource used by the program, $2.4 would
be averted in social costs. However, it was
recognised that considerable uncertainty surrounded
this estimate.689
Because there is still much to be integrated
regarding drug education, implementation can be
difficult. Kim and colleagues report a failed attempt
to disseminate health education in North
Carolina.690 In this case, few students could recall
receiving the program, providing some indication
that failed implementation may have explained the
absence of effects.
There are some warning signs that the
dissemination of effective drug education in the
Australian context will not be a simple matter. Perry
and colleagues evaluated the effectiveness of drug
education in different nations as part of a WHO
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trial.691 Evidence from this study demonstrated
effectiveness for drug education in many nations
including the US; however, an Australian
implementation was not effective. It is clear that in
attempting to implement evaluated programs
further evaluation will be required to ensure
successful adaptation to the Australian context.
Given there are considerable risks through the
implementation of drug education programs, it is
important that investment in these programs be
accompanied with a proportionate investment in
evaluation. Because of the difficulties involved, it is
reasonable that 20% of the program budget and
resource requirements committed for drug
education should be directed at evaluation.
Evaluation designs should include behavioural
follow-up, and randomisation to test new program
elements against control groups, such as the
evaluations of drug education programs in Western
Australia which are being conducted through the
National Drug Research Institute.

8.4 School organisation and
behaviour management
Definition: Programs run in primary schools to better
prepare children for the transition to secondary
school encourage positive interpersonal
relationships at school, ensure effective discipline,
maximise learning opportunities and maintain
drug-free environments.
Although there is a growing body of US research to
suggest that interventions aimed at improving
primary school social environments can have
positive impacts, there has been less research
examining secondary schools. The available research
is limited and inconclusive but does suggest that
secondary school organisation and behaviour
management practices may influence youth drug
use. Further research is required to develop a wider
range of program options and to better establish the
intervention processes that underlie program
effectiveness.
One element of school organisation that appears of
particular importance for preventing antisocial
behaviour is the policies and practices relevant to
bullying and aggression within the school. Olweus’s
evaluation of a multi-component anti-bullying
program in Sweden presented evidence of
significant reductions in violent and delinquent
behaviour.692
The Victorian Gatehouse Project provides an
interesting example of an intervention attempting to
modify early secondary school environments to
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promote mental health.693 The Gatehouse approach
aims to increase school bonding and to reduce
experiences of victimisation. A potentially important
component of the Gatehouse project has involved
the incorporation into the standard curriculum of
components aimed at teaching stress-coping skills.
Given the program focus on improving social
connections and enhancing life skills, it is plausible
that risk factors for youth substance abuse may be
reduced. A rigorous evaluation of the Gatehouse
strategy utilising random assignment of schools is
proceeding.693 Early indications have associated the
program with reductions in youth drug use but
these analyses have not yet been published.
A very different intervention strategy to that
developed in the Gatehouse program involved
selecting students at risk and offering them special
services within schools. Eggert and colleagues
evaluated a selective intervention for late secondary
school students at high risk of drop-out.694 Staff
identified students who were offered placement in
‘personal growth classes’. The personal growth
classes offered group support, friendship
development, and school bonding through small
teacher-student ratios and an emphasis on positive
peer relations. A specific skills training course was
also offered based on four units: self-esteem
enhancement, decision making, personal control,
and interpersonal communication. Findings
demonstrated that those exposed to the groups
reported improvements in school bonding, selfesteem and reductions in deviant peer associations.
Program participants demonstrated less entry to
harmful drug use. Program participation was
voluntary and the evaluation was small and weakly
controlled, hence more rigorously controlled
evaluation of this program is warranted.
An interesting exploratory study points to a
potential future direction for assisting students who
have a high number of risk factors for harmful drug
use. Hastie and Sharpe described a quasiexperimental intervention on a small (n = 20),
non-randomly selected sample of male students in
grades 7 and 8 in a rural school located in an
economically depressed part of Canada.695 More
than one-third of the cohort from which these boys
were taken was achieving school grades below a D
level. According to the school principal, most were
at-risk for school failure and early drop-out. Hastie
and Sharpe describe a 20 lesson unit of modified
football, with rules configured in such a way as to
promote the likelihood of interpersonal conflict.
The lesson content was described and seven types of
behaviour identified and operationally defined (e.g.
leadership, compliance, positive peer interactions).
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Students were divided into four teams and feedback
was provided before each match about performance
at the previous match with respect to the target
behaviours. Teams also competed for a ‘Fair Play’
award. Outcome variables included teachers’ ratings
of videotaped behaviours and student questionnaire
data. The authors reported improvement in positive
interpersonal comments, leadership, and positive
peer support. There were strong correlations
between students’ post-match questionnaires and
the raters’ scores on the videotapes. This study was
based on a small convenience sample and little
statistical inference was used to compare pre- and
post-measures. This type of approach does warrant
consideration as a means of developing social skills
and positive school connections for students in
secondary school who may have a high risk for drug
use problems.
There are innovative efforts to improve school
learning outcomes in Australian secondary schools
that are likely to address developmental risk and
protective factors that relate to harmful drug use,
for example, the Advocacy program that has been
developed and trialled in Victorian secondary
schools. The program emphasises the development
of an ongoing one-to-one relationship between a
teacher (the advocate) and a student. Teachers
volunteer to be advocates and undertake
professional development. They meet with students
individually at least once every two weeks for at
least 20 minutes. During this time, they focus
mainly on helping students manage their learning.
The essence of the interaction is that the advocates
are caring adults who listen to the students and
support them to develop an individual approach to
learning, based around their strengths.

8.4.2 Conclusionsschool organisation
and behaviour management
In recent years, several strategies relevant to school
organisation and behaviour management have
emerged as having potential in secondary school
settings. The Victorian Gatehouse project provides
an excellent model for improving secondary school
social environments and is now being supported for
wider dissemination. Very promising evaluation
findings are being reported in the overseas literature
for school organisation programs delivered in the
primary school setting. Investment in this type of
approach for delivery in the secondary school
setting would appear warranted.

8.5 Peer intervention and peer
education
Definition: Youth peers of common identity provide
support or deliver a health message.
Peer influence is an important factor in the
development of youth drug use and, therefore, it
would appear logical to attempt to use peer
influence to reduce youth drug use. Peer leadership
in drug education has been evaluated. Generally,
peer-led elements are incorporated as one
component in a broader set of activities, making it
difficult to identify the specific contribution of the
peer intervention. There are some risks with peer
interventions that need to be acknowledged. Poorly
implemented peer interventions have the potential
to increase affiliations between youth with a high
number of risk factors, reinforcing attitudes and
behaviours favourable to drug use.

8.4.1 Tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and
other illicit drug use

Use of peer leaders as a strategy for reducing drug
use in the context of school drug education has
been reviewed by Midford, Lenton and Handcock
and was summarised above.650

Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 1/1

Tobacco

Evaluations presented in earlier sections revealed
that, by altering primary school environments,
longer-term improvements in youth development
appeared to be achievable. There has been less
research investigating the potential to improve
social environments within secondary schools;
however, current indications suggest such
approaches may be feasible. The impact of such
programs on youth drug use is currently unknown
but should be investigated.

Summary: Warrants further research ........ O -1, +2 /6.
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Although it is difficult to clearly assess the
importance of the peer component, the available
research suggests that evidence of reduced smoking
initiation has been associated with exposure to peer
programs in school drug education. However, in
some evaluations impacts were not achieved and
there is, as yet, limited evidence to demonstrate that
longer-term outcomes can be assured through these
programs. Furthermore, there is some evidence
from the study conducted by Dishion and
colleagues that poorly conducted peer interventions
can exacerbate tobacco use and related problems.636
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Wiist and Snider described an innovative approach
to health education in schools.696 The project
KNOW incorporated the elements of assertive
refusal, role-play, analysis of the media etc. Student
teachers, peer leaders chosen on the basis of
sociometric analysis, and model students were
compared as program leaders. Non-smoking rates in
the program run by peer leaders were higher (55%)
than in the model student (42%), student teacher
(41%) and comparison groups (48%) though these
differences were not statistically significant. These
results suggest that the peer leader program could
influence behaviour change but a larger evaluation
will be required to establish this.
A pilot study to evaluate the effect of a peer
developed, smoking prevention program was
conducted in Athens, Greece.697 The intervention
group comprised 237 students in the first two
grades of secondary school; they were compared to
a control group of 90 students from another school.
The outcomes were based on self-report and
included smoking behaviour, intent to smoke,
knowledge and attitudes toward smoking. A
randomly selected group of 37 students from the
intervention school developed anti-smoking
audiovisual material that they then presented to the
whole group. At the one year follow-up, exposure
to the intervention had attenuated the overall
tendency for increasing experimentation with
cigarettes such that the increase was lower in the
intervention group. However, the intervention had
no effect on intent to smoke in the future, attitudes
toward smoking, and knowledge about the health
hazards of smoking and its addictive nature.
There is evidence to suggest that teaching skills to
resist peer influence may be important intervention
components in drug education programs. A
randomised controlled trial was conducted in the
Netherlands to assess the effects of different peerled social influence programs, with and without
boosters.698 Fifty-two schools from 15 district health
centres were randomly assigned to a social influence
intervention, a social influence intervention with a
decision making component, or the control
condition. Half of the treatment schools were
randomly assigned to receive boosters that consisted
of three magazines containing pertinent information
on all aspects of smoking, interviews with nonsmoking celebrities and a competition. The social
influence intervention was five lessons lasting 45
minutes each and delivered in weekly sessions by
peer leaders. The decision making component was
the introduction of a manual in the first lesson
outlining five steps to making a decision:
identifying a situation in which you have to make a
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decision, looking at possible alternatives, weighing
alternatives, making a decision, and implementing
the decision. The interventions were implemented
in grades 8 and 9. Smoking prevalence was
determined via questionnaire prior to the
intervention programs being initiated and then
every six months up until 18 months later. The first
booster was delivered between the six and 12
month follow-ups and the second and third
boosters were delivered between the 12 and 18
month follow-ups. In the short-term (6 months),
both interventions were effective in reducing the
onset of smoking; however, at the 18 month
follow-up, only the peer-led social influence
program with boosters remained effective.
A study was completed in Wales that included two
intervention and two control schools, recruited in
Mid Glamorgan.699 The intervention and control
schools were matched on size and
sociodemographic mix. Popular students in years 8
and 9, aged between 12 and 14 years, were
recruited in the intervention schools for intensive
training by specialist staff to promote smoking
cessation and to prevent smoking initiation among
their peers. Self-reported smoking status was
collected via questionnaires at baseline, immediately
post-intervention and three months later. Students
were also asked to provide saliva samples for
analysis of cotinine levels to validate reported
smoking status. With the exception of self-reported
smokers, all saliva samples were tested at baseline.
Only saliva samples collected from students who
reported a reduction or cessation of smoking were
tested at the second and third data collection points.
Baseline prevention of ever having tried smoking
was significantly higher in the intervention schools;
therefore, changes in smoking behaviour were
compared rather than actual smoking behaviour.
The intervention showed no overall effect in
reducing smoking initiation among non-smokers or
increasing smoking cessation among regular
smokers. However, pupils in the intervention
schools who reported being ex-smokers at baseline
were significantly less likely to have resumed
smoking than ex-smokers in the control schools.
A recent study was conducted in three secondary
schools in Athens, Greece, which had a similar
design to the study conducted in Wales.700 Two
schools were assigned to receive a peer-led
intervention and one was used as a control. In the
intervention schools, working groups were
established to develop audiovisual material, in the
form of a videotape and drawings, with an antismoking message. The members of the working
groups had eight weeks of training from senior
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child mental health professionals: on group
dynamics, enhancement of student self-esteem and
social skills, and group activities for health
education. These students then became peer leaders
who presented the videotapes and pictures to each
class. The article stated that the students had a mean
age of 13 years and four months but no age range
was given. Assessment of knowledge, attitudes and
behaviours around smoking were compared preintervention, immediately after the start of the
intervention and three months later. Those in the
intervention groups reported a decline in smoking
behaviour and intention to smoke immediately after
the intervention but this was not sustained at the
three month follow-up.
There are ‘self-evident’ peer strategies that have a
track record of exacerbating youth problems. In the
small study by Dishion and colleagues, the results
suggested that interventions that increase contact
between high-risk youth are at risk of being
counter-productive for preventing tobacco use.636
The findings reported above suggest that peer-led
drug education can be implemented and with
appropriate training and support that behaviour can
be impacted. The research over the past decade is
mostly based on small samples and shows that many
interventions were unable to sustain longer-term
behavioural changes. Study designs also need to
focus on testing a wider range of the peer processes
that might lead to behaviour change. For example,
is it positive peer interaction or changes in
perceived peer norms that are more critical?
Interpretation of the research findings over the past
decade should be considered in conjunction with
earlier research summarised by Tobler,701 which
suggests the effectiveness of youth substance use
prevention programs can be improved by peer-led
intervention. One way forward is indicated by the
Netherlands study reported above.698 The finding of
superior impacts for the combination of peer
leadership and booster sessions in subsequent years
echoes the results of Botvin’s drug education work,
reported earlier.664 Peer programs hold some
promise for tobacco control, hence further
investment in evaluation research is recommended.
Alcohol and cannabis use
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 0/1
When evaluating two forms of an alcohol education
program involving peer leaders and teachers,
Wilhelmsen et al. found a more highly structured
program significantly decreased alcohol use, while a
less structured program was associated with
increases in alcohol use similar to those in the
control condition.702 The implication of this
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evaluation was that teachers need to be closely
involved in programs that incorporate peer leaders.
Given the evidence of negative effects for poorly
implemented peer programs, investment is not
warranted unless it is accompanied by evaluation to
enable outcomes and impacts to be accurately
measured. Evaluation should examine the shortterm impact of peer education on risk factors such
as attitudes to drug use. Where short-term impacts
appear congruent with risk reduction, longer-term
outcomes should be examined. The Victorian
Government has made some investment in the
development and implementation of peer-education
programs to address alcohol and illicit drug use.
Controlled behavioural evaluation of these programs
is vital.
Illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 0/0
Peer programs have been extensively used in
Australia to address risks associated with illicit drug
use. Typically these programs have involved
strategies such as encouraging safe injecting and
providing information regarding support options.
The impact of these programs on illicit drug use is
not yet known. This would appear to be a valuable
area for further research.

8.6 Youth sport and recreation
programs
Definition: Provision or utilisation of recreational
opportunities outside the school setting to promote
the positive development of children and young
people.
For many young people, involvement in drug use is
considered to be ‘recreational’ to the extent that it is
a component of social and non-school recreational
activities. Efforts to reduce drug use have included
efforts to modify youth recreation settings.
Tobacco
Summary: Warrants further research. .............. O 0/1
Participation in health clubs has been a popular
approach to smoking prevention in the UK.
Typically, membership is for younger adolescents
who are non-smokers. Activities of the clubs vary
but include recreational outings, newsletters,
competitions and retail discounts. The clubs have
been popular in attracting membership and the
‘Grampian Smokebusters’ has been the subject of
more detailed evaluation.703 Participation in the
Grampian Smokebusters was very high, with the
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club successful in attracting over half the eligible
members in the community and over 97% having
heard of it. Surveys were conducted over a four year
period to evaluate the effect of the program. The
program produced no discernible effect on smoking
rates at the end of four years.703 The authors
commented that the program was set within a
community where many other influences came to
bear on the likelihood of young people smoking. In
this context, a single approach of this kind appeared
unlikely to be effective.
Other initiatives, such as the use of local magazines
targeting teenagers and the use of other youth clubs
as settings for health promotion, have not been the
subject of rigorous evaluation.
Alcohol
Summary: Warrants further research. .............. O 0/0
With sport being an activity that is intrinsically
attractive to many teenagers, involvement in it has
potential as a vehicle by which a range of positive
social behaviours can be modelled and reinforced.
In Australia, however, there is a close and longstanding nexus between many male-dominated
sports (e.g. football, rugby, cricket) and excessive
levels of alcohol consumption. Recent research
conducted by the Australian Drug Foundation
suggests that young male players account for the
bulk of the excessive alcohol consumption that takes
place in amateur football club settings.704 Whilst
local sporting clubs are widely regarded as
important community assets, because of the
connectedness they offer across a wide social
spectrum, unhealthy practices with respect to
alcohol management give cause for concern. For
this reason, the Australian Drug Foundation has
recently introduced its Good Sports Accreditation
Program (GSAP) as a means by which clubs can be
recognised at a community level for their
engagement in alcohol policy and practice
initiatives. An intrinsic component of the GSAP is
the systematic involvement of community partners,
such as local police, community health centres and
regional sports assemblies, so that community
ownership and awareness of the program is
cultivated. While it is too early to demonstrate
impact of the GSAP on at-risk young peoples’
alcohol and other drug use, this settings-based
approach, with a strong emphasis on links between
policy and practice, holds promise as a means by
which a long established cultural norm may be
modified over the long-term.
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Cannabis and other illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research. .............. O 0/0
There does seem to be some evidence that involving
at-risk young people in organised community-based
activity programs, such as youth clubs, confers
some protection against drug misuse at both an
individual and a settings level. Schinke et al. carried
out a pre- and post-test controlled evaluation of
different boys’ and girls’ club settings and found
that the presence of crack cocaine was lowest in
settings that were enhanced by a drug abuse
prevention program.705 Compared to settings where
no such clubs existed, parental involvement in the
lives of young people was greater in settings where
clubs existed, but not necessarily greater in settings
that were enhanced by the drug abuse prevention
program. A similar pattern emerged with respect to
vandalism rates, which were highest in settings
without clubs but lowest in settings with standard
club programs (i.e. not enhanced by a specific drug
abuse program). This raises the possibility that clubs
confer protective factors by virtue of their
promotion and modelling of positive social
behaviour but may not be successful as quasieducational avenues with respect to drug use. There
were some significant methodological limitations
on this study (e.g. limited statistical analysis of
group differences, limited follow-up time frame);
however, this approach seems to warrant further
investigation.
There have been some efforts in Victoria to organise
opportunities for drug treatment clients to be
involved in football competitions. The effect of
these interventions on drug use has not been
evaluated.

8.6.1 Conclusions and
recommendationsyouth sport and
recreation
The above review demonstrates the initiation of
evaluation studies investigating impacts through
youth sport and recreation programs. None of the
studies conducted to date have strong enough
evaluation designs to conclude the programs had
positive impacts. The evidence does suggest the
strategy has promise and hence warrants further
evaluation. Investment may be particularly
warranted to further disseminate the Good Sports
Accreditation Program in the context of evaluation
for longer-term effectiveness in reducing harmful
alcohol use. Youth sport and recreation strategies
may be of particular importance to young people
who are not attending school.
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8.7 Mentorship
Definition: Strategies to develop positive social
relationships between youth and adults who can
provide support and healthy role modelling.
Youth connectedness with caring and responsible
adults has been shown to reduce the risk of drug
use and related problems for youth with a high
number of risk factors. Programs that recruit and
then train adult volunteers to offer advice and
friendship to young people have been implemented
and, in some cases, evaluated.
Mentoring programs typically involve nonprofessional volunteers spending time with
individual youth in a supportive, non-judgemental
manner while acting as role models. Tierney and
colleagues evaluated the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
program.706 In a well-controlled evaluation,
significantly less early age drug use was observed
amongst youth exposed to mentorship compared to
youth randomly assigned to a waiting list control
group. Exposure to mentoring also demonstrated a
range of positive impacts on risk and protective
factors relevant to early intervention, including
improved academic performance and family
attachment.
Tobacco and alcohol use
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
As currently designed, mentoring programs focus
on youth with a high number of risk factors, and
hence their use for more universal applications to
prevent youth alcohol and tobacco use does not
appear warranted. It is conceivable that there may
be future applications of these programs in targeting
youth with specific vulnerabilities to alcohol
problems.
Cannabis and other illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 0/0
The use of mentorship appears promising as a
selective intervention for youth who may have a
high number of risk factors for illicit drug use
problems.

8.7.1 Conclusionsmentorship
The Big Brothers/Big Sisters program has been
implemented in Australia through Jesuit Social
Services and appears worthy of further evaluation.
Mentoring programs could be supported for further
evaluation directed at innovations to broaden the
range of models, and for the establishment of
longer-term outcomes within a randomised
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controlled trial design. Mentoring programs may be
particularly successful where they are conducted in
institutional environments, such as schools, and
where there are high rates of drug-related harm
such as in Indigenous communities and among outof-school youth.

8.8 Community-based drug
education
Definition: Adolescent health education curricula or
information delivered in a community setting other
than in schools.
Based on experience to date, there may be
opportunities to deliver drug education curricula to
youth in a range of community settings. The
existing evidence suggests that investment in this
direction should be approached cautiously. As with
all types of drug education, community-based
programs have the potential to exacerbate problems.
Tobacco
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
We are aware that community-based health
education, including circulation of QUIT smoking
information, has been a popular approach for
tobacco control in Australia. However, there were
no studies identified evaluating this approach to
tobacco control. The effectiveness of this approach
as a stand-alone strategy remains questionable.
Rigorous evaluation is required to establish
conditions whereby this strategy might be
effectively utilised.
Alcohol
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
Various programs have been run in community
settings to address problems associated with alcohol
use, for example, alcohol education programs run
in drug treatment programs and at community
centres. Such programs may target youth with
drink-driving offences or entering drug treatment
for alcohol related problems. We have been unable
to locate evaluation studies assessing the impact of
these programs in reducing problems associated
with youth alcohol use.
Cannabis and other illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research .......... O -1, +1/2
Warning: Negative results in 1/2 studies
Sequenced drug education programs, including
social learning approaches and drug information,
have been developed and evaluated targeting youth
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with a high number of risk factors for illicit drug
use. In overview, these programs appear feasible to
implement; however, there may be risks in
aggregating high-risk youth in selected drug
education programs.
Fors and Jarvis used a quasi-experimental design to
evaluate a community education strategy delivered
to a selected population of runaway/homeless
youth.707 A four session curriculum was delivered
alternately by peers and adults. Evaluation suggested
that from pre- to post-test, those exposed to peerled instruction were the only ones to show a
significant difference relating to drug knowledge
taught through the curriculum, and increased
likelihood of assisting friends to use community
facilities. These findings must be cautiously
interpreted as the analysis did not adequately
control for pre-program differences or compare
effects across conditions.
Palinkas and colleagues reported a selective
intervention targeting females, aged 14 to 19 years,
who were pregnant or parenting and screened to be
at risk of drug use.708 Recruitment mostly occurred
through community health clinics. This report
examined a 16 week curriculum focusing on social
and life skills. The intervention demonstrated no
benefit for social skills training and in some cases,
three month follow-up outcomes were worse. Posthoc analyses suggested the skills group increased
their level of socialisation with delinquent and/or
drug using peers. It may be that improving global
social skills in the context of prevalent drug use may
not be a useful prevention strategy.

8.8.1 Conclusionscommunity-based
drug education
Although drug education curricula are being
delivered to youth in a range of community
settings, there has been little evaluation. The
existing evidence suggests that investment in this
direction should not be further pursued unless it
includes adequate evaluation. As with all types of
drug education, community-based programs have
the potential to exacerbate problems by increasing
affiliation with youth who have a high number of
risk factors.

8.9 Preventive case management
Definition: Coordinated delivery of more intensive
services tailored to meet a range of developmental
needs; generally targeted to children and
adolescents with multiple risk factors.
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This strategy attempts to assist youth with a high
number of risk factors and typically involves
complex coordination across a range of service
types. Efforts to assess needs, identify relevant
services, coordinate service delivery and monitor
outcomes are important ingredients within a case
management model. Although various models
appear to be utilised in health, counselling, youth
work and welfare, there has been less emphasis on
evaluation. In what follows, a range of evidencebased models that appear relevant to early
intervention are discussed but it should be noted
this review is selective and ignores a vast practice
oriented literature.
Tobacco, alcohol and cannabis
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
There have been no studies evaluating the impact of
preventive case management on tobacco or alcohol
use. Preventive case management approaches appear
better suited for targeting youth with a high
number of risk factors and hence may be of limited
use in more universal applications.
Illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research ................ O1/1
The Multisystemic Treatment (MST) program was
described earlier in this report (see Targeted Family
Intervention). The MST program emphasises the
development of service delivery objectives in
consultation with the young person and, where
possible, their family. Service selection emphasises
evidence-based interventions and the use of
monitoring to ensure progress toward agreed
treatment goals. MST service purchasing is managed
by senior clinicians who are paid incentive
payments based on achievement of agreed treatment
outcomes.649 Current evidence suggests that the MST
model has achieved behavioural improvements for
mandated juvenile justice clients in the US above
previous best practice. As clients entering juvenile
justice have a high likelihood of escalating to
serious drug abuse, this preventive case
management model is considered relevant as a
targeted intervention.
The Children at Risk (CAR) program targets highrisk youth in lower socioeconomic areas where
there is significant poverty and antisocial activity.709
It involves collaboration between government and
other services dealing with juvenile justice, drug
abuse and community health. It aims to involve
neighbourhood youths in services that offer
attractive alternatives to drug abuse, gangs and
criminal behaviour. CAR programs require intensive
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case management; coordinating family intervention,
after-school activity, mentoring, tutoring,
individual psychiatric assessment and counselling.
Evaluation of this approach has not yet been
reported.
The Action Research Intervention and System
Improvement Team (ARISIT) is a preventive case
management approach that has emerged in regional
Victoria.710 The ARISIT is a joint initiative involving
partners in education and human services and
involves a case management model using
collaborative strategies across service sectors. Crosssectoral training in the model is provided for school
and youth and community services staff in the
region. Service delivery is then monitored using an
action research approach that is directed by the goal
of reducing developmental risk factors and
enhancing protective factors. The support of ARISIT
at a regional level enables information on service
impacts to be used for planning future service
development. The ARISIT includes training
materials and manuals but to date there has been no
evaluation examining outcomes.

8.9.1 Conclusionspreventive case
management
Preventive case management appears to be a feasible
approach for assisting youth with a high number of
developmental risk factors although there have been
no evaluations assessing impacts on harmful drug
use. Variants of this strategy are being developed for
delivery in Australian settings and investment to
assist further implementation and evaluation would
appear warranted.

8.10 Community mobilisation
Definition: Campaigns to initiate or strengthen an
explicit strategy of coordinated community action
aiming to advance healthy youth development and
prevent harmful drug use.
The costs and resources required to implement
multi-level community-based interventions are
considerable; however, they provide the
opportunity to target a range of risk and protective
factors influencing youth drug use. Evidence
supporting the benefits of targeting a range of risk
and protective factors at the same time is
accumulating, and efforts to implement and
evaluate ambitious community prevention and
intervention activities are now being reported.
In earlier sections of this chapter, the community
mobilisation activities within the Midwest
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Prevention Program and Project Northland were
mentioned. These programs are important because
of the apparent success they have achieved in
implementing complex community interventions.
Project Northland found some early indication that
community-level intervention programs can
influence positively a range of risk and protective
factors and also behavioural outcomes.579 The onset
of alcohol use was successfully delayed in the
intervention school districts both in year 7 and year
8. Significant reductions in the onset of tobacco and
cannabis use were observed for students who were
non-users of alcohol at baseline. The Midwest
Prevention Program reported results for one year
and three year follow-up. At one year, this program
demonstrated positive impacts on mediating factors
(attitudes, knowledge, skills and peer influence)
and on initiation and escalation in use of tobacco,
alcohol and marijuana use.580 The three year followup demonstrated the program was effective at
preventing escalation (recent use in 30 days) in
tobacco and cannabis use, but not for alcohol.593
Further details of these earlier studies are
summarised elsewhere.14
To determine whether the intervention reduced
drug use among high-risk individuals, data from the
Midwest Prevention Program for students who were
using tobacco, alcohol or cannabis at baseline were
analysed separately.631 These results showed that at
six months, the baseline users in the intervention
arm of the program had significantly decreased their
use of all three substances compared with the
controls. Although statistically significant effects
were not sustainable over longer periods, the
intervention program consistently demonstrated a
tendency to reduce the use of tobacco, alcohol and
cannabis among baseline users across all four
follow-ups, except cannabis use at 42 months.
Despite the data on drug use in this study being
based on self-report, this research indicated
community-based intervention programs may
impact not only on non-users at baseline but also
those who have started to use drugs. Communitybased intervention has the advantage of being able
to reach the unidentified high-risk population of
early drug users in an anonymous fashion and at an
early stage when their patterns of drug use may be
more easily influenced.
A Centre for Substance Abuse Prevention
Community Partnership Project was established in
Santa Barbara County, California, in 1991. The
California drug use survey was administered, at
initiation and at completion of the project (in
1995), to students in grades 7, 9 and 11 to examine
change in drug use patterns.711 Valid responses were
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only received from 46% of students so some
caution is required when interpreting the results.
Drug use rates increased over the four year period
in which the study was conducted, but to interpret
these increases, the rates were compared with the
rest of California. Students in Santa Barbara reported
less frequent recent use of all the drug types
examined, with the exception of cannabis use, in
grade 7 and poly-drug use across all ages.
Significantly, more students in Santa Barbara
reported no use of alcohol or other drugs in the six
months prior to the survey compared with other
Californian students. However, poly-drug use,
defined as the use of any two substances ‘on the
same occasion’ in the six months prior to the
survey, was more than twice as likely to be reported
by grade 7 students in Santa Barbara (17.1%) than
grade 7 students from the rest of California (8.1%).
In grades 9 and 11, the percent of students
reporting poly-drug use was higher in Santa
Barbara, but only by 4% and 3.6% respectively.
Most students reported that the program had an
effect on them and did not increase their interest in
substance use.
A community mobilisation program targeting
adolescents on American Indian reservations
through a variety of activities, including festivals
and parent training, found that youth exposed to
the intervention showed a decline in alcohol and
cannabis use.712 However, similar falls were also
observed in control communities, making it
difficult to attribute changes to the intervention.
In a separate study, a culturally sensitive skills- and
community-based approach aimed at preventing
substance abuse among American Indian youth was
developed and tested in five States of America.713 A
conventional theoretical model of life skills was
tailored to the cultural prerogatives and everyday
realities of American Indian young people living in
the target western reservation setting. Students from
3rd, 4th and 5th grade in 27 tribal and public schools
in North and South Dakota, Idaho, Montana and
Oklahoma were surveyed on their use of tobacco,
alcohol and cannabis. Youths were divided
randomly by schools into three arms: skills training
alone, skills training plus a community involvement
component, or a control arm which did not receive
any intervention. The skills training involved a 50
minute session each week for 15 weeks that covered
instruction, modelling and rehearsal in cognitivebehavioural skills associated with drug abuse
prevention. The community involvement
component of the other intervention arm included
mobilisation of the youths’ families, teachers,
school guidance counsellors, neighbours, law
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enforcement officials and commercial
establishments to support drug abuse prevention.
Flyers and posters were distributed to businesses,
health and social service agencies, schools and
churches, and information meetings were held for
parents, neighbours and teachers about the skills
training the youths were receiving. Semi-annually,
youths in the intervention arms received booster
sessions. Six months after the interventions and
every year for the following three years, all youths
were retested with the baseline assessment tool.
Drug use in the last week was used as the outcome
measure. Tobacco smoking was defined as seven or
more cigarettes in the last week, and alcohol and
cannabis use was defined as four or more instances
of use. In general the skills-based intervention
proved to be more successful than the skills plus
community-based intervention. At the six and 18
month follow-ups, there were no differences seen
in the use of tobacco, alcohol or cannabis in the
three study arms. No impact was seen on tobacco
use in any further follow-ups but the use of
smokeless tobacco was reduced in the skills only
groups compared with the skills plus community or
control arms. At the 42 month follow-up, the skills
only group consumed less alcohol and used less
cannabis than the control group, but the skills plus
community group had intermediary rates that did
not significantly differ from either the control or
skills only groups. Hence, in this case, the findings
did not indicate an advantage for the
supplementation of school drug education curricula
with community mobilisation activities.
Studies within the American Indian communities
suggest that caution is required when attempting to
culturally tailor established intervention programs
and that conceptual work may be necessary to
develop new prevention approaches for different
cultural groups.
Tobacco
Summary: Evidence for implementation ........ « 5/13
Definitive evidence is lacking but, on balance, the
current evidence provides some indication that
there may be benefits in supplementing schoolbased drug education with additional community
mobilisation components.
A systematic review of community interventions for
preventing smoking in young people was published
by The Cochrane Collaboration, in 2001.714 Both
randomised and non-randomised controlled trials
were included that assessed the effectiveness of
multi-component community interventions
compared with single component or school-based
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programs or control conditions and reported on
smoking behaviour in persons less than 25 years of
age. As is customary for Cochrane reviews, both
published and unpublished data were sought. A
study by Biglan and colleagues was the only one
that was unpublished at the time of the review and
it has subsequently appeared in press. The review
considered 57 studies and rejected 44 that did not
meet the inclusion criteria.
Of the 13 studies that were included, four had
randomised either schools or communities to the
intervention and control conditions. One study
compared a community intervention with a schoolbased intervention only group and a no intervention
control group. The interventions assessed were
diverse and the populations to which they were
applied varied from small rural communities to
communities within large cities. Interventions
ranged in length from three weeks to six years and
outcomes were measured immediately postintervention in five of the studies, while in the
other eight studies, length of follow-up varied
anywhere from six months to 15 years. Attrition
rates from the studies also varied considerably,
ranging from 0% to 45%. Most of the interventions
were directed at students in late primary or early
secondary school, with five studies targeting
students from 11 years of age, three from 12 years
of age and two from 14 years of age. Only one
study reported younger children being involved in
the intervention and that was the Smokebusters
program in the UK, which was directed at eight to
15 year olds.
Lower rates of smoking were reported in the
intervention condition in two of the nine studies
that compared intervention communities with no
intervention control communities.600, 716–723 A
difference in smoking prevalence was reported in
one of three studies that compared multicomponent interventions with school-based
programs only.715, 716, 721, 724 One study reported
significantly lower prevalence of smoking in a
group receiving a multi-component approach,
which consisted of a combination of media, school
and homework interventions, compared with a
group that had the media intervention only.725
Another study comparing a multi-component
community intervention with a mass media
intervention alone found the former had a lower
rate of increase in smoking prevalence.726
It is important to note that not all evaluations of
community mobilisation programs have reported
positive impacts on youth tobacco use. In an
evaluation of a heart-health community
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mobilisation campaign in Rotherham, in the UK,
Baxter and colleagues reported higher smoking rates
amongst students exposed to the programs
compared to control communities.716 The costs of
community mobilisation programs are considerable
and they would need to guarantee superior results
compared with well-implemented school-based
health education alone before this approach could
be recommended for wide-scale dissemination.
Existing research has helped to establish the
components of community mobilisation programs
that will be required to address youth tobacco use.
It is recommended that future investment be
directed at evaluation to further explore the
behavioural impact of these programs.
Alcohol
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Evidence from three well-conducted evaluations
suggests that modest reductions in youth alcohol
use can be achieved through community
mobilisation. Initiation to alcohol use was delayed
in Project Northland, and in the Midwest Prevention
Program, Project Northland and the New
Hampshire Program the studies appear to have been
well implemented, carefully evaluated and all have
positive outcomes relevant to early intervention.
Although there have been important successes,
translating these promising findings into assured
programs is not in all cases successful. The studies
within the Native American communities suggest
that caution is required when attempting to
culturally tailor established intervention programs
and that conceptual work may be necessary to
develop new prevention approaches for different
cultural groups. Evidence summarised in Chapter 10
also demonstrates that community mobilisation
programs have been more broadly successful in
changing community factors that impact alcohol use
amongst young people. For example, the
Community Trials Project conducted by Holder and
colleagues successfully reduced minors’ ability to
purchase alcohol, underage drinking, and harms
associated with alcohol.727 Although reductions in
alcohol use have been documented through
community mobilisation, the available evidence
suggests that further evaluation should investigate
whether outcomes are superior compared to simpler
interventions that are limited, for example, to a
single component such as school-based drug
education or enforcement of laws relating to youth
and alcohol use.
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Cannabis
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... «

3/3

In 1987, a longitudinal study of substance abuse
prevention in a rural cohort of pre-adolescents and
adolescents was begun in New Hampshire, in the
US.728 One hypothesis was that preventing cannabis
use required a community as well as a curriculum
intervention, to establish a threshold of societal
disapproval. This study had two intervention groups
and one control group, and a very high response
rate of over 80%. One intervention group received
an anti-drug program as part of the school
curriculum. The other intervention group received
community intervention in addition to the schoolbased curriculum through parent courses and a
community task force. Data from this study were
used in proportional hazards models to identify
factors that were associated with trying cannabis
and, separately, with regularly using cannabis.590
After adjusting results for age and gender, they
found no differences between the three study
groups in the proportion of children who tried
cannabis. After adjustment for both demographic
and psychosocial variables, children in the
community intervention were at reduced risk for
regularly smoking cannabis compared with the
control group, while the control and curriculum
only groups did not differ. The authors concluded
that the community prevention approach did not
deter children from trying cannabis but did appear
to be successful in preventing them from becoming
regular users.
Project Northland579 and the Midwest Prevention
Program also had some impact in reducing some
patterns of cannabis use.631
Other illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 0/0
Beginning with the Turning the Tide initiative in
the mid 1990s, in Victoria, many Australian States
have implemented community wide programs
aimed at better coordinating community responses
addressing illicit drug use. These programs included
a range of elements, and community mobilisation
components have been included in some. Common
features include efforts to bring together
community members for consultations and
discussions culminating in efforts to establish
agreed local strategies. In many cases, these
activities have resulted in positive service
development and, in some cases, better resource
coordination. However, we have been unable to
locate evaluations that enable the effect of these
programs on illicit drug use to be assessed. More
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systematic evaluation of these programs, including
randomised controlled community trials, would
appear warranted.

8.10.1 Summary of evidence for
community mobilisation interventions
Community mobilisation requires considerable
coordination but available evidence suggests the
strategy can be carried out. Although the balance of
recent evidence appears favourable, further research
will be required to better establish the conditions
whereby community mobilisation can translate to
reductions in harmful youth drug use. Further work
will also be required to establish that community
mobilisation programs can be effectively
disseminated outside of the context of research
demonstration programs.
Research is warranted to investigate the feasibility of
community mobilisation in the Australian setting.
The results published on community mobilisation
interventions for reducing youth drug use are
promising, but not assured. The costs of these
programs are considerable and they would need to
guarantee superior results, compared to wellimplemented school-based health education alone,
before this approach could be recommended for
wide-scale implementation. It is vital to ensure the
fidelity of program implementation if an objective
evaluation is to be conducted. Communities That
Care (CTC) is a well-structured training and
consulting program developed in the US that
includes elements of community mobilisation. CTC
consists of a series of training activities designed to
advance community readiness and capacity to
deliver evidence-based prevention programs within
local prevention coalitions. The program seeks to
assist the formation of community coalitions and to
facilitate these coalitions to develop and implement
prevention strategies carefully tailored to local
conditions. The program has been developed for
implementation in Australia but has not been
evaluated for its impact on youth drug use.459

8.11 Health service reorientation
Definition: Reorientation of existing health services to
modify developmental risk and protective factors
and for enhancement of service access for young
people.
There is tremendous potential for health services to
make an important contribution to broader
community agendas in preventing or reducing
harmful youth drug use. However, there are not
many studies testing the impact of early
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interventions involving health services on drug use
by adolescents and young people. This area requires
further research.
There are many studies, mainly from the US, that
report on the existing practice of primary health
care professionals in preventive screening or health
promotion offered for health risk behaviours
including alcohol, drug and tobacco use.729–735 Some
report on interventions to increase health risk
screening practices by primary health care
providers.736, 737 As with school-based education,
some recommend that preventive screening begin
in early adolescence, before longitudinal studies
show many youth have initiated substance use.738
However, these studies do not evaluate the effects
that screening or health promotion advice offered
during a traditional consultation has on the
substance use behaviour of attending adolescent
patients. Adolescents and families want their
physicians to address concerns such as substance
use,737 and young people rate health care providers
as the most credible sources of information
secondary to parents.739 It is acknowledged that
screening is only part of the solution to tackling
substance use in health services. Without knowing
about substance use, health care providers will not
be able to direct adolescents to appropriate services
or institute interventions themselves. Typical
barriers to physicians screening for sensitive
adolescent issues include: time limitations, lack of
knowledge and skill, inadequate remuneration,740
not knowing what to do with a problem once
found,741 concern about possible negative impact on
the physician-family relationship, and quality of
medical care and organisational issues.737
Effective training programs can help increase the
screening practices of physicians.736, 742 Other
approaches have been to change the method of
health risk screening from physician interview to
self-completion questionnaires that can be later
discussed with a health care provider. Paperny and
Hedberg evaluated a strategy for providing
preventive health services to adolescents using
computerised health assessments with
individualised educational videos, trained health
counsellors and nurses. Settings for these
assessments included schools, universities, shopping
malls and after-hours clinics on Oahu, Hawaii.743
Participants spent an average of 21 minutes on the
health assessment and viewing multimedia,
followed by 15 minutes with a health counsellor.
One-third of participants required a further
evaluation and counselling by the health nurse
(average 8 minutes). Over two-thirds (71%) of the
258 youth of mean age 17 years preferred this
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method to traditional office settings and 92% felt
the time spent was acceptable. On exit interviews,
adolescents recalled 81% of the documented
discussions by the health counsellor and 64% of the
anticipatory guidance. Health counsellors identified
problems and provided counselling more often than
office-based clinicians on important health issues,
including alcohol use. This method of health
screening was also only one-fifth the cost of
standard preventive visits.
Once substance use is detected, effective
interventions are needed to help the users at various
stages. A means of detecting appropriate types of
treatment is also needed.744 Available evidence
reveals a range of programs have been developed:
some have been delivered in health services, whilst
others have been integrated in other settings
including schools and universities.
A potentially important strategy for reorientating
health services involves moving the site of the
service delivery into schools. Integrating school
nurses into schools has been shown to have benefits
in reproductive health.14 However, there is a paucity
of studies evaluating this integration of health
services into schools as a strategy for reducing youth
drug use. The Centre for Adolescent Health has
aimed to increase school students’ help-seeking
skills and behaviour by developing the ‘Health
Access Workshop’; delivered by primary health care
providers in conjunction with teachers. This
approach has not been formally evaluated, but pilot
studies indicate students receiving the program gain
knowledge about the types of services available and
how to access them. Whether this translates to
actual access requires examination.
Tobacco
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 1/3
There has been some evaluation of programs
including elements of school drug education that
rely on the involvement of health professionals for
coordination and content. The overall evaluation of
these programs suggests their impact in reducing
youth tobacco use may be positive but the
evaluation designs generally do not enable
assessment of the specific intervention benefits of
health professional involvement.
A program that incorporated lessons by the health
visitor and the local physician was delivered to
students from 6th to 9th grade in the town of
Steigen, Norway, where smoking prevalence rates
were well above the national average.745 A
demographically similar municipality was chosen as
a control community. Students were recruited in
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grade 6 each year, from 1992, so that by 1995 all
students in secondary school were participating. The
intervention consisted of two lessons at the end of
grade 6, and 10 lessons each year in grades 7
through 9. The education provided information on
the short- and long-term consequences of smoking
and each student was asked to sign a contract to
remain a non-smoker during the remainder of
secondary school. Brochures were sent to parents
and students watched and produced educational
videos. In grade 8, they were required to produce a
program for the local radio station, write letters for
local papers and prepare posters. There was an
incentive, in the form of a chance to win a CD
player, for those who remained ‘smoke free’ until
the end of year 9. In 1995, the prevalence of daily
smoking was 80% lower in Steigen than in the
control community, and those who smoked daily
smoked 50% fewer cigarettes.
It is reported that the school physician led the
project until he moved in 1995 to another county
and that, following his departure, enthusiasm for
the project diminished. This intervention appears to
have been relatively successful in a high-risk
community but, apart from some evidence
suggesting leadership characteristics were
important, the value of having a medical authority
involved is not clear.
Health professionals, particularly those working at a
primary care level, have an accepted status and
unique opportunity to advocate in local
communities for action in relation to adolescent
tobacco use and other health risk behaviours. They
also appear uniquely placed to play a role with
young people with whom they come into contact.
Relevant professionals include community and
primary care nurses, general practitioners, dentists,
pharmacists, and school counselling and health
personnel.
There have been a number of reports of successful
attempts to use the influence of health professionals
to modify smoking behaviour in adults746,747 and
some preliminary studies of the potential role of
health professionals with youth, both in the
prevention of smoking and promoting smoking
cessation. Klein et al. reported findings from a
training program for paediatric residents in the
United States.748 One curriculum element related to
tobacco use and was based on receiving and
working through smoking cessation guidelines
from the National Cancer Institute. However,
substantial barriers to training were found,
including non-attendance at scheduled lectures and
failure to work with homework materials. Few
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differences were found between participants of the
intervention group compared to controls in relation
to smoking uptake or physician practice.
A more recent study of an educational intervention
with post-qualification dentists in the United States
also had largely negative findings.749 Clinicians from
seventy-seven dentistry offices received 1.5 hours of
training based on smoking cessation guidelines
from the National Cancer Institute. Elements
included the current profile of youth tobacco use,
the role of the clinician, and instruction on creating
a tobacco-free environment. A strategy of using
anti-tobacco prescriptions in non-smokers was also
taught and encouraged. A small financial incentive
was given for each ‘script’ administered. A total of
17 925 adolescents were followed up, with a 93%
completion rate in experimental and control groups.
No difference in smoking rates was found between
adolescents attending intervention and control
practices. It was noted that implementation of the
strategy by clinicians was sub-optimal. Only 64% of
participating practices issued prescriptions and only
14% reached their target. This was a probable
explanation for the disappointing findings.
A more successful attempt to control tobacco use
through the reorientation of health services was
reported by Lionis and colleagues, in Crete.750 In
this intervention, health professional assistance was
integrated within schools through the provision of a
health examination and a broad-based health
education curriculum. The intervention was well
received by parents and was associated with
reduction in a variety of cardiovascular risk factors,
including significantly less initiation of tobacco use
in the intervention group (6%) compared to the
control group (20%), after one year.
Several health service strategies have been reported
for control of tobacco use, though considerable
work will be required to establish models of
practice and methods for overcoming the
considerable implementation challenges. Further
investment to encourage innovation and evaluation
would appear warranted.
Alcohol
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... «3/3
There have been some effective interventions aimed
at reducing harmful alcohol use in university
students. Marlatt and colleagues conducted a
randomised controlled trial evaluating a brief
intervention designed to reduce the harmful
consequences of heavy drinking among high-risk
college students.751 They followed up participants
annually, for four years post-intervention.752 All
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students who were to attend the University of
Washington were mailed a questionnaire about
frequency of alcohol use and drinking-related
consequences before finishing the last year of
secondary school. Fifty-one percent of the students
returned the questionnaires and consented to
further involvement. Twenty-five percent of these
students were identified as being high-risk in terms
of their alcohol use and consequences. A normative
comparison sample of students, including 33 highrisk students, was randomly selected in order to
track natural changes in drinking patterns of the
cohort over time. High-risk students were
randomised to either intervention or control group.
The intervention consisted of a single brief nonconfrontational counselling session, with
personalised individual feedback and motivational
techniques. Each student was required to selfmonitor their drinking pattern in a diary for two
weeks before the counselling session. Drinking level
was compared to norms for same-aged peers and
became the resource for the personalised feedback.
Follow-up assessments over four years showed that
drinking problems declined significantly over time
and the intervention produced significant
differences in alcohol use and harmful
consequences over the four years. High-risk
students continued to experience more alcohol
problems than the normative comparison group,
though significantly less in the intervention group
than high-risk controls. Among high-risk
participants, 67% of the intervention group
compared to 55% of high-risk controls had good
outcomes over four years. Most students, overall,
showed a decline in problems over time indicating a
developmental maturational effect.
An earlier study by Baer et al. tested three methods
of alcohol risk reduction with young adults.753
Volunteers were randomly assigned to receive a six
week class and discussion group, a six unit self-help
manual, or a single one hour feedback and advice
session with professional staff. The interventions
were based on a skill-based approach to reducing
alcohol use, involving cognitive-behavioural selfmanagement principles, challenging assumptions
about alcohol effects, and brief motivational
interviewing techniques. Results showed significant
reductions in self-reported drinking postintervention (approximately 40%) and maintenance
of these reductions at a two year follow-up.
Comparable drinking reductions were rated across
treatments except in those who did not comply with
the self-help reading program. The conclusions
from this study, however, are preliminary because
there was no control group receiving the
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assessments alone and self-report may have invited
socially desirable responses.
These studies indicate useful approaches to reducing
the harm of alcohol use in older adolescents and
young adults by integrating health advice within the
university setting. In other studies, programs have
been integrated within health settings.
Rickert and colleagues used random assignment to
evaluate two alcohol health promotion strategies for
use with young people visiting a primary health
clinic.754 In one case, the youths were exposed to a
computer-generated instruction program on alcohol
and cannabis use, and in the other, a physician
delivered anticipatory guidance. At post-test, both
conditions resulted in significant increases in
knowledge of alcohol and cannabis relative to a
control group. Female subjects preferred the
computer-assisted instruction while males preferred
the physician encounter. The impact of this one-off
intervention on subsequent alcohol and drug use
was, however, not evaluated.
Oliansky et al. evaluated the effectiveness of brief
interventions in reducing substance use among atrisk primary care patients in three community-based
clinics.755 All adolescents were screened and a nurseled educational intervention, including pamphlets,
motivational interviewing and setting a contract for
personal goals, was associated with reductions in
self-reported alcohol use in the intervention group
compared with controls. There was, however, no
objective measure of alcohol use.
There exists some evidence to support selective
interventions within schools. Werch et al. evaluated
a three-phase intervention selectively targeting
schools with high proportions of African-American
students.756 Student volunteers were randomly
assigned into the control or an intervention that
involved three components: a self-instructional
module, a health consultation with a physician or a
nurse, and a follow-up consultation with a trained
peer health educator (an 8th grade student).
Instructional messages were tailored to the stage of
alcohol use exhibited by the young person. Relative
to the control group, receiving only untailored
alcohol information, participants in the program
demonstrated a number of benefits at follow-up.
Participants perceived lower prevalence rates for
adult drinking and considered themselves
potentially more susceptible to alcohol problems.
Their intentions to stop or reduce drinking
increased and there was a small significant effect for
reductions in the quantity and frequency of alcohol
consumed. Participants evaluated the nurse contact
particularly highly.
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The screening and brief intervention model has
emerged as a promising approach for health service
reorganisation aimed at reducing alcohol problems.
The further implementation of this model should be
accompanied with investment for training and
behavioural outcome evaluation.
Cannabis and other illicit drug use
Summary: Warrants further research ............... O 0/0
There are no studies evaluating impacts on illicit
drug use following health service reorientation.
There are interventions targeting youth with a high
number of risk factors where health services are
involved, but the effects of the health service
component would be difficult to segregate. The
Children at Risk (CAR) program, described on
p. 132, provides an example of a strategy
incorporating elements of health service
reorientation and preventive case management. This
approach has not been evaluated for its impact on
illicit drug use
A study by Catron and Weiss has evaluated a schoolbased mental health service for high-risk children
with serious emotional and behavioural
problems.757 Results indicated that school-based
services were more likely to be accessed. Ninetyeight percent of children (mean age 9.6 years)
referred to the school-based service entered
services, compared to 17% referred to traditional
clinic-based community agencies. There were no
results on treatment outcomes or attrition, however.
These results introduce the possibility that service
access for youth with a high number of risk factors
may be enhanced through adaptation of service
models.

8.11.1 Summary of evidence for
reorientation of health services
Health service reorientation appears a promising
intervention strategy. There is now reasonable
evidence that a variety of strategies can be used to
improve the accessibility and effectiveness of
existing health services relevant to young people.
Ensuring existing services maintain a prevention
focus and utilise effective methods of engagement
would appear a fundamental step in the process of
tackling drug issues.
Two study teams have demonstrated outcomes
relevant to alcohol misuse. In two studies, Marlatt,
Baer and colleagues demonstrated reductions in
harmful alcohol use through early intervention with
college students in the United States.751 Werch and
colleagues have demonstrated an impact with early
secondary school students.756 Although the
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indicators are very promising, to be confident this
strategy can consistently achieve outcomes will
require further research.
Further research investment is recommended to
encourage program innovation and evaluation of
universal health service reorientation strategies
targeting youth drug use. This investment should be
made in partnership with agencies responsible for
health and mental health.

8.12 Employment, and training
Definition: Includes provision of pre-employment
assistance, employment experience, training or
intervention in a post-school training setting, with
the aim of advancing adolescent health.
Tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and illicit drug use
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
Although a number of adolescent alcohol initiatives
focus on secondary school populations, there appear
to be important further opportunities to modify
alcohol and other drug use through the period from
adolescence to adulthood. The entry to the
workforce and to post-secondary education is an
important developmental transition influencing
youth alcohol and drug use. No evaluation studies
were identified examining impacts on drug and
alcohol use of employment and training programs.

8.13 Social marketing interventions
Definition: Use of the mass media to promote a health
message relevant to the prevention of harmful
youth drug use.
There is good evidence that mass media strategies
can convey a health promotional message to a high
proportion of young people. Radio appears as
effective as more expensive media. Less attention
has been paid to media such as the internet and
teenage magazines. There is no good evidence that
simple ‘one-off’ media campaigns affect drug use in
the young. There is better support for the use of
mass media in combination with other strategies
such as school-based health education or
community mobilisation.
Tobacco
Summary: Evidence for implementation ......... « 2/6
The mass media have been commonly used in
tobacco prevention approaches. Relevant media
include television, radio, movies, internet and
teenage magazines. The attractiveness of these
approaches lies in their capacity to reach a large
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teenage audience quickly, but there have been
considerable doubts expressed about the
effectiveness of this strategy.
The Cochrane Collaboration published a review
covering mass media interventions for preventing
smoking in young people, in 2001.758 The review
included randomised trials, controlled trials without
randomisation, and time-series studies that assessed
the effectiveness of mass media campaigns in
influencing the smoking behaviour of young people
under 25 years of age. Of the 63 studies that were
identified as reporting information about such
campaigns, only six met the selection criteria. Five
were conducted in the United States and one in
Norway. All six studies reported outcomes between
one and two years post-intervention; only two
reported a significant impact on smoking behaviour.
In Norway, two counties matched for size, smoking
prevalence and socioeconomic variables were
allocated to either a provocative media campaign
targeting 14 to 15 year olds or the control
condition.759 Surveys were conducted at baseline, in
1992, and post-campaign, in 1995. In the interim,
the intervention county was subject to three annual
media campaigns each of three weeks duration. The
first two campaigns were specifically targeted at
girls and the last was targeted at both genders. In
spite of the fact that only 63% of the intervention
group had exposure to the media used to deliver the
campaigns, Hafstad reported that one year after the
final campaign, their prevalence of daily smoking
was significantly lower than in the control group.
There was considerable loss to follow-up in both
the intervention and control counties but after
adjustment for response rates, the findings
remained significant.
One unpublished study assessing a television
campaign targeted at students between 10 and 12
years of age was included in the Cochrane review.758
It was reported that 18 months post-intervention,
there was no significant difference in the smoking
behaviour of the intervention and control groups.
A variety of intervention conditions were assessed in
one study, including a media campaign, a schoolbased programme, delivery of health information,
no intervention, and a combination of the media
campaign and school-based program.760 The study
showed no consistent program effects on smoking
behaviour; however, there was more than a 50%
loss to follow-up and the integrity with which
interventions were delivered varied significantly. An
earlier study, comparing a media campaign only
with a combination of a media campaign and a
school-based program, also found no significant
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difference in smoking behaviour or intention to
smoke two years post-intervention.761 However, loss
to follow-up was very high (71%) and therefore
this study makes little contribution to the weight of
evidence for the influence of mass media campaigns
on smoking behaviour.
Bauman et al. compared three mass media
campaigns: first, eight 30-second radio messages
focusing on the consequences of becoming a
regular smoker; second, an additional 60 second
radio message inviting 12 to 15 year olds to join an
‘I won’t smoke sweepstakes’ and recruit friends to
the program; and third, a television broadcast of the
sweepstakes.762 A randomised design was used to
compare six intervention geographic areas with four
controls. Radio brought a modest shift on the
expected consequences of smoking and proved as
effective as television in shifting these views. There
was little effect of the peer recruitment strategy. No
effect was found on smoking behaviour.
Flynn et al reported a strategy from Vermont and
Montana, US, of combining a mass media approach
with social learning-based school smoking
prevention programs for school years five to 10.507,
763–766
The mass media intervention used radio and
television, with spots either 30 or 60 seconds in
length placed in programs likely to appeal to ‘highrisk girls’ and ‘high-risk boys’. The content of the
mass media campaign was consistent with that of
the school-based intervention. Two groups were
compared: those receiving both mass media and
school components (one community in Vermont
and one in Montana), and those receiving the
school intervention only (one in Vermont and
Montana). The combined groups showed positive
shifts on attitudes to smoking and rates of peer
smoking, and there was a 30% reduction in weekly
smoking rates in the mass media exposed students
compared with those receiving only the schoolbased program. The effects persisted in exposed
students two years after completion of the
intervention.766
Murray et al. examined the effects of a Minnesota
state wide mass media campaign on smoking
attitudes and beliefs in teenagers.718 The campaign
took place over a five year period in the mid-1980s
and used a range of media: television, radio,
newspapers and billboards. Comparison was made
with neighbouring Wisconsin where no similar
initiative had been taken. Student surveys indicated
that the advertisements had great penetration with
those aged 10 to 16 years and a much greater recall
of anti-smoking messages. However, there was little
shift in beliefs about smoking and no concomitant
shift in smoking prevalence rates.
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Research on the effectiveness of different antismoking messages in the United States was
published, in 1998.767 Data were collected from 186
focus groups, involving more than 1500 children
and adults, to evaluate the effects of different antismoking advertisements that had been aired and
additional concept advertisements. All
advertisements were classified by their primary
message and eight different categories were
recognised: industry manipulation, environmental
tobacco smoke, addiction, cessation, youth access,
short-term effects, long-term effects, and romantic
rejection. The anti-smoking messages that were
found to be most effective in reaching all audiences
were those depicting industry manipulation and
environmental tobacco smoke.
Social marketing strategies targeting tobacco use are
well developed and a considerable level of
evaluation has been published. The evidence
suggests that these strategies have little impact on
behaviour when implemented alone. However, the
work of Flynn and colleagues suggests that these
programs can be effective when delivered in
combination with other prevention strategies.
Alcohol
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... «1/3
Harm minimisation introduces the requirement for
relatively complex messages about youth and
alcohol use. Recommendations for levels of use vary
by gender and there is discretion as to the age at
which parents should introduce children to alcohol.
This complexity introduces challenges for the
development of effective social marketing
campaigns. The distinct nature of Australian policy
means that scientific knowledge is limited for
determining how specific messages will impact
behaviour change. There is a particular need for
Australian investment in social marketing to be
accompanied by behavioural research. The
evaluations conducted to date demonstrate some
sophistication in utilising behavioural research;
however, there has been a tendency for research to
remain unpublished or to be published in-house
rather than in peer-refereed research journals.
The Australian evaluation research makes clear that
major campaigns have achieved their immediate
objective of increasing public awareness of key
messages. However, awareness of these messages
has been inconsistently associated with behaviour
change. As distinct from the tobacco research
reported by Flynn and others in the US, there has
been no use of geographic control groups.
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The initial Australian Drug Offensive Campaign
Against Alcohol Abuse was launched in 1988 and
included five television commercials reinforced
with notices in magazines, and on buses and trains.
Key messages emphasised that: alcohol use could
harm the physical development of young people,
drunken behaviour could result in social
embarrassment, responsible alcohol consumption
was important, and parental modelling of alcohol
use influenced the behaviour of young people.
Evaluation included a pre- and post-survey
conducted with 2400 youth aged 15 to 17 years
and a smaller number of parents. Youth reported
high awareness of the television commercials but
this awareness was weakly associated with actual or
intended behaviour change. A small shift in parents’
behavioural intentions was noted. As there has been
little research to demonstrate that parents can
influence youth who are using alcohol to drink
moderately, it is unclear what effect the
achievement of this campaign goal might have. The
evaluation concluded that there had been some
attitude change associated with the campaign.768
The campaign had three major stages: from 1988 to
1990, 1991 to 1992, and 1992 to 1993. Prior to
the commencement and at various intervals, 10
national quantitative household surveys were
conducted with samples of the target group of 15 to
17 year old teenagers. Drinking on the last occasion
was one of the major outcome measures. It was
found that there was a significant decrease in the
proportion of teenagers consuming five or more
drinks on the last occasion during the course of the
stage III campaign, but a further increase over the
period February 1993 to March 1995 when there
was no national adolescent campaign activity
undertaken.769
The year 2000 National Alcohol Campaign aimed to
reduce alcohol-related harm amongst young
Australians. The campaign targeted youth aged 15
to 17 years and parents with children aged 12 to 17.
Messages were conveyed via a range of media,
including television, radio, cinemas, magazines,
newspapers and a web site. The campaign also
included media components specific to people from
Indigenous and non-English speaking backgrounds.
Key messages for young people emphasised
‘drinking choices’, with ‘excessive drinking’
portrayed as socially unacceptable and having the
potential for regretted consequences. The decision
to avoid excessive drinking was contrasted as having
social and health benefits. Behaviours recommended
for avoiding excessive alcohol use included: eating
before drinking, monitoring the amount and pace
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of drinking, and substituting with non-alcoholic
beverages. Youth were encouraged to avoid social
pressures to drink, but how to achieve this was not
specified. The parents’ role in educating young
people about the possible consequences of excessive
alcohol use and the need to set limits was
emphasised by the campaign.
Household and phone surveys, with samples of
around 1000 parents and young people, were
conducted before and after the launch phase.
Awareness of the campaign was high, with 88% of
young people and 81% of parents reporting
awareness. Young people reported the campaign
had prompted them to think about the potential
negative consequences of drinking (94%) and 63%
reported discussing the messages with friends. Of
parents, 51% reported responding to the campaign
by talking with children about excessive alcohol use
and by ‘keeping an eye on them’. Parents accepting
that ‘teenagers learn to drink from the way their
parents drink’ increased from 64% to 71% over the
course of the campaign. The evaluation noted some
small reductions in alcohol use across the surveys
but was unable to associate these with the
campaign. Levels of potentially harmful alcohol use
remained high at the end of the campaign.770
In 1997, the NSW Government ran the ‘Drink
drunk the difference is U’ campaign. Evaluation
suggested high awareness and approval and there
was some intention to change binge-drinking
behaviour reported. In 1998, the Victorian
Department of Human Services conducted a
summer/autumn events mass media campaign in
cinemas, promoting harm reduction. A small
evaluation suggested this campaign was widely
recognised and well-accepted by Victorian youth.
Community-based health education, including
circulation of pamphlets providing information on
drug use and harm minimisation information, is
one of the most popular approaches to drug
education in Australia. Various information
pamphlets have been circulated by the State and
Australian governments and through agencies such
as the Australian Drug Foundation. However, there
were no studies identified evaluating outcomes
from this approach and its effectiveness as a standalone strategy remains questionable. Rigorous
evaluation is required to establish conditions where
by this strategy might be effectively utilised for
behaviour change.
Mass media campaigns have been successfully
incorporated into wider community mobilisation
campaigns but we have not managed to locate
studies evaluating their specific impact on youth.
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The alcohol industry invests heavily in mass media
campaigns that include youth targets.
The evaluation work conducted to date, in Australia,
suggests that the impact of major social marketing
campaigns have included public awareness and
attitude change. However, there is little evidence to
associate this awareness with behaviour change. A
large body of international follow-up research, and
some cross-sectional Australian research,
demonstrates that early age alcohol use is a risk
factor for the subsequent development of alcoholrelated harm. In contrast, there is little research to
suggest how teenage alcohol users can be
encouraged to do so moderately. Given there is
considerable uncertainty, the relationship between
harm minimisation campaign elements and youth
behaviour needs to be carefully evaluated. By
limiting the initial launch of campaigns to selected
geographic regions, it would be possible to more
rigorously examine behavioural impacts and to
evaluate the impact of different campaign
components relative to control groups. This level of
evaluation would require a closer relationship
between research and service delivery but it is
important given the scale of public expenditure
involved and the level of harm associated with
alcohol misuse.
Cannabis and other illicit drug use
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... «2/2
Efforts to address youth involvement in illicit drug
use through social marketing face the challenge of
targeting to the minority of youth involved in this
behaviour. Donohew and colleagues reported an
evaluation at pre-production of a televised, antidrug, mass media campaign.771 An individual-level
risk factor for youth substance abuse, sensation
seeking, was targeted in this intervention. Donohew
and colleagues reasoned that media appeal and
motivations for youth substance use would differ
for those high and low in sensation seeking. Two
television message campaigns were developed for
18 to 22 year olds, one for high sensation seekers
and the other for low sensation seekers. Focus
groups were used to identify distinguishing
campaign features that would appeal to youth with
these characteristics. Youth were exposed to
televised messages that varied by media and
sensation seeking format. Behavioural intention to
call a hotline was found to interact with the type of
message presented and high and low sensation
seeking. A high sensation message (loud, vivid and
changing) led to higher behavioural intention to
call the hotline. However, evaluation did not extend
to examination of behaviour change.
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An Australian social marketing campaign targeting
youth amphetamine use was run as part of the
National Drug Offensive, from 1993 through to
1995. The campaign titled ‘Speed catches up with
you’ utilised a mixture of media to raise awareness
of harms associated with amphetamine use. A series
of four household interview surveys, each
consisting of around 1200 young people in the age
range 15 to 30 years, were conducted at key points
over the course of the campaign. At the end of the
campaign, recall of television commercials was
evident for 70% but there was less recognition of
newspaper (19%), billboard, radio or magazine
advertisements (10%). Of those reporting television
exposure, 84% could accurately describe key
messages (e.g. ‘you never know what’s in it’).
There was some evidence to associate this campaign
with behaviour change. During the early, intensive
phases of the campaign, intentions to use
amphetamines steadily decreased, from 56% down
to 35%, amongst previous amphetamine users.
However, intentions returned to baseline levels
once the campaign finished.772
The National Illicit Drugs Campaign, launched in
2000, represented an important strategy shift in its
acknowledgment of the role of the family in
preventing youth involvement in illicit drug use.
The campaign aimed to deter the initiation or
continuation of drug use by children by
encouraging parents’ and carers’ communication.
Campaign elements incorporated a range of media,
including television, newspaper, magazine,
billboards, a web site, and a phone contact line. A
parent booklet was distributed to all households in
Australia. Resources were also tailored for delivery
to people from non-English speaking backgrounds.
Evaluation included a series of telephone surveys
with parents (n = 1800) and other adults, and also
phone and face-to-face surveys with young people.
Surveys were staged for completion before and after
the campaign launch. Awareness of the campaign
was almost universal, at 97% for both youth and
adults. Of parents, 68% were aware of the booklet
and 47% reported they had taken some action in
response to the booklet. The percentage of young
people who had discussed illegal drugs with their
parents rose from 26% to 44%, and those agreeing
that ‘advice from my parents has steered me away
from drugs’ increased from 57% to 71%. Similar
positive effects were noted for non-English
background families. Although positive family
communication is an accepted protective factor, the
report did not attempt to associate these impacts
with changes in youth drug use.773
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Illicit drugs social marketing campaigns have been
effective at gaining awareness, improving family
communication and impacting behavioural
intentions. Further evaluation should investigate the
translation of these promising impacts into
behaviour changes.

8.13.1 Conclusionssocial marketing
There is good evidence that mass media strategies
can convey a health promotional message to a high
proportion of young people, and television appears
to be an important component. But there is no good
evidence that simple ‘one-off’ media campaigns can
alter the long-term development of drug use in the
young. There is better support for the use of mass
media in combination with other strategies such as
school-based health education or community
mobilisation.
The work of Flynn and others suggests that
evaluations can be designed to assess the
community-level impact of social marketing
campaigns on youth behaviour. Investment in social
marketing in Australia is typically associated with
lower levels of evaluation evidence, such as preand post-marketing consumer recall surveys. Given
the large investment of public funds involved, the
failure to test social marketing strategies within
more rigorous community trials must be
questioned.
Investment is warranted to enable rigorous
evaluation of social marketing campaigns to
establish directions for achieving outcomes on
community-level youth behaviours. To ensure
public health investment achieves behaviour
change, a stronger commitment to evaluation will
be required in developing service delivery contracts.
Future service delivery could be introduced into
geographic regions in phases determined by
randomisation. Behavioural measurement could
then be used to assess comparative impacts for
regions exposed and not exposed to social
marketing. Of the specific drug types that could be
potentially targeted through these approaches, it
appears that both tobacco and illicit drug use may
be amenable to universal social marketing
approaches. Youth alcohol use messages within
harm minimisation programs are particularly
complex with targets such as limiting the frequency
and amount of use and different recommendations
for males and females. This complexity suggests a
requirement for behavioural research to develop
feasible campaign targets.
Future evaluations could trial the different campaign
goals of delayed use of youth alcohol versus harm
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reduction in community intervention trials. Trialing
different prevention goals would offer an important
opportunity to examine the potential of social
marketing to contribute to a reduction in drugrelated harm.

8.14 Law, regulation and policing
Definition: Setting and enforcing laws and regulations
regarding the minimum age for purchasing or using
substances.
Legislation to restrict alcohol and tobacco sales to
children and adolescents has been in place since the
early part of this century. When appropriately
enforced, such legislation appears to be effective in
reducing early use of both tobacco and alcohol. The
illicit status of drugs may influence the attitudes and
behaviour of some young people; however, being
convicted for drug use can also have harmful
consequences. Balancing these considerations has
led to proposals to move cannabis use from a
criminal to a civil offence. Current evidence
suggests these changes have not increased cannabis
use amongst young people. Efforts to divert youth
apprehended for drug offences into health and
social services appear to be promising as early
intervention approaches.
Tobacco
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
There is now reasonable evidence that it is possible
to reduce youth tobacco use by preventing retailers
from selling cigarettes to young people (for a
summary see Toumbourou et al.).14 Successful
strategies include social marketing to ensure
regulations are well understood, the use of minors
as confederates to monitor retailer compliance, and
the use of graded penalties (enforcement officers
can be reluctant to enforce very large fines) and
positive feedback for compliance. Recent evidence
suggests programs have been successful at
restricting sales to minors, and that such restriction
in availability translates to reductions in youth
tobacco use. An important evaluation was
conducted by Forster et al. who described a
randomised, controlled trial in 14 Minnesota
communities where a combination of strategies
reduced illegal tobacco sales.504 After 32 months,
rates of daily smoking in year 8 to 10 students in
the intervention communities were 10% compared
with 16% in control communities. If restricted to
one geographic area, there is a need to consider the
extent to which sales might occur in other
communities.774
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Alcohol
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
While it is well established that raising the drinking
age reduces overall levels of alcohol related harm,775
changes to the uniform Australian drinking age of
18 years is unlikely given a lack of community
support.186 It has been noted that strict enforcement
of existing laws on minimum drinking age tends to
be an effective means of reducing harm without
incurring controversy, and receives strong support
from the wider Australian community.186 A large
multi-site randomised trial of the enforcement of
minimum drinking age laws in the US
demonstrated a significant reduction in youth access
to alcohol.776 There is great scope for prevention
through greater attention to this issue as there is
evidence that compliance with these laws is at best
patchy in Australia, rendering youth access to
alcohol comparatively easy.186
Cannabis and illicit drugs
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Evidence that is more fully reviewed in Chapters 13
and 14 suggests there is potential to further evaluate
the impact on youth cannabis and illicit drug use of
law, regulation and policing strategies. There is
currently some debate regarding the effectiveness of
laws that prohibit cannabis use. Such laws may have
a deterrent effect for some youth, conveying a
message that cannabis use is not socially approved.
However, criminal penalties also run the risk of
creating harm and social alienation where youth
drug use results in a criminal offence. In balancing
these considerations, the possibility of reducing
from criminal to civil penalties appears feasible. In
States that have relaxed criminal penalties for
cannabis use, there is no evidence that cannabis use
has increased. In cases where youth are charged
with illicit drug use, there may be opportunities to
reduce escalation to harmful drug use through
diversion programs. Such programs provide
targeted entry to strategies such as family
intervention and preventive case management.

8.14.1 Conclusionslaw, regulation and
policing
Setting and enforcing laws and regulations
regarding the minimum age at which youth can
purchase and use tobacco and alcohol appear to be
effective in delaying initial use. To be effective,
strategies require a coordinated approach, including
social marketing to ensure regulations are
understood, the use of minors as confederates to
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monitor retailer compliance, the use of graded
penalties and positive feedback for compliance.
Further research and evaluation are required to
better establish the influence of laws, regulation and
policing strategies on youth involvement in
cannabis and other illicit drug use. The application
of programs to divert youth apprehended by police
and the courts into effective intervention services
may be a promising early intervention strategy but
to be effective, such strategies will require
considerable coordination between services and
administrative jurisdictions.

Few studies have evaluated outcomes relevant to
illicit drug use. More intensive strategies, including
family intervention and preventive case
management, appear promising for preventing
harms associated with illicit drug use in
interventions targeting adolescents with a high
number of risk factors.

8.15 Conclusionsintervention
through adolescence
Considerable progress has been made over the last
decade in the identification and evaluation of
strategies that can successfully prevent patterns of
adolescent drug use associated with later harms.
However, there are few studies that have completed
follow-up over a sufficient period to demonstrate
that reductions in early drug use translate to
subsequent reductions in harmful drug use.
The focus of research investment has been largely
skewed toward school-based drug education. Other
strategies have received less attention. Evidence
suggests that there may be particular advantages
through the integration of more than one health
promotion strategy. The enforcement of laws and
regulations appears important in reducing early age
tobacco and alcohol use but implementation may
require coordination and support at the community
level. Drug education campaigns conducted in the
context of community mobilisation can be
successful, though at this stage the effect sizes are
not necessarily larger than those achieved through
health education alone. The work of Flynn and
colleagues suggests that combining drug education
with social marketing may offer advantages in
reducing youth tobacco use.
Some evaluations have been reported showing
promise in engaging parents and families into
interventions and in demonstrating outcomes
following intervention. Existing studies mainly
provide evidence for impacts and longer-term
follow-up will be required to establish whether
family interventions can reduce drug abuse.
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CHAPTER 9: BROAD-BASED PREVENTION
9.1 Summary
A number of prevention strategies target harmful drug use as one component within a broader
set of prevention goals. Examples of such broad-based prevention approaches include crime
prevention initiatives, education strategies and health and mental health promotion strategies. In
this chapter several broad-based strategies are reviewed, focusing on their relationship to policies
and programs aiming to prevent harmful drug use. Many broad-based strategies, such as crime
prevention and health promotion strategies, target drug use explicitly. Other strategies, such as
social improvement and employment strategies, contribute to the reduction of harmful drug use
by addressing common developmental determinants. In some cases, there may be conflicts and
tensions between the goals of different prevention programs. Tackling crime through
incarceration, or through poorly designed health education programs, has the potential to
increase drug-related harm. Efforts to prevent harmful drug use need to be well integrated with
broad-based prevention efforts. The immediate targeting of drug use and developmental risk and
protective factors, articulated within various broad-based strategies, is summarised in the table
below.
Broad-based
Interventions*

Drug
Use

Targeting:

Risk
Protective
Factors
Factors

Potential integration with the prevention
of harmful drug use

Children and youth
Early years investment

ü

ü

After around 15 years, could reduce some of the
more severe drug use problems

School effectiveness

ü

ü

From 5 to 10 years, could reduce some illicit
drug use; earlier universal impacts on licit drug
use

ü

ü

Targets alcohol and illicit drugs; strategies such
as incarceration can increase drug problems

Crime prevention

ü

Homelessness strategies

ü

Aggregating high-risk use could increase use

Adults
Health promotion

ü

Cardiovascular disease

ü

Cancer

ü

Injury

ü

ü

ü

Directly targets harmful drug use
Targets include tobacco and heavy alcohol use
Targets include tobacco and heavy alcohol use

ü

Targets include heavy alcohol use

Community
Health education

Widely used despite having little evidence for
impacts on drug use, risk factors or protective
factors

Reducing SES differentials
Mental health promotion

ü
ü

ü

Community improvement

Evaluation of investments could advance
knowledge of potential to reduce drug problems
ü

Targets include harmful drug use

ü

Evaluation could explore improvements in
developmental protective factors

ü

Based on a theoretical, policy or, in rare cases, an empirical relationship between the broad policy
area and reductions in harmful drug use, reductions in developmental risk factors or increases in
protective factors.

*

Broad-based interventions do not lend themselves to the standard ratings, thus strategies are
summarised in terms of their applicability to drug use and harm
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9.2 Introduction
In other sections of the current document,
community and health service strategies that have
been developed and evaluated with the explicit aim
of reducing harmful drug use are reviewed. In this
chapter, several broad-based prevention strategies
are examined. There is a substantial degree of
interrelationship between a number of these broadbased ‘prevention’ approaches and the prevention of
drug related harm. This chapter reviews the overlap
between these programs, the common risk factors
that are addressed and, where possible, the question
of how much impact these programs have on
harmful drug use.

9.3 Broad-based prevention
initiatives focusing on children and
youth
9.3.1 Investment in the early years
Evidence that the first years of life are critical in
shaping later development has led to an increased
emphasis on investment in these years. Examples
include work in the US with Head Start and, more
recently, Fast Track (summarised in Chapter 7);
work in Ontario in Canada flowing from the Early
Years Study Group report;482 and in the UK with the
Sure Start program. Each of these programs is
characterised by efforts to coordinate large
investments from different areas of government to
‘guarantee’ that the early development of children
will not be compromised by failure to receive basic
needs for nutrition, security, or learning
opportunities. In the case of the Early Years Study
Group report, recommendations extended to
changes in pre-school systems to enhance
developmental potential for intelligence more
universally.482 The impetus for these investments
includes brain research that has graphically
demonstrated the role of adequate nurture in early
brain development, developmental research tracking
later life problems to failure in early development,
and evidence that interventions in the early years
make a difference later in life. In later sections, the
evidence for interventions early in life is reviewed.
In overview, the existing intervention findings are
promising but there have been few studies with
more than one to two years of follow-up and these
exceptions have tended to be small studies.
Although investment in this strategy should offer
benefits, the current evidence suggests that
reductions to drug-related harm may be limited if
prevention investment were to exclude risks
emerging at other life stages. In Chapter 6, follow-
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up studies were summarised that demonstrate that
risk factors for harmful drug use arise in childhood,
adolescence and later in life. Further evidence
suggesting that risk factors arise later in life emerges
from well-controlled evaluation studies
demonstrating that reductions in harmful drug use
can be achieved through preventive investment in
primary school and in later years of development.
The Early Years Study Group report is an impressive
document and has important implications for
interventions to encourage the development of
intelligence. However, the summary of evidence in
that report concluded that crime prevention
outcomes could not be obtained unless investment
was made prior to the child’s entry to school. That
conclusion was based on a highly selective review
of evidence and is at odds with the present review
and also with the conclusions of other reviewers.472,
777
Furthermore, there is evidence that where
investments in early years programs have been
applied beyond families with high risk factors for
child neglect, there may be few gains to be made
through such investments.574

9.3.2 Education strategies
Various Commonwealth and State Government
programs aim to influence school and education
environments in ways that are likely to have direct
and indirect impacts on drug-related harms. For
example, the Commonwealth Government schoolbased drug prevention policy emphasises prevention
through education, information and safe and
supportive school environments.778 In each State,
there are a range of important programs that aim to
enhance school learning environments and promote
student health. The Education for Resilience report
provides a summary of the evidence for a range of
Australian and international school-based programs
focusing on positive youth development.779 The
report summarises the underlying principles of
prevention and intervention, and describes various
structures, programs and strategies. The approach
emphasised in that report is congruent with a
developmental pathways approach to prevention.
The approach emphasises the improvement of
school environments through evidence-based
interventions that focus on reducing risk factors and
enhancing protective factors.
A summary of the current evidence for risk and
protective factors influencing harmful drug use was
presented in Chapter 6. It included the finding that
poor academic achievement, beginning in primary
school, is a risk factor for harmful drug use. In
Chapter 8, evidence was summarised demonstrating
that drug education programs in secondary schools
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prevent harmful drug use. Failure to complete
secondary school and unemployment after leaving
school are both predictors of illicit drug use.
However, these predictors do not appear to be
direct risk factors in that their influence on drug use
appears to be explained by earlier determinants such
as childhood behaviour problems, early academic
failure and an earlier age of drug use initiation (see
Chapter 6). It is likely that education programs that
aim to improve academic outcomes and that begin
in primary school may also result in a reduction of
harmful drug problems. It is possible that
improving employment rates will exert some
beneficial impact on drug use problems but there
has been less research on this question.
A range of Commonwealth and State programs aim
to enhance school effectiveness and improve school
environments.779 The evidence base for prevention
strategies focusing on primary and secondary
schools was summarised in Chapter 8. In overview,
the evidence suggests that well-conducted
prevention programs in primary schools may be
among the best investments for addressing the
development of harmful drug use. These programs
appear to reduce risk factors such as negative peer
involvement, conduct problems, aggression,
victimisation, early age drug use and low school
attachment. They may also work to enhance
protective factors by increasing pro-social and
responsible behaviours within peer groups, and
bonding to teachers, parents and school. Outcomes
from these programs may be relevant to a range of
related prevention priorities, including crime,
violence and mental health.
The evidence is also very strong that investment in
effective drug education in secondary schools can
contribute to preventing harmful drug use (Chapter
8). Effective programs in secondary school appear
to reduce a range of risk factors that are more
directly related to drug use. Risk factors that appear
to be reduced by drug education programs include
favourable attitudes to drug use, estimates of the
prevalence of peer and adult drug use, specific
social skills related to drug use, and communication
with and attachment to parents. Programs
addressing secondary school organisation and
behaviour management may also influence a range
of important risk and protective factors although
there has been less work in this area.
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9.3.3 Homelessness strategies
There is a strong relationship between homelessness
and substance use.780 Substance use problems can
cause or contribute to homelessness, and vice versa.
Australian research has identified that approximately
half of homeless Australians have a drug
dependence problem, with heroin being the most
common. Equally, half of Australian homeless
people have been estimated to have a mental
disorder. The Alcohol and other Drugs Council of
Australia (ADCA) conducted a review of an early
draft of the Commonwealth Homelessness Strategy,
in late 2001. This review concluded that the
Homelessness strategy should include three key
priority actions related to drug use and the
homeless. These are:
l

l

l

provide support to families at risk of breakdown
in times of crisis,
fund specialist services for hard-to-reach
homeless clients,
provide more low-cost private and public
housing.

No comment is provided on evidence for the
effectiveness of these interventions.
In a large representative survey of Victorian
secondary school students, Bond et al. examined the
relationship between developmental risk and
protective factors for youth drug problems; an
index was designed to measure risk for
homelessness (e.g. running away from home and
conflict with parents).781 The report found that the
cumulative number of elevated risk factors and
depressed protective factors were associated with
increasing rates of homeless risk. This evidence
suggests that programs that are effective at reducing
risk factors and enhancing protective factors for
youth involvement in harmful drug use will have
relevance for efforts to prevent homelessness. It is
also apparent that efforts to reduce youth
homelessness will have unique components that
may be unrelated to efforts to prevent drug
problems. Strategies that reduce homelessness may
also have a positive impact on drug use problems
but there also exists the potential for policy
conflicts. For example, where accommodation
policies lead homeless youth to aggregate with
youth with a high number of risk factors,
involvement in harmful drug use might increase.
Readers are encouraged to refer to the chapter on
social determinants for a discussion of the nexus
between homelessness, social estrangement and
problematic drug use.
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9.3.4 Crime prevention
A large proportion of this section is indebted to the
work of Don Weatherburn of the NSW Bureau of
Crime Statistics and Research. He and his colleagues
have produced a literature review on the efficacy of
crime prevention and mitigation in reducing illicit
drug use, which will be cited liberally along with
relevant content identified by the review process
and consulted experts.397
Another key contribution is derived from the work
of Ross Homel and colleagues on the Pathways to
Prevention series.9, 472, 782 As this document is
primarily concerned with the primary prevention of
crime in young people it is central to significant
interactions between crime prevention policy and
the prevention of harmful drug use. The series
acknowledges that it is firmly grounded in the
developmental pathways approaches,8 which
focuses on modifying early risk and protective
factors through interventions directed at an early
stage in the developmental pathway leading to
crime. To the extent many of the determinants that
lead young people to engage in crime are common
with those that lead to harmful drug use, the
developmental approach to crime prevention
provides an important model for advancing the
prevention of drug-related harm.
Risk factors for violence are very similar to risk
factors for harmful youth drug use. These include
factors undermining healthy childhood
development including inadequate parenting,
troubled family relationships and poor school
achievement.9, 472, 782 Early age involvement in
alcohol and drug use is also a risk factor for the
development of crime and delinquency. Lifestyles
involving harmful drug and alcohol use are closely
interrelated with crime.397 Accordingly, crime
prevention programs have a great deal of overlap
with programs preventing drug related harms.
General recommendations for violence prevention
programs include the notions that programs address
multiple risk factors and enhance protective factors
at the community, family, school and individual/
peer levels. Programs are also recommended to be
maintained across the course of development.397
Hence the developmental pathways approach to
crime prevention is congruent with the Protection
and Risk Reduction Approach recommended in the
present document. The development of mechanisms
to link investment and program delivery in crime
prevention with efforts to prevent drug-related
harm is warranted.
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Broad crime prevention programs often include
early intervention programs with disadvantaged and
at-risk youth.397 Programs include a substantial
focus on increasing social inclusion and offering
youth the possibility of participating fully in social
and economic life. Such programs attempt to
promote the attachment of individuals and
communities to mainstream social supports.782
These approaches, once again, overlap with those
that are emphasised through the Protection and Risk
Reduction Approach to preventing harmful drug
use.
There is also a broad literature on preventing crime
from a variety of approaches other than the
developmental pathways approach. Traditional
labels for these include criminal justice, situational,
community or social approaches.9 Criminal justice
approaches refer to traditional deterrence and
incarceration approaches, as emphasised by the
criminal justice and policing system. There is
potential for synergy with this category of crime
prevention. There is also potential for conflict
where, for example, policies such as incarceration
lead to elevated rates of drug-related harms. The
relationship between criminal justice policies and
drug policy are considered more fully under the
sections on supply reduction.
Methadone maintenance therapy (MMT) has been
shown by Cochrane reviews to be an effective
means of reducing drug-related criminal behaviours
in opiate users,783 including property crime and
actual heroin consumption levels. Significantly, this
effect is demonstrated across cultural and ethnic
contexts and varying study designs. Accordingly,
methadone maintenance therapy can be considered
a crime prevention initiative; further demonstrating
the potential for additive benefits through wellcoordinated prevention investment.

9.4 Broad-based prevention
initiatives focusing on adults
9.4.1 Health promotion strategies
Australia has a well-developed public health system
that identifies and places priorities on areas
considered to significantly affect population health.
Initiatives such as the National Public Health
Partnership and the National Primary Prevention
Strategy assist in the planning and coordination of
national public health activities. A series of reports
to Commonwealth and State Health Ministers
address national health priorities and these currently
include cardiovascular health, cancer control,
mental health, injury prevention, musculoskeletal
disorders and diabetes mellitus.
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9.4.2 Cardiovascular disease prevention
and health promotion
Cardiovascular health was identified as a target in
the first National Health Priority Area (NHPA)
report, developed in 1996; and reported on in
1999.784 The NHPA reports acknowledge the
considerable overlap between the various priority
areas in the factors that contribute to risk and the
barriers to better prevention and care.785 Tobacco
and alcohol misuse are acknowledged as risk factors
for cardiovascular disease and other heath problems.
Monitoring demonstrates efforts are succeeding in
improving cardiovascular health in Australia.786 In
the intermediate monitoring for this program,
successes in reducing adult tobacco smoking and the
failure to reduce adolescent smoking rates have each
been noted.785 A common theme in national health
improvement efforts is the recognition of the
importance of socioeconomic factors in behavioural
risk modification.
A recent initiative of the Joint Advisory Group
(JAG) in General Practice and Population Health is
the Smoking, Nutrition, Alcohol and Physical
activity (SNAP) Framework. This initiative has been
developed by JAG in consultation with Chairs of
National Population Health Strategies.787 The SNAP
framework is intended to, ‘guide the
implementation of integrated approaches to
behavioural risk factor modification in general
practice focusing on smoking, nutrition, alcohol
and physical activity’ (p1). The program, which
aims to coordinate State and national efforts,
emphasises a system-wide approach to support the
management of behavioural risk factors in general
practice. The program should influence the extent
to which the evidence base for behaviour change
relevant to harmful drug use is applied within
general practice. Research and evaluation is included
within the broad outcome areas; however,
evaluations of this program are not yet available.

9.4.3 Cancer and other disease
prevention
Several policies on cancer prevention are relevant to
drug use. Some of these policies and approaches to
cancer prevention include strategies to reduce
tobacco use and harmful alcohol use, and in these
cases, initiatives overlap with those relevant to drug
use prevention. Initiatives relevant to preventing
drug use include: manipulating the price of
cigarettes and the promotion and advertising of
cigarettes, enforcing age limits on cigarette
consumption, improving broad indicators of SES,
improving opportunities in life through training
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and employment, addressing social exclusion,
assisting people to quit smoking, providing smokefree workplaces, health education campaigns,
developing healthy workplaces and healthy schools,
and providing sensible drinking advice.783
Prevention of cancer in relation to cigarette smoking
is almost entirely a function of encouraging people
to cease use, and reducing the number of people
commencing use. Australia’s National Tobacco
Campaign, a significant recent initiative, was
focused on getting adults to quit, but does have
some preventive effects by helping to ‘denormalise’ smoking.788 The campaign was
conducted by the Commonwealth, with advice from
cancer prevention organisations and other nongovernment organisations, yet its goal was the
prevention of uptake of drug use and the reduction
of existing drug use, which are two of the primary
goals of national drug policy. The effectiveness of
specific anti-tobacco interventions is reviewed
elsewhere. All initiatives encouraging reductions in
smoking, or limiting drinking to within
recommended consumption guidelines, can be
considered cancer-prevention initiatives.

9.4.4 Injury prevention
Some interventions that have been considered in the
context of injury prevention policy are also
interventions that are of relevance to drug policy.
These include reducing drink-driving and providing
alcohol treatment services.783 The National Injury
Prevention Advisory Council reports that it
considers injuries from road trauma, suicide, falls,
fire, drowning and assault to be among the many
types of injuries it is concerned with preventing.789
These injuries all have some degree of overlap with
drug use, particularly alcohol and, accordingly,
there is significant overlap between national injury
prevention approaches and drug and alcohol harm
reduction policy.
Injury prevention strategies often encompass
programs aimed at reducing road injury,783 a field
that includes, as a substantial component, programs
aiming to reduce the risk of drink-driving. Being
dependent on alcohol dramatically increases the risk
of death through injury, including by falling, fire,
or burns.790 In the elderly, fall injuries are especially
associated with problematic alcohol use.167
A systematic review considered the impact of
treatment for problem drinking on injuries.790 It
determined that treatment for problem drinking
may reduce injuries generally and that treatment for
convicted drink-drivers would reduce subsequent
motor vehicle crashes. The studies on injury
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prevention all demonstrated significant effects and
large effect sizes. However, small sample sizes used
in the studies limited the ability to generalise from
these results.
Alcohol is believed to be causative in many injury
types including road trauma, falls, fire injury,
drowning, assault and to some degree suicide.789
Population groups at high risk of injury include
young men, the elderly, and people in rural/remote
areas.789
A number of the strategies that have been
recommended for implementation in injury
prevention initiatives also appear relevant to the
prevention of drug-related harm. Night patrol
schemes in Indigenous communities have been
singled out as an effective intervention worthy of
further support in Commonwealth policy,789
although the report did note that further evaluation
of their impact on injuries is needed.
Other approaches that have received endorsement
for injury prevention include:789
l

l

l

enforcing responsible service legislation to
reduce alcohol-related injury,
further work into the more widespread use of
brief interventions by doctors to reduce
problem drinking,
the continued use of Australia’s successful
random breath testing programs to reduce
injury related to driving under the influence of
alcohol.

Interestingly, none of the literature on injuries and
falls in the elderly mentioned either alcohol or any
other form of substance use as an issue.789
In summary, injury prevention strategies accept that
reducing harmful drug and alcohol use would
reduce the rate of injury; as such, they directly
target risky use of various substances. Therefore, the
actual interventions intended to reduce injury in
many cases overlap with the types of interventions
recommended in efforts to prevent harmful drug
use.

9.4.5 Health education
In many social and health service settings, a
common strategy has involved the provision of
information aimed at encouraging healthy
behaviours. Many of these generalist health
education initiatives include information relevant to
avoiding harmful drug use. In other sections of this
review, aspects of health education are examined
under sections dealing with programs more
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specifically targeting drug use behaviour. Relevant
strategies include school-based drug education,
community-based drug education, social marketing,
and self-help materials designed for drug treatment.
In this section, we briefly examine evidence
evaluating broad-based health education programs.
Health education has been a popular health
promotion strategy for quite some time. There is
now a reasonable evidence base, derived from
Cochrane reviews on various topics, and
unfortunately, health education as a general strategy
is fairly ineffective in changing behaviour, although
some studies have shown small benefits.783 Whilst
health education approaches tend to result in
improvements in knowledge and awareness, the
evidence base for claiming that education only
programs contribute to actual changes in behaviour
is fairly weak.783 There is some evidence that
education only programs may have a limited effect
in altering the behaviour of higher SES groups but
not lower SES groups.783
The evidence reviewed earlier on school and
community programs suggests there may be more
support for health education as a component in a
broader set of behaviour change interventions. If
poorly designed, there is the potential for health
education information to conflict with efforts to
prevent harmful drug use. For instance, health
education materials that convey information about
how to access new drug experiences or that lead to
upward estimation of the level of perceived peer
and adult drug use may be contra indicated. Thus,
there is significant potential for effective investment
opportunities to be lost to ineffective health
education. However, it is rare to find societal
groups actively opposing health education
programs. Those proposing ‘self-evident’ health
education investments as a method of preventing
drug use problems tend to find support from public
and private funding agencies. To address this
situation, a wider understanding of what is required
for effective behaviour change needs to be
disseminated to the broader community. There is
potential for government investment in health
education to advance the evidence by including
behavioural evaluation in service delivery contracts.
Directions for designing such evaluations were
discussed in the earlier section on social marketing
programs targeting youth.
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9.4.6 Reducing SES health differentials
Given the strong link between SES and many health
problems, including drug use, there is some
literature on attempting to address the impact of SES
on health differentials. Cochrane reviews have
reached the brief and somewhat vague conclusion
that structural and legislative measures appear to be
the most effective means of reducing health
inequalities.783 The source article for this claim
reported on a review of 129 interventions aiming at
reducing socioeconomic health differences. It noted
that most interventions were not evaluated and that
health education was the most common
intervention. However, health education alone
appeared ineffective and was only effective when
combined with personal/social support and
structural initiatives.791
The review also concluded that there is not yet
sufficient evidence on which to base rational policy
to reduce socioeconomic health differences.791
There is also no evidence on the impact of tackling
social exclusion on any measure of health status.783
Some places in the US have conducted trials of
income supplementation approaches. However,
unfortunately, there is no experimental evidence
available that allows us to assess the impact of such
interventions on physical or mental health.783 A
stronger integration between service delivery and
research could achieve important gains. It would be
possible to evaluate the community impact of
government investments aimed at redressing social
inequality and exclusion if such investments were
introduced in phases, and assessments were
conducted to compare community benefits. Such
evaluation should be considered a priority given the
potential gain that could follow improved
knowledge of effective community investment
strategies.

9.5 Mental health promotion and
prevention
There are various strategies for promoting good
mental health that are also relevant to the
prevention of drug-related harm. These include
reducing social exclusion, reducing alcohol and
drug problems, assisting people to develop
parenting skills, improving social support networks,
improving education and training opportunities,
reducing homelessness, reducing unemployment,
and promoting healthy work environments.783 The
evidence base consists of a number of literature
reviews, a review of Cochrane reviews relevant to
the public health agenda783 and documentation
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supporting and describing government policy
statements. The mental health promotion literature
is largely grounded in theoretical understandings of
the promotion of health and the prevention of illhealth.792 Comprehensive literature that provided
information on the actual impact of mental health
promotion programs, on either mental health
problems or drug use problems, could not be
located.
Papers reviewed include a literature review of early
intervention in the mental health of young
people,793 the National Mental Health Strategy
documents,794, 795 The Cochrane Collaboration783 and
papers prepared for the National Co-morbidity
Workshop.179, 376, 796, 797
Mental health promotion is a broad term
encompassing a range of programs that aim to
improve mental health and wellbeing.795 It,
therefore, includes primary prevention of mental
health disorders, early intervention and treatment
approaches.
Mental health promotion activities aim to protect, support and
sustain the emotional and social well-being of the population
by increasing the protective factors that lead to positive mental
health outcomes across the entire intervention spectrum, that
is, before, during and after the onset of mental illness (p34).793
Interventions aimed at improving mental health and
wellbeing could conceivably reduce drug-related
harm. Mental health problems and drug-related
problems are associated with the same social
determinants and risk factors.797 Therefore,
programs that target these shared factors and
determinants may improve mental health and
reduce the risk of developing drug-related
problems.
In addition, both current conceptualisations of
mental health diagnostic systems (DSM-IV and ICD10) consider drug use problems to be a mental
health disorder. Accordingly, the National Mental
Health Strategy794 is itself a form of intervention
aimed at drug problems.
Mental health promotion strategies target the same
basic issues as do broad primary prevention
strategies: that is, to target the structural
determinants of ill-health at a general level.793 By
targeting factors such as socioeconomic gaps,
unemployment, social capital, the physical
environment and social beliefs and values, it is
theorised that such strategies will have positive
impacts on both drug-related harms and
psychosocial disorders.419 Evidence from the present
review confirms that more extreme poverty and
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social disadvantage are risk factors in predicting
drug-related harm.
Cochrane reviews have determined that grief
therapy does not yet have sufficient evidence of
effectiveness to justify its routine use as a mental
health promotion strategy.783 This is of relevance
given the predominance of grief and loss as an
antecedent to late-onset drinking problems in the
elderly.
It is well established in the field that single factor
short-term mental health promotion interventions
rarely show any effect.419, 793 Accordingly, the
mental health promotion field is concerned with
broad-based, multi-level, multi-systemic approaches
to the promotion of health and wellbeing. In so
doing, it is addressing some of the same central
issues as are addressed in drug policy. There are
opportunities to improve the synergy between
mental health promotion and prevention programs
addressing drug-related harm. One important step
forward is for drug policy to acknowledge the
common relevance of the developmental pathways
approach to prevention.

9.5.1 National mental health strategy
What follows is a broad overview of the National
Mental Health Strategy,794 with specific comments
on those elements of the strategy with a high degree
of relevance to preventing drug problems. The
National Mental Health Strategy is firmly based in a
developmental pathways approach and focuses on
developmental risk and protective factors for mental
health. Within the strategy, ‘prevention’ is defined
as interventions that occur before the initial onset of
a disorder, to prevent the development of the
disorder. ‘Early intervention’ comprises
interventions that are appropriate for, and
specifically target, people displaying the early signs
and symptoms of a mental health problem or
mental disorder; and people developing or
experiencing a first episode of mental disorder. The
theoretical framework has been influenced by the
Institute of Medicine framework8 that is also
directed at drug abuse prevention and crime
prevention.
The National Mental Health Strategy assumes that
the determinants of mental health status are firmly
linked to a range of social determinants, including
income, employment, poverty, education and access
to community resources. As is indicated in other
sections, these factors are also linked to drug
problems.
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These social determinants are seen to translate at the
individual level into risk and protective factors
influencing the risk of mental health problems. Such
risk and protective factors exist at the genetic,
biological, behavioural, psychological,
sociocultural, economic, environmental and
demographic levels. The strategy asserts that
prevention of mental health problems is more likely
to be successful if it considers multiple risk and
protective factors and if it simultaneously includes a
range of interventions targeting these multiple risk
factors.
The National Mental Health Strategy recognises that
the majority of risk factors for mental health
problems lie outside the traditional domains of
mental health treatment. The strategy recognises
that an appropriate intervention approach
encompasses intervention at various areas of risk
and protective factors: the individual, family,
community and society level. Interestingly, one of
the main goals of the strategy is to reduce drug use
(along with many other specified mental disorders).
The strategy, therefore, recognises that many of the
risk and protective factors and social determinants
for problematic drug use and for mental health
difficulties are shared.
Included in the strategy are the following broad
principles of general mental health promotion:
l

creating supportive environments,

l

strengthening community action,

l

using the media to shape attitudes,

l

developing personal skills,

l

l

l

incorporating promotion, prevention and early
intervention within mental health services,
education and training on the promotion of
general health, and
research and evaluation.

Although the National Mental Health Strategy
attempts to address many of the risk factors for drug
problems, there is no evidence that describes the
actual impact of this strategy, or of broad-based
prevention programs in general, on levels of mental
health problems or substance-related harm.

9.5.1 Depression prevention
Beyond Blue is an Australian Government funded
initiative aimed at preventing depression, guided by
the principles of the National Mental Health
Strategy. The Beyond Blue Annual Report
acknowledges that prevention programs aimed at
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preventing drug-related harm may contribute to
alleviating or preventing depression. A prevention
program run by Beyond Blue, a school and
community program in which elite athletes deliver
depression awareness and guide young people into
designing and implementing a community project,
mentions ‘drug awareness’ as one community
project topic.798 Overall, drug-related harm is only
peripherally acknowledged and is not included as an
index of the program’s success. Therefore, it is not
possible to adequately evaluate whether Beyond
Blue will lead to reduced drug-related harm.

9.5.2 Suicide prevention
Suicide is widely understood to be a complex
phenomenon caused by the interaction between
biological, psychological, social and cultural
factors.799 Factors contributing to both suicide risk
and risk of drug-related harm include alienation,
physical isolation and depression.419 The Canterbury
Suicide Project confirms the link between
depression and suicide; over 60% of participants
who made serious suicide attempts had been
diagnosed with depression in the month prior,
compared to less than 6% of controls.800 Beautrais,
in her review of risk factors for youth suicide,
reports that young people are on average 12 times
more likely to commit suicide if they are diagnosed
with an affective disorder, and 5.5 times more likely
if they have a substance use disorder.801
Subsequently, suicide prevention programs that aim
to prevent depression by mental health promotion
could conceivably impact upon both suicide rates
and drug-related harms.802 Many suicide prevention
programs also include goals of reducing harmful
drug use.803
The National Youth Suicide Prevention Strategy has
been the basis for suicide prevention programs in
Australia including parenting programs, schoolbased inventions, early intervention programs for
higher-risk populations, promoting mental health,
and reducing access to means of suicide.803 The
strategy acknowledges that young people who use
drugs are at higher risk of suicide but the resulting
programs do not target the reduction of drugrelated harm as a relevant index for evaluation.
Thus, it is not possible to tease out any preventive
effect of these initiatives upon drug-related harms.
Nor is it possible to comment on the impact of this
strategy on the prevention of suicide.
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9.5.3 Treatment and co-morbidity
There is very little evidence on the best approaches
to treatment for those with co-morbid disorders.376,
804
Cochrane reviews have identified that at present
there is no evidence of superiority for any form of
treatment in regard to co-morbid mental health and
substance use problems.783 There is moderately
strong evidence that co-morbid mental health
problems and substance use problems exert multidirectional causality, that is, mental health problems
are likely to worsen substance problems and vice
versa.197, 797

9.5.4 Summarymental health promotion
and prevention
Similar Foundations: Mental health promotion in the
population rests on the same principle as broadbased prevention addressing drug-related harm: that
of ameliorating the risk factors predisposing people
to harmful drug use, which are largely a function of
factors such as developmental risk factors,
unemployment, socioeconomic disadvantage and
traumatic backgrounds.419
Treatment: There is a strong theoretical case that
treating mental health problems is likely to be
effective in reducing substance use, even in the
absence of treatment for substance use problems.
We did not, however, identify any direct evidence
that treating mental health problems leads to a
reduction in substance use.
Direction of influence: There is no evidence that mental
health promotion programs reduce substance use in
adults, or that reductions in rates of mental health
problems have a positive impact on rates of
substance use problems.796 Mental health promotion
programs, as with drug use primary prevention, are
largely aimed at children because the peak age of
onset for both problems is late adolescence. The
earlier chapter summarising risk and protective
factors for drug use showed that in some cases,
child mental health problems (particularly
externalising problems) increased the risk of
subsequent involvement in harmful drug use. We
have also summarised evidence in earlier sections
showing that early age tobacco and cannabis use
contribute to the emergence of mental health
problems later in life. The available evidence
suggests that mental health investment should form
one component in programs aiming to prevent early
age or regular drug use in adolescence.
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9.6 Community improvement
Community prevention initiatives have been
developed to directly target drug use issues. These
programs are considered in detail in Chapters 8 and
10. Community drug prevention programs are
based in a broader body of work addressing
community improvement. The literature in this
field is categorised variously as community
development, improvement, and prevention.
Community prevention programs have typically
involved a wide variety of initiatives encompassing
all three of the National Drug Strategy categories of
demand reduction, supply reduction and harm
reduction. Programs include aims that encompass
broad-based prevention and result in multi-faceted
strategies. Community prevention initiatives largely
focus on changing adult behaviour and the
structural issues that support and maintain drug
consumption.
The Stronger Families and Communities Strategy
was launched by the Commonwealth Department of
Family and Community Services in April 2000.805
The strategy’s three main priorities were:
l

early childhood development and the needs of
families with young children,

l

strengthening marriage and relationships, and

l

balancing work and family.

9.7 Conclusionsbroad-based
prevention
Broad-based prevention strategies vary in their
direct or indirect relevance to the prevention of
drug-related harm. The developmental pathways
framework, with its emphasis on reducing
developmental risk factors and enhancing protective
factors, is an important underlying framework that
has the potential to improve coordination between
crime prevention, mental health promotion and
drug use prevention efforts. There are further
synergies with drug policy in the efforts to
implement brief interventions and screening in
health and harm reduction frameworks within
injury and crime prevention policies. The Protection
and Risk Reduction Approach to prevention
articulated within the present document has the
potential to integrate these varying frameworks,
providing an important basis for improving
coordination between different prevention
strategies. However, there are potential areas of
conflict between different areas of policy,
emphasising the need for good coordination. A
closer link between research and service delivery has
the potential to strengthen prevention policy by
better defining strategy combinations that are
effective in reducing drug-related harm.

Although none of these areas immediately addresses
youth issues, one of the eight principles underlying
the strategy is prevention and early intervention.
The strategy makes clear that this involves helping
families early on to prevent later problems such as
domestic violence, youth suicide, homelessness and
drug addiction. The Australian Government also set
up the Youth Pathways Action Plan Taskforce in
September 1999, with the goal of developing a five
year plan to help young people make the transition
to adulthood. As part of this plan, the Government
is funding various programs, including the
Strengthening and Supporting Families Coping With
Illicit Drugs program and the Schools Drug
Education Strategy. These broad investments in
community strengthening are also reflected in State
programs that have a similar focus. Although the
contribution that community improvement
initiatives make to reducing drug-related harm is
unknown, there are theoretical reasons to expect
they should enhance protective factors for positive
child and youth development and, more generally,
improve wellbeing.
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PART 5

THE EVIDENCE BASE FOR
PREVENTION II: SUPPLY,
DEMAND AND HARM REDUCTION
FOR ALL AGE GROUPS
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CHAPTER 10: DEMAND REDUCTION
10.1 Summary
Reducing the demand for both licit and illicit drugs has been attempted through universal
strategies such as mass media campaigns, selective strategies such as brief interventions by health
care workers, and indicated strategies delivered by specialist treatment agencies. The evidence for
both direct and indirect impacts of these various strategies on levels of risky drug use and harm,
at the population level, is reviewed in this chapter.
From a population-wide perspective, the level of investment in effective treatment programs
needs to be a key ingredient of comprehensive prevention policies. There is suggestive evidence
for population-level impacts of methadone programs on local levels of crime, and of alcohol
treatment on acute and chronic alcohol-caused health problems in the community. There is also a
major opportunity to intervene with family members of individuals experiencing serious alcohol
and other drug problems both because this can increase treatment effectiveness, and in order to
minimise the inter-generational transmission of mental health and substance use problems. There
is strong evidence for some forms of treatment of drug problems, particularly for the legal drugs
(for example, nicotine replacement therapy for smoking, cognitive behavioural therapy for
alcohol problems). There is also some evidence for the value of matching different treatment
modalities to different types and intensities of drug problems. Thus, there is a clear potential for
increasing the population-level impact of society’s investment in treatment programs on levels of
risky drug use and harm.
Strong evidence exists for the effectiveness of brief interventions delivered by primary health care
workers for smoking and alcohol problems; providing a major opportunity to increase the uptake
of these strategies and hence their overall impact on population levels of risk and harm. (And
there is strong evidence for-del) The effectiveness of interventions by health care professionals to
reduce maternal smoking during pregnancy is also based on strong evidence. There is a strong
rationale for such programs for the health of both the mother and child, and for interventions for
mothers who are engaging in risky alcohol and other drug use. Further research into the
effectiveness of interventions to reduce and prevent drug use during pregnancy is recommended.
There is a growing body of international research into the effectiveness of interventions to reduce
alcohol problems delivered at the community level. The evidence is quite strongly in support of
those programs that effectively mobilise the community to support local structural policy change
(for example, incentives for responsible beverage service on licensed premises). Limited
investment has been made in the conduct of rigorously evaluated community-based interventions
in Australia, whether directed at problems with licit or illicit drugs.
Interventions delivered in the workplace have an enormous potential to reduce risky drug use
and actual harm, due to the ability to access subgroups at risk who would not otherwise seek
specialist help. Interventions found to be effective in other settings (e.g. brief interventions in
primary health care) have the potential to offer community benefits in the workplace but more
Australian research is needed. There has been substantial investment in drug testing programs,
especially in safety-sensitive work environments where there is a strong rationale for deterring
the use of licit and illicit substances. More research is required into the effectiveness of drug
testing in the workplace, especially where this includes risky use of alcohol.
More money has been invested in mass media campaigns on licit and illicit drug problems than
perhaps any other intervention in Australia. Evidence for effectiveness of this type of intervention
is strongest in relation to tobacco use, especially when campaigns accompany other structural
policy changes such as increases in taxation. There is some evidence for the effectiveness of
campaigns around the risks of alcohol use, again especially when these support other initiatives
such as drink driving law-enforcement. It is recommended that a degree of investment in such a
social marketing approach continues, utilising available evidence for best practice. Social
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marketing strategies such as national drinking guidelines and standard drink labelling are also
recommended on the basis that they facilitate other evidence-based strategies e.g. brief
interventions for controlled drinking and road safety campaigns. Examples of effective media
advocacy in Australia are provided.
There is a general need to investigate the effectiveness of the universal, selective and indicated
strategies in special populations, Indigenous communities in particular.
Intervention
Drug treatment

Tobacco Alcohol Illicit Drugs
«««

Nature of evidence/Comments

«««

«««

Strong evidence for nicotine replacement,
alcohol treatment (stronger for some
interventions than others) and methadone
treatment; less for psychostimulants or cannabis

«««

«««

«

Highly cost-effective for tobacco and alcohol;
evidence for impact on whole of community;
positive results from an Australian intervention
for cannabis use

««

O

O

Programs can reduce smoking, low birth weight
or pre-term birth

Health service reorientation
Brief interventions

Targeted approaches
for pregnant women

Workplace interventions
Drug testing in
workplace

NA

O

O

No well-controlled efficacy studies; ethical
difficulties in low-risk environments

Pre-employment
screening

NA

O

O

No well-controlled efficacy studies; ethical
difficulties in low-risk environments

Testing in high-risk
settings

NA

«

«

Breath testing for alcohol essential in very highrisk work (e.g. for pilots); urinalysis for illicit
drugs advisable in similar occupations

Brief interventions

O

O

O

Many workplaces provide opportunity to
intervene with high-risk groups (e.g. young
males)

«

O

Evidence of good acceptability within host
communities

««

O

Target youth alcohol access, liquor and drinkdriving law enforcement

««

«

O

National campaigns reduce overall smoking
prevalence; drinking behaviour change can be
achieved but is difficult to sustain

National Drinking
NA
Guidelines and
standard drink labelling

«

NA

Should not be evaluated in isolation from other
prevention strategies; monitoring awareness
now incorporated into NDSHS

Community-based interventions
Health promotion

«

Structural policy change O
Social marketing

Sub-populations: generic interventions targeting all drug types
Treatment for co-morbid
mental health and substance
use problems

O

No direct evidence to support one form
of treatment over another

Programs for Indigenous
Australians

O

Need for more research but this needs to be
negotiated with Indigenous communitycontrolled organisations

Programs to reduce demand
among the elderly

O

Some literature addresses improved screening
in health care settings and preventing
benzodiazepine dependence

Treatment for the elderly

O

Some evidence that late-onset drinkers are more
likely to respond to treatment  supportive
environment and social support networks
important
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Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination

10.2 Treatment responses to alcohol
and other drug problems
This section explores the impact of treatment on
drug use and drug-related harm as a generic
approach, rather than the minutiae of different types
of treatment. The literature base for this section is
extensive, including reviews such as Cochrane and
other systematic reviews.783, 804, 806–811 These reviews
generally have a high degree of evidence, allowing
assertions to be made about the role and nature of
treatment.
Treatment is aimed primarily at people with
problems related to drug dependence. It should be
noted that most people who use both licit and illicit
drugs (with the possible exception of smokers) are
not dependent,804, 811 nor are many frequent users
dependent.804 However, some doubt has been
thrown on the extent of so-called ‘recreational’
heroin use, with most studies having recruitment
difficulties.166 Dependence captures the notion of a
change from voluntary to involuntary use;811
although, as has been demonstrated, dependence
exists upon a continuum of severity. In relation of
alcohol, signs of mild dependence are evident in a
significant number of the population of adult
drinkers who are not in treatment.812
‘Treatment’ is a generic term that covers a wide
range of clinical interventions, including those that
make contact with and engage users; those that
detoxify; and those that manage the process of
withdrawal from chronic drug use, pharmacological
treatment and psychosocial treatment.804 Clearly,
different approaches will have different levels and
rates of success with different individuals and
patterns of drug use, and variability is necessary to
allow users to access a clinical intervention that is
effective for them.
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10.2.1 Tobaccotreatment for nicotine
dependence
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) has been
shown to be effective and the evidence is
summarised in a Cochrane review. NRT—including
patches, gums, and inhalable nicotine—is associated
with a small but consistent and statistically
significant increase in the likelihood of achieving
abstinence, in contrast to controls.813

10.2.2 Alcoholtreatment for alcohol
problems and dependence
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
Treatment efficacy for alcohol use problems has
often been judged primarily by subsequent
consumption levels. In relation to alcohol (but not
necessarily for other drugs), total level of
consumption is an excellent predictor of the
likelihood of harm.806 Ancillary measures of the
extent of alcohol-related problems in domains such
as family, work, relationships and health, have also
been applied. Furthermore, moderate or controlled
drinking outcomes have been examined,
particularly in relation to drinkers with a lesser
degree of alcohol dependence.814
The literature base in regard to alcohol is very well
developed, and alcohol treatment research in
general is at the stage of determining best practice
rather than attempting to determine if treatment can
be effective.806 Using this criterion, there are many
approaches to alcohol treatment with demonstrated
effectiveness, and, equally, there are many that have
failed to show evidence of effectiveness.806 Effective
alcohol treatment options include: motivational
interviewing, brief interventions, social skills
training, community reinforcement approach,
relapse prevention and some aversion therapies. The
largest ever controlled study of different forms of
treatment for alcohol problems was the US Project
Match.815 Positive results were obtained from each
of the three main treatment modalities: motivational
enhancement, supportive psychotherapy, and 12Step Facilitation Therapy. There was little evidence
of any advantage from any one of these modalities;
nor was there much evidence of interaction effects
such that some types of client did better with
particular treatments. There was, however, evidence
that more severely dependent drinkers with
otherwise lower social supports did better with 12Step Facilitation Therapy, which seeks to encourage
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regular attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
meetings. AA is an enormous worldwide network
of self-help groups to help alcoholics achieve
abstinence. Treatments with no evidence of
effectiveness include insight orientated
psychotherapy, confrontational counselling,
relaxation training, general ‘alcoholism
counselling’, education and milieu therapy.806
Unfortunately, some of these approaches with little
evidence of efficacy are very popular and widely
used.
Pharmacotherapies for alcohol dependence include
disulfiram, naltrexone and acamprosate. There is
good evidence from treatment outcome reviews that
the effectiveness of disulfiram is limited.806 On the
other hand, naltrexone has been found to be
effective in reducing alcohol craving and drinking
days, and to help to stop the resumption of binge
drinking.806 A systematic review of randomised
controlled trials, from 1960 to 1993, found that
acamprosate and naltrexone demonstrated both
safety and efficacy in the long and intermediate
term respectively.783

10.2.3 Treatment for illicit drug-related
problems and dependence
Harm reduction approaches have become widely
included in treatment for illicit drugs in addition to,
or instead of, the traditional treatment goal of
reduced or no use of drugs. Goals of treatment may
include reduced drug use, reduced risk of infectious
disease and improved physical and psychosocial
functioning.804
It is important to note that expectations of a quick
‘cure’ are unrealistic.804, 811 Dependence is a chronic,
relapsing condition requiring continuing care811 and
treatment needs to be seen as a long-term
proposition with the goals being improved care and
containment of problems rather than unrealistic
expectations of a complete cessation of problematic
use.804
There are various treatments that are used for
different types of illicit substance use problems.804,
806

These include:
l

l

pharmacotherapies, such as methadone,
naltrexone, buprenorphine and
dexamphetamine;
detoxification approaches, such as inpatient
withdrawal, tapered gradual withdrawal, home
detoxification, ultra-rapid opioid detoxification;
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l

l

counselling approaches, including brief
interventions, motivational interviewing,
cognitive behavioural therapy, relapse
prevention; and
psychosocial interventions, including outreach
programs, residential rehabilitation, housing
assistance, and employment assistance.

The effectiveness of treatment varies considerably
according to the type of: drug problem involved
(patterns of consumption, user characteristics),
drug involved, and treatment employed.804, 806
Dealing with dependence typically involves a
consideration of both the physical and the
psychosocial aspects of drug dependence.804 For
example, it has been demonstrated that providing
psychosocial services to methadone clients provides
significantly better outcomes than providing
methadone alone.804 There is also evidence from
controlled trials that the provision of supplemental
social services (medical screenings, housing
assistance, parenting classes and employment
services) improves treatment outcomes in adults
being treated for substance abuse.816 In a similar
vein, the social functioning of the client being
treated is a significant predictor of the outcome of
treatment. Professionals who are opioid-dependent
have a significantly better prognosis than
unemployed, poorly educated people using lesser
amounts of opiates.811 Similarly, lack of treatment
success is associated with low socioeconomic status,
co-morbid psychiatric conditions, and lack of family
and social support.811 Taken together, these findings
emphasise the importance of considering a broad
range of social factors in responding to drug-related
problems. It should also be noted that there is a low
level of access to treatment among illicit drug users
in the criminal justice system: between 40 to 60%
of DUMA 2001 respondents238 and 55% of DUCO
respondents379 had never been in treatment.
Opioids
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
The strongest evidence for the efficacy of illicit drug
use treatment is found in the treatment of opioid
dependence. Methadone maintenance therapy
(MMT) has proven effectiveness in: retention in
treatment, reductions in drug use, criminal
behaviour, mortality, and improvement in health
status, when adequate doses (> 60 mg/day) are
given. Effectiveness is improved when treatment
also addresses psychosocial issues.804 MMT is also
associated with a reduced risk of HIV infection.804
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Other opioid substitutions that are less well
researched than MMT but appear to be efficacious
are buprenorphine and LAAM.804 There is less
evidence in favour of naltrexone.804 Detoxification
and withdrawal from opioids without other
treatment is not effective and relapse into use is
common.804
Treatment in general, is associated with significant
savings from the costs of crime. Extensive UK multisite studies of treatment effectiveness reported an
average reduction in total crime costs of £12 000
per annum per participant.817 It was further
estimated that for every pound spent on treatment,
£3 savings from crime and criminal justice system
costs was returned.
Psychostimulants
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Pharmacological therapies for psychostimulants are
widely researched, mainly in the US for cocaine
dependency, but no broadly effective
pharmacological therapy has been identified.804
There appears to be no review literature, as yet, on
the use of dexamphetamine as a substitute for ATS
dependence but an Australian feasibility study
concluded that a multi-site randomised controlled
trial of the efficacy of amphetamine substitution
therapy should be undertaken before the practice
became too widely available.818 Other treatments for
psychostimulants include cognitive behaviour
therapy, which has been found in one randomised
controlled trial to be effective in moderating cocaine
use, and contingency management approaches,
which have also been found to be effective in
reducing cocaine use.804 Again, detoxification alone
is not effective.804
Cannabis
Summary: Treating cannabis dependence; evidence
for outcome effectiveness ................................. ««
Brief interventions for illicit drug use; evidence for
implementation .................................................. «
There are few systematically developed treatments
for cannabis dependence.819 Some of the cannabis
interventions have been adaptations of treatment
approaches developed for alcohol, based on the
premise that cannabis dependence is directly
comparable to alcohol dependence.820, 821 The
majority of the cannabis treatment packages that
have been subject to evaluation are cognitivebehavioural in orientation. A 12-step treatment
approach for cannabis dependence has been
proposed,822 although its efficacy has not been
reported. A small number of self-help manuals have
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been developed, some with an abstinence focus,823
some that handle both abstinence and nonabstinence goals,824 and some that focus on harm
reduction with less emphasis on strategies for
changing cannabis consumption.825 Such materials
may include suggestions on managing withdrawal,
removing cues to smoking, self-monitoring,
development of alternative responses and relapse
prevention. As yet, none have been systematically
evaluated although some have been developed with
extensive piloting and feedback from experts and
users.826
A comprehensive review of treatment concludes
that there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate
conclusively that most treatment approaches are
effective. Cognitive-behavioural therapy appears to
show the most promise. Brief interventions may be
more cost-effective than extended group
counselling efforts.804

10.2.4 Treatment for co-morbid mental
health and substance use problems
Definition: Treatment programs designed
acknowledging that there is considerable comorbidity between drug use disorders and other
mental disorders, particularly anxiety and affective
disorders.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
The issue of treatment for co-morbidity remains a
complex and debated area. A systematic review by
The Cochrane/Campbell Collaborations reported
that there is, at present, no direct evidence to
support the notion that any one form of treatment is
better for people with co-morbid mental health and
substance use problems; this includes the current
push towards integrated treatment.783 Gowing et al.
note that most controlled trials of treatment efficacy
specifically exclude people with co-morbid mental
health problems.804 Others note that co-morbidity is
typically associated with a poorer treatment
outcome.811 Given evidence that there is often a
two-way causal relationship between substance use
and mental health problems, especially mood
disorders, there is a very strong rationale for
combined approaches. Clearly, the nature of such
interventions will need to be tailored to particular
types and severities of presentation, both for the
mental health and the substance use dimension.
There has been an Australian trial of brief
intervention for alcohol and drug use for persons
attending a psychiatric ward of a major general
hospital.827 Screening of admissions for risky alcohol
and drug use took place and patients were then
randomly assigned to either a session of
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motivational interviewing or given a booklet. In
practice, the number of patients recruited for the
study was too small for meaningful analysis.

10.2.5 Treatment for the elderly
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
The issue of treatment for elderly populations has
generally not been well addressed. There have been
calls for an ‘elderly specific’ approach to elderly
alcohol problems, since at least 1987.258 Alcohol
treatment effectiveness does not seem to vary
significantly between elderly and younger
populations258 although there is some evidence that
late-onset drinkers are more likely to respond to
treatment than early-onset drinkers.258 The
predominance of depression, grief and social
isolation as antecedents to problem drinking
suggests that specific strategies addressing these
issues may be required.258 Similarly, some have
argued that treatment must focus on day-to-day
issues such as loneliness, loss of independence and
declining health.259 Such treatment has involved
addressing strategies to cope with negative
emotional states, dealing with drinking cues, and
increasing social support.258 There is some evidence
that a supportive environment and social support
networks are factors in improvement following
treatment.258

10.2.6 Impact of treatment at the
population level
The impact of treatment on harms at the population
level is more difficult to assess in relation to illicit
drugs than in relation to alcohol treatment. There
are clear indications that MMT can reduce HIV risk
behaviour828 and local levels of criminal behaviour
such as burglary.804 The experience in Switzerland
with heroin prescription has shown that effective
opioid treatment can reduce the level of opiate
overdose in the community.829 The Director of the
National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre notes
that if there are approximately 100 000 opiate
dependent people in Australia, then having about
one-third of them in treatment in opioid
replacement therapy is a good public and
population health measure (Mattick, personal
communication). The potential for reducing crime
at the local community level through treatment is
highlighted by a careful UK study of the average
annual costs of crime per illicit drug user in the 12
months prior to their admission to treatment,
roughly AU$45 000.817 This study estimated that,
on average, two-thirds of these costs are saved per
treated individual per year.
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Some authors have argued that, given that most of
the population-level harms from alcohol use occur
in non-dependent alcohol users (the so-called
prevention paradox), treatment will be of little use
in preventing population-level problems with
health, safety and public order. However, there is
also some evidence that programs targeting highrisk and dependent drinkers do, in fact, exert a
beneficial effect on aggregate-level harms in the
wider population.830 Thus, while the prevention
paradox may well apply in relation to most alcoholrelated harms, this literature suggests that treatment
may engage and benefit enough high-risk and
dependent drinkers to make a difference at the
aggregate level. The example of a mass screening
and early intervention project in Malmo, Sweden,
for early signs of alcoholic liver damage was also
indicative of the potential of secondary prevention
programs to impact at the population level.831 There
is still the confronting truth, however, that most
treatment programs typically engage only a small
proportion of people with drug- and alcohol-related
problems and dependence. Even if one includes
advice from a general practitioner (GP), only one in
three people with an alcohol problem will receive
any kind of treatment from a health care
professional in a 12 month period.832

10.2.7 Research needs
There are some major gaps in the literature at
present. Some authors have identified a complete
lack of information on best practice in illicit drug
treatment for groups with specific needs, namely
Indigenous people, young people, prison inmates
and poly-drug users.804 There is also little
information on effective treatment options for
people with psychostimulant problems, particularly
in relation to ATS, since the existing literature deals
largely with American cocaine research.804 Overall,
while alcohol, cocaine and opiate treatments are
well researched, best practice in treatment in regard
to other illicit drugs is not well established.807
There is also a gap in relation to the low uptake of
treatment by some culturally and linguistically
diverse groups. There are Australian reports that
heroin users from an Asian or Middle Eastern
background are less likely to enter into MMT.833 A
report by the Victorian Department of Human
Services attempted to identify best practice in
providing drug and alcohol treatment to young
people of Cambodian, Lao, and Vietnamese
origin.809 Various strategies were recommended,
including improved cultural awareness, recognition
of culture-specific needs, collaborative effort, family
support and flexible outreach services. However, no
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direct evidence was provided that addressing these
issues has resulted in either improved service uptake
or improved service outcome. This is a clear gap in
the literature. Some ethnic groups have low uptake
of treatment services, but the reasons why, or
strategies that may address this problem, have not
been addressed in the literature.

10.2.8 The economic benefits of providing
treatment
One of the largest and most rigorous economic
evaluations, to date, is the CALDATA study based in
California.834 A study of 3000 alcohol and drug
dependent participants under differing modes of
care showed treatment to yield a 7:1 return on each
dollar spent. Most of these benefits were obtained
from decreased levels of crime. In this study, gains
at one year after treatment more than doubled the
gains made during treatment (although patients
discharged from the methadone programs also
included in the evaluation had relapsed and had a
negative benefit-cost Ratio [BCR]).
A longitudinal survey of drug users in the
Treatment Outcome Prospective Study (TOPS)
found that after treatment, drug users impose lower
rates of crime-related costs on society but they did
not earn significantly higher wages.835 The BCR for
the TOPS methadone treatment program was found
to be 4:1. Subsequent studies have found lower
BCRs for outpatient treatment but when gains from
legitimate employment are included, they improved
to 4.3:1.
With regard to alcohol treatment, there is also
longitudinal research demonstrating a 24%
reduction in health costs for treated alcoholics
versus untreated alcoholics, over a 15 year followup period.806
Standard substance abuse treatments have been
considered to be very successful, yet at the same
time, their effectiveness is frequently challenged.
This paradox is due to the fact that various programs
produce multiple outcomes, which can be valued
differently depending on the point of view of the
evaluation. Outcomes such as abstinence, reduced
drug use, delayed use, harm reduction, etc. are
commonly cited but may conflict when trying to
make comparisons between programs. It has
generally been proven that investment in the more
high-risk treatment groups shows the highest
returns, especially if treatment can be nonresidentially based.
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10.2.9 Conclusions
There is a strong consensus within systematic
reviews that treatment programs for alcohol and
other drug problems can be effective against a broad
range of indicators including levels of use, health
and wellbeing. There is a substantial evidence base
from major multi-centre studies with extensive
long-term follow-up and rigorous methodology
that treatment is associated with reduced drug use,
improved health (mental and physical), improved
social functioning and reductions in crime.836
However, not all treatments work equally well.806
Different drug problems necessitate different
approaches804 and some areas of treatment are more
amenable to rigorous assessment of effectiveness
than others.804 Detailed investigation of this issue
can be found elsewhere.804, 806

10.3 Health service reorientation
brief interventions
10.3.1 Smoking cessation for pregnant
women
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
A Cochrane review of smoking cessation programs
for pregnant women concluded that such programs
reduced smoking, low birth weight and pre-term
birth; but no effect was detected for perinatal
mortality. A systematic review of prenatal
counselling on tobacco use showed that counselling
can reduce the incidence of low birth weight.468

10.3.2 Brief interventions in primary
health care for smoking and alcohol
problems
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
Brief interventions by primary care practitioners for
both smoking and early stage alcohol problems
feature in a strong literature, based on systematic
reviews and meta-analysis, that demonstrates their
effectiveness.783 While the increase in the number of
people reducing their consumption in response to
brief interventions is small, this increase is highly
consistent across numerous different studies. Given
that brief intervention is inexpensive, takes very
little time, and can be implemented by a wide range
of health and welfare professionals, this is a highly
cost-effective strategy with considerable potential
for harm reduction from a wholesale application of
the method. A recent evidence-based review of
these programs found that compared to a control
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group who received no treatment, 10% more
people in the intervention group ceased or lowered
their alcohol intake to a risk-free level.837 In a
controlled study of mass screening and brief
intervention with follow-up, for men in Malmo,
Sweden, there was a significant decline in hospital
admissions and mortality in the treated group over a
four year follow-up period.831 An 80% reduction in
absenteeism in the four years following the study, a
60% reduction in total hospital days over five years,
and a 50% reduction in all cause mortality over six
years was reported.831 These are substantial changes
from a brief low-cost intervention that had a wide
implementation in the host community and are
comparable to the GP driven Quit for Life antismoking program in Australia that has been shown
to be highly cost-effective.838

10.4 Community-based prevention
programs
Definition: The community is a catchment area that is
targeted with health promotion messages to reduce
drug-related harm. Community interventions focus
on structural policy change, with prevention
programs that aim to achieve policy, legislation and
practice change, to indirectly influence alcohol and
tobacco consumption in the community.
Summary: Health promotion community-based
interventions; evidence for implementation ......... «
Community interventions focused on structural
policy change; evidence for outcome
effectiveness ..................................................... ««
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in
community-based prevention programs because of
the emerging understanding of how environmental
and social conditions contribute to alcohol and
other drug problems. Most of these research-driven
prevention programs have focused on alcohol and
tobacco because the influence mechanisms and
outcome measures can best deal with open and
prevalent behaviour. What can be identified from
several decades of practice are two complementary
prevention approaches.839 In one approach, the
community is a catchment area which can be
targeted with health promotion messages designed
to directly change the way individuals use tobacco
and alcohol. In the other approach, prevention
programs aim to achieve policy, legislation and
practice change in order to indirectly influence
alcohol and tobacco consumption in the
community.839 Not surprisingly, a number of recent
prevention approaches have combined these two
features in comprehensive community prevention
programs.
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The New Zealand Community Action Project (CAP)
was conducted in six cities over a two and a half
year period.840 It comprised two main components:
a multimedia campaign designed to encourage
males to drink moderately, and the use of
community organisers to stimulate local discussion
of alcohol policy issues. The program’s main impact
was to curb an existing trend of increasingly liberal
attitudes towards alcohol. Another communitybased program, the Rhode Island Alcohol Abuse and
Injury Prevention Project, involved community
mobilisation, training in responsible beverage
service and enforcement of laws relating to
alcohol.841, 842 This intervention appeared to reduce
emergency room injury visits, assault, head injury
and motor vehicle crash injuries843 but had a
number of methodological limitations.844
Community alcohol programs ideally consist of an
organised, planned, community-wide intervention,
whereby a wide range of stakeholder agencies such
as police, health services, drug agencies and local
businesses get together and implement a range of
complementary interventions. The interventions are
implemented systematically (e.g. community input
into local licensing regulations, media awareness
campaigns, police action on drink-driving,
responsible service policies) as part of a broad
intervention aimed at changing the way the
community defines normative patterns and levels of
consumption, and responds to problems of use. An
Australian example of this was provided by the
Christmas Collaborative Campaign, which was
undertaken by a coalition of virtually all relevant
stakeholders in the Western Australian town of
Carnarvon, as a way of reducing alcohol harm
during the high-risk period leading to Christmas.845
This campaign comprised a number of
complementary initiatives involving media
messages, promotion of responsible drinking in
licensed premises and structural changes to reduce
risk. Local data indicated a reduction in harm as
compared to the previous year, including a
reduction in road crashes.
Aguirre-Molina and Gorman, in a comprehensive
review of community-based drug prevention
programs, found that programs with the greatest
promise: relied heavily on community action as the
means of achieving change; sought to empower the
community through involvement in all decision
making; were comprehensive in terms of targets
and strategies; drew on the public health model to
identify factors other than the individual as causing
problems; and drew on the best available research to
guide interventions.846 Cochrane reviews of broader
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health behaviour have reinforced these findings
from community alcohol programs. These reviews
have shown that all community-based programs
aimed at changing health risk behaviour are more
effective in causing positive behavioural changes
when the program involves extensive, multiple
interventions in a variety of settings and contexts.783
While broad community-based initiatives have been
heralded in recent years as offering better
prevention possibilities than single element,
individual-focused strategies, this enthusiasm needs
to be tempered with an appreciation of what has
actually been achieved. Gorman and Speer identified
only eight well-designed community alcohol
interventions that sought to change population
knowledge, attitude or behaviour.847 The majority
of these studies reported minimal program effects,
which seemed to be due to difficulties in generating
community involvement and an inability to
influence community processes. The programs that
reported most success had circumscribed objectives
such as reducing drinking and driving, or limiting
alcohol use in specific locations. A recent wellcontrolled quasi-experimental study from
Stockhölm, Sweden,848 focused on responsible
beverage service on licensed premises, with a
combination of community mobilisation, training
of bar staff and stricter enforcement of liquor laws.
A substantial and significant drop in violent crime
occurred in the intervention sites. This intervention
clearly straddles the boundaries between
community action and supply control. It also
supports the idea of having defined objectives and
including community mobilisation strategies to
support community employees such as police, in
implementing what may be controversial
prevention strategies.
The largest and most methodologically rigorous
community alcohol prevention program was the
Community Trials Project (CTP) conducted by
Holder and his colleagues in six locations in
California and South Carolina, over a five year
period.727 This project aimed to reduce harms
associated with drinking, rather than drinking itself,
and comprised five interacting components:
community mobilisation; responsible beverage
service; reduction of drinking and driving;
reduction of underage drinking; and reduction of
access to alcohol. Holder has emphasised the
importance of using community action to achieve
policy and structural changes that can have a
sustainable impact on future levels of harm. The
CTP had particular emphasis on enforcement of
liquor laws regarding service to intoxicated and
underage drinkers, as well as utilising opportunities
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for local controls on alcohol availability. The CTP
was successful on a number of measures including:
the reduction of alcohol-involved motor vehicle
accidents, rates of alcohol-related violence,
significant community support for the
interventions, an increase in media coverage of
alcohol-related trauma and prevention policy
initiatives, and reductions in sales of alcoholic
beverages to underage decoys.839 However, this
success needs to be measured against the cost of the
project, which was considerable. Holder and his
colleagues noted that over a four year period, the
cost of local community staff in one intervention
community was US$360 000 and this did not take
into account evaluation costs or expenses associated
with intervention activities.849 Such comprehensive,
well-resourced, long-term community projects have
the greatest chance of achieving meaningful change
but this level of funding would be difficult to obtain
on a routine basis. However, it should be noted that
on the basis of only one of the above outcome
measures, a net reduction of 78 alcohol-related
traffic crashes in the intervention communities
resulted in estimated savings of US$3 112 590.
The Community Mobilisation for the Prevention of
Alcohol-Related Injury (COMPARI) was an
Australian demonstration project designed to show
that alcohol-related injury could be reduced by
mobilising a whole community to take an active
role in changing individual drinking behaviour and
the environmental factors that influence alcoholrelated harm.850 The project operated over a three
year period in the Western Australian regional city
of Geraldton and during this period undertook 22
major component activities involving: community
development, local networking and support,
provision of alternative activities, health education,
health marketing and policy institutionalisation.
Many of the individual activities conducted by
COMPARI resulted in changes in community
knowledge and behaviour. For example, the
designated driver intervention for young adults,
known as Pick-a-Skipper succeeded in persuading
young drinkers to select non-drinking drivers as
‘skippers’ before they began consuming alcohol.851
While the project was sufficiently successful to
become the major alcohol and drug service provider
for the region, there was limited measurable impact
on overall levels of harm.
In one of the most recent reviews of the research on
community prevention approaches to alcohol,
Casswell identified the following common
themes:852
l

projects must be community driven,
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l

l

l

l

traditional experimental designs may limit the
community dynamic,
successful projects incorporate a process of
reciprocal and respectful communication
between different community sectors and
between the community and the researchers,
social capital is needed for effective community
action,
financial capital is also critically important.

Sufficient time for development of the intervention,
measurement of change and institutionalisation of
practice, has also been identified as an issue by a
number of researchers.727, 849, 850 If community
prevention programs are to reflect these elements of
best practice, they will be complex, expensive and
long-term. However, Casswell considered a number
of community prevention studies have shown that
community mobilisation can create changes in the
norms about alcohol use and alcohol harm and, as a
result, can facilitate structural change within the
community that has a direct impact on harm.852 The
Aguirre-Molina and Gorman846 and the successful
Stockhölm study,848 however, also suggest that
community mobilisation on its own will not be
effective unless it is focused on a specific structural
change process (e.g. encouraging more responsible
service of alcohol in public places). If research
understanding of community prevention
approaches to alcohol is to be meaningfully
advanced in Australia, a research project tailored for
local circumstances, but of similar scale to the
American CTP, should be undertaken in this
country. In this way, community prevention
approaches that are best suited to the Australian
cultural context can be identified.

10.4.1 Illicit drug community
interventions
Definition: Community groups engaged in a range of
activities designed to prevent or reduce illicit drug
use in their community.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Although most of the community literature deals
with alcohol and tobacco programs, there is
growing interest in programs targeting illicit drugs.
Community groups interested in local drug
problems have operated in WA since 1997 and have
spread throughout NSW since 2000. In Victoria,
local councils have initiated community networks in
response to local drug concerns. These structures,
which involve local citizens, are based on the idea
that since drugs are a community problem the
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community should be part of the solution. The
Government provides some financial support,
advice when requested, and assists with a
monitoring and reporting framework. However,
because grassroots involvement is critical, parents,
local residents, young people, local businesses,
police, local government, schools, youth services
and community groups are usually all represented.
Activities organised by these groups include support
services, employment, recreation and monitoring
youth parties.853 This approach offers considerable
promise but at this early stage evaluation is limited
to anecdotal reports.236, 854
The Community Partnerships Initiative (CPI) has
been developed by the National Illicit Drugs
Strategy (NIDS) within the Commonwealth
Department of Health and Ageing. Its purpose is to
contribute to the prevention and reduction of young
people’s illicit substance use by mobilising
communities and fostering relationships between
government and the broader community. This is
pursued primarily by funding community groups to
undertake preventive projects. The anticipated
outcomes are as follows: the development of an
Australian community partnerships model for
primary prevention of illicit substance use; a
benchmark of quality practice in community
participation and action on a significant public
health issue; an increase in the capacity of
communities to develop effective prevention
activity; national dissemination of quality practice in
primary prevention of illicit substance abuse
utilising various forms of media; and an increase in
self-sustainable community action across Australia.
The National Drug Research Institute was funded to
evaluate the CPI over the first two funding
rounds.855
The heart of the CPI is the funding of communitybased projects. Funding is provided on a one-off
basis for a period of up to two years, with projects
receiving between $5 000 and $211 000. To date,
24 projects were funded under the first round to a
total value of $1.9 million, 63 organisations were
funded under the second funding round to a total
value of $3.98 million, and 23 organisations were
funded under the third round to a total value of
$1.7 million. A fourth funding round has
commenced. Projects include: community
development; training schemes; peer education;
information dissemination; and resource production
initiatives in rural and remote, regional,
metropolitan and suburban settings.
In the evaluation, projects have been categorised
according to the major activities planned, or themes
developed, in the construction of the project. The
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categories emerged from a literature review as
follows.
l

l

l

l

Knowledge, attitudes and values (KAV)
approaches can be defined as those that seek to
increase young people’s awareness about illicit
drugs while changing their values and attitudes
through examination of personal needs, values
and decision making patterns.856 KAV
approaches form the most common approach in
the CPI. Thirty-five projects (10 in the first
round and 26 in the second) incorporated
elements of this approach. Whilst there is little
literature available on the efficacy of a KAV
approach in a community-based setting, schoolbased programs show that programs that
combine these elements are more successful
than programs that focus on just one or two
elements.856
Peer-based approaches incorporate the
teaching or sharing of information, values and
behaviours by members of similar age or status
group.857 Peer-based approaches were well
represented amongst CPI projects, with 29
projects (10 in the first round and 19 in the
second) containing elements of this. The
literature review noted that there is no clear
evidence linking peer-based prevention
programs to behaviour change, although these
are very popular.
Alternatives approaches can take the form of
basic life skills, job preparation, recreational
activities and physical adventure programs.856
They are designed to increase personal
competence and promote an individual’s sense
of control.856 Sixteen CPI projects (3 in the first
round and 13 in the second) offered alternatives
to illicit drug use such as recreational, sporting,
employment and other activities. They were
found to be the most effective type of program
for fostering behaviour change in one
systematic review.856
Community action approaches seek to achieve
the representation and active involvement of
community sectors that are perceived to be of
influence in preventing illicit drug use by
young people.858 As noted above, local
community involvement is a critical factor in
local prevention programs. Twenty CPI projects
(6 in the first round and 14 in the second)
sought to foster community action in order to
prevent illicit drug use amongst young people
in their community. These community actions
included establishing community-based
advisory groups and developing community
forums and action plans.
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l

l

Parent-based approaches: nineteen programs
(4 in the first round and 15 in the second)
aimed to provide information and/or support
for parents of young people who are using, or
are at risk of using, illicit drugs.
Broad-based approaches were defined as those
that incorporated more than one of the above.
Broad-based approaches were relatively
common in CPI projects—24 projects (7 in the
first round and 17 in the second round) took an
approach to primary prevention that
incorporated one or more approaches.
Knowledge and/or affective approach
components were present in 18 of the broadbased projects. The most common combination
was knowledge and/or affective and
community action approaches (5 projects).

One immediate conclusion from this analysis is that
there is a significant gap between practice and the
evidence base in this area.

10.5 Programs in Indigenous
communities
Definition: In principle, mainstream substance misuse
services are available to Indigenous Australians. In
practice, these are often unaffordable, inaccessible,
inappropriate and unacceptable. There have been
attempts by mainstream service providers to address
these problems. However, in response to these
problems, the level of substance misuse within their
communities, and as an expression of selfdetermination, Indigenous Australians themselves
have developed a broad range of intervention
initiatives.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Arrangements to address Indigenous substance
misuse, as in other areas of Indigenous health, are
complex. Although Commonwealth, State and
Territory substance misuse policy is partly
coordinated through the Ministerial Council on
Drug Strategy (MCDS) and the National Drug
Strategy,13 at the time of writing there is no national
Indigenous substance misuse policy. However, a
Reference Group for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples provides advice to the
Intergovernmental Committee on Drugs (which is
responsible to the MCDS) and its various national
expert advisory committees. This Reference Group
gives Indigenous people formal input into national
substance misuse policy for the first time, and is
currently overseeing the development of a
Complementary Strategy to Address Substance
Misuse among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
People.
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Arrangements to address Indigenous substance
misuse also include numerous pieces of
Commonwealth, State and Territory legislation that
control the availability of alcohol and other drugs.
These pieces of legislation do not generally address
substance misuse among Indigenous people.
However, to varying degrees, some—such as liquor
licensing laws—provide communities in general, or
Indigenous communities in particular, with a voice
and opportunity for action on these issues.
Substance misuse prevention services for Indigenous
people are provided by State and Territory
Government agencies, Indigenous communitycontrolled substance misuse and health service
organisations, and to a lesser extent, nonIndigenous controlled non-government
organisations. The Commonwealth Government
does not have a direct role in the provision of
services but plays a key role in the funding of State/
Territory and Indigenous community-controlled
intervention services. In fact, in the 1999/2000
financial year, the Commonwealth provided 58% of
funds for projects specifically targeting Indigenous
people with substance misuse problems, as well as
providing significant amounts of funding for
Indigenous community-controlled primary health
care services.859 In addition to providing direct
services, individual community-controlled
organisations and umbrella organisations, such as
the National Aboriginal Community Controlled
Health Organisation and the recently formed
National Indigenous Substance Misuse Council, play
an important advocacy role.
Demand reduction strategies among Indigenous
Australians have focused on treatment and health
promotion, and—to a lesser extent—providing
alternatives to substance misuse use. In addition,
both explicitly and implicitly, various community
development projects have the prevention of
substance misuse as a goal.

10.5.1 Treatment
The 1994 NDSHS-UATSIPS found that most people
who had sought treatment had done so in primary
health or medical care settings: either from
Indigenous community-controlled health services or
general practitioners.269 As well as treatment—
under their objective of providing comprehensive
primary health care—the various Indigenous
community-controlled health services also provide a
range of early intervention, prevention and support
services. Indigenous community-controlled health
services also undertake about a quarter of the
substance misuse specific projects discussed under
different categories below.859
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On the basis of reports by Indigenous people about
the role of advice from medical practitioners in their
decisions to give up drinking alcohol, and their
effectiveness in other populations, Brady—among
others—has been an advocate of brief interventions
for Indigenous people.326, 860, 861 Despite there being
no evaluation of the efficacy of such interventions
among Indigenous Australians, given their
effectiveness elsewhere they should probably be
used by health care providers as the opportunity
presents. More broadly, Hunter, Brady and Hall
have prepared a comprehensive set of
recommendations for the clinical management of
alcohol-related problems in Indigenous primary
care settings.862 Also, a book edited by Couzos and
Murray for the Kimberley Aboriginal Medical
Services Council provides guidelines for educating
and counselling Indigenous patients with alcohol
and tobacco problems and for addressing these
problems in the context of other health problems.863
Apart from general primary care interventions,
focused treatment projects are the most common
form of intervention in Indigenous communities. In
1999/2000, there were 107 treatment projects
conducted in both residential and non-residential
settings.859 The majority of these targeted alcohol
alone or alcohol and some combination of other
substances. Although many treatment projects are
based on the ‘12-step’ model—or an adaptation of
it—in recent years services have begun to explore a
wider range of approaches, including life skills
counselling and vocational training.
Evaluations of alcohol treatment projects have found
that some produced no significant outcomes, whilst
others experienced moderate degrees of success.864–
869
In one case, such results were reported to be a
consequence of the fact that there were no agreed
criteria against which success could be measured.866
In others, project effectiveness was circumscribed
by limited resources and the need for additional
training for both clinical and administrative staff.867
In the case of petrol sniffing, d’Abbs and MacLean
reported that the results of the Healthy Aboriginal
Life Team (HALT) project conducted in Central
Australia showed that ‘… in the hands of a skilled
counsellor, orthodox counselling … can be effective
if used with sensitivity and respect for Aboriginal
perceptions and values’ (p vii).233
An important gap in the provision of treatment
services—especially given the practical problems
associated with home detoxification in Indigenous
communities—is the limited number of
detoxification facilities. The lack of detoxification
services is particularly acute for those who inject
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drugs;175, 870 and staff from services focusing
primarily on alcohol-related problems report that
they often do not have the training to deal
effectively with illicit drug-related problems.285

10.5.2 Prevention
In 1999/2000, prevention projects (in the more
narrow use of the term) comprised only 21% of all
Indigenous intervention projects and received less
than 10% of funds directly targeted at reducing
Indigenous substance misuse. Furthermore, 47% of
these received only short-term funding.859 Along
with other intervention projects, a list of current
health promotion projects is available on the
Indigenous Australian Alcohol and Other Drugs Database
(http://www.db.ndri.curtin.edu.au), and
overviews of the range of projects are available for
tobacco,468 alcohol871 and petrol sniffing.233
A small number of, largely qualitative, evaluations
of projects targeted at alcohol have been
undertaken. The projects included: provision of
health education classes, sporting and recreational
activities, and support for homeless people;872 a
bush tour by the band Yothu Yindi and an
associated television commercial;873 alcohol
education and related programs for young
people;874–876 and community education and
activities.867, 868 As with treatment projects, whilst
most were well received by the communities in
which they were conducted, the outcomes of these
interventions were equivocal. These evaluations also
identified a number of process issues that either
enhanced or constrained project effectiveness. In
particular, they emphasised the need for adequate
resourcing and the provision of staff training and
support.869
In her literature review of Indigenous Australians
and tobacco, Ivers identified a small number of
interventions specifically targeted at Indigenous
people on which published information is
available.468 These included development of
resources and radio advertisements as part of the
Western Australian Quit Campaign;877 the Jabby
don’t smoke project878 and the Yamatji smoking
prevention project879 (both of which were also
conducted in Western Australia); and the
Maningrida be smoke free project880 in the Northern
Territory. As Ivers indicates, none of these projects
have been formally evaluated. However, some
groups have compiled or developed guidelines for
use in the development of smoking intervention
projects.881–883
As indicated previously, prevention of the use of
illicit drugs among Indigenous Australians is a
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relatively recent phenomenon. In 1999/2000, the
only prevention projects concerning illicit drugs
were four that targeted cannabis use as part of
broad-based prevention efforts—none of which
have published evaluation reports available. Given
the growing use of illicit drugs, there is clearly a
need for the development of more intervention
projects in this area.
Petrol sniffing intervention projects have focused on
youth work,884 recreational activities,885, 886 general
education,887 employment,888 and substance specific
education.889 The number of projects specifically
targeting volatile substance misuse is relatively
small—with six operating in the 1999/2000
financial year. A review of petrol sniffing
intervention projects has been undertaken by
d’Abbs and MacLean.233 Based on the limited
evidence available, they suggested that—subject to
some caveats—a number of these interventions
appear to be effective. However, they concluded
that:
The most effective long-term strategies against petrol-sniffing
are likely to be those which broadly improve the health and
well-being of young Aboriginal people, their families and
communities (p viii).233

10.6 Programs to reduce demand
among the elderly
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
There is little evidence available on effective
prevention strategies in elderly populations. Most
reviewed publications cited earlier mention the
importance of ensuring that health care staff are
aware of the issue of alcohol-related problems in
the elderly and are skilled in their detection. As
discussed, detecting alcohol problems can be
difficult, and there is a reasonable body of literature
addressing approaches for improved screening in
health care settings.262
WHO recommend prescribing benzodiazepines
cautiously to older populations, and to choose
shorter duration benzodiazepines because they are
less likely to accumulate in the blood, which
increases the risk of harmful side effects.203 Kirby et
al. suggest that the continued prescription of longacting benzodiazepines may reflect a greater
familiarity with the older longer lasting drugs, lack
of awareness of the greater risks of using this kind
of benzodiazepine, and the perception that
alternatives with shorter half-life are not as
effective.890 Preventing harmful benzodiazepine use
may involve addressing these issues with doctors
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and patients, as well as promoting alternative
treatments for insomnia, depression and anxiety
among older Australians.

10.7 Workplace programs
There are two major rationales for alcohol and other
drug interventions in the workplace: to improve
productivity, and to improve workplace safety.404, 405
Other proposed benefits include improved public
relations due to public perception that companies
are acting to reduce drug problems and improve
safety in the workplace.891 However, developing
workplace programs is complex and requires
consideration of health, ethical, legal and industrial
relations issues. Little is known about the actual
preventive impact of different interventions.404, 405

10.7.1 Occupational health and safety
issues
In the Australian context, approaches to workplace
drug problems are strongly influenced by
Occupational Health and Safety legislation and
industrial relations issues. Implementation of
prevention policy cannot be considered in isolation
from these issues.
It is clearly established, in general terms, that
Australian employers are legally obliged to take all
due precautions to reduce the risk of any potential
safety hazards in the workplace.892, 893 Based on this
general principle, it is generally accepted that
employers have an occupational health and safety
responsibility to address drug-related hazards in the
workforce.891–895 In occupational health and safety
terms, an intoxicated person can be considered a
hazard892 and employers have a clear legal
obligation to protect staff from hazards related to
drug and alcohol use, including of tobacco, by
other employees.893

10.7.2 The importance of workplace
prevention
Historically, alcohol and other drug problems in the
workplace have been dealt with through employee
assistance programs (EAPs) and employer policies
on employees with problematic drug use.896 In the
case of alcohol, this has resulted in the growth and
acceptance of EAPs as a worthwhile response to
individual employees with drinking problems.
Employees are more willing to seek help because
reporting drinking problems does not threaten their
job, and employers are more willing to retain such
employees because use of the EAP indicates a
willingness to change behaviour.
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Although the majority of United States897 and
Australian898 employers offer and support EAPs,
there have been no definitive evaluations
determining the effectiveness of EAP for treating
alcohol and other drug problems.897, 898
Nevertheless, a well-functioning EAP provides the
opportunity for brief intervention,898 a treatment
that has already been demonstrated to be highly
effective for early-stage and/or less serious alcoholand drug-related problems.
Ames considers that in addition to treating
individuals with problematic alcohol and other drug
use it is just as important to develop preventive
interventions, arguing that primary prevention
programs in the workplace should address the
physical and cultural factors of the work
environment that promote or facilitate problematic
alcohol and other drug use.899 Primary prevention
seeks to protect employees who are at risk of
developing alcohol and other drug problems, and to
avoid problems in the workplace that can be caused
by employee alcohol and other drug use. Holder
argues that workplace prevention needs to focus on
problems caused by use rather than on individual
users.896 In this way, interventions can deal
comprehensively with all underlying factors.
Prevention interventions can address features of the
physical working environment that may encourage
problematic alcohol and other drug use, such as
hazardous working conditions900 or aspects of the
culture and organisation of the workplace like poor
promotion opportunities.901 In some cases, the
wider community may be an appropriate focus for
prevention of alcohol and other drug problems
because community norms, practices and
regulations can determine consumption patterns
that then adversely affect the workplace.902
Many employers equate prevention of alcohol and
other drug problems in the workplace with drug
testing and this strategy is increasingly being
adopted in Australia, particularly in the mining
industry. Because this strategy is both controversial
and widespread, it is considered in some detail
before discussion of other workplace prevention
approaches.

10.7.3 Drug testing
Definition: The most common workforce prevention
measure has been drug testing. This takes two main
forms: urine testing for illicit drugs; and breath
analysis for acute alcohol intoxication.404, 405 Whilst
urine testing has a long history in the US, such
procedures are less common in Australian
workplaces.903
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Random urinalysis for illicit drug use in the
workplace—overview and concerns
The testing of urine to detect illicit drugs has a wide
variety of applications, including law enforcement,
clinical practice and research purposes. Makkai notes
that testing technology, while not automatic and not
always definitive, is nevertheless generally robust
and lends itself to authoritative conclusions.904 It has
also been observed that drug testing can improve
the evidence base for policing and criminal justice
by providing more scientific and rigorous methods
for monitoring and evaluating criminal justice
practice.905
Forms of drug testing in the workplace include
random testing, pre-employment testing, and forcause testing when an employer has a presumption
that an employee may be drug impaired. Neither of
the latter two forms have generated the controversy
that has been directed at random drug testing.176
There are two main justifications for workplace
urine testing regimes: to improve productivity, and
to improve safety.404, 405 Nolan points out that there
has been increasing pressure on employers to
demonstrate that they conform with Occupational
Health and Safety Regulations if they are not to
leave themselves exposed to the possibility of
litigation in the event of work-related injuries or
illness. Drug testing has been seen as a way of
meeting those legal obligations.893
Some major concerns about random drug testing
have been identified.
l

l

l

l

l

Urine tests detect past illicit drug use, evident
over varying time frames; they do not detect
current drug use that may impact upon work
performance.404, 405
Urine testing can be highly invasive and many
people find the testing procedure
objectionable.404, 405, 892, 894
Less invasive options (such as private provision
of urine samples), whilst commonly used,
allow for ‘cheating’ and are still considered to
be undignified and objectionable procedures by
many.891
There are significant privacy issues that relate to
the extent to which an employer can legally
inquire into the activities that employees engage
in their own time.893
Testing regimes have been criticised frequently
as a quick-fix approach that ignores underlying
causes of occupational health and safety issues,
particularly fatigue which is arguably more
damaging and is subject to far less control.893
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Effectiveness of urine testing programs
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Urine testing is not an accurate measure of impaired
work performance, which can reduce safety,
because it measures recent use not present
intoxication.404, 405 In the case of cannabis, use can
be as long ago as 30 days. There is no evidence that
recent illicit drug use is associated with reduced
productivity or safety impairments.404, 405
Effectiveness evaluations of workplace urine testing
programs and their impact have been scarce and
generally poor in scientific terms.404, 405 In 1994, the
American National Academies Committee on Drug
Use in the Workplace found that the preventive
effects of drug testing had not been adequately
demonstrated, because of the weakness of the
science.176 Other reviews have determined that there
is no scientific evidence of improvements to either
workforce productivity or workplace safety from
the implementation of urine testing programs,
although there are numerous anecdotal reports or
weak, poorly or uncontrolled evaluations reporting
benefits.404, 405
Breath testing for alcohol intoxication
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Alcohol is both the most widely used drug in the
workforce and the drug with the most deleterious
impact on workplace performance and safety.404, 405
Alcohol breath testing is different from urine testing
because it measures current intoxication rather than
past use. It is well established that blood alcohol
concentrations of greater than 0.05 (or possibly
below this in some circumstances) produce a dosedependent deterioration in performance.
Impairment occurs mostly in attention,
concentration, perceptual processes, and motor
coordination and feedback.906 However, due to the
poor quality of published studies, systematic
reviews have been unable to confirm whether
alcohol testing programs lead to improvements in
productivity or safety.
Pre-employment drug testing
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
Pre-employment drug testing has been shown to
have a small predictive effect on workplace
performance but other predictors, such as level of
education, are a more accurate predictor of
performance.404 Again, there are no well-conducted
studies identified in systematic reviews that can
determine whether or not improved productivity or
safety results from such screening programs.404, 405
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There is some evidence that the presence of drug
testing policies have a deterrent effect in that a
proportion of current and past drug users, and some
with strongly held personal ethical objections to
drug testing, will not apply for jobs.404, 405, 907 But
again, there is no evidence that this improves
workplace safety or productivity.404, 405
Testing for safety-sensitive positions
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
It is generally accepted that for positions with
special safety concerns (e.g. airline pilots), alcohol
and other drug testing programs have a useful role,
despite the absence of any well-controlled studies to
determine effectiveness.404, 903, 908 The high cost
associated with errors outweighs ethical concerns
about the high number of false positive results and
the invasiveness of the test.
Other forms of testing, such as hair testing and
performance testing, are available but there is, as
yet, no evidence of any benefits or improvements to
productivity or safety criteria as a result of their
implementation.404, 903, 909

10.7.4 Information, education, and brief
intervention programs
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
There is a long history of using education programs
to reduce or stop alcohol and other drug
consumption, particularly in school settings.
However, the research evidence indicates that just
providing factual information about the harmful
consequences of alcohol and other drug use is
ineffective.896, 910 This does not mean that alcohol
and other drug education should not be provided.
Holder suggests that educational campaigns can
increase support for other prevention programs. In
this sense, they can serve to orient employees to
why use of alcohol and other drugs can be a
problem in the workplace and prepare the ground
for more targeted prevention programs.896
Accordingly, contemporary workplace programs
have an education component but emphasise the
development of specific prevention skills. Brief
interventions have been recommended for
application in many workplace settings given their
wide evidence base for efficacy.908
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10.7.5 Broad-spectrum health promotion
programs
Health Promotion Programs (HPPs) provide
information on health-related matters and teach
participants how to improve or maintain their
health. They are not usually aimed exclusively at
alcohol and other drug use but they might be
considered alternatives to drug testing in that, if
successful, they would reduce the need for
testing.911 HPPs are a relatively recent feature in the
workplace and there is not yet a substantial body of
research that indicates whether such programs can
prevent alcohol and other drug problems.405

10.7.6 Whole-of-community approaches
It has been argued that that one of the major
limitations of single application workplace
prevention approaches is they do not acknowledge
the role of the broader community in shaping
alcohol and other drug consumption norms.896
Undertaking prevention activities solely at the
worksite may be of limited value in some settings
and a more productive approach may be to include
community-level prevention, in the expectation that
less harmful patterns of consumption, generally,
will also benefit the workplace.

10.7.7 Summary of workplace prevention
There is no strong empirical evidence that any
particular workplace alcohol and other drug
prevention strategy delivers benefit in terms of
reduced consumption or lower levels of harm.
There are, however, strong theoretical reasons why
interventions proven in other arenas, such as brief
interventions, breath-testing and developing
policies to reduce availability of alcohol, will be
effective. The design of alcohol and other drug
policies in the workforce is clearly an area where
extensive further research is required in order to
inform effective, evidence-based policy
responses.404,405 For example, there are strong
theoretical advantages for the use of accurate drug
tests that detect current impairment, such as breathtesting for alcohol. Strong theoretical grounds exist
for developing more accurate tests of current
impairment from other drugs that might impair
performance. Until these are developed, it is
arguable that testing in worksites with no special
physical hazards is unethical. Where there are
obvious physical hazards, ethical concerns may be
outweighed by the theoretical benefits of drug
testing.
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10.8 Social marketingState/
national media campaigns, and
booklet campaigns
10.8.1 Mass media marketing and
advocacy as prevention
The mass media has a substantial presence in all
market-based societies and has been a powerful
vehicle for the promotion of the two licit
recreational drugs: alcohol and tobacco. In the
main, this has involved product advertising but the
media has also been used for political lobbying.
Large advertising and public relations budgets,
coupled with considerable expertise, have allowed
the alcohol and tobacco industries to develop
sophisticated mass media marketing and advocacy
activities. However, public health agents have
increasingly entered the fray by advocating and
marketing competing messages about alcohol and
tobacco use. In Australia, the QUIT campaign is a
good example. This well-known national antismoking campaign has a long history of effectively
using television advertising to deliver its message.912
In recent years, media prevention campaigns have
begun to match the sophistication achieved by the
alcohol and tobacco industry. In the process, Boots
and Midford considered that much has been learned
about how to give health messages an effective
presence in the mass media market-place.913
Mass media marketing and mass media advocacy are
similar activities, in that they both use the mass
media as a vehicle to achieve the same primary goal:
that of creating change within the community.
However, while change is central to both activities,
the type of change targeted and methods employed
are quite different. Mass media marketing strategies
inherently support and seek to replicate the product
marketing strategies that are associated with the free
market economy and its focus on choice,
consumerism, and individuals. A central concept in
commercial marketing is the exchange of a product
or service for money.914 However, this mutually
beneficial exchange is less obvious in social
marketing and can lead to a sense that consumers
are being coerced rather than being offered a way of
satisfying their own needs. Accordingly, the
benefits of change need to be emphasised rather
than the negative consequences of the target
behaviour. Hastings and Haywood illustrate this
with an example from research conducted into
young people’s attitudes towards drinking in
moderation.914 The research found that girls
considered boys who were controlling their alcohol
intake in a social setting to be more attractive than
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boys who were not doing this. This has
considerable implications for marketing a message
that is mutually beneficial for the marketer and the
consumer.
Advertising is the major method used in mass media
prevention marketing and it may be paid, or unpaid
as in community service announcements. It has
been used to: orient the public to an issue, such as
drink-driving; teach relevant skills such as
measuring standard drinks in different beverages;
and warn of consequences, such as smoking causing
lung cancer. A second strategy involves creating
publicity, such as getting a well-known identity to
launch a prevention campaign. This can be useful to
supplement advertising or advocacy campaigns but
is seldom used in isolation.913 A more recent
marketing strategy is ‘edutainment’, which involves
the deliberate placement of educational messages in
entertainment contexts. Here the purpose is to have
characters with whom the target audience identifies,
to model certain behaviour that social marketers
want replicated.915

10.8.2 Mass media advertisingwhat
works
Mass media campaigns—tobacco
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Mass media marketing of drug-related health issues
is not a recent phenomenon. Groups such as
temperance unions have been creating news and
even sponsoring mass media advertising since the
late 19th century. However, despite their long
history, evidence of the effectiveness of early mass
media marketing campaigns is difficult to find.
According to Backer and colleagues, pre-1971 mass
media health campaign evaluations mostly showed
that the campaigns had failed.916 Montagne and Scott
indicate that such old style mass media campaigns in
isolation mostly influenced knowledge and had little
impact on behaviour.917 They also tended to target
broad audiences, which reduced their ability to
focus on specific issues. Montagne and Scott
consider that old style campaigns were limited to
reinforcing existing social attitudes and norms, such
as not drinking and driving. However, anti-smoking
media campaigns seem to be an exception. In a
number of American States, campaigns that featured
anti-smoking advertising were followed by
reductions in smoking, although it was not possible
to identify the particular effect of the advertising
component.912 In Australia, the QUIT campaign
used TV advertising as its main element and a
number of evaluations showed that smoking
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decreased in cities where the campaign was run.918,
919
These findings were replicated in a British antismoking television advertising campaign wherein
the evaluation indicated that smoking was reduced
by about 1.2%. The well-known harms associated
with smoking, and the simplicity of the ‘do not
smoke’ message, may be factors in the effectiveness
of these media-based campaigns.
Most recently, the Commonwealth has developed
the National Tobacco Campaign, (NTC) a major
initiative launched in 1997 with follow-ups in
subsequent years, aimed primarily at assisting
smokers, aged 18 to 40 years, to quit.920 This has
been the most intense and longest running antitobacco campaign in Australia. A major element of
the campaign is the partnerships achieved between
the Commonwealth and all State and Territory
jurisdictions, as well as non-government
organisations.920
The evaluation has also been intense and the NTC
has been called the ‘most comprehensively
evaluated national health promotion campaign
mounted in Australia to date’ (p4).921 To the end of
1998, the evaluation consisted of a Benchmark and
two follow-up surveys, as well as a survey of CALD
populations and continuous tracking. Several
additional studies were undertaken: a comparison of
teenage and adult surveys, a price discounting
analysis, a print media monitoring study, and an
economic evaluation of the NTC.921 These studies
have been published in a two-volume evaluation
monograph.920, 921
The campaign used the stages-of-change model as a
theoretical base and aimed to move smokers
through stages to increase the likelihood that they
would consider quitting. The evaluation found that
the first phase was successful and there was also
evidence of a reduction in overall prevalence of
smoking. Young people, although they were not
targeted by the NTC, were also influenced, although
there are no specific data pointing to reductions in
teenage smoking. The economic evaluation
suggested that the NTC was excellent value for
money and could have been associated with savings
of up to $24m set against the approximately $9m
spent by Commonwealth and State/Territory
Governments.921
The evaluators concluded that the initiative of
investing strongly and intensively in a National
Tobacco Campaign was the right one, but warned
that the focus on campaign strategies, target groups
and advertising themes needed to be kept under
review and refreshed on an ongoing basis.921
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Mass media campaigns—alcohol
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
In recent years, mass media marketing of alcohol
prevention has been used as part of larger,
successful community-based programs.726, 922 The
strength of this approach may be to reinforce
community awareness of the problems created by
alcohol use and prepare the ground for specific
interventions.922 Backer, Rogers, and Sopory claim,
however, that these recent alcohol campaigns have
been successful in their own right because they have
been based on rigorous social science theories,
formative evaluation research has been undertaken,
and because the campaign objectives have been
realistic.916
An evaluation of the Danish National Campaigns on
Alcohol, presented in the mass media since 1990,
provides an example of what can be achieved by a
well-conceptualised mass media campaign. The
campaigns had three goals related to ‘sensible’
alcohol consumption and an overall goal of
reduction in total consumption. These goals were
operationalised into four objectives that included
the two mass media marketing objectives of
increasing knowledge of, and the number of people
who followed, the national recommended
guidelines for consumption.923
Strunge reported that the campaigns reached their
knowledge objectives. A small percentage of survey
respondents also indicated that the campaigns had
directly influenced their behaviour. Twelve percent
of people surveyed, in 1997, stated that they had
reduced their alcohol consumption, with the
majority reporting that health concerns were the
motivation for this reduction. Strunge concluded
that ‘it is possible to generate positive awareness of
alcohol information’, and that ‘a continuous effort
is necessary to maintain and increase the effects of
the campaigns’ (p79).923
The National Alcohol Education and Risk Awareness
Campaign is an Australian example of a national
alcohol campaign.924 This campaign was based on
formative research that found that risky levels of
drinking were highest in the age range 18 to 35
years. However, the research also suggested that
these drinkers did not identify with messages about
alcohol-related harm. The campaign was intended
to engage drinkers in a personally relevant way and
to increase the likelihood that they would drink in
ways that were not harmful to themselves or others.
The initial phase commenced in January 1995, with
television, cinema, print and interior bus panel
advertisements for up to five months. There was
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also a national phone line and involvement of State/
Territory Government services.
The evaluation included a benchmark survey and an
initial tracking survey. Reports on these studies
show that awareness of the campaign was high and
that messages were recalled. One in three said the
advertisements had ‘made them think’ about their
own drinking but there was, as yet, no evidence of
major behaviour change. It was evident that
effective communication with these drinkers had
been very difficult, but the evaluators maintained
that the campaign had played an agenda-setting role
against which standard drink labelling would be set
later that year.924 (See 181).
Another example of the prevention benefits of a
mass media alcohol campaign is provided by the
sophisticated evaluation of a drink-drive advertising
campaign in Victoria.925 The alcohol advertising was
part of a broader road safety advertising campaign
undertaken by the Victorian Transport Accident
Commission (TAC). Approximately 70% of the
advertising was placed on television, with the
remainder on radio, in the print media, on outdoor
advertising and in cinemas. Although the alcoholrelated component was only one of four elements of
the advertising campaign, the evaluation was able to
identify the relationship between the drink-driverelated advertising and alcohol-related traffic
crashes. Analysis of crashes at times when alcohol
involvement was known to be high identified that
there was a significant relationship between
reduction of crashes and TAC drink-drive
publicity.925
Mass media campaigns— illicit drugs
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Australian media campaigns have also been targeted
at illicit drugs. An early anti-heroin campaign926 was
independently evaluated using community and
illicit drug user surveys. These surveys found that
the advertisements had been seen and the messages
recalled, and there was some suggestion in the
follow-up illicit drug user survey that the campaign
had been associated with changes in the proportion
of people at higher risk of using heroin. The followup rate among illicit drug users was low (57%),
however, and users of ‘hard’ drugs were the most
likely not to have been re-interviewed.926
A current campaign targeting illicit drugs is aimed
both at users and their parents. The National Illicit
Drugs Campaign (NIDC) is a two-part community
education and information campaign which
commenced in March 2001. It is aimed at
preventing young people from experimenting with
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illicit drugs. Stage one targeted parents and
encouraged them to talk to their children about
illicit drugs. Stage two targets youth. The role of
Stage one was to provide information and support
to parents of eight to 17 year olds about the role
they could play in preventing drug use amongst
their children and teenagers.927
The campaign is based on extensive formative
research involving focus groups and in-depth
interviews with parents and other members of the
general community; including members of NonEnglish Speaking Background (NESB) communities
and approximately 1000 telephone interviews with
parents of 12 to 17 year olds. These investigations
encompassed parents knowledge of, and fears about
their children’s illicit drug use. The research
showed that parents would welcome help with
improving their skills, knowledge and confidence in
talking to their teenagers about drugs.
The final campaign elements include television
commercials, print and radio advertisements, a
parent booklet delivered to every household and
made available in 16 languages in addition to
English, a telephone information line, and a
campaign web site that includes information for
parents and public relations activities. Radio and
print media materials were developed for NESB
parents and consultations about the materials were
held with the National Drug Strategy Reference
Group for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples.
The evaluation components for Stage one consisted
of quantitative pre-campaign benchmark and postcampaign evaluation surveys with parents of eight
to 17 years olds, non-parents aged 18 to 69 years,
and youth aged 15 to 17 years. Other elements
were a quantitative post-campaign survey with
NESB parents and weekly tracking surveys.928
The results of the parent surveys indicated the
following: that campaign recall and recognition
were high and key messages retained; around half
of the parents surveyed had read at least part of the
Booklet and most of those (41% of all parents and
29% of NESB parents) found it useful; and around
half of all parents and 40% of NESB parents said
they had taken some action—the majority by
talking to their children about drugs. Most said they
found this easier than before the campaign. Most
(57%) of parents and 38% of NESB parents had
spoken to someone (most often their children)
about illicit drugs in the past two months.928
It was concluded that the parents’ component of the
NIDC had been successful in achieving its
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objectives, although there had been no increase in
parents’ feelings of confidence between the two
surveys. Most of the parents, both general and
NESB, who were aware of the booklet had read at
least some of it and/or found it useful. However,
fewer NESB parents (47%) compared to other
parents (68%) had seen the booklet. The specific
needs of NESB parents were not discussed other
than to say that they were at ‘an earlier stage of
awareness’ in relation to illicit drugs. Until the
campaign has been concluded, it is difficult to
estimate how successful it will be, overall.
Mass media ‘edutainment’ to reduce alcoholrelated harm
The Harvard Alcohol Pro sought to introduce the
concept of a ‘designated driver’ as a new social
norm in the United States, and a key strategy was
the use of entertainment television to promote the
designated driver concept. The project staff spoke
with more than 250 producers and writers
associated with all the leading prime-time television
entertainment shows and convinced them to
support the project objectives. Their efforts resulted
in more than 160 prime-time television programs,
including the notion of the designated driver in a
television episode. Evaluation of the impact of the
concept has been undertaken using Gallup polls that
ask respondents about their use of designated
drivers. DeJong reported that 64% of adults
reported that ‘they and their friends assign a
designated driver when they go out for social events
where alcoholic beverages are consumed’ (p26).929

10.8.3 Mass media advocacy
Here advocacy refers to the promotion of healthy
public policy by influencing decision makers to
accept the merit of processes, policies or structures
that bestow a health advantage. A major tool used in
this process is political lobbying, which is the
presenting of arguments in favour of a particular
policy course to those making the policy decision.
Another is coalition building, which involves the
development of a common policy objective for
groups and individuals in a community. A third is
the use of mass media, typically the news media, to
highlight and advance a particular public health
issue. This last approach has been promoted by
Wallack930 and is commonly referred to as media
advocacy.
The major challenge of all forms of advocacy is to
move the debate from individually focused, simple
definitions of problems to a level of complex
sociopolitical conceptualisation, where the targeted
health problem is seen as a product of the
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interaction between the individual and the
environment.
According to Wallack et al
Advocacy is necessary to steer public attention away from disease
as a personal problem to health as a social
issue...(and)...advocacy is a strategy for blending science and
politics with a social justice value orientation to make the
system work better, particularly for those with the least resources
(p5).931
The most successful public health policy reformers
have based their advocacy on sound research data
and have utilised all three approaches to achieve
their objectives. The approach has been applied
successfully in the areas of smoking control932 and
alcohol.930
Advocacy is a political activity because it encourages
social change via a political route. Advocacy can
target the laws of Australian, State or local
government, policies of governments and private
institutions, or the actions of groups or industries
that seek to oppose public health goals. Such change
is likely to challenge the status quo, and therefore,
the concept and practice of advocacy often threatens
those in positions of power and with vested
interests. The hostility generated by this challenge
to the status quo is often a major barrier to advocacy
goals.913
There is increasing recognition that successful
media advocacy is dependant upon the
implementation of coalition building and political
advocacy.
As Wallack notes
The reality is that mass media, whether public information
campaigns, social marketing approaches, or media advocacy
initiatives, are simply not sufficient to stimulate significant
and lasting change on public health issues. The power for change
comes from a broader advocacy that has widespread community
support. Coalition building, leadership development, and
extensive public participation form the foundation from which
successful advocacy and media initiatives can make a difference
(p27).931
Media advocacy to reduce drug-related harm may
take a number of different forms. For example,
media advocacy can be used to set a public agenda
by heightening the profile of a drug-related
problem through the presentation of research
findings; it can be used to espouse the benefits or
success of a program or intervention in order to
support its refunding; it can be used to publicly
oppose or question the actions of members of the
alcohol or tobacco industry when those actions are
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likely to increase harm; it can support the call for
increased resource allocation to address drug-related
problems; or it can highlight the inadequacies of
government action to address drug problems.
In practice, media advocacy can involve many
different actions ranging from covert action, such as
releasing confidential information to the media, to
overt actions such as issuing a media release related
to concerns about an alcohol product (e.g. alcoholic
ice-blocks). Chapman and Lupton provide a list of
66 advocacy issues, tips and discussion points
illustrated with numerous examples that provide
public health workers with a comprehensive picture
of media advocacy in practice.933
Examples include
l

l

l

l

Advertising in advocacy: careful use of
advertising can support or even initiate news or
current affairs coverage as well as being an
advocacy tool in its own right. For example, a
large paid advertisement in the Australian
newspaper called on State Health Ministers to
introduce standard drinks labelling on alcohol
containers. This advertisement was used to
generate media releases in each State with local
organisations available for interview;
consequently, significant media coverage was
gained.
Anniversaries: health promoters can often
create a ‘new’ newsworthy story out of a story
that occurred in the past by advertising an
anniversary of an event or instituting a day of
remembrance. Such events will probably be
significant public events such as gun massacres,
notorious chemical spills, nuclear accidents, or
the death of a famous person from a particular
disease or condition.
Creative epidemiology: this is a term used to
describe the process of translating complex
epidemiological data into media friendly terms.
For example, if 18 000 people per year die in
Australia as a result of smoking, (on average)
10 people die every day in Perth as a result of
smoking. Large numbers can lose their impact
and, therefore, it is often useful to localise and
humanise statistics.
Letters to the editor: like advertising, the
writing of a letter to the editor of a newspaper is
another form of undertaking media advocacy. It
may also result in further public debate and
media interest. Such letters, however, must fit
within the guidelines laid by the newspaper and
are more likely to be published if well written
and topical.
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Opinion polls: opinion polls can be a very
effective part of media advocacy because they
can form the basis of a media release. The use of
polls to support a view is, of course, a standard
ploy used by people for many years. Such polls
are often treated sceptically by the public but,
nevertheless, they can be invaluable if used
carefully. Even ‘quick and dirty’ polls of small
sample sizes which ask questions that produce
the ‘right’ answers can prove effective when
released before a decision making process is to
begin, and when released by a respected
organisation. Polls by opponents of the view, or
those of related issues, can also be valuable as an
opportunity to present a case. A prompt
response will be required to ‘piggyback’ on
someone else’s research.

Case studies of mass media advocacy
An example of the role that media advocacy can play
to reduce alcohol-related harm is described by
Hawks934 and Stockwell and Single.935 They recorded
the process, outputs and outcome of attempts to
introduce compulsory ‘standard drinks’ labelling on
all Australian alcohol containers. Ultimately
successful, and the first such legislation in the
world, this minor policy achievement was
nevertheless complex and required considerable
expertise, time, and effort, as well as a mix of
advocacy strategies to effect the desired change.
Advocacy of policies that more directly threaten
commercial interests (e.g. tax reform) has been less
successful in Australia despite similar levels of
effort.188
In Australia, the process of introducing the ‘standard
drink’ began in 1984 with the earliest publications
referring to the need to identify a standard unit of
measurement that would allow consumers to
accurately comprehend the alcohol content of liquor
within alcohol containers. Early public discussions
were followed by an initial proposal for
government action and a lengthy period of research
into both the need for public education and into the
public support of the concept. The development and
debate of further submissions and a period of
advocacy for change eventually resulted in the
government decision to act and the legislation
passed through parliament. The latter final event
occurred in December 1995, almost twelve years
after the first action was initiated.
During this twelve year period, the year of 1994
included extensive media advocacy from public
health advocates who, by 1994, had established a
formidable coalition that included a research
organisation, the National Centre for Research into
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the Prevention of Drug Abuse; an advocacy agency,
the Alcohol Advisory Council of Western Australia;
and an industry group, the Winemakers Federation.
Similarly, considerable political lobbying had
occurred behind the scenes using the research data
collected to support the submissions developed.
Likewise, two large industry groups representing
brewers and distillers undertook considerable
lobbying activity, including the production of a
document entitled Standard drinks: Myths, facts and some
surprises, and the delegation of representatives to
meet with all relevant government ministers
throughout Australia. To counter industry lobbying
and to support the other advocacy strategies, a
concerted media advocacy strategy was
implemented in 1994 in the lead up to, and
following, a meeting of the Ministerial Council on
Drug Strategy (who were responsible for
recommending such action to the Government). A
half page advertisement supporting legislation of
‘standard drinks’ was placed in Australia’s major
national newspaper by 19 individuals and
organisations, and a series of press releases were
issued during September and October, 1994, that
resulted in widespread media coverage. Public
confirmation of government support for standard
drink labelling occurred on 30 September, 1994
and the legislation passed in December 1995.
The experience provides important lessons about
media advocacy. The first of these is that advocacy
for major change usually requires considerable time
and commitment. This is so even when health
advocates hold ‘the high moral ground’ (as in this
example where the opposition was identified by the
public as tainted by the motive of financial profit).
Furthermore, media advocacy and other advocacy
strategies are essential to achieve change when
change is likely to have powerful and financial
opponents. Such opponents will almost certainly
undertake advocacy of their own. Additionally,
media advocacy requires extreme care during both
its planning and implementation so as present a
clear message that is supported by all members of
the advocacy coalition. Finally, key individuals can
be critical to the success or failure of advocacy
strategies, especially when they are at the centre of
the flow of information and advocacy activity, or
have decision making power.
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10.8.4 Combining mass media marketing
and advocacy
The media activity undertaken as part of the
Community Prevention Trials Project demonstrates
how mass media marketing and advocacy can be
used to create prevention synergies. Holder and
Treno described how media publicity was used as
part of this prevention project to highlight and
support the specific prevention components that
targeted drinking and driving, underage drinking,
responsible beverage service and alcohol
availability.922 As part of the drinking and driving
component, local police departments were provided
with additional breath testing equipment and new
passive sensor devices, which provided an
additional aid in the detection of over-the-limit
drivers not presenting observable symptoms of
heavy drinking. Use of this equipment represented a
new approach to the detection of drink driving and
was actively promoted to the media within the
affected communities because of its novelty and
because what was being done in each community
had national practice ramifications. There is a
marketing aspect to this example because the media
coverage was designed to increase the perceived risk
of drink driving detection; but Holder and Treno
considered that the news coverage also encouraged
increased enforcement efforts by police because it
indicated community support. In this respect, the
initiative should be considered media advocacy
because it sought to change institutional practice.
These effects were confirmed in the project
evaluation and Holder and Treno drew three
conclusions from this media strategy.
1. Mass communication in itself is not enough to
reduce alcohol-related trauma but can be used
effectively to reinforce specific environmental
efforts to reduce high-risk alcohol-related
activities, such as drink-driving.
2. Local communication is best presented through
local news media and can focus public attention
on alcohol-related problems without having to
use professionally produced material.
3. Media advocacy can be taken up by community
members if appropriate training is provided,
which means that the capacity to use this
prevention measure is capable of being
institutionalised within the community.922
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10.8.5 Summary for mass media
campaigns
Holder considers that mass media marketing and
advocacy are not likely to be sufficient to produce a
reduction in alcohol-involved trauma, even when
used together,936 although these strategies seem to
work better in reducing the prevalence of
smoking.912, 932 It seems that the two media
components are most effective when they form part
of a broader strategy that includes a range of other
activities, such as community development and
community mobilisation, school and community
education, health promotion, policy development
and institutionalisation, coalition building and
political lobbying. Thus, mass media marketing and
mass media advocacy are valuable activities, as has
been well documented by alcohol harm reduction
research projects, in the United States (e.g.
Community Prevention Trial to Reduce AlcoholInvolved Trauma),727 Australia (e.g. Community
Mobilisation to Prevent Alcohol Related Injury)850
and New Zealand (e.g. Community Action
Project).840 It is within the framework of such
comprehensive public health action that ‘best
practice’ forms of mass media marketing and
advocacy have been, and will continue to be,
successfully employed to reduce alcohol-related
harm.

10.8.6 National drinking guidelines and
standard drink labelling
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
Australia is one of a handful of countries whose
health authorities promote and regularly update
national guidelines for low-risk alcohol
consumption. The National Health and Medical
Research Council provided revised guidelines, in
late 2001.42 Earlier editions of these guidelines, in
1987,937 and its revision published in 1992,938 have
been among the most significant and influential
source documents in the field. They are frequently
cited and have informed national media campaigns
(e.g. Alcohol Go Easy) and a wide variety of brief
intervention, road safety and health promotion
materials commonly used by Australian health
professionals. It important to note that some of
these related interventions are themselves evidencebased, as discussed elsewhere in this volume—in
particular brief interventions and some road safety
campaigns. The levels of drinking once defined as
‘hazardous’ and ‘harmful’ (now ‘risky’ and ‘highrisk’) were the basis of the two other documents of
national significance in the 1990s: the English et
al.408 quantification of drug-related morbidity and
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mortality; and the Collins and Lapsley939 estimates of
the economic costs of drug misuse. English et al.408
used the NHMRC guideline definitions of drinking
risk as the basis for many of their calculations on
alcohol-related harm, while Collins and Lapsley,939
in turn, relied heavily on the English et al. estimates
for their costing exercise. In short, the previous
guidelines have been central to policy, practice and
research in Australia in recent years.
Given the central role such guidelines have played
and the reliance made on them by other evidencebased strategies, it is hard to provide any evaluation
of their effectiveness in isolation from other related
strategies and policies. A number of surveys have
evaluated the extent to which the messages they
contain are known to, and understood by, the
public. Two key components of the messages are:
the concept of a standard drink, and the number of
standard drinks that can be consumed per day by
men and women with minimal risk to health. As
noted above, in 1995 the Commonwealth
Government approved a submission for the
placement of standard drink labels on all alcohol
containers sold in Australia, in order to facilitate
drinkers being able to estimate whether or not they
had exceeded recommended daily limits.935 This
decision was based on evidence from Australian
research that such labels enabled beer and wine
drinkers to make more accurate estimates of the
alcohol content of commonly available beverages,
and also to pour a standard drink from different
containers.935 A survey conducted prior to the
labelling decision also found that while most
drinkers were aware of the concept of a standard
drink, few could define it accurately or apply it
accurately to estimate the number of standard drinks
in commonly available beverages.940 Tracking
research conducted by the Commonwealth
Department of Health suggested that general
awareness of the concept of a standard drink had
risen during the 1990s, but no formal evaluation of
the labelling strategy has been conducted. It should
be noted that the developmental research on
standard drinks in the early 1990s used 9mm high
lettering whereas the current requirements are for
lettering of only a minimum of 1.5mm high; this
may well limit public awareness of these labels.941
The 2001 NDSHS found quite strong public support
for providing larger labels on all alcohol containers,
with 68% supporting this proposal.942 A general
point in favour of labelling alcohol containers as a
means of getting information out to drinkers is that,
uniquely, the people who receive and can recall the
information are those who drink the most.
Therefore, this is a very efficient means of
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providing information to risky and high-risk
drinkers.943 This fact has led to the proposal for
consideration of using alcohol container labels as a
means of conveying simple messages consistent
with the new guidelines.475 The 2001 NDSHS found
that 71% of the large sample of Australians surveyed
were in favour of providing information about the
Australian Alcohol Guidelines directly on alcohol
containers.942
In summary, we suggest that Australia’s national
drinking guidelines are a valuable basis for much of
what is done in the name of prevention, treatment
and policy on alcohol. Their wide dissemination
will assist numerous other evidence-based strategies
such as brief interventions in primary health care,
alcohol education in schools and controlled
drinking programs for early stage problem drinkers.
The concept of the standard drink, and its accurate
application, is also an essential part of applying the
guidelines across all drinking settings. As such, wide
dissemination of the NHMRC guidelines and their
component messages and concepts, by whatever
means, is an important aspect of a national
prevention agenda relating to alcohol. This is not to
underestimate the difficulties of changing social
norms supporting high-risk drinking patterns; it is
to recommend that national drinking guidelines are
an important ingredient in an overall national
alcohol strategy and are recommended here for
continued implementation.
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CHAPTER 11: REGULATION AND LAW
ENFORCEMENT OF LICIT DRUGS
11.1 Summary
This chapter reviews the regulation and law enforcement of licit drugs. There is strong support
for regulatory strategies for reducing the use of legal drugs and their related harms. A wide range
of laws and regulations control or restrict the availability of licit drugs, particularly alcohol and
tobacco. These include licensing restrictions, advertising controls, the regulation of sale and
supply of alcohol and tobacco to minors, and taxation initiatives. There are also regulations that
govern the availability of pharmaceuticals, including restrictions on the provision of the over-thecounter (OTC) drugs and restrictions on prescription drugs that can be used recreationally. Other
control strategies include initiatives to limit the free availability of inhalants, particularly to
minors.
Strategies that maintain or increase the price of legal drugs through taxation have the strongest
support within the international research literature. The States and Territories of Australia have, in
the past, implemented hypothecated taxes on alcohol and tobacco, which direct revenue to
earmarked treatment and prevention programs. These are now only feasible at the Australian
Government level. Unlike other taxation strategies, such hypothecated taxes tend to be well
supported by the public. The related strategy of restricting price discounting is also well
supported. However, marked price rises can lead to increased black market activity that can offset
some of the health and safety benefits.
Other well-supported regulatory strategies include restrictions on advertising and marketing of
tobacco products, restrictions on late-night trading hours of licensed premises, responsible
alcohol service supported by liquor law enforcement, voluntary local licensee agreements or
Accords (also when supported by law enforcement), restrictions on sales of tobacco and alcohol
to minors, and restrictions of alcohol availability in mainly Indigenous communities. There is
some evidence to support defining the legal responsibilities of licensees towards intoxicated
customers through the development of model legislation, or Dram Shop Laws as they are known
in North America. There is a need for further research to test the effectiveness of controls on
liquor outlets density, and restrictions on alcohol advertising.
Moves to limit the diversion of prescribed pharmaceuticals onto the black market have achieved
some success, but restrictions on the availability of performance and image-enhancing drugs have
been less successful. Control of the supply of volatile substances to young people is very difficult
and cannot be said to have been successful.
While tobacco regulatory strategies have been implemented more widely and effectively than is
the case for alcohol, in Australia, progress with reducing tobacco-related harm has slowed and
new initiatives may be required if there is to be further progress. New strategies are required, in
particular, to respond to the internationalisation of advertising through new media, both for
alcohol and tobacco.
The distinction between ‘licit’ and ‘illicit’ drugs is somewhat blurred. Some drugs, such as
alcohol and tobacco, can be legally sold to adults but not to minors; some prescription drugs can
be obtained legally but are used for non-medical purposes, or obtained with stolen or bought
prescriptions, by ‘doctor shopping’ or on the black market. Some communities have chosen to
limit or proscribe the supply of alcohol, whilst the use of alcohol and illicit drugs is prohibited in
prisons.
The chapter is divided by drug type and reviews evidence relating to tobacco, alcohol, and
pharmaceuticals, including volatile substances, and performance and image enhancing drugs.
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Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Cochrane reviews conclude that
advertising controls and restrictions
can reduce tobacco consumption in
the general community

Broad restrictions required to
prevent industry finding effective
alternative media

Tobacco
Restriction of
advertising and
sponsorship
Maintaining price
disincentives

««

«««

Established beyond reasonable doubt Increasing prices through
that increases in price cause decreases taxation is most effective method
in consumption
of achieving long-term reductions
in smoking; can be undermined
by the black market

Health warning and
control pack design

O

Limited research; one Australian study Difficult to research
suggesting slight impact on smoking
rates

Working with the
industry

O

Little empirical data

One example concerning
communicating levels of tar,
nicotine and carbon monoxide
permitted

O

Reasonable rationale and evidence
linking exposure to advertisements
with later drinking.

Difficult area to research; WHO
Declaration and forthcoming
literature review may have
different conclusion

Very strong evidence-based rationale;
extent of effect of price on
consumption varies but (almost)
invariably reduces consumption and
harm; systematic reviews to support;
limited public support

Tax increases are not always fully
passed on to the consumer;
consumers may adapt by
drinking cheaper products; need
to be at a level that will not
overly stimulate a black market

Hypothecated taxes «««
on alcohol to fund
treatment and
prevention programs

Very strong rationale, including
increase in price; well accepted by
community; implemented in NZ and
NT (past); controlled Australian
evaluation with positive results

States and Territories can no
longer implement; only Australian
government

Outlet density

Strong rationale but no model for
implementation; likely support from
established retail alcohol industry

Current practice is for licences to
be easy to acquire

Outlet trading hours ««

Strong rationale: recent Australian
studies (NSW, WA and NT) linking of
harms with late-night trading; a
recent Scandinavian study showed
increased harms with extended hours

Recent trend has been for later
hours in Australia

Responsible
«« with
alcohol service
visible law
and
enforcement
enforcement of
re service
liquor laws
to intoxicated
ý without
enforcement
of liquor laws

Poor effectiveness in community-wide
applications in absence of relevant law
enforcement; international evidence
that law enforcement alone very
effective; evidence for mandatory
server training

Need for an Australian
demonstration project; some
states have mandatory training
for managers and licensees

Restrictions on
price discounting

Very strong rationale: general
Current restrictions only apply to
relationship between price,
some on-premise licences, not
consumption and harm; specific
liquor stores
evidence re happy hours; implemented
as part of Accords in Australia

Alcohol
Restrict alcohol
promotions to
young people
Increase price
through taxation
to reduce
consumption and
harm
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Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Alcohol
Licensee codes
of conduct
(e.g. Accords)

««2/2 when Strong rationale, Australian
accompanied
implementation, three evaluations,
by external
evidence for reductions in violence
pressures
though results depend on presence
(e.g. enforcement) of external pressures for compliance
ý0/1 without
enforcement

Dram Shop Laws

«

Concerns re long-term
sustainability

Good rationale; evidence of deterrent
effect in US and Canada; likely
resistance to concept in Australia;
rigorous review identifies civil liability
suits for service to intoxicated
customers a theoretical possibility

Model Dram Shop laws have not
been drafted for Australia; limited
civil case law re licensees
permitting violent conduct

Licensing restrictions ««
in Indigenous
communities

Evaluations from various locations in
WA and the NT; most effective when
part of a broad strategy and have
community support

Must have Indigenous community
support

Declaration of
««
Indigenous communities
as dry

Evaluations from the NT, SA, and WA; Must be under community control
can be effective but communities need
support to enforce them

Pharmaceuticals
Education to prevent
doctor shopping

O

HIC internal evaluation number of
repeat prescriptions from different
doctors reduced

Strong rationale

Re-scheduling
temazepam

«

UK evaluation successful; no Australian Strong rationale; need to
evaluation yet
evaluate whether new
formulation has unintended
negative consequences

Re-scheduling
flunitrazepam

O

IDRS data reports less available

Unclear if this will reduce drugassisted sexual assault

Restricting volatile
substances

O

UK found that laws prosecuting and
restricting suppliers had resulted in
switch to more dangerous inhalants;
no known Australian evaluation on
variety of approaches

Legislation varies with jurisdiction
 hard to comment on Australia
as a whole

Controls on the
supply of petrol in
Indigenous
communities

O

Evidence for effectiveness limited and
equivocal

Unlikely to be effective in
isolation from broader
interventions

PEDs seizures

O

Increased seizures in 2000/01, possible
relationship to Olympics

11

Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination
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11.2 Tobacco
Definition: The impact of regulatory controls on the
price, promotion and availability of cigarettes has a
strong empirical base. Controls on smoking in
public places to protect non-smokers from the
effects of passive smoking are discussed as a harm
reduction strategy in Chapter 14.

11.2.1 Restriction of tobacco advertising
and sponsorship
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Advertising by tobacco companies has promoted
images of smoking likely to appeal to many young
people. This has led, in many countries, to
restrictions or bans on tobacco advertising and
sponsorship. Victoria introduced restrictions on
tobacco advertising and promotion in 1987.
Australia-wide, the Smoking and Tobacco Products
Advertisements (Prohibition) Act came into effect in
December 1990, banning advertising in magazines.
It was followed by the Tobacco Advertising
Prohibition Act 1992, which removed all tobacco
advertising by 1995.
Although these measures have met with very strong
support, there is relatively little good data on the
effect of these initiatives on adolescent smoking.
Norway and Finland introduced similar legislation
in the mid seventies. In Finland, there was no fall in
the prevalence of smoking following the ban on
advertising, but some change did take place in
brands smoked, as well as a shift to low tar
cigarettes. In Norway, there was a reduction in the
prevalence of adult smoking, and that for young
people appeared to follow this trend.
Cochrane reviews have demonstrated that
advertising controls and restrictions on the
promotion of tobacco can reduce tobacco
consumption in the general community,468, 783 but
that this can be undermined by media substitution if
tobacco promotion switches from one media form
to another. For advertising restrictions to be
successful, broad restrictions on advertising and
promotion are required.944

11.2.2 Maintaining price disincentives
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
It is now established beyond reasonable doubt that
overall population-level consumption of tobacco is
responsive to the price of tobacco. Increases in price
cause decreases in consumption.783, 944, 945
Accordingly, it follows that taxation or other
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legislative measures can be used by governments to
deliberately increase the price of tobacco with the
intent of lowering consumption.
The impact of these policies is not evenly
distributed across the population. Women and
young people display the largest reduction in
consumption.783 There is concern, however, that
among the poorest groups, increases in pricing can
cause financial hardship for those who do not
modify their consumption.468, 783
Reductions in consumption associated with price
increases appear to consist of a reduction in absolute
prevalence of smoking (through reduced initiation
and increased cessation) as well as reductions in
levels of consumption among smokers.
Significantly, there is tentative evidence that around
half945 to two-thirds468 of the impact of price
increases is on smoking prevalence rather than
simply on levels of consumption. Some evidence
suggests that large increases in price will have a
greater proportional reduction in consumption than
small increases in price.945 Overall, price increases
can be an effective means of encouraging
population-level reductions in overall consumption
and smoking prevalence.
The heightened impact of price controls on the
prevalence of youth smoking has been taken to
imply that sustained and substantial increases in
cigarette prices through taxation appear to be the
single most effective method of achieving longterm reductions in population-level smoking.945 An
Australian study of tobacco use by school-aged
children in NSW and WA found a 10% increase in
the likelihood of being a smoker for every extra
packet of cigarettes the student’s weekly income
allowed them to purchase when other key variables
were controlled for.453 The main limitation to the
benefits of price controls via taxation is the
stimulation of black market sales. Recent customs
data indicate a substantial increase in black market
cigarette sales in Australia182 which may have been
stimulated by increases in tobacco excise rates
associated with the introduction of the GST in July
2000.

11.2.3 Health warning and control pack
design
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
Since 1969, State legislation has been in place to
require a health warning on cigarette packages.
These warnings were strengthened, in 1985 and
1992, with requirements relating to the size of the
warning, explanation of the warning, details of
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Quitline contacts and information on nicotine, tar
and carbon monoxide contents. There is some
evidence of small reductions in consumption in
Australian smokers after the introduction of
stronger health warnings on cigarette packets, in
1995.946

11.2.4 Working with the tobacco industry
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
In 1982, a voluntary agreement was reached
between the Australian Government and tobacco
manufacturers on the levels of tar, nicotine and
carbon monoxide permitted in cigarettes.

11.2.5 Tobacco programs in Indigenous
communities
It has been suggested that Indigenous communities
should be given the power to control or regulate the
sale of tobacco for themselves,468 as some do with
alcohol. This has not yet been attempted, but
appears broadly consistent with the principles of
prevention programs in Indigenous communities
and with the evidence that advertising and
promotion restrictions are effective in nonIndigenous populations. These two factors suggest
that such interventions are likely to be effective.

11.3 Alcohol
11.3.1 Restricting alcohol promotions to
young people
Definition: The marketing of alcohol and tobacco is
carefully conceived and has often promoted images
appealing to young people. This has led, in many
countries, to restrictions or bans on tobacco and
alcohol advertising and sponsorship.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Australia removed all tobacco advertising by 1995.
Although the marketing of alcohol has not been as
strictly regulated, industry codes prohibit products
and images designed to explicitly appeal to children
and young people. As new products are introduced
through marketing, such as caffeine drinks, the
need to reconsider marketing regulations is
increased.
Advertising is an important method used by the
alcohol industry to promote its products. A number
of studies have investigated the impact of alcohol
marketing and distribution on adolescent health.
Well-conducted longitudinal studies in New
Zealand947, 948 have found that adolescents who have
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greater exposure to alcohol advertising, and also
enjoy the advertisements, are more likely to drink in
a risky fashion as young adults. However, a
comprehensive US review949 suggests these effects
are slight, and identifies six studies of advertising
restrictions and young people’s drinking with either
negative or inconclusive results. Responding to
growing concern about evidence for increased
alcohol use and related harms by young people, a
World Health Organization technical advisory group
met recently to review the latest evidence and
prepare a draft WHO declaration advising member
countries to ensure young people are adequately
protected from alcohol promotions.950
One potentially successful harm reduction strategy
is that of encouraging lower alcohol beverages.
Consumption of low alcohol beverages may be an
effective method of reducing acute harm. In a
randomised trial, the alcohol content of beverages
was varied at parties attended by young people. This
study demonstrated that the amount of beverage
consumed did not alter in the low alcohol condition
and consequently youth BAC was lower upon
leaving the party.951

11.3.2 Restricting the supply of alcohol in
the general community
Definition: Reducing the availability and supply of
alcohol is a significant part of effective alcohol
policy.
In compiling this section, we have drawn solely on
review studies.152, 186, 188, 524, 775, 952–961 The evidence
base cited here represents the collective results of an
extensive, systematic, highly rigorous worldwide
research agenda and many of the conclusions
contained herein can be made with a high degree of
certainty. The strength of the evidence for each
individual strategy is indicated.
A longstanding issue in alcohol policy, and
particularly in relation to supply reduction, is the
issue of targeting the general population as opposed
to only targeting high-risk groups of heavy drinkers,
or alcoholics. Illustrating what is known as the
‘prevention paradox’,11, 529 there is strong
epidemiological evidence that the majority of
occasions of acute alcohol-related harm affect the
majority of drinkers, whose average intake can be
described as low-risk.530, 531
In fact, closer examination of this issue reveals that:
l

a common pattern of occasional sessions of
heavy alcohol intake occurs among people
whose average daily consumption is low-risk,
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l

l

a significant proportion of alcohol intake in
Australia involves drinking at risky or high-risk
levels for acute harm—estimated to be 51% of
alcohol consumed by the Australian population
aged 15 and over,151
when risky patterns of alcohol consumption for
acute and/or chronic harm from drinking are
combined, this comprises as much as 67% of
total alcohol consumption.962

In each case, the above estimates are from the 1998
NDSHS, which underestimates actual consumption
by over 50%.151 Australia’s new National Alcohol
Guidelines now define risky and high-risk drinking
both in terms of average daily consumption (for
harms caused by long-term heavy drinking) and
also amount consumed on any one day (for harms
caused by the acute effects of alcohol
intoxication).42 As such, the ‘prevention paradox’
effectively disappears, at least for acute alcoholrelated problems since these are almost entirely
caused by risky or high-risk sessional drinking.530, 531
The large contribution of risky and high-risk
drinking to total per capita consumption helps
explain the close association sometimes found
between per capita alcohol consumption and rates
both of acute and chronic alcohol-related harm.963
These associations have also been evident in the
National Alcohol Indicator reports on patterns of
alcohol-related harm and per capita consumption in
Australia, across both time and jurisdiction.151, 386, 456,
964, 965
It follows that measures which reduce the
overall consumption of the entire population are
likely to have a positive impact on risky and highrisk drinking and, hence, on the amount of alcoholrelated harm in the community. It also follows that
measures that reduce the amount and frequency of
risky sessional drinking will impact on total
population consumption. This ‘whole of
population’ approach is a substantial underpinning
of supply reduction policies in regard to alcohol.
For policy application, it has been pointed out that
justifying supply reduction policies on the basis of
reducing per capita consumption of alcohol alone
invites scepticism from those unfamiliar with the
epidemiology of alcohol-related harm.966 A firmer
foundation is to seek to reduce risky and high-risk
drinking, whilst noting that such drinking patterns
comprise the great majority of alcohol consumption
in contemporary Australia.
Within this framework, various approaches have
been used to reduce the supply and availability of
alcohol to the community with the intent of
reducing overall levels of alcohol consumption and/
or risky alcohol consumption. We briefly review
each of the main measures below.
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11.3.3 Alcohol taxation
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
It is established beyond serious doubt that (all other
things being equal) increases in the price of alcohol
usually lead to an overall reduction in consumption,
and decreases in the price usually lead to an overall
increase in consumption.775, 959 This has been
demonstrated by several systematic reviews of the
international literature.775 Whilst the size of the
effect varies for different countries,959 different
beverages (e.g. beer consumption is usually less
responsive to price changes than is wine or spirits),
the direction of the effect is highly consistent.775
There are also numerous studies reporting that price
increases result in subsequent reductions in level of
alcohol-related harm.775 Some evidence exists that
higher beer excise taxes reduce the frequency of
youth drinking and the frequency of heavy drinking
in youth.959 There is also evidence that beer excise
taxes are highly effective in reducing fatal traffic
accidents.959
For these reasons, many have proposed that taxation
and other measures of influencing price (e.g. bans
on price discounting—see below) should be used to
modify consumption levels and reduce overall levels
of alcohol-related harm. In relation to taxation, the
impact on retail prices of a tax change cannot be
guaranteed and, on occasion, may not be passed on
at all to the consumer.
Collaborative international research has
demonstrated that increasing the sale of low alcohol
beer is associated with a reduction in alcohol-related
road crashes.967 Other Australian research has shown
that lower levels of alcohol-related violence and
hospital admissions are found in communities with
relatively high levels of consumption of low- and
mid-strength beer as a proportion of all beer
consumed.968 Accordingly, recent moves by the
Australian Government to reduce taxation rates on
low alcohol beer are likely to result in a reduction of
overall levels of alcohol-related harm, as a result of
taking market share from higher strength brands.
It has been found that drinkers will sometimes adapt
to price increases so as to maintain their alcohol
consumption at the same cost, by changing to
cheaper brands or types of drink. However, overall
consumption is still lowered even in the face of
such substitution.959
There is also a fear that price increases will reduce
the beneficial effects of moderate alcohol
consumption, though neither the beneficial effects,
nor their diminution in this circumstance, are
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supported by the evidence. There is a fairly broad
consensus in the medical community that low levels
of daily alcohol consumption are beneficial to
health. The concern has been expressed that raising
the price of alcohol will, therefore, reduce the
benefits. However, it is not certain that price
controls do reduce beneficial drinking. Heavier and
younger drinkers usually respond more to price
controls than other drinkers969 and these groups do
not tend to experience any health benefits from
drinking. In general, supply reduction measures
impact more on young and high-risk drinkers.970
Furthermore, while the major health benefit of
moderate drinking is thought to be a protection
against heart disease, there is no relationship
between population levels of alcohol consumption
and levels of heart disease.963
There has been significant attention from public
health advocates in Australia to the relativities of tax
rates across different beverage types.188 At present in
Australia, taxation on beer and spirits partly reflects
the actual alcohol content of these drinks as they are
subject to an alcohol excise tax directly proportional
to the amount of alcohol they contain. Wine, by
contrast, is excise-free and is taxed only on its
wholesale value, and its retail price through the
GST. This has resulted in a major local market for
cheap bulk (cask) and fortified wines, which have
been shown to be strongly associated with
community levels of alcohol-related violence and
hospital episodes.968 As a consequence of taxing
policy, rates of taxation on cask wine per standard
drink, are about five times lower than on low and
mid-strength beer.
As with the use of tobacco excise to reduce
smoking, there is a concern that large increases in
alcohol taxation will stimulate a black market for
alcohol. There is also clear evidence that increasing
the price of alcohol is one of the least popular of
prevention strategies. The 2001 NDSHS found that
only 20.5% of the general public supported the idea
of increasing the price of alcohol to reduce harm.942
Previous surveys of public opinion have found clear
majority support for hypothecated taxes, that is,
specific taxes earmarked for treatment and
prevention purposes.971
Hypothecated taxes on alcohol to fund treatment
and prevention programs
Definition: Hypothecated taxes collect revenue that is
directed towards a specific purpose or purposes. A
hypothecated tax on alcohol can be used to raise
funds for treatment and prevention purposes. New
Zealand currently collects such a tax to fund an
Alcohol Advisory Council. Between 1992 and 1997,
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the Northern Territory collected a ‘harm reduction
levy’ of approximately 5 cents per standard drink in
order to fund the Living With Alcohol program.
Constitutionally, only the Commonwealth
Government can now raise hypothecated taxes on
alcohol.
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
The full effect of this tax increase was passed on
directly to the consumer. The levy was used to fund
a comprehensive range of measures including
media campaigns, increased alcohol treatment
facilities and community-based prevention; known
collectively as the Living With Alcohol program.
Overall, there was a 22% drop in per capita alcohol
consumption over the four years following the
introduction of the levy. This was associated with a
substantial and significant reduction in alcoholrelated road deaths (39%) and serious road injuries
(35%).964 The authors of that report argue that the
increase in the price of alcohol due to the levy was
one factor contributing to these dramatic reductions
in harm. However, it is no longer possible for State
and Territory Governments in Australia to introduce
such harm reduction levies since such taxes were
ruled as unconstitutional in a landmark High Court
decision, in 1997. Only the Australian Government
can introduce such policies.

11.3.4 Physical availability controls
Definition: Physical availability refers to the likelihood
that individuals will come into contact with
opportunities to obtain alcohol in their local
environment.
Overall, physical availability has tended to increase
in developed countries over the past 20 years.186 In
general, it is well established that manipulating any
of the main aspects of physical availability (outlet
density, outlet trading hours, sales to minors, and
service to intoxicated customers) causes changes in
patterns of alcohol consumption and alcohol-related
harm. However, as always, there are important
qualifications to each approach to controlling
availability, and local variation is an important issue.
To a greater extent than with most supply control
issues, physical availability is primarily a local issue,
though policies at the State or Territory level can
certainly facilitate opportunities for effective local
regulation.186
A recent review of the international evidence
concluded as follows: ‘Do reductions in availability
reduce alcohol-related problems? While the answer
to this question is usually ‘yes’, it is also sometimes
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‘no’, depending on the local context’ (p701).186
This conclusion applies to each of the examples of
alcohol availability outlined below, and reflects the
reality that there are numerous variables affecting
the levels of alcohol consumption and related harms
in a community, of which level of availability is
only one. Furthermore, some forms of increased
availability, for example, increasing the number of
relatively small licensed premises that provide food
and high quality alcohol, may actually reduce harm
by diverting customers from higher risk venues.

11.3.5 Outlet density

A recent Scandinavian experiment involving
allowing nightclubs to move from one am closing
to all-night trading resulted in a much higher level
of problems presenting to police and emergency
services. 974 Some Australian licensing commissions
treat extended trading hours as a privilege that is
granted or withdrawn according to whether
licensees are thought to be operating responsibly.
This approach assumes adequate monitoring of a
large number of individual premises to be in place,
whereas in reality information systems are illequipped for such demands and rarely include data
on alcohol harm incidents.975

Summary: Warrants further research ................... O

11.3.7 Responsible service

At the local level, such as individual suburbs, the
level of outlet density is highly predictive of levels
of alcohol-related harm.186 However, this
knowledge has not, as yet, been developed into an
evidence base on how the manipulation or control
of outlet density can be used to reduce alcoholrelated harm. The local impacts on one problem
(e.g. violence) may be different to the impact on
another problem (e.g. car crashes) in relation to the
areas where the reduction in problems will occur.
Some authors have raised concerns about basing
policy on this literature base, as yet.775 The effects of
modifying outlet density appear to vary according
to the type of alcohol product; and, not
surprisingly, levels of alcohol-related harm vary
with different types of outlet..775 However, the
overall evidence base remains clear that outlet
density is a powerful driver of levels of
consumption and harm.186 There is a need to
develop and test a practical model for approving
liquor licences so as to maintain a balance between
meeting consumer demand and addressing public
health and safety issues.

11.3.6 Outlet trading hours
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Large, broad changes in trading hours (e.g. whole
days of sale added or taken away) are associated
with significant changes in overall level of harm,
although not necessarily with overall levels of
consumption. There is recent Australian evidence
that even small changes (e.g. later hours) can be
associated with a significant local-level impact on
alcohol-related violence.972 Recent research in NSW
has identified that licensed premises with the
highest levels of violence are far more likely to be
those that trade between midnight and 3am.973
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Definition: Responsible service policies involve a
variety of different approaches, usually aimed at
reducing the chance that patrons will become
intoxicated. These include ‘house policies’ such as
promoting food and non- or low-alcohol
alternatives, as well as training staff to identify early
signs of intoxication and delay or stop service as
appropriate.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness;
when accompanied by enforcement ................. ««
Evidence is contra-indicative; without
enforcement ......................................................... ý
It is well documented that continued service to
intoxicated patrons is a significant risk factor for
patrons experiencing alcohol-related harm.525
Generally, if responsible service programs are
supported by management, and implemented, they
tend to be effective at reducing levels of intoxication
and in reducing the chance that drunk patrons will
be served.957 Various programs have been trialled
whereby bar staff have been trained in responsible
service practice. Some training programs resulted in
behavioural change and some did not. This was not
just a function of the training program itself:
behavioural change was also associated with
managerial support and local enforcement of the
alcohol service laws.524
The existence of laws prohibiting service to
intoxicated customers on their own have no
deterrent effect in the absence of credible and
visible enforcement strategies. There is an
international literature indicating that such laws are
rarely enforced by police and are consequently
frequently ignored by alcohol retailers.186, 525 It is
well established that monitoring and enforcement
of the laws is required to result in behaviour change
in retailers leading to reduced serving of intoxicated
people.525 Profit is a powerful incentive for retailers
to disregard the laws. As all Australian jurisdictions
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have responsible service laws in place, encouraging
responsible service is usually more a matter of
enforcing existing laws than creating new ones.

11.3.8 Price discounting
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Happy Hours and similar alcohol price promotions
cause a rise in consumption and do so in a way that
is likely to cause increased risk of intoxication.959
Accordingly, such practices have been discouraged
in many Australian localities, often through the
mechanism of a local community Accord (see
below) or directly under instruction of a liquor
licensing authority. There is a sound theoretical
basis for banning discounting of alcohol, and also
some direct evidence that such interventions
contribute to harm reduction when part of an
Accord package (see below).

11.3.9Licensee codes of conduct (e.g.
Accords)
Definition: Negotiated agreements between police,
licensees and local councils covering standards of
service and promotion, for example, banning
practices such as heavily discounting drinks; often
known as Accords.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness;
when accompanied by enforcement ................. ««
Evidence is contra-indicative; without
enforcement ......................................................... ý
Accords are a uniquely Australian phenomenon. The
idea emerged from the pioneering work of Ross
Homel and colleagues,524 and originated in
Queensland. There are now some published
evaluations of these community-based
interventions, though only one is published in the
peer reviewed literature.976 Evaluations of these
methods suggest significant reductions in alcoholrelated violence in the short term but difficulty in
sustaining gains after a few months.524 To be fully
effective over the longer term, the policing of
licensed premises must incorporate elements of
traditional enforcement as well as the development
of voluntary codes of conduct. These local
approaches can be seen within the broader context
of the global move over the past two decades
towards alternatives to centralised ‘command and
control’ approaches to regulation, and an increased
emphasis on local negotiation and monitored selfregulation.977
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11.3.10 Dram Shop laws
Definition: An established body of law and principle
whereby those harmed by intoxicated persons have,
under certain circumstances, the right to sue the
licensee of the premises where they served alcohol
to the intoxicated person concerned. These laws,
which operate in US and Canada, are usually known
as Dram Shop laws.
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
The American literature suggests that there is some
modest deterrent effect of Dram Shop laws.960 The
underlying rationale of deterring service to
intoxicated customers is sound and there is no
likelihood of adverse consequences. However, their
uptake is limited in Australia by the widespread use
of public liability insurance, and the low probability
of litigation being successful.
To date, Australian courts and legislation have not
acted to establish principles for civil action
regarding alcohol service,953 although it has been
shown that existing legal principles contain the
potential for successful civil liability action. A
review of Australian liquor laws determined that,
whilst by 1996 there had been no successful civil
cases based on liability for serving customers to
intoxication, some out-of-court settlements had
been made. The review noted that Australian
attitudes about individual responsibility and the use
of alcohol may limit the scope of alcohol-related
civil liability.

11.3.11 Restricting the supply of alcohol
in Indigenous communities
Definition: Indigenous communities have taken two
main approaches to reducing the supply of alcohol:
declaration of ‘dry’ areas, and use of liquor
licensing legislation to extend controls on
availability. Other communities have established
their own ‘wet canteens’. Some groups have also
lobbied for changes in licensing legislation because
the legislation has been seen to be biased in favour
of the alcohol and tourist industries, limiting the
opportunity of communities to make decisions
regarding the sale and consumption of alcohol in
their midst.978, 979
Declaration of Indigenous communities as ‘dry’
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Legal procedures enabling Indigenous communities
to declare themselves ‘dry’ vary between
jurisdictions. These procedures and their effects, in
the NT, WA and SA, have been reviewed by
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d’Abbs.980 He found that the procedures can be
effective but that communities needed support to
enforce them and the underlying policies must
promote Indigenous control. These findings reflect
those of an earlier study by Larkins and
McDonald.981
Licensing restrictions in Indigenous communities
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
Indigenous groups in the NT and WA—often in
coalition with non-Indigenous groups—have
utilised liquor licensing legislation to extend the
range of restrictions on the availability of alcohol.
Restrictions commonly include limitations of hours
of sale and banning the sale of wine in casks of
more than 2 litres (effectively a price control
measure). Evaluations of restrictions have been
conducted in Halls Creek982 and Derby983 in WA,
and Tennant Creek984–986 and Curtin Springs987 in the
NT. Generally, restrictions have been found to be
effective in reducing consumption and key
indicators of harm, such as hospital admissions and
police arrests. They have been most effective when
they have been initiated by Indigenous people,
conducted as part of broader strategies to address
alcohol-related harm, and have had wide
community support.988, 989
Many communities in remote Australia have
attempted to exercise some degree of control over
the availability of alcohol by operating their own
licensed ‘wet canteens’ or ‘clubs’. As Brady notes,
these had their genesis in the 1960s, following the
repeal of legislation prohibiting alcohol
consumption by Indigenous people. Initially they
were introduced on mission settlements in an
attempt to teach Indigenous people to drink in a
‘civilised’ manner.990, 991 Communities have taken
various approaches to the operation of canteens,
including greater or lesser restrictions on the
amount of alcohol that can be purchased.
The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody reported that many communities expressed
concern about the impact of canteens,292 and Martin
has identified potential conflicts of interest between
attempts by community councils to control
consumption and their dependence on canteen
profits as a source of income.992 As d’Abbs notes,
the operation of canteens has both risks and benefits
for communities and, echoing a recommendation of
the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody, stresses the need for communities to be
assisted in minimising the risks.993
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11.4 Pharmaceuticals
Definition: Various measures to limit the recreational
use and misuse of pharmaceuticals have been
adopted.
The major drugs of concern are prescribed
benzodiazepines and narcotic analgesics; although it
should be noted that excessive use of OTC
medications by some young people is a source of
concern. Another area of concern among young
people is the diversion of medications (primarily
dexamphetamine and methylphenidate) prescribed
for ADD and ADHD. Most accounts of this diversion
are anecdotal, and it is not known whether there are
specific interventions to limit it.
Monitoring and education to prevent ‘Doctor
Shopping’
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
One way to limit inappropriate levels of access to
prescription drugs has been through the Doctor
Shopping project, which is managed by the Health
Insurance Commission (HIC). ‘Doctor shoppers’
were defined as people who visited 15 or more
general practitioners, had 30 or more Medicare
consultations, and obtained more PBS prescriptions
than appeared to be clinically necessary, in a single
year. When the project commenced in January
1997, HIC employed pharmacists in each State
capital to visit people identified under this program
and counsel them about overuse of prescribed
drugs. The aim of the project is to improve health
outcomes for these patients, reduce unnecessary
visits to medical practitioners, and reduce
unnecessary use of PBS medicine.994 HIC data show
that in 1995/96, 13 240 people met the description
of a doctor shopper. By 1999/ 2000, this number
had fallen to 8780. Of the total PBS medicines
obtained by doctor shoppers, 36% were
benzodiazepines, 15% were codeine compounds
and 8% were narcotic analgesics.
The Doctor Shopping project will move into its
second phase following a review of the first three
and a half years of the project and will continue to
focus on PBS usage.994 No evaluation of the
program, other than the reduction in number of
doctor shoppers identified, appears to be available.
Rescheduling temazepam
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
An alternative approach to limiting the availability
of prescribed drugs is by changing the scheduling
under which drugs can be prescribed. Mood
altering prescription drugs are frequently diverted
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from medical to recreational use, often by injection.
Benzodiazepines are among the prescription drugs
most frequently diverted in this way, and
temazepam has been one of the most preferred for
injecting because it has been available as soft,
gelatine liquid filled capsules.995 The ‘heroin
drought’ in Victoria from late 2000 has been
associated with the a marked increase in the
injection of temazepam capsules.995
In the United Kingdom, temazepam capsules were
rescheduled and banned from being prescribed, in
January 1996. It was found that despite substitution
of other benzodiazepines, there was less frequent
injecting and consequent net gain in health.995
Other approaches trialled before capsules were
removed included education and information for
doctors and pharmacists in order to restrict access.
However, these approaches failed despite a
significant and continued effort over time.996

11.5 Volatile substances
Definition: Most Australian States make the sale and
distribution of inhalants and volatile substances
subject to criminal penalties in certain
circumstances.997
Whilst legislation varies from State to State, in many
it is an offence for a person to sell a deleterious
substance to another person if there is reasonable
cause to believe that the other person intends to use
the substance for the purposes of intoxication.997 It
should be noted that, across Australia, there is no
uniform definition of volatile substances. In some
States, the definition is according to the type of
product, whereas in other States the definition may
be according to the chemical components
There are various legal provisions relating to the
control of volatile substances across Australia.
l

In Australia temazepam capsules have been moved
to Schedule 8 of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act in order to reduce their use by
injectors. Schedule 8 refers to ‘controlled drugs’,
whose manufacture, supply, distribution, possession
and use are restricted for the purpose of limiting
their use or misuse and physical and psychological
dependence on them.200 Temazepam (10mg
capsules, in the 25 pack size) now requires an
authority prescription under the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme247 and it is hoped that this will
reduce their availability to injecting drug users. The
rescheduling of flunitrazepam (Rohypnol) to
Schedule 8 in 1998 (see below) was effective in
dramatically reducing the number of flunitrazepam
prescriptions and its availability to the injecting
drug user market.996 This experience, along with the
UK success in reducing the availability of
temazepam, suggests that the intervention will be
effective.
Rescheduling flunitrazepam
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Flunitrazepam, as noted above, was placed on
Schedule 8 in 1998 because of its association with
drug-assisted sexual assault.200 The 1999 IDRS
reported that flunitrazepam availability in the black
market, and use by injectors, had declined since the
previous survey although it could still be obtained
illicitly.200 There is no current evidence as to
whether the schedule move has reduced the
incidence of drug-assisted sexual assault.
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In South Australia, the Government has power
to make regulations with regard to the
production, manufacture, distribution,
packaging, sale, prescribing, possession and
storing of volatile solvents.
In Western Australia, legislation allows for
Indigenous communities to make bylaws
against petrol sniffing and other forms of
inhalant abuse within their community lands
and boundaries.
In South Australia and the Northern Territory,
similar provisions in relation to Indigenous
communities to those in Western Australia have
been enacted.997

Restricting volatile substances
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
There are divided views as to the efficacy of
initiating laws aimed at suppliers and distributors of
volatile substances and associated by-products.997 In
the UK, it was found that laws aimed at prosecuting
and restricting suppliers of volatile substance
products had not reduced volatile substance abuse
but had resulted in a switch from glue to butane,
which was more dangerous. Other possibilities
include restricting the sale of products containing
volatile substances to people over 18, as with
tobacco and alcohol. This approach has been taken
in the UK with the sale of butane lighter refills, but
there is, as yet, no evaluation on the effectiveness of
that measure.997
There are problems associated with restricting sales
of volatile substance products to juveniles,
including the huge range of products that can be
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used, the possibility that if products can not be
bought they will be stolen, and the need to work
cooperatively with traders in the industry. In
Western Australia, a Retailers Resource Kit has been
developed which is aimed at supporting businesses
to restrict the sale of solvents and to take positive
action regarding the availability of solvents and
other substances; but no evaluation of this approach
appears to be available.997
Whilst all Australian States have adopted standards
for the scheduling of drugs and poisons, the
compounds and products used by young people
tend to be either exempt from scheduling or located
in the schedule subject to the least restrictions.
There have been calls for butane and toluene,
among other substances, to be scheduled in this
way, and for health warnings to be displayed on
packaging and containers. In the UK, health
warnings on aerosol products have been positively
received by marketers.997
Controls on the supply of petrol in Indigenous
communities
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Indigenous communities have used supply
reduction strategies to reduce petrol sniffing and
related harm. In communities in Central Australia
and Arnhem Land, aviation fuel—which does not
have the same psychoactive effects as petrol—has
been substituted for petrol.233, 888 Again, this has
been most effective when introduced in conjunction
with other interventions. However, its effectiveness
can be compromised when petrol remains available
from other sources.233 Another measure to reduce
availability has been to lock petrol supplies in
communities, but this has had virtually no
success.233

11.6 Performance and image
enhancing drugs (PEDs)
Definition: PEDs include anabolic and androgenic
substances (steroids), and hormone preparations.
Most of these drugs are available only on
prescription and some, like DHEA, cannot be
imported without a Commonwealth Government
permit. Considerable attention was paid to the
supply of these drugs in 2000/01 because of the
Sydney Olympic Games.168
PEDs seizures
Summary: Limited investigation ............................... O
The number of PEDs seizures has been increasing
since 1994/5. During 2001/02, Customs make a
record 1630 seizures of PEDs, which represented an
increase of over 28% on seizures in the previous
year.165 Steroids were the most frequently seized
drugs; seizures generally involved small quantities,
mainly for personal use. Many of the substances are
legally available overseas and are frequently ordered
over the internet and mailed to Australia. Almost all
(86%) seizures in 2000/01 were through the postal
stream, reflecting this trend, but some larger
seizures (e.g. 10kg, 2.4 kg, 250 vials) were also
made.168

In the Ngaanyatjarra Lands in WA, and the
Pitjantjatjara Lands in SA, sniffing or supplying
petrol for sniffing has been made illegal. It is also
illegal to supply petrol for sniffing in the NT. No
formal evaluation of these measures has been
conducted, but anecdotal evidence suggests their
effectiveness is equivocal—particularly as petrol is
widely available and the sanctions themselves do
not act as a strong deterrent.233
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CHAPTER 12: REGULATION AND LAW
ENFORCEMENT OF ILLICIT DRUGS
12.1 Summary
In this chapter, legislative and regulatory interventions to prevent and reduce the use of illicit
drugs are reviewed. The chapter opens with a consideration of evidence that law enforcement, by
reinforcing community values against illicit drug use, plays an important role in prevention. In
its discussion of law enforcement and regulatory programs in the community, this chapter
distinguishes ‘supply-side’ from ‘demand-side’ law enforcement to reflect the role that supply
reduction and demand reduction play in Australian drug policy. It is recognised, however, that
these are somewhat artificial constructs, with overlapping domains. The control of illicit drug use
is primarily aimed at users, to reduce their demand for drugs; and at suppliers, to reduce the
availability of illicit drugs. Australian programs and activities aimed at reducing supply and
demand are described and evidence for their effectiveness reviewed. For the most part, Australian
and international research reviews, rather than primary studies, have been used. In the main,
there has been limited research and evaluation in Australia in this area. Some US initiatives show
promise, particularly in targeted policing. Further investment is required in the development of
integrated monitoring data sets, as well as research and evaluation, in both Australia and the
United States is required.
Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Role of law enforcement in reducing demand in the community
Role of social
norms in shaping
illicit drug use
(declarative)

O

Empirical evidence is slight because
of methodological difficulties; evidence
from other areas of crime suggestive
of effect

Role of social
norms in shaping
illicit drug use
(general deterrence)

O

Sound theory, hangs on perceptions
of likelihood of arrest; one Australian
study with limited support

Role of social norms
in shaping illicit
drug use
(specific deterrence)

O

Unsupported by the existing evidence

Informal social norms are
powerful but separating formal
from informal controls is
methodologically complex

Role of law enforcement in reducing demand among users
Combined targeted
law enforcement
and community
development

«

National evaluation of US Weed and
Seed program, which has over 200
sites

Evaluation demonstrated
effectiveness but more long-term
and cost-effectiveness studies are
needed

Use of civil
remedies to
control drug and
disorder problems

«

Randomised field trial of sites in
California; program effective in
reducing drug but not other offences

Australian trial would need to
demonstrate that civil law could
operate similarly

Police crackdowns

«

Various studies in USA and Australia;
evidence of effectiveness and little of
displacement

Unintended negative
consequences can occur

Encouraging drug
users into treatment

O

One Sydney study of 500 users found Needs replication particularly in
that drug users rated law enforcement relation to non-heroin drug users
as a motivator to enter treatment
continued on next page ...
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Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Supply-side drug law enforcement
Border protection
O
Australian Federal Police

Quantities seized; economic evaluation In 2001, availability and use
finds return on investment 5.2: 1 but
continued to increase (AIDR)
this is not peer-reviewed.
while seizures increased

Border protection
Australian Customs
Service

O

Quantities seized; ANAO evaluation
found administrative effectiveness
sound

National Heroin
Signature program

O

Analysis continuing and results appear Dissemination mainly in-house to
good, but no publication
date

Cannabis law reform

«

Comprehensive review of models
found little evidence that models
influence levels of use; SA experience
found no increase in use; no evidence
of sending wrong messages

Reduces social harms associated
with criminal convictions

Control of cultivation, O
manufacture and
supply of illicit drugs
within Australia

Evidence mainly related to quantities
seized, number of charges laid and
users assessments of availability

Better measures to assess
effectiveness of activity needed

Asset confiscation

Law Reform Commission
recommended WA approach; WA law
is under evaluation

Varies from State to State in
principle as well as detail WA
has most radical legislation; no
national reporting standards

O

Multiple indicators of supply and
demand needed to assess
effectiveness; US research shows
that efficacy varies with drug
type

Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination

12.2 The role of law enforcement in
reducing demand in the community
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the way in which laws shape community values and
opinions about illegal behaviours, including drug
use. A major review of US illicit drug policy
undertaken by the National Academies of Science,
Engineering and Medicine, and the National
Research Council176 examined this issue in detail
and found that the nature of the link between drug
laws and other forms of social controls is a central
point of dispute. Generally, there appear to be two
major mechanisms by which sanctions against drug
users may depress drug use prevalence in the
general community: by expressing social norms
against drug users (declarative effects), and by
dissuading people from using drugs due to fear of
apprehension and punishment (deterrent effects).
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12.2.1 Declarative effects
Definition: ‘Laws against drug use may generate
declarative effects by expressing social disapproval
of drug use and therefore symbolising and
reinforcing social noms against drug use and
helping to shape individual beliefs and attitudes’
(p191).176
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
If drug laws reflect community antipathy towards a
behaviour, sanctions against that behaviour may
generate moralising effects, but in conditions of
‘normative ambiguity’ sanctions may also generate
reactivity in an alienated population.176 The
empirical literature testing these propositions is
scant, however, because it is difficult to disentangle
declarative effects from deterrent effects and the
effects of informal from formal social sanctions.
International research relating to tax compliance,
theft and drink-driving found that in all three cases
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the existence of legal sanctions had a preventive
effect on intention to offend, both through the
threat of punishment and internalised shame.998
Australian research concurs. Braithwaite reported
that compliance with the tax system is shaped by
broad and relatively enduring factors such as
confidence in the regulatory system.999 In a study of
nursing homes, Makkai and Braithwaite found that
respect on the part of a sanctioning agent increased
the likelihood of future compliance.1000 No studies,
however, have isolated the declarative effect of
sanctions against use of illicit drugs from their
deterrent effect.176
Informal social norms play a major role in
regulating psychoactive drug use.1001 Drug use is
powerfully governed by social pressures, or the
informal social conventions in people’s everyday
lives. These conventions vary dramatically and can
be highly conducive to using or misusing drugs, or
can exert a strong protective effect against drug
use.176, 397 The interaction of informal norms and
formal laws may be a more powerful source of
influence on crime than either in isolation.397 These
effects are as significant for the young as for adult
members of the community.

12.2.2 Deterrence effects
Definition: One of the major explanations for crime
avoidance is deterrence theory which asserts that
‘undesirable behaviour can be curtailed if
punishment is sufficiently certain, swift, and
severe’. (p 585) 1002
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Deterrence theory assumes that behaviour is
instrumental, that is motivated by rewards and
punishments. There are two major questions in
deterrence theory: to what degree do legal sanctions
against drug use deter future drug use (general
deterrence), and to what degree does being legally
punished for drug use deter future drug use
(specific deterrence)?176 The elements of deterrence
are celerity (swiftness), certainty and severity of
punishment, although there has been little research
on celerity.1001 In relation to crime in general, the
perceived certainty of punishment appears to be the
major driver of deterrence but there is virtually no
research on the deterrent effects of criminal
sanctions on illicit drug use in Australia. It is unclear
whether US research can be applied to Australia
given differences in drug policy.397
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General deterrence
Some Australian research suggests that the legal
status of cannabis use might be a deterrent against
use, particularly for those who had never used the
drug, but the major element of deterrence does not
appear to be fear of police or fear of arrest.1003
Studies of variations in cannabis law across Australia
have found that, contrary to the predictions of
classical deterrence theory, there has been no
increase in use of cannabis in States such as South
Australia, which have moved towards the relaxation
of criminal penalties for cannabis use.1004 These
results are in accord with those in other
jurisdictions that have changed the legal status of
cannabis, such as some US States; this kind of
research has not been undertaken for studies other
than cannabis.397
There is also the question of who is most likely to
be deterred: those who have never committed any
crime, or those who have committed crimes but
avoided punishment? It has been argued that the
second category have, by definition, acquired
experience with avoiding punishment and that this
avoidance of punishment is likely to diminish
perceptions of the certainty and severity of
punishment.1005 By this argument, deterrence may
have its strongest effect on those who have never
committed any crimes.
Specific deterrence
Definition: Specific deterrence refers to the degree to
which being legally punished for a crime deters
future criminal activity.
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
Specific deterrence appears to be unsupported by
the existing evidence. Given the high rate of reoffending among those convicted for illicit drug
use, it is difficult to envisage that contact with the
legal system acts to deter further use.176 However,
far more detailed data than is currently available
would be necessary to adequately answer this
question.176 The strength (or severity) of legal
punishment appears to have very little impact on
drug use176, 397 and studies comparing prevalence of
use with the existing legal sanctions find no
relationship.176 Accordingly, there is a lack of
evidence to support the widely held notion that
harsher sentences will lead to a reduced likelihood
of drug use.
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12.3 The role of law enforcement in
reducing demand among users

12.3.1 Combined targeted law
enforcement and community development

Demand-side drug law enforcement is focused at
illicit drug users, whilst supply-side drug law
enforcement is focussed at sellers of illicit drugs.
Demand-side drug law enforcement specifically
aims to disrupt illicit drug markets and, by so
doing, to encourage drug users to give up or reduce
their drug use, often by entering treatment.

Definition: These approaches operate within targeted
sites and combine partnership development,
concentrated law enforcement against drug
offenders, community policing to develop trust and
cooperation between police and the community,
and resources for community program and
infrastructure development.

The principal goal of drug law enforcement is to
disrupt illegal markets.397 One effect should be, by
reducing their availability, to drive up the price of
illicit drugs. Some have argued that drug law
enforcement is ineffective because illicit drugs
continue to be available and used; with all the
community disruption, crime and loss of public
amenity, as well as problems for individuals and
their families, that that entails. However, the size
that the drug market would be without enforcement
cannot be known, and so the true measure of the
success of drug law enforcement cannot be
gauged.397

Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «

Different law enforcement strategies may be needed
for different stages of a drug epidemic. Caulkins
argues persuasively that interventions early in an
epidemic can have a much greater impact on total
use throughout the epidemic than later
interventions. Law enforcement, because of its
immediacy and drug specificity, can be highly
effective in curtailing the growth of an epidemic in
these early stages, when distribution lines are less
robust and can be more easily disrupted. Later in an
epidemic there are more addicted users and
sellers.1006 He applied this analysis to a comparison
of the possible effectiveness of law enforcement
against the US and Australian cocaine and
methamphetamine epidemics. In the case of
cocaine, law enforcement is likely to be less
effective in the US where the cocaine epidemic is
mature, than in Australia where it is relatively new.
In both countries, the methamphetamine epidemics
are relatively recent and liable to be strongly
influenced by law enforcement.1006
Evaluated approaches to demand-side law
enforcement include the combination of targeted
law enforcement with community development, the
use of civil remedies to deal with drug problems,
police ‘crackdowns’, and the role of law
enforcement in encouraging illicit drug users to
enter into treatment programs.
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‘Weed and Seed’ is a US strategy to: control violent
crime, drug trafficking, and drug-related crime; and
to encourage the provision of a safe living
environment for residents in targeted areas. It is
funded by the Federal US Department of Justice and
in 1999, included 200 sites nationwide, most
receiving funding of about $225 000 annually.1007
Weed and Seed mobilises and coordinates resources
in high crime communities, aiming to stabilise
conditions and promote community restoration.
There are two key components of the strategy:
concentrated law enforcement to Weed out
offenders, and community policing to develop trust
and cooperation between police and the
community; and Seeding the community with
infrastructure and problem behaviour prevention
strategies tailored to its needs. Both aspects require
that local residents and agencies work in
collaboration with law enforcement.
The national evaluation of Weed and Seed involved
eight sites spread around the country and selected
for their different Weed and Seed applications. All
sites shared high rates of violent crime related to
drug trafficking and use, and most had serious
gang-related crime problems. Evaluation data
included local crime and arrest statistics, interviews
with key informants and program participants, and
resident surveys.
Although the findings varied across the eight sites, a
majority of sites demonstrated a fall in the rates of
major property and violent crimes in both years of
operation. Drug-related arrests followed similar
patterns. Moreover, in most sites these crime rates
declined more, or increased less, than in the rest of
the city or county. Five of the eight sites exhibited
at least some, if not substantial, evidence of
improvement in residents’ perceptions of the
severity of crime and police effectiveness.1007
The evaluation demonstrated that the two major
elements of Weed and Seed—targeted law
enforcement and community mobilisation—were
the mechanisms for program effectiveness.
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However, it was strongly suggested that funding
should be concentrated in fewer sites for longer
periods to maximise the likelihood that selfsustaining interventions would be developed.1007
Longer-term and more extensive evaluations are
clearly needed, as are cost-effectiveness studies, to
establish whether this program represents good
value for money. Taking the pre-existing differences
of evaluated sites into consideration, however, the
current evaluation suggests that this may well be a
promising approach to the restoration of
neighbourhoods and the reduction of drug-related
harm.

12.3.2 Use of civil penalties to control
drug and disorder problems
Definition: Civil remedies are procedures and
sanctions specified by civil statutes and regulations,
used to prevent or reduce criminal problems. They
typically aim to persuade non-offending third
parties to take responsibility and action to prevent
or end criminal or nuisance behaviour.
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
The use of civil remedies to prevent or reduce signs
of neighbourhood disorganisation relating to drug
use is predicated on the notion that civil remedies
are more accessible, through cost and reduced
burdens of proof, to frustrated and disadvantaged
communities than are criminal penalties.1008 Civil
remedies tend to be proactive and preventive,
focussing on improving the quality of life. They
include pressures on property owners and managers
to clean up properties, act on health and safety
violations and evict problem tenants. Other
approaches include bans, injunctions and restraining
orders to prevent potential offenders from criminal
behaviour.
A randomised field trial of the use of civil remedies
for drug control was held in Oakland, California,
using a program called Beat Health, which was
created by the Oakland Police Department, in 1988.
This program sent teams to troubled sites, providing
access to services, advice on citizens’ rights and
responsibilities, and, where appropriate, legal action
against owners of properties with drug problems.
The research included all problem sites referred to
Beat Health for three months, in 1995. A careful
research design was used to ensure that: there was
random allocation to control or experimental
conditions, effects on commercial and private
properties were differentiated, and that spatial
confounding to adjacent areas was minimised. Drug
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dealing was reported as a major problem in
approximately three-quarters of the locations prior
to the start of the research. In the experimental
group, Beat Health officers visited all but two of the
problem sites and used a variety of tactics to resolve
drug and disorder problems. In the control group,
city blocks containing problem sites were patrolled
and offenders were arrested. The major outcome
measure was the number and type of calls by
residents for police service related to violent,
property, disorder, or drug offences. It was found
that the program was effective in reducing calls
related to drug problems, although not calls related
to the other offence categories. It was suggested that
the use of civil remedies could be an important
approach to the reduction of drug-related
problems.1008

12.3.3 Police crackdowns
Definition: Short intensive burst of police activity
designed to move drug users and sellers away from
an area.
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
Crackdowns are situational crime prevention—an
approach that considers the nature of criminal
events and the settings within which they occur
rather than the motivations of offenders. The
rationale for situational methods comes from a
recognition that offences are not evenly distributed
across geographical areas but are found in clusters.
Situational crime prevention methods have been
applied to the policing of drug markets, frequently
in conjunction with locally-based enforcement
initiatives or crackdowns. Although these
approaches have been applied in the UK as well as
in Australia, most of the research literature emanates
from the USA.1009
The international literature on police crackdowns
and their impact is somewhat inconsistent. While
some studies report reductions in drug use, others
report no effects; others report increased use.397
Some better-controlled studies have found
indications of reduced drug use following
crackdowns, but this was accompanied by increased
drug use in neighbouring areas. There is also
evidence that crackdowns vary significantly in their
effectiveness, according to the local characteristics
of the area involved and means available to drug
market participants to evade the effect of
enforcement.397
One well-known American example relates to the
Jersey City Drug Market Analysis’ experiment.1010
Arrest data and community knowledge were used to
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map the street-level drug markets, which were then
divided into experimental and control groups. The
new strategy was applied to the experimental sites
and involved information collection, intensive
enforcement for periods of a few hours to a few
days, and increased police activity, thereafter, to
maintain gains. Control groups received no special
attention.
The major outcome measure was a comparison of
the number of emergency calls made for service at
the hot-spot locations during the seven months
prior to and following the intervention. There was
good evidence that the new strategy reduced
narcotics activities, although not violent or property
offences, in the localities around the intervention;
and some evidence that disorder was also reduced in
the experimental sites.
Australian examples of effective police crackdowns
can also be given. In South Australia, a problemoriented operation aimed at street drug markets,
called ‘Operation Mantle’, was successful in limiting
the growth of drug-related crime.1011 ‘Operation
Puccini’ was a police crackdown designed to reduce
the illicit drug trade in Cabramatta in 1997.1012 The
authors of these reports found that the benefits
arising from this kind of activity were wideranging. Distribution networks can be disrupted and
dealers become more difficult to access and,
although some displacement may occur, it is
unlikely to be total so that overall drug use will be
reduced. The dispersal of offenders will contribute
to less criminal activity, thereby improving the
quality of life for the local community. Increased
police visibility also builds confidence in the
community so that people use public spaces more
and may be more willing to report illegal
activity.1012

12.3.4 The unintended consequences of
crackdowns
The costs of these policing strategies include the
need to ensure there is adequate funding to
maintain policing at sufficient intensity for long
enough; a possible increase in neighbourhood
crime to fund the increased price of illicit drugs
following reduced availability; increased
opportunities for police corruption; and concerns
that the police may be seen as intrusive.1012 Police
crackdowns in Australia have also been found to
result in unsafe injecting practices and increased
numbers of syringes discarded by users in a hurry to
avoid detection.336, 1013 Police efforts to suppress
street-level trafficking may inadvertently give rise to
predatory crime by user/dealers seeking alternative
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sources of income.336, 1014 In addition, vigorous law
enforcement may unintentionally lead to markets
being dominated by more harmful criminal groups
who are willing to work in a higher risk
environment.1013
Dixon and Coffin investigated ‘zero tolerance
policing’ (ZTP) of illegal drug markets using police
operations in Cabramatta as a case study.1015 ZTP is
modelled on a US program in which police focus on
disorder and street offences with expectation of
crime reduction, and engage in intensive operations
in specific locations. With drug markets, police
attention is focussed on street sales with a view to
gaining information that will lead to identifying
higher level dealers. Dixon and Coffin found that, in
general, whilst such crackdowns may produce
temporary reductions in activity, attention to high
risk people and places does not lead to a sustained
reduction in drug- related offences.1015
The crackdown in Cabramatta (‘Operation Puccini’)
resulted in increased public health hazards such as:
unsafe storage, transfer and injection of drugs,
diffusion of markets, harm to police/community
relations, and the encouragement of greater
organisation in the supply of drugs. There was also
an increased likelihood of high-risk injecting
practices such as rapid injections, needle sharing
and improper disposal of syringes. Furthermore,
civil liberties were diminished. Dixon and Coffin
concluded that the US ZTP model was not effective
for drug-related offences since the US had the
highest rate of addiction, drug-related health
problems and drug-related crime recorded in the
world, and that the role of police might best be seen
as regulating, controlling and shaping markets
rather than eradicating them.
In relation to displacement of crime from one ‘hotspot’ to another because of targeted policing (or
crackdowns), the perception in the community that
crime will move from one targeted area to another
is not supported by the crime literature. Braga, in a
systematic review of ‘hot-spots policing studies’
reviewed nine evaluations—eight in the US and one
in Australia—five had randomised experimental
designs and four had quasi-experimental designs.1016
He found that displacement was quite limited but
that there were often unintended crime prevention
benefits. Ratcliffe, in an evaluation of Operation
Anchorage, a burglary reduction initiative in
Canberra, also found that activities of the operation
did not significantly displace burglary to other
areas;1017 and Green has shown that targeted
policing of drug dealing does not always lead to
displacement of the activity. One outcome,
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moreover, is a wider diffusion of benefits to
surrounding neighbourhoods such that crime is
reduced in neighbouring suburbs. 1018

12.3.5 The role of law enforcement in
encouraging drug users into treatment
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
The benefits of demand-side drug law enforcement
in encouraging illicit drug users into treatment have
also been noted. In one Sydney study of over 500
heroin users, it was found that more than 60% of
those in methadone treatment rated avoiding more
trouble with police and/or courts as an important,
or very important, reason for entering treatment.
Those not in methadone treatment were more likely
to say they wanted to enter treatment if they had
been imprisoned for a drug-related offence.833 The
authors concluded that drug law enforcement had a
role to play in heroin demand reduction, although
ethnicity and previous drug and criminal history
were also influential. The readiness of
amphetamine-dependent users to enter treatment
has not similarly been assessed but is clearly
relevant.

12.4 Supply-side drug law
enforcement
Definition: The control of illicit drug use through
strategies aimed at suppliers of illicit drugs.

12.4.1 Sources of data in this section
The Australian Illicit Drug Report (AIDR) has been
the major source of descriptive material. The three
most recent AIDRs are cited unless there are cogent
reasons for referring to earlier editions.165, 168, 200
Other sources of descriptive data include reports
from Government and non-government agencies—
predominantly Australian but also international
(including WHO and UN documents)—where
applicable.
Evaluative material is far harder to identify
(Wardlaw, personal communication). Published
journal articles and books—both Australian and
international—have been used, along with technical
and other reports, to obtain the most complete
coverage possible.
An assessment of the strength of the evidence will
be made at the end of the section.

12.4.2 Overview of Australian programs
and activities to reduce the supply of illicit
drugs
Australia absolutely prohibits the supply and use of
ATS, heroin, phenethylamines, cocaine, LSD,
mushrooms and GHB. In most Australian
jurisdictions, the use of cannabis is now dealt with
by civil penalty; however, supply of commercial
quantities of cannabis remains a serious offence.

The major sources of supply of the most prevalent
illicit drugs used in Australia can be seen in
Table 12.1.
Table 12.1 Sources of supply of major Australian illicit drugs165, 168
Drug Type

Source(s)

Cannabis

Largely domestically produced although some border seizures of leaf and resin have
been made

ATS*

Primarily domestically manufactured although there has been a recent increase of
seizures at the border, particularly of crystalline methamphetamine (ice)

Heroin

Imported from Myanmar and other South East Asian countries

Phenethylamines

Mainly imported from Europe

Cocaine

Imported from South America

LSD

Generally imported from the US
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Hallucinogenic
(magic) mushrooms
Grow wild in Australia; there have been some importations, mainly of spore-filled
syringes from the US
GHB/GBL

Mostly imported from Canada

Ketamine

A veterinary agent obtained by the diversion of professional supplies in Australia;
ketamine powder from China and Singapore has been seized at the border

*

Amphetamine-type stimulants
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In this section, the range of programs designed to
reduce the supply of illicit substances to the
Australian community (whether by importation or
domestic cultivation and/or manufacture) is
described, and literature attesting to the
effectiveness or otherwise of such programs is
reviewed.
The National Illicit Drug Strategy (NIDS)
(commonly known as Tough on Drugs) was
launched in November 1997. Under this strategy,
the Commonwealth has allocated $213 million over
four years to supply control measures.2 These
measures aim to better resource law enforcement
agencies to protect Australia’s borders, and the
community, from illicit drugs.1019

12.4.3 Preventing the importation of illicit
drugs
Australia is a signatory to three international
conventions that prohibit the trading of a range of
illicit substances, including cannabis, ATS, heroin,
phenethylamines and cocaine. The aim of these
conventions is to restrict the use of drugs to medical
and scientific purposes. The conventions require
signatories to exercise certain controls over the
import, export, manufacture and use of the
substances listed in the schedules or tables to the
conventions.1020
The Australian Customs Service (Customs) and the
Australian Federal Police (AFP) are the key agencies
responsible for implementing strategies to reduce
the supply of illicit drugs entering Australia.1021
Border protection – Australian Federal Police
Definition: The AFP has developed programs and
methods to combat the illicit drug trade offshore;
maintaining that operating offshore, while being
logistically complex and expensive, must become
more commonplace as the influences of
globalisation permeate the region.1022
The AFP has an international network of 33
strategically placed officers who provide intelligence
links to most of the world’s law enforcement
agencies. These links allow the conduct of national
and international investigations associated with drug
importations.
The Law Enforcement Cooperation Program (LECP)
is based on the international liaison officer network.
It was established using $5.7 million of NIDS
funding allocated over a four year period, from July
1, 1998. The LECP initially involved countries in the
Asia Pacific region but is now expanding globally.
The ultimate objective of this program is to
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strengthen the capability of foreign law
enforcement to interdict drug traffickers by
providing assistance in the form of training and, in
some cases, equipment. These aims are being
achieved by funding short-term attachments to
Australia and exchanges between Australia and other
countries for operational law enforcement
officers.1022
NIDS funding has also been used for the formation
of 10 intelligence-driven, proactive mobile strike
teams of AFP investigators, analysts and support
staff. These are regarded as the cornerstone of the
AFP role in NIDS and are designed to provide longterm targeting of major crime figures to identify,
disrupt and/or dismantle syndicates at their
international source.
Border protection: Australian Customs Service
Definition: Customs reduce the supply of illicit drugs
through intercepting illicit drugs at the border and
deterring people from importing or trafficking in
illicit drugs.1023
Under NIDS, Customs has been allocated $62
million over the period 1997/98 to 2001/02 for
increased surveillance in the Torres Strait and for
cargo profiling and examination, cargo examination
facilities, communication and IT capabilities,
additional intelligence analysts, and increased search
capacity.1021

12.4.4 Border protection output
evaluation
Summary: Border protection AFP; warrants further
research ................................................................ O
Border protection ACS; warrants further research . O
The AIDR reports on border detections for the
period 1998/1999 to 2001/02.165, 168, 200 Their
overall assessment in 2001 was that despite record
detections of illicit drugs coming into Australia
during 1999/2000, availability and use continued
to increase; although some of these drugs, such as
cannabis and ATS, are primarily produced
domestically. Between 1998/99 and 1999/2000,
heroin seizures increased by one-third and cocaine
seizures by 145%. Detections of methamphetamine
at the border more than doubled and there was
increase in the weight of border phenethylamines
detections. The number of seized cannabis
importations increased although there was a
decrease in weight.200
From 1999/2000 to 2000/2001,
methamphetamine and phenethylamines seizures
increased markedly, but the weight of heroin and
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cocaine seizures decreased.168 From 2000/01 to
2001/02, the weight of Customs border seizures
for methamphetamine, phenethylamines, heroin
and cocaine increased, markedly so for cocaine.165
The latest AIDR identified a steady increase in
border seizures in both ATS and phenethylamines
over the last five years, whereas heroin and cocaine
border seizures have fluctuated.165
The AIDR notes that traditional South East Asian
heroin producers continue to diversify into
methamphetamine manufacturing. There have been
large seizures of methamphetamine tablets in the
region, with concomitant concern that these
manufacturers will target Australia. However, it is
clear that in Australia most ATS are being
manufactured domestically. There has been an
increase in phenethylamines detections, which can
be attributed in part to improved Customs and AFP
targeting of higher level phenethylamines importers
as well as better links with overseas law
enforcement agencies.200
The AFP maintains that its mobile strike teams have
had ‘an immediate and quantifiable impact’ on drug
traffickers by reducing supply and disrupting the
activities of syndicates. To support this, the AFP
points to a total of 1680 kg of heroin, 1520 kg of
cocaine, 736 kg of phenethylamines and 458 kg of
other ATS seized domestically and overseas,
between November 1997 and April 2001. The AFP
concludes that, ‘the frequency of large seizures has
increased markedly since the introduction of NIDS’
(p8).1022 Customs also demonstrates that the
number of detections and quantity of drugs seized
have increased considerably since NIDS was
launched, in November 1997.1021
These outputs have been evaluated both internally
and externally. The AFP recently published in its inhouse magazine Platypus an economic evaluation of a
preliminary performance evaluation model.1024 The
model evaluated illicit drug investigations in terms
of return on investment, assuming that ‘the main
benefit to be derived from successful drug
investigations is a reduction of supply of illicit drugs
to the community and associated reduction in the
cost that society bears as a result of drug abuse’
(p18). In the absence of better estimates, the street
price of drugs seized was used as a surrogate of the
economic value of harm associated with drug use,
although it is noted that this may be a conservative
indicator of the total cost of illicit drug use.
Factoring in the investment in drug seizure activities
of both AFP and Customs, the return on investment
was judged to be 5.2: 1, that is over $5 was
returned to the community for every dollar invested
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by the Government. It should be noted that the
assumptions and findings of this study have not, at
the time of writing, been published in a peerreviewed journal.
The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) has
undertaken a performance audit of Customs drug
detection strategies for air and containerised sea
cargo, and small craft activities. The following areas
were examined: intelligence and law enforcement
cooperation; air and containerised sea cargo; cargo
examinations and technology; small craft activities;
Customs funding arrangements (including funding
for NIDS initiatives); and governance, including
performance reporting.1021 It should be noted that
the audit did not include Customs work in relation
to drugs in the passenger and postal streams. A
spokesperson for Customs has informed the authors
that subsequent to the drafting of the audit,
Customs has increased and enhanced its
interventions.
ANAO’s overall conclusion was that the
administrative effectiveness of Customs’ drug
detection strategies was sound, but that drug
detection strategies would be improved when
operational risk management was fully
implemented and performance measures to indicate
the effectiveness and impact of drug detection
initiatives were developed. ANAO found that while
it was not possible to accurately assess the quantity
of illicit drugs entering Australia, or the drug
market overall, traditional supply-side measures of
seizures and quantities were flawed indicators of
effectiveness reflecting levels of law enforcement
activity and could not be used as indicators of the
effectiveness of agencies in reducing the supply of
illegal drugs. ANAO recommended that multiple
indicators of both supply and demand be used for
evaluation of effectiveness.
While there seems little doubt that increased
detections, both in Australia and through
international cooperation in source countries, relate
to initiatives made available though NIDS,1021,1022 it
is unclear whether these increases occurred as a
result of: increased total importations, increased law
enforcement, both, and/or other influences. The
recent heroin ‘drought’ is a good case in point.
There was considerable debate about the causes of
the drought. Politicians claimed that the additional
resources made available to law enforcement
agencies, and the substantial drug seizures that had
occurred, presumably as a result of that extra
investment, had ‘led to a heroin drought in capital
cities and a substantial reduction in heroin overdose
deaths’ (Ellison, p11).1025 At least one commentator,
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however, argued that it was caused by a series of
poor opium harvests in Myanmar and the marketing
decisions of crime syndicates to promote ATS over
opiates in the Australian market, rather than
improved and increased surveillance and law
activity.1025 Bush relied on comments made about
the heroin drought by senior law enforcement
officers, as reported in the media. The AIDR claims
that the heroin drought was related, but not wholly
attributable, to successful law enforcement both on
and off shore.168 Weatherburn et al. hypothesise a
number of possible causes of the drought: increased
seizures; arrests of major heroin importers and
distributors; and a (water) drought in the opium
growing areas of Myanmar.1026
What this debate does point to, as does the ANAO,
is the lack of evidence on which to base claims for
the relative effectiveness of one strategy over
another. It should be noted that research has now
been commissioned to examine the dynamics of the
heroin market in Australia, the relationships
between the supply, demand and harm reduction
components of Australia’s National Drug Strategic
Framework, and the effects and implications of
fundamental changes in Australian illicit drug
markets.1027
Other research projects on the cocaine and
phenethylamines markets have also recently been
funded.1028

12.4.5 The National Heroin Signature
Program (NHSP)
Definition: The NHSP is a joint project between the
AFP and the Australian Government Analytical
Laboratories. It is based on the notion that drugs can
be identified by their characteristics as being
manufactured in a particular part of the world, or
even by a particular group or individual.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
The purpose of drug profiling is to not only
establish the provenance of drug seizures at the level
of region, subregion, and manufacturing batch, but
also at the distributor level where the illicit drug
may be repackaged and concealed. Hence, the
program focuses not only on the chemical profile of
the seized drug but also on an holistic capture of all
the forensic evidence, including physical
characteristics of the seizure. This information is
then applied at an operational level, often to
compare two or more seizures, and at an
intelligence level for trends analysis and
investigative leads (Robertson, personal
communication). In excess of 280 ‘signatures’ have
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been analysed, resulting in findings that include the
existence of a number of subtypes of heroin within
the one geographical location, and the presence of
South American heroin in Australia (p16).1022
An additional $4.7 million over four years was
allocated in the Commonwealth 2002–2003 budget
to extend the drug profiling program to cocaine and
ATS.
With respect to evaluation, this is essentially a
research program but there has been no publication
of the data in the peer-reviewed literature so that
the academic community is not able to assess the
efficacy of the program. However, the Director of
Forensic Services at the AFP states that the data have
been applied at the operational level on a significant
number of occasions and evidence is being given on
the data held in the program on a regular basis—
largely in-house (AFP). A number of information
releases and posters have been issued and widely
disseminated. A street level survey has been
completed and reported to the relevant forensic
community and workshops held to share
information. Whilst there may be a need for further
dissemination of information, it is considered that
the program is on a par with the best in the world.
(Robertson, personal communication)

12.4.6 Restricting the supply of illicit
drugs within Australia
Domestic illicit drug law enforcement is mainly
undertaken by State and Territory police services.
Information about their activities has been primarily
gained from the AIDR.165, 168, 200
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Cannabis
Cannabis is cultivated on a large scale Australiawide. A range of groups and individuals are
involved, including organised groups said to be
particularly outlaw motorcycle gangs (OMCG).
During 2001/02, 9801 kg of cannabis were seized,
which was an increase on the two previous years. In
each jurisdiction there were many seizures with no
weight recorded, which makes it difficult to
accurately compare the weights and numbers of
seizures at the national level. Cannabis is readily
available and the price has remained stable, or
decreased, across Australia.
Among the initiatives used to detect cannabis grown
in Australia is aerial surveillance, which some police
services report has led to a decrease in the number
and extent of outdoor crops being cultivated.
However, hydroponic cultivation of cannabis
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continues to increase, with reports that
hydroponically grown cannabis has become the
most sought-after cannabis among user groups. This
has also given rise to observable theft of electricity
by cultivators of indoor hydroponic cannabis, in
several States and Territories.
Cannabis law reform
Definition: Policies or legislation designed to reduce
penalties for cannabis possession and use, thereby
also reducing backlogs in the justice system. These
include cautioning and/or diversion programs,
which are described and discussed in a later section.
The other major approach to regulating the
availability and supply of cannabis is through
changes to its legal status.
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
Cannabis law reform has been a recent common
approach to reducing cannabis-related legal harm in
Australia. At the time of writing, the Northern
Territory, ACT, and South Australia have all altered
cannabis laws in some form or another; Western
Australia is in the process of alterations. The reasons
for proposing cannabis law reform are grounded in
recognition that while cannabis use can be
physically and/or mentally harmful, a proportion of
the harms associated with its use are primarily
related to its illegal status. Aside from the harms to
the user, described earlier, enforcement of cannabis
laws requires a significant commitment of time and
financial resources from the police, the judiciary,
and the prison system. The South Australian civil
penalty system, for example, demonstrated savings
of $1.4m p.a. over a criminal penalties model.1029
The widespread use of cannabis, and the existence
of a substantial illicit market that aims to fill
demand, also brings police into close contact with
players in the illicit drug trade. Recent investigations
into police corruption in Australia have uncovered
examples of cannabis-related police corruption that
involves large amounts of cannabis and money.215
There is a compelling argument that despite the
high financial and social costs incurred by a
legislative model where cannabis is illegal, the
illegality of cannabis does very little to reduce its
use. Thus, the overall harms associated with a
criminal model are reasoned to be higher than the
overall harms associated with a decriminalisation
approach to cannabis legislation.
The ‘traditional’ model of cannabis legislation, in
both Australia and overseas, has been prohibition
with criminal sanctions against the use of cannabis.
Various differing methods of legislation on cannabis
use have been trialled in different locations across
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the world. The one most favoured in Australia has
been termed ‘prohibition with civil penalties’
whereby use and possession is illegal but there are
no criminal consequences if fines or other civil
penalties are paid prior to a due date; large scale
cultivation and supply of cannabis remain subject to
criminal sanctions.215
A comprehensive review of the different models of
legislation introduced to regulate cannabis use, both
in Australia and overseas, has demonstrated that
there is little evidence that changing the legislative
environment has had any significant effect on levels
of cannabis use.215 This was also the conclusion in a
cross-national analysis of cannabis use and attitudes,
in the Netherlands, the United States and Australia;
which found similar patterns and rates of use,
suggesting that there was no link between rates of
use and social policy.1030 A comprehensive
evaluation of the effect of introducing cannabis law
reform in South Australia (SA) in 1987 (the longest
running example), found no evidence that changing
the law led to an increase in ‘population prevalence
of recent cannabis use’ compared to Australian
States that had not changed their laws.1004 On the
other hand, research on the SA scheme has found
evidence of significant ‘net-widening’, which
occurs as more people are caught up in the legal
system than might otherwise be the case, because
notices are easy to issue.215 Another problem with
the South Australian Cannabis Expiation Notice
Scheme was that there was evidence from law
enforcement sources of syndicates of growers in
South Australia involved in the export of cannabis to
other Australian States.200 However, these problems
appear more to do with the way the SA scheme was
implemented rather than a problem with civil
penalty schemes as such.
In Victoria, a Cannabis Cautioning Program Pilot
(CCPP) was conducted by the police in one district,
for the last six months of 1997. Under this scheme,
police were able to issue a caution to adults detected
in possession of or using a small quantity of
cannabis.1031 The evaluation of the pilot
recommended it be continued and extended to
other police districts throughout the State (Victoria
Police, 1998). This took effect in September 1998.
An early conference paper noted that 5% of those
cautioned had again come to the attention of police
within a one month period.1032 More recently, the
Victorian cannabis cautioning scheme has been
evaluated as part of the Evaluation of the COAG
initiatives on Illicit Drugs. While this report was not
available at the time of writing, it is believed that
conclusions based on client impacts are limited by
very small sample sizes.
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A common argument against decriminalising
cannabis is that it will ‘send the wrong message’
and will lead to increases in use. However, this
argument is not well supported by the evidence.215
Current evaluations of law reform, such as that
planned for WA, will need to consider the issues
noted above. So, too, will they need to ascertain
whether early initiation into cannabis use, which
appears to be a significant risk factor in later
engagement in antisocial and criminal
behaviour,1033 is encouraged or enhanced by these
legal changes.
ATS
During 2001/02, 240 clandestine laboratories were
found in Australia, which represents a steady
increase from 1997/98. The majority were found
to be producing methylamphetamine with the basic
ingredient, pseudoephedrine, predominantly
extracted from cough and cold medications. Some
concern is expressed in the trend towards small
laboratories, which will need greater resources for
detection.
Domestic seizures of ATS have increased, with 4861
seizures during 1999/2000, which is an increase of
657 on the previous year. The use of ATS continues
to increase and the AIDR maintains that, ‘despite the
best efforts of Australian law enforcement agencies
large quantities of amphetamine are being produced
in this country’ (p55).200
One approach to restricting the availability of ATS is
the control of precursor chemicals. Precursors are
starting compounds or ingredients which, when
combined with other essential chemicals and
reagents, produce illicit drugs. The synthetic drugs
produced are predominantly ATS but there are also
some opiate-like substances (such as ‘homebake’
heroin).1034 All State and Territory police services
have now established chemical diversion desks to
monitor suspicious purchases of precursor
chemicals. These chemical diversion desks also liaise
closely with the chemical and pharmaceutical
industries in their jurisdictions, in relation to
pharmaceutical theft and provision of adequate
security.200 A National Code of Conduct, adopted by
all States and Territories, places voluntary
restrictions on the sale of chemicals used for
manufacturing methamphetamines and other
psychostimulants and has been in place since 1994.
However, only three states (NSW, Queensland and
Victoria) have legislation that makes it an offence to
be in possession of a precursor with the intention to
manufacture a prohibited drug.200
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The United Nations Drug Control Programme
(UNDCP) notes that since the adoption of the 1988
UN Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, the licit trade of
precursor chemicals has been closely monitored but
that the illicit industry’s response has been to switch
to alternative chemicals that do not fall under the
regulations.1035 In Australia, methamphetamine
manufacturers are switching from pseudoephedrine,
which has been the commonest precursor, to
alternative pharmaceuticals obtained through legal
purchase and theft.168 The fact that
pseudoephedrine-based tablets are the most
common starting point for clandestine drug
laboratories producing methamphetamine has
meant that the manufacturers, distributors and
pharmacy retailers of these products are now being
targeted in every Australian jurisdiction.1034
Seizures of imported ephedra, ephedrine and
pseudoephedrine have been made and, in May
2000, a regime of criminal sanctions for the illegal
importation of precursor chemicals was
implemented.1034 There are no current indications
that these processes have, as yet, reduced the
domestic manufacture of ATS.
Heroin
As has been noted previously, the situation with
regards to heroin changed markedly between 1999/
2000 and 2000/01. In the AIDR report on the
earlier period, it was maintained that ‘despite the
higher number of heroin seizures of the Customs
border and in the various jurisdictions between
1999 and 2000, there is no evidence that heroin
availability has diminished’ (p36).200 In the later
report, they found that the heroin drought had
taken hold in almost every State and Territory, with
diminished availability and purity and increased
price. Concomitantly, heroin offences fell by 34.1%
across the country.168 DUMA data for 2001,
however, found that the declines in heroin use were
smaller outside of Sydney and the impact was of
shorter duration.202 In 2001/02, heroin availability
and purity remained low, although some reports
indicated that the heroin drought was easing, in the
first half of 2002 for Sydney, Canberra and
Melbourne. Heroin offences again decreased from
the previous year by 56.2%.165
Phenethylamines
Five phenethylamines producing laboratories were
detected in Australia during 1999/2000, two in
2000/01 and none in 2001/02. The AIDR
maintains that there were few detected because of
the difficulties in both obtaining the necessary
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ingredients and the production process.200 There is
concern that locally produced ‘ecstasy’ is more
likely to contain a variety of other substances than
phenethylamines, including ATS, heroin, ketamine
and caffeine.
Cocaine
All jurisdictions other than the Northern Territory
recorded seizures of cocaine between 1999 and
2002 but the focal point for cocaine remains NSW.
Arrests for use and supply in 1999/2000 were
about 30% lower than in the previous year, but
increased by 50% in 2000/01. Cocaine offences fell
by 6.5% from 2000/01 to 2001/02. Almost all
offences were in NSW, a finding supported by
DUMA data.202 The AIDR considers that there is a
large undetected market for cocaine because, whilst
similar amounts of cocaine and heroin are seized
domestically, unlike heroin most of the cocaine
seizures are made by AFP, suggesting that street
traders and dealers are not being apprehended.
Cocaine arrests also represent a much smaller
percentage of total drug-related arrests than heroin
arrests.168
Other drugs
There is little specific information available about
the number of arrests for consumer and provider
offences relating to LSD, mushrooms, GHB/GBL
and ketamine. There are relatively few domestic
detections of hallucinogens, but there are
indications that use of hallucinogens is generally
increasing. LSD distribution has a relatively low
profile in Australia, with most distribution
occurring through the postal system. Some police
services report that OMCG are involved in
distributing LSD in nightclubs and private parties.
The availability and use of LSD are stable and low in
most jurisdictions, with the drug often taken
concurrently with other drugs. Mushrooms are not
distributed in Australia on a large scale and are not
generally seen as a drug to be sold for profit.
Although there are no data for GHB-related
offences, border seizures of GHB have increased
significantly, from 3 in 2000/01 to 18 in 2001/02.
Use is low and mostly confined to a subgroup of
night club patrons. Ketamine hydrochloride is a
veterinary anaesthetic and its use and availability is
generally low. Ketamine powder from China was
seized at the border during 2001.168
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12.4.7 Asset confiscation
Definition: All Australian jurisdictions have enacted
legislation dealing with the confiscation of the
proceeds of crime. Confiscation legislation in
Australia is the subject of review, with some debate
around the question of conviction or nonconviction based confiscation.200
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
There is a debate around the issue of whether
legislation requires that criminal activity be proved
beyond a reasonable doubt before assets are
forfeited (conviction based) or whether proof to the
civil standard of the balance of probabilities that the
person has committed a serious offence (nonconviction) is sufficient. The WA Director of Public
Prosecution, for example, maintains that with nonconviction based legislation, delays in court
hearings do not hamper the effective confiscation of
criminal property.1036
In relation to the Commonwealth Proceeds of Crime
Act 1987 (POC Act), the Australian Law Reform
Commission (ALRC) concluded that a solely
conviction based regime failed to meet either the
objectives of the POC Act or public policy
expectations. As a consequence, it recommended
augmenting the POC Act with a civil forfeiture
regime enabling confiscation, upon proof to the
civil standard, of profits derived from engagement
in prescribed unlawful conduct.1037
New South Wales has a non-conviction based civil
forfeiture regime, as does Victoria, although the
latter applies only to offences of drug cultivation or
trafficking when the quantity of the drug involved
amounts to a commercial quantity.200 Western
Australia has enacted a non-conviction Act under
the terms of which the confiscated assets will be
specifically directed to increasing the effort to
ameliorate the level and effect of crime in the
community.1036
Other initiatives in the financial investigation of
illicit drug offences include those implemented by
The Australian Transaction and Reports Analysis
Centre (AUSTRAC) to increase the capacity of law
enforcement agencies to investigate illicit drugs
syndicates using financial intelligence. Some of
these are funded under NIDS.200
It is difficult to determine the effectiveness of
legislation dealing with the confiscation of the
proceeds of crime because there are no national
reporting standards.200 In some jurisdictions it is
difficult to differentiate the confiscation information
corresponding to crime types. It is argued that
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uniform legislation would eliminate problems
associated with different reporting standards, but a
highly committed coordinated national political
response would be necessary if uniform legislation
were to be implemented. In terms of confiscating
the proceeds of crime, an assets removal program
would work only if it was accompanied by greater
law enforcement capacity to follow complicated
money trails.200
In terms of the conviction or non-conviction based
confiscation debate, as noted, Western Australia has
enacted a non-conviction Act. The WA Director of
Public Prosecutions (DPP) reports that, although it
is too early to know whether new legal provisions
will have a significant impact on the level of crime
in the community, it is ‘already apparent that the
new law greatly facilitates the confiscation of crime
use and crime derived property’ (p8) and it is
forecast that the amount of crime-related property
confiscated will increase ‘dramatically’.1036

12.4.8 International and Australian
evaluations of illicit drug law enforcement
There is strong international evidence, partly drawn
from what is known in relation to other black
markets for commodities such as coffee and
tobacco, that rendering drugs illegal greatly
increases their price.176 Nevertheless, the ‘effective
price’ of a drug is much more than its retail price—
it is a measure that incorporates dollar cost, the time
and effort required to purchase the drugs and the
risk of being arrested or ‘ripped off’. This effective
price will vary from user to user and, arguably, will
be higher for novices than for experienced users.1038
Whilst the basic goals of supply reduction and drug
law enforcement are to minimise the supply of
drugs to illicit markets, and increase the price and
inconvenience of acquiring drugs, it is important to
recognise that the effects of supply reduction are
not equally distributed among different drugs. In
the US at the end of the 1980s, for example, a
comparison of drug prices to consumption showed
that heroin had been successfully controlled in the
1970s; cannabis had recently come under control;
but the cocaine problem in the 1980s had not been
controlled.1039
Critically, Moore demonstrated that the drug market
changes over time, is geographically specific, and
also that law enforcement impacts on different
drugs at different points in their production and
distribution cycle. For heroin (in the US), the major
difficulties seemed to lie in processing, exporting
and distributing the drugs rather than getting them
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across the border. For cocaine, the biggest difficulty
lay in distribution; whilst with cannabis, the
greatest difficulty lay in collecting and processing
the plants and importing them.
One of the reasons why it is difficult for interdiction
to make further gains is the adaptability of
smugglers. Interdiction efforts are relatively more
important in affecting the price of cannabis than
other drugs because interdiction efforts are more
successful against bulk shipments in noncommercial vessels. Heroin and cocaine—being less
bulky—can be more easily smuggled by air and
commercial shipping.1038 Smugglers, however,
responded to this by carrying much smaller loads
which meant more effort was required to interdict
similar overall quantities.1040
In the early 21st century, the US epidemics of
cocaine and heroin addiction have essentially run
down. According to Reuter, there have been few
new heroin addicts since the 1970s and few new
cocaine addicts since the mid-1980s. Neither
methamphetamine nor cannabis abuse raises as
much concern or has as many consequences as
heroin or cocaine use. Heroin and cocaine prices
have continued to decline but the perceived
availability (by high school students) of cocaine and
heroin has not decreased over 10 years. Because of
adaptability in the market, there are no signs that
more intense enforcement would yield further
improvements.1041 Once again, the differences
between these observations and patterns of drug use
in Australia are obvious. Indeed, Weatherburn
points out that all drug market modelling to date is
based on the US market for illicit drugs and on US
levels of investment in drug law enforcement. He
maintains that it is unclear whether, and to what
extent, the results of US simulation studies on the
effects of supply-side drug law enforcement are
relevant in Australia given different patterns of illicit
drug use—more heroin, more amphetamines and
less cocaine.397
In Australia, a number of early studies suggested
that illicit drug law enforcement was not costeffective and did not produce significant impacts on
drug markets.1042, 1043 A comprehensive two year
national review of drug law enforcement
throughout Australia concluded that the impacts of
criminal justice fell mainly on low-end distributors
and users rather than high-level operators, although
targeting the latter was the stated objective.1044
Other than current research funded by the National
Drug Law Enforcement Research Fund,1028 there
appears to have been no major approach, since
1996, to independently assess the effect of domestic
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policing on the supply of drugs (Wardlaw, Sutton
and Makkai, personal communication). There is a
clear need for evaluators to be able to assess the
impact of law enforcement activities on illicit drug
supply but as the ANAO notes, whilst traditional
measures such as price, purity and availability of
drugs are valuable indicators in some respects, they
are neither comprehensive nor responsive to
changes in drug law enforcement activities.
Preliminary research, both in Australia and overseas,
suggests examples of indicators that could be used
to evaluate the output and outcomes of drug law
enforcement activities, but additional performance
indicators are required to evaluate the full range of
law enforcement impacts on illicit drug markets.1034
Weatherburn has proposed a set of possible
performance indicators for heroin law enforcement
which provide a means of assessing police
performance in minimising the harm associated
with heroin and gauging what police are doing to
achieve this objective.1045 In April 2002, the NSW
Police published performance indicators for
assessing the effectiveness of drug law enforcement,
which were developed as an outcome of the NSW
Drug Summit in 1999.1046 A number of strategies
against which performance will be measured are
outlined, including monitoring and assessment. It is
not known whether other police services have
developed similar indicators but it is clearly an
important precursor of overall performance
evaluation.

12.5 Research and evaluation needs
The ANAO noted that the Customs and other law
enforcement agencies were ‘working in an
environment where the size of the market is
unknown’ and that:
… there is no national consensus or estimation of the amount
of illicit drugs entering Australia or the national drug market
overall. Because it is extremely difficult to quantify illicit drug
activity, policies and practices are based upon available
information and market intelligence. Seizure information used
by many organisations to estimate trends and supply is limited
to the activities undertaken by law enforcement agencies and
does not provide sufficient data for a comprehensive analysis of
the market. Information relating to drug users, changes in the
patterns of drug use and the demand placed on health care
systems must also be considered (p12).1021
The ANAO also recommended that multiple
indicators of both supply and demand be used for
evaluation of effectiveness.
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The readily accessible quantitative supply side data needs to be
analysed in conjunction with quantitative and qualitative
demand side information. An in-depth statistical analysis needs
to be undertaken to ensure that the information relates to the
work that has been undertaken. With quantitative performance
measures it would then be possible to compare achievements
across periods of times and benchmark the activities involved
(p117).1021
Additional performance indicators are required in
order to evaluate the full range of law enforcement
impacts, particularly the extent of disruption and
dismantling of criminal enterprises.1034
Weatherburn notes that there is a lack of adequate
drug law enforcement performance indicators,
which means that ‘we cannot judge the value of the
public investment in DLE’ (p1) claiming that, unlike
the UK, little has been done to improve the
measurement of drug law enforcement in
Australia.1045
Others have also argued that contemporary
Australian data sets are inadequate for evaluation
and that what is needed is a re-examination of
current sources of data to ensure that they are
consistent and of high quality, and to encourage
policy-relevant research that utilises such data.1047
Data collected for administrative purposes, such as
arrest or prison data, are inadequate for research
purposes; although uniform crime statistics are
collected by the ABS, these are problematic in that
they come from police records and can be either
victim or incident-based and are dependent on what
is reported to, and recorded by, police.1047 These
problems make international comparisons difficult.
Makkai argues that what is needed is an integrated
monitoring system based on national surveys, as
well as specialised collections such as DUMA and
IDRS, which gather data about drug use and
availability from specific populations including
arrestees and injectors.1047
There are also difficulties with the reliability and
validity of national surveys, such as the NDSHS, for
estimating prevalence and trends of illicit drug use.
The US Committee on Data and Research for Policy
on Illegal Drugs reported that the usefulness of
population-based surveys, such as household
surveys, is limited if people refuse to take part, or
give inaccurate responses. These response problems
are particularly severe in the case of illegal activities,
including illicit drug use. The Committee
determined that response problems in the US
Household Surveys cast doubt upon inferences
related to both levels of drug use and trends. They
found that non-response rates could be as high as
25%, and that assumptions about the levels of use in
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the non-responding population could not always be
sustained. The problem with inaccurate responding
is of a different order because it is not known how
large it is. The Committee recommended that a
‘systematic and vigorous’ research program be set
up to understand and monitor non-responding and
inaccurate responses in national drug use surveys,
and develop methods to reduce non-responding and
response errors.176 In Australia, Makkai and
McAllister found that a sealed-booklet format for
asking questions about drug use in household
surveys produced a more accurate estimate of drug
use than direct questions.1048
Large-scale data sets with detailed data on price and
purity, based on objective data, are not currently
available in Australia or the US. The US Committee
was tasked, among other things, with assessing
existing data sources that support policy analysis,
and identifying new data and research that might
enable the development of more effective means of
evaluating the consequences of alternative drug
control policies. They found that the nation’s ability
to evaluate its enforcement activities was severely
hampered by two major data deficiencies: the
absence of adequate data on drug consumption, and
reliable data on drug prices.
The central problem is a woeful lack of investment in programs
and data connection and empirical research that would enable
evaluation of the nation’s investment in drug law
enforcement…. the nation is in no better position to evaluate
the effectiveness of enforcement than it was 20 years ago, when
the recent intensification of enforcement began (p2–3).176
The Committee considered that current data
collections that involved self-report data of nonrepresentative samples, or that were collected by
law enforcement agencies, were not adequate. It
recommended that an economic working group be
established to develop, test and validate methods
and procedures. The results of these efforts should
ideally be widely reported in the professional
literature and subject to careful review and
analysis.176
This advice in relation to US drug law enforcement
is pertinent to Australia. Indeed, one view is that
Australia is even further behind than the US in the
development of adequate national indicator data for
monitoring and evaluation purposes (Makkai,
personal communication). This kind of research
could be further facilitated by addressing the
legislative, ethical and other issues surrounding
access by research agencies to the administrative
databases held by various government agencies.1034,
1049
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A shift towards more detailed evaluation of
Australian drug law enforcement has been evident
in recent years but the difficulties in doing research
and evaluation in this area should not be
underestimated. On the one hand, an infrastructure
for research into drug-related law enforcement has
not been developed in Australia in the same way as
has an infrastructure for prevention and treatment
research, and, on the other hand, the nature of law
enforcement is such that some operations and data
have to remain confidential. Recent initiatives
include the commissioning of research that, as has
been noted above, has largely been undertaken by
NDLERF.
Relevant research projects are currently underway
or out to tender.1028
l

l

l

l

A study of the mechanics of cross-border
trafficking of heroin.
The Illicit Drug Reporting System (IDRS)
expansion (Illicit Drug Users Survey), in 2000/
01 and 2001/02.
The IDRS expansion (amphetamine-type
stimulants) in 2000/01 and 2001/02.
Insertion of drug law enforcement questions in
the NDSHS.

l

Heroin drought research.

l

Cocaine use in NSW and Victoria.

l

l

Benzodiazepine and pharmaceutical opiate
misuse and the relationship to crime.
Development of methodologies to study
phenethylamines markets.

The results of these research activities should
enhance the scope, depth and effectiveness of the
research base that shapes Australian drug supply
reduction activities.

12.6 How good is the evidence?
Much of the description in this section is based on
the Australian Illicit Drug Report (AIDR). The AIDR
is an annual report compiled by the Australian
Bureau of Criminal Intelligence (ABCI) (now the
Australian Crime Commission) and is the most
comprehensive and authoritative description of
illicit drug use supply and law enforcement in
Australia. The report collates information from
State, Territory and Federal police services, other
law enforcement agencies, correctional services,
forensic science laboratories, Directors of Public
Prosecution, the Australian Customs Service, drug
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and alcohol research institutions, and drug and
alcohol treatment agencies. Much of the
information is qualitative and obtained from
questionnaires but also contains State, Territory and
Commonwealth statistical collections. In 1996,
Sutton and James described the forerunner, the
Australian Drug Intelligence Assessment (ADIA) to
the AIDR thus.
Written explicitly from a law enforcement perspective, the
ADIAs have apparently been well received by the enforcement
community … and we have been impressed by the increasing
depth and sophistication of the series over the last three years.
Indeed, it seems that they are likely to become the standard
‘public record’ of illicit drug supply and enforcement phenomena
in Australia; already academic papers are beginning to cite
ADIA as one of their central sources of information …
(p14).1044

Most of the descriptive and some of the evaluative
material in this section has been drawn from public
documents, many accessed from web sites. Where
internal evaluations are not subject to external
review, it is not possible to make judgements about
their validity. It is noteworthy that many agencies
are now calling for evaluations to be published in
peer-reviewed journals, which can only add to the
confidence that can be placed in their findings.

Recent AIDRs, now in their eleventh edition, are
more comprehensive than they were at the time of
that writing. This makes the most recent three
editions appropriate sources of descriptive data
about illicit drug supply and enforcement.165, 168, 200
The limitations to these data, however, should not
be overlooked. As Sutton and James point out, AIDR
analyses and conclusions are only as good as the
constituent data forwarded by the agencies and, in
the main, little attempt has been made to assess how
good these are.1044 Moreover, integration of such
diverse sources of data inevitably results in some
patchiness. Notably, the AIDR relies heavily on
reports from police services and there is little or no
way to verify these. Makkai notes that police data
are based on organisation records and vary
considerably across Australia. Offences reported to
the police are also a reflection of policing practices,
and public actions and values, rather than absolute
values.1047
The literature review by Weatherburn et al. has also
contributed a great deal to this section.397 It does not
claim to be a systematic review and no
methodology for the selection of studies and
commentary articles for inclusion is given; there is
little detail about the specific studies reviewed.
However, it is comprehensive, covering both
international and Australian literature, and the
primary author has a major Australian and
international reputation as a criminologist and drug
law enforcement researcher.
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CHAPTER 13: JUDICIAL PROCEDURES
13.1 Summary
There is a significant link between alcohol and other drug use, and crime, particularly violence
and property crime. The cost to the community of such crime includes the cost of law
enforcement and legal and detention costs, which can be considerable. Outcomes such as
criminal records can have negative effects on individuals and their families, and recidivism is a
continuing problem.
Diversion and other judicial systems, such as drug courts, are designed to improve outcomes for
both the community and for offenders who commit drug-related crimes. Diversion involves a
graduated series of interventions that are proportionate to the seriousness of the crime. It aims to
prevent first offenders from entering the criminal justice system and to divert offenders with
drug problems into appropriate treatment.1050 Diversion programs are particularly slanted towards
early stage drug-related offenders; late stage offenders may be offered an opportunity to have
their offence heard in a drug court, which is a specific example of therapeutic jurisprudence
directed towards drug dependence and its outcomes.
The use of diversionary and judicial programs to reduce the demand for drugs is an extension of
street-level drug law enforcement. For those who have not been successfully diverted away from
drug-related crime, there are a range of programs in prisons to restrict the supply of drugs into
the prison, reduce demand for drugs by prisoners, and minimise harmful drug use.
This chapter reviews international and Australian experiences with diversion, drug courts and
prison programs. It is noted that many of these programs are relatively recent in Australia and
although full evaluations are planned, most are not yet completed. Nevertheless, the evaluations
planned, and in some cases implemented, for diversion programs and drug courts are exemplary
and should act as models for other law enforcement and judicial evaluations.
Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Diverting young
offenders into
early intervention
services

«

Multi-site and longitudinal studies

Diversion programs
in the general
community

O

Based on sound principles; international
literature demonstrates effectiveness;
Australian programs not evaluated yet

Drug Courts

«

Meta analyses of US courts indicate
Methodological quality of US
effectiveness; NSW evaluation shows
evaluations a concern; NSW Drug
that cost of drug courts is comparable Court has rigorous evaluation
to the cost of incarceration and court
process
is contributing to a significant
improvement in the health and wellbeing
of participants

Drug detection
and deterrence

O

Mainly limited to counting seizures
and positive tests; limited evidence
on effectiveness

Vary with jurisdictions; urine
testing can lead to more harmful
drug use

Differential penalties

O

On trial in Victoria and NSW; good
theoretical base

Aims to reduce shifts from
cannabis to heroin, related to
urine testing

Methadone evaluated in two
programs, one in NSW; in NSW could
reduce injecting risk under some
circumstances

Rigorous evaluation of MMT in
the community

Programs in prisons

Provision of drug
«
treatment (methadone)

continued on next page ...
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Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Will be incorporated in some
jurisdictions

Programs in prisons
Drug free units

O

No Australian evaluations; one US
evaluation recommends extension to
pre-release programs

Reward programs

O

General evidence base for
effectiveness of approach; no
specific evaluations

Education

O

No evidence available; peer programs
successful in the community

Transitional support
and release
preparation

O

No direct evidence but sound theoretical
base

Provision of bleach
for decontamination

O

No evidence; evaluation in WA is proposed

Needle and syringe
exchange

«

International evidence positive; no
Australian experience

Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination

13.2 Procedures for diverting young
offenders into early intervention
services
Definition: Youths with a high number of risk factors
for substance abuse are vulnerable to influences that
can draw them into crime. Once engaged in crime,
such youths have a higher likelihood of conviction
and incarceration. Evaluation suggests that
incarceration is not effective at preventing either
crime or drug abuse.
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
There has been some description of police
involvement with at-risk young people at a
community level in an effort to reduce substance
abuse and/or involvement in a criminal gang.1051
These authors described a one week program of
local police involvement aimed to expose at-risk
youths to more appropriate role models, broaden
their socioeconomic horizons, and provide them
with the experience of financial reward for
community-based work. The evaluation of the
program suffers from a number of methodological
limitations (most notably inadequate description of
the sample, non-random selection of the
participants, and an inadequate follow-up time
frame). The authors did, however, employ
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triangulation in an effort to gather data from a range
of different sources (e.g. direct observation, focus
groups of young people themselves, and surveys of
parents and staff). Although the feedback from all
sources was generally positive, there was no actual
pre- and post-testing of variables of interest. Some
outcomes from this short-duration intervention
appear unusually positive, raising some doubts as to
the level of risk/complexity of the intervention
group.
In a large, multi-site intervention aimed at
modifying the substance use behaviour of
institutionalised young people, Morehouse and
Tobler demonstrated at least short-term efficacy of
their Residential Student Assistance Program (RSAP)
across foster care, juvenile justice and psychiatric
facilities, and a broad age range of 13 to 19
years.1052 These authors showed that RSAP was
effective in both reducing and preventing alcohol
and other drug use across the settings studied. They
also established a dose-response relationship, with
those young people in the high dose treatment
group (i.e. receiving 12 to 30 hours of active
intervention) showing significantly better
reductions in alcohol and other drug use (as
measured both by frequency and intensity of use).
Notably, these effects were achieved without any
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involvement of the young people’s family;
however, no long-term data are provided regarding
the sustainability of the gains, or the resources
required to achieve this.

offenders. As this encompasses a broad and
heterogenous client group, a range of responses is
required to take into account the nature of the
offender’s drug use and criminal behaviour.397

An investigation that did directly target family
functioning in a young offender population was
described by Dembo et al.1053 The authors’ account
of the two year outcomes of a five year longitudinal
study showed that their Family Empowerment
Intervention (FEI) was relatively more beneficial in
cases of serious versus non-serious offending, by
reducing the frequency of emotional/psychological
problems and the amount of marijuana used.
Benefits with respect to marijuana use were also
described for non-serious offenders. Again, the
long-term sustainability of these gains is yet to be
determined.

Diversion, as a strategy, is based on sound
principles. A review of international literature on
recidivism found that criminal sanctions had little
effect, whilst rehabilitation programs showed small
to moderate effect sizes indicating a small reduction
in recidivism.1056 It was concluded that for criminal
sanctions to reduce subsequent recidivism both
treatment and rehabilitation components were
essential, and that programs delivered in the
community had better outcomes than those
delivered in institutions. Diversion of Indigenous
people is also consistent with Royal Commission
recommendations that custodial sentences be
avoided wherever possible.1050

The US juvenile justice system has mandated entry
to family intervention programs, such as Functional
Family Therapy and Behavioural Parent Education.
Research has demonstrated that the longer-term
outcomes of these programs indicate reductions in
crime and incarceration. Exploration of similar
programs would appear warranted in Australia.

13.3 Diversion programs in the
general community

Several issues arise from discussions of diversion,
the foremost of which are the efficacy and ethics of
coerced treatment. Coerced treatment describes
those situations where treatment is offered as an
alternative to incarceration or other legal
sanctions.397 There are four types of rationale for
offering legally coerced treatment.397
l

Definition: Diversion programs aim to coerce drug
users into treatment and to reduce their contact with
the justice system, as the latter may be harmful to
low-level offenders.397
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
This section relies heavily on a literature review
prepared by the National Drug and Alcohol
Research Centre.1050 Although not a systematic
review, it is comprehensive and the major issues
and findings have been published in an
international peer-reviewed journal.1054
In April 1999, the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) agreed to develop a
nationally consistent Diversion Initiative as an early
intervention strategy to prevent a new generation of
drug users emerging in Australia. The Initiative
targets illicit drug users early in their involvement
with the criminal justice system. Police, and in
some cases courts, divert targeted offenders to
compulsory drug education or assessment; from
there they are referred to a suitable drug education
or treatment program.1055
Diversion programs often target those whose
offences are drug-related, as well as direct drug
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l

l

Reducing illicit drug use and drug-related
crime: there is only a small body of evidence
regarding legally coerced treatment and its
effects on consumption and crime. However,
reviews have concluded that coerced treatment
offers similar benefits to non-coerced treatment.
Criminal justice clients typically remain in
treatment longer than voluntary clients, and as
length of treatment has a beneficial impact on
treatment outcome, this may be a positive
factor.
Reduced costs of drug-related crime and law
enforcement: treatment has been found to be
more cost-effective than incarceration.
Lack of effectiveness of criminal sanctions:
there is little evidence of effectiveness for
criminal sanctions in reducing recidivism, or of
acting as a general deterrent.
Reducing the spread of BBV among prisoners:
prisons are a high-risk environment for the
transmission of BBV.

Hall reported that there was no Australian evidence
on the efficacy of legally coerced treatment, but that
international literature indicated that legally coerced
treatment programs could be as effective in
reducing both drug use and criminality as voluntary
treatment programs.1057 The WHO has concluded
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that compulsory treatment is legally and ethically
justified only if the rights of the individual are
protected and if effective and humane treatment is
provided.1058 Coerced treatment should always
involve a choice between normal criminal and legal
justice procedures and treatment, and the offender
should have some choice in the type of treatment
they receive.1054
The impact of non-custodial sentences on families
has also to be considered. On the one hand,
maintaining offenders in the local environment can
be counterproductive, either because it could be
deleterious for the family to have the offender
treated in the community or because families can
contribute to the offending behaviour; on the other
hand, positive family support from trained
professionals can facilitate treatment outcomes.1054
Net-widening occurs when a diversion initiative
increases the number of people involved in the
criminal justice system, or when offenders receive a
more serious sentence if the penalty for failing a
diversion program is more serious that the penalty
for the original offence. There is little empirical
research but anecdotal reports suggest that this can
be a problem for diversion programs unless specific
steps are taken to avoid it.1054
Evaluating the efficacy of treatment approaches can
be difficult,176 with selection bias and the
motivation of offenders to succeed being
confounding factors. Another concern is the
appropriateness of outcome measures; many
research initiatives have considered either drug use
or crime as the only relevant variable, overlooking
the importance of health, and psychosocial
wellbeing.176 Suggested outcomes for Australian
diversion systems include: community safety and
law enforcement, economics, health, ethics, and
community confidence.1050 General characteristics of
effective diversion programs have been identified in
a number of reviews.1050

13.3.1 The Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) Illicit Drug
Diversion Strategy
It is anticipated the Australian Diversion Initiative
will result in:
l

l

drug users being given early incentives to
address their drug use problem, in many cases
before incurring a criminal record,
an increase in the number of illicit drug users
diverted into drug education, assessment and
treatment, and
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l

a reduction in the number of people appearing
before the courts for use or possession of small
quantities of illicit drugs.1055

The primary target group is individuals who have
little or no past contact with the criminal justice
system for drug offences and who are apprehended
for use or possession of small quantities of any illicit
drug. Offenders diverted under the scheme have
access to appropriate drug education and/or
treatment. Family involvement in the program will
be encouraged, where appropriate. If possible,
young offenders will have access to youth-specific
services and Indigenous offenders should be given
the option of attending an appropriate Indigenous
agency.1055 A report on diversion programs that are
specific to Indigenous people is in draft, but was
unavailable at the time of writing.
The Diversion Initiative is being implemented
within each State and Territory over a four year
period (1999 to 2003) using national criteria for
identifying priority targets including: need;
demand; presence of special groups, particularly
Indigenous Australians; feasibility; and appropriate
existing service infrastructure. Reference groups in
each jurisdiction will oversee and participate in the
implementation of the initiative. COAG provides
funding for expanded early intervention treatment
and rehabilitation placements and funding for
assessment services is provided by both the
Commonwealth and State/Territory Governments.
States and Territories provide the law enforcement
basis for diversion. Commonwealth funding totals
approximately $105 million over four years.1055
The range of programs varies between jurisdictions
and it is beyond the scope of this Monograph to
describe them, except to note that in all cases there
are various programs addressing different levels and
types of offending. The suite of programs in each
jurisdiction has been developed in line with
national principles.
The provision for evaluation and monitoring is
integral to the Diversion Initiative. The
Commonwealth Department of Finance and
Administration (DOFA) has been assigned
responsibility for independent evaluation, with
assistance from a Steering Committee that comprises
representatives of the Australian National Council
on Drugs (ANCD), the Intergovernmental
Committee on Drugs (IGCD) and key
Commonwealth departments. The evaluation is
required to advise on the effectiveness of the
package in contributing to arresting the growth in
illicit drug use, preventing the uptake of illicit drugs
by new users, and reducing the damage to
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individuals and the cost to the community of illicit
drug use.1059
An additional issue is detection of possible negative
consequences of the initiative. These might include
net-widening, displacement of voluntary clients
from treatment services by diverted offenders,
pressure to plead guilty when innocent,
discriminatory application of programs among
subgroups of the population, and effects on
treatment service staff coping with difficult, coerced
clients.1059
Whilst comment on the effectiveness of this
initiative must wait until the evaluation is
concluded, the literature suggests that it might well
be effective because diversion is based on sound
principles and coerced treatment can be both ethical
and effective.

13.4 Drug courts
Definition: Drug courts are special purpose courts
whose role is to administer cases of people guilty of
drug-related criminal offences. The drug court
process incorporates an extensive treatment and
rehabilitation program, undertaken with the
supervision and ongoing management of the court.
Summary: Evidence for implementation «
This section has been prepared on the basis of
reviews of a limited literature primarily related to
drug courts in the US. Although there are Australian
drug courts in almost every jurisdiction, only one
set of evaluations (NSW) is complete.
Drug courts are one of many possible approaches to
diverting drug users from the criminal justice
system towards treatment, education and
rehabilitation approaches.397 Drug courts have
become more common around the world during
the 1990s. There are various models of drug courts
in use around the world but they are likely to have
the following features in common:1060
l

l

l

l

l

an integrated approach involving criminal
justice procedures, drug addiction treatment,
and social welfare programs,
ongoing involvement with the court,
frequent substance abuse testing, with sanctions
for failing the tests,
frequent contacts with health and welfare
services,
sanctions and rewards based on the offender’s
behaviour, and
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the offender has pleaded guilty and a custodial
sentence is the likely alternative.1061

There are many possible aims of drug courts related
to both criminal justice and the therapeutic/
rehabilitation process.1060, 1061
These include:
l

reducing levels of drug-related criminal activity,

l

reducing imprisonment rates,

l

l

l

reducing burdens on the judicial and
correctional system,
improving the health and psychosocial
wellbeing of the participants, and
reducing or eliminating drug use.

US drug courts were first established in the 1970s,
with the first ‘modern’ drug court being established
in 1989.1060 These courts arose in the context of
concerns about rising crime and drug use problems,
and evidence of continued re-offending despite
tough sentencing regimes.1062 As with the Australian
experience, the actual form of the courts varies
greatly according to the jurisdiction involved.1062
US courts are typically confined to non-violent
offenders whose involvement in the criminal justice
system is largely a result of their drug use, and as
such, often includes small-scale drug use
offences.1062 Many people involved would not
necessarily have been drug dependent.1061 This is a
very different client base to Australian courts, which
have tended to deal with clients from the more
severe end of the criminality spectrum.
There are two major meta-analyses of the
effectiveness of US drug courts1063, 1064 that represent
the highest quality source of evidence available. The
first concluded that in general, drug courts
demonstrated effectiveness in reducing drug use
and criminal behaviour, for the duration of the
program. The second study found that recidivism
was lower for participants in drug courts than
control groups. However, the second report also
demonstrated that evaluations varied greatly in both
the nature of the programs evaluated and the
methodological quality of the evaluations.1061
Australian drug courts have been implemented on a
pilot basis in WA, NSW, Victoria, SA, and
Queensland. None are yet assured of continued
operation1061 but political and community support
appears to be strong.1060 There are two youth drug
courts—in NSW and Western Australia. The WA
youth drug court is similar to the adult court, with
modifications in respect of length, type and
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intensity of treatment.1061 The NSW youth drug
court is established within the framework of the
existing Children’s Court and began operating, on
31 July 2000, in two Children’s Courts in Western
and South Western Sydney. Its aim is to reduce drug
use and offending behaviour among young people
charged with serious offences where alcohol or
other drug use is a contributory factor.1065
The NSW youth drug court is designed as an
integrated system, which brings together elements
of the juvenile criminal justice system with a range
of adolescent service providers. It aims to divert
young offenders from custody by addressing
holistically the health and welfare issues that are
associated with substance use and offending.1066
Interventions can include accommodation plans,
case management, individual group or family
counselling, participation in education or vocational
training, health assessments and programs,
recreational programming, urinalysis and court
attendance.1066
The evaluation of this court is being conducted by
the Social Policy Research Centre at the University
of NSW. It consists of five studies including
statistical monitoring, implementation review,
outcomes study, program cost analysis and legal
issues review. Only the second of these, the
implementation review, is currently available.1065 It
was based on: interviews with 25 key stakeholders
and five participants; observations; and document
review. It found that the program was operating
effectively as a pilot, in that problems were being
identified and addressed.
As mentioned above, there are now adult drug
courts in NSW, Queensland, WA, SA and Victoria,
with the first court commencing in February 1999.
Australian drug courts have quite markedly different
jurisdictional characteristics.1061
The typical features of Australian drug courts
(largely based on the US model) include:
l

l

integrated treatment and justice programs,
collaborative approach between prosecution and
defence lawyers,

l

early placement in treatment programs,

l

drug testing,

l

l

ongoing participation by the magistrate or
judge, and
ongoing monitoring and evaluation.1060

Australian drug courts are aimed at heavy drug users
with a substantial criminal record who would
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otherwise be facing custodial sentences.1061
According to Freiberg, all Australian drug courts
have a requirement that the defendant must plead
guilty to obtain the services of the court.1061
The inclusion criteria are fairly similar across all
Australian drug courts.1060 They typically include:
l

being drug dependent, and that this contributes
to offending,

l

likely to be incarcerated,

l

living in a certain prescribed area, and

l

no history of sex offences, and in most
jurisdictions, no history of violent or serious
violent offences.1060

The conditions of ongoing participation in the
programs are also similar across jurisdictions and
include: reduced or eliminated illicit drug use,
frequent drug testing, frequent contact with the
court, various residential and offending restrictions,
and participation in therapeutic programs.1061 Each
court has its own regime of rewards for appropriate
behaviour and sanctions for breaching of
conditions.1060
As noted above, there is little evaluative information
available to date on Australian drug courts, with the
exception of evaluations of the NSW court. The
NSW drug court has a rigorous evaluation process,
which includes a control group of referred
offenders who are randomly allocated to the
traditional court process.1060 The evaluation process
covers three main areas: (1) cost effectiveness (in
contrast to other justice system interventions) and
the impact on re-offending, (2) health and
wellbeing, and (3) a process evaluation of key
aspects of the drug courts functioning.1060
Of the 608 people accepted into the NSW program
to March 2002, 446 exited. Of these, 19%
successfully completed the program and received a
non-custodial sentence; the other 81% were
removed from the program and received a custodial
sentence; 43% of all those who entered the program
were terminated either due to re-offending or other
non-compliance with program conditions.1067
The cost-effectiveness evaluation of the NSW drug
court1068 appears to have been the first such study of
drug courts anywhere in the world.1061 There are
many possible mechanisms to measure cost. At the
broadest range, costs might include health care
costs, justice and police costs related to the
subsequent rates of recidivism and costs of crime to
the victims.1061 A narrower view, such as that taken
in the assessments of the NSW program, is to
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simply compare the cost of drug court participation
with the cost of serving the original sentence.1061
Even using this narrow criterion, which overlooks
many pertinent costs, evaluations of the NSW
program found that the average cost for drug court
participants was $144 per day, whereas the cost for
the control group of equivalent offenders simply
serving out their sentence was $151 per day.1068
Thus, the cost of drug courts is essentially
comparable to the cost of incarceration.
This evaluation also investigated recidivism rates for
drug and non-drug criminal offences, using a
control group of eligible detainees who did not
participate in the program.1068 The only statistically
significant differences between the two groups were
the time taken to re-offend (in relation to drug
offences only) and the rates of offending (for drug
offences). In relation to preventing further opiate
use, the drug court was significantly more costeffective than the control group.
The health and wellbeing of participants was also a
significant key issue. Freeman reported on the
relative health status of participants in the NSW
program.1067, 1069 It was found that participants were
in extremely poor health compared to the Australian
population when they commenced their program,
but physical health showed significant
improvement, up to normal range within 12
months. Social functioning and mental and
emotional wellbeing improved, although the latter
were still lower than in the general population.
Participants also reduced their expenditure on illegal
drugs while they were on the program.
Importantly, over 60% of participants had their
program terminated in less than 12 months. The
length of sentence was the only factor predicting
treatment retention, with longer sentences being
associated with greater program retention.
A major process evaluation of the NSW drug court
was undertaken in order to identify the strengths
and weaknesses, and outline how these weaknesses
should be addressed.1070 Overall, the NSW
evaluation data indicates that the court is
contributing to a significant improvement in the
health and wellbeing of its participants, and a
reduction in illicit drug use. The impact on
criminality and recidivism is less clear-cut, with the
data failing to demonstrate statistically significant
reductions in recidivism and criminal re-offending
(other than illicit drug use).

too early in the process are likely to be unfairly
distorted by problems of initial implementation,
and will not give a fair picture of the operation of
the drug courts.1061
A central concern is the issue of the treatment of
offenders whose offences involve alcohol rather
than illicit drugs. NSW, SA and WA specify that the
offender must be, or appear to be, dependent on
illicit drugs (excluding alcohol). Queensland merely
states that the person must be drug-dependent,
without drawing a distinction between licit and
illicit drugs. Victoria is the only jurisdiction that has
specifically included alcohol-related offences. The
widespread exclusion of alcohol is a serious concern
in the eyes of some.1060, 1061 Many people presenting
to the drug court are alcohol-dependent and alcohol
has a prominent role in public disorder and violent
crime.1060 The exclusion of alcohol from programs
is of particular relevance to the Indigenous
population. Indigenous people are underrepresented in drug courts, despite their overrepresentation in the criminal justice system.1061
Some authors have also raised concerns about the
length of involvement in drug courts; while most
courts are based on a 12 month program, there is
no apparent empirical justification for this time
frame.1060 Makkai has suggested that the courts may
need to consider longer time frames, which will
have significant resource and policy implications.1060
All Australian drug courts are being evaluated and it
remains to be seen whether courts in other
jurisdictions will have similar outcomes to those
found in NSW. It would seem that the opportunity
exists for comparative studies to assess which
elements, or combinations of elements, of
Australian drug courts are the most cost-effective.

13.5 Programs in prison
A variety of strategies are used in prisons to control
or reduce the supply of, and demand for, drugs.
Many of these include elements of harm reduction.
Prison initiatives differ from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction but generally include drug detection
programs, treatment programs, education and peer
support programs and a variety of strategies to
minimise harm. In general, little evaluation is
available on the effectiveness of these programs.

Both the Australian and US experiences suggest that
initial implementation of a drug court program can
be a difficult time.1060, 1067 The American literature
also demonstrates that evaluations that take place
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13.5.1 Drug detection and deterrence
programs

13.5.3 Provision of drug treatment

Definition: There are drug detection programs in all
prisons, typically associated with sanctions when
drug use is detected.200 Detection programs include
drug sniffer dogs, urine testing, and cell searches.

All Australian prisons offer drug treatment, in some
form. However, these appear to be mainly limited
to counselling services380 and there is great variation
in the availability of access.1075 Treatment in the
wider community is generally effective804 and
prison offers an excellent opportunity to engage
drug users in drug treatment programs.380 However,
little is known about the actual nature and quality of
prison-based treatment services and no evaluations
of their effectiveness are available.380

Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
The AIDR summarises reports from corrective
service agencies in every Australian jurisdiction on
activities designed to reduce the flow of illicit drugs
into correctional facilities.200 The range of strategies
includes: the use of drug detector dogs, both active
and passive, to conduct cell and visitor searches;
perimeter patrols; prison searches and barrier
controls; intelligence; search and seizure; urine drug
testing, both random and targeted; and penalties for
prisoners caught trafficking. There are also
identified Drug User programs that create incentives
for prisoners to reduce drug use by imposing
penalties such as loss of contact visits, while
encouraging participation in Drug-Free Incentive
Programs; drug detection sweat patches; and Prison
Health Services prescription and storage protocols
for recommended medications.200
There is very limited evidence on the effectiveness
of these programs. The Queensland Department of
Corrective Services reports that urinalysis data for
offenders in custody indicate far less ongoing drug
use within correctional centres, as the result of
preventive action by staff, than in the community.
The NSW Department of Corrective Services
describes drug detector dog teams as ‘one of the
most effective means of locating drugs’ but there is
no quantification of this.1071 The South Australian
Department for Correctional Services reports on the
number of drug searches conducted by the dog
squad during 1999/2000 and 2000/01 and their
outcomes: recovery of drugs, pills, drug use
implements and home brew.1072 In Victoria the
percentage of prisoners testing positive for an illicit
drug diminished from 4.7% in 1998/99 to 4.4% in
1999/2000.200

13.5.2 Differential penalties for cannabis
use
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
The Victorian and South Australian prison systems
are conducting trials of differential penalties of
cannabis use, such that prisoners caught using
cannabis will receive less severe penalties than users
of more harmful drugs, in an attempt to limit the
extent of switching from smokeable to injectable
drugs.1073, 1074
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Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «

Methadone maintenance treatment (MMT) in
prisons is surprisingly rare, given that it is the most
effective heroin treatment approach in the general
community381, 804 and that its effectiveness and
relative lack of risk as a treatment modality is no
longer seriously questioned.1076 Because of these
facts, numerous expert groups, worldwide, have
called for its widespread use in prisons.1076 A 2001
research review identified only two evaluated
programs, one in New York, and the other in
NSW.1076
The NSW prison MMT program began in 1986.380
Evaluations noted that MMT reduced injecting risk
behaviour but only with an appropriately high dose
of methadone, and only when the methadone was
provided for the duration of the sentence.380 Other
Australian States offer very limited methadone
programs1073, 1074, 1077, 1078 and with a variety of
restrictions on availability: to specific prisoner
groups, such as those who were using methadone at
the time of admission, or those who are nearing
release.1078 Some systems offer methadone on a
compulsory dose-reduction model whereby
prisoners with sentences longer than six months
have their methadone gradually reduced,1073, 1078
which is less effective than maintenance
programs.804 Discontinuation of methadone
treatment while in prison has been shown to be a
risk factor for unsafe injection practices.1076
Overall, the limited and often restricted availability
of methadone programs in Australian prisons is a
concern, as is the provision of ineffective dosereduction programs in preference to more effective
maintenance-orientated programs. It should be
noted that the Victorian prison system has recently
undertaken to increase the number of prisoners
being offered methadone or buprenorphine
treatment on a compulsory gradual withdrawal
model.1073
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13.5.4 Drug-free units
Definition: Drug-free units provide support, including
counselling, for abstinence from drug use. Various
incentive and punishment regimes are utilised,
usually including a strict no-use criterion. Typically
in return for continued abstinence, prisoners gain
access to various extra privileges.200 Some
jurisdictions have drug-free units and others are
considering putting them into place.200, 1073
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
There are no Australian evaluations; an evaluation of
a US Therapeutic Community (TC) within a prison,
which is a similar model, suggests that in prison TC
alone may not be sufficient and is more effective
when followed with re-entry work release TC.1079

13.5.5 Reward programs
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
There is a general evidence base suggesting that
management of behaviour problems in prisons is
best accomplished by systems of incentive for
positive behaviour, rather than a reliance on
punitive responses for negative behaviours.1074 In
recent times, some Australian prisons have adopted
this strategy to include rewards and privileges as a
result of staying drug-free.1073 While there is no
specific evidence of the impact of this policy on
drug consumption, there is evidence that at a
general level this approach is effective.1074

13.5.6 Education
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Education programs on the risks of drug use are
frequently offered within Australian prisons.200, 1073,
1074
In some jurisdictions, funding is provided for
peer support programs within the prison, in light of
the success of such programs in the community. No
evidence on effectiveness is available.

13.5.7 Improving the environment
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
Some strategies have proposed that much drug use
in prison arises as a response to boredom, despair,
separation, and loss of family, friends, and freedom.
Policies that aim to normalise the prison experience
may reduce stress and, therefore, drug use. These
include constructive activities such as education and
training, humane and courteous treatment of
prisoners, and efforts to humanise the physical
environment as much as possible.1074 There is no
evidence of the effectiveness of such approaches.
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13.5.8 Transitional support and release
preparation
Definition: Transitional support upon release from
prison that might involve drug treatment agencies
and attention to post-release income support,
education, employment and health.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Whilst there is no direct evidence for effectiveness,
many programs are using these approaches in an
attempt not only to improve the chances of released
prisoners staying drug-free, but to generally
improve the chances for them successfully adapting
to life in the community following a period of
incarceration.200, 1073, 1074 Concerns about the high
level of heroin overdose in WA have led to the
introduction of a program involving extensive
collaboration with external agencies to support
prisoners leaving jail, including education on low
levels of tolerance and risk of overdose, and to
enhance the likelihood that they continue treatment
on release.200 No evaluation is available.

13.5.9 Provision of bleach to
decontaminate injecting equipment
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Bleach is available for sterilisation purposes in some
Australian prisons. These programs have been
reported to have the potential to reduce risk in
regard to HIV/AIDS.380 A major concern, however,
is that whilst bleaching injecting equipment may be
effective against HIV, it is not known whether it is
effective against hepatitis C.1080 A trial of the
provision of bleach has been discussed in WA.

13.5.10 Needle and syringe exchange
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
Needle provision in prisons has been advocated by
various groups as a harm reduction initiative. Prison
officers have generally been strongly opposed to
such programs, threatening industrial action.380
Internationally, there are 19 prisons offering
syringe exchange services.1076 Evaluations of these
programs have consistently reported that levels of
drug consumption either remained stable or
reduced,381, 1076 syringe sharing was dramatically
reduced, there have been no reports of syringes
being used as a weapon and only one report of
needlestick injury. There were no known incidences
of BBV transmission in any of these prisons.381, 1076
Implementation typically met with initial staff
resistance but, in most cases, once the program was
established staff displayed favourable attitudes
towards it.1076
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13.5.11 Evaluations of prison programs

13.5.12 Summary

Current evaluations of prison programs appear to be
primarily internal and as yet there do not appear to
be independent studies on the effectiveness of these
programs in deterring or otherwise reducing drug
use in Australian prisons. The Victorian Prison Drug
Strategy is planning current and forthcoming
research and evaluation which will be: scientifically
valid, meet Department of Justice ethical guidelines,
and be integrated with existing corrections research
and evaluation. Research results will be widely
communicated, published for scrutiny in peer
review journals and presented at forums.1073 One
initiative is being evaluated by the University of
Melbourne’s Department of Criminology.

The two main foci in prison drug and alcohol
programs are: drug detection and deterrence, and
treatment provision. At the outset, it should be
noted that prisons can be considered as ‘revolving
doors’ for some drug users. Relationships in the
DUMA dataset between arrest, imprisonment and
opiate use demonstrate that there is a subset of
offenders ‘enmeshed in a revolving door through
the criminal justice system and heroin
use’(p1806).238 There is little evidence available on
the actual impact on inmate drug consumption of
most prison policies, other than self-report from the
prisons involved.200 Whilst there are noted
exceptions, in general, methadone in Australian
prisons seems to have limited availability despite its
demonstrated efficacy in both the international
literature and in the NSW prison system. Deterrence
and detection programs are being modified in some
jurisdictions in order to address the issue of
differential penalties for cannabis, a policy that
receives general support from the literature.
Deterrence programs appear to work best when
accompanied by a corresponding system of rewards
for appropriate behaviour.1074 Overall, there is no
independent evidence to suggest that deterrencebased programs are effective, with some
international research suggesting that they make no
impact on consumption levels.381

It follows that there is little evidence of benefit from
drug testing programs in Australian prisons. Some
international evaluation studies have reported that
the introduction of testing programs made no
difference to consumption levels,381, but an English
study reported that random mandatory drug testing,
which plays a central role in reducing the supply of
drugs in Australian prisons, promoted inmates
switching from cannabis to heroin use, because
cannabis has a much longer urinary half-life than
heroin.1081 Such a switch, however, raises concerns
about injecting and the transmission of blood borne
viruses. The switch from smokeable to injectable
drugs, as a consequence of random urine testing, is
apparent in Queensland where the Illicit Drug Use
Action Plan states:
An additional and disturbing aspect of illicit drug taking within
prisons is an emerging trend for further adverse effects from
prisoners tending to move from using ‘soft’ drugs which are
more easily detected than ‘hard’ drugs, including those taken
intravenously, which are less easily detected (p4).1082
In Western Australia, an internal evaluation of a
pilot program was undertaken to test the operational
effectiveness of using sweat patches in a
community-based setting. Sweat patches are a way
of overcoming some of the problems associated
with urinalysis. The pilot revealed that using sweat
patches could be an effective tool in managing
clients under community supervision, but is
conditional on resolution of administrative and
operational processes.1083

Attitudes and beliefs of staff within the prison
system are traditionally described as ‘zero
tolerance’, and in the past this has been an obstacle
to provision of demand and harm reduction
approaches.1077 Harm minimisation is limited in
most jurisdictions to education and peer support
programs, methadone maintenance in some prisons,
and the provision of bleach for decontamination for
which there is as yet no evaluation. The provision of
sterile needles to inmates in Australian prisons does
not appear to be likely despite there being
international evidence that it is not associated with
increased drug use, reduces sharing of injecting
equipment, and does not appear to give rise to
hostile behaviour using needles as weapons. Given
the high levels of BBVs, particularly hepatitis C in
Australia prisons, it seems that a trial should be
considered.
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CHAPTER 14: HARM REDUCTION
14.1 Summary
Harm reduction strategies are those that seek to minimise or limit the harms associated with drug
use, without necessarily seeking to eliminate use. Such strategies have been part of Australian
national drug policy since the first policy was developed. Harm reduction strategies are often
thought of mainly in terms of reducing the spread of blood-borne viruses among injecting drug
users, but there is a much wider range than this, with initiatives relating to the use of tobacco,
alcohol, illicit drugs and pharmaceuticals.
This chapter reviews these strategies, including regulations to reduce passive smoking;
approaches to reducing drink driving; thiamine supplementation to reduce alcohol-related brain
disease; night patrols and sobering up shelters, particularly in Indigenous communities; the
reduction of violence and the effect of violence in licensed drinking environments; reducing
opiate overdose and blood-borne viruses, including safe injecting centres and retractable
syringes; and limiting harms associated with so-called ‘dance drugs’ (phenethylamines, LSD and
ketamine). Finally, approaches to reducing the use of benzodiazepines in drug assisted sexual
assault are reviewed.
Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Tobacco harm reduction
Light cigarettes

O

US Surgeon General report: smokers
inhale harder, to compensate

Unlikely to increase harm;
concern about misleading
promotions

Alternative nicotine
delivery systems

O

Theoretical case that they could be
useful; reports of successful national
implementation elsewhere

Swedish experience: snuff has
taken market share from
cigarettes

Regulation to reduce «««
passive smoking

Passive smoking clearly toxic;
Environmental tobacco
systematic reviews demonstrate that
smoke exposure is reduced
legislation reduces environmental
tobacco smoke exposure to non-smokers

Alcohol harm reduction: drink-driving
«3/6

Systematic review reported 3 of 6
primary studies show significant
benefits

Some evidence of benefits;
evidence base inconsistent

Random breath
testing

«««

Systematic reviews; national
implementation, positive impacts

Australias existing practice is a
noted worldwide example of best
practice; high visibility and a
perception that one will be
detected is required

Ignition interlocks

««2/2

Few but large scale studies with
positive outcomes and sound
rationale

Effectiveness limited to period
device fitted to car, re-offending
high after removal

Designated driver
schemes

«

Sound rationale; modest success in
US studies; successful Australian
implementation

Some studies have reported
compliance problems; modest
benefits, no opportunity costs

Lower BAC limits
for young drivers

Alcohol harm reduction: other
Thiamine
supplementation

««

Known biological mechanism; national
implementation; observation of
reduced prevalence

Supplementing beer is the most
cost-effective strategy
NB Cognitive impairments wider
than W-K syndrome (section
14.5.2)
continued on next page ...
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Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Alcohol harm reduction: other
Harm reduction
through licensing
codes of conduct

«3/4

Evidence for short-term reductions in
violence in 3/4 studies

Sustainability and possible
displacement are a concern;
need to combine with genuine
deterrence re liquor laws

Staggered closing
times

x0/1

Limited evidence from observations
and one intervention only

Increases harm if results in
overall extension of trading hours

Plastic (or
tempered) glasses

«

No research evidence of effectiveness; Little potential for adverse
anecdotal evidence from remote
outcomes
Indigenous communities of reductions
in injuries; sound theoretical rationale

Food service

«

Known biological mechanism and
evidence-based rationale; not
specifically evaluated.

Some liquor licenses only permit
alcohol service with food

One well-controlled school-based
Australian study

Great potential for wide
dissemination

Harm reduction
«1/1
educational approaches

Alcohol harm reduction strategies in Indigenous communities
Night patrols

O

No outcome studies; sound rationale,
wide implementation

Strong community support.
Significant potential

Sobering up shelters

O

Process outcome studies only; well
accepted, widely implemented

Strong community support.
Significant potential

Illicit drug harm reduction
Education to users
about preventing
heroin overdose

«0/0

No outcome studies; evidence of
acceptance and implementation

Emergency services «1/1
and police protocols
for overdose (OD)

Improvements in OD callout rates
noted; broadly implemented

Treatment for
«««
opiate dependence

Analysis of coronial data; RCT studies

Engagement in treatment,
especially methadone, protective
for OD; concerns re naltrexone
treatment reducing tolerance to
opiates and increasing risk

Provision of naloxone O
for peer administration

Sound theoretical case promising
international data but more evidence
required

Medico-legal concerns need to be
addressed by governments, to
support a trial

Needle and syringe «««
distribution

Cochrane and other systematic
reviews; international and Australian
literature including economic
evaluation

Reduced HIV; no increase in use;
hepatitis C still a problem;
increased funding gives greater
impact; need for better access
for Indigenous people

Supervised injection
centres

Sound rationale; interim Australian
evidence suggests lives saved

Australian evaluation underway,
only rigorous evaluation of such a
centre anywhere

Strong rationale; widely implemented

Need to improve means of
reaching injecting drug users

Weak rationale; comprehensive
Australian and international reviews

Initially and superficially
appealing; detailed examination
of issues suggests that there is
no possibility for benefits even if
they can be developed

Hepatitis B
vaccination
Retractable syringes

«

«««
ý

Information
O
campaigns for
users of dance drugs

Sound rationale; no formal evaluation

continued on next page ...
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Intervention

Strength of
evidence

Nature of evidence

Comment

Illicit drug harm reduction
Guidelines for
provision of safe
venues at dance
parties/nightclubs

O

Harm is often a function of
environment such as over-heating;
sound theoretical rationale for
guidelines

Pill testing at venues O0/0

Sound rationale; consumer
acceptance; widely implemented
internationally; no evaluation

Addresses the major risk factor,
at least in part

Pill testing at home

No evidence

Some concerns about accuracy of
testing kits

Dyes in
O
benzodiazepines (BZs)

No evidence; prevalence of BZs in
assault unknown

Cannot do harm, plausible
rationale

Harm minimisation
drug education

Evidence for effectiveness re alcohol

O

O

Key:
O

Limited investigation

ý

Evidence is contra-indicative

O

Warrants further research

«

Evidence for implementation

««

Evidence for outcome effectiveness

««« Evidence for effective dissemination

14.2 Harm reduction in Australian
drug policy
Since the mid 1980s, the stated aim of Australia’s
national responses to drug use, The National
Campaign Against Drug Abuse and the National
Drug Strategic Framework, has been one of ‘harm
minimisation’. Until the late 1990s, this was
defined as an approach that:
aims to reduce the adverse health, social and economic
consequences of alcohol and other drugs by minimising or
limiting the harms and hazards of drug use for both the
individual and the community, without necessarily
eliminating use (emphasis added) (p4).1084
In its review of the 1998 National Drug Strategic
Framework, from 1998/99 to 2002/03, the
Australian Government restated its commitment to
‘harm minimisation’ but couched this as policies
and procedures that aim to reduce drug-related
harm and improve health, social and economic
outcomes by employing a range of measures
including: (1) supply reduction strategies aimed to
disrupt the production and supply of illicit drugs;
(2) demand reduction strategies designed to prevent the
uptake of harmful drug use, including abstinenceoriented strategies to reduce use; and (3) a range of
targeted harm reduction strategies designed to reduce
drug-related harm for particular individuals and
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communities.13 This separation of the terms harm
reduction and harm minimisation was partly a
political re-emphasis of the importance of supply
reduction and abstinence approaches in Australia’s
national strategy.
Despite these definitional changes, it was evident
that from the mid 1980s to the mid 1990s, the
main focus of harm reduction or harm
minimisation in Australia, and elsewhere, was on
reducing the harm of drug use itself, particularly
that associated with injecting drug use and the
transmission of HIV/AIDS.1085 However, in their
review of the National Drug Strategy, Single and Rohl
saw one of the key underlying principles of the
harm reduction approach as that, in reducing drugrelated harm, consideration should also be made of
the ‘unintended harms which may result from the
drug control strategy itself’ (p47).1086 Recent
introduction of cautioning schemes for illicit drugs
in all Australian states and territories (except
cannabis in jurisdictions where civil penalties
apply), is in part reflective, if not a consequence of,
this recognition of the need to consider the harms
caused by drug control strategies themselves.
Australia’s pragmatic response to drug policy has
been internationally recognised, mainly for its
success in minimising the spread of HIV among
injectors, their sexual partners and the general
community.
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14.3 Tenets of harm reduction

14.4.1 Light cigarettes

The main goal of harm reduction is to reduce drugrelated harm, rather than the use of drugs per se. ‘Use
reduction may be a strategy to achieve harm
reduction but when the goal of an intervention
becomes the reduction of use, then a program,
policy or intervention should not be described as
one of harm reduction’ (pp51–2).215

Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O

Harm reduction strategies assume that many people
will continue to use drugs and do not require,
necessarily, that this use is ceased. Harm reduction
approaches concern the harms that are associated
with continuing drug use, and attempt to reduce
these harms.
Lenton and Single have noted that in recent times
there have been at least three main uses of the term
harm reduction in the drug research literature: (1)
narrow definitions, which only apply the term to
policies and programs (such as needle exchange)
that aim to reduce the harm for those who
continued to use drugs; (2) broad definitions which
include any policy or program that aims to reduce
drug-related harm; and (3) empirical definitions,
which limit the use of the term harm reduction to
policies and programs where a reduction in harm
can be empirically demonstrated.1087 Having
articulated the shortcomings in each of these
definitions, these authors offer an alternative
socioempirical definition.
A policy, programme or intervention should be called harm
reduction if, and only if:
(1) The primary goal is the reduction of drug-related harm
rather than drug use per se;
(2) where abstinence oriented strategies are included, strategies
are also included to reduce the harm for those who continue to
use drugs; and,
(3) strategies are included which aim to demonstrate that, on
the balance of probabilities, it is likely to result in a net reduction
in drug-related harm (p219).1087

14.4 Tobacco
There are few strictly harm reducing policies
relating to tobacco, because the broad consensus is
that there is no safe level of use. The only harm
reducing strategies in the literature relate to low tar
or ‘light’ cigarettes, supposedly safer alternatives to
smoking cigarettes. These include snuff and nicotine
nasal sprays, and measures to reduce passive
smoking by non-smokers.
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The US Surgeon General has raised concerns about
low tar and so-called ‘light’ cigarettes.944 It has been
found that smokers used to mid and high tar
cigarettes tend to compensate by inhaling harder if
given a low tar cigarette to smoke. Terms such as
‘light’ and ‘ultra light’ are misleading in that such
cigarettes are not necessarily any less harmful to
consumers. There appears an implied promise of
reduced toxicity in such promotions, and there have
been proposals to regulate against misleading
promotional terms, but no trace of the latter could
be found.

14.4.2 Alternative nicotine delivery
systems
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Some authors have proposed that other, less
harmful nicotine delivery systems could be an
effective harm reduction strategy for tobacco.1088
Given that a proportion of the harm from smoking
is associated with smoke inhalation, some have
proposed that products may be developed in the
future that allow delivery of nicotine to smokers
without the need to inhale smoke. Australia has a
national policy of not encouraging the development
of safer alternatives to cigarettes for fear that these
may encourage non-smokers to take up the habit, or
ex-smokers to relapse. By contrast, Sweden has
permitted the sale and promotion of a type of
tobacco for nasal ingestion (‘snuff’’), which has
taken a significant market share away from tobacco
cigarettes (Simon Chapman, personal
communication). There is some concern that such
products may increase the risk of cancer of the
mouth but this is likely to be less of a serious health
issue than lung cancer.

14.4.3 Restrictions to prevent passive
smoking
Definition: A diverse range of legislative and
regulatory approaches, worldwide, that have the
effect of restricting smoking in public places in
order to prevent passive smoking.
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
Systematic reviews have demonstrated that,
generally, these interventions appear to accomplish
their aim of preventing smoke exposure in certain
environments,944 and thereby act to reduce passive
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smoking in public places.468, 783 The protection of
non-smokers from the effects of environmental
tobacco smoke, by restricting the places where
smoking is permitted, is clearly a harm reduction
measure.
Clean-air regulations contribute to a different social
climate regarding the acceptability of smoking, and
this may indirectly influence the prevalence of
smoking944 but there is no direct evidence that these
regulations reduce overall smoking prevalence.
Public support for such legislative and regulatory
approaches appears to be high, even among
smokers.944 There is no evidence of adverse
consequences resulting from such policies and
support for them is generally high.944 Enactment of
such policies is simple, effective and inexpensive.

14.5 Alcohol and harm reduction
Drinking to intoxication is a major contributor to
short-term harm from alcohol, and accordingly,
there are many policies aimed at reducing the
harmful impact of intoxication. As outlined
previously, the harms related to alcohol can often
stem from the acute consequences of one session of
intoxication, and this is an especially predominant
problem in the younger population. It has recently
been estimated, on the basis of the 1998 NDSHS,
that 90% of all alcohol consumed by 18 to 24 year
old Australians was consumed in a manner that
placed the drinker at risk of acute and/or chronic
harm from alcohol.962 Reducing levels of
intoxication is discussed earlier in this document. In
this section, we present the methods and approaches
that aim to reduce the levels of harm to those
already intoxicated. In addition, some interventions,
such as thiamine replacement, seek to reduce the
impact of long-term chronic alcohol consumption.

14.5.1 Drink-driving policy
There are a number of approaches that are effective
in reducing drink-driving mortality and morbidity.
Four main strategies have been used.960
l

l

Reducing overall levels of consumption: a
strong effect of reducing population-level, or
local-level, consumption of alcohol is a
reduction in alcohol-related crashes. Reducing
overall consumption has been discussed earlier.
Separating drinking from driving: this
includes advertising and promotional
campaigns, increasing use of public transport,
designated driver programs, and similar
initiatives. There is little direct evidence for
either the effectiveness, or the lack thereof, of
such approaches.
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l

l

Removing drunk drivers from the road: this
includes a variety of approaches, including
sobriety tests, breath testing, training police in
identifying drunken drivers and similar
programs. In the Australian context, this mainly
involves random breath testing (RBT).
Preventing recurrence: preventing drinkdrivers from repeating their offences is another
key approach. This includes specific deterrence
effects of fines and legal sanctions for offenders,
the jailing of repeat offenders, and other
programs such as interlock devices.

The diversion of drink-drivers into brief treatment
interventions, usually based on educating the
offender about ways of avoiding drinking and
driving, is widely practiced in the US.1057 A US
review of such diversion programs found a modest
effect of an 8 to 9% reduction in repeated drinkdriving offences,1089 although individual evaluations
tend to be hampered by lack of, or inadequately
matched, control groups. Nevertheless, a recent
review of the effectiveness of court procedures
applying to drink-drivers found that diversion to
educative and treatment interventions and
incapacitation were the most effective means of
reducing drink-driving recidivism, when compared
to punishment via incarceration and fines.1090
Lower BAC limits for young drivers
Definition: Because of the increased likelihood of
fatalities in teenage and younger drivers,960 many
places throughout the world have trialled and
researched lower maximum permitted BAC levels
for young and probationary drivers.
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... « 3/6
The evidence base for the effectiveness is tentative
but it appears that having a lower permitted BAC for
young drivers reduces risk of fatalities. A systematic
review identified six studies, of which only three
reached significance.775 One of the studies reporting
significance claimed that the effect was the most
powerful for a BAC limit of 0, and effectiveness was
reduced for limits of 0.02 and 0.04 respectively.775
Random breath testing
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
Random breath testing has been shown to be
effective, in Australia and the US.775 It reduces
fatalities, injuries and crashes. A key factor in the
success of RBT is the principle of general
deterrence. For RBT to be effective in preventing
people from driving drunk, it requires that there is a
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public perception that there is a high chance of
being caught.186, 1091 In Australia, this has been
achieved by a combination of high-visibility
policing (roadblocks, ‘booze buses’) and frequent
public advertising campaigns emphasising the
likelihood of drink-drivers being detected.
A Cochrane review concluded that random
screening (a broader definition than RBT) was
effective in reducing fatalities and injuries from
road crashes.783 The review also determined that the
community perception of being caught may be a
key factor in the success of such campaigns.
Australia’s screening program (RBT) was singled
out for being particularly successful, in comparison
to other nations. The success of Australia’s RBT
program is attributed to the way it is implemented,
including the fact that all stopped drivers are tested,
community perceptions of the chance of being
caught is high, and high intensity of
implementation.
Ignition interlocks
Definition: Ignition interlock devices require drivers
to provide a breath sample before starting their
vehicle. Interventions where drink-driving
offenders are required to have such devices fitted to
their cars have been trialled in a variety of
jurisdictions, internationally.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness
..................................................................... «« 2/2
Although the evidence base is relatively small, it
appears that the fitting of ignition interlock devices
reduces the risk of re-offending, while they are
fitted. A systematic review identified only one
randomised controlled trial on this issue, which
reported a relative risk of re-offending of 0.36 for
the group with interlocks.775 Re-offending is often
an issue after the interlocks are removed.
Furthermore, drivers will frequently only accept
having an interlock fitted if the alternative is prison
or a heavy fine.960 However, during the period that
the interlock is fitted, there is strong evidence that
re-offending is at extremely low levels.1092, 1093
Designated driver schemes
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
Various locations around the world have run
promotional and educational campaigns on
designated driver schemes. The evidence base is
limited, however, and a US review concluded that
such strategies are not particularly effective in
producing behaviour change.960 However, an
Australian evaluation of a designated driver
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intervention for young adults, known as Pick-aSkipper, was shown to at least achieve its basic aim
of persuading a significant number of young
drinkers who were intending to drive to and from
their location of drinking, to select non-drinking
drivers as ‘skippers’, before they began consuming
alcohol.851, 1094 This finding is also replicated in the
international literature, which reports a rise in the
prevalence of designated drivers, as measured by
roadside surveys, from 5% to 25% between 1986
and 1996.960 The US literature has also reported that
in a sample of 600 people convicted of drink
driving, ‘many’ had identified a designated driver,
and this driver reneged on the agreement and as a
result, ‘drunk-driving’ took place. Australian studies
have reported that 26% of respondents appointed as
designated drivers had driven in this role while
under the effects of alcohol.1095 Studies of US
establishments with designated driver programs
(offering free soft drinks) found that participation
was low.960 The evidence base is weak and firm
conclusions cannot be drawn. However, it is hard to
sustain an argument that providing free soft drinks
to drivers can increase the risk of drink-driving and
it is likely they contribute, to a limited degree, in
reducing risk. Since the cost of such schemes is
borne by the retail alcohol industry, there is no
opportunity cost of recommending such schemes.
General issues with licensing and licensed venues
Across a diverse range of contexts, it has typically
been shown that self-regulation of licensed drinking
venues in the absence of traditional law
enforcement is ineffective.1096 Where practice is
regulated by law (not serving under age patrons,
not serving intoxicated patrons, restrictions on
discounting), regulatory enforcement is generally
required to create compliance. The liquor market is
fiercely competitive and it is often profitable to
violate the regulations. For example, it is difficult
for one hotel to comply with a no-discounting
approach while their competitors host crowded
‘happy hours’.524
A generally recommended policy has been
partnership approaches that include industry
consultation in program design, in conjunction
with legal frameworks providing deterrence to
violation of regulations.524 Intelligence-driven
policing has also been recommended, based on the
repeated findings that a small minority of licensed
venues is associated with the majority of incidences
of alcohol-related harm.973, 975
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14.5.2 Thiamine supplementation
Definition: Wernicke-Korsakoff’s syndrome is a form
of serious brain damage primarily caused by longterm heavy alcohol use. A substantial part of its
causation is a thiamine deficiency brought on both
as a direct consequence of heavy consumption of
alcohol over many years, and as an indirect result of
the poor diet typically associated with heavy alcohol
consumption. Prevention is possible with thiamine
supplementation.
Summary: Evidence for outcome effectiveness ««
There are two main contenders for thiamine
enrichment—bread-making flour and alcoholic
beverages. In 1991, Australia decided to supplement
flour with thiamine. Thiamine fortification of beer
and flagon wine rather than bread was originally
recommended by the NHMRC, in 1987, but
opposition from government and nutritionists led to
the compromise position of supplementation of
bread.1097 However, Wernicke-Korsakoff’s
syndrome occurs mainly in alcohol dependent
drinkers, and as beer and bulk wine (casks and
flagons) is the preferred beverage of patients with
Wernicke-Korsakoff’s syndrome, beer and bulk
wine supplementation is more likely to improve
thiamine intake in heavy drinkers than
supplementation of bread.1097
A number of arguments for and against the
supplementation of different products have been
presented, including the concern that alcoholic
beverages might be promoted and seen as ‘health
foods’ if they were supplemented with thiamine,
and this might impact adversely on overall
consumption.1098 Against that is the concern that the
diet of very heavy drinkers is so poor that they are
unlikely to obtain enough thiamine through food
alone.1099
Australian work reviewed by Ludbrook indicates
that thiamine supplementation of beer would be a
cost-effective way of preventing the incidence of
Korsakoff’s syndrome.775 It was found that the most
cost-effective method was fortifying full-strength
beer; the second most cost-effective involves
supplementation of beer and cask and flagon wines;
whilst the least cost effective method was fortifying
bread-making flours with thiamine.1099 This
research utilised dietary and drinking histories to
estimate potential benefits from the three various
supplementation approaches, in terms of reducing
Wernicke-Korsakoff’s. However, there is suggestive
evidence from studies of hospital admissions, that
thiamine supplementation of bread in Australia in
the late 1980s led to reduced prevalence of
Wernicke-Korsakoff’s syndrome over time.1100
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14.5.3 Staggered closing times for bars
and clubs
Summary: Evidence is contra-indicative .......... ý 0/1
As noted previously, there is strong Australian
evidence that changes to trading hours can
significantly impact on levels of violence in and
around licensed premises.972 Violence is often
associated with closing times of drinking venues in
entertainment areas, believed to be associated with
the gathering of large numbers of intoxicated
people in the same physical space.525 For this reason,
authors have proposed that staggered closing times
may reduce violence by reducing the potential for
large numbers of intoxicated people to gather.
Other complementary measures proposed have
included ensuring efficient transport is available to
remove intoxicated patrons, and more extensive
police monitoring of locations with a great number
of licensed premises.525 A recent Scandinavian
experiment with staggering trading hours for
nightclubs, by allowing all-night trading, did result
in a more even flow of problem incidents for
emergency services to deal with but, unfortunately,
at a much higher level than when clubs were
required to close earlier.974 It is possible that
staggered closing hours might be beneficial if they
do not result in an overall extension of trading time,
which in practice may be hard to achieve.

14.5.4 Licensee codes of conduct to
reduce violence
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... « 2/3
There is a substantial body of risk and protective
factors associated with the risk of violence in and
around licensed premises. Many risk factors that are
statistically associated with increased or reduced risk
of harm are modifiable. Therefore, the argument
has been proposed that changing these risk factors
may modify the chance of harm.
One mechanism for modifying drinking
environments with a view to reducing alcoholrelated harm is through licensee codes of conduct,
negotiated with police and other interested parties
such as public health and local government
personnel. These are usually referred to as Alcohol
Accords. There are many possible components to
such agreements such as responsible alcohol service,
drink discounting bans, trained security personnel,
provisions of food, use of safe glassware and alcohol
containers, environmental modifications to reduce
conflict and frustration and thereby risk of violence.
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The Surfer’s Paradise Safety Action project was one
of the first examples of a comprehensive
intervention involving alcohol service venues. It
involved encouraging a code of conduct for bars
and clubs in a popular entertainment area (on the
Gold Coast) that had developed a reputation for
violence. Interventions included regulating serving
staff, security staff, advertising, alcohol use and
entertainment. Managers were regulated through a
risk assessment system, and were ‘rehabilitated’ into
the local business community. Managers from other
cities who had demonstrated a commitment to
reform were involved. On top of this, a key factor
was observed to be the significant interpersonal
skills of the project officer involved.524 This project
was demonstrably successful, overall, in reducing
alcohol-related harms including physical and verbal
aggression. Consumption and drunkenness
declined, and the physical environment improved
substantially. None of these improvements can be
attributed to any one factor but as a package the
program was successful. However, the benefits
were not maintained when the research team
driving the project moved on, and conditions
deteriorated after two years. There was also some
evidence that improvements were, to a degree, a
result of displacement of problem patrons to other
locations.524 For local level interventions, this may
only be an issue for communities that do not have
an ongoing active program.
Later work by the same team976 replicated the
Surfers’ Paradise model, across two years, in three
north Queensland towns. It was found that there
were striking reductions in physical violence in and
around licensed drinking environments, which
could be causally linked to the intervention. The
authors remain committed to the robustness of the
model but acknowledge that this was a preliminary
evaluation and that a wider range of data are needed
before firmer conclusions can be drawn..976
There have been two other published evaluations of
Australian licensing Accords.1101, 1102 The evaluation
of the Geelong Accord found positive outcomes on
some evaluation criteria and not others, whilst the
evaluation of the Fremantle Accord found no
evidence of effectiveness against a number of hard
outcome criteria. One of the differences between
the two projects may have been the extent of
credible enforcement of liquor laws that
accompanied the Geelong Accord.1096 There are
clearly a number of implementation issues such as
this but there is no doubt that Accords can be an
effective vehicle for introducing some harm
reducing practices into licensed drinking venues. It
is recommended that such voluntary regulation is
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accompanied by effective liquor law enforcement,
as discussed earlier.

14.5.5 Plastic or tempered glass
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
The observation that some of the more severe
injuries from bar fights were linked to using
drinking glasses as weapons has led to the
suggestion that using tempered or plastic glass
would reduce harm.524 There is no direct research
on success or failure of this intervention; however,
many drinking venues have implemented this
strategy and it is highly likely to be effective on
practical grounds alone. Similar arguments apply to
seeking alternatives to glass beer bottles, which have
also been used as dangerous weapons.

14.5.6 Food service
Definition: Encouraging eating with drinking has been
proposed on the basis that the service of food is a
protective factor.524
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
It is well established that drinking alcohol with a
full meal can reduce BAC substantially—by up to
60%.42 Provision of food in bars has been a
component of some Alcohol Accords. In some
Australian jurisdictions, it is a requirement that
restaurant licences restrict alcohol sales only to
people who are eating. There is Australian data
showing that these are low-risk licensed premises,
both for violence and subsequent drinking and
driving.1103 However, the precise contribution to
food service, as opposed to type of clientele and
other environmental factors, cannot be determined.
There is also the contrary and commonly used
practice of serving salty snacks, which increase
alcohol consumption by increasing thirst.

14.5.7 Harm reduction in Indigenous
communities
Night patrols
Definition: The most common harm reduction
strategy in Indigenous communities is the use of
night patrols, which provide transport to safe
locations for intoxicated persons.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
There were 69 patrols operating in various locations
in 1999/2000.859 Most were designed to reduce
alcohol-related conflicts and harm. Mosey provided
an overview and largely qualitative assessment of
the operation and effectiveness of remote area night
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patrols in Central Australia.1104 Sputore and her
colleagues have conducted qualitative and limited
quantitative evaluations of patrols in Kununurra,
Wyndham and Halls Creek, in WA.867, 868 While the
quantitative measures were equivocal—because of
confounding factors—people in the WA
communities generally rated the patrols as effective
in reducing alcohol-related violence and getting
intoxicated people off the streets.
Sobering-up shelters
Definition: Sobering-up shelters provide a temporary
haven for, and supervision of, intoxicated people at
risk of causing harm to themselves or others, and
divert intoxicated people from police custody.
Summary: Warrants further research .......................
In 1999/2000 there were 23 shelters.859 Daly and
Gvozdenovich conducted a qualitative evaluation of
shelters in three WA towns and found that the
shelters were well-accepted by both clients and
police.1105 Evaluation of a shelter in Kununurra,
Western Australia, found that it was well accepted
and led to a significant reduction in police
detentions of intoxicated people.867

14.6 Reducing opiate overdose
Interventions to reduce mortality and morbidity
associated with heroin-related overdose are of two
types: strategies to prevent the occurrence of heroin
overdoses, and strategies to improve the
management of overdoses when they occur. The
former include educating users about risk factors for
overdose (e.g. poly-drug use, using opiates when
alone, reduced tolerance with abstinence, etc.) and
how to minimise the risk factors, and expanding
treatment options, especially methadone. The latter
include improving user response to overdose by
encouragement to call an ambulance, and training
in resuscitation; establishing protocols between
police, ambulance services and user representatives
(e.g. that police will not routinely attend ambulance
calls to overdose); setting up peer outreach, such as
that targeted through hospital emergency
departments; and making naloxone hydrochloride
(Narcan) available to users, peers, family members
and outreach workers. Since, in Australia and
elsewhere, many of these interventions are still
being expanded, it is too early to see any impact on
the number of deaths.
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14.6.1 Educational interventions
Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
There are many behavioural risk factors for opiate
overdose. These include injecting when alone,
injecting while under the influence of alcohol and/
or benzodiazepines, and injecting after a period of
abstinence or otherwise reduced tolerance.230, 1106
Accordingly, consideration has been given to
educating heroin users about overdose risk
behaviours. While such programs have been
conducted in many locations, actual evaluations of
their impact are scarce. A South Australian study
involved a comprehensive education campaign, and
liaison with police and ambulance.1106 Research
demonstrated that the target audiences were well
aware of the key messages of the intervention and
there was tentative evidence that this was associated
with an increased rate of ambulance attendance at
overdose, resulting in lower death rates.

14.6.2 Protocols for emergency services
attendance at overdose
Definition: Concerns have been expressed that police
attendance at heroin overdoses will reduce the
likelihood that users will call an ambulance.1107
Summary: Evidence for implementation .......... « 1/1
An inherent part of the South Australian
intervention, referred to above, was developing
ambulance and police protocols for overdose
attendance, ensuring that police did not attend
overdoses unless required, and then distributing
information about this to heroin users. The National
Heroin Overdose Strategy includes two key
recommendations.1108
l

l

Develop protocols between police and
ambulance services that clarify the
circumstances under which ambulance services
may call on police to attend drug overdoses.
Develop police protocols for attendance at
overdose (whether called by ambulance or
other means), including use of discretion.

The National Strategy, therefore, reflects the
principles that police policy should not act to reduce
the likelihood that users will call an ambulance, and
that police need the flexibility to exercise discretion
in order to avoid harm.
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14.6.3 Better availability of treatment for
opioid dependence

Possible complications include the following.
l

Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
The evidence shows that treatment, particularly
methadone maintenance treatment, substantially
reduces the risk of heroin overdose.234 Heroin users
not in treatment have a risk of mortality 13 times
that of non-using aged peers, compared to 3.4
times for those who are in methadone maintenance
treatment.408 Hall recommended that expansion of
the treatment options available should be a major
strategy for reducing opioid overdose mortality.
This should include alternative pharmacotherapies,
such as LAAM and buprenorphine, which may be
more attractive to older, long-term users.1109

14.6.4 Provision of naloxone for peer
administration
Definition: Naloxone administration instantly reverses
both intoxication and overdose.
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Treatment of heroin overdose by the use of heroin
antagonists, such as naloxone (Narcan), is almost
universally indicated in medical settings.230
Naloxone administration is safe and reliable. One
initiative that has been proposed to reduce the rate
of opiate overdose is the distribution of naloxone to
users.230, 1110, 1111 To date, no Australian trial has been
conducted of such an intervention.
There is an international literature on naloxone
provision to users which appears to support this use
as a preventive measure. Naloxone has been
available over-the-counter to users in Italy since
1995 and is also available in a variety of other
locations. However, no comprehensive evaluations
have been performed on its effectiveness for this
use.
Possible benefits of naloxone administration are
given.
l

l

l

l

l

Naloxone administration often requires first aid
to maintain breathing until the naloxone takes
effect. Therefore, it is recommended that
training in first aid take place in conjunction
with naloxone distribution to users.
There are legal complications surrounding
making naloxone more available.

There are some criticisms and concerns about the
proposition, as follows.
l

l

l

It has been suggested that more hazardous
opiate use may occur as a result of the security
of naloxone being available for peer
administration. Given that naloxone
administration is quite unpleasant, this seems
unlikely.
Naloxone will be little use to those injecting
alone (40% of fatal overdoses).
Naloxone follow-up care may be lacking, in
contrast to situations where medical
professionals have been involved.

There have been no Australian trials and a wellcontrolled, well-designed and cautious trial to assess
the use of such a strategy in preventing overdose
deaths is warranted.1110, 1111

14.7 Reducing harms associated
with injecting
The major harms associated with injecting are the
transmission of blood-borne viruses (BBVs),
overdose, and the reduction of public amenity
relating to visible injecting and discarded used
injecting equipment. Accordingly, programs have
been developed to address these concerns.

14.7.1 Needle and syringe distribution
programs

Naloxone administration is a simple, easy-touse method for immediately and effectively
treating heroin overdose.

Definition: Needle and syringe programs (NSP) have
been the cornerstone of Australia’s response to BBVs
in injecting drug users.1112 NSPs include not only
dedicated needle exchange programs, but also
pharmacy sales of injecting equipment.

Naloxone has no effect in the absence of heroin,
and cannot be used as a recreational drug.

Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««

Overdoses rarely occur alone, meaning that
there is potential for others to provide aid.

The key aspect of successful BBV harm reduction for
injectors is that they should have easy access to
clean injecting equipment—predominantly needles
and syringes but also swabs, spoons and sterile
water. Sharing non-needle elements of injecting
equipment is believed to be implicated in the
transmission of hepatitis C.1113

There is a minimal risk of adverse reactions to
naloxone
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The initial impetus for the development of NSPs was
the HIV/AIDS epidemic. While there has been
considerable concern in the US about the effect of
NSPs, the US Centres for Disease Control have failed
to find any evidence that needle exchange programs
affect either frequency of injection among users or
rates of recruitment to injecting drug use, while
concluding that the programs significantly reduce
needle sharing.1114, 1115 A wide body of other
international research, including Cochrane reviews,
confirms the finding that NSPs are effective in
preventing HIV infection and do not cause any
increase in drug use.783, 804, 1116, 1117
The early and rapid establishment of needle
distribution programs in Australia is one of the
foremost reasons why the rate of HIV infection
among Australian injectors has remained at less than
3%. This is borne out in a report of the economic
effectiveness of NSPs in Australia. The Return on
Investments study investigated the effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of needle and syringe programs
(NSPs) in Australia, from 1991 to 2000, and found
that NSPs were effective in reducing rates of HIV
infection and hepatitis C. It was estimated that in
Australia, by the year 2010, 4500 HIV-related
deaths and 90 HCV-related deaths, will have been
prevented, as well as 25 000 HIV infections and
21 000 hepatitis C infections. In treatment costs,
this would amount to savings of $2.4 to $7.7
billion for an investment of almost $150 million. In
addition, benefits for consumers in number of life
years gained and improved quality of life are
demonstrated.1118
The prevention of hepatitis C among injectors is a
greater challenge than the prevention of HIV/AIDS
because this epidemic was well established before
the introduction of NSPs. It has been recommended
that NSPs be expanded in sufficient quantity to meet
distribution targets of injectors always using sterile
injecting equipment. The demand for needles and
syringes has been rising exponentially, but funding
has not always been available to meet this
continually increasing demand.1112
A common community concern about NSP
programs is that they increase the number of
needles and syringes discarded in public places.
However, ANCD research reviews have concluded
that, in general, NSP programs do not increase the
numbers of inappropriately discarded syringes.804

education, and the provision of methadone
maintenance treatment (MMT). NSPs often offer a
variety of ancillary services, including treatment
linkage, education, information, screening and
testing services, and advocacy services.1116 In
general, outreach programs have been shown to
promote treatment entry and encourage some
degree of change in levels of risk behaviour.804 Rates
of needle sharing have decreased steadily over this
decade, and it is plausible that these programs have
contributed to this behavioural change.1112 Some US
studies have indicated that outreach-based education
programs were effective in reducing risk behaviours
in injectors, including needle sharing and unsafe
sex.1119
Needle and syringe exchanges in Indigenous
communities
The provision of free or cheap needles and injecting
equipment is a key strategy in attempts to reduce
the spread of BBVs among people who inject drugs.
In 1999/2000, there were six needle exchanges
specifically for Indigenous people and an unknown
number of Indigenous health services also provided
clean needles and other injecting equipment.859

14.7.2 Methadone maintenance therapy
(MMT)
It is clear that MMT assists in the reduction of HIVrisk behaviour and can reduce the incidence of HIV
infection. Participation in MMT is related to less
frequent injecting, less frequent sharing, fewer
sharing partners and lower HIV seroprevalence.1120
In a review of literature addressing the impacts of
MMT on BBVs, Ward, Mattick and Hall concluded
that there was considerable evidence that
methadone protects against HIV infection, because
it reduces risk behaviours such as injecting and
needle sharing.1121 The same level of confidence
cannot be applied to reductions in the risk of
hepatitis C—partly because many injectors will have
contracted hepatitis C before entering treatment. To
state the obvious, if MMT reduces the prevalence of
injecting, the occasions in which there is a risk of
HCV transmission are reduced. Since hepatitis C
prevalence is closely linked to duration of injecting,
methadone and other treatments would be more
effective against hepatitis C if they were undertaken
earlier in the injector’s career.

Other elements of Australia’s harm reduction
approach to BBVs in injectors are outreach and
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14.7.3 Supervised injecting centres
Definition: Legally sanctioned environments where
drug users can inject under some degree of
supervision.

The international (largely European) evidence
suggests that:
l

Summary: Evidence for implementation .............. «
Other approaches to the reduction of harms
associated with injecting include the introduction of
supervised injecting centres. The evidence base
related to the potential prevention benefits of
Australian supervised injecting centres is sparse as
these centres are a relatively recent Australian
development. There are a number of reviews of
international experiences; and six month and 12
month progress reports of evaluations of Australia’s
only medically supervised injecting centre (MSIC),
in Kings Cross.
Supervised injecting centres have been used in a
variety of major city locations across the world in an
attempt to reduce some of the harms associated with
injecting drug use.1124–1126 While there are
numerous variants, the basic notion is that a legally
sanctioned environment is provided where drug
users can inject under some degree of supervision.
Clean needles and syringes are usually available,
surroundings are typically far more hygienic than
normal injecting environments, and staff are
available to provide immediate resuscitation after an
overdose.
There are four main purported benefits of
supervised injecting centres.1124
1. Reduction in harms to the general public
(reductions in: discarded syringes, visibility of
street injection scenes, frequency of public
injection and public intoxication).
2. Reduction in risk of overdose, both fatal and
non-fatal.

l

l

l

overdose rates and risks of fatality appear to be
improved in supervised injection centres. To
date, there has not been a single recorded death
at any injection centre worldwide.1124–1126 Given
the sheer numbers of centres in operation (over
45 in Europe alone), this is a significant feat. It
also seems that the rate of non-fatal overdoses is
lower than would normally be expected,
whilst it is not possible to measure the impact of
supervised injecting centres on rates of BBV
transmission, it appears that centres are
associated with substantially fewer risky
injection practices.1124–1126

The MSIC in Sydney’s Kings Cross was established
on the recommendation of the NSW Wood Royal
Commission, and an 18 month trial is underway.
Currently, only the 61122 and 121123 month
evaluation reports are available. The following is a
summary of the key findings from both documents.
l

4. Improved access to treatment and other social
welfare services.

l

There are three main criticisms of the general
concept of injecting rooms.1124

l

1. Being seen to condone drug use, and thereby
‘sending the wrong message’.
l

3. Concern that use of the centre will result in
delays in entry to treatment.
l
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users see the rooms as a positive experience and
welfare and treatment access by users also
appears to improve, with consequent
improvements in general health and
functioning,1124–1126

Despite these positive findings, the review literature
is clear that there have been few thorough impact
evaluations on the European sites, and the majority
of the published literature does not appear in
English.1124 Evidence of outcome effectiveness is,
therefore, not yet available.

3. Reduction in risk of BBV transmission.

2. Causing a congregation of drug dealers around
the site—the ‘honey pot’ effect.

the presence of injection rooms appears to
reduce (but not eliminate) the visibility of
injecting drug use,1124

Over the first 12 months, 2279 individuals
were assessed and registered to use the centre,
making a total of 31 675 visits.
Most clients were male but female clients had a
higher average number of visits per client.
For the first six months, cocaine was the most
commonly injected drug (47%), followed by
heroin (45%). At 12 months, heroin was the
most common at 50% of visits, with cocaine at
42% of visits.
Clients made an average of 12 visits per 12
months, although the range was wide at one to
535 visits.
After 12 months, one in 31 visits generated a
referral to other health care services for further
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assistance. This is a total of 1007 referrals.
Forty-four percent of these referrals were for
drug dependence treatment, 31% were for
primary health care services, and 25% were for
welfare services.
l

l

l

l

One-third of client visits led to medical services
other than supervision of injection, being
provided to clients.
Only a small percentage of visits (0.8%)
resulted in drug-related clinical incidents. These
included 184 heroin overdoses (resulting in
zero fatalities), 50 cases of cocaine-related
toxicity, eight benzodiazepine overdoses, and
eight non-heroin opioid overdoses.
The six month report noted that all overdoses
were managed successfully, with no adverse
consequences.
A total of 5958 sterile syringes were dispensed
for take-away use by clients at the six-month
point, in addition to the sterile equipment
provided for each instance of injection.

The report that 184 heroin overdoses had occurred
with no fatalities attests to the efficacy of the
approach. Previous research has estimated that
under normal Australian heroin usage conditions,
one in 20 heroin overdoses is fatal.230 This would
roughly translate to nine lives saved as a result of
the supervised injecting centre.
In relation to the three concerns described above,
the centre does not appear to have had any
significant adverse impact on public order or public
amenity in the area. Evaluation of loitering and
other criminal activity has been conducted by the
NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research. They
reported that there has been no observable impact
on crime rates, loitering rates, pedestrian traffic
levels, and there was no indication that the MSIC
had any effect on either theft or violent acquisitive
offences in Kings Cross Local Area Command based
on the COPS database from 1 May 2000 to 30
December 2001.1127 It seems likely that MSIC has
enhanced access to treatment and welfare services
by at least some its clients.
The final (18 month) report of the evaluation of the
MSIC had not been completed at the time of
writing, so that final judgements on its efficacy
cannot be made.
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14.7.4 Vaccination against hepatitis B
Summary: Evidence for effective dissemination
...................................................................... «««
In Australia, the NHMRC recommendation of
universal vaccination to prevent hepatitis B has been
adopted but the uptake of vaccination by high-risk
populations, such as injectors, is far from complete
for a number of reasons. These include limited
knowledge about vaccine among injectors, and cost
to the recipient. Better means of making vaccine
available to all injectors, including programs of free
vaccine, are needed.1128

14.7.5 Retractable syringes
Definition: Retractable syringes are intended to be
used only once, after which the needle retracts into
the barrel of the syringe, preventing it from being
used for further injections, or, from causing
needlestick injury.
Summary: Evidence is contra-indicative .............. ý
The Australian Government has recently announced
its intention to develop and introduce retractable
syringe technology, and has allocated 27.5 million
dollars in funding. The media release for the project
lists two main reasons for this proposal: public
concern over needlestick injury from discarded
syringes in public places, and the risk of disease
transmission through needlestick injuries in health
care settings.1129
No syringe design can ever totally prevent sharing
by injecting drug users. It is always possible to fully
load the syringe, and then administer partial doses
to two or more people.1130 This may actually
increase BBV risk, since conventional syringes can at
least be cleaned in between injections but
retractable syringes cannot. A US research team has
concluded that conventional needles will always be
superior to retractable needles in regard to reducing
the risk of BBV infection.1131 Retractable syringes are
also likely to be very expensive. There is a currently
significant lack of data in regard to feasibility of
using retractable needles in Australia.

14.8 Dance drugs
(phenethylamines, LSD, ketamine)
Harm reduction programs relating to the use of socalled ‘dance drugs’ have been of three main sorts:
information campaigns aimed at users and in the
form of guidelines for club owners and dance event
promoters to help minimise environmental risks;
employing trained outreach workers to provide
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support and links to appropriate emergency
interventions for those experiencing problems at
dance events; and sites at events where users can
have their pills ‘tested’ or checked against a register
of previously tested pills and capsules.1132

On-site pill testing programs are used widely
throughout the European Union (EU).1135 Typically,
these programs involve the provision of short
informational sessions on safer use strategies while
pill testing takes place.1135

14.8.1 Information campaigns

An argument often advanced against the provision
of timely pill testing data to users is that it gives an
impression of safety to the consumption of MDMA,
which it is held may lead to increased
consumption.1134 There is no evidence to either
support or refute this statement.1135

Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
Information campaigns have focused on providing
advice about proper hydration, managing body
temperature, and avoiding risky behaviours, such as
unsafe sex or driving whilst intoxicated by dance
drugs. In Australia, these have included the RaveSafe
project, which has since become a generic name for
programs in this country aiming to promote safety
in the dance club or ‘rave’ environment.226

14.8.2 Guidelines for dance events
Summary: Warrants further research ................... O
In Australia, as internationally, various groups and
organisations have attempted to establish conduct
guidelines for dance parties or similar nightclub
venues.1133 These guidelines involve aspects such as
adequate availability of cold drinking water, having
chill-out rooms, and hiring professional security
staff. There is no direct evidence to say if they
reduce harm, or not. However, they are certainly
evidence-based in that acute drug-related harm in
this environment is often a function of overheating,
and therefore ready availability of water and chillout environments appears a sensible strategy.

14.8.3 On-site testing of pills
Definition: Programs that aim to identify the contents
of ecstasy tablets and to provide this information to
users.

The level of evaluation that has taken place in the
various EU pill testing programs is generally very
poor, and little conclusive information is known
about the effects of these programs.1135 There is a
need for more research and evaluation studies on
the entire range of effects of on-site pill testing
interventions.
The Australian Bureau of Criminal Intelligence
conducts some degree of off-site pill testing in
Australia, based on seized tablets,165, 168 but the data
are not made available to the research community.
Adequate and timely access to these data would
provide further insight into the nature of ecstasy
markets in Australia and would allow far more
informed research and assessment on the impact of
any future changes in legislation or supply control
approaches regarding ecstasy.
There has been some media and community debate
in Australia about the availability of home-testing
kits for ecstasy pills. Typically, concerns have been
raised about the availability of such kits, either
being perceived as condoning use or as possibly
increasing use. There is no evidence available
allowing comment on the impact of availability of
testing kits on consumption levels.

Summary: Warrants further research ................... O

14.9 Benzodiazepines

As discussed earlier, some of the harms associated
with ecstasy use are caused by the fact that pills
often contain a wide variety of psychoactive
substances other than MDMA. Some of these
substances are inherently more harmful, such as
PMA. Others, such as GHB and ketamine, require a
different approach to manage and reduce risk.226 In
addition, there is a distinct lack of quality Australian
scientific data on the actual content of street-level
ecstasy pills.1134 Various countries and organisations
have advocated or implemented various on-site pill
testing programs in an attempt to reduce the risk
associated with ecstasy use, and to inform the
knowledge base on managing ecstasy-related risks.

Harm reduction programs relating to the use of
benzodiazepines have focused on the injecting of
temazepam gel capsules and the use of
flunitrazepam (e.g. Rohypnol) in drug-assisted
sexual assault. Temazepam gel capsules have
recently been moved to Schedule 8 of the National
Drugs and Poisons Schedule, in order to reduce
their use by injectors.247 Flunitrazepam has also
been moved to Schedule 8 and there is evidence
from the IDRS that its availability and usage by
injectors has decreased markedly since its
rescheduling, in 1998.1136
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14.9.1 Dyes in benzodiazepines
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O
In response to concerns about drinks being spiked
with drugs in nightclubs and bars, Roche
introduced a blue dye to Rohypnol, which was
intended to make it more difficult to administer to
someone’s drink without them noticing. However,
Rohypnol has since been withdrawn from the
market, although it is believed that flunitrazepam is
still available under the brand name Hypnodorm
(Malcolm Dobbins, Dept of Human Services,
Victoria, personal communication). It is not
possible to comment on the effectiveness of adding
a dye to the product, particularly in a poorly lit
venue such as a nightclub. However, it is hard to
imagine any disadvantage of adding such a dye
other than, perhaps, the extra cost to the
manufacturer.

14.10 Petrol
Until the phasing out of leaded petrol, harm
reduction strategies also included the substitution of
unleaded for leaded petrol. When this was
introduced in Maningrida, it led to a significant
reduction in the number of hospital admissions due
to petrol sniffing.1137

and Newman and colleagues have shown that a
harm reduction approach to drink-driving education
in year 9 was successful in increasing knowledge
and reducing the rate of riding with a drinking
driver.1138 It did not, however, change alcohol
consumption. Many of the prevention programs
from the US are based on an aim of abstinence and
therefore evaluate effectiveness in terms of
statistically significant delay in onset of use. Further
research is required, with long-term follow-up, to
establish whether programs can achieve a clinically
significant (as well as statistically significant)
reduction in the harms associated with drug use.

14.12 Conclusions
Harm reduction is often thought of only as needle
and syringe programs, but many more strategies are
used and, in many cases, have been shown to be
effective. Programs with the strongest evidential
support are as follows:
l

regulations to reduce passive smoking,

l

random breath testing,

l

needle and syringe distribution,

l

l

14.11 Harm minimisation drug
education
Summary: Limited investigation ........................... O

treatment of opiate dependence to reduce risk of
overdose and blood-borne viruses,
hepatitis B vaccination.

By contrast, evidence does not support ‘light’
cigarettes, staggered closing times and retractable
syringes, and these programs are contra-indicated.

Australia and Europe, in contrast to the US, have
more of a focus on harm minimisation strategies for
drug education. The systematic review by White
and Pitts did not include any evaluations of harm
minimisation approaches (13 considered) because
studies did not meet criteria for methodological
rigour.654 The authors attribute this to approaches
usually targeting hard-to-reach groups and,
therefore, having problems with program
implementation and evaluation. However, a major
recent Western Australian controlled study supports
the view that school-based drug education based on
a harm minimisation framework can be effective for
reducing youth alcohol use, and related risk and
harm associated with alcohol.155 In addition, Baer
and others have demonstrated effectiveness of harm
reduction approaches with US college age youth,753
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SYNTHESIS AND
I M P L I C AT I O N S
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CHAPTER 15: INCREASING PROTECTION
AND REDUCING RISK ACROSS THE LIFE
COURSE
15.1 Summary
This chapter presents an overview of policy and future investment implications for the
prevention of early developmental problems, early age drug use, risky use and harm. A Protection
and Risk Reduction Approach to Prevention is presented, acknowledging that broad social
determinants influence drug use. The approach incorporates the developmental risk and
protective factors conceptualisation of youth problem behaviours, and the brief intervention and
harm reduction frameworks used with adults. An approach to prevention is outlined,
emphasising the local community as an important setting for ensuring the coordinated
development and delivery of the Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to Prevention across
different policy jurisdictions, and spanning appropriate periods of time. The emphasis on the
local community flows from the requirement to tailor prevention strategies to varying local
conditions, the emerging success of community approaches and the attraction of enhancing
community in order to address growing social disconnection.
An examination of patterns of drug use and harms reveals the importance of continuing efforts to
reduce tobacco use. The need to increase investment relevant to alcohol is also identified, with
escalating levels of youth alcohol use of particular concern. It is noted that illicit drug use is
responsible for disproportionate harms in some populations.
Continued and enhanced investment is recommended in the following four broad areas, with
maximum benefit obtained from the simultaneous delivery of complementary strategies.
Universal interventions to prevent tobacco use and risky alcohol use: legal drugs generate the great bulk of
health, economic and social drug problems in contemporary Australia. The bulk of problems are
found within mainstream society among persons with average levels of developmental risk. Early
use of legal drugs predicts later problematic alcohol and other drug use, as well as mental health
problems. Parental and community role models encourage use among children and adolescents,
suggesting the requirement for ‘whole population strategies’ to address overall levels of use and
to break inter-generational patterns.
Universal interventions to reduce the supply of, and demand for, licit and illicit drugs: law enforcement strategies
are necessary to protect the community against the crime and social disorders that flow from the
use of prohibited drugs. Law enforcement plays a critical role in prevention by: reinforcing
community values against illicit drug use, controlling the supply of licit drugs, and diverting
early offenders to preventive interventions.
Targeted interventions to address vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, with particular attention to Indigenous Australians:
interventions should provide evidence-based support to families at the key developmental stages
of infancy, pre-primary and primary school. The interventions have the potential to address the
bulk of harms associated with the use of illicit drugs as well as a significant proportion of
problems with legal drugs.
Treatment, brief intervention and harm reduction approaches for adolescents and adults with emerging, or developed, risky
drug use patterns: investment in proven treatment methods, whether abstinence-oriented or harmreducing, reduce drug-related harm at the population level. Brief screening interventions have an
untapped potential for widespread application in primary health care and community settings.
Family members, particularly children, need to be involved in treatment programs to help break
inter-generational patterns of substance use and related harm.
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15.2 Introduction
In this final chapter, we describe what we have been
able to glean from our readings on drug-related
harm. The overarching aim of this document is to
provide the evidence basis for a comprehensive
national agenda for the prevention of problems
relating to drug use.
The evidence we have reviewed relates to:
l

l

l

l

the nature and extent of the major drug-related
harms,
the underlying patterns of drug use,
the social and developmental antecedents of
these patterns, as well as for other problem
behaviours, and
the evidence base for interventions to reduce
risk and increase protection, throughout the life
course.

In what follows, we summarise and synthesise what
is known in each of the above areas in order to
frame conclusions and consider future directions. A
number of unifying principles and concepts relevant
to the Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to
Prevention were outlined in the introduction of
Chapter 1. The first implication flowing from our
review is that there are opportunities for a more
coordinated national prevention agenda, through
the adoption of an integrative policy framework.
This approach integrates knowledge of
developmental processes throughout the life course,
with knowledge of broader macro-social and
environmental influences on behaviour and health
outcomes. The Protection and Risk Reduction
Approach emphasises the importance of reducing
the known developmental risk factors that lead
children and young people to become involved
with risky drug use and harm, while also enhancing
protective factors. The framework acknowledges
that targeted, early intervention strategies focused
on strengthening protective factors will be useful
for children and youth with a high number of
developmental risk factors. The approach should
also emphasise brief interventions and treatment
and harm reduction strategies, acknowledging that
such strategies can reduce drug-related harm for
drug users that have a high number of risk factors,
while also improving developmental opportunities
for children. Effective regulation and law
enforcement should be considered as essential
elements of this approach to prevention, not just in
controlling the supply of drugs, but also in
influencing community values about drug use,
diverting early offenders and acting to protect the
community from crime and social disorder.
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The favoured approaches to prevention are based on
an examination of both early risk factors (e.g. social
and early developmental risks) and late risks relating
to patterns and circumstances of drug use. With
regard to late risk factors, we have identified some
basic concepts regarding the pharmacological and
psychological effects of different drugs, their doseresponse effects, toxicity, associated behavioural
changes and drug dependence. All of the harms
related to drug use can be attributed to: the
interplay between these psychobiological processes,
individual behaviour, drug use settings and broad
social influences. A national prevention agenda
needs to seek opportunities across many sectors to
reduce both distal and proximal risks for drugrelated harm.
The second implication of our overview leads us to
emphasise a systems approach to drug prevention
which acknowledges the:
l

l

l

many levels of society in which there are
influences on patterns of drug use and harm,
many levels in which interventions may be
delivered, and
importance of consistency across diverse levels
and sub-systems in terms of influences and
interventions.

There are many opportunities for synergies across
diverse areas of action. For example, investment in
treatment and brief interventions is likely to
diminish crime, road trauma, disease and other
serious harms associated with drug use. Law
enforcement practices can affect entry to treatment
facilities. Judicial processes have the capacity to
divert illicit drug users, at an early stage in their
drug using career, into effective intervention
programs. There are also issues around attempting
to reconcile inconsistent influences on patterns of
drug use, such as the powerful role modelling of
smoking, drinking and sometimes drug use
provided by the media, as opposed to the less
frequent mass media campaigns to deter risky drug
use. It is important to review the many
opportunities for reducing risk and increasing
protection for individuals, families and
communities across all levels and sub-systems of
modern society.
To better organise the systems approach to
prevention, we have emphasised the local
community as one of the primary levels for
integrating and coordinating planning within a
Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to
Prevention. An emphasis on the local community
offers prospects for addressing some of the broad
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social determinants related to both social
disadvantage and disconnection that underlie aspects
of drug-related harm. A structured approach to local
community organisation also offers a promising
method for the coordinated application of evidencebased prevention strategies aimed at the reduction
of developmental risk factors and enhancement of
protective factors. By emphasising the community
level, the implications of the systems model for a
coordinated approach to prevention across different
jurisdictions become clearer. Policy and research
opportunities flowing from the evidence reviewed
were summarised for each of several sub-systems
and jurisdictions within which interventions can be
implemented. It is critical that national and state
policies, legislative models and regulations are
based on evidence about drug-related risk and
harm, and enable and empower local communities
to develop effective prevention strategies.
Prior to considering the range of opportunities for
intervention and prevention, it is important to have
a clear picture of: a) the overall patterns of drugrelated harm as they currently impact on
Australians; and b) the overall patterns of risky drug
use that underlie these harms.

15.3 Patterns of drug-related harm
in Australia (Chapter 3)
It is easier to quantify the health, safety and
economic costs of drug use than the social and legal
costs. An overview was presented of key indices of
health and economic costs, by drug type and broad
age groups, using most recent available data.
The key points revealed by this overview are as
follows.
l

l

Tobacco is the leading cause of premature death
and hospitalisation among Australians. Most
(77.8%) of tobacco-caused deaths involve
persons over 64 years of age. However,
tobacco-caused deaths involving children and
adults up to 64 years of age are still greater in
total than all deaths caused by alcohol and illicit
drugs combined for all age groups. The
economic costs of tobacco reflect this fact.
Alcohol causes the deaths and hospitalisation of
slightly more children and young people than
do all the illicit drugs combined and many more
than does tobacco. These deaths are almost all
caused by either intentional or unintentional
injuries. While alcohol is also responsible for
the deaths of many more adults and elderly
people than are the illicit drugs, there are a
much larger number of deaths believed to be
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saved among older people as a result of, mainly,
low-risk alcohol consumption, principally
among older women.
l

The estimates of economic costs are updated for
1998 and demonstrate an important
contribution to the costs of illicit drug use from
law enforcement and crime.

It is important to note that there are also likely
future health costs associated with current drug use
that are hard to estimate. However, it is inevitable
that given the wide prevalence of hepatitis C among
injecting drug users in Australia, there will be
substantial mortality, morbidity and associated
economic costs as a result of higher incidence of
liver disease in this group, in future years. In
addition, there are known to be social harms
impacting on individual users of illicit drugs who
receive criminal convictions.

15.4 Patterns of risky drug use in
Australia (Chapter 4)
The patterns of risky drug use underlying the above
harms can be classified into those caused by adverse
influences on: the development of children and
youth (e.g. through role-modelling, exposure to
passive smoking, impairment to parenting), early
age use (resulting in developmental problems),
regular use (e.g. liver disease and cancers),
intoxication (e.g. injuries, overdoses and
poisonings), unsafe means of administration (e.g.
BBVs from dirty needles, septicaemia), and
dependence (e.g. withdrawal symptoms, treatment
costs). Some types of harm straddle these categories,
such as suicide and some strokes associated both
with intoxication and regular use of alcohol, in
particular. Social harms, such as loss of employment
and impairment of personal relationships, can also
be a function of the combined effects of a long-term
pattern of heavy use, frequent episodes of
intoxication, and time and resources expended
acquiring drugs.
The main features of risky drug use patterns in
Australia are as follows.
l

There has been a dramatic reduction in levels of
smoking in Australia in recent decades, such
that rates of daily adult smoking fell below 20%
for the first time in the 2001 NDSHS.22 Smoking
rates by young people, and young women in
particular, have been less resistant to change in
recent years and are a concern for future levels
of tobacco-caused mortality and morbidity.
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l

l

l

l

l

Alcohol consumption in Australia has recently
increased slightly overall, and more markedly
among young people. Two-thirds of Person
Years of Life Lost through risky alcohol use are
due, at least in part, to the short-term or acute
effects from alcohol intoxication. A very
conservative estimate from the 1998 NDSHS is
that 67% of all alcohol consumed in Australia is
done so in a manner inconsistent with the latest
NHMRC National Alcohol Guidelines.42 For
young adults that figure is 90%.
Cannabis is the most widely used illicit drug in
Australia, though its use may have declined very
recently. In most jurisdictions, any use at all of
cannabis poses the risk of receiving a criminal
record. Around 10% of people become regular
heavy users of cannabis and risk long-term
health consequences and dependence.
Combining cannabis with depressant drugs,
such as alcohol, appears to interact to pose extra
short-term safety risks (e.g. before driving).
Cannabis use during adolescence is associated
with later mental health and conduct problems,
though the causal processes remain unclear.
Injection is the main risk behaviour in relation
to health-related harms from other illicit drugs.
The 2001 NDSHS indicates that less than 2% of
the adult population report injecting illicit drugs
at some time in the last 12 months.22 Injection
of opiates delivers a usually unknown quantity
of the drug rapidly and poses a risk of overdose,
especially if other CNS depressant drugs
(alcohol and benzodiazepines) have also been
consumed. Sharing of injecting equipment and
associated paraphernalia is a major risk factor
for the spread of BBVs.
Heavy ‘binges’ on amphetamine-type drugs are
associated with reckless and aggressive
behaviour and, when sustained over days, may
precipitate a psychosis. The risks of use of other
illicit drugs, such as phenethylamines, are
poorly understood.
Finally, there are marked temporal and
developmental sequences concerning the ages
of first use and the order of onset of use of
drugs. It is apparent that early use of tobacco
and alcohol is predictive of later problems with
tobacco dependence, alcohol and illicit drugs. It
is also clear from longitudinal research that use
of alcohol and tobacco at an early age predicts
progression to heavier drug use, even after
adjusting for the influence of a range of known
developmental risk factors. The mechanisms by
which legal drugs serve as ‘gateways’ in some
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sense for illegal drugs are not clear. Adolescent
use of cannabis significantly increases the risk of
later use of other illicit drugs, but nonetheless,
only around 10% of cannabis users progress to
use other illicit drugs.

15.5 Social determinants of drug use
and related problems (Chapter 5)
Patterns of drug use and related harms are not
distributed randomly across the population; there
are defined groups in contemporary Australia that
are over-represented in the statistics. Given the
substantial contribution of tobacco, alcohol and
illicit drug use to the total ‘burden of disease’ in
Australia, and worldwide, it is not surprising that
these groups are usually also those that are overrepresented in statistics on general ill-health. Firstly,
across all drug types, being male and being young
are each independently highly predictive of
involvement in risky drug use and harm. Secondly,
almost any measure of disadvantage will be
similarly associated with increased risk and harm
from drugs, regardless of gender and age. In
relation to legal drugs, however, there is evidence
of a U-shaped relationship such that, for example,
both low and high income can be predictive of
greater consumption and related harm. It is likely,
however, that there are different underlying
patterns, such as less frequent but higher intake
drinking associated with higher rates of acute
alcohol-related harm among disadvantaged groups.
This latter pattern of drinking and related harm is
most clearly expressed among Indigenous Australian
populations who also have very high rates of
smoking and a host of other health risk behaviours.
The association of drug use and measures of social
disadvantage is strongest for the illicit drugs versus
the licit, and also for more intensely problematic
patterns of drug use, including dependence.
Addressing social disadvantage in all its forms has
come to be seen as a central issue for modern drug
policy to address.
Related to findings of social disadvantage, there are
indications that social disconnection is increasingly
a modern driver underlying drug-related harm.
Family breakdown, loss of community, increasing
mobility and weakened religious institutions are
structural determinants undermining social stability
that have been identified as developmental risk
factors for drug-related harm. The emerging calls
within mental health promotion for a focus on
social and community wellbeing are pertinent to
efforts to address these more pervasive and
insidious determinants of drug-related harm.
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15.6 Risk and protective factors
(Chapter 6)
The social determinants perspective on health and
health risk behaviours is one traditional approach
informing an important emerging perspective on
the genesis of youth drug use. Comprehensive
reviews of longitudinal and other studies examining
significant influences on the drug use of young
people have identified factors and variables such as
family functioning, school performance, peer
influences, temperament and local drug availability
as predictive of who will use drugs. This literature
was discussed in depth in Chapter 6. The variables
highlighted above were combined to form overall
survey measures of risk for, and protection against,
a variety of problem behaviours, including drug
use. Children with high scores on the risk scale and
low scores on the protection scale are more likely to
drink in a risky fashion, smoke, use illicit drugs,
experience mental health problems and exhibit
conduct disorders. It is noteworthy that some
elements of risk include adult modelling of drug use
and the extent of community availability of licit and
illicit drugs.
Evidence suggests that both early initiation and
frequency of youth drug use are most clearly
predicted by the cumulative number of elevated risk
factors, rather than by any specific risk factor. For
youth on trajectories characterised by a high
number of risk factors, there is evidence that
elevating the number of protective factors can
reduce the likelihood of a range of adverse
outcomes. This knowledge emphasises the
importance of prevention activities and strategies
focused on reducing risk factors and enhancing
protective factors within specific communities.
When the examination of protective factors is
extended beyond adolescence into adulthood, it
becomes apparent that many harm reduction
strategies are in concert with this community
emphasis on enhancing protective factors for those
with a high number of risk factors.

15.7 Where should we target
prevention investment? Risk,
protection and the prevention
paradox (Chapter 6)
The economic consideration of prevention
investment leads to a search for methodology to
assess the optimal way to combine approaches to
prevention. To date, little economic evidence has
been forthcoming to ensure that an ‘efficient’ use of
society’s resources is being made across the drug
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policy arena. Much evidence still rests on the
individual impact and effectiveness of programs,
without specifying the resources needed to bring
this about. Most evaluations still do not focus on the
personal and social resources required and this
partial approach leads to a potential waste of scarce
resources. Within each section of this report, we
have presented data relevant to cost-benefits, where
this was available.
The report has focused particularly on costing the
economic benefits accruing through the impact of
programs and strategies in reducing harmful drug
use. It is important to reiterate that such costings are
likely to be conservative, particularly in the area of
developmental prevention. This is because there are
additional social benefits beyond reduction of
harmful drug use that can be expected to flow from
programs that more generally improve the
developmental opportunities of children and their
community social environments. For example, the
reduction of a risk factor such as academic failure is
likely to lead to greater completion of high school,
increased attendance at college and greater job
opportunities, all of which can be costed as benefits
of early school-based prevention efforts. Likewise,
pre- and postnatal home visits by public/
community health nurses not only reduce maternal
substance use and arrest rates, of the mother and
eventually the child, but also reduce rates of
substantiated child abuse and neglect that represent
additional cost savings of this approach. A
comprehensive costing of the benefits of a
preventative approach is beyond the scope of the
present report but more fully accounting benefits
should be a longer-term goal in prevention
planning.
The present report has provided important
information that is relevant to the targeting of
prevention investment through further analysis of a
major Australian data set on risk, protection and
adolescent problem behaviours. The analysis
examined the extent to which drug prevention
policy should be universal in its application, or targeted
to high-risk populations. It is clear that for regular
smoking and heavy alcohol use, most adolescents
exhibiting these behaviours by age 16 were either
average or low on a cumulative index that summed
risk and protective factors. For weekly cannabis use,
most youth reporting this behaviour were classified
as high-risk, for all age groups. The trend in the
data was for the number of low and average-risk
children to be weekly cannabis smokers to increase
with increasing age, suggesting that if age had
increased further, they would have been in the
majority. By contrast, for the other illicit drugs
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combined, there was a clear tendency for weekly
users to be predominantly high-risk children, at all
ages. In summary, the prevention paradox holds for
the legal drugs, and may hold for older teenagers in
relation to cannabis, but does not hold for other
illicit drugs.
The above evidence suggests that whole-ofpopulation, or universal strategies, are of particular
importance in relation to reducing the more
prevalent harms associated with tobacco and alcohol
use. However, strategies targeted to high-risk
children and adolescents may be necessary in
preventing the harms associated with illicit drug
use. As high-risk youth generally have high levels of
drug use, the more targeted strategies will also
benefit the prevention of harms associated with
legal drugs and cannabis. To maximise their
effectiveness, targeted strategies should be initiated
early in the developmental pathway and aim to
reduce risk factors, enhance protective factors and
prevent or delay drug use. Where drug use is
evident, interventions should continue through into
protective strategies, aiming to contain the
emergence of risky patterns of drug use or to reduce
the likelihood of harm.

15.8 The evidence base for drug
prevention (PART 4)
Evidence was summarised for the relative
effectiveness of interventions and policies, from
pre-conception through to prenatal care, antenatal
care, infancy, pre-primary, primary school,
adolescence, young adulthood, adulthood and old
age. The quality of the research was highly variable.
The types of outcomes examined ranged from:
known risk factors for later drug use, age of onset of
use of different drugs, intensity of drug use, to
dependence and experiences of problems relating to
drug use. In some areas, it was possible to
recommend wide implementation with confidence,
in others there was theoretical support for
recommending that interventions be trialled, and in
yet others there was no relevant literature upon
which to draw information. In well-researched
areas, such as school-based drug education and
community action, it is possible to identify
principles to guide effective practice as well as
descriptions of model projects. In other areas, it was
possible to identify individual strategies that, if
implemented, would definitely have preventive
benefit. The evidence base will now be briefly
summarised for each of the major areas examined.
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15.8.1 The evidence for investment in
early life-stage interventions (Chapter 7)
Information summarised in this report suggests a
range of opportunities for encouraging healthy
child development, and thereby preventing
children’s drug use and progression to heavy and
harmful use. Prior to birth, and also in childhood,
the healthy development of children can be
impaired through parental tobacco, alcohol and
illicit drug use. Further innovation investment will
be required to develop and evaluate health service
reorientation programs that can be effectively
applied to address these problems.
Programs of structured home visits to support
mothers, before and in the first two years after
birth, have evidence supporting their effectiveness
when targeted to vulnerable families. These
programs offer basic advice, practical assistance with
nursing, and advocacy for access to services. They
show evidence of positive outcomes for maternal
drug use and infant health. Some programs targeted
specifically at vulnerable (e.g. drug using) mothers
have shown benefits for later problem behaviours in
childhood and adolescence, including some modest
reductions in drug use. A promising yet currently
under-utilised approach involves targeting parent
education and support within drug treatment
populations. A coordinated investment to ensure
healthy child development in drug treatment
settings is warranted.
There is evidence for positive outcomes (school
adjustment and academic attainment) and good
cost-benefit ratios from targeted programs to
prepare children from high-risk families for primary
school. There is also substantial evidence for the
value of both universal and selective parenting
programs for pre-primary school age children on
similar outcome variables.
Strong evidence exists for both universal and
targeted programs to support parents and strengthen
families of primary school children. Outcomes from
these studies have been documented by following
children through to adolescence. Results have found
reduced smoking and alcohol use as well as
reductions in other adolescent problem behaviours.
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15.8.2 Investment in adolescent
interventions (Chapter 8)
There is now an emerging evidence base for
universal interventions focusing on adolescents’ use
of alcohol and tobacco. A combination of welldesigned and executed regulatory approaches
supported by other components, such as schoolbased interventions, holds the most promise. A
strong research tradition relates to the evaluation of
classroom-based school drug education programs.
While once regarded as an area with little promise
and a weak evidence base, more recent programs
developed in Australia and the US have shown
positive outcomes, particularly in terms of
reductions in tobacco use. An Australian study has
demonstrated reductions in risky alcohol use and
alcohol-related harms. A clear set of principles has
been developed, based on the international
literature, for application in Australian school
curricula.
Available evidence revealed very strong support and
a sound rationale for the enforcement of laws
prohibiting sales of tobacco and alcohol to persons
under legal purchasing age for these legal drugs.
Similarly, there is evidence for the effectiveness of
measures that control the price of alcoholic drinks
favoured by young people.
There is evidence encouraging the further
evaluation of parent education approaches and for
further application and evaluation of family
interventions to address illicit drug use. Some
evidence provides support for the further evaluation
of community mobilisation/community action
approaches, social marketing and health service
reorientation; and, in particular, of brief
intervention approaches for heavy alcohol users.
There is more limited evidence, but strong
theoretical grounds, for further evaluating school
organisation and policy approaches to minimise
drug use and harm and encourage alternative drugfree recreational pursuits.

15.8.3 Investment in broad-based
interventions with potential benefits
across multiple problem areas (Chapter 9)
There are at least three main ways in which
common benefits can be obtained through broadbased preventive interventions addressing a wide
range of health, social and criminal problem
behaviours.
Firstly, there are benefits associated with universal
programs to reduce or eliminate the social and
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developmental risk factors that predict the
development of problem behaviours. For example,
broad social and economic policies that seek to
improve conditions for the healthy development of
children and youth, reduce disadvantage, increase
equity, and strengthen community will have a range
of benefits including lower rates of use of both
illicit and licit drugs and of the attendant
consequences. There is a special urgency in relation
to addressing these issues as they affect Indigenous
Australians.
Secondly, benefits can be obtained through
programs that target individuals and groups with a
high number of developmental risk factors. Settings
include disadvantaged areas, family crisis, police
and court contacts, and mental health. Strategies to
ensure ready access to services and to reduce risk
and enhance protective factors in children, families
and communities, are warranted in these settings.
As mentioned above, there is particular promise
from the wider application of targeted programs to
prepare disadvantaged children for school and to
enable parents to manage behavioural problems in
primary school age children. As these programs
have the potential to reduce risk factors that predict
the emergence of harmful drug use, investment
aimed at reducing drug-related harm should form a
component in these investments.
Thirdly, benefits are available through programs for
adolescents and adults that have high rates of drugrelated harm. Programs for these populations focus
on immediate protective strategies and may
coordinate to address physical and mental health
problems, including levels of drug use. Examples
include broad-based health promotion interventions
delivered by primary care health professionals such
as general practitioners, occupational health
workers; community-wide health screening; and
brief intervention programs. The potential public
health benefits for the broad application of
screening and brief intervention programs,
targeting a range of health risk behaviours, has not
yet been realised in Australia. Programs such as the
SNAP initiative are under way to encourage greater
dissemination.
Our investigation of broad-based prevention
suggested important commonalities between efforts
to prevent drug-related harm and other prevention
efforts relevant to crime, mental health and physical
health. Planning mechanisms that encourage
combined prevention investments from
jurisdictions concerned with mental health, crime
and health would appear warranted, supporting
community efforts to prevent youth drug use.
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15.8.4 Investment in universal regulatory
interventions for legal drugs across all
age groups (Chapter 11)
Regulation of the supply of both tobacco and
alcohol products, supported by a range of public
education measures, is strongly supported in the
research literature. Both tobacco and alcohol behave
like other products in the market place in that the
level of demand is strongly influenced by price.
Young people, as well as heavy drinkers and
smokers, are most affected by price increases. At
present there are consistent taxation policies in place
to maintain the high price of cigarettes in Australia
that should be sustained. For alcohol, from a public
health point of view there are sound policies in
place in relation to beer and spirits, in that lower
taxes are paid on lower alcohol content drinks
(through excise taxes). However, there is a
weakness in current policy with the absence of an
alcohol content-based tax (excise or other) on
wines. This results in the availability of very cheap
bulk wines that are favoured by vulnerable groups
and problem drinkers.
The use of hypothecated taxes from tobacco and
alcohol has a significant tradition in Australia, with
a strong rationale and degree of supporting
evidence of effectiveness. While a proportion of
beer taxes collected in the year 2000/01 was
hypothecated to form the Alcohol Education and
Rehabilitation Foundation, there is no continuing
hypothecation of either tobacco or alcohol taxes at
the national level; such taxes are no longer
permitted by law at the State/Territory level.
Restrictions of sales of both alcohol and tobacco to
minors can be effectively enforced. There is
community support for strict enforcement of these
laws but also evidence, especially in relation to
alcohol, that underage youth access is relatively
easy. There is also evidence that enforcing laws on
serving intoxicated customers can be achieved
effectively. In both cases, law enforcement
approaches, with or without education, are more
effective than education alone (e.g. through
responsible service training). Enforcement of liquor
laws is a prerequisite of effective management of
licensed establishments, with Accords and
responsible service training programs providing a
supporting role.
Physical availability of alcohol, in terms of numbers
of outlets and hours of sale, has increased in
Australia over the last decade. Australian and
overseas evidence clearly identifies late night
trading for hotels and nightclubs as a source of
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alcohol-related violence and road trauma. There is
also evidence to support controls on outlet density.
No operational model for achieving this has been
developed and there are currently inadequate
information systems in some licensing authorities to
enable identification of high-risk premises, so as to
determine whether they should continue trading.
The development and enforcement of laws to
punish and deter drink-driving in Australia have
been major successes for public health and safety,
with uniform laws in place across Australia.
Continued implementation and monitoring for
quality control is of great importance.

15.8.5 Investment in other universal
interventions for legal drugs across all
age groups (Chapter 11)
There is strong evidence that includes Cochrane
reviews, to show that public education campaigns
can contribute to reductions in smoking and risky
alcohol use, especially if campaigns support other
policy measures such as tax increases and law
enforcement. Education about some aspects of
tobacco and alcohol use can also be seen as a
prerequisite for a range of other system-wide
interventions and, as such, are hard to evaluate as
isolated strategies. National Alcohol Guidelines are
one such example. Advice about low-risk drinking
levels and various health risks are fundamental to
the delivery of educational messages: through the
media, by a range of health professionals in
primary, secondary and tertiary care, and in a range
of health and community settings. Wide
dissemination, therefore, supports other evidencebased activities. Australia introduced standard drink
labelling as one dissemination strategy to support
drinkers to apply national drinking guidelines,
though the current labels need only be 1.5mm
high. Labelling is an efficient means of delivering
health messages to smokers and drinkers, but it is
hard to evaluate as an isolated strategy. The extent to
which labelling supports, and could support other
evidence-based interventions should be
investigated. Similarly, media campaigns need to be
developed to facilitate other national strategies,
regulatory interventions and core health messages.
There is a developing evidence base, mainly from
overseas studies, that the community is an effective
location for organising and delivering prevention
measures targeted at legal drugs, especially alcohol.
This tradition has matured to the extent that a set of
guiding principles for sound process, optimal
content and good outcomes can be distilled. The
weight of published evidence suggests that
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community-based interventions that target
structural policy change at the local level are more
effective than approaches with the less focused aim
of community mobilisation. Thus, community
action to: restrict trading hours in high-risk
communities, increase enforcement of drinkdriving and liquor laws, and restrict local alcohol
availability, are reported to have achieved the most
positive results. This is also one of the few areas of
demonstrated benefit for interventions within
Indigenous communities. Programs such as
Communities That Care are being implemented in
Australia and combine elements of community
mobilisation and structured community action. By
supporting local coalitions to tailor evidence-based
prevention strategies to local conditions, these
programs hold the promise of encouraging a wellcoordinated selection of prevention strategies.

15.8.6 Investment in universal regulatory
policies regarding illicit drugs (Chapters
12 and 13)
Laws shape community values and opinions about
drug use. On the one hand, laws express social
disapproval that reinforces social norms against
illicit drug use and, on the other hand, they act as a
deterrent against use. The role of law enforcement
in prevention thus goes beyond apprehending drug
users and dealers. The current Diversion Initiative
demonstrates the importance of the law
enforcement role in the apprehension of early users
and referral to education, treatment or/and support.
The impact of laws prohibiting the sale, supply and
use of certain drugs is very hard to ascertain from
current scientific evidence. These laws and styles of
enforcement have evolved in many countries,
mostly over the past 100 years, in response to the
increasing availability of a range of psychotropic
substances for recreational and non-medical use.
When use of a substance is illegal, there are
substantial barriers to overcome in order to obtain
reliable and valid data about patterns of use.
Furthermore, when prevalence of use is quite low,
as is the case for opiate drugs, it becomes expensive
to obtain accurate prevalence estimates from
national surveys. A recent high-level inquiry,
conducted by the US Academy of Sciences176 into
the scientific status of US illicit drug policy, could
identify very little rigorous research data on patterns
of use, impact of prevention programs, drug purity
levels, drug-dealing and law enforcement. The
report noted that most of what is ‘known’ about the
prevention of illicit drug use and harm is from the
better documented experiences with legal drugs.
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Economic modelling from black markets in other
commodities (tea, coffee and tobacco) suggests that
rendering a substance illegal results in substantial
increases in its price. A major investment in
improved research is emphasised in the present
report as a method of improving the future
evidence base for illicit drugs policy.
The available Australian research has not been able
to identify measurable impacts of law enforcement
strategies on levels of drug purity or use, but this is
not to say that these effects do not occur. There is
evidence that contact with law enforcement can
encourage participation in treatment but it may also
increase risky drug use practices.
While the published evidence regarding street-level
drug law enforcement is weak, there is support for
the notion that drug laws may provide a general
degree of deterrence to the population who are not
engaged in drug use. However, as a consequence of
the difficulty of preventing more than a small
minority of drug deals, there is little evidence for
specific deterrence (i.e. deterring drug users who
come into contact with the law from re-offending).
There is a small literature evaluating the impact of
changing the precise legal status of cannabis,
including some important Australian studies and
reviews. These indicate that moving from criminal
to civil penalties for use and possession of small
quantities of cannabis is not associated with
significant increases in prevalence of its use. Along
with other European countries, Australian States
have variously moved to ‘soften’ policing of
cannabis laws, in some instances introducing
cautioning schemes for first time offenders (e.g.
Victoria), in others by decriminalised possession of
small quantities (SA and ACT). WA proposes to
introduce decriminalisation, for which there will be
a rigorous evaluation of intended and unintended
consequences using baseline data already collected.
In relation to the effectiveness of community-based
and educational initiatives in the mass media and in
schools regarding illicit drugs, as noted by the
recent US Academy of Sciences report, most of what
is known has been applied from research focusing
on legal drugs. To increase the chances of success,
broad principles can be applied from the areas of
community action, mass media campaigns and
school-based programs, and these have been
outlined in earlier chapters. However, when it
comes to the issue of the component parts of these
programs, there is a dearth of scientific data.
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15.8.7 Investment in treatment and brief
interventions for adults with drug
problems (Chapter 10)
There are important intersections between the aim
of population-level prevention of drug-related harm
and what has traditionally been considered to be
treatment. Emerging evidence suggests that
investment in various forms of treatment will have
benefits in terms of community-level reductions in
crime, road trauma, hospital admissions and other
serious drug-related harms.
There is an enormous potential to enhance these
savings at the community level, in three main ways:
1. expanding brief intervention programs targeting
smoking and risky drinking, to a wide range of
primary health care, workplace and other
community-based settings,
2. ensuring that treatment programs offered
include approaches with the strongest evidencebase and are made widely accessible, perhaps
through a greater emphasis on delivery at the
community- rather than institutional-level,
3. incorporating interventions to support children
in families with drug-using parents, in order to
attempt to break inter-generational patterns of
transmission of problem drug use.
This last point is important for prevention.
Smoking, risky drinking and drug use by parents
and other significant adults is associated with
increasing developmental risk factors for children.
This means that there are important yet currently
neglected opportunities to target prevention
programs in drug treatment settings (Chapter 8).
If drug treatment programs for adults and families
are to realise their potential for preventative benefits
for children, then they should be designed with
prevention in mind. Treatment activities should
include interventions to reduce developmental risk
factors and enhance protective factors, and a more
careful analysis of treatment impacts on children
should be encouraged in evaluations.

15.9 Indigenous people and drug
prevention
There have been few formal evaluations of
Indigenous intervention projects—a fact
highlighted in various reviews summarised earlier.
The majority of available evaluations have examined
evidence for impacts on patterns of drug use and
related harms, but not on fundamental social and
environmental conditions that contribute to these
problems. However, the evaluations that have been
undertaken have reached a number of similar
conclusions about what makes an intervention
effective.233, 869, 988, 989, 1139 First and foremost among
these is the support of, and control by, local
communities. A prime example relates to the
effectiveness of community-initiated local
restrictions on alcohol availability. Given the
diversity within the Indigenous population,
interventions must be tailored to the needs of
particular communities. Importantly, interventions
need to be adequately resourced and supported.
This entails not only funding for project activities,
but providing appropriate staff training and support.
In the past 10 years or so, there have also been a
number of reports and submissions that include
recommendations to address substance misuse
among Indigenous Australians.292, 331, 1140, 1141 The
recommendations contain a wealth of detail that can
usefully form the basis for any strategy to prevent
substance misuse and related harm among
Indigenous Australians. While many
recommendations remain to be implemented,
several key themes emerge. The first is the need to
address the underlying social determinants of
Indigenous inequality. This includes the call for
real, but appropriate, economic development for
Indigenous people. This call is not new but,
recently, has been forcefully made by Noel
Pearson.294
The second theme emerging is the need for
Indigenous people to be involved, as equal partners,
at all stages in the development and implementation
of strategies to address substance misuse. There is
evidence from both Australia and overseas of the
efficacy of Indigenous ownership and control of
interventions addressing ill-health—this includes
the importance of giving preferential employment
in government agencies providing services for
Indigenous peoples.1142
As important as Indigenous involvement is, it is
insufficient without adequate resourcing—the third
theme to emerge from recommendations to address
substance misuse. The Commonwealth Government
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has asserted that there has been an increase in funds
expended on Indigenous affairs over the past three
decades. However, a substantial amount of the
expenditure identified as specifically directed for
Indigenous welfare should arguably have been the
routine responsibility of other Government
departments. In other words, there has been a
misleading impression of Indigenous people
receiving extra funding over and above that
received by other Australians.1143 Whatever the
levels of funding for Indigenous affairs over the past
three decades, the expenditure has failed to meet the
well-documented needs or to remedy the social and
economic inequalities that underlie and perpetuate
the high levels of substance misuse among
Indigenous Australians. This inadequacy of funding
has also been identified with regard to funding for
both Indigenous health services1144, 1145 and
Indigenous substance misuse services.859, 869

population. The emphasis within the Communities
That Care program on the empowerment of local
coalitions, and on evidence-based investment
tailored to local evidence of elevated risk factors and
depressed protective factors, appears to bring
together many of the principles outlined above.

An important component of adequate resourcing is
the building of capacity to continue to provide
adequate and appropriate services within
communities and community organisations. This
includes infra-structural development, research
capabilities, and staff development and support.
With regard to the latter, despite several project
evaluations highlighting the shortage of staff with
adequate training,869, 1146 in 1999/2000, less than
3% of funds for projects directly targeting
Indigenous substance misuse was allocated to staff
development and support.859

It must also acknowledge the:

Over the past three decades, government
Indigenous health and substance misuse policy has
acknowledged a link between substance misuse and
underlying social issues. However, despite this
acknowledgement, substance misuse policy and
service planning has largely been developed in
isolation from policies in other portfolio areas, such
as land, employment, education and housing.
Furthermore, substance misuse services have been
implemented inconsistently across different regions
of Australia, as attested by the mismatch between
regional funding allocations and population
levels.859 Concerns over such problems underlie the
fourth theme to emerge from those reports making
recommendations to address Indigenous substance
misuse. That is the need for a holistic and
coordinated approach that includes Indigenous
community-controlled organisations, all levels of
government, and all sectors.

l

In looking to the future, experience with
community action frameworks provides a
promising approach for integrating future
prevention investment within the Indigenous
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15.10 Conclusions
The present document has been prepared to
summarise the existing evidence base regarding
‘what works’ in the prevention of substance use
problems, so that a comprehensive and national
prevention agenda can be implemented with
synergistic actions across multiple government
departments and sectors of society. This agenda
must acknowledge the broad social and structural
determinants known to influence patterns of drug
use and related harm.

l

l

l

various early developmental experiences and
circumstances that serve to create risk or
protection for the individual later in life,
extent to which these are common across
diverse problem areas, such as mental health,
crime, health and welfare,
nature and extent of the harms associated with
the use of different drugs and the patterns of
use, and
circumstances of drug use that create the risk of
these harms occurring.

The agenda will then need to identify opportunities
for remedying risk and increasing protection across
all sectors of society and government, so as to
contribute to a national effort to reduce drug-related
harm. The evidence for informing this process has
been provided in the foregoing pages.
Table 15.1 breaks down different objectives for
different policy jurisdictions and operational
settings within a Protection and Risk Reduction
Approach to Prevention. This table indicates that an
important goal for supply reduction strategies is the
achievement of a well-coordinated set of operations
and activities at the community level. By
emphasising integration at the community level,
synergies between supply control, demand
reduction and harm reduction programs can be
established. Program objectives for children include
use reduction and may be different from the
objectives for adults, where harm reduction goals
become more prominent.
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Table 15.1 Objectives for different policy jurisdictions and operational settings within a Protection and Risk
Reduction Approach to Prevention
Setting

Supply control

Demand reduction /
social improvement

Reduction of harm

National and
State
objectives

Coordinated policies and
strategies for supply control.
Integrated operation of
border control, drug control
(policies, laws and regulation),
taxes and excise; social
marketing and media controls.

Effective and coordinated
policies and strategies for
reduction of demand and
social improvement.
Integrated expenditure on
health, mental health,
welfare, education, prevention.

Effective and coordinated
policies and strategies to
reduce harm, including
police (e.g. drink-drive
programs), treatment
programs (methadone),
courts (diversion), prisons.

Local
community
objectives

Effectively planned and locally
coordinated supply reduction
programs.

Well-planned and coordinated Effective and coordinated
strategies for investment in
local strategy for reducing
social improvement and
drug-related harms.
prevention. Reduction of local
risk factors and enhancement
of protective factors.

Local
community
activities

Licensing and enforcement,
policing, distribution (alcohol,
tobacco, other drugs).

Targeted early childhood
programs. Parent education.
Schools drug-education and
organisation. Social
opportunities, employment.

Community safety, needle
exchange, alcohol server
training.

Objectives for
families and
adults

Availability and price of drugs
to reflect evidence for their
harms.

Enhanced social connection.
Patterns of drug use within
public health guidelines.

Reduction in risky drug use
and harm.

Objectives for
children and
young people

Drugs unfashionable and
difficult to access.

Healthy social development.

Less drug use, delayed age
of first drug use, less
frequent and more
moderate drug use.

Figure 15.1 (p. 251) also provides a summary of
the main opportunities for continued and enhanced
investment to prevent drug-related harms. The
figure depicts an integrated relationship between
children’s drug use and the patterns of drug use
modelled more broadly by adults. Furthermore, it
reflects the literature, which suggests that effective
legal drug control influences illicit drug use and
harm, and that a carefully coordinated mix of
investment, rather than any single service strategy,
has the greatest chance of success. The program
complexity once again suggests the importance of
tailoring the mix of investment to the specific and
distinct needs of particular communities.
The Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to
Prevention holds advantages, not simply for
reducing the harm to Australian society from drug
use, but also for broader social improvement goals.
Investments in prevention should aim to maximise
the potential for early childhood development,
while also acknowledging that development and
socialisation have ongoing threads in later years. By
supporting communities to address both the
developmental needs of children and the broader
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social conditions relevant to public safety and social
connection, a combination of benefits can be
achieved. These benefits range from the maximising
of human potential through to increasing
productivity and achievement, with ultimate
outcomes for improving both the wealth and
wellbeing of the nation.
There are synergies between the prevention of
drug-related use, risk and harm and the prevention
of homelessness, crime, cardiovascular disease,
cancer, injuries, mental illness and suicide, many of
which share underlying theoretical frameworks. The
Protection and Risk Reduction Approach to
prevention has the potential to integrate these
varying frameworks, providing an important basis
for improving coordination between different
prevention strategies. A closer link between research
and service delivery has the potential to strengthen
prevention policy by better defining strategy
combinations that are effective in reducing drugrelated harm.
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Figure 15.1 A summary of main categories of intervention recommended for continued and enhanced
investment
Targeted early intervention
Maternal and parental support
during infancy, pre-primary and
primary school years.

Universal program for legal
drugs
Regulation

Reduced adolescent tobacco and
alcohol use and harm

Taxation
Enforcement
Education
Parents

Reduced adult tobacco and alcohol use
and harm

Reduced drug use,
harm,
dependence,
mental health
problems and
crime

Targeted and selective adult
interventions (all drugs)
Brief interventions, treatment
and involvement of family
members
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APPENDIX A TOBACCOADOLESCENTS
Appendix A summarises a selection of behavioural follow-up research studies relevant to the consequences
of different patterns of adolescent tobacco use on subsequent development. Note, in interpreting this table,
symbols are used to summarise the effect of earlier behaviour on later development. The symbol ‘Y’
indicates a significant effect; ‘N’ a non-significant effect; the letter ‘a’ indicates analyses were adjusted for
other factors (i.e. multivariate methods used); and ‘u’ indicates that analyses were unadjusted.
Appendix A Consequences of youth tobacco use for later behaviour and health and social functioning
Baseline
age

Tobacco use
behaviour

Effect1

Follow-up
age

Consequences

Prior to 17

Early use

Nu

prior to 35

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

18

Daily

18.5

Reference

Cohort

Alcohol

Kandel121

New York

21

Frequent alcohol use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

Yu

21

Alcohol dependence

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

Dependent

Nu

24.5

Alcohol abuse &
dependence

Jackson120

Midwest US

11

Early use

Yu

15

Tobacco use

Miller-Johnson126

North Carolina

Prior to 13

Early use

Ya

16

Tobacco dependence

Costello118

Western North
Carolina

14.5

Less than daily

Ya

17

Tobacco daily

Patton119

Australia, VAHC

14

Daily

Ya

15

Frequent cannabis use

Coffey123

Australia, VAHC

15

Daily

Nu

16 to 17

Daily cannabis use

Coffey123

Australia, VAHC

Prior to 17

Early use

Nu

prior to 35

Cannabis use

Kandel121

New York

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

21

Frequent cannabis use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

15

Use

Ya

18

Cannabis use

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

18

Daily

Ya

21

Cannabis use

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

Prior to 14

Early use

Ya

17.5

Poly-drug use

Guy1148

Boston

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

22

Drug problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

16

Use

YuNa

32

Heroin use

Johnson117

Chicago

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

21

Frequent illicit use -

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

Prior to 17

Early use

Nu

prior to 35

Illicit drug use

Kandel121

New York

Prior to 17

Early use

Yu

prior to 35

Prescribed psychoactive
drugs

Kandel

New York

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25

Illicit drug problems

Newcomb124

Alcohol

Tobacco

Cannabis

Illicit drug use
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Los Angeles

Baseline
age

Tobacco use
behaviour

Effect1

Follow-up
age

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25.5

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

25.5

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

13 to 16

Use

14

Consequences

Reference

Cohort

Accidents

Guy127

Boston

Respiratory problems

Guy127

Boston

22

Health problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

Ya

21

Difficult temperament

Lerner144

New York

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25.5

Mental health problems

Guy127

Boston

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

22

Emotional distress &
psychosomatic problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

15

Daily

Ya

18

Mental health problems

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

16

Frequent

Ya

22

Antisocial personality
disorder

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

16

Frequent

Na

22

Anxiety disorder

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

16

Frequent

Ya

22

Major depression

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

18

Daily

Yu

21

Anxiety/depression

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

22

Social problems

Lerner144

Los Angeles

17

Frequent with
alcohol

Ya

22

Crime  general deviance

Guy127

Los Angeles

Health problems

Mental health

Crime and social problems

1

Y

a significant effect

N

not significant

a

analyses were adjusted for other factors (i.e. used multivariate methods)

u

analyses were unadjusted.
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APPENDIX B ALCOHOLADOLESCENTS
Research has examined the consequences of adolescent alcohol use for the development of more extreme
alcohol use behaviours and also for tobacco use, illicit drug use and cannabis use. The other consequences
that have been explored include mental health, health and social problems. Table B summarises the current
findings.
Appendix B Follow-up studies examining developmental consequences of adolescent alcohol use behaviours
Baseline
age

Alcohol use
behaviour

Effect1

Follow-up
age

Prior to 6

Early use

Ya

15

Prior to 6

Early use

Ya

Prior to 6

Early use

Prior to 9

Consequences

Reference

Cohort

Alcohol harms

Fergusson125

Christchurch NZ

15

Frequent alcohol

Fergusson125

Christchurch NZ

Ya

15

Amount alcohol

Fergusson125

Christchurch NZ

Early use

Na

16

Alcohol dependence

Costello

Western North
Carolina

10

Frequent

Na

21

Alcohol abuse/dependence Guo129

Seattle

10

Frequent

Na

21

Alcohol dependence

Guo129

Seattle

11

Early use

Yu

15

Alcohol use

Miller-Johnson126

North Carolina

1318

Binge

Ya

21

Alcohol abuse/dependence Hill130

13

Use

Ya

14 to 15

Prior to 14

Early use

Ya

14

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

25.5

14

Quantity and
frequency

Ya

14

Frequent

14

Alcohol

118

Seattle

Harms

McBride

Quantity and Frequency

Fergusson484

Australia, SHAHRP
Christchurch NZ

Alcohol harms - health
problems

Guy127

Boston

16

Abuse

Fergusson484

Christchurch NZ

Ya

21

Alcohol abuse/dependence Guo129

Seattle

Frequent

Ya

21

Alcohol dependence

Guo129

Seattle

16

Frequent

Ya

21

Alcohol abuse/dependence Guo129

Seattle

16

Frequent

Ya

21

Alcohol dependence

Guo129

Seattle

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

25

Alcohol & cannabis
problems

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

18

Use

Yu

21

Alcohol dependence

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

18

Amount

Ya

21

Harms

Casswell128

Dunedin NZ

20

Quantity and
frequency

Yu

26

Subsequent pattern of
alcohol use

Pape487

Norway

9,11,13

Use

Yu

10 to 15

Tobacco 90 days

Casswell128

Western North
Carolina

9,11,13

Recent (90 days)

Yu

10 to 15

Tobacco 90 days

Casswell128

Western North
Carolina

prior to 17

Early use

Nu

prior to 35

Tobacco use

Kandel121

New York

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

21

Frequent tobacco use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

18.5

Alcohol abuse
& dependence

Yu

24.5

Tobacco dependence

Jackson120

Midwest US

9,11,13

Use

Yu

10 to 15

Casswell128

Western North
Carolina

155

Tobacco use

Cannabis use
Recent cannabis use
(last 90 days)

continued on next page ...
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Baseline
age

Alcohol use Effect1
behaviour

Follow-up
age

9,11,13

Recent (90 days)

Yu

10 to 15

Consequences

Reference

Cohort

Recent cannabis use
(last 90 days)

Casswell128

Western North
Carolina

Cannabis use

14

Frequent

Ya

15

Frequent cannabis use

Coffey123

Australia, VAHC

14

Amount

Ya

15

Frequent cannabis use

Coffey123

Australia, VAHC

14

Amount

Ya (Females)

16 to 17

Australia, VAHC

prior to 17

Early use

Yu

prior to 35

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

21

Daily cannabis use

Coffey

Marijuana

Kandel121

New York

Frequent cannabis use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

123

18

Use

Yu

21

Cannabis use

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

18

Use

Yu

21

Cannabis dependence

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

18

Dependence

Yu

21

Cannabis or alcohol
dependence

Krueger132

Dunedin NZ

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

22

Drug problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

16

Use

YuNa

32

Heroin use

Johnson464

Chicago

prior to 17

Early use

Yu

prior to 35

Psychoactive
pharmaceutical

Kandel121

New York

prior to 17

Early use

Yu

prior to 35

Illicit drug use

Kandel121

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

21

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25.5

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

22

9,11,13

Use

Yu

10 to 15

prior to 14

Early use
(mother or
father)

Yu(males)

prior to 14

Early use
(mother or
father)

14

Illicit drugs

New York

Frequent illicit drug use

124

Newcomb

Los Angeles

Illicit drug problems

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

Health problems

Guy127

Boston

Health problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

Psychiatric diagnosis

Federman131

Western North
Carolina

Next
generation
14

Externalising disorders
(CD, ODD)

McGue490

Minnesota

Nu

Next
generation
14

Internalising disorders
(depression, anxiety)

McGue490

Minnesota

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25.5

Mental health problems

Guy127

Boston

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

22

Mental health problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

15

Use

YuNa

18

Mental health problems

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

16

Heavy use

Ya

22

Antisocial personality
disorder

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

16

Heavy use

Na

22

Major depression

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

16

Heavy use

Ya

22

Anxiety disorder

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

18

Use

Nu

21

Anxiety/depression

McGee122

Health problems

Mental health

Dunedin NZ
continued on next page ...
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Baseline
age

Alcohol use Effect1
behaviour

13 to 16

Use

13 to 18

Follow-up
age

Consequences

Reference

Cohort

Difficult temperament

Lerner144

New York

Mental health
?

21

Frequent

Na

18 to 23

Depression

Chassin147

Arizona

13 to 18

Frequent

Na

18 to 23

Anxiety disorder

Chassin147

Arizona

1318

Binge

Na

21

Depression

Hill130

Seattle

Crime
15

Quantity and
frequency

Ya

16

Property offending

Fergusson148

Christchurch NZ

15

Quantity and
frequency

Ya

16

Violent offending

Fergusson148

Christchurch NZ

18

Frequent with
tobacco

Ya

22

Crime - general deviance

Newcomb145

Los Angeles

1318

Binge

Na

21

Crime

Hill130

Seattle

School
11 to 15

Frequent

Na

1 year lags

Attitudes to school

Andrews149

Northwest, USA

11 to 15

Frequent

Nu

1 year later

Academic motivation

Andrews149

Northwest, USA

1318

Binge

Ya

21

High school retention

Hill130

Seattle

13

Quantity and
frequency

Yu

14 to 19

Sexual victim

Pederson150

Oslo, Norway

13

Use

Yu

14 to 19

Sexual victim

Pederson150

Oslo, Norway

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na+

22

Social problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

Social

1

Y

a significant effect

N

not significant

a

analyses were adjusted for other factors (i.e. used multivariate methods)

u

analyses were unadjusted.
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APPENDIX C CANNABISADOLESCENTS
Research has examined the consequences of adolescent cannabis use for the development of later drug use
behaviours, and also for mental health, health and social consequences. Table C summarises the current
findings.
Appendix C Follow-up studies examining developmental consequences of adolescent cannabis use behaviours
Baseline
age

Cannabis use Effect1
behaviours

Follow-up
age

15

Earlier age

YuNa

16

1516

Frequency

Na

1618

prior to 17

Earlier age

Nu

prior to 35

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Consequences

Reference

Cohort

Alcohol abuse

Fergusson159

Christchurch NZ

Alcohol abuse/
dependence

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

Alcohol use

Kandel121

New York

25

Cannabis & alcohol
problems

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

Na

21

Frequent alcohol use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

18

Cannabis or
Yu
alcohol dependence

21

Cannabis or alcohol
dependence

Krueger132

Dunedin NZ

15

Earlier age

YuNa

16

Tobacco use

Fergusson159

Christchurch NZ

prior to 17

Earlier age

Nu

prior to 35

Tobacco use

Kandel121

New York

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

21

Frequent tobacco use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

11

Earlier age

Yu

15

Cannabis use

Miller-Johnson126

North Carolina

Prior to 13

Earlier age

Na (females)
Ya (males)

16

Cannabis abuse &
dependence; effect
reversed for females

Costello118

Western North
Carolina

14

Weekly

Ya

16 to 17

Daily cannabis use

Coffey123

Australia, VAHC

15

Frequency

Ya

16 to 17

Daily cannabis use

Coffey123

Australia, VAHC

15

Earlier age

Ya

16

Cannabis use

Fergusson159

Christchurch NZ

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

25

Cannabis & alcohol
problems

Newcomb124

Los Angeles

18

Cannabis or
Yu
alcohol Dependence

21

Cannabis or alcohol
dependence

Krueger132

Dunedin NZ

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

25.5

Drug harms

Guy127

Boston

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

22

Drug problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

15

Frequency

Ya

16

Illicit drug use

Fergusson492

Christchurch NZ

Alcohol

Tobacco use

Cannabis Use

Illicit drug use

16

Use

Ya

32

Heroin use

Johnson117

Chicago

prior to 17

Earlier age

Yu

prior to 35

Illicit drug use

Kandel121

New York

prior to 17

Earlier age

Yu

prior to 35

Psychoactive
pharmaceuticals

Kandel121

New York

17

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

21

Frequent illicit drug use

Newcomb124

Los Angeles
continued on next page ...
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Baseline
age

Cannabis use Effect1
behaviours

Follow-up
age

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25.5

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Ya

13 to 19

Use

14
14

Consequences

Reference

Cohort

Health problems respiratory

Guy127

Boston

22

Health problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

Ya

21

Difficult temperament

Lerner144

New York

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

25.5

Mental health problems

Guy127

Boston

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

Na

22

Mental health problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

1516

Frequency

Na

1618

Anxiety disorder

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

1516

Frequency

Ya

1718

Major depression

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

1516

Frequency

Na

1618

Suicide attempts

Fergusson

156

Christchurch NZ

15

Earlier age

YuNa

16

Mental health problems - Fergusson159
depression, suicide, anxiety

Christchurch NZ

15

Use

Na

18

Mental health problems

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

16

Heavy use

Ya

22

Antisocial personality
disorder

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

16

Heavy use

Na

22

Anxiety disorder

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

16

Heavy use

Na

22

Major depression

Brook138

Upper New York
counties

18

Use

Ya

21

Mental health problems

McGee122

Dunedin NZ

15

Earlier age

YuNa

16

1516

Frequency

Ya

1618

16 and prior

Earlier age

Ya

14

Frequent
(not poly-drug)

1516

Health problems

Mental Health

School
School drop out

Fergusson159

Christchurch NZ

Early school drop out

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

18

School drop out

Bray160

South East US

Ya

22

Family problems

Newcomb133

Los Angeles

Frequency

Ya

1618

Unemployment

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

15

Earlier age

YuNa

16

Police contact

Fergusson159

Christchurch NZ

1516

Frequency

Ya

1718

Violent offending

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

1516

Frequency

Ya

1718

Property offending

Fergusson156

Christchurch NZ

Social

Crime

1

Y

a significant effect

N

non-significant

a

analyses were adjusted for other factors (i.e. used multivariate methods)

u

analyses were unadjusted.
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